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First Building in the History of Expositions to be Devoted Entirely to Aeronautics.

AERONAUTICS AT THE JAMESTOWN EXPOSITION.

By Israel Ludlow, Superintendent of the Bureau of Aeronautics.

During the winter of 1906 and 1907 there was appointed through the efforts

of the officials of the Jamestown Exposition an Aeronautical Committee, including

government officials, members of the Aero Club of America, noted scientists and

prominent sportsmen. This Committee was officially called the Jamestown Aeronau-

tical Congress. Willis L. Moore, Chief of the United States Weather Bureau,

was offered and accepted its Presidency. The Exposition officials agreed to con-

struct and fence in an Aeronautical Concourse, to erect a special building, and to

transpf)rt free of charge all exhibits to and from the Exposition Grounds ; the Aero-

nautical Congress agreed to gather all availal)le exhibits of balloon material,

scientific instruments adapted for aeronautical purposes, balloons, airships, aero-

planes, helicopteres' and orthopters, and to make such further efforts as might

naturally lie in the plan and scope of their organization.

A progranmie of aeronautical events, including balloon races, airship com-

petitions, aeroplane and kite contests, and pigeon flights were arranged for. The

Bureau of Aeronautics was created by the Exposition to correspond with the

Bureaus of Yachting, Atliletics, ^lusic, etc. Owing to the exceptional inclement

weather which prevailed during the Winter and early Spring and to the fad tliat

(he United States Government was very late with tinancial assistance which it has

invariably extended of late years to international expositions, the Exposition as a
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whole was in an incomplete state on its opening day, and the Aeronautical Build-

ing in particular was delayed, making it impossible to adhere strictly to the ar-

ranged programme.
The Aeronautical Concourse was dependent for gas upon a three inch main

running from the City of Norfolk to the Exposition Grounds, a distance of seven

and a half miles. This pipe line was not completed until early in June, and all

balloon flights were postponed.

The first aeronautical event was a pigeon flight on May 9th. Five hundred and

six pigeons were released for a race to Washington. D. C. It was very successful.

A bright clear morning and a gentle southwest wind insured a fair race and no

favor. Before leaving the Exposition Grounds the pigeons^ circled twice and then

disappeared in the direction of their homing station. Some of the birds were not

racers, and the fastest birds hung back with the slowest. The speed was about

forty-five miles per hour.

A remarkable feature of this and a succeeding race to New York and Phila-

delphia was that the Washington pigeons flew to the west of a grand-stand that

was directly north of the releasing point, and the New York and Philadelphia

pigeons flew to the east of it, correctly selecting the direction for their homeward
flight to an exact degree in the points of the compass, although when they passed

the stand the birds were flying so low that some flew under its roof. Only half a

dozen birds were nonplussed by the broad expanse of water of H'ampton Roads

and Chesapeake Bay and turned back. The others, without hesitancy, went on

towards the points from which they were brought in closed crates in express cars.

The next event was the pigeon race of May 19th. About twenty-three

hundred birds from New York and Philadelphia took part. The birds were

all thoroughbreds and the race was exceptionally successful. The same favorable

weather conditions prevailed and the release occupied barely four seconds from

the time the lids were thrown open until the last pigeon left the crates.

Pigeon Flight at Jamestown Exposition, May 13, 1907.

The pigeon coops were arranged in a complete circle upon the backs of benches

about three feet above ground. The birds, when released at 11. 15 A. M., rose in a

gigantic column and the sound caused by the violent beating of their wings was
one not easily forgotten by those above whose heads the whirling pyramid of

pigeons rose. An idea of the swiftness of their wing beat may be gained, when
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it is said that cameras which were able to depict a running race horse sharp and
distinct, showed but a bkir of the moving wings of many of the birds. This lot

of pigeons without hesitancy and without circling took a line straight to a point

north by east and disappeared before the spectators could fully grasp that the event

was over on the Exposition Grounds.

The birds made remarkably fast time and reached New York and Phila-

delphia in the early afternoon. They travelled at the rate of fifty-nine and a

fraction miles per hour. The winning birds in New York district were owned by

Henry Ingram of Paterson, N. J., whose pigeons arrived at 4.05.42; Paul

F. Miller, Williamsburg, Brooklyn, arrived at 4.17.48; F. W. Davis, Borough of

Manhattan, New York City, 4.16.52; Adolph Busch, Staten Island, New York,

4.06.49; J- W. Booth, Essex, N. J., 4-2/.,^: ^I- G. Meller, Plainfield, N. J.

4.10.04.

There was a slight superior speed in rate per mile travel by the New York
over the Philadelphia birds which is believed to be due to the fact that all the

pigeons followed the Atlantic sea coast line, and that the Philadelphia birds turned

inward when opposite that city, while the New York birds kept on the ocean front

to New York City.

There was considerable discussion among the pigeon fanciers present at the

release on the Exposition Grounds as to which crates w-ere the best, those whose

tops opened upward or those whose front ends swung outward. Opening the

entire top gave a quicker release, while the pigeon fanciers in favor of a front

end opening claimed that in allowing the birds to rise en masse there was danger

of their beating their wings against each other and fracturing a pinion. The

question was not settled by the race as the point arose too late to take definite

notes on the matter.

During the last week of May, Lincoln Beachey, a professional aeronaut under

the management of Charles J. Strobel, made a series of dirigible balloon flights

from the Aeronautical Concourse over the Exposition Grounds landing each time

upon the Parade Ground. These flights were very successful and attracted wide

local attention. Mr. Beachey had his airship under full control and was able to

turn it within its own length. He negotiated very successfully some difficult starts

and landings, handicapped by tall turrets on the Warpath and by pine trees.

Early in June, Eugene Godet, a French aeronaut also under the management

of Charles J. Strobel, brought to the Exposition in bond a French airship of the

latest construction and approved pattern. On the afternoon of June 7tii after

a day of most strenuous eff^ort to repair a liroken shaft, the airship was brought out

of the Aeronautical Building in which it was housed, and the engine tested. The

day had been a beautiful one, practically no breeze stirring, but late in the after-

noon a wind sprang up in the eastern quarter and brought with it heavy clouds.

At this time a few drops of rain were falling and the breeze was freshening every

minute. It was with some trepidation that Mr. Godet's assistants saw him essay

to make a flight.

There was a crowd of several thousand persons present who would have

felt very much disappointed if no flight were made, and to whom an explanation

that the weather conditions were unfavorable would have been highly unsatis-

factory. Under these circumstances Eugene Godet determined to go up. The

wind now freshened until it was blowing between 10 and 12 miles an hour. At his

word "Let go" all hands released their grasp on the framework of the airship.

Godet rose, advancing slowly upward, slightly against the wind, until the breeze

from over the top of the building caught him, when his airship was pushed back-

ward beyond the Aeronautical Concourse into other parts of the Exposition
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Grounds. There for a few .moments he again held his own, at a height probably of

a hundred feet from the ground. Not being pointed directly into the wind, he

drifted sidewise. When dangerously near a tall windmill near the water front, he

turned his airship and presented its broadside to the full force of the wind.

With great rapidity he shot directly towards and struck two tall pine trees

near the Inside Inn. The force of the wind drove his airship through the

branches, breaking his propeller in two. causing the two halves to drop to the

ground. His rudder also was completely wrecked, and hung downwards. Pro-

pellerless and rudderless he drifted over tlie roof of the Inside Inn and out over

Hampton Roads. He immediately upon passing through the trees pulled his safety

\alve, but struck the water the hrst time about 503 feet from shore. He sank but

a few inches and rose buoyantly, making a leap urged by the wind (which was now
half a gale) of 800 feet at an elevation of approximately 20 feet, before striking

the water a second time. In successive leaps, each of shorter lengths and

punctuated by deeper immersions, he went over Hampton Roads toward Old Point

Comfort and Fort Monroe which were about five miles distant.

Anchored in Hampton Roads was the line of battleships and many navy

launches put off to the rescue, as well as row boats from the Exposition side. A
launch belonging to the Battleship "Minnesota" was the first to reach the aeronaut,

and its occupants grabbed the drag-rope, but were unable to tow the balloon

against the wind, and the launch was dragged through the water by the airship

until the airship struck the Battleship Alabama. At this time it was surrounded

by six launches. Godet was in no danger,—^he refused to desert his ship and re-

mained in the framework until hauled upon the foredeck of the battleship, where

the gas envelope was deflated. It was packed and returned to the Exposition

Grounds by the launch. The framework was so wrecked that a new one has

been constructed.

On June 8th, dedication exercises were held in the Aeronautical Building. Rob-

ert H. Sexton, Chief of the Department of Congress and Special Events, Aug-

ustus Post, Chairman nf the Executive Committee of the Jamestown Aeronautical

Congress; Harry St. George Tucker, President of the Jamestown Exposition;

Admiral C. M. Chester of the U. S. Navy and myself were the speakers. Admiral

Chester's speech was especially noteworthy being devoted to the advocacy of the

aeroplane as an engine of warfare. He laid especially stress upon the possibilities

of the Jamestown Exposition. He stated "that the U. S. Government would look

to private experimenters for the practical solution of the problem of aerial loco-

motion, and that he hoped that the Exposition at Jamestown in bringing together

the models and ideas of many inventors, would be of great value to the science,

and that the effort of the Jamestown officials deserve the enthusiastic co-operation

of all interested in aerial navigation.

Numerous exhi1)its are now installed in the building and in addition construc-

tion work on airships, aeroplanes and balloons will be carried on steadily during

the time of the Exposition. There are now two airships and an aeroplane being

built. The postponed balloon competition will l)e carried out if possible. The
gas-pipe line has been tested, and has been found capable of delivering seven thous-

and five hundred cubic feet of gas per hour. Great interest is evinced in the aero-

plane contest on September 14th for tlie Scientific American Cup of one thousand

dollars, and in the kite contest in the latter part of October for the Octave Chanute

trophies. Etigene Godet will make daily ascensions, (weather permitting) during

tile months of July and August in his airship which has been completely repaired.
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Jamestown Exposition—Aeronautic Building on Right.

CONDITIONS OF SUCCESS WITH FLYING MACHINES.

By O. Chanute.

Fascinated by the now acknowledged success of the Wright brothers in

America, and tempted by the facilities which light motors, so recently developed,

offer for rising on the air, some 30 or 40 European aviators have built or are

building, "de toutes pieces," motor-equipped flying machines on wheels, in the

hope of speedily accomplishing mechanical flight. Thus far (June, 1907), they

have been unsuccessful. They have made some fairly long jumps with their

wheeled grasshoppers, but nothing like continuous flight has been accomplished.

It is believed that these aviators are beginning at the wrong end and taking

the longest path to success. They will meet continued mishaps and some of

them may get hurt. Paradoxical as it may seem it is necessary to know how
to use a flying machine before trusting oneself to really fly with it. Assuming

that all the other prerequisites mentioned below have been complied with, it

is yet indispensable that the machine shall possess equilibrium in the air under

all circumstances and turmoils of the wind, and that the operator shall know

how to manage it.

Those other prerequisites which should govern the design are the following:

1st. Ability to steer, both horizontally and vertically. Without this ability

disaster is sure to follow.

2d. Adequate amount and shape of sustaining surface. Some of the

European machines are loaded to 3>4 to 4^ pounds to the square foot, thus

requiring high speeds for support. For a beginning it is not advisable to load

the machines more than i^i to 2 pounds per square foot. As to the shapes, both

in plan and in cross section, it is advisable to seek for those surfaces which

afford the greatest "lift" in proportion to the "drift," provided they are stable.

This will best be developed by laboratory experiments, which seem to have been

neglected.

3d. Least possible resistance of framing and hull. Very little consideration

has been given to this : Notably by Santos-Dumont. in whose apparatus the

head resistance must have been five or six times the drift, tluis requiring much

power. Col. Renard once figured out that for best results the head resistance

should be equal to the drift and tli:it llie zi'ork done was a minimum when the
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resistance of the drift was equal to three times the resistance of the hull.

4th. Lightest possible motor in proportion to its zveight. This is obvious

enough. Gasoline motors have now^ been reduced to a weight of 4 or 5 pounds

per horse power.

5th. Best efficiency of propeller. Much remains to be found out. The
controversy between adherents of the beating wing and of the screw propeller

is still unsettled. The best forms of the latter are not determined. It is a

subject for laboratory experiments.

6th. Equilibrium. Equilibrium has at last been recognized as the most im-

portant condition to fulfill. It is possible to develop a flying machine which shall

be automatically stable in the air; which will right itself up in every wind gust,

if there is enough height or space to do so before it comes down to the ground,

but such a machine is not yet known. With the small leaps of the motor-driven

machine there is no room to operate an automatic stability device. It is true

that those short leaps are an element of safety to the operator. He cannot

fall far and is in small danger of personal injury, but the machine is nearly sure

to be broken in coming down at each test and this costs time and money for

repairs. It is very probable that the present motor-equipped machines about to

be tried will give unsatisfactory results, simply because the men who are testing

them have had no previous experience in handling such an apparatus in the

air. This it is that defeated some year's ago the efforts of Maxim, Ader, Langley,

Kress and ethers, who had nevertheless produced intelligent designs. This brings

us to the last condition to be fulfilled.

7th. Learning liozv to fly. There is a way, practiced by all little birds, in

which the use of a flying machine may be learned. It is to begin by gliding.

The fledgeling tumbles out of the nest, he flutters desperately, he generally loses

his equilibrium and then he glides down with seldom serious hurt. The parent

bird then helps him back from branch to branch and teaches him the use of

bis wings. Captain Ferber recently published in "Omnia" an amusing account

of a vulture who was taught first to glide and then to fly by a man.

Something analogous will have to be done by aviators. This is preferably

accomplished by first building a gliding machine of the type which is intended

for the flying machine and testing it personally on a sandy hillside to develop

its defects in stability and to learn its control. This was the course recommended
to the French aviators by myself in a paper published in "Aerophile" for August,

1903. At first they accepted the advice and made a lot of gliding experiments

with moderate success, on the sand hills near Berck, but they became impatient

at the slow progress accomplished, tried other methods, such as going up as a

kite towed by a launch, and then they were tempted by the light motors to "get

ahead of the Wrights," oblivious to the fact that the latter had spent three years

in gliding before they ventured to put on a motor. Now, M. Leon Delagrange,

after making quite a number of short flights (the longest about 200 feet) with

his motor flying machine, has found it advisable to go with M. Voisin, the

cleverest of the French flying machine pilots, to experiment with a gliding

apparatus on the sand hills near Le Touquet.

The mode of conducting such experiments has been described by the various

experimenters. It consists in first testing the apparatus as a kite and measuring
accurately the "lift," the "drift," the "head resistance" and the location of the

"centre of pressure" at various angles of incidence. If the relations between these

conditions prove unsatisfactory they can be altered by changing the cross section

by trussing the ribs. Then glides can be made by running and jumping into a
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head wind, noting carefully the angle of descent, which should he finally as

flat as possible with adequate stability.

It is great sport; the chances of accident are not great to careful men who
proceed step by step, and it enables the aviator to develop gradually the best

shapes of surfaces and framing for his particular design ; while, more important

than all, it gives him experience and skill to manage his motor flying machine

when he finally comes to the point of testing it.

THEORY OF BALLOON LEAKAGE.

By A. F. Zahm, Ph. D.

In order to compute the rate of leakage of gas through the envelope of a

balloon under given conditions, it is well first to derive a rational formula,

then to determine the physical constants of the formula by direct experimen-

tation. An attempt is here made to derive a suitable formula, based upon well

established laws governing the motion of fluids.

The leakage through the canvas at any point of the balloon envelope is

due to two causes; viz., to the internal pressure at the point and to the osmotic

dififusion which may prevail there independently of the pressure. By sum-

ming these over the entire envelope an expression is found for the total

leakage.

Suppose that, owing to osmotic dififusion a units of mass of gas creep

through a square unit of the canvas per unit of time under no internal pressure.

Then the entire leakage all over the balloon, per unit of time, due to osmosis,

may be represented by the formula:

Iv, = a S

where 6" represents the surface of the envelope.

Again suppose that b units of mass of the gas permeate a square unit of

the canvas per unit of time under one unit of pressure. Then under p units

of pressure the leakage will be V/) times as great, since the flow of a gas

through an orifice is approximately proportional to the square root of the

pressure, for the conditions here considered. Hence the entire leakage all

over the balloon per unit of time, due to internal pressure, is given by the

formula:

L, = byp^ dS

which can be integrated when the buoyancy of the gas and form of the sur-

face are given.

The total leakage of gas per unit of time over the entire envelope of the

balloon due to osmosis and pressure combined, being the sum of the above

terms may therefore be written:

L = aS + by^p' dS (A)

which is the general formula sought for the mass rate of leakage, and is ap-

plicable to a balloon of any shape.

In order to render this general expression more convenient in practice, let

us adapt the integral term to some common forms of balloons. And first

suppose that the balloon is a surface of revolution about a vertical axis.

If the bottcm point of the balloon axis be taken as origin, (and .v be the

vertical distance to any level plane section, the buoyant pressure all over this

section may be written:
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p = Po + r y

in which p^is the pressure at the bottom of the balloon and y is the buoyancy

of a cubic unit of the gas. Also if dS be the area of an elementary horizontal

belt, or zone, of the surface, of radius x. and widtli ds, it may be written:

dS = 2 TT X ds

in which ds is an clement of the generating curve. Substituting these values

of the pressure and surface in the general leakage formula it becomes:

L = aS + 27rb/ (po + y y)' X ds

which is applicable to a vertical surface of revolution whose contour is given.

If the balloon be of spherical form the value of L is still more simple, for

we may in that case write:

dS = 2 TT r d y
in which r is the radius of the surface. Substituting this value of dS, and

the above value of />, the general leakage formula becomes

:

L = aS + 2;rb r /(Po + ;r y) d y

which is the general formula for the mass rate of leakage of a spherical balloon

inflated under pressure.

In case the bottom of the balloon, supposed full of gas, is left open, Po=^o

and the formula becomes:
1 B

L = 4 ;r a r- + fy/j Tt h y' r'

which is applicable to the ordinary free or captive balloon.

In computing the leakage of small balloons inflated under considerable

pressure, such as rubber balloons, the buoyant pressure may be neglected and

the formula becomes:

h = 4 7T a r~ +47rbr-p''
or

L = (a + bVp) S

In order that the various formulae here derived may be practically avail-

able for computation it is necessary that the physical constants a and b be

determined by direct experiment for the diverse gases and fabrics under suit-

able conditions.

By a proper arrangement of the apparatus, the results of experiment can

be very simply expressed by means of formula (A). If the gas under con-

stant pressure p, be made to pass through a level aperture of one square foot

ivea S, covered with the fabric to be tested, and if the mass leakage per unit

lime L, be observed, the relations between the leakage and pressure will be

given by formula (A) as follows:

L = a -I- b-\/p

in which L and /> are the values observed and a, b the physical constants to

be determined for the given gas and fabric.

A convenient way to exhibit the results would be to plot L and A^/p on

plane section paper, thus obtaining a straight line for a diagram. A more
convenient way still, would be to plot L and p directly on logarithmic paper,

thus obviating the work of extracting the square roots, and still obtaining a

rectilinear diagram.

The advantage of having a working formula was suggested to me by a

conversation with Captain Chandler who has in hand some experiments for

the U. S. War Department to determine the leakage coefficient for various

balloon fabrics. April, 1907.
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ENGLISH AERO CLUB EXHIBITION.

By Wilbur R. Kimball.

If such a thing were necessary, the study of aeronautics in England cer-

tainly had a stimulus at the Aero Club Exhibition and Contest in April. The
exhibition at Agricultural Hall from the 6th to the 13th, followed by the com-
petitive tests at Alexandra Palace on the 15th, was a natural sequence of

events tending to stimulate interest in this subject to the utmost. While there

was considerable space given up to balloons and their accessories at the ex-

hibition, the fact that the display of aeroplanes and flying machines proper

occupied some eighty-seven stands is sufficient guarantee of the comprehen-
siveness of the exhibit and of the trend of thought of a large number of

inventors.

Although many of these models exhibited an utter lack of knowledge of

fundamental principles, yet there were a considerable number that appealed

to the better judgment and by actual test demonstrated a considerable measure

of practicability. Most experimenters with kite-flying are aware that nearly

any shaped surface or combination of surfaces that do not form a wedge can

be raised and held in the air by a flying line, and, conversely, a wide variety of

surfaces can be driven in the air in such a manner as to maintain the apparatus

in the air, but with wide variations in necessary steadiness, speed and effici-

ency of motive power. Those machines which carried themselves to the best

advantage were undoubtedly of the type with which has been associated the

names of the Wright Brothers, Herring, Chanute and others still earlier, name-

ly, a single section of the familiar box kite with variations in the controlling

devices and curvature of the surfaces.

A V. Roe's Model

At the morning contest in Central Hall of the Alexandra Palace, it was

estimated that a thousand people were in attendance. There were twenty-nine

entries and fifteen competitors for prizes. Undoubtedly the decided increase

over previous exhibitions in the size of the models was due to the stipulation

that to be eligible for entry the model must weigh not less than two pounds,

nor more than fifty pounds. The prizes offered by the club were $750, $375

and $100, respectively, with a condition that the models must fly at least fifty

feet starting from an altitude of not more than five feet. The first prize was

not awarded and will be held as a fund for use in future competitions. The
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second fell to A. V. Roe and the third to W. F. Howard. The judges were

Professors Huntington and Wayneforth, Col. Capper, Roger Wallace and P. Y.

Alexander. Mr. Roe's winning model was of two superposed planes, driven

at the rear by a single propeller. The motive power was twisted rubber moun-

ted in a long triangular framework extended well in front. Indoors it flew

a distance of about eighty feet at a height of about a foot above the floor, not

doing quite as well at the outdoor contest in the afternoon. Mr. Howard's

machine was a single plane bent at its longitudinal diagonal so as to form a

dihedral angle. It was of very light kite-like construction with a small clock-

work spring motive which drove one small propeller at the front. A consider-

able number of trials were made, the majority being satisfactory. Contrary

to the Roe model, it made its longest flights in the open of something over a

hundred feet against seventy-five feet at the morning trials.

X'

W. F. Howatd s Model.

Of the other models ex-

jiibited and tried, a number

deserve more than passing

mention. Judging from the

number of designs of each,

the relative importance of the

aeroplane, the flapping wing

machine and the helicopter

or direct lift machine are fa-

vorites in the order named.

While the last undoubtedly

consumes more power in over-

coming inertia at the start, this

excess of power becomes avail-

able for increased speed when
the machine is vmder way. In regard to flapping wing machines it has always

seemed to the writer that, as in other mechanical movements, a reciprocating

movement should always be replaced by a rotary motion where possible.

The action of some of the models was erratic and disappointing in the ex-

treme, owing to the rapid deterioration and changing conditions of the twisted

rubber used as a motive power, a fact which explains why models which had

probably been carefully adjusted for the contest a few hours before caused

their owners dismay by their antics at the public demonstration. Rubber
ages very rapidly when under strain or even exposed to light and heat and as

practically any small model has a "critical speed" necessary for complete equi-

librium, slight variations are likely to cause disastrous results.

Of the fifteen competitors, seven made their machines cover a greater or

less distance in free flight. Of these, five used twisted rubber, one a clock

spring and one a rocket. One or two small petrol motors were attached to

models but these developed troubles too serious to be overcome in time for a

demonstration. This is to be regretted in one case in particular, that of the

Chubb helicopter, as the design and workmanship merited recognition. In

this machine two screws were mounted on vertical shafts, one inside the other,

with a transmission system that permitted them revolving in opposite direc-

tions. A vertical rudder was provided for maintaining a given course, and a

bowsprit projecting in front for a counterbalancing weight to compensate for

the shifting of the centre of air pressure ahead of the centre of gravity. There
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is probably no surer mark of correct design in small models than the provision

for such an adjustment. With one exception, all of the successful machines

were launched from the hand, thus furnishing the power necessary for accel-

eration without drawing upon the slender store of power until the flight was
fairly under way. The exception was the Balston machine, a kite-like struc-

ture of two superimposed aero-curves on each side of a central bamboo frame-

work containing the motive power driving a propeller in the rear. Twisted

rubber was the power. It lifted itself clear of the floor and covered about 12

feet in the air. The distance flown by a small model is the least significant of

any feature, providing this be long enough to make sufticient observation of

its equilibrium and afford an approximate estimate of the power absorbed.

It is more than probable that there was not sufficient inducement in the

prizes offered to bring out the best designed machines and that more than

one "dark horse" is in position to bring out a man-carrying device when the

psychological moment arrives.

FIRST PRIVATE AERODROME IN AMERICA.

The illustration is that of the aerodrome of G. H. Curtiss at Hammondsport,

N. Y. This has been Iniilt in response to a need for a large building in which

I

G. H. Curtiss' Aerodrome.

to continue his experiments and is the first one to be built solely for private use.

Captain Baldwin has been using it during the past Winter in making some radical

alterations in his airship. The building measures 40 by 75 feet, and is 27 feet high.
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THE METEOROLOGICAL CONDITIONS ABOVE SAINT LOUIS.

By Professor A. L. Rotch,

Director of the Blue Hill Meteorological Observaitory.

In the circular letter from the president of the Aero Club of America con-

cerning the next Gordon-Bennett balloon race, it is said that the observations of

the Weather Bureau with kites and pilot-balloons at St. Louis show that the upper

air moves towards the east. While, of course, this has long been known from the

observations of the drift of the upper clouds, 1 desire to point out that our govern-

ment Weather Bureau has made no observations with pilot-balloons at St. Louis and

that the observations quoted are those obtained by this Observatory. With the

co-operation of the St. Louis Exposition, the first registering balloons in America

were liberated from St. Louis during the autumn of 1904 by my assistants,

Messrs. Clayton and Fergusson, and the experiments have been continued at my
expense and with aid of the Smithsonian Institution during the past two years

at different seasons. As the observations obtained have a special interest in

view of the selection of St. Louis as a starting point for the international balloon

race next October, I give some facts which may be useful to intending competitors.

The balloons used in my experiments were the rubber balloons of Prof. Dr.

Assmann, which are well known in Europe. Each balloon was filled with hydrogen

gas and carried a self-recording barometer and thermometer, constructed on

Teissererenc de Bort's system, which a parachute covering the upper portion of

the balloon brought safely to the ground after the balloon had burst on reaching

the maximum height commensurate with its expansion. 56 of these balloons were

sent up during the years 1904, 1905 and 1906, and, by remarkable good fortune,

53 balloons with their instruments were found and returned to this Observatory

on pajmient of a small reward to the finders. The records of barometric-pressure

and temperature were usually decipherable and from the automatically recorded

times of the ascent of the balloon at St. Louis and its descent at a place whose

distance and direction from St. Louis are known, the average direction and

velocity of its drift can be calculated.

Classifying according to altitude all the ascensions at different seasons of the

year, I have obtained the figures for the movement of the air at different heights

above St. Louis, which are embodied in the accompanying table. No. i em-

braces the balloons whose maximum height was less than 16,000 feet, No. 2 those

in which the maximum height was between 16,000 and 33,000 feet. No. 3 those be-

tween 33,000 and 49,000 feet, and No. 4 those of 49,000 or higher.

I,evel
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went nearly due east (S. 87° E.). Naturally, there were great individual differ-

ences in velocity and direction. Thus, in level i, which will hardly he exceeded by

the racing balloons next October, one balloon on Nov. 23, 1904, which reached a

height of 7,600 feet, travelled 55 miles at an average velocity of 51 miles an hour,

while the next day another balloon at a slightly greater height followed the same

course but went 90 miles further. The minimum velocity was shown by a balloon

on May 17, 1906, which, though it rose to a height of 14,700 feet, travelled only

15 miles northeast at an average speed of only 11 miles an hour. It appears

probable, however, that the balloons which compete in the International Cup

Race will travel at the rate of about 25 miles an hour tov.-ards a point slightly south

of east, the distance, of course, depending upon the length of time that the balloons

can keep afloat. In level 3 two balloons in November, 1904, which reached

heights of about seven miles travelled at an average speed of 100 miles an hour,

one 280 miles east, the other 255 miles south southeast. As this is the average

velocity in the upper and lower air strata, the velocity at the maximum altitude in

both cases probably much exceeded 100 miles an hour, but such velocities are

shown by the measurements of the drift of cirrus clouds at Blue Hill to be not

unusual in winter over the United States. Assuming that the mean temperature

for October at St. Louis is 59° F., the temperature at two miles will be about 35°

F. and at four miles about 15° F. Though far beyond the reach of the manned
balloons, it may be interesting to state that in January, 1905, at a height of about

nine miles,—110° F. was recorded by one of the balloons, which is among the lowest

natural temperatures ever observed, and that the following July—75° F. was

registered at a height of less than nine miles.

FIRST NATIONAL BALLOON RACE IN AMERICA.

A national balloon contest between amateurs for distance will be held at

Providence, R. I., Wednesday, July 31, 1907, or the first favorable day there-

after, in connection with "Old Home Week," a typical New England custom

of having at more or less frequent periods a reunion of former and present

residents. This occasion is the first that Providence has had.

A gasometer of 500.000 cubic feet will supply pure coal gas of .43--44

specific gravity through a 12 inch pipe direct to the grounds. At least six bal-

loons are expected to compete and arrangements will be such that these can

be filled simultaneously in one hour.

The race will start from a ten acre level field near the Pawtucket gas

works, just out of Providence. There is a magnificent automobile speedway

through Blackstone and Swan Point Park, and several trolley lines, direct to

the grounds, adjoining Riverside Cemetery on the north, less than three miles

from the State capitol, center of Providence.

Gas will be furnished free to contestants, their transportation and that of

their balloons will be paid and they will be guests of the city during their stay

Three silver cups will be offered to the entrants making the three longest

trips. Another cup will be offered to the first automobile or motorcycle to

come up with any balloon at its point of descent, provided such arrival is

within thirty minutes of the time of the balloon's landing.

Capt. Thomas S. Baldwin is expected to make some demonstrations with

his new dirigilile ".aolh Century," th.c largest and most powerful in this countiy.

The committee in charge of this event is E. L. Jones and A. L. Stevens.

Entries are requested to be sent in at the earliest moment, addressed to E. L.

Jones, Chairman, 142 West 65th St., New York.
.

Entries close July 15th.
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THE AERO CLUB OF PHILADELPHIA.

By Joseph Jackson.

If one were to look for the genesis of the Aero Club of Philadelphia, he

would find it in the first aerial voyage of its president, Mr. Alfred N. Chandler.

The quiet, unostentatious trip made by Mr. Chandler in the Spring of 1906 passed

ofif with so much satisfaction that immediately some of his friends and acquain-

tances became enthusiastic in their admiration of the sport and the organization

of the first balloon club in Philadelphia, and the second one in America, quickly

followed as a natural consequence.

Mr. Chandler had been widely known as a yachtsman and automobilist, being

a member of the Corinthian Yacht Club and owner of the schooner-yacht "Vigil"

which for two years won every race in the yacht club cruises. He was also

recognized as one prominently identified with gentlemanly sports, including auto-

mobiling, being now president of the Automobile Club of Philadelphia ; but when it

became known that he had purchased a balloon and proposed to make an ascent

it created great public commotion and there were some who ventured to persuade

him to change his mind. This was owing to a popular misconception of the dangers

of ballooning. It is extremely difficult to persuade most persons that a balloon

voyage is not necessarily dangerous. The success of Mr. Chandler's first trip, if

it had any far reaching eifect, convinced many who previously were sceptical,

that a trip through the air, under proper auspices and circumstances, may not

only be entirely safe but positively beneficial.

On May 12th, 1906, Mr. Chandler, accompanied by Henry S. Gratz and Charles

Levee, a pilot of the Aero Club of France, started,,jfrpm the Athletic Grounds,

adjoining the gas works, at Point Breeze. Mr. Chandler used his own balloon

Initial, and, consequently, was the first amateur in this country to ascend in his

own aerostat. In Europe this is so common as not to call for comment, but in this

country the introduction of a private balloon was sO unusual as to excite attention.

Having been elected a member of the Aero Club of America and of the Aero

Club of France, this pioneer aeronaut decided that membership in these organiza-

tions was an empty honor if one did not become an active aerial navigator. With

this idea in view and with a belief that he would be assisting to make the sport

popular among sportsmen, he started off in the Initial from Point Breeze that May
afternoon.

As this ascent is in a measure historic, it may be permissible to record that

the start was made at 1.15 P. M. in the presence of a large throng, in which was

Samuel A. King and A. Leo Stevens, professional balloonists. The aerostat has

a capacity of 35,000 cubic feet. The descent was made at South Amboy, at 2.50

P. M. The distance travelled was about 70 miles, and the greatest altitude reached

was 3,000 feet.

The greatest enthusiasm on the part of clubmen followed this attempt to bring

ballooning into the circle of sports in this country, and the next day there was

considerable talk of forming an aero club in this city. The fact that ballooning

could be done safely, as evinced by Mr. Chandler's experience, gave immense

impetus to the movement, and, on May 24th, there was held at the Racquet Club, a

meeting attended by about twenty enthusiasts,

A permanent organization was subsequently formed. Alfred N. Chandler was

elected President; Henry S. Gratz, First Vice President; Dr. T. Chalmers Fulton,

Second Vice President; E. A. Custer, Secretary; and Dr. P. B. Thatcher, Rev.
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Dr. George S. Gassner, F. L. Richardson, and Dr. Samuel J. Ottinger, Directors.

The first ascent under the auspices of the club was made on May 26th, two
days after the preliminary meeting. Arrangements had been made for a race

The balloons, "Initial," owned by Mr. Chandler, and 'i'Orient," belonging to the

Aero Club of America, were to start with Mr. Chandler in his aerostat, Mr. Levee,

pilot; and Mr. Gratz in "I'Orient," with Mr. Stevens, pilot. Each was also

to carry a newspaper man to report the race. The wind, however, was blowing too

strong, and there being great danger of fouling in getting off, only the Initial, in

charge of Mr. Levee, and carrying two newspaper men, was released at 2.2,2i P- M.
and was soon speeding northeast in a 22-knot breeze. At 3.45 P. 3^1. the balloon

descended on a farm near Newtown, about 23 miles from the starting point.

On this occasion there was flown to the breezes the first aero club pennant to make
its appearance in this country. The colors being blue, gold and blue.

On July 26th, 1906, the first scientific experiment undertaken by the club was

made. On this date Drs. Fulton and Ottinger in the balloon I'Orient, which is a

bag of 35.000 cubic feet gas capacity, made an ascent from Point Breeze, where

all the ascents of the club are made, owing to the proximity of the gas works.

Although the ascension was superintended by the veteran aeronaut, Samuel A.

King, Drs. Fulton and Ottinger having had past experience, went up without a

professional pilot. In several particulars this was one of the most remarkable

ascents ever made in this city. An altitude of over 20,000 feet, or nearly four

miles, was reached, and that great height was arrived at while the aerostat drifted

only about ten miles. The start was made at 2.t8 P. M. and the descent near

Media, about 7.30 o'clock.

Drs. Fulton and Ottinger were trying for height and not long distance. They

made a new record for altitude in this neighborhood, and also were able to conduct

a number of important experiments in connection with aerotherapy. For sometime

what has been named aerotherapy has been recognized by European physicians

as a great agency in the treatment of diseases of the respiratory tract and of the

circulation, and it was possible during this voyage to carefully investigate this

department of medical knowledge.

Two other ascents were made under the club's auspices in the year 1906.

On one of these trips. Dr. Ottinger had for companion, Mr. Henry S. Gratz, and

on the other, Mr. Alfred T. Atherholt.

The last trip was made on October 6th, when Mr. Atherholt accompanied

Dr. Ottinger. The balloon used was Mr. Chandler's aerostat Initial. The aerial

voyagers had the most exciting trip in their lives. For six hours they were in

the midst of a hurricane, they encountered an aerial thunder storm, nearly descend-

ed into a lake, and, altogether, saw something of the seamy side of ballooning but

made a safe landing. They left Point Breeze at 12.20 P. M.. met a hurricane

at Mt. Pocono, at 2.30, and landed at Rockaway, near Passaic, New Jersey, at

5 o'clock. In all, 233 miles had been covered in 385 minutes.

Another memorable trip under the club's auspices, was made by Mr. Chandler.

This was on March 23rd. of this year, the only voyage, so far undertaken this

season. The balloon Initial was used, and ]\Ir. Alan R. Hawley, member of the

Aero Club of America, went along as amateur pilot. IMr. Hawley, it might be

mentioned, was qualifying as pilot for the International Race to be held in St.

Louis this Summer. The start was made at 12.25 P. M., and as the wind was

almost direct east, the trip ended on the Atlantic City meadows, where a landmg

was made at 3.10 P. ]M. An attempt was made to reach the sand beach at Atlantic

City, but a repelling sea breeze near the surface prevented further progress in

that direction. During the voyage, an altitude of 7,000 feet was reached, which
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was attained immediately before landing, the descent from that altitude being made
in 7^ minutes.

This trip showed conclusively that Philadelphia is favorably situated for start-

ing with a balloon, for if the wind is blowing from any direction excepting the

west, a fairly long voyage is possible. At present several members of the club

are building a monster balloon, the Ben Franklin, which is to have a capacity of

92,000 cubic feet.

AEROMOBILES SOON TO BE ON THE MARKET.

The Vacu-Aerial Navigation and Manufacturing Co. of America has been
for some time working on a machine which they believe to be about perfected.

In an interview with Dr. A. Rudolph Silverston, the General Manager, he

said:

"I expect to begin experimenting with a finished machine between the

first and the fourth of July. If we do not have any breakdown we possibly

will give a demonstration July fourth.

"There are only a few words that I can say at the present time regarding

the machine, and they are more than we have said to anybody else. The
principal part of our machine consists of a tubular body made entirely of

aluminum, 25 feet long and 8 feet 3 inches in diameter. We have two sets of

planes, each one 60 by 6 feet. Including the tubular body, we have a plane

surface of nearly 1400 square feet. As far as indications now go, our weigh!

will not exceed, including machinery and car, which is below the tubular body,

800 pounds. The horse-power is supplied by a Curtiss motor, and is the same
motor used by Mr. Curtiss at Ormond Beach last January or February, which

made the fastest mile ever travelled in the world, namely, a mile in 26 2-5

seconds, or 139 miles an hour. The motor is guaranteed to furnish 40 horse-

power, but easily develops between 60 and 65. The upper plane surface on

our machine insures a perfect maintenance, automatically, of equilibrium in

both directions. As far as models have shown, we can rise almost instantly

from the ground and descend with equal facility and safety. You will observe

that we carry about ]^ pound to the square foot of surface. We have em-

ployed nothing else but aluminum and steel, except for the wing surface,

where we naturally used oiled Japanese silk. Comparing our machine, taking

into consideration the horse-power, plane surface and weight, with the appa-

ratus of the Wright Brothers and of Santos-Dumont, we should be able to

carry from 2000 to 3000 pounds.

"We have absolute confidence in out-doing any machine so far put before

the public and have no hesitancy in saying that we have in this production

actually solved this vexing problem. From what we know from model flights,

we can travel in any desired direction under any and all conditions in absolute

safety, and in that regard, far superior to any automobile or steamboat. We
are employing a number of patent devices to secure safety to the operator

and passengers. I lay stress on passengers because if we have only a pretty

toy, and are incapable of reducing this invention to a commercial basis

why, then we quit. Our aim and intentions are centered entirely on a

commercial solution. If this machine proves what we claim, we will at once

engage in the actual manufacture of this machine, with many new devices

attached, and we have gone so far already as to locate a very extensive and

large plant near this city. [Milwaukee.—Ed.].

"Our president, Mr. William Woods Plankinton, is in thorough accord with

my views and more sanguine than these few words express."
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GORDON BENNETT INTERNATIONAL AERONAUTIC CUP RACE.

St. Louis, October 19, 1907.

Official Entries.

Aero Club of France: 3 balloons. But two of the contestants, Rene Gasriier

and Alfred Le Blanc, have thus far been named.

Aero Club of the L'nitcd Kingdom
; 3 balloons. Contestants not yet named,

but Hon. Chas. S. Rools and Mr. Griffith Brewer are certain to be appointed.

Deutscher Luftschiffer-Verband : 3 balloons; "Pommern," of 2200 cubic metres

capacity, "Todewils" of 1000 cubic metres capacity and the "Dusseldorf" of

2250 cubic metres capacity. The pilots are Herren Freiherr von Hewald,

Hauptmann Hildebrandt and Hauptmann von Abercron, respectively.

J. C .McCOY. ALBERT B. LAMBERT,
Honorary Secretary Aero Club of St. Louis.

J<eal Aero Club de Espana : 2 balloons of 2200 cubic metres capacity each. Pilots,

not named.

Aero Club of America: 3 balloons of 2200 cubic metres capacity each. Pilots,

Lieutenant Frank P. Lahm, winner of the Gordon-Bennett RaCe of 1906,

at Paris; J. C. McCoy, balloon "America," and Alan R. Hawley, balloon

"St. Louis." A. B. Lambert will be Mr. Hawley's Companion.

The Societa Aeronautica Italiana entered two balloons : the "Vittoria," of

2200 cubic metres capacity, pilot Alfred Vonwiller, and the "Roma," of 2250 cubic

metres, pilot Major M. Moris. The entry was not sent within the time limit

under the rules (February i, 1907) and the Federation Aeronautique Internationale

felt itself obliged to disallow the entry.

The official date of the race has been set for October 19, 1907, at Forest Park,

St. Louis, Missouri, tliere being a full moon en this date.
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Gas will be pumped under pressure through a 24" main from a gasometre

holding 4,000,000 cubic feet of coal gas.

A portion of the Park has been set aside for the start of this race, which will

be enclosed and grand stands erected to accommodate the spectators.

In addition to the Gordon-Bennett Cup for which this race is run, there have

been offered the following prizes

:

$1000 to the contestant making second place, offered by Adolphus

Busch.

$750 to the contestant making third place, offered l)y the United

Street Railways Co.

$500 to the contestant making fourth place, offered by B. Nugent &
Bro.

$250 to the contestant making fifth place, offered by the St. Louis

Times.

At vSt. Louis, during the month of

October, the prevailing winds are from
the South and Southwest and have an
average velocity of over 10 miles an hour.

On account of the currents of air, it is

predicted that no contestant will be able

to make any great distance to the West,
that probably all the balloons will sail

away to the eastward. The average tem-
perature for that month at St. Louis is

60*-^ F.

, AI.AN R. HAWlvEY WEUT. FRANK P. I,AHM

Hon. Chas. S. Rolls has just been
awarded the Silver Medal for the long-
est time spent in the air by any pilot
of the French aero club during 1906.
This award is made on his record of
26 hours 18 minutes in the balloon
"Britannia" in last year's Gordon-

,
Bennett. This is entirely different
from the Gold Medal awarded him for
longest duration in the Gordon-Ben-
nett.

William Woods Plankhiton, it is re-

ported, has also purchased a balloon.

A new airship company is being
formed by Wm. J. Brewer, of Tren-
ton, N. J. The plans call for from
two to four cigar shaped gas bags
supporting an aluminum framework
35 feet long. A 40-horsepower en-

gine will furnish the motive power.
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THE AERO CLUB OF ST.

LOUIS.

By J. W. Kearney, Secretary.

The Aero Club of St. Louis was
formed the early part of this year and
is the direct result of this city's having
been selected as the place for holding
the contest for the James Gordon Ben-
nett International Aeronautic Cup.

W'hen the officials of the Aero Club
of America decided on St. Louis as a

place for holding the race, it was sug-
gested that an Aero Club be organized
to take charge of the preliminaries and
do whatever work was necessary in con-
junction with the affair.

The Club was organized on January
7th with a Charter Membership of t,7

of the leading citizens of the city. On
January 29th a permanent organization
was effected and the work of securing
memliers was inaugurated. In ten days
the limit of 300 was secured and it was

LEWIS D. DOZIER,

President, Aero Club of St. I,ouis.

later decided to increase the member-
ship to 400. The additional 100 members
came into the Club in a very short

period and the Club now has a wait-

ing list.

More than one hundred of the four
hundred members of the Club are
millionaires, and in the organization are
to be found the representative men of
St. Louis in all lines and professions.
There are railroad presidents, bank and

FRANCIS D. HIRSCHBERG,
Treasurer Aero Club of St. I,ouis.

trust company presidents, merchant
princes, the leading physicians, surgeons,

and lawyers of the city and one Roman
Catholic Archbishop.

The officers of the organization are:—

•

L. D. Dozier, President; Former Gov-
ernor D. R. Francis, D. C. Nugent
and G. H. Walker, Vice-Presidents;
F. D. Hirschberg, Treasurer; A. B.

Lambert, Honorary Secretary; J. W.
Kearney, Secretary.

The Ascension Grounds selected are

in the east end of Forest Park, which is

one of the largest parks in the world.

Immediately opposite the park and di-

rectly facing the Ascension Grounds, the

Club lias leased a dwelling for a Club
House. A Gasometer is but a few
blocks away, and it is from this tank
that the balloons will be supplied with

gas at the time of the International

race.
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In conjunction with the James Gordon
Bennett contest, which is for ordinary
balloons, the Aero Club of St Louis. has
decided to hold competitions for

Dirigible Balloons and Aeroplanes.
These events will be held on or about
October 22nd or very close to the date

of the James Gordon Bennett race.

For these competitions, the Aero
Club of St. Louis has offered prizes

J. W. KEARNKY,
Secretary, Aero Club of St. I<ouis.

amounting to $5000. There is to be
one Grand Prize of $2500 for the
Dirigible Balloon or Machine of any
kind which makes the best show-
ing in the contest, provided it makes the
6-mile course, turning two goals within
30 minutes. There is also to be a prize
of $1250 for the Dirigible Balloon which
makes the best showing and a similar
prize for the Aeroplane or any other
style of machine which gives the best
account of itself in the competition.

The winner of the Grand Prize is not
to be allowed to compete in either of the
two latter events.

In case the Grand Prize of $2500
is not won by any of the competitors,
the money is to be divided equally
l)ctween the Dirigible Balloons and
the Aeroplanes or other style vehicles,,

each class getting $1250. This will be
split up into Second, Third and Fourth
Prizes as follows :—Second Price, $625 ;

Third Prize, $400; Fourth Prize, $225.
The First Prize in each class will re-

main at $1250.

It is the intention to make the James-
Gordon Bennett Cup Contest of St-

Louis the occasion of a General Aero-
nautic Carnival, hence the events ar-

ranged by the St. Louis Club. The
Club has secured pledges from the
leading hotels in this city not to raise

rates during the Aeronautic events, and
it is more than likely that railroads will

be induced to make special rates for the
affair. Much interest is being taken in

St. Louis in the matter, and it is be-

lieved there will be an enormous
crowd in the city when the contests
take place.

AEROPHOBIA.

"Germany is a nation which is

second to none in the production of
a special form of genius possessing
an aptitude for one-sided exaggera-
tion. If a particular combination of
circumstances can produce a danger-
ous situation, there always seems to
be someone ready to exploit that as
the one and only point of view from
which to observe the subject in ques-
tion. As an example, there is the sup-
posed danger which would accrue to
Great Britain through the possession
by other powers of immense aerial
fleets, and the possibilities of which
have been set forth by Regierungsrat
Rudolf Martin—with a foresight which
is not altogether original—in a book
entitled "The Era of Aerial Naviga-
tion."

"One of the chapters, and perhaps
the one which will be of most interest

to Britishers, is that headed "England
no longer an Island," in which the
author allows his imagination some
freedom of flight as to an invasion of
this land by Germany. At the present
stage of aeronautics such phantasies,
even if presented in a well balanced
form, are apt to be a little ridiculous.

That the author should have entirely

overlooked any inconveniences or dif-

ficulties which the occupants of the
various individual ships might experi-
ence of effecting a landing is a com-
paratively small matter, but we frank-
ly fail to see that any useful purpose
could be served by such a book, un-
less the author hopes to inspire our
own military authorities with an even
keener desire to keep in touch with
aerial development than they already
possess."—^Automotor Journal.
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PROGRESS IN AERONAUTICS.

For I dipt into the future, far as
human eye could see,

Saw the vision of the world, and all
the wonder that would be;

Saw the heavens fill with commerce,
argosies of magic sails,

Pilots of the purple twilight, drop-
ping down with costly bales;

Heard the heavens fill with shouting,
and there rained a ghastly dew

From the nations' airy navies, grap-
pling in the central blue;

Far along the world-wide whisper of
the south wind rushing warm.

With the standards of the people
plunging thro' the thunder-
storm.

Locksley Hall.—Tennyson.

At no time in the history of aero-

Jiautics has the year opened as aus-

piciously. The problem of aerial

navigation by a heavier than air ma-
chine has practically been solved.

There remains now the development
of the machine to a general commer-
cial use.

In March, 1906, the Aero Club of

America officially announced that the

Wright Brothers had positively done
what no other human beings had ever

before accomplished. This announce-
ment was made only after obtaining

positive proof, and was so startling

that even now the majority of the

aeronautically interested abroad do
not accept the authoritative statement

of the Aero Club of America.

America has the honor of being the

first to "successfully" navigate the

air.

What the Wright Brothers have

actually accomplished follows:

Sept. 26, 1905—Distance, 17,961 meters
{11% miles); time, 18 min. 9 sec:
cause of stopping, exhaustion of
fuel.

Sept. 29, 1905—Distance, 19,570 meters
(12 miles); time, 19 min. 55 sec;
cause of stopping, exhaustion of
fuel.

Sept. 30, 1905—Time, 17 min. 15 sec;
cause of stopping, hot bearing.

Oct. 3, 1905—Distance, 24,535 meters
(i5'4 miles); time, 25 min. 5 sec;
cause of stopping, hot bearing.

Oct. 4, 1905—Distance, 33,456 meters
(20^ miles); time, 33 min. 17 sec;
cause of stopping, hot bearing.

Oct. 5, 1905—Distance, 38,956 meters
(24 1-5 miles); time, 38 min. 3 sec;
cause of stopping, exhaustion of

fuel.

"It will be seen that an average

speed of a little more than 38 miles

an hour was maintained in the last

flight. All of the flights were made
over a circular course of about three-

fourths of a mile to the lap, wliich

reduced the speed somewhat. The
machine increased its velocity on the

straight parts of the course and slow-

ed down on the curves. It is be-

lieved that in straight flight the nor-

mal speed is more than 40 miles an

hour. In the earlier of the flights

named above less than 6 pounds of

gasoline was carried. In the later

ones a tank was fitted large enough

to hold fuel for an hour, but by over-

sight it was not completely filled be-

fore the flight of October 5.

"In the past three years a total of

160 flights have been made with our

motor-driven flyers, and a total dis-

tance of almost exactly 160 miles

covered, an average of a mile to each

flight, but until the machine had re-

ceived its final improvements the

flights were mostly short, as is evi-

denced by the fact that the flight of

October 5th was longer than the 105

flights of the year 1904 together.

"The lengths of the flights were

measured by a Richard anemometer

which was attached to the machine.

The records were found to agree

closely with the distances measured

over *the ground when the flights

were made in calm air over a straight

course; but when the flights were

made in circles a close comparison

was impossible because it was not

practicable to accurately trace the
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course over the ground. In the flight

of October 5th a total of 29.7 circuits

of the held was made. The times

were taken with stop-watches. In

operating the machine it has been

our custom for many years to alter-

nate in making flights, and such care

has been observed that neither of

us has suffered any serious injury,

though in the earlier flights our ig-

norance and the inadequacy of the

means of control made the work ex-

ceedingly dangerous.

"The 1905 flyer had a total weight

of about 925 pounds, including the

operator, and was of such substan-

tial construction as to be able to

make landings at high speed without

being strained or broken. From the

beginning the prime object was to

devise a machine of practical utility,

rather than a useless and extravagant

toy. For this reason extreme light-

ness of construction has always been

resolutely rejected. On the other

hand, every effort has been made to

increase the scientific efficiency of the

wings and screws in order that even

heavily built machines may be car-

ried with a moderate expenditure of

power. The favorable results which

have been obtained have been due to

improvements in flying quality re-

sulting from more scientific design

and to improved methods of balanc-

ing and steering. The motor and

machinery possess no extraordinary

qualities. The best dividends on the

labor invested have invariably come

from seeking more knowledge rather

than more power."

(Signed) Orville Wright,
Wilbur Wright.

In September, 1906, M. Santos Du-

mont, who has built several more or

less successful dirigible balloons,

made a flight of about 25 yards with

a motor driven aeroplane having the

following characteristics:

General Dimensions.—Length, 32

ft.; greatest width, 39 ft.; weight with

one passenger, 465 lb.; lift per square

ft. 5 lb.; lift per i H. P., 194 lb., at

a velocity of about 30 miles per hour.

Sustainers.—Two box type wings,

each 18 ft. by 11 ft.; surfaces 7 ft.

apart, sustaining area 861 sq. ft.

Suspension.—The long protruding

girder which carries the car is fixed

at one end to the sustainers; at the

other end a box shaped rudder is

fitted.

Car.—A willow basket fixed in the

girder above mentioned.

Propulsion.—Aluminum two bladed

propeller. 6 ft. in diameter, fixed in

rear of the sustainers.

Steering in a vertical plane.—The

rudder can be moved right or left, by

means of a steering wheel.

Steering in a horizontal plane.

—

The same rudder can be moved up

and down by means of a steering

lever, and the whole machine rises

and falls accordingly.

Equilibrium.—No special apparatus.

The machine fell to the ground and

was seriously damaged. In October

he again tried and succeeded in trav-

elling a distance of about 195 f^^et

through the air after having run

along the ground for a distance of

243 feet.

A third trial was made on Novein-

ber I2th, in which he maintained a

uniform flight for about 720 feet at

a speed of 25 miles an hour. This

won for him two prizes, one of 100

francs for the first aeroplane to fly

195 feet, and one of ISOO francs for

the first to go at least 325 feet with-

out touching the earth. He failed to

win however the Deutsch-Archdeacon

prize of 50,000 francs for the first

aeroplane which will fly from a given

point a distance of 5-16 of a mile,

and return to starting point. In the

spring of 1907 he made an unsuccess-

ful trial with a new machine.
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Denmark has made a name for it-

self by the accomplishment of Herr

Ellehommer, who, in January, 1906,

flew a distance of 162 feet against the

wind. The motor was then stopped

and an easy descent made. The
machine was of the "Wright type."

The work of the Wrights, Herr-

ing, and Chanute in America, Santos

Dumont in France and Ellehommer

in Denmark has added numbers to

the heavier than air school, as is prov-

en b}^ the multitude of experimenters

along this line.

Bellamy is working on an aeroplane

at W'eybridge, England, with which

to compete for the Daily Mail and

other prizes. This machine has a

bamboo structure carrying a double

decked aeroplane at each end. The
front planes are 22y2 by 9 feet. The
rear planes measure 22^S by 9 feet.

Both front and rear planes are plac-

ed 32I/2 feet apart. Lying lengthwise

between them are two triangular side

sails inclined up and out. The upper

and lower planes are divided vertically

into cells. The machine is driven
' upward by a horizontal plane and

steered horizontally by a vertical rud-

der placed in the rear. A 50 H. P.

Panhard motor in the center of the

forward plane supplies power by

chains to fans.

Clarke is experimenting at Alder-

shot along the line of the Wrights.

His machine is similar, with the fol-

lowing exceptions: "At the rear, the

Wright aeroplane had a single verti-

cal plane acting as a rudder, but the

Clarke device consists of two verti-

cal planes, which are traversed about

a third of their length from the top

by a single horizontal plane. The
main surfaces are curved on the prin-

ciple of a bird's wing, and the aero-

naut takes a recumbent position on

the center of the lower aerocurve.

Used as a kite, very satisfactory ex-

periments have been made with this

aeroplane."

j\I. Cornu constructed a model

which, during trials, rose in the air

"most satisfactorily and maintained a

steady course." The weight was

30J-4 lbs. and the power used, 1J/2

horse. He is now building a large

machine, httcd with a 25 H. P. motor.

The Antoinette engine people are

building a machine on the designs

of Capt. Ferber and ^I. Levavasseur,

using a Levavasseur motor.

Capt. Ferber has also completed

two machines of 24 and 100 H. P.

respectively.

Vuia has a machine which com-

prises "a pair of enormous wings

with a motor driven propeller. It

runs on a light quadricycle frame,

which the propeller has proved itself

able to drive at a considerable speed

and even uphill."

Very satisfactory results have been

obtained by Paul Barlatier and M.

Blanc, with a single aerocurve model,

having a complicated tail some dis-

tance behind. A 2 H. P. Buchet

motor drives two propellers in front.

It is said the inventors are building

a larger machine, to be equipped with

a 12 H. P. motor.

Esnault Pelterie is experimenting

with an aeroplane attached to an auto-

mobile. At a speed of 56 miles an

hour the machine developed a lift-

ing power of 99 pounds.

Albert Bazin has a curious machine

with wings, a tail, and a hull for the

driver. He uses a liquid carbonic

acid motor to drive a two bladed pro-

peller 7 feet in diameter.

On April 8, 1907 the Delagrange

, Aeroplane made a fairly successful

flight, though damaged in landing.

The wind aided the descent of the

machine when the motor was stop-

ped. The distance covered was 164

feet. In a previous flight, however,

he covered 196 feet.

M. Bleriot has developed a bird-

like macliinc, having an elongated
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body, two large outspread wings with

the tips turned upwards, and two

vertical rudders. The two wing sur-

faces form a single plane. It is fitted

with a 24 H. P. Antoinette engine,

having a propeller S% feet in diam-

eter. The machine flew about 20 feet

on the first trial. It was found that

16 H. P. would raise the machine

from the ground. A gust of wind up-

set the machine on the second trial.

The French Government now has

two dirigible balloons, the old "Le-

baudy" and the new "La Patrie." The
latter has made some very successful

flights, in good time against a wind

of over 30 miles an hour.

Henry de la Vaulx built, in 1906, a

navigable balloon, wdiich has made
several more or less encouraging

flights.

Captain Kindelan designed for

Spain a dirigible, 115 feet long, with

two very light 24 H. P. Levavasseur

motors.

Henry Deutsch's enormous dirigi-

ble "La Ville de Paris," 205 feet long,

with a 70 H. P. Motor, was first tried

out in the Fall of 1906. The initial

flight was a disastrous one. Only a

short distance was traversed when
the guide rope caught and in disen-

tangling it the envelope was des-

troyed.

Count Zeppelin has achieved the

greatest success in the lighter than

air school. The results obtained by
him, considering the general imprac-

ticability of dirigible balloons, is well

nigh marvellous. Zeppelin has se-

cured the co-operation of the German
Government in his experiments. The
Emperor and some wealthy associates

have subscribed $250,000 for the con-

duct of these researches.
The English Government is experi-

menting with gliding machines under

the direction of Colonel Templar, of

the Military Ballooning and Aero-
nautical Department. Their gliders

have two planes similar to the Wright

glider. After being lifted into the

air with kites they are released. Mr.

Cody, in one instance, made a glide

of '/2 mile. The English War Ofiice

has under construction an airship,

similar to the Lebaudy. Its lifting

capacity will be over three tons.

The Russian Government has been

working with aeroplanes for the past

three years and the Chief of the Rus-

sian Balloon Corps claims that the

"balancing problem has been solved

by him, but he had not fitted any
aeroplanes with motors."

Walter Wellman and Major Hersey
are starting this year from Spitz-

bergen with their airship in an attempt

to reach the North Pole. The ship

is 196 feet long, 46 feet in diameter

and has a capacity of 226,000 cubic

feet. It has a lifting capacity of 22,-

000 pounds.

NOTES.

Patrick Y. Alexander writes that he
will be over for the Gordon-Bennett
Race at St. Louis, going from there to
the Congress at Jamestown Exposi-
tion October 28th and 29th.

A. Leo Stevens has recently leased
a building 197 x 120 feet at Hoboken,
N. J., to be used as an addition to his
balloon factory.

Col. Max C. Fleischmann, of Cin-
cinnati, Ohio, has purchased from J.
Hoddick, a balloon manufacturer of
that city, an 85,000 cubic foot balloon.

Dr. Oliver L. Fassig. who has been the
Director at Mount Weather since its

establishment, is now Director of the
Climatoloffical Service of the Weather
Bureau, Maryland and Delaware Sec-
tion, at Baltimore. Dr. W. J. Hum-
phreys is the new Director at Mt.
Weather.

If ten balloon trips make an aero-
nautic pilot, is the man who has made
trips by the hundreds a better pilot?

Can America win this year's Gordon-
Bennett ?

Alan R. Hawley's balloon which is to
represent St. Louis in the International

race, is now finished. Mr. Hawley made
his first flight in it from Paris June 14.
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AERO CLUB OF AMERICA.

The regular Monday evening lec-

tures have been discontinued for the

Summer. Great interest >has been

taken in these informal affairs and an

effort will be made in the Fall to

make those proposed even more suc-

cessful, if possible. Following is a

list of the subjects treated since the

inauguration of the idea.

Israel Ludlow

—

"Equilibrium."

W. R. Kimball—
"Elementary Principles of Heavier-
Than-Air Machines."

T. T. Lovelace

—

"Earthquake at Kingston," Illus-

trated.

Carl Fischer—
"Pigeon Flying."

A. M. Herring

—

"Aerial Propellers and Light
Metals."

Carl Dienstbach

—

"Propellers."

W. R. Kimball—
Demonstration of His Helicoptere
Model.

Wm. J. Hammer

—

"Illuminated Dust."

Harry E. Dey

—

"Light Motors."

C, H. Taylor—
"Explosive Engines."

From time to time there are op-

portunities for club members who

do not own balloons to make ascents.

It would be advisable for those wish-

ing to make trips to place their names

on file with the Secretary in order

that they may be communicated with

when such occasions arise.

The Club has now arranged that

its rooms are open to members every

day and evening throughout the en-

tire week. All foreign aeronautical

magazines are kept on file and much
interesting reading will be found in

the library, to which is constantly be-

ing added both new and rare books

on aeronautics.

Word has been received by ^he Aero
Club of America, that the Aero Club
of Spain will have but two balloons in

the Gordon-Bennett race, instead of
three as originally entered.

IS THERE AT ANY TIME DUR-
ING THE FLIGHT OF A DIRI-
GIBLE BALLOON A GREATER
AIR PRESSURE AT ANY
OTHER POINT THAN AT THE
THEORETICAL "NOSE?"

Consider a course from one point

to another with the wind blowing at

an angle with the line drawn between

the starting and finishing points.

To gain the objective point the diri-

gible must be headed to the wind-

ward of the objective point. The
theoretical angle of direction can be

determined by compounding the speed

and direction of the wind and the

speed and direction of the airship.

If the direction of the wind is across

or opposed to the direction of travel,

a greater distance, with relation to the

air, must be traveled and it is self-

evident that there would be increased

fuel consumption.

Theoretically, the machine would

head directly into the relative wind if

the natural wind were uniform. How-
ever, the wind is not stable—it con-

sists of a succession of gusts.

There is increased pressure on the

windward side during the momentary

increase in the speed of the wind.

There is also an unbalanced excess of

pressure on the lee side during a lull

in the wind. These changes cause the

airship to assume a twisting move-

ment which is further complicated by

the gyroscopic action of the screw and

the gyrostatic action of the air-stream

flowing in a curved path along the

"nose" of the bag, the combination

of all the forces producing a sort of

"corkscrew" pitching of the balloon

which increases in violence with the

increase in speed of the wind as well

as with increase in speed of the

screw.
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A LETTER TO AERONAUTS.

The American Magazine of Aero-

nautics is very desirous of obtaining
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balloon and airship flights made in

America during each month.
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if you would send us such records at

the end of every month and we would
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quest.

May we not expect to hear frorn

you?

American Magazine of Aeronautics.

PRIZE WANTED

For Heavier-Than-Air-Machines

(Without Gas Bag).

It is of the utmost importance that

a cash prize of a considerable amount
be hung up to encourage and reward
the successful work of the hundreds
of aeronautical inventors in this coun-
try.

As it is now, there are many claim-
ing that they have a practical flying

machine. There is an almost insur-

mountable difiiculty encountered by
these inventors in bringing their ma-
chine to the attention of capitalists.

After they have completed their work
they find that it has all been in vain

—

they either cannot enlist capital or
come to the conclusion that a flying

machine is of no value for business
purposes or for sport. Many see no
future for a machine and do not put
their ideas into any concrete shape.

Here is an instance of the present
difficulty. A certain man claims most
positively he has a machine that will

lift into the air double its own weight.
He still has to arrange for steering
mechanism and means for propulsion.
He does not wish to use any more
of his own money nor that of his

friends until he can see a return for
the money invested in the event of
bringing the machine to a successful
completion. If there were a cash
prize of $25,000 available, he would
at once procure the necessary funds
and complete his machine. He is will-

ing to take his chances on the ma-
chine's not fulfilling the conditions.

He merely wants something to work
for, something that will repay hiin

for the time and money expended.

The prize should be at least $25,000.

There are several prizes of $50,000
ofifered abroad. The money should be
available to the successful contestant
immediately upon his fulfilling the
conditions tinder which the prize is

contested—say, the flight out and back
over a mile course, with provisions
in the rules for turning, ascending
and descending, &c.. to prove the ma-
chine's absolute dirigibility.

This method would eliminate the

many impossible machines now built

or projected. It would provide a suit-

able reward to the successful man.
There would then be no trouble in

finding a market for the machine.
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AERONAUTICS IN ENGLAND.

By Major B. Baden Powell.

I feel somewhat in the position of that well-known author who, in writing

a book on the natural history of Ireland, had a chapter on "snakes," but

which consisted solely of the sentence, "There are no snakes in Ireland." But
the present subject is rather different, for, while unable to say much about it,

I have reason to believe that a good deal is being done in England in the con-

struction of apparatus for navigating the air. I have heard rumors of at least

five inventors at work on large machines, but each of them is trying to keep

the matter dark, and, therefore, what few facts I have gleaned must be kept to

myself for the present. On a future occasion, however, I shall hope to be able

to send some description of them. So much, then, as regards flying machines,

or that system known in France as the "heavier-than-air" type. This term,

it seems to me, is not a happy one. Many machines have been suggested and

even tried, to-wit, the latest of M. Santos-Dumont's, which are heavier than

the air they displace, and yet which include a large gas balloon. I suggest as

simpler and more explanatory the term "gasless" for those machines which

rise in the air solely by the aid of propelling machinery.

Gas-filled airships are not much in favor in England, and tlicre is probably

not a specimen, in working order, to be found in the country.

Ballooning, pure and simple, forms a different subject and is one in which

great strides have been made of late. The strides, however, have been rather

in the number of ascents and in the increase of amateur aeronauts than in

any technical improvements in the apparatus or methods. "Balloon parties"

at country houses have become the rage (in a very limited sphere, I admit).

I was staying lately with a friend, where there were ten guests, and three bal-

loons went up, taking all the house party. Then we have had some interesting

contests. The "Harbord Cup," presented by the Hon. Mrs. Assheton Harbord,

drew ten balloons to the starting point at Ranelagh (near London). A point,

Goring railway station, was decided upon by the Committee just before the

start, as v/inning post. This was over 40 miles distant, yet three out of the

ten starters managed to descend within a few hundred yards of the point

selected. A contest which is likely to prove still more interesting, is the

"Hedges Butler" cup, which is to be competed for on June 29. This prize is

to be awarded to the owner of the balloon which makes the longest voyage

on that day. But we in England are so very dependent on climatic conditions

that it becomes very doubtful if the race will be a success. Not only is it as

likely as not to be blowing strongly, but our prevailing winds, westerly and

southwesterly, soon carry one from London to the North Sea and a run of 60

to 70 miles is the most that can then be hoped for.

A. M. OF A.'S GERMAN CORRESPONDENT.

Dr. Hermann Stade, Member of the Royal Meteorological Institute of Germany

and Secretary of the Deutscher Luftschiffer-Verband, will contribute a monthly

article to this magazine. In the August issue Dr. Stade will write upon the " Status

of the Aeronautical Science in Germany."
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WINGS MORE EFFICIENT THAN
SCREWS.

Several special claims are made by

Mr. John Spies for the airship wings

he has designed. He has been ex-

perimenting for over forty years, and

he thus expounds the fundamental

principles which have guided him in

all his experiments:—-"That a success-

ful airship must be 'heavier than air'

was one, that the machine must be

'rigid' was another, and that it must

be in a condition to rise from the

ground by its own power was the

third. As my teachers in all these

endeavors, I consulted birds in their

actions and constructions. Not only

birds, but other living creatures also

came into my observations. None of

them could 'fly' without their wings,

and it became firmly settled in my
mind that in wings was contained the

mystery and solution of flying.

"To make such as would elevate

and propel was the great object of

all my experiments. I have made
uncounted numbers of wings, singles

and pairs, of all shapes and sizes. It

was an easy matter to get such as

would elevate, but to make them also

propelling devices was something

that puzzled and baffled me over and

over again. Often I was near losing

hope of ever getting to that point,

but still kept on, and at last success

crowned my perseverance.

"I can now show to any interested

person wings that will do exactly

what those of a bird perform. They
will with every stroke, up or down,

elevate and propel, but, in reality, the

downstroke is the lifting and the up-

stroke the propelling one, the latter

with great force. Actual experiments

with a 5 H. P. gasoline motor, the

wings measuring ii^^ ft. in length

by 7 ft. across at their widest part,

made in five sections, gave proof posi-

tive that thev will lift lOO lb. and

more, and I know now that in the use

of wings is contained the solution of

the great problem of aerial naviga-

tion.

"A pair of wings properly con-

structed and driven by a lo H. P.

motor have greater propelling force

than a screw propeller driven by a

50 H. P. motor. Of all these points

I have proof, and will now go before

the public to demonstrate the truth

of assertions."

The model wings illustrated are

10 ft. long, lightly 'constructed of

cane and silk, and were attached to

a 5 H. P. motor weighing, with tank,

100 lb. The result, according to Mr.

Spies, was that with each downstroke

the whole affair was lifted 6 to 8

in. from the ground, thereby demon-
strating the lifting capacity of wings

of this description. In the upstroke,

he declares, four men holding on to

the frame felt a distinct strain of

forward movement. This, in itself,

demonstrates, he maintains, the possi-

bility of their driving an airship in

any direction desired.

LONG DISTANCE BALLOON
RECORDS.

1836—Longest journey starting from
England by balloon. Made by
Green, Halland and Mason,
who crossed to Nassau, 500
miles. Time, 18 hours.

1859—Longest trip in America. Made
by John Wise, who travelled
from St. Louis to Henderson,
N. Y., 1,150 miles. Time, 19 2-3

hours. This was his four hun-
dred and sixty-first voyage.

1870—During the siege of Paris an
aeronaut reached Norway,
1,000 miles. Time, 15 hours.

1900—Henry de la Vaulx barely made
the world's record, held up to

this time by John Wise, by
travelling from Paris to the

Russian border, 1,200 miles.

Time, 35M hours.

1906—Two German aeronauts hold

the record of 52 hours in the

air.
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SCHOOLS OF INSTRUCTION IN
AERONAUTICS ESTABLISHED
IN GERMANY AND FRANCE.

On May i, 1907, a school was open-

ed at Chemnitz for theoretical and

practical training in the construction

and management of airships. The

director, Herr Paul Spiegel, is a man
of exceptional ability and of broad

experience in cverj^ phase of balloon

construction and management. He
has made over 600 ascents. The tui-

tion for a year's course has been fixed

at $149, payable in monthly instal-

ments. Examination will be held at

the close of the course, April 30, and

certificates of proficiency will be given

the graduates. The training will be

confined almost exclusively to the

field of balloon construction and op-

eration.

In France there is no actual

"school" for training aeronauts in

which a definite course is pursued.

Such practice and instruction in aero-

station as is offered is provided by

the clubs and by the Government in

connection with the military service.

In Paris there are four important

aeronautical societies or ballooning

clubs, and five similar organizations

elsewhere in France. These clubs

were created for the promotion and

practice of ballooning as a sport as

well as for scientific study and experi-

ment. In some of these young men
are given practical training, taught

the theory and construction and use

of balloons, their proper care and

navigation.

If the students acquire a certain

proficiency and pass a prescribed ex-

amination, they are permitted, when
drawn for military service, to enter

the Bataillon d'Aerostiers, established

in the old zoological garden located

between Versailles and St. Cyr. The

post is under the control of a com-

mandant and the men are taught and

practice the handling and care of the

Government balloons, of which there

are several of a capacity of less than

900 cubic metres.

The second and more important in-

stitution of this kind in France is

known as the "Establishment Central

du Materiel de I'Aerostation Mili-

taire," at Chalais-Meudon, midway
between Paris and Versailles. It has

been in existence nearly a hundred

years, and is divided into two general

departments—the factory where the

balloons and equipment are made and

the department of tests and experi-

ments. There is no definite course

of instruction. It was there that Col-

onel Renard twenty-three years ago

built and experimented with "La

France," the first dirigible balloon.

AERONAUTIQUE CLUB DE
FRANCE.

By Monsieur J. Sauniere, President.

The Exhibition of small model aero-

planes, which took place under the

auspices of the Section d'Aviation of

the Aeronautique Club de France on

June 9th at the Galerie des Machines,

brought together sixteen competitors

with twenty exhibits entered, of wdiich

fifteen apparati were actually pre-

sented by the following: Messrs. Par-

tiot, Budin, Paulhan, Audiguey, Des-

cognier, Fourgeaud, Ballandier, Bu-

guiere, Henry, Razet and Queffeleant.

The best flights were obtained by

the Langley type aeroplanes of

IMessrs. Budin and Paulhan. The jury,

which was composed of Messrs. Arch-

deacon, Captain Ferber and G. Voisin,

awarded them two First Prizes, silver

medals, the apparati being similar.

Bronze medals were awarded to

Messrs. Audiguey and Buguet for the

mechanical work on their models.

We can announce another trial in

the near future, for which M. Arch-

deacon has offered a prize.
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The Directors of the Aeronautique
Club de France after having admitted
twenty-one members, confirmed the de-
cision of the Sports Committee relative
to the contest of the 26th of May,
awarding First Prize to M. Lassagne,
Second Prize to M. Cormier and Third
Prize to M. Vernanchet.

It has been decided to put gas at the
disposal of members at the price of 130
francs per 1,000 cubic meters and to
grant subsidies to pilots representing the
A. C. D. F. in national and international
races.

The Section d'Aviation is making plans
for the organization of a great inter-

national contest for small model aero-
planes, with and without motors, for
which numerous prizes will be offered.

entirely new frame work has been con-
structed.

NOTES.

A visit to the balloon factory ol
Mr. Stevens the other day was rather
surprising. No less than eleven bal-
loons were found, either completed
or in course of construction. One of
80,000 cubic feet capacity is for the
United States Government. Mr. J. C.
McCoy, one of the representatives of
America in the Gordon-Bennett Race
this year, is having one built of
36,000 cubic feet. Another of 60,000
cubic feet goes to a Mr. Baxter, in

Florida. Still another goes to far-off

Johannesburg, South Africa. Mr.
Elmer Van Ranken, of Gloversville,
N. Y., is having an airship built which
will contain 9,500 cubic feet of hydro-
gen. Two captive balloons have gone
to an enterprising couple of young
men at Norfolk, who are operating
in a park of their own just outside the
Jamestown Exposition. The other
purchasers are: Oscar Hendler,
James H. Hare, Joseph Cali and
William Thaller.

The Aero Club of Belgium will hold
an international balloon contest for dis-

tance on September 15th, at Brussels.

Entries are invited, and prospective

contestants are asked to get their ap-

plications in as soon as possible.

Dr. Julian P. Thomas has practically

completed the alterations which he has
been making to the dirigible balloon
which he purchased from Major C. J.

S. Miller last year. The envelope has
been lengthened considerably, and an

Prof. Otto Luyties, an engineer who
was associated with Prof. Wood of
John Hopkins University in his aero-
nautical experiments, tested out his
flying machine on June 15th, but met
with a slight accident. In being
pulled along by an automobile, the
machine fell with such force as to
'smash the front wheel supporting
the framework and the propeller.

Percy F. Megargle and George T.
Tomlinson are planning to construct
an airship with which to make flights

at the Jamestown Exposition. Mr.
Tomlinson announces his intention of
beating Lieutenant Lahm's record of

402 miles.

Some idea of the interest in this

country in the dirigible balloon may
be gained from the fact that, in ad-
dition to a number of balloons, seven
airships are in course of construction
at the "balloon farm" of Mr. Carl E.

Myers.

The illustration is that of the
"King-Fisher," the invention of Mr.
Jacob Fisher, of Columbus, O. The
envelope is 74 feet long, 22 feet in di-

ameter and contains 14,000 cubic feet

of hydrogen, the lifting capacity being
900 pounds. The propeller blades are
adjustable to various angles and are
driven by two light motors whose
fly-wheels act as friction discs to

drive the propeller fast or slow.
Situated on either side of the car are

two other screws having blades that

furl at any desired portion of a revo-
lution and open to drive the ship up
or down, forward or backward, to

right or left, as may be desired, and
at varying speeds. It is claimed that

this airship has remarkable equipoise.
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AERONAUTICAL MOTORS.
It is intended to publish in each

number a description of the various
light motors now on the market
which are adapted for use in dirigible

balloons and heavier-than-air ma-
chines-

CURTISS MOTORS.

The G. H. Curtiss Manufacturing

Co., Hammondsport, N. Y., foresaw

the approaching demand for light and

powerful motors and two years ago

began to devote a great deal of at-

tention and study to this type of en-

gine.

Having already developed their cy-

cle motors to a high degree of effi-

ciency, they began to experiment with

multi-cylinder engines until they

"brought their present line of engines

to the same high standard.

These motors range from i to 8

cylinder and from 3 to 100 H. P.

They have found that the most prac-

tical design of motor for aeronautical

work is the 8-cylinder, the cylinders

being set at an angle of 90 degrees.

The power from such an engine is

constant, each explosion stroke com-

mencing when the preceding one is

but half over.

A Cuiliss Highi--ylinder Motor.

A 100 H. P. motor now being built

will weigh less than 3 pounds to the

horsepower. The hollow crank shafts

are made of chrome nickel steel. All

bearings are ground to size and the

boxings are made of a special alloy

which is very light and at the same

time extremely strong and durable

The cylinders, pistons and rings are

ground to size and are interchange-

able. All bolts and studs are made
of a special grade of nickel steel,

while the aluminum crank case is

also made of a special alloy. The
ignition is effected by the use of a

single jump spark coil and a distribu-

tor attached to the commutator. This

system is so efficient that only four

small dry cells are necessary. The
lubrication is by the splash system

with two sight feed oilers supplying

oil constantly to the case from which

compression is relieved through the

hollow shaft.

Corporal Edward Ward and Private

Joseph E. Barrett have been assigned
by the Commander at Fort Wood to

the balloon workshop of A. Leo Stevens
to study the various processes in the

manufacture of the balloons.

Russell E. Gardner, a member of

the Aero Club of St. Louis, has re-

cently purchased from Campbell &
Honeywell the old balloon "Mars"
and has rechristened it at a recent

ascent the "St. Louis."

The Real Aero Club de Espana has

ordered three balloons from Surcorf for

this year's Gordon-Bennett.

CHRONOLOGY OF RECENT
EVENTS

May 20. First race of the season for

the Aero Club of France, in which four-

teen balloons started.

May 24. Walter Welhnan leaves Lon-

don for Spitzbergen. The start for the

pole will be made between July 20 and
August 10.

?klay 25. Ten balloons race from
Ranelagh for the Harliord Cup, award-

ed to the competitor descending nearest

to a predetermined spot. Won by Mr.

Frank H. Butler in his balloon "Dolce

Far Niente," making a landing within

100 yards from the mark.

May 30. Lincoln Beachey makes a

long flight in his dirigible, near Boston,

Mass.
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May 19. Balloon race at JNIannheim.
Nine balloons started for H. R. H., the
Grand Duke of Baden's cup and other
prizes. Won by Capt. H. Von Abercron,
landing after a trip of 263 miles, in
France.

June 2. A military balloon in charge
of Captain Olivelli is struck by light-
ning at an elevation of 1300 feet, during
an ascent at Rome and set on fire, re-
sulting in the death of the aeronaut.
This is the first balloon on record to
have been struck by lightning. The
cause is ascribed to its coating of
metallic paint.

June 2. Ten balloons make ascents at
Barcelona, Spain.

June 2. Dr. Alexander Graham Bell
arrives in Halifax to begin work on his
tetrahedral kite, which is to be equipped
with a 15-horsepower motor weighing
120 pounds.

June 6. Beachey flies his airship at
Boston. Owing to engine trouble the
balloon was carried over the harbor.
Repairs to the engine, while drifting
with the wind, enabled the pilot to re-
gain shore in safety.

June 7. Eugene Goudct makes a
flight in his dirigible at Jamestown Ex-
position.

_
Owing to some trouble the

balloon dived into the waters of Hamp-
ton Roads, striking the warship. "Ala-
bama," whose sailors rescued the aer-
onaut.

June 7. Dowager Queen Margherita,
of Italy, offers a cup for the successful
balloon passage of the Alps.

June 8. A. Roy Knabenshue makes
an ascent in his dirigible at Hartford,
Conp. At the height of 1000 feet over
a river, the gas suddenly condensed,
bringing the ship down with great rap-
idity. Knabenshue disappeared beneath
the water, but succeeded in disentang-
ling himself. The ship was badly dam-
aged.

June S. Santos-Dumont attempts
flight with his combination dirigible
balloon and aeroplane. In starting, the
propeller struck the ground and the
balloon collapsed.

June 9. Dedication at Jamestown Ex-
position of the first building at any ex-
position in the history of the world de-

voted exclusively to the aerial branch
of transportation.

June 12. Nine balloons race from St.

Cloud.

June 20. Leon Beachey made a
very successful flight in his airship at

South Beach, Staten Island. Various
maneouvres were executed and a gen-
tle landing made at the conclusion of
the trial. The ship has but a 10 horse-
power engine, which is to be re-

gretted.

June 25. Lincoln Beachey in his air-

ship makes a trip of eighteen miles
measured in a straight line, from South
Beach, over New York Bay to Hell
Gate, landing once in Battery Park at

the lower end of Manhattan Island.

The crowd damaged his propeller in

making this stop, but after hurried re-

pairs the trip resumed, passing over the
sky-scrapers of Lower New York and
up the Island. The broken propeller be-
gan to give trouble and the aeronaut
shut off the engine and allowed the
balloon to drift, with intention of mak-
ing a final landing on Ward's Island. A
sudden gust of wind seized the little bag
when over Hell Gate and whirled it

into the water, the envelope striking a
buoy and being torn. Difficulty was en-

countered after leaving Battery Park.
There was considerable wind pressure on
the side of the envelope which blew the

ship to the eastward, despite the work
of the motor. The envelope has a

capacity of 6500 cubic feet and the
motor is 10 horse power. The entire

ship weighs but 250 pounds.

June 27. Captain Thomas S. Baldwin
makes the first flight in his new air-

ship "Twentieth Century" at Hammonds-
port in the presence of War Department
officials. The trip lasted thirty minutes
and was most successful. The envelope
measures 52 feet in length and 17 feet

in diameter and contains 9000 cubic
feet of hydrogen. A 16 horse-power
Curtiss motor drives the two screw
propellers. Captain Baldwin will make
an ascent in August for the Aero Club
of America.
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NEW AERONAUTIC BOOK.

The Aero Club of America has

published an exceedingly interesting

book, in which technical papers ap-

pear side by side with accounts of

famous balloon trips and prophesies

for the future.

Among the contributors of scienti-

fic articles are, the Messrs. Wright,

A. M. Herring, Octave Chanute,

Prof. W. H. Pickering, Dr. Alexan-

der Graham Bell, Dr. Oliver L. Fas-

sig and Prof. David Todd.

To those who have forgotten events

a half century ago. Prof. Lowe's

story of his balloon trip from Cincin-

nati, Ohio, to Unionville, South Car-

olina, during the Civil War, will

prove of exceptional interest. Lieu-

tenant Lahm writes the story of his

famous flight from Paris to Scotland

in last year's Gordon-Bennett Race.

The book contains twenty-three

chapters, in addition to a preface and

introduction. Sixty-five illustrations

add considerable to its attractiveness.

Each member of the Club is en-

titled to a copy of this book free of

charge through a special arrangement

with the publishers, Doubleday-Page

& Co.

Credit must be given to Messrs.

Post, Hammer and Ludlow for their

labors in making the book an accom-

plished fact.

RARE AERONAUTIC BOOKS
FOR SALE

This magazine will publish each
month a list of such rare books re-

lating to aeronautics as it is able to
secure.

If you desire any of those listed,

kindly send check with your order for
the amount stated. Should the book
ordered be sold previous to the re-

ceipt of your order, the money will be
promptly returned.

Astra Castra (Hatton Turner).
Royal 4to, cloth, gilt top, un-
cut, London, 1865 $15.00

By Land and Sky (John M.
Bacon). Four illustrations.

8vo, cloth, uncut, London, 1901$ 2.50

A Balloon Ascension at Mid-
night (G. E. Hall). Plates by
Gordon Ross. 8vo, boards, un-
cut. San Francisco, 1902. Lim-
ited edition 2.50

An Account of the First Aerial
Voyage in England (Vincent
Lunardi). Portrait of Lunardi
by Bartolozzi and plates.

Crown 8vo, half calf, uncut,
London, 1784. Autograph "V,
Lunardi" on fly-leaf l5-00

Travels in Space (G. S. Valen-
tine and F. L. Tomlinson).
Litroduction by Sir Hiram
Maxim, 61 plates. 8vo, cloth,

London, 1902 2.00

My Airships (Santos-Dumont).
Illustrated. Crown 8vo, cloth,

uncut, London, 1904 2.50

Proceedings of the Internation-

al Conference on Aerial Navi-
gation, Chicago, August 1-4,

1893. Plates, 8vo, cloth, New
York, 1894 2.50

La Machine Animale (J. Alarey).

Illustrated, 8vo, cloth, Paris,

1878, French 1.25

Experiments in Aerodynamics
(S. P. Langley). Illustrated,

4to, cloth, Washington, 1891.. 2.00

Five Weeks in a Balloon (Wm.
Lackland). 12 mo., cloth, N.

Y., 1869 • 2.50

Balloons, Airships and Flying
Machines (Gertrude Bacon).

12 mo., cloth, N. Y., 1905 100

Balloon Travels (Robert Merry).

12 mo., cloth, N. Y., 1865 .... 2.50

Conquest of the Air (John Alex-

ander). 12 mo., cloth, London,
1902 2.00

Wonderful Balloon Ascents (F.

Marion). 12 mo., half leather,

N. Y., 1871 • 2.50

Travels in the Air (James Glai-

sher). 8vo., cloth, Phila., 1871. 7.50

Crotchets in the Air (John
Poole). 12 mo., cloth, London,
1838 500

The Motor and its Chief Appli-

cation, Wings, Propulsion in

Air, etc. (Com. of Pat., 1849).

8vo., paper i-5o
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PRIEST INVENTOR OF NOVEL AIR-SHIP.

The REVEREND DR. JOSEPH AULINO, Knight of Honor, Author, Dr. of

Divinity, Prof, of Latin and Greek, in the Italian Universities for eighteen years,

contends that universal peace is an established institution by reason of his novel

invention. He claims that the force of wind will draw the balloon into it. The
Reverend is with-holding details until his patent rights are fully protected in all

of the countries of the world. After twenty years of study and experimenting

he has at last perfected an airship which he claims is the sole solution of the Aerial

Navigation problem. His plan is to have the driving and steering apparatus

attached to the gas-bag instead of the car structure but with full control of the

machinery centered in the car. It is by the application of the power of recoil that

the balloon is to be controlled. The harder the wind blows, the better the balloon

can be guided by it.

A hundred thousand dollar corporation has been formed for the manufacturing

of the Reverend's device, at the head of which corporation Reverend Dr. Joseph

Aulino takes place.

The classification of the stock is exclusively common. A demonstration of

his device is promised within a short time. The secretary of this company is

Mr. Edward Fischer Brown, of 150 Nassau Street, New York City. Many years,

of Mr. Brown's career have been devoted to the study of aerial navigation. He is

a poet well known on the East Side as well as an ardent advocate of Zionism.

He has been connected as secretary and treasurer of the Liberal Emmigration

League, a philanthropic institution and has assisted many hundreds of emigrants,

in entering the port of New York. As soon as the patent rights will be protected,

photographs and detailed data will appear iu this publication.

CASPAR WHITNEY, IN "OUTING".

With the loyal object of hanging upon the Pole the beautiful Aero Club

Hot ^^^ with which, at a New York love feast recently he was presented,

. , Walter Wellman is preparing to float northward. Mr. Wellman is of a

hopeful nature; with a sand bag or so, a few personal belongings, and,

let us pray, something material to cheer the journey through the light, hot air,

he will take seat beneath his huge gas bag and trust for the best. Since he will

have very little more control over the direction of his balloon than either you or

I sitting comfortably on earth, it is well his nature is thus hopeful.

To the less spectacular, if more practical, mind a trip across the Atlantic or

even across New Jersey might suggest itself—especially since chance of reaching

the Pole would seem to be equally as good from that starting point as Spitzbergen.

Of course there might not be so much advertising in it—and we should like to

see Mr. Wellman get all the notoriety he courts—and return to enjoy it.

For the rest, we cannot take Wellman and his gas bag seriously; aerial navi-

gation has not yet advanced beyond the mere toy stage with the longest of its

flights still within eye range. As for sending up a balloon to be blown whither

the wind listeth—well, I hope Wellman is provided with a stout drag and a
long rope.

Perhaps Mr. Whitney has not heard of the Wright Brothers whose flight of

over twenty-four miles in a heavier-than-air machine is a matter of record. We
would consider this distance beyond ordinary "eye range."
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Ubc

GOERZ ANSCHUTZ

Folding Camera

FITTED WITH A

Goerz Telephotolens

is especially adapted for the use of balloonists on account of its light

weight, small size and the superiority of the lens.

Can be focused at the level of the eye, it takes pictures AS WE SEE THEM
which no other camera will do when focusing at the height of the chest.

For time and instantaneous exposures. The official camera of this magazine

WRITE FOR OUR CATALOGUE

C* p. GOERZ AMERICAN OPTICAL CO.

52. E. Union Square, New York. 1514 Heyworth Bldg., Chicago, 111.

BERLIN LONDON PARIS VIENNA

NAVIGATING THE AIR
BY THE SCIENTIFIC AND ACTIVE MEMBERS

OF THE AERO CLUB OF AMERICA

An interesting record of the personal experiences of the twenty-

four men most distinguished to-day in the art and science of flying.

TH\T THE PROBLEM OF AERIAL NAVIQATION

HAS AT LAST BEEN SOLVED

is announced by such authorities as Dr. Alexander Graham Bell;

and this book gives for the first time an authentic summary of the

present state of Aeronautics.

lAft na„pc S^ pages of photographs shoiciiig hn-
OUU |J<1^C», poytant developments in this new science.

:P

$1.65 post paid

COUNTRY Lira
IN AMERICA

TheWoeld'sVork
FARMING

The Garden
Magazine

Doubleday; Page &Co. New York.

Readers In New York and vicinity are invited to

visit our library salesroom.

^V4>-^ .••••
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Newmastic Filling

An elastic, resilient material which

replaces air in pneumatic tires, by the

use of which all tire troubles are

ended without losmg any of the

advantages of a pneumatic tire.

The Greatest Step ^
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POCKET BOOK OF AERONAUTICS
By Major Hermann W. L. Moedebeck

(English Edition)

Cloth, 496 pages, $3.25

"Major Moedebeck is already too well-known to stand in need of any
introduction ; for many years past he has been one of the leading spirits in

German Aeronautical circles. It was in no slight degree due to his elTorts

that several of the German Aero Clubs, and in particular the Aero Club of the
upper Rhine, were founded ; for years he edited the journal of the Berlin Club,
previously to founding the Illustrierte Aeronautische Mitteilungen, at Strass-

burg. The present book serves as an introduction to the study of the history
of Aeronautics ; and as such we have rarely met with a more lucid and clearly
stated resum^ of one of the most fascinating pages in the world's history. The
future of aerial locomotion, again, is touched upon in the iinal chapters of

this really valuable and eminently sane book ; not the least of the merits of

which consists of the splendid series of illustrations and photographs, for the
greater part taken by the author himself."

—

Ballooning and Aeronautics.

Order through AMERICAN MAGAZINE OF AERONAUTICS,

142 West 65th Street, New York.

WE BIND MAGAZINES

Telephone 3823 John and ive ivill send for them

WE RULE AND BIND SPECIAL

BOOKS TO ORDER ^ ^ ^

American Blank Book Manufacturing Co.

129 FULTON STREET

NEW YORK
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HYDROBEN-TlliHT BHLLOONS

BflOYflNT fllRSHIPS

All sizes from smallest

models of lightest weight

to largest captive or long

voyage vessels with or with-

out motors.

Patent machine var-

nished, hydrogen -proof

fabrics, ready for speedy

construction.

Best varnish made.

Patent hydrogen gas generator systems, complete, all sizes.

Estimates made.

Practical professional advice given.

Largest, most reliable manufactory in America.

Operated 28 years.

140 gas balloons for U. S. Government.

Instructions given. All sorts of experiments conducted.

Only American Institute of Aeronautics.

Any kind of gas balloon ascents, captive or free, or air-

ship flights made at any time or place.

CARL E. MYERS,

BALLOON FARM, FRA^KFORT, N. Y.
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Phoae : 3(W5 Columbus

AERONAUTIC CO. Or AMEMCA
354 WEST 50m STREET ----- new YORK

BALLOONS: SilK, CorroR, CiolcJDearcT SLvii\, l^uDhcr, &c.

CAPTIVE BALLOONS:
AIPSHII>S:

HVDPcXiEN PLANTS:
DPACHCN BALLOONS:

Statoscopes, ftarographs, Thermographs
and other recording inshunAcnts

Balloon ascents at Pairs, Fetes orid Parks
Prixate ascents for Plecisure or for- Scientific Purposes

TEPMS UPON AI'PLICATION

60 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

Trade Marks
Designs

Copyrights &.c.
Anyone sending a sketch and description may

quickly ascertain onr oiiinion free whether an
invention is probably patentable. Communica-
tions strictly confldential. HANDBOOK on Patents
sent free. Oldest agency for securing patents.
Patents taken through Munn & Co. receive

special notice, without charge, in the

60 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

Trade Marks
Designs

Copyrights &c.
Anvone sending a sketch and description may

quickly ascertain our opinion free whether an
invention is probably patentable. Communica-
tions strictly confldential. HANDBOOK on Patents
sent free. Oldest agency for securnig patents.
Patents taken through Munn & Co. receive

special notice, without charge, in the

Scientific Hmcrican. Scientific Hmerican.
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AIRSHIP
BALDWIN'S

'CALIFORNIA ARROW
Patented.

The "CALIFORNIA ARROW" was the first airship, the one from which
all the present airships have been copied, and has made more snccessfnl

flights than all the others pnt together.

I GUARANTEE ALL MY EXHIBITIONS.

Last season, out of 53 starts I returned to the exact starting point

51 times.

ONLY

FLYING

ONLY

FLYING

Bif.'lii-SN

at tbe

ST. LOUIS

EXPOSITiON

operated

by

Roy

Knabenshue

•P-iLTMii

at tbe

PORTLAND

EXPOSITION

operated

by

Lincoln

Beachy

NOTE.

I have ballooned around the world twice, giving ascensions in almost

every country you can think of, including North and South America, Europe,

Asia, Africa, China, Japan, Australia, New Zealand, etc.

I design and manufacture, Free Balloons, Captive Balloons, Airships,

and in fact everything in the h}'drogen line of aeronautics. Information

relative to dates and terms, cheerfully furnished upon request.

Send for my new book "UP IN THE AIR."

Captain Thomas S. Baldwin,

Airship "CALIFORNIA ARROW"

1 Box 78 Madison square p. o.

NEW YORK City.

RB-tursiSi

FOR SALE—Complete Captive Balloon Outfit.
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AEPO AMD MARINE MOTOR
COMPANY

ruiuurmrurers or

AEI^ON/UITICAI.

MOTORS

rACTORY: orriCE:

r-all l^ivcr, 60 PemDerron Sc|.,
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OUR AERO CLUB.

The Aero Club of America was formed by several sportsmen, experi-

menters and scientists, for the laudable purpose of advancing the development

of the science of aeronautics, for the encouragement and organization of

aerial excursions, conferences, expositions, congresses and the conduct of

meets, contests and exhibitions of air-ships, balloons and inventions designed

to be propelled through the air.

Has it taken anj- steps to carry out its avowed purpose? We think it has,

so far as it has been able under numerous handicaps.

In January, 1906, it held its first exhibition at the 69th Regiment Armory.

Considering the limited time in which to secure exhibits, the afifair was a pro-

nounced success. A goodly number of exhibits Avere brought to light and

people were awakened to the importance of aeronautics and the actual work

that had been previously done by expcrimentors.

During the Summer of 1906 a few balloon trips were made, thirty-three,

in fact, by members of the club from dififerent points. These were enjoyable

trips, as most of the members making them were novices, and they did not

consider the inconveniences to which tlicy were put in order to make tliese

flights.

In September renewed interest was manifested in ballooning because of

the winning of the Gordon-Bennett International Aeronautic Cup by the

Aero Club of America, through its representative. Lieutenant Frank P. Lahm,

on the occasion of the first contest for this cup. Tliis success brought to

America the handsome trophy for competition this year, among the aero

clubs of the world, at St. Louis.

The second exhibition of the Club was held in December at Grand Central

Palace, and was even more of a success than the previous one.
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This year a number of flights have already been made, and we are now
looking forward to the Congress at Jamestown Exposition and the Gordon-

Bennett in the Fall.

What the Club most needs is a park, situated so that good gas can be

obtained, where members may make flights. This should be not over thirty

miles from New York, with many trains each way. A member could then

telephone to the grounds in the early morning and have his balloon all ready

for him when he arrives in the afternoon. An aeronaut could thus go on

any day on which the wind was favorable and would not have to go off a

hundred miles and wait for favorable winds, wasting his time on the hotel

verandah, as has been the experience in many cases heretofore.

In France, in the case of at least two clubs, all the resources of the so-

ciety are expended wholly in providing ascensions for its members, the nuin-

ber of which during any given year being governed by the condition of the

treasury. Each ascension is in charge of a competent pilot designated by the

president from among the members. The only requisite is that a member
shall have been of six months' standing and pay to the treasurer a number of

days before the ascension 20 francs {$4) as his contribution to the expenses

of inflation and return of material after the descent. If a trip of over 50 kilo-

metres is made, the members who have made the ascension are required to

pay jointly the expenses of return for the distance exceeding the prescribed

SO kilometres.

It does seem reasonable to suppose that our Government might pay a

share of the expenses of each trip made by a member, in return for which the

•member -would agree to furnish certain information to the Weather Bureau.

The Government does now send up small balloons for the purpose of making
meteorological records and for studying the currents of air. If the same
amount of money now expended by the Government in this way were ap-

plied to the expenses of members' flights, the Weather Bureau would secure

much more complete information at the same cost. More flights would be

made and more records obtained. There would then be an inducement to

members to purchase balloons. The expense now prohibits many. Of course,

this arrangement would, perhaps, work a hardship on some members in de-

manding these complicated records, but such work by the member would be

of considerable value to him in future trips. There are many who attribute

Lieutenant Lahm's victory to the knowledge and experience of Major Hersey,

of the Weather Bureau, who accompanied him. One can hardly imagine but

that the experience gained in collecting these records would be of value to

those trying for long trips. When the Aero Club instituted its ascents the

Weather Bureau asked for copies of the records kept by the aeronauts and
same have been furnished to some extent. These records, however, have

merely shown the altitude reached and the direction of the winds, which in-

formation the Bureau's own stations, of course, furnished.

Land could be secured for little or nothing at many towns in New Jersey

and along the Hudson River. The matter of securing the proper gas is the

greater question. There is also the matter of expense in erecting suitable

buildings for the housing of members' aerostats, the club building, the cost of

maintenance, a superintendent and helpers. It might be able to secure the

funds by solicitation among the wealthy members of the club, but the better

way seems to interest the Government in some such project.
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The Balloon Corps of the Army might make this Club Park a sort of

station where soldiers could be instructed in ballooning through taking active

part in the ascensions of members. Those of the Army studying aeronautics

for military purposes could accompany the members and take the necessary

records and notes for their own use and for the Weather Bureau on a sharing-

of-expense plan.

This magazine would be glad to receive for publication the views of Aero

Club members on this subject, with the idea of bringing about the realization

of some system whereby ballooning would become more popular as a sport

and as a means of acquiring scientific knowledge.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.

We have received numerous letters of inquiry from people who subscribed

last year to the "Aeronautical News," of which the editor, Carl Dienstbach,

issued but one number. We wish to state that this publication is in no way
connected with the above-mentioned journal, and we have not assumed its

contracts. Had there been any possibility of our not continuing to publish

the American Magazine of Aeronautics we would have promised our sub-

scribers in the initial number to refund all subscriptions paid in case of dis-

continuance of publication.

PROVIDENCE BALLOON RACE,

We regret to announce the abandonment of the proposed balloon race at

Providence, R. I., on July 31.

The City of Providence invited, through its committee, aero club mem-
bers and others, to participate in a distance contest, proposing to pay all ex-

penses of the entrants, furnish several handsome cups as prizes, and to en-

tertain the aeronauts during their stay. After five entries had been received

and all arrangements practically completed the city found that it could not

fulfill its promise and was compelled to request the withdrawal of entries.

This contest would have been the first of such importance ever held in this

country.

A LETTER TO AERONAUTS.

The American Magazine of Aeronautics is very desirous of obtaining ac-

curate and complete records of all balloon and airship flights made in Amer-

ica during each month.

We would appreciate it very much if you would send us such records at

the end of every month and we would be very glad to supply you with the

blank forms for the purpose upon request.

May we not expect to hear from you?
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LIGHT ENGINES

By Harry E. Dey.

Perhaps in the future, when the art of flying becomes an every-day event,

the need of a light engine will disappear; but at present we have got to get

every part down to the limit of lightness, even to training down the operator

to a living skeleton. It is best, however, not to be too economical with the

wing structure—a break there spells death. With the engine, however, an

accident would generally be followed by no more serious consequence than

would be the case with an automobile under similar circumstances, unless

the landing enforced thereby should be in water, or some other undesirable

location.

I do not wish to be understood by the above as favoring weak construc-

tion in the engine, but it is unnecessary to calculate the proper strength and

then multiply it by ten for good measure.

In designing a light motor our first object should be to avoid all unneces-

sary parts, and the most important of these will naturally be the water and

water cooling system, with its pump, radiator, pipes, jacket, etc.

The high speed of the flying machine is very favorable for air cooling;

the practically steady load, however, is not. Perhaps the strong cool draft

due to the former will balance the constant full load which the automobile

air cooled motor does not li,ave to meet.

For cooling purposes, it is desirable to have as large an amount of

cooling surface as possible. My method of accomplishing this has been to use

steel tubing for the cylinders, of very heavy guage, and rotate them before

a gang of milling cutters so as to cut deep grooves around the tube, the cut-

ters being about one-sixteenth inch thick, and spaces about one-thirty second

inch apart; thus providing flanges one-thirty second inch thick and spaced

one-sixteenth inch apart, of any desired depth. One-half inch for the latter

is ample. The remaining thickness of the cylinder wall need not be over one-

sixteenth inch for cylinders up to six inches bore. The heads may be similar-

ly treated, provided they are not made of too complicated a design; if made
of the common side valve construction they may be rotated about two cen-

ters, the main center and the valve center.

The side valve construction, however, is not desirable as it gives too

large an absorbing surface for the heat, the object in designing being to have

the minimum surface possible on the interior, and the maximum attainable

on the outside. For this same reason a long stroke is desirable, for even

with the longest stroke that is practical the explosion takes place in a very

flat compartment, which necessarily gives a very large amount of surface

relative to the cubical contents. Of course this flatness lengthens out until

the dimensions are reversed as the piston travels along, but this latter con-

dition is only reached after the charge has lost a very large amount of its

heat, due to the expansion and work accomplished.

It is common practice in air cooled designing to use a very low com-

pression compared with water cooled practice. The compression spare is

made large in proportion to the stroke and mechanical inlet valves are used

so as to obtain atmospheric pressure, as near as possible, at the end of the

suction stroke. I do not .approve of this method, however. I believe that the

better plan is to provide a very small compression space and then throttle

the incoming charge by means of a strong spring governing the automatic

inlet valve. This restricts the charge to the desired amount to give the proper
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compression in the small compression space. This compression may be carried
considerably higher tlian in the other type, for it is reached so much later in

the stroke that it does not have time to heat and pre-ignite, and, also, the pres-
sure drops so quickly after the piston begins to travel downwards that the
heating is not nearly so severe; especially on the exhaust valves, as the pres-
sure has nearly reached zero by the time they 'are opened, and low pressure
means low heat.

The economy of this system is undeniable, as it obtains a much greater
expansion from the explosion, accomplishing what the compound engine was
designed to do, but without all the complications, and port and friction losses

of the latter. Besides the (added economy due to using higher compression.
The tight crank case should hardly be necessary for our work. "Up

above the world so high" we should not be bothered with the dust, and an
open crank gives not only lighter construction, but also greatly assists in cool-

ing, as it allows the cool fresh air to get up inside the cylinder and around the

piston. In this case, of course, direct lubrication has to be provided, as the

splash system is out of the question. The crank shaft cylinders and cam shaft

supports may be of skeleton construction, while the crank shaft should be of a

very liberal diameter, bored out hollow and mounted upon ball bearings.

The cam shaft should "also be mounted in a similar manner. These shafts

should be made of chrome nickel steel.

The cylinders may preferably be made of nickel steel of about thirty per

cent, alloy, which is rust proof, and also has the reputation of being a good
anti-friction metal. It certainly stands heat well, as is proven by its wide use

for valves, thirty-five per cent, composition being usually used for that purpose.

}ilany engineers at the present time are designing their engines for this

purpose with staggered cylinders set in V form, relative to one another. This

has an advantage for air cooling, where the engine is set fore and aft, as it

allows the air to circulate around the cylinders better, the position being a

very bad one for those that are set directly behind one another. The V form

also has the advantage of shortening the length of the engine, and consequent-

ly saving slightly in weight. I should prefer, however, a typical six cylinder

engine design, as it is better balanced, and more symmetrical in every way, and

if there is anything I do dislike, it is an unsymmetrical piece of mechanism.

The disadvantage in cooling may be overcome by setting the engine crosswise,

and gearing to a transverse shaft by means of bevel gears located at the center

of the crankshaft; or, the engine may be placed in the usual transverse manner

and a scoop arranged on one side to catch tlie air from the front and cause

it to strike the cylinders roadside on. This would probably be the better of the

two methods.

The lightest of all methods, however, is the revolving cylinder type, the

cylinders act as a fiywhccl, and their cooling properties are ideal. This type

of engine has been used to same extent on automobiles, one company have

had it upon the market for several years. It appears to me, however, somewhat

on the order of freaks, although I must confess that I cannot put up a very

strong argument against it.

With a six cylinder engine the propellers will probably take the place of

a flywheel, thus lightening the engine to that extent.

The connecting rods should be made of rolled material, chrome-nickel or

vanadium steel, being blanked out from heavy sheet metal, the central portion

being given an I beam section by milling out a wide shallow groove on each

side. The lower end should be designed to retain a ball bearing, while the
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upper end should be adapted to retain a bronze bearing for the wrist pin. Both

ends may be fitted up in a thoroughly mechanical manner, although at first

sight it might not appear so.

The piston and rings should be made of cast iron, as it is the most satis-

factory metal for this purpose. This, as well as the connecting rod, should

be made up to the limit of lightness, for, to a large extent, the speed of the

engine is limited by the weight of these parts, and "speed is power." As the

motion is reciprocating and has to be reversed twice during every revolution,

this gives a very hard blow each time upon the crank pin and wrist pin bear-

ings. This is another argument in favor of the long stroke engine, as the

blows are proportionately less frequent, but are also lighter as there is a long-

er travel during which the change of motion is made.

One thousand feet per minute is considered a conservative piston speed

in automobile practice. This probably should not be exceeded in aerial work,

for the latter is so much more severe, full load and highest speed being kept on

continuously. This factor should be kept fully in mind when designing an en-

gine for this purpose, and the engine should consequently be rated more con-

servatively.

The valves should be located in the top of the heads. Each cylinder hav-

ing one large mechanically operated one for the exhaust, and two, or more,

small automatic ones for the intake. The two small automatic valves are quick-

er operating and can be more conveniently located than a single large one.

With the latter, the head has to be made of considerable larger diameter than

the cylinder especially to accommodate it, unless they are placed at an angle.

I should preferably use the jump spark system of ignition with a single

coil and distributor, the coil wound for a single cell of storage battery. A
cell good for several hours use need not exceed one povmd in weight.

Exhaust pipes and muiifler may be dispensed with as luxuries for the future

generiation to adopt.

The carbureter may be made up of sheet metal construction so as to be

very light.

GORDON-BENNETT INTERNATIONAL AERONAUTIC CUP RACE,

Owing to difiicultj' in securing the necessary amount of gas on Saturday,

October 19th, the race has been postponed until the following Alonday at

3:30 o'clock.

It is not unlikely that the Spanish entry will also be shut out of the race

by the action of the Federation, leaving but three foreign clubs to compete:
Aero Club of France, Deutscher Luftschififer-Verband and Aero Club of the

United Kingdom. M. Mix and M. Chas. Levee will be the companions of

pilots Le Blanc and Gasnier respectively, composing the French team. Mr.

Griffith Brewer will be the only representative of the English Club. If the

Spanish entry is not admitted there will be but nine balloons in the race.

Just after the Gordon-Bennett race the St. Louis Club will hold a series

of contests for dirigibles, and "gasless" machines if same can be secured. They
plan at present to ofifer $5,000 in all. divided as follows: $2,500 to the dirig-

ible or gasless machine covering a six-mile course in the best manner in 30
minutes; $1,250 to the dirigible which makes the best showing; $1,250 to tiie

gasless machine giving the best account of itself. Should none of the com-
petitors win first prize of $2,500, it will be divided equally between the dirig-

ibles and gasless machines, each class receiving $1,250.
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MANAGEABLE BALLOONS.
Until the year 1903 the use of manageable balloons was confined to scien-

tific men and for the purpose of sport, but since then they have been found
useful for strategical purposes.

The famous French engineer, H. Juilliot, having made several ascents in

the balloon "Lebaudy" (constructed by himself) has also proved that they

will render valuable assistance in times of war.

In consequence of the success of these experiments the French Govern-
ment has purchased a similar balloon from the firm Lebaudy Bros, in 1906,

to which they have assigned the name "Patrie." The firm of Lebaudy Bros,

had ere this presented the balloon "Lebaudy" to the Government.
The "Patrie" is somewhat larger and quicker than the "Lebaudy," and

particular care has been taken by the builders to bring it up to date with all

the latest improvements that their experience has taught them.

The trial trips of the "Patrie" which took place in November, 1906, have

fully established the fact that this can be considered the proper type of man-
ageable balloon.

But to return to the "Lebaudy," which has been completely renovated since

it made the descent on the 20th of November, 1903, which caused it a little
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damage; this balloon has a volume of 2,950 cubic meters, the diameter at the

Maitre-couple being 10.30 meters and its length is 57-75 meters.

The fabric of these balloons consisted at first of two layers of cotton, one

of which was painted yellow (yellow being the only color which will withstand

the sun's rays) with a sheet of rubber in between. Now, however, another

sheet of rubber has been used, same being placed on the inner side of the

layer of cotton in order to make it stronger and to protect the fabric from the

inroads which impure hydrogen gas makes. This impure gas caused much

damage to the fabric which was first used. Since this time, however, the man-

ufacturers have been successful in obtaining pure hydrogen gas in their fac-

tory at Moisson.

Great stress should be laid upon the fact that in the four years (1902-1905)

no less than 75 ascents were made in the "Lebaudy" without an accident to a

single person.

In the ascents made in 1905, one ofificer at least always accompanied the

aeronaut, as also at different times did several Generals and the Minister of War.
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In addition to this these balloons have the following advantages:

Their easy management, their ability to withstand all climatic influences,

their great carrying capacity, the safety with which ascents can be made, as

also the returns to earth, and their usefulness in allowing photographs to be

taken from great distances, and for the throwing of explosives.

All these have built up for these balloons an unbroken link of experi-

mental successes and improvements which offer good proof that they can

travel a distance of lOO miles around, provided that the natural surroundings

offer sufficient protection to render the balloon invisible to the enemy, and

that a good watch is kept.

Perhaps it would be advisable in the future to provide special places for

these balloons in camp.

The ascents made at Toul (France) have proved that these balloons will

play a great part in sieges, viz.: they will be very valuable in making recon-

noissances, because they will be able to discover the position of an approach-

ing army, to watch its camp, to obtain photographs of its fortifications and to
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keep the besieged in touch with the outer world. Whether the dropping of

explosives from these balloons into the enemy's camp will be successful in

effect remains an open question for the present.

On the other hand they are placed at a disadvantage because of their

being exposed to the sight of the enemy and to their tendencj^ to break

down, but their freedom of motion in any direction would enable them to

escape this former danger.

It has not yet been determined to what height these balloons can rise so

that the enemy could elevate their guns to a proper angle.

The matter of fact is that the safety of the balloons in reality depends

upon the tactics employed by the aeronaut.

But in any case the trials of the "Lebaudy" as mentioned above fully

prove that the balloons can be rendered most valuable in assisting in times

of war and it appears to us that in the not very distant future it will be able

to establish fleets of these airships, of which "Patrie" may possibly be a

foundation.

The Continental Caoutchouc and Gutta Percha Co. of Hanover, Germany, has

the representation for the United States.
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THE SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN FLYING MACHINE TROPHY.
A special committee of the Aero Club of America, appointed for the pur-

pose, has formulated the following provisional rules governing the competition
for trying machines of the heavier-than-air type, which will be inaugurated at

the Jamestown Exposition on September 14 next.

It is the intention of the Scientihc American, in offering this trophy, to

have it always open to competition by inventors the world over. Should the

trophy be won by the representative of a foreign aeronautical club, this club,

if a member of the Federation Aeronautique Internationale, may become the

custodian of the trophy; but the future competitions, even if held abroad,

shall be carried out under the same rules and conditions used by the Aero
Club of America in the competitions held here.

Next month's issue will contain a photograph of this beautiful trophy,

which is now in course of manufacture.

Rules Governing the Competition.

T. This competition will be held annually, and the conditions of the

trials will be progressive in character, so as to keep abreast of the state of the

art. The first contest will be held at tlie Jamestown Exposition on September

14, 1907, and all entries for this contest must be made in writing and sent to

the secretary of the Aero Club of America, 12 East 42d Street, New York
City, prior to September i, 1907. The rules governing future contests will be

formulated by the contest committee of the Aero Club of America in accord-

ance with the results obtained and the lessons learned in this first contest.

2. All heavier-than-air machines of any type whatever (aeroplanes, heli-

copters, orthopters, etc.), shall be entitled to compete for the trophy; but all

machines carrying a balloon or gas-containing envelope for purposes of sup-

port are excluded from the competition.

3. The machine which accomplishes the required flight in the shortest

time and with the best display of stability and ease of control, shall be de-

clared the winner. If several machines perform equally well, the committee

shall have the right to demand further flights in order to determine which is

the best. If no machine makes the required flight on the date set for the con-

test, the one that subsequently first accomplishes such flight shall be declared

the winner, and shall not be entitled to make a further flight until the next

year, under the changed conditions of the contest.

4. The flights shall be made in calm air, if possible. If a wind of over

20 miles an hour is blowing, no trial need be made. Aeroplanes may start by

running along on wheels on the ground under their own power, but no special

track or launching device will be permitted. A smooth, level roadway, or a

reasonably smooth, turfed field will be provided from which to make the start.

Machines need not fly more than a few feet above the ground, or higher than

is necessary to avoid obstacles. They should be capable of being steered

both horizontally and vertically, and of alighting without being damaged. If

there is a wind blowing, the flights shall be made in such direction as best

suits each operator. The start should preferably be made against the wind.

5. The committee shall make arrangements to accurately time and

measure all flights, as well as the distance traversed and time taken in start-

ing and stopping. Accurate observations of the speed of the wind and other

weather conditions at the time of the flight shall also be made and recorded

by the committee. Complete specifications of the competing machines, giving

weieht. supporting surface, details of motors and propellers, etc., together

with a description of any performance that the machine has made, shall be
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forwarded to the contest committee with the entry or when application is

made for a trial.

6. Anyone desirous of making a flight at any subsequent time can ar-

range for siich a test by communicating with the contest committee of the

Aero Club of America, at least fourteen days in advance, and asking this

committee to appoint a suitable time and place for the trial. If the com-
mittee believe the machine to be impractical, it can require the inventor

either to prove the incorrectness of such belief by an informal demonstration

with the machine itself, or by demonstration in some other satisfactory way
which will show that the machine is operative.

7. The first flight shall be for a distance of one kilometer (3,280 feet) in

a straight line.

8. After every competition, the name of the winner will be inscribed

upon the trophy. If it is won 'three times in different years by any com-

petitor, the trophy will then become his personal property.

BALLOON VOYAGES.
By M. Montgolfier.

It is said, with great mistake, that trips in free balloons are dangerous
and very expensive. This is not so. It is proven that since the materials of

which free spherical balloons 'are made have been perfected, there is now no
more danger. Since the great aeronautical display of 1900—since aeronautics

have ceased to be the field of acrobats and showmen alone and has become a

sport and a scientific mode of investigation, there has not been recorded in

France one single accident in free balloons. That is because ascensions to-day

are made by enlightened people who have learned technical aeronautics.

The Aeronautique Club de France has greatly helped in this work of

popularizing ballooning by its publications, ascensions, fetes, competitions and
lectures. This Club has a library, with a reading room, a park for aerostation

and one for aviation. By means of small assessments the members have the

privilege, in turns, without any expense, of making balloon flights, and, further,

they have all the facilities to make as many ascensions as they wish, with the

minimum of expense. Every member receives the official journal, La Revue
de I'Aviation. Ladies are allowed to become members of this Club, forming

the Ladies' Committee, and have the same privileges as all other members.
Numerous are those who have already experienced the charm and en-

thusiasm of an excursion in the air and all are unanimous in their declara-

tions of the apparent immobility of the car—there exist no trace of uneasiness.

Vertigo is impossible even to sickly people, one does not feel a breath of air,

not a movement, nor the sensation of going up or down, not even the one of

travelling. The voyager is entirely taken up in admiration, and with the ideal

beauty of the landscape. Concerning the uncertainty of landing, of which the

profanes speak—it is a fable, for one can land when and where he wishes, and

more gently even than in an elevator. In modern ballooning the "dragging"

does not exist any more. (On account of the use of the rip-cord.—Ed.) The
work of this Club can not be too much encouraged. It is subsidized by the

City of Paris and is placed under the patronage of the Minister of Public

Instruction. It has not only democraticized aerial excursions in placing them
within the reach of all, but has done much in technical researches of the highest

interest and value. It has a school where are prepared men for entrance in the

First Ingenieur Battallion Balloon Corps, at Versailles. This preparatory

school sends out each year a great number of men, well instructed and

esteemed by their superiors.
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AERO CLUB OF AMERICA.
To Members:

Will you not kindly send the Club accurate records of all ascensions made
in order that our tile may be complete? The number of our delegates to the
International Congress is directly dependent upon the number of trips made.
As a matter of Club interest every one is urgently requested to promptly re-

port their voyages, and as detailed as possible. Blanks will be supplied to
those who have not already received same. AUGUSTUS POST,

Secretary.

New Members:
Frederic W. Lord, President Lord Electric Co., 213 W. 40th St., New York.
Dr. J. Wesley Bovee, Physici'an, 815 Conn. Ave., Washington, D. C.

Lee S. Burridge, President Stin Typewriter Co., 317 Broadway, New York.
William Gettinger, Publisher, 51 Nassau Street, New York.

Messrs. Cortlandt Field Bishop and Frank S. Lahm have been appointed

delegates to the Conference of the International Aeronautic Federation, Brus-

sels, September 12.

THE AERO CLUB OF THE UNITED KINGDOM.
By Harold E. Perrin, Secretary.

The Race for the Hedges Butler Challenge Cup took place at Ranelagh

on Saturday, June 29th, 1907. The following balloons competed:

Name of Balloon. Competitor.

Aero Club IV • V. Ker-Seymer.

City of London F. H. Butler.

Venus J. T. C. ]\Ioore-Brabazon.

Britannia Hon. C. S. Rolls.

Nebula • Hon. ?vlrs. Assheton Harbord.

Kokoro Prof. A. K. Huntington.

Lotus G. Brewer.

Sapellite . . . . • Viscount Royston.

Pegasus • Col. J. E. Capper. C.B., R.E.

Enchantress E. Bucknall.

The start was made in a heavy thunder storm, and most of the com-
petitors v^ere driven down by the very heavy rain. Col. J. E. Capper, C.B.,

R.E., accompanied by Major Crookshank. made the longest journey. Thiving

got clear of the thunder ^lorm, he continued his journey down to Bramber.

near Worthing, where he w.'is obliged to make his descent, as the wind was

carrying him directly over the sea. All the other competitors made their

descent quite close to the starting place. Col. Capper therefore holds the

Hedges Butler Challenge Cup for th:s year. The rules for this Challenge Cup
stipulate that in the event of any member winning the Cup on three consecu-

tive occasions it will b.'^come his absolute property.

Mr. Cortland F. Bishop, president of the Aero Club of .America, and

]\Ir. Alan R. Hawley, one of the team representing the Aero Club of America

in the forthcoming Gordon Bennett Aeronautical Race, have been elected

members of the Aero Club of the United Kingdom.

Mr. Hawley, who has been making several ascents both in Paris and in

England, competed for the Hedges Butler Challenge Cup in conjunction with

Viscount Royston. Owing to the bad weather, they were only able to make
a short trip, but succeeded in winning the second prize, being a cup offered

for the second longest journey by the Ranelagh Club.
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AERO CLUB DE BELGIQUE.

An International Balloon Contest for distance will be organized by the

Aero Club de Belgique on the occasion of the reunion, at Brussels, of the

F. A. I. and the Commission Permanente Internationale d'Aeronautique, on

Sunday, September 15. It will be held in the Park du Cinquantenaire. Several

prizes, the majority of which are important, will be given the winners in this

inter-club race.

AERO CLUB OF FRANCE.
Georges Besancon, Secretary.

The first half year of 1907 has been marked by numerous ascensions, which

show the growing interest of our society for the encouragement in aerial naviga-

tion and the allied sciences.

In the splendid park of the Aero Club among the hills of Saint Cloud from the

1st of January to the 30th of June there were no less than 191 departures of bal-

loons, consuming 172,480 cubic metre of gas and lifting 511 passengers, of whom
54 were ladies.

These ascensions were distinguished by the aerial voyages of : Prince Albert

of Belgium ; Mr. Louis Barthou, Minister of Public Works ; General Picquart,

Minister of War ; and three ascensions of officers of the engineering corps that

are called to drive the future war balloons.

The annual club book of the Aero Club of France for 1907, which is to-day

mailed to all members, is now a large and tliick book of over 200 pages. An extract

of this book is mailed to all persons asking for it. Said extract gives all inquiries

and answers many questions concerning the advantages given to the members and

can be had free of charge by writing to the office of the Aero Club, 84 Faubourg
Saint Ilonore, Paris.

Aviation at Touquet.

These last days, with a good north-west wind, MM. Leon Delagrange, Charles

Voisin, Henry Farman and Colliex made quite a few trials in soaring over the

dunes of Touquet.

Starting from different heights, varying from 10 to 15 meters, with a motorless

aeroplane, Chanute model of about 18 square metre of surface, the experimenters

realized some flights of 40 meters.

The experiments in soaring shall be continued on the same shore, which is

good and practicable for this kind of work.

AERONAUTIQUE CLUB DE FRANCE.

By Monsieur J. Sauniere, President.

At the last meeting of the Board of Governors it was decided to give free

of charge to members who desire it, 500 cubic metres of gas to be used in

ascensions. Four balloon ascensions have been arranged for the week of July
21-28 at the Rueil gas works, the pilots to be designated for each trip, without
any expense to the members.
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THE DIRIGIBLE BALLOON.
By Israel Ludlow.

To make a successful flight in a dirigible airship is one of the most difficult

problems presented to the aeronaut. In the first place there are many points

to be noted in the building of an airship.

The choice of a suitable motor is the first essential. Unless the motor is

of minimum weight and maximum power the gas envelope will be unable to

lift it off the ground. Not only is the smallness of weight to be taken in ac-

count, but it must be of the greatest effective power, safe driving and length

of working time.

The choice of a suitable propeller is hardly of less importance and can

only be made after thorough tests, in connection with the particular motor.

Propellers of large driving power do not always create the most breeze when
revolved.

Then the framework offering little resistance and having the smallest

possible compass must be constructed and the motor and propeller rigidly

attached; and after that is done the framework itself must be scientifically and

carefully hung to the balloon so that when the engine is working and the

propellers revolving the oscillations, due to the vibration of the motor and the

velocity with which the airship moves, are as small as possible.

The weight of the aeronaut must be considered, and the air resistance his

body offers in traveling are not unimportant points.

The gas envelope must have the smallest practical cross section. Since

the shape of the envelope must be the thing that is to be figured on under all

circumstances, the diameter can be determined only after each individual item

is figured up, and the mathematical result obtained, which is the basis of the

construction work. The shape of the envelope must offer the least head and

side resistance, while possessing at the same time the greatest volume and the

greatest longitudinal stalMJit}', incompatible elements that must be carefully

harmonized. Everything must be made light to the breaking point, and under

these circumstances it is not surprising that accidents continually happen, due

to the changing wind, to striking obstructions in ascending and descending,

and to the irregular action of the motor, or from the loss of gas, due to con-

densation, and sometimes from the carelessness of the aeronaut.

Having knowledge of these different sources of accidents the public should

view the effort of the aeronaut with consideration. If they are interested in

the matter scientifically they should observe the five points of construction and

see where the aeronaut has put the centre of gravity of his ship; and its

relative position to the centre of resistance; or how he has put the point of

application of the driving propeller, and what method he uses to prevent any

turning movement between the driving force and resistance, of how the distri-

bution of the lifting forces is used in connection with the distribution of weight

along the framework; of the system by which the aeronaut raises and lowers

his airship by moving his own weight forward and backward; and the move-

ments to one side and how the equilibrium is preserved. The entire safety of

the aeronaut depends upon his careful calculation of all these points, and the

angle or tilt that can be made with safety.

Changing the direction of flight causes a bending and strain; traveling

through the air forward, a horizontal strain, and pitching of the airship an un-

equal strain. Results must be obtained by the use of a rudder; otherwise he

is at the mercy of the wind. .
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A practical system of aeronautical navigation has not yet been put into

practice, due to these difficulties, of which only a general idea is here given;

improvement is rapidly made and each flight shows the possibility of building

a more perfect airship.

The flights of Eugene Godet with his cylindrical gas bag with conical ends

are interesting because they are among the initial efforts of man to perfect

the practical airship, which is destined to bring such important changes in

science, sport and war. It is only within the last few years that powerful and

light motors capable of driving the huge gas bags through the air have been

available.

These light engines, weighing only two to five pounds per horse power,

have come into existence because hundreds of thousands of dollars have been

spent on them by automobile^ manufacturers and aerial scientific work ha:

profited immensely accordingly.

The aim of aeronauts generally is to make airships capable of accomplish-

ing long voyages and at great s>peed. A balloon may use different air currents

in various strata of the atmosphere, but an airship with a good motor can go
with or against the wind in any desired direction.

GODETS DIRIGIBLE AT JAMESTOW.N KXPOSITION.

Eugene Godet has suspended a triangular bamboo frame directly from
the envelope by means of strong cordage; he has made his gas bag long and
in proportion to the width as 6 is to i. The rudder is placed in the rear and
the propeller in front.

One of the huge iron-clad warships now anchored in Hampton Roads is

an engine of destruction that had it been brought into existence fifty years ago
could have conquered the world. There is no doubt that the next fifty years

will see the development of the aerial warship, which will make the iron-clad

of today as far out of date as the wooden hulls of our fathers. A duty rest.^

upon those charged with official responsibility to investigate more fully the

possibilities of aeronautics.

Great Execution Possible.

The Hague Conference in igoo adopted a resolution to be in force for five

years declaring that missiles should not be thrown from balloons, owing tt)
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the liability of injuring non-combatants. This regulation has expired and there

IS little likelihood of its ever being renewed, since there have been great im-

provements and almost perfection attained in the construction of dirigible

airships by the War Departments of France and Germany, who were the

foremost advocates of the Hague resolution.

A question of overwhelming importance is: Shall the Government of the

United States be a laggard in the development of this branch of the military

service?

In land and naval warfare a balloon or airship may be used to discover

the strength and advance of the enemy, even from great distances, or v/hen

their attack is from submarine boats, for be it known that in looking down into

the water from a balloon objects in its depths become visible. Aerial devices

may be employed for signalling between distant points, and to improve the

advantage wireless telegraphy gives. Harbors and other navigable wateis

may be explored and superior effectiveness may be given to artillery and naval

fire.

The cost of a modern warship is about six or seven millions, but a v^ar-

ship is but paper if attacked from above. Forts have no protection if missiles

are shot with accuracy from an aerial station. It would be very easy to send

up a captive balloon from the aeronautic concourse of the Jamestown Exposi-

tion to the height of one mile, where it would be safely out of the range of

Fort Monroe and all the guns of the warships anchored in Hampton Roads.

Yet from this point of vantage dirigible balloons, like that of Eugene Godet,

carrying high explosives instead of an aeronaut and guided by much the same
method as marine torpedoes are, could be launched unerringly against the war-

ships and the neighboring forts and cause the destruction of property to the

extent of hundreds of millions of dollars.

POOR GAS AT PITTSFIELD.

The ascensions made this year from Pittsfield have been most unsatisfactory

on account of the very poor quality of gas supplied. In no case has it been possible

to carry more than one or two bags of ballast. In some cases no ballast was car-

ried and no instruments. Furthermore, the gas company says it cannot supply gas

after 10 o'clock in the morning. The last instance is the ascension of William F.

Whitehouse and A. L. Stevens on August i. Arrangements have been made by

Mr. Stevens with E. C. Peebles, Superintendent of the gas works at North Adams,

to make his ascensions in the future from that place.

A WORD OF ENCOURAGEMENT.
A subscriber writes : "The 'American Magazine of Aeronautics'

is especially welcome at this time when so much interest is manifested

in aeronautics, both as a science and a sport. The magazine ought to be

read by every aeronaut and everybody interested in the advancement

of the science. America has long been in need of just such a magazine

—a paper giving all the current events in this field of science.

"A few years ago a periodical on aeronautics made its appearance

in Ohio but it lasted through only one volume. * * * A vacancy has

long been existing in our list of scientific periodicals but this va-

cancy has been filled by the 'American Magazine of Aeronautics.'"
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THE NEW BLERIOT MACHINE.
From "L'Automcbile."

Bleriot made some very interesting trials with his former machine but it

did not render all the satisfaction the inventor anticipated, especially in regards

to the stability. He was not discouraged by such trifles and with perseverance, the

only means to success, constructed a new machine entirely different from the

former cue.

The new soaring machine is of the Langley type. It is composed of a rectang-

ular fram.e, pointed at the rear, and at each end are fixed 2 planes forming between

them an obtuse angle.

In the front of the frame is placed a 24 HP. Antoinette motor with the propel-

ler. The pilot has within easy reach a very ingenious handle allowing him to

operate separately or simultaneously the two rudders placed at the extreme ends

GODET'S DIRIGIBLE AT JAMESTOWN EXPOSITION.

of the 2 front wings. The pilot is seated inside of the frame, at the rear of the

machine, in rather narrow quarters, only the upper part of his body being visible.

This soaring machine is placed on 3 wheels. The surface of the wings is 17

square metres ; the weight is 250 kilos.

In the early morning of July 13th, Bleriot proceeded to experiment with his

new machine at Bagatelle. At about half past seven his first experiments had not

proven very successful and with the propeller advancing at the rate of one metre,

I metre 10 centimeters and i metre 40 centimetres per revolution, he did not
succeed in raising the machine from the ground.

Bleriot then gave up the experiments under the impression that the front of

his machine was too heavy. This excellent engineer will no doubt be obliged to

enlarge the surface of his front wings but he anticipates attaining interesting results

with the new soaring machine now in construction, a machine equipped with a

50 h.p. motor.
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CHRONOLOGY OF RECENT EVENTS.
June 29. Ten balloons start from Ranelagh for the Hedges Butler Cup.

Hon. C'. S. Rolls' balloon "Britannia", in ascending, struck the "Nebula", dis-

abling it for the contest. Mr. Alan R. Hawley was a passenger in Viscount

Roj'ston's "Sapellite". The longest distance was accomplished by Col. Capper
in his balloon "Pegasus," landing at Bramber, near Shoreham. A thunderstorm

occurred at the time of the start and the aeronauts had varied exciting experi-

ences.

July 3. The French Government dirigible, "La Patrie" makes a sensa-

tional and most successful trip over Paris.

July 5. AI. Vuia makes a trial of his new aeroplane. The machine rose to a

height of five meters when it inclined and fell. The propeller and some tubing

were broken.

July 6. Major von Grossi's dirigible, it is reported, makes some highly

successful trials at night, maintaining a speed of 30 n:iles an hour.

July 6. Twelve balloons race from Paris under auspices of the Aero Club

of France. ^Messrs. Leblanc and Gasnier, the French representatives in this

year's Gordon-Bennett Race, secured Third and Fourth Prizes respectively.

Mr. Alan R. Hawley was a passenger in Levee's balloon and secured fifth

place, landing in Bavaria, near Saarbruck, a distance of 368 kilometres. The

longest distance was made b}^ ^L Bachelard, 601 kilometres.

July 7. Beachey makes a very successful flight from Luna Park, Wash-

ington, in his dirigible, alighting on the IMunsey Building, after circling it.

After a stop of an hour, he resumed his journey, sailed around the Washington

Monument, and back to the start.

July 7. Thirteen balloons race from Liege under the auspices of the

"Liege-Attractions" and organized by the Aero Club de Belgique.

July 14. On the occasion of the French national holiday, "La Patrie'

sails over the marching troops in the review at Longchamps.

July 17. The Bleriot aeroplane flies a distance of 80 yards. The ma-

chine was slightly damaged in alighting.

July 22. Premier Clemenceau and General Picquart, the Minister of

War, makes an ascension in the Lebaudy dirigible, "La Patrie" from Meudon

to Paris and return by way of Issy and Les Moulineaux. The Minister has

asked the War Department for $1,000,000, it is said, to be devoted to the

building of a corps of twenty military airships and attached to the various

fortresses, the first five being delivered by March, 1908.

July 26. The Bleriot aeroplane makes a successful flight at Issy. A dis-

tance of 125 yards was accomplished in a straight line at an altitude of about

15 feet, followed by a long curve of 165 yards.

July 29. A German military airship makes a flight of an hour's duration

over Berlin, and disappearing in the direction of Tegel against a 12-mile breeze.
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NOTES.

Mr. Otto Luyties, of Baltimore, who has been experimenting for a con-

siderable length of time with a machine of the helicopter type, both indi-

vidually and in collaboration with Prof. Wood of Johns-Hopkins, has nearly

completed a full sized machine calculated to lift one person in addition to the

operator.

In an interview with Mr. Luyties he said: "Some little laboratory work
was done, but the most of the work has been with the large machine. The
ratio of supporting power to horse-power has been found not to be directly

proportional to the diameter, or other known function; and for this reason it

is impossible to accurately compute the dimensions of a successful large ma-
chine from laboratory experiments. For this reason I have done more of

my work on the large machine. Machines having high horse-power have the

advantage that the weight of the operator is relatively small. Many experi-

mentors have taken great pains to make their, say, lo horse-power engine

weigh four pounds or less to the horse-power. Now, an operator weighing

150 pounds would burden such an engine with 15 pounds to the horse-power,

whereas, in a large machine, of, let us say, 100 horse-power, the operator

would burden the motor with only i^ pounds to the horse-power. Therefore,

in large machines extremely light construction of the engine is not so es-

sential. As a matter of fact, though, large engines can be made to weigh less

per horse-power than small ones.

"All the above features favor experiments on a large scale, in addition to

the fact that machine work of moderate quality is relatively more accurate.

The principal purpose of my experiments is to obtain data on a large scale

for the future construction of helicopters. I intend to continue work along

this line if the results of my experiments warrant it."

As a reminder of their pleasant balloon voyage together on July 12,

Colonel Max C. Fleischmann has presented Mr. A. L. Stevens with a hand-

some silver flask.

The attitude of the International Aeronautic Federation in shutting out

the Italian and, possibly, the Spanish entries in the Gordon-Bennett race for

this year is certainly not in accordance with the generally accepted code of

sporting ethics. Where there is a misunderstanding or delay in entering

races, owing to unfortunate information, it is usually considered only just

to make exceptions and admit the applicants. Such action is sportsmanlike,

but the action of the I. A. F. is anything but that. Of course, the reason given

is that the applicants did not comply with the letter of the rules. The result

of this action is that it gives the French four more chances of winning the cup.

The phenomenon of St. Elmo's fire was witnessed by Alan R. Hawley,
Frank R. Cordley and Chas. Levee on their trip from St. Cloud on the 20th

of June. At the height of about iioo metres the light appeared at various

points on the netting and rigging, lasting about fifteen minutes.

The U. S. War Department has another new balloon, of 9S,ooo cubic feet

capacity, awaiting test at Fort Omaha. A very complete hydrogen plant has

been erected and it is expected to produce this gas at a cost as low as that of

coal gas. The plant also includes an aerodrome and shops. Special attention

will be given to aerial photography, using telephoto lenses.
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There are now two balloons called "St. Louis," and the incident has caused
considerable question in France, where Mr. Hawley's "St. Louis" has just

made its trial trip. The other "St. Louis" is owned by Mr. Russell E. Gardner,
a member of the Aero Club of St. Louis. Mr. Gardner's balloon was named
some time before Air. Hawley's.

It is reported that Japan has ordered ten military balloons of a German
concern.

Wilbur Wright made his first balloon ascent of record at Paris on July 17

in company with Alan R. Hawley.

Count de la Vaulx is building a large dirigible for military purposes, the

envelope to contain 3,000 cubic metres of gas. The main object will be per-

fect dirigibility. The airship can be easily taken apart and packed in four

cases and transported from place to place, while the Lebaudy must operate

from a fixed base. The speed estimate to be possible of attainment is 25 miles

an hour in calm air.

Joseph A. Blondin, of Albuquerque, N. M., has ordered from A. L. Stevens,

the balloon manufacturer, a 30,000 cubic foot captive balloon, with outfit.

Samuel G. King, a Philadelphia aeronaut, has practically completed the

"Ben Franklin," a balloon of 92,000 cubic feet. The initial ascent is to be

made shortly. This will make Mr. King's 451st ascent.

We have received some very interesting toy flying machines from Mr.

William Morgan of Fort Plain, N. Y. They are of paper, aeroplane type, with

two propellers in front. They fly very well.

The French team in the Gordon-Bennett sails for America on September

28th, on the "Provence."

Gail Robinson, sailing one of Knabenshue's airships, dropped from an alti-

tude of several thousand feet on July 13 at Springfield, Ohio. In order to

facilitate his returning to the starting point he allowed the ship to ascend to

a considerable height, where he was struck by counter currents of air. The

propeller was forced against the end of the envelope, ripping it open. Robin-

son climbed out and seized the sides of the tear with his hands, the weight up-

ending the ship and parachuting to the ground. The engine was smashed.

The Wellman expedition may be delayed somewhat by reason of the dam-

age done to the balloon shed at Spitzbergen by the recent heavy storm. The

airship was uninjured and the start may be made the first part of August.

The aeronautic exhibit at Jamestown Exposition is attracting considerable

attention. Two more airships have been placed on exhibition, another balloon, a

hydrogen plant and the famous Herring glider.

The trials of the machine now building by the Vacu-Aerial N. & M. Co., of

Milwaukee, have been delayed in order to strengthen certain parts and to obtain

a suitable propeller. The machine is practically finished, however, and a trial flight

is expected in the near future. The company is most enthusiastic over the prospects.
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A. C. Benades and three assistants were seriously injured on July 20 by
an explosion of hydrogen while handling a dirigible.

England now owns the largest free balloon, "The Mammoth,"' of 106,000

cubic feet capacity. A trial ascent showed that its size was distinctly an ad-

vantage. Other large balloons: in 1889 a 107,000 cubic foot balloon made a

free flight, carrying twenty people; "La Patrie," the French dirigible, contains

108,000 cubic feet; the Leipsig balloon of 1 10.000 capacity remained in the air

with eight passengers for over twenty-four hours in 1897; Andree's balloon

was of 160.000 cubic feet; the "Geant." whose ill-fated trip in 1863 will be re-

called, held 215,000 cubic feet; Walter Wellman's new dirigible has a capacity

of 265,000 cubic feet; the London captive balloon of 1869 held 424,000 cubic

feet; the airship of Graf von Zeppelin lias a capacity of 360,000 cubic feet;

Godard's "Montgollier." which made a couple of ascents in 1864, contained

500,000 cubic feet. The largest balloon ever built—a captive—was one at Paris

in 1878 which had a capacity of 875,000 cubic feet.

Signor Usuelli, the well-known Italian aeronaut, has added another over-

the-Alps trip to his record, rising to a height of 6,800 metres at one point. The
landing was made near Bolzana in the Tirol. The Queen Margherita of Italy

has this year offered a prize for a balloon trip over the Alps, provided the

aeronaut makes the passage between Chamonix and Tarvispass. Flights over

these mountains are rather dangerous and necessitate rising to at least 5,000

metres. Usuelli and Crespi have heretofore held the records and will make
especially strong attempts this year to win the Queen Margherita Cup.

Mr. A. B. Lambert of St. Louis has returned from Europe and is telling

his friends of his balloon trips while abroad.

The Parseval dirigible has been found by the German Government to be

better adapted for its purpose than the Lebaudy, which they attempted to pur-

chase some time ago. Major von Parseval has been permitted to resign from

the army in order to take up n.ore actively aeronautic study.

Mr. Charles J. Glidden, founder of the Glidden Tour, has become actively

interested in ballooning and will shortly go abroad.

A. Roy Knabenshue has completed a new dirigible, the largest in this

country. The envelope measures 105 feet in length by 17 feet in diameter.

The frame is 45 feet in length. A 16 horse-power 54-pound motor drives two

propellers placed one on each side amidships. The net is done away with, the

weight of the frame and m.otor being supported by hempen rigging attached

direct to the envelope in the manner known as "side suspension."

Frederic Longwell, of Michigan City, Ind., is planning to build a combina-

tion dirigible balloon and aeroplane. The gas bag will lift 570 pounds of the

700 total. The planes below the bag are expected to force the machine into

the air.

A special camera is being designed by the Goerz Optical Co. for use in

balloons and airships. It will be of the "Reflex'' type, self-contained, tele-photo

lens, the making of an exposure automatically bringing into place the new film,

with other novel features.
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Count de la Vaulx is expressing himself in tlic public prints to the effect that

'the aeroplane is useless except as a toy or for sport."'

It is reported that Santos-Dumont has bet M. Archdeacon $10,000 to $1,000

that within 8 months he would make a motor boat travel ico kilometres an hour;

and in six months an aeroplane to fly 500 metres. "This wager arose as the result

of an even bet of $io,oco by Archdeacon with Charron that May, 1907, would see

a motor boat do 75 kilometres. Charron says Archdeacon would have won if

business had not prevented devoting the necessary time to the construction of a

boat."

Cromwell Dixon, the fourteen year old boy who, a short time ago, con-

structed a small dirigible balloon, propelled by his own energy, made a flight with

it a few days ago which turned out to be rather exciting for the aeronaut. At

the height of 2000 feet he discovered that he was still rising rapidly through short-

age of ballast. He crawled along the framework to the valve and let out enough

gas to start him downward. Starting his pedaling again he descended slowly,

making a good landing.

G. H. Curtiss, the motor manufacturer, has been in Nova Scotia at Dr. Bell's

experimental station placing a 40 horse-power 8-cylinder motor in a Bell tetrahe-

dral kite.

Captain T. T. Lovelace is building a dirigible, the frame of which will be

45 feet in length, built of Shelby steel tubing 22 guage, 11/16 in. diameter,

with kiln dried spruce forced inside. The 2-bladcd propeller will be 10 feet

in diameter, placed forward. A combination vertical and horizontal plane

rudder will be balanced at some distance from the forward point. The en-

velope will be of Japanese silk, 15 feet in diameter by 90 feet long, side sus-

pension, with a capacity of about 9000 cubic feet. A 2-cylinder 16 horse-power

Peugeot motor from the Prospect Motor ]Mfg. Co. will supply the power.

THE HIGHEST ASCENT BY MAN.
To the Editor of the American Magazine of Aeronautics :

—

I desire to correct an error which, through no fault of mine, appeared in Chapter
IX, "The Balloon in Science and vSport," contributed by me to the Aero Club book,
"Navigating the Air". On page 123, in .speaking of the Berlin Aeronautical Society
it is said : "About ninety ascensions have been made by its members, includii g an
ascent by Professors Berson and Siiring to the height of 34,000 feet ; afi asceJit by
Glasher, in ivhich he claims to Iiave risen to jj.cxw feet, the greatest altitude ever
reached by man ; and a vo3'age of 53 hours, which is the longest time a balloon has
remained in the air, by the Wegener Brothers." The word.s now italicized were not

in the proof which I returned to the editors and were evidentl}- inserted by them,
because they thought that the off-quoted "record" of Glaisher (not " Gla.sher "

)

had been forgotton. As a matter of fact, the in.sertion of these words i.s absurd, since

Glaisher's ascent was made in 1862, 19 3-ears before the Berlin Society- was founded
and of which he never was a member. Of more importance, however, is the fact that

it does injustice to my colleagues, Professors Berson and Siiring, who undoubtedly
reached, in 1901, the record-height stated, whereas that attributed to Glaisher is now
believed by authorities everywhere to be far too high. An account of Glaisher's

memorable ascent, with the reasons for doubting his claim to have reached 37,000
feet, will be found in Chapter III of my book, "Sounding the Ocean of Air", in the

Romance of Science Series, London, 1900.

On page 118 of my article in the Aero Club book there, is a mistake in spelling

the name of the late Professor Hazen, who has probably made the highest ascent in

this country, although he rose to less than half the height attained in German v.

A. LAWRENCE ROtCH.
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NEW AERONAUTIC BOOKS.
DAS ZEITALTER DER MOTORLUFTSCHIFFAHRT. The writer of

"Berlin-Bagdad," Rudolf Martin, treats of the advancement in aerial navigation

by means of the dirigible balloon and its effect on the great powers as regards

its use in war. Although the imagination of the author is somewhat stretched,

the book is very interesting and will furnish food for considerable thought.

The subjects discussed are as follows : At The Threshold of The New Era,

The First Presentiment of The Revolution, The Significance of The Revolution,

The Abundance of Aerial Apparatus, Any Point Attainable, By The Shortest Way,

With The Greatest Speed, With The Least Cost, With The Greatest Safety, The

Ease of The Journey, Heavy Loads not Adaptable to Aerial Traffic, In Time of

War, War on Land, War on Sea, War in Air, Transportation of Troops Through

Air, Political Reaction, Greater Countries and Greater Commercial Unions, Eng-

land an Island No More, Japan and America, France and Germany, The Advance-

ment of Civilization. The book is published by Theod. Thomas, Leipzig, Germany.

THE PARADOX OF THE DIRIGIBLE BALLOON. W. Hampson,
M.A., in "Paradoxes of Nature and Science," argues very effectively the hope-

lessness of aerial transportation by means of self-propelled gas bags. He says:

"Swimming in a fluid-like air and swimming on a fluid-like water differ from
traveling on the ground not only in the manner and means of support, but also

in the fact that the fluid itself which supports the traveler may be and often is

in rapid motion itself. When this is the case the contrivance for traveling is

at the mercy of the supporting fluid, unless it can travel through the fluid as

fast as the fluid itself is likely to travel. And to have real independence

of movement it must be able to do a good deal more. It must be able to move
through the fluid much faster than it is ever likely to find the fluid moving."

Even allowing to balloons the immemorial privilege of sailing ships, to "lie

by" in times of hurricane, they must be swifter than strong winds, and even storms.

To have to wait for days and even weeks, as they do now, till the wind has dropped

to something like a calm before venturing out, is hardly to have accomplished 'the

conquest of the air.' As well might a mouse boast of its conquest of the cat on

the ground that, having waited till she was asleep, it had then crept out of its hole."

The comparison is somewhat harsh but the paradox of the practical dirigible

balloon contains the following contradictory requirements : To be independent, or

even safe, in a fluid as swift as the winds, it must be as swift as an express train.

To resist the air pressure at such a speed it must be very strong, and therefore

heavy. To float by its own lightness, it must be very large for its weight, and there-

fore weak. To move swiftly with so large a bulk it must have powerful and
therefore heavy, motive apparatus. It must be, in four words, heavy and light,

weak and strong.

The author describes the wing motion of birds, with diagrams, the action of

the boomerang, and treats of aviation generally.

The book is published by E. P. Dutton & Co., 31 West 23d St., New York.

FUTURE EVENTS.
Aug. 18. Balloon Race at Bordeaux.
Sep. 12. Annual Conference of International Aeronautic Federation,

Brussels.

Sep. 15. International Race at Brussels.

Sep. 29. Grand Prix at the Tuileries, Paris.

Oct. 21. Gordon-Bennett International Race at St. Louis.

Oct. 28-29. Aeronautical Congress at Jamestown Exposition.
Nov. 15. International Exposition of Aeronautic Photographs at Paris.
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AERONAUTICS IN THE CURRENT MAGAZINES.
The Scrap Book, July number, contains a ten-page article by C. F. Carter,

"The Flying Machine is Here ; the principles upon which navigation of the air

depends have been discovered and their successful application assured." The writer

allows his imagination freedom in the first half of the story.

The second half is practically a resume of what has thus far been done upon

which prophesies for the future may be based.

McClurc's for July; Walter Wellman gives a very complete description of the

dirigible "America," in which he is now about to start for the Pole. Though the

article is a technical one yet the ordinary reader cannot fail but be deeply interested

in his plans and appreciate the unbounded faith of Mr. Wellman in his attempt.

Appleton's, in the August number, has succeeded in inducing M'Cready

Sykes, the New York lawyer, who was so greatly appreciated at the Aero Club

Banquet, to write most humorously some considerations ot aerial law. The
automobile of Judge Reardon, an American jurist sojourning in France, is caught

by the anchor of M. Rambaud's aeroplane and jerked ungracefully through the air

at high speed. Various complications swiftly follow. The story is exquisitely

told and reveals the marks of a master hand.

AERONAUTICAL PATENTS ISSUED SINCE JANUARY 1.

Air ship, G. W. Byron 839.548

Airship, J. Meden 840,078

Airship, H. H. Johnson 840,339

Aerial navigation brake, G. G. Schroeder 84.1,581

Aerial transportation system, G. G. Schroeder 841,582

Balloons, car of navigable, P. H. Unsinger 8.12.505

Flying machine, W. Morgan 843,476

Aerial navigation, H. M. Bellows 844,771

Airship, J. A. Elston 845.539

Aeroplane or craft for aerial navigation, A. & H. Dufaux 846,830

Airship, J. M. Miller 847,965

Air Ship, G. G. Schwabek 8 ;8,055

Airship, J. E. Taylor 849,029

Flying apparatus, A. Brandl 849,971

Flying machine, A. P. Bliven 850,616

Airship, J. Shukwech 850,800

Airship, T. S. Baldwin 851,481

Flying machine, M. Nial 851,895

Flying ^Machine, B. Connolly 852,221

Air ship, H. Faehrmann 853.542

Air ship, G. Bold 853,760

Air ship, E. Baumann 854,555

Air ship, advertising or other, J. C. Burnell 854,461

Aerial vessels, sustaining device for, I. Gruber 855,945

Flying machine, R. Lewitz 856,073

Kite or Flying Machine, Connection Device for the frames of

Aerial Vehicles and other Structures, Dr. Alexander Graham
Bell and H. P. McNeill 856,838

Flying Machine, F. E. Felts 857,166

Kite, H. Lurz 859,395

Air ship, L. Haines 859,765

Flying machine, W. H. Cook 860,447

Air ship, C. L. Buckwalter 861,017
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RARE AERONAUTIC BOOKS
FOR SALE

This magazine will publish each
month a list of such rare books re-
lating to aeronautics as it is able to
secure.

If you desire any of those listed,
kindly send check with your order for
the amount stated. Should the book
ordered be sold previous to the re-
ceipt of your order, the money will be
promptly returned.

Astra Castra (Hatton Turner).
Royal 4to, cloth, gilt top, un-
cut, London, 1865 $15.00

An Account of the First Aerial
Voyage in England (Vincent
Lunardi). Portrait of Lunardi
by Bartolozzi and plates.
Crown 8vo, half calf, uncut,
London, 1784. Autograph "V.
Lunardi" on fly-leaf 15.00

Travels in the Air (James Glai-
slier). 8vo., cloth, Phila., 1871. 7.50

Crotchets in the Air (John
Poole). 12 mo., cloth, London,
1838 5.00

By Land and Sky (John M.
Bacon). Four illustrations.
8vo, cloth, uncut, London, 1901 2.50

A Balloon Ascension at Mid-
night (G. E. Hall). Plates by
Gordon Ross. 8vo, boards, un-
cut. San Francisco, 1902. Lim-
ited edition 2.50

Proceedings of the Internation-
al Conference on Aerial Navi-
gation, Chicago, August 1-4,

1893. Plates, 8vo, cloth, New
York, 1894 2.50

Five Weeks in a Balloon (Wm.
Lackland). 12 mo., cloth, N.
Y., 1869 2.50

Wonderful Balloon Ascents (F.
Clarion). 12 mo., half leather,
N. Y., 1871 2.50

My Airships (Santos-Dumont).
Illustrated. Crown 8vo, cloth,
uncut, London, 1904 2.50

The Dominion of the Air. The
story of aerial navigation. Il-

lustrations from photographs.
Crown, 8vo, cloth. London,
n. d 2.00

My Life and Balloon Experi-
ences. Photcgraph of autlior.
Crown, 8vo, cloth. London,
1887 2.00

Travels in Space (G. S. Valen-
tine and F. L. Tomlinson).
Introduction by Sir Hiram
Maxim, 61 plates. 8vo, cloth,
London, 1902 2.00

Balloon Travels (Robert Merry).
12 mo., cloth, N. Y., 1865 ....$ 2.50

Experiments in Aerodynamics
(S. P. Langley). Illustrated,

4to, cloth, Washington, 1891.. 2.00

Conquest of the Air (John Alex-
ander). 12 mo., cloth, London,
1902 2.00

The Motor and its Chief Appli-
cation, Wings, Propulsion in

Air, etc. (Com. of Pat., 1849).
8vo., paper 1.50

La Machine Animale (J. Marey).
Illustrated, 8vo, cloth, Paris,

1878, French 1.25

Balloons, Airships and Flying
Machines (Gertrude Bacon).
12 mo., cloth, N. Y., 1905 .... i.oo

BRITISH AERONAUTICAL
INSTITUTE.

An institute has been formed by
the Aero Club of the United King-
dom having the following principal

objects:
To encourage the study of aero-

nautics in all its branches; to arrange
lectures and demonstrations on all

matters connected with aviation; to

enable members to compete for prizes

arranged for by the Aero Club; to

examine and report on proposals for

practical aviation; to form a library.

The annual dues are 10/6.

FROM AUTOMOBILE TO
FLYING MACHINE.

Henry Farman. a prominent Eng-

lish automobile driver, is having an

aeroplane built similar to that of M.

Delagrange. A 20 H. P. motor sup-

plies the power to a propeller placed

forward. The weight of the machine

is estimated at 550 pounds, with 323

square feet of lifting surface.

CAPTAIN FERBER BUILDING A
NEW MACHINE.

Captain Ferber has recently sold

his 40 H. P. aeroplane and, in the

middle of May, started work upon a

new one, measuring 12 by 12 metres,

to be equipped with a 50 H. P. An-

toinette motor. The machine is ex-

pected to be completed by the first

of August.
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S-L!r!:g«

AIRSHIP
BALDWIN'S

CALIFORNIA ARROW"
Patented.

The "CALIFORNIA ARROW" was the first airship, the one from which
all the present airships have been copied, and has made more successful

flights than all the others put together.

I GUARANTEE ALL MY EXHIBITIONS.

Last season, out of 53 starts I returned to the exact starting point

51 times.

ONLY

FLYING

at the

ST. LOUIS

EXPOSITION

operated

by

Roy

Knabensbue

ONLY

FLYING

S-i.-r!!S«

at the

PORTLAND

EXPOSITION

operated

by

Lincoln

Beacby

NOTE.

I have ballooned around the world twice, giving ascensions in almost

every country you can think of, including North and South America, Europe,

Asia, Africa, China, Japan, Australia, New Zealand, etc.

I design and manufacture. Free Balloons, Captive Balloons, Airships,

and in fact everything in the hydrogen line of aeronautics. Information

relative to dates and terms, cheerfully furnished upon request.

Send for my new book "UP IN THE AIR."

Captain Thomas S. Baldwin,

Airship "CALIFORNIA ARROW"

Box 78 Madison square p. O.

NEW YORK City.

FOR SALE—Complete Captive Balloon Outfit.

In answering advertisements please mention this magazine.
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HYDROGEN -TIGHT BHLLflONS

BOOYBNT fllRSHlPS

All sizes from smallest

models of lightest weight

to largest captive or long

voyage vessels with or with-

out motors.

Patent machine var-

nished, hydrogen-proof

fabrics, ready for speedy

construction.

Best varnish made.

Patent hydrogen gas generator systems, complete, all sizes.

Estimates made.

Practical professional advice given.

Largest, most reliable manufactory in America.

Operated 28 years.

140 gas balloons for U. S. Government.

Instructions given. All sorts of experiments conducted.

Only American Institute of Aeronautics.

Any kind of gas balloon ascents, captive or free, or air-

ship flights made at any time or place.

CARL E. MYERS,

BALLOON FARM, FRANKFORT, N. Y.

In answering advertisements please mention this magazine.
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AERONAUTICAL ENGINEER AND CONSTRUCTOR

AERONAUT LEO STEVENS

BALLOONS

CONTRACTOR TO U. S. GOVERNMENT

BOX 181, Madison Square, new York

In answering advertlaeraents please mention this magazine.
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The Scientific American
and Scientific American Supplement

ALL the latest aeronautical information is published in the

Scientific American and Scientific American Supplement.

Correspondents in the leading cities of the world furnish the

latest details of aeronautical progress in their localities. In this

manner the art is covered exhaustively. So far as possible

every article is illustrated with actual photographs of the

machine described.

Nothing of aeronautical importance escapes the Scientific

American or Scientific American Supplement.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES.

UNITED STATES AND MEXICO
Scientific American (weekly) one year - - -

Scientific American Supplement (weekly) one year

Scientific American and Supplement - _ _

TO CANADA
Scientific American --__._
Scientific American Supplement - - - .

Scientific American and Supplement to one address

TO FOREIGN COUNTRIES
Scientific American ------
Scientific American Supplement - - - -

Scientific American and Supplement _ _ -

MUNN & CO., Publishers
Scientific American Office

361 BROADWAY, - NEW YORK

$3.00
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POCKET BOOK OF AERONAUTICS
By Major Hermann W. L. Moedkbeck

(English Edition)

Cloth, 496 pages, $3.25

"Major Moedebeck is already too well-known to stand in need of any
introduction ; for many years past he has been one of the leading spirits in

German Aeronautical circles. It was in no slight degree due to his efforts

that several of the German Aero Clubs, and in particular the Aero Club of the
upper Rhine, were founded ; for years he edited the journal of the Berlin Club,
previously to founding the Illustrierte Aeronautische Mitteilungen, at Strass-

burg. The present book serves as an introduction to the study of the history
of Aeronautics ; and as such we have rarely met with a more lucid and clearly

stated resume of one of the most fascinating pages in the world's history. The
future of aerial locomotion, again, is touched upon in the final chapters of

this really valuable and eminently sane book ; not the least of the merits of

which consists of the splendid series of illustrations and photographs, for the
greater part taken by the author himself."

—

Ballooning and Aeronaulics.

Order through AMERICAN MAGAZINE OF AERONAUTICS,

142 West 65th Street, New York.

WE BIND MAGAZINES

telephone 3823 John and <we ivill send for them

WE RULE AND BIND SPECIAL

BOOKS TO ORDER ^ ^ ^

American Blank Book Manufacturing Co,

129 FULTON STREET

NEW YORK

In answering- advertisements please mention this magazine.
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FOREIGN AERONAUTICAL JOURNALS,
L'AERONAUTIQUE

Official Publication of the Aeronautique Club de France
Subscription, Quarterly 58 Rue J. J. Rousseau,

3 francs.
'

Pans.

VOSDOUCHOPLAVATEL
Subscription, ("The Aeronaut") Ertelew 18,

15 francs. St. Petersburg.

BOIvIvETTlNO DELLA SOCIETA AERONAUTICA ITALIANA
Subscription, Monthly 70 Via della Muratte,

18 francs. Rome.

AERONAUTICAL JOURNAL
Official Organ of the Aeronautical Society of Great Britain

Quarterly 27 Chancery Lane,
London, W. C.

THE CAR ILLUSTRATED
A weekly Journal of Travel By Land, Sea and Air

Subscription, 1/16/10 168 Picadilly, London, W.

BALLOONING AND AERONAUTICS
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GOERZ ANSCHUTZ

Folding Camera

FITTED WITH A

Goerz Telephoto Lens

is especially adapted for the use of balloonists on account of its light

weight, small size and the superiority of the lens.

Can be focused at the level of the eye, it takes pictures AS WE SEE THEM
which no other camera will do when focusing at the height of the chest.

For time and instantaneous exposures. The official camera of this magazine

WRITE FOR OUR CATALOGUE

C. P, GOERZ AMERICAN OPTICAL CO-
52 E. Uaion Square, New York. 1514 Heyworth Bldg., Chicago, HI.

BERLIN LONDON PARIS VIENNA

NAVIGATING THE AIR

BY THE SCIENTIFIC AND ACTIVE MEMBERS

OF THE AERO CLUB OF AMERICA

An interesting record of the personal experiences of the twenty-

four men most distinguished to-day in the art and science of flying.

THAT THE PROBLEM OF AERIAL NAVIGATION

HAS AT LAST BEEN SOLVED

is announced by such authorities as Dr. Alexander Graham Bell;

and this book gives for the first time an authentic summary of the

present state of Aeronautics.

5ftn njnrp<! J"^ ^"•^''^ of photographs shorving im- «< ^p „„-* n-JJoym pagCSs, portatit developments in this new science. *»•'»•' POsl P«'U
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TSI J. E. LiNDE Paper Co.
AT BEEKMAN & CLIFF STS.

is Headquarters for papers of EVERY DESCRIPTION. Cards, Boards,

Envelopes, Pads, Twines, etc., and operates plants for Ruling, Cutting,

Padding, Punching, Perforating as well as Envelope making. It

desires at this time however, to call your particular attention to several

of its most popular brands of writing papers suitable for office stationery.

They are

—

PARCHMENT BOND
CORPORATION BOND

in all modern colors and white with envelopes made on the premises

to match. Also

COUNTING HOUSE LINEN
ENVELOPES TO MATCH

To be had from printers, stationers and lithographers.

Samples upon request.
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Newmastic Filling

An elastic, resilient material which

replaces air in pneumatic tires, by the

use of which all tire troubles are

ended without losing any of the

advantages of a pneumatic tire.

The Greatest Step ^
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CURTISS MOTORS
3^ TO 40 H. P.

One, two, four and eight cylinder. Designed for aeronautical work.

Simple and absolutely reliable. Develop the greatest power per pound weight.

Used almost exclusively by American aeronauts and experimenters. Highest'

award Lewis and Clark Exposition.

We are in position to build airships complete or construct experimental

machines and are ready to make estimates. We have every facility for doing

such work.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE E.

G. H. CURTISS MANUFACTURING CO.,

Hammondsport, N. Y.
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The "SUN" Typewriter No. 2

Modern business methods demand the
use of the typewriter in correspondence.
To gain a man's attention your letter

j/ais} be t3'pewritten. Do not waste good
efifort in accomplishing nothing with
long hand letters. Show that you mean
business b}- business-like letters. The
"SUN" suits the need of the inventor,
the merchant, the writer. Let us tell

you about it.

SUN TYPEWRITER COMPANY
317 Broadway New York

ANEMOMEIERS,
Rec. ALTITUDE BAROMETERS,
Recording THERMOMETERS,
Recording HYGROMETERS,

STATOSCOPES.
Used by ALL Aeronauts, here and abroad

Built by M. JULES RICHARD,
Paris, France.

E. H. DUVIVIER,
14 Church Street, New York.

Sole U. S. Rep.
Telephone 476S Cortlandt.

Get Your Copy of the

Official Gordon Bennett Race Program

THE OFFICIAL program of the Gordon Bennett Aeronautic Cup
contest, St. Louis, Mo., October 21, 1907, will be in keeping

with the magniiude of the event. It will be an interesting,

superbly printed and illustrated 64-page souvenir, containing pictures

of the contestants, their aerostats and of the airships and aeroplanes

to be used in subsidiary events, as well as complete records of the

aeronauts and an account of former aeronautic achievements.

A copy of the oflficial program will be sent to any address in

the United vStates or Canada on receipt of the price, 25 cents. In

quantities of 500 or over it will be sold at a reduction.

As a circulation of 100,000 is estimated and the rates are low,

the program is a splendid proposition for advertisers. Send at once

for rates and reserve space promptly.

THE LESAN-GOULD ADVERTISING & PUBLISHING CO.

= ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI =
REPRESENTING THE ARRO Cr,UB OF AMERICA
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THE SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN TROPHY FOR FLYING
MACHINES OF THE GASLESS TYPE.

In preseiitinL;- to the Aero Club of America the handsome trophj- whicli

forms the frontispiece of this issue, the proprietors of the Scientihc

.\merican have sought to stimulate progress in the science of aerial

navigation not only in our own country, but throughout the world.

They have endeavored to accomplish this by making the trophy an

international one, open to comi;etition annually by anyone who has a hcavier-

than-air (gasless) machine which shows itself capable of flying under its own

power. It is intended to make the conditions of the annual contests progress-

ive in character so that they shall as far as is possible, be always a step in

advance of what has been or is being done in the line of aerial navigation by

heavier-than-air machines at the time of the various contests. By making

the prize more dihicult to win, each year, it is thought that a practical flying

machine will eventually be evolved. Besides being open to international com-

lietition, there is a provision to the effect that the trophy shall become the

property of anyone who wins it three times in different years. Thus a special

inducement is given to the winner of the first contest to improve his machine,

if, necessary, in order to win two of the subsequent contests. That the first

one may not be too difficult of accomplishment, yet that it may be somewhat

in advance of what has already been publicly done, it was decided to have

this competition for a flight of one kiUnneter (3,280 feet) in a straight line.

The first competition will be held at the Jamestown Exposition on the 14th

instant, and at least one aeroplane—that of Israel Lu.llow—is expected to

compete.

This new aeronautical trophy is the handsomest and mo-t valuable one

ihat has ever been offered for an event of this kind. The trophy perpetuates
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in silver the Langley model aeroplane, which was the first self-propelled

model to fly half a mile, this distance having been covered above the Potomac
river in May, 1896. That the machine invented by Prof. Samuel P.

Langley was by no means the failure it was painted is evidenced by the fact

that Bleriot, in France, has recently made several successful short flights

with a machine of this type, fitted with only a 24 H. P. motor, while Santos
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Dumont, with his double surface machine, required 50 H. P. and has recently

raised this to 100. Because Langley, with his model aeroplane, was the

pioneer, it was thought but fitting that his name and his machine should be

perpetuated. Hence, in the Scientific American trophy, Langley's model

is seen soaring through the clouds, with the sunlight breaking through upon

it. The globe represents the firmament, the heavens being shown on the
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front and the Nortl: American continent on the back. Stars are seen peeping
through the clouds and several birds are vieing with the aeroplane in flight.

On top of the globe, which is supported on a whirlwind rising from a suitable

pedestal, a large American eagle bearing a wreath of victory, has just

alighted. On each side of the pedestal base, graceful winged horses spring

forth, ridden by male figures bearing aloft olive branches. As can be seen

in a measure from the photograph, the trophy is a very beautiful affair. One
needs, however, to see this handsome piece of silver itself to appreciate com-
pletely its beauty of design and execution. It stands 32 inches high over all

and is valued at $2500.00; but its real value is much greater, for it will serve

to encourage and stimulate invention and improvement in that most recent

and interesting of sciences, the science of aerial navigation.

THAT PRIZE!

In the Jul}- number wc appealed to our readers for a cash prize in com-

petitions of "gasless" machines. We asked for a considerable amount, we
know, but wc indulged, perhaps unfortunateh', in a belief that there might be

enough wealthy sportsmen who would appreciate the aid that such a prize

would lend.

In making the amount as large as we did we thought that this great

United States would be able to devote

$25,000

to such a purpose when little countries like France and England can each

offer prizes of $50,000. Though personal applications have been made to

many to subscribe toward such a prize we have thus far met with failure.

To repeat—the proposition briefly is somewhat as follows: There are

hundreds of inventors of aerial apparatus, good, bad or indifferent. Among
them all there may be something of value. The majority are devoting their

earnings and their spare time to experiments on a small scale. After reach-

ing a certain point they can go no further for lack of funds. They cannot

obtain funds from capitalists for the reason that no one is willing to expend

money until he sees a good chance of getting it back—with interest. Now,

then, we have the inventor, the idea, the capitalist. We want to get them to-

gether. If the capitalist sees that by expending a few liundreds on further

experiments he may gain a few thousand he is willing to take a chance. If

we have the prize hung up we have the incentive. .An inventor with a pos-

sible machine can say, "Mr. Capitalist, there is that prize. I think 1 can

win it. A\'ill you risk, say, $500 or $i,ooo?"' The capitalist then has something

to figure on. But until we get this prize the inventor cannot reach the capi-

talist.

$5,000

We have in mind a man who believes he has something practical. That

belief is nothing new. But we believe he has something at least worth a trial.

The machine, moreover, it is claimetl. is comidete and awaiting final fiight.

The inventor desires, in case he makes a successful flight, to be reimbursed,

at least, for his expenditm-es. He asks that a prize of but .$5,000 be offered

contingent upon his flying i.ooo feet. Sucli a flight would be the record
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public flight to date by a "gasless" machine. This attempt is desired at the

earliest moment.
We mention this instance as a case in point. No one is prepared to say

whether this or that machine may not be developed into something practical.

If the prize is not won the donor, or donors, will not be losers. If the prize is

won, they will still be gainers by the knowledge that they have made possible

an actual demonstration of the practicability of dynamic flight.

Are there not in this broad land of ours some men whose purses are

likely to leak along philanthropic paths?

GERMAN $5,000 MOTOR PRIZE.

A German aeronautic society has ofifercd prizes to this amount to induce

German inventors to work on light motors. The prizes are restricted to

German manufacturers and the motors must be of 20 h.p. Major Gross, Prof.

Klingenberg and Major von Parseval are members of the committee.

THE CLUB.

Out of three hundred members there are a bare dozen who have made
actual balloon flights. The rest have been deterred—by what reason? Among
other objects the Club was formed to promote the sport of ballooning, but

the members have failed in the majority to take advantage of the opportu-

nities offered.

In order to provide a greater inducement, a movement is on foot to pur-

chase new envelopes for the Centaur and Orient and have as many members
as possible make trips. It is planned to appoint pilots who will offer their

services without charge, and to furnish the balloon and gas at a flat rate of,

say, $20, to any member making his first ascent, the Club paying the balance

of the cost of gas and miscellaneous items. Thus a member having never

before made an ascent can do so at a sole outlay of $20, in addition to his

railroad fare. The balloons will be stationed at some advantageous point,

probably Pittsfield, and returned there after each ascent. Applications to be

received and accepted in the order of receipt. In case the member fails to

use the balloon on the date assigned he forfeits the $20 deposited with the

application. Alan R. Hawley is the promoter of the scheme and it is one to

which every member should lend his aid. To provide the necessary sum to

enable the Club to do this it is suggested that members be assessed $5 each.

Mr. Hawley feels that he has done his share towards the promotion of this

most delightful of all sports and is anxious to see some competitors for long

distance honors.

Philadelphia also might be a suitable location for a permanent aerodrome.
There is good gas to be obtained there and the situation of that city is ex-

cellent. It is no nearer the sea than many liallooning centers abroad and one
can run down in two hours from New York after telephoning to have the

balloon ready upon his arrival. There is no time lost in going a great way
from New York and, perhaps, after arriving, having to wait for a breeze.

We attend to our daily business right along and on finding a good breeze

after breakfast, telephone, answer the morning's mail, take the train and we
are off the ground shortly after our lunch in Philadelphia.
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ATMOSPHERIC EXPLORATIONS CONDUCTED BY THE
BLUE HILL METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATORY. -

At the ]Milan meeting of the International Commission for Scientific

Aeronautics it was decided to concentrate the work of exploring the air this

year upon four grand series of ascensions, in addition to the usual monthly
ascensions. The former last several days and observations are to be obtained
not only by balloons and kites but also by special observations of cloud drift

and upon mountain summits. The first of these quarterly ascensions was
appointed for the week commencing July 22d. and, as has been the case for

several years, co-operative kite-fiights and cloud observations were made at

Blue Hill Observatory. It is supposed that the United States Weather
Bureau Station on Mount Weather, Virginia, which has recently taken up the

work of exploring the free atmosphere, also participated in this series of

ascensions. Unfortunately, light winds prevailed on Blue Hill during almost

the entire week, so that but four kite-flights were possible and only on the

27th was the height of a mile and a half attained. During an evening flight,

the top kite and the meteorograph broke away, and the latter has not yet

been recovered. Had a small steamer been equipped for kite-flying in

Massachusetts Bay, as was done for the first time by Professor Rotch in 1901,

the kites would have been rendered independent of the wind by the motion
of the vessel either in the direction of the wind or against it, for, in order to

lift the kites, a velocity of at least 14 miles per hour is required, which is

more than the average velocity of the wind in Summer on Blue Hill. Kite-

flying was continued during the following week in more favorable conditions

and of the three flights, the highest on August 2d reached an altitude of

nearly two miles.

Although no efforts were made in America to secure observations over

the ocean, as was done abroad. Professor Rotch, the Director of Blue Hill

Observatory, and a member of the International Commission, extended his

field of work by sending Mr. Clayton to the White Mountains to obtain

observations in the free air at the height of Blount Washington and on that

mountain itself. Such an investigation had already been conducted privately

by Mr. Ferguson of the Blue Hill Observator3^ who had installed self-record-

ing instruments on the summit of Mount Washington and at Twin Mountain

Stations for the purpose of comparing the conditions on the mountain with

those shown by instruments lifted by kites to the same height. Between

July 2ist and 28th Mr. Clayton obtained three such series of observations with

kites at a height exceeding that of Mount Washington (6300 feet), and on the

days when the wind was too light to lift the kites, he carried the instruments

up the mountain. The records seem to indicate a greater wind velocity on top

of the mountain, and probably a lower temperature, than in the free air.

Professor Rotch intends to resume the work of exploring the air at great

heights by sending up more sounding balloons from Saint Louis next October,

the successful experiments already conducted there being described in the

first issue of this magazine. The situation of Blue Hill on the Atlantic coast

precludes the use of balloons, but Saint Louis has proved an excellent place

for this work. It is intended to make the ascensions during the first half of

October so as to include the third, which is the date fixed for the international

observations.
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A LETTER TO AERONAUTS.

The American Magazine of Aeronautics is very desirous of obtaining ac-

curate and complete records of all balloon and airship flights made in Amer-
ica during each month.

We would appreciate it very much if you would send us such records at

the end of every month and we would be very glad to supply you with the

blank forms for the purpose upon request.

May we not expect to hear from you?

AERO CLUB OF AMERICA.
To Members:

Will you not kindly send the Club accurate records of all ascensions made
in order that our file may be complete? The number of our delegates to the

International Congress is directly dependent upon the number of trips made.

As a matter of Club interest every one is urgently requested to promptly re-

port their voyage?, and as detailed as possible. Blanks will be supplied to

those who have not already received same. AUGUSTUS POST,
Secretary.

August Ascensions.

Aug. I.

—

A. L. Stevens and William F. Whitehouse in the "Stevens No.
20," 623 cu. metres, at Pittsfield, Mass. Ascent at 12.08 p. m., descent at 12.33

p. m. Gas very poor and no ballast or instruments could be carried. Mr.

Whitehouse's first ascent. Initial flight of new balloon.

Aug. 7.—A. L. Stevens in the "Stevens No. 20," at Pittsfield. Ascent at

1. 15 p. m., descent at East Windsor 3.01 p. m. Gas very poor. Distance ig

miles.

Aug. 29.—A. L. Stevens and William F. Whitehouse in the "Stevens No.
21," 1000 cu. metres, at North Adams. Ascent at 2.50 p. m., descent at Som-
ersville, Conn., 6.55 p. m. Distance 50 miles. Initial flight of new balloon.

Aug. 29.—Alan R. Hawley in the "Stevens No. 20," 623 cu. metres, at

North Adams. Ascent at 2.43 p. m., descent at Indian Orchard 6 p. m. Dis-

tance 43 miles. All ballast used.

ON THE RESISTANCE OF AIR TO THE MOTION OF PLANE
SURFACES

By Otto G. Luyties.

As our atmosphere is so light a medium it is apparent that aerial

navigation will ultimately be accomplished successfully by utilizing its inertia

rather than its buoyancy.

Reaction devices of many kinds liave been su.ggested, including aero-

planes, orthogonal flyers, flapping machines, helicopters and so forth. Even
dirigible balloons are reaction devices in so far as they depend upon the

inertia of air for the resistance to their propellers, while they are themselves

retarded by the inertia of opposing air currents.

For these reasons I hope that the following discussion of the pressure

of a frictionless elastic fluid upon a relatively moving plane will be of especial

interest to aeronauts.

If a plane surface be moved normally relatively to a fluid such as

air the impinging particles will offer a certain resistance. The power re-

quired to overcome this resistance will be the pressure times the velocity
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and will be equal to the change in the energy of the air particles or half

their mass times the square of their velocity. We may write this

P V = i m v'

The mass of the air will evidently be the weight of the air per unit of

volume divided by g and multiplied by the area and the velocity so that

(w \ 2 w 3

A V Iv = A V
g / 2g

Hence
w

A V

Tn the above deduction we assume that the entire kinetic energy of

the air particles is employed in resisting the advance of the plane. We
furthermore assume that the particles exert no other effective pressure on the

plane.

It is, however, concei\able that certain particles would rebound with an

energy equal to that of their impact. Such particles would exert a double

pressure due to reaction as well as impact. Everj- particle rebounding in

this manner, however, will collide with one still approaching the plane and

cither counterbalance its energy, or deflect it from its path. Therefore,

under the assumption of a double pressure due to reaction as well as impact,

the number of striking particles will be reduced by one-half, so that the

total pressure on the plane will be the same under either assumption.

The peculiar action of rebounding particles colliding with others still

approaching we may refer to as interference. This action will be most pro-

nounced in the case of normal planes and will be negligible in the case of

sharply inclined planes, the rebounding particles falling in with the prevailing

stream lines. This is an important consideration in deducing the pressure on

inclined planes.

Suppose that a plane makes an angle n with the line of its progress.

It will then be foreshortened in proportion to the sine of this angle, the

number of particles whose path is blocked being reduced in such proportion.

The energy of the impinging particles will accordingly be

W .!

E = A sin a v
i 2g

But the particles will rcliound from the plane witli an equal cnergj'

w i

E = A sin a v
r 2g

making an angle i-^ with the plane on the other side of the normal.

The power acting on the plane will therefore be the resultant of these

two; namely,

/ w \
E ^1 A sm a v I2 stu a

The direction of action of this resultant power will be normal to the

plane as the components are equal and symmetrically disposed. There-

fore, the pressure on the plane will I)c normal, a peculiar fact which has

long been known from experiment.

To find the pressure on the plane we observe that the normal pressure

times the normal motion equals the normal resultant of tlie energy.

P ^ = E
1 Vn n

In this case, however, Vn is much less than the velocity of the particles
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as an inclined plane progresses normally only in proportion to the sine of

the angle.

Therefore

and

whence

The pressure of a frictionless elastic fluid on a relatively moving
sharply inclined plane is accordingly equal to the pressure on an equal normal

plane moving at the same speed multiplied by twice the sine of the angle of

inclination.

The pressure on an inclined plane is, however, affected by inter-

ference, such interference increasing with the square of the angle.

As we have already shown this interference in the case of a normal

plane will be equal to half the total pressure we might otherwise expect.

It will therefore be numerically equal to sin ~ a when the full normal pres-

sure is expressed by 2 sin a.

The normal pressure on an inclined plane is accordinglj-
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bearing on the well known shifting of the centre of pressure with changes
in the angle. The amount of interference probably differs for various curva-

tures of the surface and for different outlines and various ratios of height to

breadth.

The purpose of this article, however, has been to discuss the question

of the pressure of an elastic frictioiiless fluid on a relatively moving plane

and to derive a general formula, which we have found to be

From which we obtain the ratio

W 2/ . 2 \
P = A v I 2 sin a—sin a I

1 2g V /

:lie ratio

= p( 2 sin a—sin a
j

And for small angles

P = P

P IN TERMS OF P
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AERONAUTICAL MOTORS
It is intended to publish in each num-

ber a description of the various light ''

motors now on the market which are ' , » .

adapted for use in dirigible balloons and
heavier-than-air machines.

The lightest motor in the world is

now made by the Antoinette people.

The loo-hp., i6-cylinder motor to be

used in the new Santos-Dumont aero-

plane weighs complete but 130 kg. (286

lbs.) This motor develops, brake test,

123 hp., which brings the weight per

horse-power down to 1.05 kg. (2.3 lbs.)

Almost as light is the Pelterie aviatic

motor of 35 hp., weighing slightly less

than 100 lbs., or, per horse-power, 2.8

lbs. The Antoiiiobile has this to say
about it:

"Its arrangement is unique in that the

six cylinders composing it are mounted
on a crankcase barely long enough to

accommodate two of their size were they
placed in the ordinary manner. This

ANTOINETTE.

also greatly simplifies the engine by

making possible the employment of a

two-throw crankshaft, each group of

three cylinders acting upon a com-
mon crankpin. Air-cooling is em-
ployed, of course, and the cylinders,

which are set at an angle of approxi-

mately 90 degrees to one another, are

also staggered so that each one gets

the full benefit of a direct cooling

current. Considerable ingenuity has,

of necessity, been exercised in the ar-

rangement of the valve-operating

mechanism, the three push rods for

the front group of cylinders being of

the usual type employed in connec-

tion with rocker arms, while the

other three are jointed and operate at

an angle as shown, the inlet valves
being of the automatic type. No details of the dimensions of the motor or of
its speed are given, though the latter as well as the compression must natur-
ally be high in order to produce its rating of 35 horse-power. It is of consid-
erable interest as demonstrating to what lengths light weight and compactness
may be carried where the internal combustion principle is applied to the design
of a motor for aeronautical purposes.

PELTERIE.
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A STORY WITHOUT WORDS.

The trial of the new Ludlow aeroplane in Hampton Roads, off the James-

town Exposition, during the month of August.

Copyright by the Jamestown Official Photograph Co.

The aeroplane mounted on pontoon boats about to be launched. Captain
T. T. lyOVELACB in his BATHING SUIT RE.4DY FOR THE RIDE.

Copyright by the Jamestown Official Photograph Co.

ToWED BY THE U. S. NAVAL TUG POTOMAC ACROSS HAMPTON RoADS ; THE AEROPI ANE
PASSES IN FRONT OF THE BATTLESHIPS AT ANCHOR.
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-1

Copyright by the Jamestown Official Photograpli Co.

The aeroplane's nose goes down into the water, the rear rises upward and
THE experiment COMES TO AN UNTIMELY END DUE TO THE

waterlogging OF THE PONTOONS.

THE LOST ORATOR.

(Tune of the Lost Chord)

Seated one day in my airship,

I was weary and ill at ease,

As my gas-bag drifted idly

Over the waving trees;

I knew not what I was doing.
But I heaved a sand-bag then,

And it struck on a farmer's shoulders
And he cussed nothing like amen.

His oaths came through the twilight

And punctured the evening's calm;
At handling deck-hand language

This Reuben could take the palm;
His words told of pain and sorrow

And desire to take my life;

All because of that innocent sand-bag
He was bent upon bloody strife.

I have tried, but I try all vainly,

To arouse those sounds divine,

But I always dump my sand-bags
On some milder fellow's spine;

It may be some other balloonist
Will hear that talk again,

And will write it on fireproof paper,
With a patent asbestos pen.—^Denver Republican,
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DIRIGIBLE BALLOON AND HEAVIER-THAN-AIR MACHINE
CONTESTS AT ST. LOUIS.

It is expected to hold competitions for dirigible balloons and gasless ma-
chines on October 22, at St. Louis. The *Scientific American trophy is

available for competition, as well as the cash prizes offered by the St. Louis

Club. These competitions will be conducted under the auspices of the Aero

Club of St. Louis, which has appropriated the sum of $5,000.00 for aeronautical

competitions and exhibitions, to be participated in by dirigible balloons and

by aeroplanes, or any heavier-than-air vehicles for navigating the air, which

are absolutely free in their flight, after their start has been made, and which

recjuire no permanent or visible connection with the earth.

The subjoined rules have been adopted to govern the competitions, the

Aero Club of St. Louis reserving the right, however, to amend or alter the

same at any time prior to a formal entry being filed, or subsequently. In the

latter event, persons who have entered shall have the right to withdraw if they

do not consent to the amended rules and their entrance money shall be re-

funded. The club also reserves the right to promulgate, as occasion may
require, minor rules or regulations not inconsistent with the general rules.

General Rules and Regulations.

I.

Entries.

(a) The competitions will be open to all forms of vehicles without limita-

tions as to the power employed or the mechanical principles involved, except

as hereinafter specified.

(b) All vehicles admitted to the contests must be absolutely free in flight

after the start has been made. No vehicle requiring anj' permanent or visible

connection with the earth will be admitted.

(c) No vehicle can start unless satisfactory to the committee.

(d) All entries will close October ist. If requested, entries will be con-

sidered as confidential until that date.

(e) As an evidence of good faith, an entrance fee of $10.00 will be re-

quired, which will be refunded when the contestant occupies the space assigned

him with an apparatus conforming to the rules.

(f) Each vehicle shall carry at least one person in its flight.

IL
Competitions.

The sum of $5,000.00, appropriated for prizes, will be divided into offerings

for competitions in two classes, as follows:

Class A—Competition for dirigible balloons, open only to that particular

form of vehicle.

Class B—Competition for aeroplanes and other heavier-than-air vehicles

of any form whicli have no gas bag attachment.

III.

Prizes.

Class A—The sum of $2,oco.oo will l)e given the competitor who. in strict

accordance with the rules, shall make the round of the course with a dirigible

balloon in the best average time, and the sum of $500.00 will be given to the

competitor who, in strict accordance with the rules. >hall make the roinid of

*Rules of competition for this trophy were printed in the August number.
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the course with a dirigible balloon in the next best average time. No prize

shall be awarded any vehicle in this class which does not cover the full course

at least once in continuous flight without touching the ground.

Class B—The sum of $2,000.00 will be given the competitor who, in strict

accordance with the rules, shall make the longest or best continuous flight

with an aeroplane or any heavier-than-air vehicle admissible under the rules,

and the sum of $500.00 will be given the competitor who, in strict accordance

with the rules, shall make the next longest or best continuous flight with an

aeroplane or any heavier-than-air vehicle admissible under the rules. The
committee in making its decision has the right to consider the average height,

distance, time and general behavior of the vehicle, together with its merits for

practical use. No prize shall be awarded any vehicle in this class which does

not make a continuous flight, without touching the ground, of at least 100 feet.

IV.

Conditions.

(a) In no event will more than one award be made to any one vehicle.

(b) If it shall appear at the clc se of the trials that two or more com-
petitors have equal records, the Aero Club of St. Louis reserves the right to

prescril)e a further trial or trials under the same rules and regulations govern-

ing the preceding contests.

V.

Course.

(a) The prescribed course will begin and end in or adjacent to the en-

closure of the Aero Club of St. Louis.

(b) The course will be triangular in shape and will have a total length

of about three-quarters of a mile, the start and finish being made from the

home goal. The course will be marked by captive balloons or in such other

way as the Aero Club of St. Louis may deem best adapted to define the goals.

(c) Each competitor will be permitted to choose the direction in which
to start, but he shall start from the home goal, turn around each of the outer

goals, and return to the starting point.

(d) The time occupied in a trial will be measured from the moment the

vehicle, entirely free from the ground, passes across the line at the starting

goal to the moment of passing over the home goal.

VI.

Contests—How Conducted.

(a) The trials shall take place on or about October 22nd, the exact date

to be fixed later by the Aero Club of St. Louis, who shall also have the privi-

lege of extending the time for the tests from day to day, as deemed necessary

or advisable.

(b) The average speed of the machines shall be computed for the actual

air-line distance over the ground, making no allowance for the wind or the

deviations from straight lines to or from the established goals.

(c) The judges may, in their discretion, permit a contestant to go over
the course more than once in continuous flight, and in such event the average
time of such trials shall be considered the time made by such contestant.

(d) If any mishap or accident should occur to a contestant or his vehicle

after the start is made, the judges, in their discretion, may permit another
trial.

(e) The time for the trials shall ])c set by the committees in cliarge of

the competitions.
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(f) The conduct of the contest will be in charge of a committee or com-

mittees to be appointed for that purpose by the Aero Club of St. Louis.

(g) The Aero Club of St. Louis will provide a suitable enclosure for the

aeronautic grounds and defray all necessary expenses connected therewith,

but each competitor must provide any special structure or apparatus required

by his entry at his own expense.

GORDON BENNETT INTERNATIONAL RACE.

St. Louis, October 21, 1907.

Arrangements.

Tlie postponement of the James Gordon Bennett International Aeronautic

Cup Contest to be held at St. Louis was made necessary by the inability of the

Laclede Gas Light Company of St. Louis to supply the proper quality of gas

on the date originally set. The race was to have been held on Saturday,

October 19th, while the date now fixed is [Monday, October 21st. The gas

for the balloons is to be supplied from a large holder on Chouteau and New-

stead avenues^a few blocks removed from the ascension grounds in the east

end of Forest Park.

This holder supplies a large section of the City of St. Louis with its gas.

Ordinarily the gas stored in it is a mixture in which water gas predominates.

As water gas has much less ascensional power than coal gas it was necessary

to make arrangements for providing coal gas for the race. The Laclede Gas

Light Company held that in any ordinary week day the demand on them for

gas is so great that they could not possibly put the Chouteau holder out of

commission for two or three days.

It is necessary to empty this holder of all the ordinary illuminating gas

it contains and then to re-fill it with coal gas made with a special reference

to its lifting power. Saturday afternoon and Sunday are the only days, the

company held, when it could make this change.

Now that consent has been obtained for changing the date of the race from

Saturday to Monday, it is the plan of the gas light people to commence
emptying the holder on Saturday afternoon of its regular illuminating gas

and as soon as it is thoroughly free of the water gas mixture, to re-fill it with

the special quality of coal gas that is to be made for this aeronautic race. The
holder will be filled to its capacity Sunday and on Monday the balloons will be

supplied from it. In this manner the holder will only be out of commission

for general use one busy day—^londay—as Saturday- afternoon and Sunday are

holidays.

It is the intention of the Gas Light Companj' to commence the manufac-

ture of special coal gas of high lifting power a month or so before the race

takes place. All of the Company's coal gas will be made of that particular

quality during this period, so that everything will be in perfect working shape

when the time for the race comes round. In this way, the company expects

to give the contestants a quality of gas of considerably more lifting power than

is usually supplied them. The greatest pains will be taken to produce the most

perfect gas for balloon purposes that it is possible to make from coal.

The Aero Club of France has named Maurice Mallet as their member of

the Contest Committee.
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Entries.

The line-up to date, as received by cable and unconfirmed, is as follows

—

II balloons:

—

France Aero Club of France, 2 balloons. Pilots, Alfred LeBlanc and
Rene Gasnier. Aides, M. Mix and Chas. Levee.

England Aero Club of the United Kingdom, 3 balloons. Pilots and aides,

Hon.. C. S. Rolls, Gritflth Brewer, Prof. A. K. Huntington,.

J. T. C. Moore-Brabazon, Lord Royston and Mr. Moore-
Brabazon.

Germany.. ..Deutscher Luftschiffer-Verband, 3 balloons, namely, "Dusseldorf,"

"Pommern" and "Schwaben." Pilots and aides, respectively,,

Hauptmann von Abercron and H. Hiedemann, Oscar Erbsloh,.

Herr Meckel.

America Aero Club of America, 3 balloons. Pilots, Lieut. Frank P. Lahm
(alternate Major Henry E. Hersey) in the "United States,"

Alan R. Hawley in the "St Louis" and J. C. McCoy in the

"America."

Hon. C. S. Rolls, Griffith Brewer, Prof. Huntington, Hauptmann von
Abercron, Oscar Erbsloh, Lieutenant Lahm and Major Hersey were contes-

tants in last year's Gordon Bennett.

The entries of Spain and Italy have been thrown out by the Federation

Aeronauticjue Internationale on technicalities.

CHRONOLOGY.
Aug. 6. Bleriot makes two consecutive flights of 122 metres (400 feet^

and 143 metres (469 feet), each without coming to r.jst. The aeroplane landed

on the ground between the jumps, but continued Pight after running about 12-

metres (39 feet). On landing after the second flight the propeller blade and
shaft were broken. Equilibrium is maintained by the movements of the

operator.

Aug. 9. Elmer Van Vranken, of Gloversville, N. Y., makes a flight lasting:

40 minutes in a dirigible built by the Steele Manufacturing Co. After executing,

various manoeuvres the return trip w-as begun against a strong head wind. A
short distance from the point of start some one seized the drag rope, and, de-

spite protests,- pulled the ship to the ground. In all, five miles were covered.

Aug. 10. The French military balloon "Patrie" makes a flight from Paris-

to the country seat of the President of France at Rambouillet, fifty kilometres

(31 miles). Making a landing on the lawn, the four officers pay an hour's.

visit and start off again at a speed of 60 kilometres (2,y miles) an hour.

Aug. 14. The Hague Conference forbids the throwing of explosives from
balloons and airships in war, it is reported.

Aug. 18. Capt. Thos. S. Baldwin makes first public flight with his new
twin screw dirigible.

Aug. 23.—Carl E. Myers makes initial flight in his new collapsible

dirigible "No. 27," at Saginaw, Mich. An 18-mile wind drove the ship a dis-

tance of six miles from the start. On the wind lessening, the return was suc-

cessfully made under power.

Aug. 24. The "Ben Franklin," tlie largest balloon in this country, makes
its initial flight at Philadelphia. It has a capacity of 2,600 cubic metres

(92,000 cu. ft.) of gas, accommodates twelve persons and carries 150 bags of

ballast. Six persons ascend and travel a distance of 160 miles.
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Aug. 27. The German militar}' dirigible and the Parseval ship make si-

multaneous trips, the various manoeuvres lasting several hours. It is claimed
that the flights of this daj^ excelled the past work of the French Patrie.

THE NEW BALDWIN DIRIGIBLE.

Captain Thomas S. Baldwin's new airship is a radical departure from old

methods in at least one particular. The principal feature is the double propel-

lers, placed one behind the other. Captain Baldwin claims actual increased

•efficiency in addition to, in this way, doing away with the torque. The follow-

ing illustration shows the two propellers.

BALDWIN S AIRSHIP.

The engine is of the vertical type, four cylinders, air cooled, Aveighing

100 pounds, with a rated horse-power of fifteen. Mr. G. H. Curtiss, the builder

of the motor, states: "It is evident that when these large engines are used

some arrangement must be made to do away with the torque. In some of our

•experiments we have had frames turn up in a horizontal position from the re-

sistance of propellers whirling in opposite direction. In addition to this advan-

tage, the twin propellers have a stronger pull than the single propeller. As
you will note from the photo, they are placed one in front of the other, and

are operated by a shaft within a shaft instead of reverse gears to reverse

motion of the rear propeller and turn it at the same speed in opposite direc-

tion. It appears to us that with the high speed engines this construction will

be absolutelv necessarv on anv dirigil^lc balloon."
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The first flights at Hammondsport were most successful. In the illustra-

tion shown below, Mr. Curtiss is the operator. The first public flight was

made by Captain Baldwin at Schuetzen Park on Sunday, August i8, in consid-

G. H. Curtiss in the Baldwin Ship.

erable wind, during which flight, though short, he executed several manoeuvers-

and found his ship at all times under perfect control. The landing was made

within a few feet of the starting point.

AERONAUTIC CALENDAR.

Sep. Ti. Conference of tlie eleven clubs comprising the Deutscher

LuftschitTer-Verband, at Diisseldorf.

Sep. 12. Annual Conference of International Aeronautic Federation at

Brussels.

Sept. 14. Competition of gasless machines at Jamestown Exposition for

the Scientific American Trophy.

Sep. 15. International Race at Brussels.

Sep. 29. Grand Prix at tlie Tuileries, Paris.

Oct. 21. Gordon-Bennett International Race at St. Louis.

Oct. 22. Competitions for Cash Prizes offered by Aero Club of St. Louis

and for the Scientific American Trophy.

Oct. 28. Aeronautic Congress at Jamestown Exposition.

Nov. 15. International Exposition of Aeronautic Photographs, at Paris.
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NOTES.

Twenty balloons are entered for the French club's Grand Prix Sept. 29.

Lieut. Lahni lias written for Outing Magazine for October an article on

'Ballooning and Aerial Navigation.

"

Cortlandt Field Bishop, President of the Aero Club of America, will sail

for America on October 2, on the Kronprinzessin Cecilie.

Both Strobel and Baldwin have announced their intention of competing

for the St. Louis Club's dirigible prize.

1

—

Cortlandt Field Bishop expects to bring over Avith him a new balloon for

his own use.

According to "Le Matin," the French government is asking for funds to

Iniild three more airships of the "Patrie" type.

Count von Zeppelin is rushing work on his new airship in order to com-
plete it before the International Congress at Brussels September 12-15.

Major B. Baden-Powell's ''Ballooning as a Sport" should be read by every

one at all interested in ballooning or intending to take up the sport.

Col. Max C. and Mrs. Fleischmann and Mr. Stevens made an ascension

from North Adams on September 5th.

Lincoln Beachey during the month of August, at Jamestown Exposition,

made 11 successful flights in his dirigible. The U. S. Government has detailed

10 soldiers for duty at the Aeronautic Building.

Col. Max C. Fleischmann, of Cincinnati, has written for the September

Cosmopolitan an account of his experiences hunting in Africa and the Far

North. Now for ballooning!

While the balloon of Russell E. Gardner, member of Aero Club of St.

Louis, was being inflated on August 30, a team attached to a tallyho became
frightened and ran into it. The balloon is a total loss.

On August 31 a cable was received to the effect that England's dirigible

which has been building at Aldershot for the last two years, is about to be

completed. Tt is said to approximate the type of La Patrie.

From the latest reports it looks as though Wellman will have to delay his

polar trip another year. We wonder what will be found to delay next year's

start.

E. B. Bronson has written for the October "American Magazine" an in-

teresting description of a balloon voyage back in '74 which lasted 26 hours, a

record for twenty-five years, in which he took part and of which he is the

last survivor. The article is entitled "An Aerial Bivouac."
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]. B. Pursell, of Chattanooga, has been working on a machine somewhat
along the line of Santos-Dumont. A fire destroyed the greater part of it a

few days ago.

On August 29 a wind storm struck the Iowa State Fair Grounds, blowing

an electric wire against Knabenshue's airship, which caught fire and was
destroyed, together with a captive balloon whicli lie was operating.

In last month's "Chronology" it was erroneously stated that Bleriot

made a flight of 165 yards. He made one flight of 125 metres and another

one of nearly 150 metres, the distance being measured by M. Archdeacon.

Germany is now worried over the possibility of France obtaining details

of her fortifications, etc., by means of airships. Alarmists are urging the

passing of laws prohibiting foreign airships from navigating the free air above

German land, and authorizing the destruction of such trespassers by "artillery

or otherwise."

Discovery—"Do you expect to discover the North Pole?"

"Not immediately," answered the arctic explorer; "for the present T am
content with discovering new methods of discovering the pole."—^Washington
Star.

Does this refer to Wellman?

Cleveland INIofifett will describe in the October number of McClure's the

remarkable tactics by which Frank P. Lahm won the International Balloon

Race in Paris, Avhen America, competing against the greatest countries of

the world, captured tlie famous Gordon-Bennett trophy, and thus brought it

to this country.

Automotor Journal for August 24 has quite a lengthy article on the efifect

of wind on the speed of automobiles. Wind screens of various sizes, solid

surface and gridiron, were placed on automobiles and time over a measured
course taken. The figures obtained at various rates of speed are of practical

interest to the aeronautical experimentor.

Joseph A. Blondin expects to start October 12, from Albuquerque, N. M.,

on a long distance trip in his new balloon, competing for the Lahm Cup. The
start will be made at sunset and, figuring on the prevailing winds, the antici-

pated course is toward northern Texas, Colorado or Kansas. Hydrogen gas

will be used and a trial made of two devices for economizing ballast which
Mr. Blondin has invented. This should be an interesting trip, especially in

view of the rare atmosphere at the start.

To carry out his part of the wager with Archdeacon, Santos Dumont is

now at work on a hydroplane which he promises will make 100 kilometres

an hour. The boat is cigar shaped, about 10 metres long, with the greatest

diameter well forward. A 16 cyl. 128 h.p. Antoinette motor will supply the

power.

Of considerable information to the aeronaut was a lecture recently given
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in London which was illustrated with moving pictures of various birds in

flight, starting flight, landing, etc. We believe this is the first time that an

attempt has been made to secure pictures showing the continuous movements

of various large birds.

Going the new de la Vaulx portable airship one better, Mr. flyers of

Frankfort has devised and had in operation a complete dirigible which is

veritably a "pocket edition." The bag folds up into a package two feet square

the car forming another 20 x 20 x 30 inches, and the 36-foot frame reduced

by telescoping to form a rack 8 feet long by 22 inches triangular section,

weighing but ^2 pounds. On August 22,, at Saginaw, ^Michigan, this airship,

which he has named "No. 23." attempted a flight in an 18 mile wind, against

which the 7 hp. motor was not quite able to propel it. The wind slowly

drove the ship back a distance of 6 miles where a landing was made at 7 p. m.

Later the wind died down and at 11 o'clock the ship was back in Saginaw

under its own power.

A. Q. Dufour. of 717 Cass St., Milwaukee, Wis., is experimenting with a

gliding machine having the following characteristics: 9 feet long by 22 feet

wide, the two planes being placed 4 feet apart; a rigid tail-piece 6 by 7 feet;

elm framework, which he has found to be flexible and tough with small

weight: mounted on four 14 inch rubber tired wheels; total weight, 120

Photo by E. K. Klein

DUFOUR AEROPL.^NE.

Plioto bj- E. E. Klein.

DUFOUR MACHINE IN FLIGHT.

pounds; operator, 150 pounds: 6 angle planes have maintained good equi-

librium. To obtain momentum the inventor utilizes an inclined runwa}' drop-

ping I in 4 feet, 15 feet from the ground at the lower end, 40 feet long.

Owing to the comparative great weight of the operator the glides have been

short.

Carl E. Myers has for some time past been conducting some experiments

at his "balloon farm" at Frankfort, X. Y., for the purpt)se of ascertaining how
long liydrogen gas can be retained in a balloon without appreciable loss,

the handling and decanting of gas from one vessel into another speedily and

the operation of captives and airships for long periods exposed to all varia-

tions of weather. The extremes of hot, cold and rainy days were experienced

during the early part of Jvily when the rainstorms even wrecked buildings in

the vicinit}-. Beginning the week of Juh- 4th Mr, ]\Iyers operated a captive

balloon, making a free flight in it in the late afternoon of July 4, landing for

the iiiglit and starting again in the morning. The balloon was in ])ractically
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continuous use during five days without being re-inflated. Since July 6th this

balloon, with others, has been almost continually inflated out of doors exposed

to all weather.

On Monday, July 29, a motor airship was substituted, with which the

same evening a Mr. Coughlin, of Dayton, made several flights to learn its

control. Tuesday evening the same ship made several flights for further prac-

tice. Wednesday the gas from this ship was turned into another of exactly

the same pattern and j\Ir. Coughlin left for Dayton with his ship, where he

will use it for exhibition purposes, the other ship remaining out of doors.

Up to August 2(1 the envelope was still tight. The fierce hail-storm of this

date, no harm to the enA^elope and no gas was lost.

CORRESPONDENCE.
Editor, American Magazine of Aeronautics,

New York City.

Dear Sir:

My work with internal combustion motors has been entirely in con-

nection with automobiles, but the reading of the article on light engines

by Mr. Harry E. Dey in the latest issue of your periodical has brought up
several points, regarding which I desire enlightenment. I realize that motors
for this purpose may be radicalh' dift'erent in design from automobile motors,

for constant instead of varying speed is desired, and the freedom from road
shocks permits the reduction of weight in webs, braces, etc.

The present development of these motors has been due almost entirely

to the growth of the automobile industry, and the makers have devoted a

vast capital of cash and time in the improvement of efficiency. Their goal

Tias been the production of a motor of the greatest power for the least

weight, and T should think that the results of their researches might be taken

as the starting point in the design of a motor for airship work.
An internal combustion motor derives its power from the action of the

heat units contained in the fuel, and the greater the volume of the charge
that is drawn into the cylinder, the greater will be the pressure developed
by its combustion. The compression of the charge is, of course, a great

factor, and the more the charge is compressed the greater will be the pres-

sure developed, for the expansion of the gases will then occur within a more
limited space. The advantage of compression, however, does not lie in this

to the extent that is commonly believed, for its chief importance is that

it provides a means of making the charge more uniform. Tests have shown
that even the best of carburetors furnish a most imperfect mixture, and that

a considerable proportion of the gasoline enters the cylinder, not as vapor,

but as liquid in a finally divided condition. The function of a carburetor is

not the mixing of the air and gasoline, but their proportioning, and the ac-

tion in the cylinder during the compression stroke is depended on to combine
the two elements, and to render the mixture more uniform.

The maker of an automobile engine strives to take into the cylinder

the largest possible charge, and to compress it as highly as is possible with-

out danger of preignition; to reduce the volume of the charge and to com-
press it to a greater extent, as suggested by jNlr. Dey. would be against his

principles. The limit of practical compression for air cooled engines is ac-

cepted as being from 50 to 55 pounds, a higher compression resulting in

preignition. Preignition from high compression results in combustion so

quick as to be almost a detonation, and this is a condition that must be

scrupulously avoided. Combustion by the propagation of the flame, follow-

ing ignition bj^ spark, is comparatively slow, but ignition by high com-
pression occurs in all portions of the charge at practically the same instant,

and the pressure would be developed so suddenly that the piston—or cylinder-

head would probably blow through before the inertia of the piston could

be overcome.
To reduce the volume of the charge taken into the cylinder means the

reduction of the number of heat units available, and a conseciucnt lowering

of the initial explosion pressure; the volume of the charge has nothing to

do with the extent to which it may be compressed without danger of pre-

ignition. Unless the application of an internal combustion engine to the
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propulsion of an air ship contains elements so subtle as to be understood
only b}^ the initiated, the reduction of the charge as a means of increasing
the power would hardh^ seem logical.

The use of an automatic inlet valve as against the mechanically operated
type seems a step backward to one familiar with automobile work, for ex-
perience has shown the necessity of providing a positive mechanism. A
spring cannot be classed as positive, even when it is kept cool; and when it

is enclosed in the inlet pipe, as the spring of an automatic valve must be,

the chances against its remaining in proper adjustment for any length of
time are greatly increased. The action of a mechanicallj^ operated valve is

positive, being controlled by the action of a cam, and by a heavy spring that
is exposed to the cooling action of air currents, and automobile makers are
unanimous in their conclusion that the automatic valve is erratic, difficult

to adjust, liable to stick, and not dependable. It is true that the use of an
automatic valve means a reduction of weight, but it would seem to be at

the expense of safety.

A long connecting rod will increase the efficiency of the engine, but will

also increase the weight. Economy in the use of fuel is desirable, but when
it is obtained at the increase of the weight of the engine it would seem a

doubtful expedient. Greater length of connecting rod results in less piston
side thrust, but this may be obtained with a short rod b}' off-setting the
crank shaft. This reduces the side thrust during the power stroke, while in-

-creasing it on compression, and as the expansion pressure is higher than
compression pressure, the crank shaft may be offset until the side thrust is

equal for the two strokes.
The use of steel for cylinders has been the subject of much experiment,

for its use in place of cast iron in saving of weight and smoothness of sur-

face are obvious; but the difficulties of lubrication and the tendency to lose
a true circular form have precluded its adoption. If the heating were uniform,
it might be a different story, but for cylinders of practical size, the dift"erence

in temperature between the two ends has resulted in twisting and warp-
ing. In this connection, the use of a cast iron piston in a steel cylinder
might be questioned, for the difference in their co-efficients of expansion,
(untempered steel .00001198, cast iron .00001234) would indicate a Habilit}- of
the piston to sieze.

As I have stated, these comments are made from the automobile point
•of view, which prevents the free acceptance of the statements, but if the use
of internal combustion engines for air ship work involves a deviation from
accepted principles, I might suggest that the production of a successful
and reliable motor for the purpose would be facilitated if automobile engine
designers could be informed of the exact requirements.

ROGER B. WHITMAN.
Technical Director, N. Y. School of Automobile Engineers.

Elditor American ^lagazine of Aeronautics:
Will Mr. Samuel A. King, of Philadelphia, kindly let us know through

your columns the dimensions of the balloon he used at ^Minneapolis in Septem-
ber, t8Si.

This balloon was claim.ed to be the largest ever constructed at that time.
It certainly was a beauty, the form being simply perfect from an artistic

standpoint, and it was a most inspiring sight to the fift}' thousand people
that witnessed the ascent.

I have often wondered why this balloon is never mentioned among the
big balloons of the past.

This balloon was filled with hydrogen, and it was the intention to make
the trip from Minneapolis to the Atlantic Ocean. In addition to Mr. King
there were several reporters and a weather man. They became becalmed after
going ahoxit half a dozen miles and descended to camo over night in a cow
pasture half way between ]\Iinneapol's and St. Paul. A gale of wind came up
in the night which lasted nearly a week. This caused them to abandon the trip.

My business at that time took me to Minnehaha Falls every day and I

well remember the appearance from there of the great dome projecting so
far above the tree tops. It was too bad to have a trip that was so well provided
for, and started so auspiciously, spoiled through somebody's fool idea of
camping out for the night on Mother Earth.

HARRY E. DEY.
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NEW AERONAUTIC BOOK.
The Development of Motor Airships in the Twentieth Century, by Major

Gross, the Commander of the Royal Prussian Airship Battalion, illustrated.

The solution of the problem of the dirigibility of airships has been more
nearly approached by the present successful experiments with motor airships

than at any previous period, especially with the Patrie and the Zeppelin.

In this exposition a concise demonstration is given of the progress made with

modern airships, especially the advantages and disadvantages of the present

proposed three types—the rigid Zeppelin, the semi-rigid Lebaudy, and the

pliable Parseval. The book is published by Otto Salle, Berlin, W. 30, price i

]\Iark. Printed in German.

A REMARKABLE COLLECTION OF PRINTS, CUTTINGS, ETC.,
RELATING TO BALLOONS AND AERONAUTICS.

This comprises three volumes of loosely bound pages, 14 x 16 in., on which
tlic items are mounted on one side only, and a portfolio containing about

40 large prints, water-color drawings, lithographs, etc., mounted on cardboard

22 X 15, also a miscellaneous collection of music, posters, caricatures, etc., re-

lating to the subject.

Among the items in the collection are:

Genuine contemporary accounts and illustrations of early experiments and

the first balloon ascents (1783). Six different contemporary illustrations of

Lujiardi's balloon (1784). Portraits of the following: Montgolfier (2 dif-

ferent), Charles (3). Dr. Black (2), Cavallo (2), Lunardi (4), Blanchard (2),

Sadler (2), Garncrin (2), Green, and many others. Colored caricatures by
Rowlandson, Cruikshank, and others. Autograph letters and signatures by

Green, Coxwell, Simmons, Burnaby, etc. Complete illustrated article on

"Aerostation" from Encycl. Londinensis. Many items printed at C. Clark's

private press. ¥\.\\\ illustrated accounts of Lunardi's and Blanchard's ascents

(7S4), Major Money's descent in the sea (1785), Garncrin's parachute (1802),

Cocking's parachute and accident (1837), Hampton's parachute (1839), Nassau

balloon. Monk Mason's airship (1843), Henson's aerial steam carriage (1843),

Co.xwell and Glaisher's ascent (1862), "Le Geant" disaster, Franco-Prussian

war, Arctic propositions. Loss of Mr. Powell (1881), Crossing of Channel

by Burnaby (1882), Baldwin parachute (1888), Maxim's experiments, Lilien-

thal (1893), Andree's Polar balloon, Langley's and Phillips's experiments, etc.

The whole is carefully arranged in chronological order, and forms a

complete history of ballooning and aeronautics from the earliest time to the

twentieth century.

This collection is absolutely unique, and no amount of money would be

likely to secure a similar lot without years of trouble.

It is certainly one of the most complete collections on the subject in

existence. It is now for sale at $600.

AERONAUTICS IN THE CURRENT MAGAZINES.
Everybody's for August contains an exceedingly interesting paper on

"The Mystery of Bird-Flight," by Harold Bolce. The action of the various

birds in rising from the ground, sailing and landing is discussed in a most
sensible way. The article is particularl}^ noteworthy for its photographs.

It is not an exjjosition of a flying machine but a mere statement of curious

facts and to the student of aviation it will provide new ideas.
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AIRSHIP
BALDWIN'S

"CALIFORNIA ARROW"
Patented.

B«Lirsigi

The "CALIFORNIA ARROW" was the first airship, the one from which

all the present airships have been copied, and has made more successful

flights than all the others put together.

I GUARANTEE ALL MY EXHIBITIONS.

Last season, out of 53 starts I returned to the exact starting point

51 times.

ONLY

FLYING

at the

ST LOUIS

EXPOSITION

operated

by

Roy

Knabenshue

ONLY

FLYLNG

i>R«ur»Si

at the

PORTLAND

EXPOSITION

operated

by

Lincoln

Beachy

NOTE.

I have ballooned around the world twice, giving ascensions in almost

every country you can think of, including North and South America, Europe,

Asia, Africa, China, Japan, Australia, New Zealand, etc.

I design and manufacture. Free Balloons, Captive Balloons, Airships,

and in fact everything in the hydrogen line of aeronautics. Information

relative to dates and terms, cheerfully furnished upon request.

Send for my new book "UP IN THE AIR."

Captain Thomas S. Baldwin,

Airsliip "CALIFORNIA ARROW"

Box 78 Madison Square p. O.

New York City.

FOR SALE—Complete Captive Balloon Outfit.

ai'r^Li'-ii

111 answering advertisements please mention this magazine.
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HYDROGEN -TIGHT BHLLOONS

BOOYflNT AIRSHIPS

All sizes from smallest

models of lightest weight

to largest captive or long

voyage vessels with or with-

out motors.

Patent machine var-

nished, hydro gen -proof

fabrics, ready for speedy

J

>^%g^"
I.CT^'^r— x^rJ

j-==^^=-^s con struction

.

Best varnish made.

Patent I13 drogen gas generator s^'stems, complete, all sizes.

Estimates made.

Practical professional advice given.

Largest, most reliable manufactory in America.

Operated 28 years.

140 gas balloons for U. S. Government.

Instructions given. All sorts of experiments conducted.

Only American Institute of Aeronautics.

An}^ kind of gas balloon ascents, captive or free, or air-

ship flights made at any time or place.

CARL E. MYERS,

BALLOON FARM, FRANKFORT, N. Y.

In answering- advertisements please mention this magazine.
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AERONAUTICAL ENGINEER AND CONSTRUCTOR

AERONAUT LEO STEVENS

BALLOONS

CONTRACTOR TO U. S. GOVERNMENT

Box 181, Madison Square, new York

In answering advertisements please mention this magazine.
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The Scientific American
and Scientilic American Supplement

ALL the latest aeronautical information is published in the

Scientific American and Scientific American Supplement.

Correspondents in the leading cities of the world furnish the

latest details of aeronautical progress in their localities. In this

manner the art is covered exhaustively. So far as possible

every article is illustrated with actual photographs of the

machine described.

Nothing of aeronautical importance escapes the Scientific

American or Scientific American Supplement.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES.

UNITED STATES AND MEXICO
Scientific American (weekly) one year _ - _ $3.00

Scientific American Supplement (weekly) one year - 5.00

Scientific American and Supplement - - - 7.00

TO CANADA
Scientific American ---_.. $3.75

Scientific American Supplement - - . . 5.50

Scientific American and Supplement to one address - 8.25

TO FOREIGN COUNTRIES
Scientific American ------ $4.50

Scientific American Supplement - - - - 6,00

Scientific American and Supplement - _ . 9.50

MUNN & CO., Publishers
Scientific American Office

361 BROADWAY, - NEW YORK

In an.swering- advertisements please mention this magazine.



BALLOONING AS A SPORT
BY Major b. Baden Powell.

^ With chapters on recent history, personal experiences, and a guide to the

practice of Ballooning.

^ Illustrated by photographs.

Published by

W. BLACKWOOD &. SON, EDINBURGH and LONDON.
AGENTS FOR AMERICA, AMERICAN MAGAZINE OF AERONAUTICS

Price Postpaid, $1.75

Airships, Balloons, Aeroplanes,
Aerial Screws and Flapping Wing Devices

CAFIEFULLY CONSTRUCTED AFTER DESIGNS OF INVENTORS.

^ I manufacture dirigible balloons on scientific and practical lines with the latest improve-

ments, and guarantee them to fly.

^ French and American Aeronautical Experts Employed.

^ Every facility for thorough tests.

CHARLES J. STROBEL, Aeronautical Concourse
JAMESTOWN EXPOSITION, VIRGINIA

WE BIND MAGAZINES
WE MAKE LOOSE LEAF BINDERS, HOLDERS,

AND RULING SHEETS OUR SPECL^LTY

WE RULE AND BIND SPECIAL
BLANK BOOKS TO ORDER

telephone 3823 Beekman and our representative ivill call

American Blank Book Manufacturing Co.

129 FULTON STREET

NEW YORK
In answering advertisements please mention this magazine.
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GOERZ ANSCHUTZ

Folding Camera

FITTED WITH A

Goerz Teiephoto Lens

is especially adapted for the use of balloonists on account of its light

weight, small size and the superiority of the lens.

Can be focused at the level of the eye, it takes pictures AS WE SEE THEM
which no other camera will do when focusing at the height of the chest.

For time and instantaneous exposures. The official camera of this magazine

WRITE FOR OUR CATALOGUE

C. p. GOERZ AMERICAN OPTICAL CO,

52 E. Union Square, New York. 15 14 Heyworth BIdg., Chicago, III.

BERLIN LONDON PARIS VIENNA

NAVIGATING THE AIR

BY THE SCIENTIFIC AND ACTIVE MEMBERS

OF THE AERO CLUB OF America

An interesting record of the personal experiences of the twenty-

four men most distinguished to-day in the art and science of flying.

TH\T THE PROBLEM OF AERIAL NAVIGATION

HAS AT LAST BEEN SOLVED

is announced by such authorities as Dr. Alexander Graham Bell;

and this book gives for the first time an authentic summary of the

present state of Aeronautics.

?nft nncrps 32 pages of photographs sho-Ming i»i- ^. .p , ..
•*"" pdgCfe, porlant developments in this neiv science. •M-03 POsl paiU

AMERICAN MAGAZINE OF AERONAUTICS

142 WEST 65TH STREET

In answering advertisements please mention this magazine.
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The "SUN" Typewriter No. 2

$40
Modern business methods demand the

use of the typewriter in correspondence.

To gain a man's attention your letter

must be typewritten. Do not waste good

effort in accomplishing nothing with

long hand letters. Show that you mean
business by business-like letters. The

"SUN" suits the need of the inventor,

the merchant, the writer. Let us tell

you about it.

SUN TYPEWRITER COMPANY

317 Broadway = - New York

Rec. ALTITUDE BAROMETERS,
Recording THERMOMETERS,
Recording HYGROMETERS,

STATOSCOPES.
Used bv ALL Aeronauts, here and abroad

Built by M. JULES RICHARD,
Paris, France.

E. H. DUVIVIER,
14 Church Street, New York.

Sole U. S. Rep.
Ollicial Instruments in

Cirordon Uennett R-ace, St. Louis.

Get Your Copy of the

Official Gordon Bennett Race Program

THE OFFICIAL program of the Gordon Bennett Aeronautic Cup contest,

St. Louis, Mo., October 21, 1907, will be in keeping with the magnitude
of the event. It will be an interesting, superbly printed and illustrated

64-page souvenir, containing pictures of the contestants, their aerostats and
of the airships and aeroplanes to be u.sed in subsidiary events, as well as

complete records of the aeronauts and an account of former aeronautic

achievements.
A copy of the official program will be sent to any address in the United

States or Canada on receipt of the price, 25 cents. In quantities of 500 or

over it will be sold at a reduction.

As a circulation of 100,000 is estimated and the rates are low, the

program is a splendid propo.sition for advertisers. Send at once for rates

and reserve space promptly.

THE LESAN-GOULD ADVERTISING & PUBLISHING CO,

ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI::^

REPRESENTING THE AERO Cl,UB OF AMERICA

In answering advertisements please mention this magazine.
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Newmastic Filling

An elastic, resilient material which

replaces air in pneumatic tires, by the

use of which all tire troubles are

ended without losing any of the

advantages of a pneumatic tire.

The Greatest Step

Forward Since the

Pneumatic Tire

was Invented.

Over Six Thousand

in Use—Some as

Long as Four Years

GUARANTEE

Newmastic tires are as

resilient as properly inflated

pneumatic tires, and are

guaranteed under all con-

ditions of heat or cold and

under any weight of car,

so long as the casings re-

main intact.

PATENTED

NEWMASTIC TIRE CO.

Broadway and 68th Street, NEW YORK
TEL. 2457 COLUMBUS. MANUFACTURING BRANCHES—Chicago. St. Louis, Los Angeles

The Company's 1907 Royal Tourist Demonstrating Car equipped

with Newmastic filled tires, completed a trip from New York to

Chicago and return in 1 6 days. It then followed the Glidden

Tour. The Newmastic tires are in perfect shape after 10,000

miles. :: :: :: ::
" " '' '•' ''• ''

See Our Exhibit at the Automobile Show of the Automobile Club

of America, Grand Central Palace, New York, October 24 to 31.

In answering- advertiseuiL iils plea.se mention this magazine.
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THAT PRIZE—ONCE MORE I

It is possible that the Aero Club may merit some of the frequent criticisms that

it is not doing what it might for the advancement of the science to which it is

pletlged.

Of course, as can easily be reasoned by any sensible person, the Club cannot be

expected to avail itself of the countless opportunities to finance the construction of

machines guaranteed by their inventors to fly on half a trial. This would surely

necessitate the assistance of Mr. Bishop's "Croesus."

But it can offer cash prizes for flights, by gasless machines, of ever increasing

distances. The inventor would then have something concrete to aim at and it would

make producers of the many whose energies are now latent for lack of a stimulus.

We trust there is no need of repeating the various conditions now confronting

the inventor of aerial apparatus. We believe these have been quite fully set forth

in previous issues.

We suggest herewith a most feasible plan of securing such a prize, or prizes,—

•

a plan that will appeal to the business man and the capitalist in tlie light of an

actually good investment.

Let us contribute—200 of us—$25.00 each, making a sum of $5000. This will

do nicely as a basis for the future. Offer this to the inventor, in America, who
will first fly a given distance, say, 1000 feet, on condition that in case he wins the

prize, the two hundred contributors to this sum will share a one-fourth interest

in the invention. This gives the capitalist something to show for his investment,

the inventor has a cash return for his labors, and we are ail in shape to form a

working corporation. The outlay of each member of this syndicate is ridiculously

small but the aggregate is fairly large. The inventor gives but a fourth interest

and has a business basis upon which to work. If one member wishes to subscribe

for more than one share, that is his privilege.
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There are several machines now buihling or l)uilt in this country which give

promise of results. There may be some of wJiich we do not know. Of course, it is

understood tliat this is not open to the Wright Brothers.

We want to appeal to our readers and ask tlieir suggestions. Now is the time

—

not to-morrow. We have mentioned this idea to several of our friends who are glad

to aid. To make a definite start, we add their names.

American Magazine of Aeronautics.

Lee S. Burridge.

Wilbur B. Kimball.

Octave Chanute.

Thos. G. W^ashburn.

A. L. Westgard.

Alan E. Hawley.
Williaui IlawJey.

Oeorge M. Kirkner.

Dr. C. T. Adams.
Chas. Jerojue Edwards.

GORDON BENNETT RACE.

On October 21, at Saint Louis, f(n- the second time since its offering, some of

the best balloonists in tlie world will compete for the Gordon Bennett International

Aeronautic Cup.

This now most famous of all ballooning trophies was given, in IDOG, by Mr.

James Gordon Bennett, the proprietor of the Neiv Yorh Herald, whose gift to the

automobile world has done so much to stimulate the sport of automobile racing.

Up to September 'MK lOOfi, there had not l)een an actual "international'' balloon race.

Many had been so called but it re-

mained for Mr. Bennett to give to

balloon racing a truly international

aspect.

This cup, of the value of $2,500.

and '$2,oOO in cash in addition, was
placed in tlie custody, for the time

being, of the Aero Club of France
and was contested for the first time

at Paris, September 30, 1906. Again
this year Mr. Bennett generously

provides $3,500 in cash to the win-

ner, besides the cup. Supplemen-
tary cash prizes to the extent of

$3,500 are offered by the Aero Club
of St. Louis to those contestants

finishino- second, tbirrl. fourth and
(iftli.(GORDON HENNETT INTERNATIONAL AERONAUTIC CDl'.

La.st Year's Race.

There are few wdio do not know the slury of Lieutenant Frank P. Lahm's vic-

loiT with Major Henry B. Hersey over fifteen of the most skillful pilots in Europe:
how, starting twelfth from the park at St. Cloud, they crossed the English Channel
by night, not knowing whether the wind would change and blow them out to sea;

on over the English towns and villages almost to Scotland, landing finallv at

Fyling Dales, a distance of a little over four hundred miles.
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LIEUT. FRANK P. LAHM.

Lieutenant Lahm was born at Mansfield, Oliio, November 17, 1877, entered

West Point in Jnne, 1897, and became a lieutenant of cavalry. After two years'

campaign in the Philippines the young officer was detailed, in 1903, as instructor

of French again at West Point. He joined

the Aero Club of America but before he had

an opportunity to make an ascension under

its auspices was sent to the French cavalry

school at Saumur, France, as foreign attache.

There, under the tutelage of his father, a

veteran aeronaut, he made many ascents and

qualided as a pilot of the Aero Club of

France.

When the Gordon Bennett race was an-

nnunced. the Aero Club of America immed-
iately l)egan to look for its champions. The
short s])aee of time prevented anyone from

going from here and Lieutenant Lahm and
Santos Dumont were named by cable to

represent the Aero Club of America.

At the last moment before the start, Charles Levee, who was to acompany the

Lieutenant, was forced to withdraw and it looked as though he would have to go

alone. But Major Hersey, of tlie Wellman expedition and at one time attached to

the I". S. Weather Bureau, offered his services as aide just in the nick of time.

That they were accepted with the greatest of pleasure you can be assured.

It was five o'clock when the start was made in the "United States," a l^alloon

belonging to Mr. Frank S. Lahm, Lieutenant Lahm's father. At eight o'clock it

began to grow dark and lights twinkled in the little French villages near the coast.

The cross-channel trip cannot be told better than by the Lieutenant himself and we

quote his description from "Xavigating the Air:"

"At seventeen minutes past 11 p. m. we slipped quietly out over the English

Channel, the end of the guide-rope just off the water, and began the second and

most interesting part of our trip. Our direction on reaching the Channel would

have taken us out to the southwestern extremity of England, but again the wind

veered and we were traveling Avest of north.

"To describe the beauty of the Channel crossing would require the pen of a

master. With a full moon shining overhead, an almost cloudless sky, the balmy air,

and, except for the gentle breaking of the waves beneath us, not a sound to disturb

the perfect calm, nothing could be more charming, nothing more delightful. With

occasional reference to the compass and North Star, we knew our direction was

good, so had no uneasiness on that score. Sitting on the bottom of the car on the

ballast bags, occasionally looking over to see if the guide-rope was clear of the

water, if not, throwing out a scoopful of sand to send us up a few feet, we quietly

ate our long-postponed dinner of sandwiches, chicken, eggs, fruit, coffee and other

good things which we had laid in before starting. Once a little sailing vessel

slipped under us and disappeared in the night. This was the only sign of life we

saw in the Channel. The revolving light on the coast at Havre was on our right

at the start, but we soon left it behind.

"At 2.30 a. m. a revolving light ai)peared ahead of us, and we knew we were ap-

proaching the English shore. On coming closer we were al)le to recognize that this

light was on a light-ship. An hour later we were over the terra firma of old Eng-

land. Soon afterward the lights of a large city appeared on our left. We knew

this must be Chichester, in the county of Sussex.

"Then the friendly moon deserted us, and heavy mists covered u]) tlie hnvlands, so

that we lost sight of the earth, catching only an occasional glimpse of tlie l)lack tops
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of the trees under the end of the guide-rope. The first color of dawn showed itself

in the east before five o'clock, but due to the mist and fog, it was past six before we

were able to distinguish clearly the ground beneath us. We were forcibly impressed

with the fact that the English farmer is not an early riser, for the loud and con-

tinued shouts of my companion did not bring forth a response imtil past seven.

Then we learned that we had crossed the counties of Sussex and Hampshire in the

fog, and were then over Berkshire.

"All morning we journeyed up over England, past Warwick Castle, past Strat-

ford-on-Avon. Then the warm sun came out, heating and expanding the gas in

the balloon and carrying us higher and higher in the air.

"At two o'clock in the afternoon we had reached an altitude of 10,000 feet.

As we rose higher, our direction changed to east of north. From the direction of

clouds at a lower level than ourselves, and of the smoke at the ground, we knew

that the lower currents of air would take us farther to the west, so we started down

in the hope of being able to change our direction sufficiently to take us into Scot-

land. A few minutes more brought us to the brown and barren moors, and then

the coast of the North Sea loomed up straight ahead of us. It was necessary to

hasten the descent, so I opened the valve and allowed a good supply of gas to

escape. Down we came until the guide-rope was trailing on the moors. We knew

it was just a question of minutes until we should be at sea; but as the wind had

changed slightly, we hoped to continue long enough to reach a more settled district,

and possibly a railroad station. A few minutes more and we had reached the edge

of the moors; then a little railroad appeared to the right, running along the coast.

Another minute and a small station was in sight. A farm-house ahead looked in-

viting, so w^e decided to land. But I had overestimated the gripping power of my
anchor, for on striking the ground it tore up a little sod, then let go, and the wind

carried us on. A stone wall served only to twist the shank of the anchor.

"Finally, due to the loss of gas, the car struck the ground in a field a half mile

past the house, jumped up just high enough to clear a stone wall, came down again,

turned on its side, dragged a few yards after the tugging balloon, then stopped.

On striking the second time, I pulled the "rip cord" which tears a large strip out

of the top of the balloon. The gas rushed out, and our good steed which had car-

ried us so many miles lost his strength and lay stretched out on the meadow, a flat

and empty bag."

Thus was won for America this magnificent cup. The other representative,

Santos Dumont, fell by the wayside after having covered some eighty-seven miles.

This Year's Race.

Unfortunately, Lieutenant Lahm, America's first choice, will be unable to com-

pete at St. Louis and it is expected that Major Henry B. Hersey, his alternate, will

take his place. It is also regrettable that there will be l)ut nine balloons in the

coming contest. Spain had entered two balloons, as well as Italy, but on account

of their not technically complying with the rules regarding the entries the Federa-

tion saw fit to bar them from this contest. Of course, the small number of com-
petitors adds greatly to the chances of each but our own contestants have been most
anxious that the number of starters should be as large as possible and have expressed

their regrets that the love of sport did not weigh somewhat in judging the irregular

entries. Switzerland, also, desired to compete but was late in making up her mind.
It might be suggested that the date for the closing of entries be advanced from Feb-

ruary in each year to a month or two later.

The contestants this year are as follows

:

America—Aero Club of America. Major Henry B. Hersey in the "United
States," 2,100 cubic metres capacity; Alan E. Hawley in the "St. Louis," 3,200
cubic metres; J. C. McCoy in the "America,"of 2,200 cubic metres. Augustus Post
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Griffith Brewer and the Hon.

will accompany Mr. Hawley and with Mr. McCoy will ijo Captain Chas. De F.

Chandler.

England—Aero Club of the United Kingdom.
Lieutenant Claud Brabazon in the balloon "Lo-

tus II," of 2,150 cubic metres. This is the same
balloon as was used by Santos Dumont in last

year's race, having been revarnished and re-

paired.

Germany—Deutscher Luftschiffer-Verband.

Oscar Erbsloh in the "Pommern,'' 2,200 cubic

metres; Captain Hugo von Abercron and Hans
Hiedemann in the "Dusseldorf,"' of 2,250 cubic

metres; Paul Meckel in the "Tschudi,"' of 1,300

cubic metres.

France—Aero Club of France. Alfred

Leblanc and M. Mix; Bene Gasnier and Chas.

Levee. The names of the balloons are not yet

known.

The balloons "United States," "Pommern,"
"Lotus 11" and the "Diisseldorf" were partici-

pating balloons last year. Major Hersey was
companion to Lieutenant Lahm, Griffith Brewer

was companion to Frank H. Butler and Erbsloh

was companion to Abercron in last year's race.

The only American made balloon in the race

is that of J. C. McCoy, manufactured by A. Leo

Stevens. ALAN R. HAWLEY.

All honor to Mr. Bennett, the Aero Club of America, and the competitors L

MAJ. HENRY B. HERSEY. J. C. MCCOY.
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Arrangements.

A special Contest Committee has been appointed to judge the contest as follows

:

Cortlandt Field Bishop, Samuel H. Valentine,

Maurice Mallet, L. D. Dozier,

Augustus Post, Frank S. I.ahm,

Chas. Jerome Edwards, Chas. J. Glidden.

Captain Hildel)randt will supervise the inflation of the German balloons,

Maurice Mallet the French and A. Leo Stevens the American.

The start will take place in Forest Park, where special pipes have been laid,

viewing stands erected and everything possible done to make the affair pass off

smoothly-.

Most of those who go to St. Louis will take the "Southwestern Limited'"

of the New York Central, leaving at 2 :00 p. m., Thursday, October 17, arriving

at St. Louis the following day at 5 :00 o'clock p. m. This train is equipped with

Pullman observation cars, buffet-library, smoking car, dining car, barber shop,

stenographer and maid.

The field instruments for the use of the Contestants have been loaned to the

Aero Club of America by M. Jules Eichard.

Subsidiary Contests.

At the same time, the Lahm Cup, offered by the Aero Clul) of America, is avail-

able for competition, to be awarded to the competitor of affiliated clubs who in

America exceeds Lieutenant Lahm's record of 402 miles.

The Aero Clul) of St. Louis will hold on the following dav, October 22, con-

tests between dirigible motor balloons and between "gasless" flying machines, $5,000
in cash being offered in prizes. Full details and rules have been published in this

magazine in previous numbers. The Scientific American trophy is available for

competition. ~,

FLYING MACHINE AND AIRSHIP COMPETITIONS AT ST. LOUIS.

For the first time in history, so far as we know, there is expected to be actual

"races" between gasless flying machines at St. Louis. At least two have actually

entered machines : Mr. H. C. Gammeter, of Cleveland, with an orthopter, and S. Y.
Beach, of the Scientific American, with an aeroplane. Mr. Beach is trying his best

to finish the machine in time and it is the hope of everyone that it will be possible

for him to be present.

Messrs. Baldwin, Strobel and Cromwell Dixon, the fourteen-year-old boy who
recently constructed and successfully flew a small airship, have announced their

intention of competing for the dirigible prizes.

These competitions will occur on Tuesday, October 22, the day after the start

of the Gordon Bennett, under the auspices and control of the Aero Club of St.

Louis. $2000 cash goes to the winner and $500 to the contestant winning second

place in each of the two types of contests. A three-quarter mile course is provided
for the airships and a fliglit of one hundred feet must be made by the heavier-than-

air machines in order to be eligible to the prizes.

AERO CLUB OF AMERICA.
New Members.

P. F. Fletcher, Xewport, P. I.

G. H. Curtiss, Hammonds'port, X. Y.
Hon. James M. Beck, 47 E. 64th St., New York.
H. C. Gammeter, Cleveland, 0.

Alliert C. Triaca, 14G W. 5r,th St., New York.
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September Ascensions.

Sept. 5.—Colonel and Mrs. Fleischniann and A. Leo Stevens in the Stevens 21,

1000 cubic metres, at Xorth Adams. The balloon moved slowiy up the valley over

Stamford, Yt. At Hartwellville it disappeared in the clouds. The landing was at

Meriden, IST. H., 127 miles. Time in the air, 4% hours.

Sept. 15.-—Charles J. Glidden and M. Leon Barthou, of the French Ministry of

Public Works, in the Aero Club Xo. 2, 1550 cubic metres, at St. Cloud, 11:46 a. m.
Descent between Yevre-le-Chatel and Yevre-la-Yille, near Pithiviers, at 3 :4() p. m.
Highest altitude, 9266 feet. Distance 52 miles. This was ilr. Glidden's first "run"
in the air.

Sept. 21.—Captain Charles De F. Chandler and J. C. McCoy in the Army
No. 10 at Washington, D. C. Descent at Harmon, 9 miles from Baltimore. Time
in the air 21/^ hours. Altitude reached, 4000 feet.

Sept. 30.—Captain Chandler and J. C. JMcCoy in the Army No. 10, at \Yash-

ington, D. C. Landing at Princess Anne, Md. Crossed over Chesapeake Bay
during flight. Distance 26.5 miles.

Membership Cards.

Membership cards for 190T are l)eing issued to members in good standing.

International Race.

Members are urged to take upon themselves individually to aid in every way
possible to make the visit of our foreign colleagues a pleasant and enjoyable one

and are requested to come to the C*lub as often as possible. The club is open every

evening. Monday and Friday nights are special "Clul) Nights'' and there is always

a goodly number present. Those intending to visit St. Louis at the time of the race

should send in their names at once in order that proper arrangements can lie made.

THIRD ANNUAL EXHIBITION.

The Aero Clul) of America will again this year join hands witli the Automobile

Club of America and hold its Third Annual Exhibition of aeronautic apparatus at

G-rand Central Palace, New Y'ork, Octol)er 24-31.

On account of the aeronautic exhibit at Jamestown it was thought tliat it might

be difficult to arrange a successful exhil)ition, but the Club has met with agreeable

surprises and it is not unlikely that this one will surpass the two previous. In ad-

dition, it has l)een possible to obtain all the exhibits from Jamestown.

Among the exhibits will be found the following: Balloons—Xirvana of Dr.

Julian P. Thomas, Initial of Alfred N. Chandler, America of J. C. McCov, Psyche

of J. C. McCoy, St. Louis of Alan P. Hawley. Tlic America and St. Louis are

competing l)alloons in the International Pace. It is also expected to have on ex-

hibition the balloons of the foreign contestants in tliis race. Dirigible Balloons—
Santos Dumont No. 9, Smithsonian Institution; the California Arrow, Captain

Thos. S. Baldwin; one from Charles J. Strobel ; New York, Di'. 'I'honias; two
from Capt. T. T. Lovelace; No. 23 of Carl E. ^Mycrs. Aevonaulir Motors—Aero &
Marine Motor Co., G. H. Curtiss Mfg. Co., Prospect Motor Co., the famous Antoi-

nette motor from Adams Mfg. Co. Full Sized Flying Machines—Orthopter of H. C.

Gammeter, Aeroplane of S. Y. Beach, W. M. Keil's gliding machine. Models—Air-

ship, C. Buschner; kite balloon and regulation l)alloon, August Piedinger; airship,

Peter Tkatchenko; aeroplane, A. Y. Wilson; glider, Louis H. Hall; flying uiachine,

Carl Hartnum; flying paper models, William Morgan; S-wing aeroplane, William
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A. Eddy; flying model helicopter, AV. E. Kimball. Fabrics—Contiuental

Caoutchouc Co. Kites—Henry Eodemyer, C. S. Wardwell, Silas J. Conyne. Mis-

cellaneous—Bearings, Wm. J. Brewer, C.E.
;
propellers, Carl Hartman; drawings

and photographs of proposed machines
;
i^hotographs of various balloons and air-

ships, aerial photographs, etc. ; model electric advertising balloon, Lord Electric

Co.; balloon wireless outfit; an educational exhibit of the American Magazine of

Aeronautics; balloon cameras, lenses., etc., C. P. Goerz, American Optical Co. Ex-
hibits are constantly coming in and the list will be considerably longer by October

24. Moving pictures of the International Eace will be shown daily during the Show
on the same floor.

The Aero Club has l)cen favored this year in obtaining the third floor of the

Palace instead of being placed near the roof as last year, thus avoiding the crush

and annoyances connected with the viewing of the exhibits in 1906.

JAMESTOWN AERONAUTICAL CONGRESS.

On October 38-29 there will assemble in the Aeronautic Building at the

Jamestown Exposition a notable gathering, for the purpose of presenting papers

on the work of the past aeronautical year. It is regrettable that the unfortunate

management of this Exposition should have prevented the elaborate plans from
being carried out in their entirety. The lack of exhibits has been one result. Of
balloon ascensions there have been but two, and a half dozen dirigible flights. To
obtain a special building for this particular brancli of science, however, was con-

siderable of a thing and we have not been too much discouraged.

The committee has been favored thus far with the following papers:

"The Best Inclinations for the Surfaces and Propeller Shafts of Dynamical
Apparatus," by T. W. K. Clarke, Assoc. M. Inst. C. E.

"Principles Involved in the Formation of Wing Surfaces and the Plienomenon
of Soaring," by J. J. Montgomery, Ph.D.

"The Navigation of the Air," by Israel Lancaster.

"Experiments With Model Flying Machine," by Edward W. Sniith.

Promised and to be received are the following papers:

"A Device for Extending the Area of Weather Eeports," and "Lightning in

its Eelation to Aeronautics," by Professor Alexander G. McAdie, U. S. Weather
Bureau, at San Francisco.

"The Use of the Gvroscope in Flying Machines," by Lieut. Eobert Henderson,
Chief Engineer of the "U. S. S. "Missouri."

"On the First Observations with Sounding Balloons in America Obtained by
the Blue Hill Observatory in 1904-7 at St. Louis," by Professor A. Lawrence Eotch,

Director of Blue Hill Oljservatory.

"Kite Experiments and Observations at Mt. Weather," by Dr. W. J. Hum-
phreys, Director.

A paper by Mr. S. P. Fergusson, of Blue Hill Observatory.

SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN CUP COMPETITION.

It was hoped to have a contest for this cup at Jamestown on September 14th and
there were a number there to witness the trials. Owing to the incompleteness of
the machines it was not possible to have the tests. There is now no date set but it

can be competed for at any time upon due notice under the rules.
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THE PREPARATORY SCHOOL FOR MILITARY AERONAUTS.

FOUNDED BY L'AERONAUTIQUE CLUB DE FRANCE.

By M. J. Sauniere, President.

It was in tlie year 1794 that the Committee of Puhlic Welfare thought to utilize

captive balloons, upon the suggestion of M. Guyton de Morveau, to observe the move-

ments of the enemy upon a battlefield.

The first trial was made l)y M. Coutelle witli tlie first company of military bal-

loonists during the siege of Maubeuge, since when it was tried by Charleroi at the

battle of Fleurus, of

illustrious m e m o r y ,

when he transported

h i s inflated balloon,

and in the year follow-

ing assisted at the
siege of Mayence. In

1815 Carnot recon-

noitred at Anvers.

Notwithstanding
the indisputable
services rendered
l)y captive balloons in

these various instances,

it was necessary for the

events of 1870, where
the aerial post ren-

dered well-known serv-

ices, in order that, in

1874, the study of

m i 1 i t a r y balloon-

ing should be taken up
seriously.

It was then that

the founding of the es-

tablishment of Chal-

ais-Meudon, under the

instructions of the re-

gretted Colonel Een-
ard, was accomplished
and the complete cre-

ation of the system
still in use.

Today, for the re-

quirements of instruc-

tion, four companies of

balloonists, distribut-

ed for four years in

the different garrisons

FRENCH CAPTIVE BALLOON.
^f thc rCgimeUtS of thC

engineers, are com-
bined under the orders of Commander Aron, in the same battalion stationed at

Versailles, where there is a park complete with slied and np]iaratus for the making
of hydrogen.

At Chalais-Meudon is found the Laboratory of research for experimenting in
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connection with military ballooning and the central headquarters for supplies in

this connection.

The course of instruction is very complex, because, outside of ballooning, me-
ichanics, and the making of the gas, it comprehends necessarily the school of the

soldier and the main ideas of the work of the sapper, mines, fortifications and prac-

tical lu'idge making in the engineering corps. Pushing aside the difficulties which

are presented under these conditions, the instruction of such a balloon corps, it

seemed to the founder of the Aeronautique Club de France that a special prepara-

tion for young men desiring to enter service in this branch of the army could be

easily (U'ganized. There was then created the Preparatory School for Military Bal-

loonists, now seven years old.

The assistance which this institution has been to the Army could not be better

stated than in the words of the first conmiander of the balloon battalion, Lieut. Col.

Hirscliauer: "The preparatory school of the Aeronautique Club is the nursery of the

under officers of my battalion."

Instruction is given the young men in evening classes. The pupils are recruited

from all professions and belong to all classes of society and they may follow the

course without interfering with regular occupation. The professors, members of the

Aeronautique Club, have given for the most part, their services to the engineers in the

balloon department and are old pupils of the school, possessing all the qualities neces-

sary to ably conduct the patriotic work which is entrusted to them and of which

they acquit themselves with the greatest disinterestedness and most complete de-

votion.

The matters taught are relative to the construction and varnishing of the bal-

loons, their handling, management, the manufacture and the properties of the

gas, and the use of the instruments for making observations. The practice compre-

hends the process of filling the balloon with gas, sewing and rope making necessary

in the construction and repairing of balloons.

^Moreover all the pupils are compelled to practice gunnery and at long distance,

(in 1906 more than 15,000 cartridges were fired).

This program completely realized ]iermits not only the preparing of future mili-

tary l)alloon experts but also of developing a taste for aeronautics and creating

young men who could become on their return to service, capable aeronauts, having

had real balloon practice.

The patriotic work of the Aeronautique Club is then of double value compared

with a work essentially commonplace?
But all the young men who follow the course during the year which preceded

theii- departure to their regiment have not ])rofited equally by the lessons received

and a selection is made by means of examinations which they are made to undergo

by a commission of officers appointed l)y the Minister of War and the pupils who

have the best notes are put into a company of aeronautical engineers for a two years'

service.

The importance of the school grows daily but not too rapidly, as aerostation

seems sure to play in future wars a part of considerable..importanco by the presence

of a new element of offense and defense, the dirigible balloon.

In the near future a French aerial fleet will be a reality, thanks to the balloons

of Engineer Guillot, and one may be sure that the pupils of the Preparatory School

of Military Aeronauts founded by the Aeronauti(iue Clul) of France will form the

best corps of its forces.
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THE ANTOINETTE AEROPLANE.

The Atitomobile.

At the Lein ship-

yards in Perreux there

is under construction

a new aeroplane called

the "Antoinette,;' the

desiii'n of Capt.Ferber

and ^I. Levavasseur,

the maker of the motor

laiown by that name.

It is unique by reason

of the fact that no

wires are used to ob-

tain rigidity.

It is shaped like a

long fish, with a tri-

angular section back-

bone of aluminum.

Placed above at tbe

head is a central

plane at the lateral ex-

tremities of which are

two smaller planes,

the same triangular

system of construc-

tion being employed.

These two smaller

planes are movable
for the purposes of

elevation and depres-

sion,

the tail

machine
or left.

A rudder at

guides the

to the right

The entire

apparatus, witli a 100
THE ANTOINETTE AEROPLANE.

The Automobile.

h.p. 100 kilog.

Antoinette motor will

weigh, witli the oper-

ator. Captain Ferber

himself, not more than

:)0() kg. (1.100 lbs.).

The propeller is 7.87

feet in diameter. It

is expected to be fin-

ished within a few

weeks.

The picture shown
is that of the model

which, it is stated,

has flown very suc-

cessfully.
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THE GAMMETER ORTHOPTER.

By H, C. Gammeter.

For several years past I have made a very careful study of the principles of

aerial navigation and have kept in close touch with the experiments of such men as

Langley, Maxim, Manly and others, besides devoting most of the past Winter in

Florida studying bird flight. In this field alone much might be written but as

space is limited I will say that my conclusions were, that as Nature exemplifies the

highest type of perfection, I deemed it advisable to copy it as near as practicable for

a beginning and thereafter modify it to suit conditions.

The wonderful lifting power of movable wings impressed me very favorably

and appealed very strongly, especially as a means of arising, hovering and alighting.

In my first experiment I shall depend entirely upon the wings, both for lifting and
propulsion, as of course you will observe that the wings liave rigid anterior and

flexible posterior edges which latter act as propellers both in tlic up and down
strokes.

The form of the wings is a close copy of Nature except tlic outer three-fifths

Photos by Moore & Brackelt, Cleveland, O.

which are valvular, greatly reducing resistance on the up stroke, and, owing to the

angle they take when open assist in propelling.

The feature in which my efforts have been exceedingly successful is the trans-

mission which is not only exceedingly light and strong but very simple and re-

duces friction to a minimum. This consists of a light 20 inch gear of manganese
bronze (preferably steel) containing a ball race cut into its face, leaving teeth upon
both sides. This in turn revolves within a rigid split ring held in the frame of the

machine and contains a corresponding groove for the balls. This ring at the bottom
contains the bearing for a pinion from the clutch which latter is of an internal cone
type and controlled by means of a lever adjacent to the steering wheel.

The connecting rods to wings connect to gear from opposite sides and clear the

horizontal supports of ring. The wings are hinged at two points to the tubular

frame 30 inches apart, from which two diagonals meet the braces from bamboo
members and converge at a point in line with connecting rods. Thus it will be

seen that the thrust of one wing is virtually in line with that of the other, permit-
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ting a strong, light and ideal construction. This has been a stumbling block to

many who believed in the superiority of flapping wings.

Only one rudder will at first be used, balanced and horizontal, and controlled by

means of a cable to steering wheel, which latter also contains throttle lever and

spark advance as in an automobile. The body of the machine is of steel tubing 16 to

22 gauge, while the wings are of bamboo covered with Japanese silk.

Although the last mentioned, yet foremost all through my experiments is the

matter of stability. This important subject, without the complete mastery of which

aerial navigation can never succeed, has been the great difficulty in all attempts thus

far made and when success was finally achieved by Langley it was only after many
discouraging failures which, of course, could not be made in a man-carrying ma-
chine. My first object was to obtain stability by means of a low center of gravity;

means for shifting the weight of operator; and by keeping the area of planes as

small as possible to eliminate the danger from wind gusts. More important per-

haps than either of these is placing a horizontal flywheel in the center of the plane

(this is to be enclosed). It is remarkable the amount of resistance this wheel at

1500 r.p.m. affords against a sudden change in any direction. After a careful

study of the true gyroscope I abandoned it as being entirely too complex.

Provision is also made for a propeller but merely to test its efficiency, as I do not

think I shall use it unless it is deemed desirable to do so after being thoroughly

launched in the air, in which event the wings may be held stationary and propeller

used.

Dimensions: width 30 feet, tip to tip; length 12 feet, including rudder; area

of body, including rudder, 48 square feet; area of wings, 154 square feet; total

area 202 square feet. Weight: 290 pounds including flywheel and fuel; 440 pounds
complete with operator. Engine: 7 h.p. Curtiss; weight 50 pounds, 70 pounds with

clutcli; speed 1200 r.p.m.; speed of wings 75 per minute.

Tests. Owing to illness I had to defer outside tests but shall probably . take

them up again next week. Tests made inside of building showed very encouraging
results. At 75 beats per minute the machine was lifted clear of the floor when the

clutch was thrown in but failed to do so thereafter owing to confined area and lost

inertia of air. Wlien suspended, the machine showed approximate forward pull of

24 pounds. Transmission worked perfectly but bamboo is not as strong as it should

be, owing to being softened in steaming and bending. This necessitated piano wire

stays above.

THE INTERNATIONAL AERONAUTIC CONFERENCE AT
BRUSSELS.

The International Aeronautic Federation, organized on October 14, 1905, in

Paris, to formulate laws to govern bailoon races, trials of dirigibles and flying

machines, met this year in Brussels, September 12. To this conference the

American delegates were Messrs. Cortlandt Field Bishop and Frank S. Lahm.

Little business was transacted and the affair took the aspect of a social gather-

ing. On the 14th the delegates went to Antwerp where they were shown over the

Military Balloon Establishment. In the evening they were entertained at a ban-

quet given by the Belgian Aero Club.

Sunday afternoon occurred the start of the international race which was won
by Oscar Erbsloh, one of Germany's representatives in the Gordon Bennett at St.

Louis. The distance made by him was 603 miles.

The next congress of the I. A. F. will be held in England.
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SOME CONSIDERATIONS OF THE HELICOPTER.

By M. Paul Cornu.

In the March number of La Revue de I'Aviation there appeared an interesting paper on the subject of
the aeroplane by M. Armengaud. In this article he criticised the helicopter type of machine and the April
number of the same esteemed journal contained an answer to the remarks by M. Paul Cornu.

It will be remembered that in- 1906 ]M. Cornu conducted some experiments in which a small model
was arranged to run along, and be checked in its rise, a telescopic rod which allowed it to rise about 6.5
feet. The machine elevated itself in the air most satisfactorily and maintained a steady course. It was
driven by a 2 hp. motor which actually developed 1.5 hp. and the weight of the machine was nearly 31 lbs.

By request we reprint below M. Cornu's reply.

"We note a few objections relative to the helicopters to which we think we can

answer, having constructed a number of devices with motors which have given very

encouraging results, since they have lifted and operated under their oa\ti power,

these experiments having been publicly noted and recorded in the Eevue de I'Avi-

ation. We are completing at this moment the construction of a model of this kind

with a 24-h.p, Antoinette motor,

"M. Armengaud doubts that one can obtain as good results with the helicopter

since there have not been worked out efficient propellers. This is the experience

with all helicopters and is causing further experiments. Nevertheless, the plan must
not be condemned for that, for the best propeller can certainly be found.

"In the course of this article the writer (Armengaud) demonstrates the superi-

ority of the aeroplane over the helicopter through this example: the 50-h.p. motor

of M. Santos acting upon the propeller gives a lifting force of l-io kilograms

(319.65 lbs.) only, while the same motor driving an aeroplane sustains 300 kilo-

grams (661.38 lbs.).

"Accordmg to this argument, the aeroplane forms a multiplier and this expiains'

the difference; but if this multiplier were applied to the same propeller, that is to

say, by giving a suitable pitch and proper dimensions, we can feel assured in de-

pending not on a theory, but on a personal experiment, that the same motor of 50 h.p..

would have lifted not 300 but 400 kilogi-ams. Objection will be made that the aero-

plane gives at the same time forward motion in addition to sustaining power, but

with our helicopters we obtain equal propulsion without the loss of any new force.

In the aeroplane the sustaining force is a consequence of the propulsion, while in the

helicopter it is the propulsion which is the consequence of the sustaining force, and
in addition we have natural stability which is so deficient in the aeroplane.

"If the aeroplane were actually superior to the helicopter nothing will prove that

the latter will not catch up for the time lost, the former being merely ahead at the

present time.

"In the automobile art it was the steam carriage which won all the first races,

but this did not prevent them from being badly beaten by the gasolene engine. Per-

haps it may be the same in aerial navigation. Between the aeroplane and the heli-

copter we believe all the more in the success of the latter, in that it is exempt from

the difficulties of starting and landing, and has far more natural equilibrium.

"Progress is too often delayed by prejudices and false theories. Very often it has

been said by even experienced investigators in the art. 'In the ])resent state of air

navigation the helicopter is impossible,' but the 'actual state of the science' the inves-

tigators nearly always (as well said by M. Archdeacon) modify it every da}^, and

what appears a_dream today can actually be the reality of tomorrow; besides, a num-,

ber of encouraging features have been written us by a number of mechanics who,

like ourselves, see in the helicopter the true mechanical solution of the problem, of

aerial navigation. An important communication has been made on tliis subject to'

the Academy of Sciences at Athens by the Naval Lieutenant Tsouchlas and Artillery

Lieutenant iffakavas who both conclude in favor of the helicopter."
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FARMAN AEROPLANE.

This has now been completed by Messrs. Yoisin. The total surface is 559

square feet, measuring 32.8 feet in length by 33.456 feet in width. A 50-h. p.

Automotor Journal.

motor drives a propeller G.89 feet in diameter by 3.61 feet pitch. Total weight is

1100 pounds. You will note the curved planes and the large 2-plane horizontal

rudder in front (right of photograph).

DE LA VAULX AEROPLANE.

In view of la Yaulx's statements that the gasless machine is impracticable, many

will watch with more than ordinary interest the results of his experiments with this

type of machine.

A main framework of rectangular section, 22 feet long, has been erected in the

.general form of a torpedo. Extending out-

wards on both sides and up is a rectangu-

lar plane, from the lateral extiemities of

which extend two other planes, the spread

over all measuring 49 feet and provides

437 square feet of supporting surface.

Nearly one half of the length of the main

framework projects out beyond the front

edge of the plane surface. Stretching out

behind are two rods carrying the horizon-

tal rudder. Above the horizontal plane

is the vertical rudder. The single engine

drives two 6-foot propellers located on long-

itudinal spindles above the middle plane.

There are three masts,two at the junction

of the central plane and the side wings,

and one forming the axis of the vertical rudder. The surfaces are stayed by steel

wires converging at the tops of the masts. The total weight of 880 pounds dis-

tributed as follows—body of machine 220 pounds, the aeronaut 220, the engine 154,

fuel and water 110, parts and accessories 176 pounds.

I^M/Tf
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THE BRITISH MILITARY AIRSHIP.

France and Germany may now have a worthy rival in the aeronautic accomplish-

ments of the first dirigible to be designed for war purposes by the English Govern-

ment. While the first flight revealed numerous slips in judgment, still none that

cannot be remedied.

The first trial was made (m September 10, with Colonel Capper, Mr. Cody, an

American of kite fame, and Captain King as passengers. The ship rose to the end

of the rope, 150 feet several times and was pulled down each time in order to

ascertain the force of the wind. Then it was allowed to rise to the height of about

400 feet and maneouvre over a distance of half a mile. x\fter fifteen minutes work
the belt driving the fan broke and a descent was made. In the afternoon a second

trial took place in the presence of Colonel Templar, a couple of the wings having

been removed. In trying to maneouvre too close to the ground the ship lurched and

Tjte Cst^

bent the framework somewhat. At five o'clock a third trial was made against the

increasing wind and proved quite satisfactory.

Exact figures have been difficult to obtain and the length of the envelope is

given as anywhere from 80 to 110 feet. The characteristics of the airship are as

follows; blunt sausage-shaped 60,000 cubic foot bag of goldbeaters skin, having a

diameter of 30 feet, encircled by four broad white silken bands which, with the net,

support the triple framework; the space between the car and the envelope, 30 feet;

a canvas covered, canoe shaped metal frame forms the 30-foot car, in the front

of which is placed an 8 cylinder "V" motor driving by belts over wire spoked pul-

ley wheels the two 10-foot 2-bladed propellers supported by a tubular girder ex-

tending crossways through the car ; the motor is high up above the forward part

so that the wire spoked flywheel is about in the center of the car. The torj^edo

shaped gasolene tanks are placed above on an intermediate framework; automatic

device for regulating pressure in envelopes; the large hinged wings on either side

act as horizontal rudders and a large star shaped vertical rudder is placed in the rear.
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MALECOT AIRSHIP—AEROPLANE.

The second week in September a new French combination attempted its initial

flight at Meaux. Below the 108-foot, diameter 24 foot, gas bag is a longitudinal

plane, Q6 feet long having 1938 square feet of surface. The l)ag is held in shape

by means of balloonettes inflated with a fan. A Buehet motor drives a single pro-

peller 10.49 feet in diameter. Beneath the openwork girder which supports this

large plane is the

cage for the engine

and l)elow this the

basket for the pas-

sengers. Tlie basket

is s 1 u n g to the

framework by a rope

and is apparently in-

tended as a balance

weight, for when
starting it is shifted

to the rear to tilt the

nose up and vice

versa. The frame-

work is attached to

the bag by the side

suspension system.

During the week
ending September 14

it was brought out

for trial but as the

shi}) rose the cable

carrying the basket

fouled and some little

The Car. damage was done.

THE NEW VUIA AEROPLANE.
The new Vuia machine had its first try-out on June 3 for the purpose of

testing its motor. It is practically the old one remodelled, lightened and provided
with a new 8-cylinder 24-h. p. Antoinette motor.

The machine is constructed of steel tubing and slung on axles, the one in-

front being fitted with steering knuckles and the rear axle dead. The axles are

trussed and the frame underslung on heavy coiled helical springs. As in the former
machine, the propeller is in front and the two rudders at the back. The driver is

seated under the motor in the center of the framework and steers with a wheel.

The motor is water cooled with automatic intake and exhaust valves. The cooling

is by the thermo-siphon system and ignition by high tension jump spark, the ac-

cumulator being carried underneath the seat. The propeller is direct driven and
the shaft is on ball bearings. Splash lubrication is used.

The spread of the carrying surface is 7.9 metres (25.9 ft.) and the length 7

metres (23 ft.). The shape of the surface is the same as in the former machine.
The height of the parabolic curve of this surface has been cut down from a 24th
to a 30th of the width of the surface. The curve is maintained in the length as well

as in the width. The center of gravity is very low, maintaining the general good
stability in former trials. To aid in this and to give greater safety the length of

the sustaining surface lessens towards the extremities. The center of pressiire has

been found to be two-fifths of the distance from the front of the machine. The'

axis of the screw does not pass through the center of gravity.
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The sustaining surface is in two parts that can be closed. Eleven steel tubes

spread the canvas wings and are stayed with light piano wire attached at the top

to a central arc and at the bottom to the frame of the machine. The two vertical

axes are maintained rigid by steel guy wires. The wires are fitted with turnbuckles.

The surface of the vertical rudder has been doubled and the horizontal rudder

placed further from the center of the machine. Between the rudders and the sus-

taining surface is a horizontal surface of 2 square meters for automatic longitudinal

stability. The horizontal rudder is only used to correct longitudinal instability

produced by the increase or decrease of speed as the result of the displacement of

the center of pressure.

The comparative smallness of the supporting surface has the advantage that

it will resist greater winds and in case of stoppage of the engine the speed reduces-

THE NEW VUIA AEROPLANE.

less rapidly. "Lilienthal with a plane of l-f square meters (150.7 sq. ft.) and a

weight of 95 kilos (198.4 lbs.) maintained himself in perfect equilibrium in winds

which varied from 6 to 10 meters (19.G8 to 32.80 ft.) per second. If Lilienthal

carried wdth his plane nearly 7 kilos (15.4 lbs.) per square meter at a speed of 8-

meters (26.24 ft.) per second, one can make a motor aeroplane carry 14 to 16 kilos'

per square meter (10.76 sq. ft.) at a speed of 12 meters (89.06 ft.) ])er second.''

JAPAN AND AMERICA.

By Rudolph Martin.

Author of "l'»erlin— I'agdad."

Through the progress of the motor airship the power of Great Britain is de-

creased. The power of Japan however increases as the motor airsliip progresses.^

On the neighboring continent to Great Britain there live [jowerful nations of great

wealth and of the highest intelligence in tlic prol)lem of aerial navigation. On the

Eastern Asiatic Continent neighboring Japan there are no large nations of equal

wealth and industry who realize the importance of aerial navigation. Tbe Russians

would no more use the airship in battle than tlicy at one time would use th(> battle-

ship. No more would the Chinese be likely within the next decade to laud armies

on the territory of Japan by means of airships. The great expanse of China ahd
Siberia would be easy to the Japanese plan of conquest. .Mso tlie most remote cor-
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ners of the Chinese Empire could easily be reached l)y Japan's fleets of airships.

Not only in war but also in peace the fleets of England, Germany and France have

forced a more advantageous handling of their merchandise as well as the merchan-
dise of other nations. If the fleets of airships of Japan navigated all over China
every Chinaman would be bound to respect the power of Japan. The trade with

China of the Americans, English and Germans would be in danger of decreasing.

The sea power of the far away nations would Ije far l)ehind the power Japan would
have in the air, being so close l)y. Tlie Japanese would no more need the approval

of England through a conference. Japan appreciates to the fullest extent the

superiority of her position. The strength of the Japanese fleet cannot be lessened

by the hostile fleets of airships of neighl)oring powers. The strength of Japan does

not depend, like the strength of England, on her sea forces. Japan is the only

island which can put forth quickly a strong standing army. While the need of a

large standing army is felt more by Great Britain as the certainty of the motor
airship becomes felt, so the Japanese experience more joy at their large standing

army. The motor airshi]) shows them the possibility of putting their army any

place in Siberia or China by the shortest possible route and with the greatest speed.

The future mobilisation of Japan will be far more rapid than it was in 1904. With
their land, sea, and aii- powers, the Japanese are also in position to lay claim to the

Philippines and to place their flag over them. Only through co-operation with
Germany, England and France will it Ije ]:»ossible for the United States to insure

their continued ownership in the Philippines.

Up to the present time there has always existed the possibility that Japan or

an European power could blockade the ports of the United States or even land

troops. As soon as the United States are in possession of a powerful fleet of airships,

the war fleets of the foreign nations would be at a great disadvantage. The airships

could clearly have within view a distance of from 200 to 400 miles out to sea.

Only, the airships could not go too far from the shore or too far from their supply

of gasoline. It is positive that the United States will increase their power on the

American continent as tlie motor airship develops. Up to the present time they

have kept out of the conflicts in South and Central America so as to avoid becoming
mixed up in an international war. In the future the United States will not only

be superior at sea Init also on the land. The wealthy, industrious, and sporting

United States can in the future carry on a war in the interior of South America
solely from the air. The maintaining of a large fleet of airships by the United
States is the same as the maintaining of a large standing army. The compulsion
of all to serve in a large standing army is not according to the American ideas. As
the United States are not neighbors to a powerful nation having a large standing
army and appreciating the i)enefits of airships they have no occasion, like England,
to fear a hostile army. The superiority of the American fleet will not, so long as

it keeps to the coasts of South and North America become endangered by hostile

fleets of air ships. Without extraordinary effort and without urging, the United
States will adopt motor airships as a power.

Only with much toil and perhaps not without a struggle Japan will develop the
motor airship which offers her such an opportunity. The motor in the air threatens
particularly Germany, whose people, however, are far advanced in the knowledge
of aerial navigation. But the motor in the air offers Germany, also, a possibility

of overcoming the danger, namely, by leading all other nations in the problem of
aerial navigation. This offers Germany the greatest opportunity in the history of

the World.

—

Fro^n "Das Zeitalter der Motorluftschiffahrt."

CHRONOLOGY OF PRINCIPAL EVENTS.
Sept. 2. Walter Wellman starts for the Pole in the airship "America." The

balloon was towed three miles by the steamer "Express" and then let loose over
the Polar Sea. The speed attained estimated about twelve miles an hour. A snow-
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stonii was encountered, the compass failed to work and after three and one quarter

hours, covering fifteen miles, it was decided to land. On account of the lateness of

the season the attempt has been postponed another year (?).

Sept. T. Bleriot makes three trials this week at Issy with little success, de-

spite the new 50-h. p. motor.

Sept. 9. Ludlow's kite makes an unsuccessful flight over Hampton Roads,

Ya., towed bv V. S. Torpedo Boat "Gwin."
Sept. 10. The British military airship makes its appearance at Farnborough.

x\lthough a slight mishap to the driving belt cut short the initial flight the ship

achieved somewhat of success. In all, three separate tests were made and the

various evolutions were, considering conditions, satisfactorily performed.

Sept. 12. The Yille de Paris, the rival of the Patrie in speed, security and
manageability, maneouvres over Paris. The former can carry more weight than
Patrie and makes a speed of 25 miles an hour.

Sept. l-t. The Parseval dirigible carries up the Minister of War and other

oflficers at Tegel. About twelve trips made in one day. Ascents have been made
almost daily of late.

Sept. 15. International Balloon Pace at Brussels -won by Oscar Erbsloh,

one of the German contestants in the Gordon Bennett race at St. Louis. Distance

traveled 603 miles. Twenty-two balloons started.

Sept. IT. Bleriot makes a flight of about 587 feet, when the motor suddenly

stopped. The machine was dashed to the ground and badly damaged, M. Bleriot

being injured about the head. In the start the motor ran along the ground for

90 feet, rose to a height of 40 feet and proceeded at an estimated sjDeed of 40
miles.

Sei3t. 21. Louis Malecot makes first actual trip in dirigible balloon-aeroplane.

Henry Deutsch, owner of Yille de Paris journeys in it to a shooting party at

his Gaillon estate, alights easily, and joins his friends. The "chautfeur" takes it

back to the "garage."

Sept. 23. Malecot makes another ascent but a high wind damaged the ship

to such an extent that no further trials can be made with it this year.

Sept. 24. Zeppelin makes a flight lasting four hours and seventeen minutes
over Lake Gonstance and live different states. With both motors in operation it

outdistanced the numerous steamers on the lake. The speed estimate was thirty-

eight miles an liour. With the Count there were nine men.
Sept. 26—28. Count Zeppelin continues experimental flights, witnessed by

Prof. Hergesell and Major von Kepler. The Government has appropriated $40,000
to aid in these experiments, and it is reported that the Government has taken the
outfit. On the 28th the propeller broke. Aeronauts rescued by boats and ship

towed to shed by steamer.

Sept. 27. U. S. Government announces its intention of building a dirigible.

Sept. 29. Nineteen balloons start in the Grand Prix race of the French club.

Heavy fog and rain; won by M. De Lobel; landing made in the North Sea;
Aeronauts rescued by steamer; after floating an hour and ten minutes.

Sept. 30. Zeppelin makes a flight of seven hours. During that time a land-

ing was made to take on board a representative of the Ministry of war.

New English dirigible makes second and a successful flight. Travelled sixteen

miles and attained a speed of twelve miles an hour against the wind. Time in air,

free, fifty-seven minutes.

AERONAUTICS IN THE CURRENT MAGAZINES.
CosmopoJitan for October. "The Problem of Air Flight," by Waldemar

Ivaempffert. This interestingly written article is a resume of the accomplish-

ments in aerial locomotion to date, both in aerostation and aviation. Not counting

one or two rather important omissions the article is a most instructive one to the

general public.
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American Magazine for October. Our genial club man, E. B. Bronson, has

written an exciting account of the now famous trip of the Donaklson balloon of '74:.

Of the particijjants in this memorable excursion Mr. Bronson is the sole survivor.

He relates some stirring incidents and one will greatly enjoy reading of his "aerial

bivouac."

McClure's for October. Cleveland Moffett tells the story of last year's Gordon
Bennett and the memorable trip of Lieutenant Lahm and JMajor Hersey, a tale

which bears re-telling very well.

Recreation for October. Alan E. Hawley has written the "Observations of an

Amateur Aeronaut," in which he tells of the joys of trips in the clouds, the cost of

ballooning, etc. Mr. Hawley is evidently trying to do missionary work and Ave

wish him good success.

The Strand for October contains an article by Captain Homer "W. Hedge, tlie

founder and first president of the Aero Club of America. In this he mentions the

best-known airship and balloon flights which have been made since the starting of

the Club, touches lightly upon recent events and speaks of the coming race.

Outing for October contains the story of last year's Gordon Bennett written by

Lieutenant Lahm himself.

THE NEW PARSEVAL.
The recent successful flights of the new German dirigible balloon has caused

excitable Teutonic entliusiasts to start writing all sorts of stories of the possibilities

of the annihilation by The Fatherland of the other European nations. In spite

of all these prophesies one can with difficulty believe tliat a motor driven gas bag

will ever be a feature of the wars of the future.

The peculiarity of this balloon is its propeller. Instead of solid blades, there

are four strips of fabric with weights at the end, held rigid, when in motion, by

- THE T906 PARSEVAL.

(Centrifugal force. At rest they hang down. Tbis is not exactly an innovation,

although it is new in practice. A Mr. Hollander, of New York, has had this plan
embodied in a propeller for several years. In his device the blades are coiled up
inside a cylinder when at rest, the centrifugal force gradually pulling tbem out

through slits against the pull of a spring.
,

Major Parseval states that more powerful motors are necessary to drive against

a fairly strong wind. In this new model the extremities have l)een made more
pointed.
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THE HISTORY OF AIRSHIPS.

By Aeronatus
The lirst attempt at a

dirigible lialloon was in

178-i wlieu the Duke of

Chartres had built an egg-

shaped envelope^ propelled

by oars. Some little result

was obtained. In 1834,

1848, 1870, 1871) and 1882

other crude attempts were

made, mostly without re-

sult.

In 1852 Henry Gif-

fard devised an airship

of a spindle shape and this

form has been quite closely

followed ever since. A
steam engine drove a screw

propeller. After this came
many designs on paper

only.

In 1873 Paul Haeu-
lein's dirigible with a gas

engine definitely proved its

navigability. An electric-

ally driven airship was
produced in 1883 as a re-

sult of the recommendation,
in 1881, of Albert and Gas-
ton Tissandier.

From 1884 to 1885
Eenard and Krehs experi-

mented with "La France,"

using a 9-h.p. electric mo-
tor with screw pro])eller and
obtained verv good results.

Dr. Woelfert, in 1896,

built a cigar-shaped dirig-

ible and used a benzine en-

gine. This was unsatis-

factorv and in the opera-
tirm of an improvement to

the engine the ship

caught fire and was des-

troyed. Aluminum screw
propeller.

Between 1895 and 1897
David Schwartz constructed
a rigid aluminum airship,

wnth a 12-h.p. Iienzine

motor operating a, screw
propeller. A flight was ac-

comnlished and a safe
landing made but the ship STEVENS AT BRIGHTON liKACH
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was not able to proceed against the wind. After being deflated the pressure of the

wind together with the vandalism of the spectators Avrecked the ship. From this

time on screw propellers continued in use.

Up to this time the laws relating to air resistance were not sutficientl\- under-

stood, the motive power under estimated and the action of the screw propeller

little known.

In 1898 Santos Dumont made his first flight and in 1902 succeeded in sailing

around the Eiffel Tower and back to the start at St. Cloud in 30 minutes, winning

the Deutsch prize of $20,000. Up to 1905 Santos Dumont had built fourteen differ-

ent airships and this number has since grown to sixteen.

At the same period the Graf F. von Zeppelin nuide some phenomenal flights

over Lake Constance in 1900, in the Spring of which year was announced the offer

of M. Deutsch of 100,000 francs to the first dirigible to rise from the park at St.

Cloud and describe a closed arc in such a way that the axis of the Eiffel Tower
should be within the interior of the circuit and return in half an hour. That Zep-

pelin had no small ideas is evidenced by his ship, 420 feet long. It had the form of

a prism of 24 surfaces, carried two cars, each containing a 16 h.p. benzine motor.

In constructing this ship he had little to go by as previous ships had all been com-

paratively small. In 1905 his ship was rebuilt and equipped with two 80 h.p.

motors.

In 1902 Augusto Severo made an ascent with a 98-foot ship, equipped with two

Buchet motors, one of 12 h.p. and the other of 24 h.p. Fourteen minutes after

ascending the balloon exploded.

Baron Bradsky-Laboun, in 1902, made some experiments with a 71-foot airship

but came to grief.

In 1902 appeared, also, the famous English dirigible of Stanley Spencer, who
navigated his airship from the Crystal Palace, London, to Harrow. In September

of the same year he attempted to sail from the Crystal Palace around the tower

of St. Paul's Cathedral and back to Sydenham. He sailed over and partly around

St. Paul's, but did not find it possible to get back to Sydenham. After describing

a semi-circle about the cathedral he sailed away to his establishment at Highbury

where he executed several maneouvres to the astonishment of his workmen. From
there on to Alexandra Palace where he made more evolutions, finally descending

at New Barnet, a distance of 17 miles from Crystal Palace. He was an hour and

a half in the air.

In France at the same time appeared the Lebaudy ship. From October 25, 1902,

to November 21, 1903, it made thirty-three ascents. An accident on landing de-

stroyed the envelope and in 1904 a new one was built. From 1904 to 1905 thirty

ascents were made with this, but this one likewise was torn to pieces on landing.

In 1905 appeared the third Lebaudy ship, "La Patrie," whose accomplishments are

known to all the world. In 1906 this was sold to the French Government. With

this ship have been made the greatest successes in airship history, although Germany
now claims to have its equal in the "Parseval," and the new English airship has

shown up well in the first trials. Then there is Deutsch's "Yille de Paris" which

has this Fall been making good flights.

In America many small dirigibles have been built, A. Leo Stevens designing the

first, and all have been successful to a remarkable extent, when the general low

power is taken into consideration. It is to be regretted that no one has undertaken

the building of a high-powered ship, though Captain Thomas S. Baldwin has this

year introduced a higher powered motor and twin propellers. The results have

been most favorable. The pioneers have been A. Leo Stevens, Capt. Baldwin and

Carl E. Myers.

To Santos Dumont actually belongs the credit for introducing the dirigible
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into active use. Althongli his ships have been made in France, one can hardlv say
that to France belongs the honors. All the credit is due France for the later Lebaudy,
but it will be hard upward climb for her if she expects to retain her apparent present
lead.

(N. E. Automobile Journal) LA VILLK DE PARIS.

AERONAUTICAL MOTORS.

It is intended to publish in each number a description of the various light

motors now on the market which are adapted for use in dirigible balloons and
heavier-than-air machines.

Antoinette.

We have been repeatedly asked for a description of this motor and below we
have attempted to give the principal points.

Constructed on the "Y" principle, the cylinders being at an angle of 90° with

each other and 45° from the vertical. The number of the cylinders can be varied

from 8 to 24.

Each crank in the crankshaft carries two connecting rods. In this way the

number of bearings in the cylinder is the same as in the ordinary type of engine

with half the number of cylinders. In other words, the number of bearings on
the crankshaft is reduced one half by this construction.

The engine is reversible by the simple operation of rotating a small wheel on the

end of the cam shaft. Thus it may be reversed easier than a steam engine. This

reversal is effected by changing the relation of the cams with the position of the pis-

ton in the stroke, similarly to the Stephenson link motion in the Steam Engine.

One of the 3 to 1 cam shaft pinions is made loose on its shaft which it drives by
means of a small clutch mechanism, the position of which can be varied through
90°. This mechanism consists of a loose })in lifted into a corresponding hohl in

the cam shaft spur wheel. This pin can l)e pulled outwards by means of a knob
and rotated through 90° when it falls into another corresponding hole. The igni-

tion timing is not upset by this operation, as the ignition plate is driven directly

off a spur wheel meshing with the 3 to 1 wlieel in the cam shaft.

The ignition is by special high tension coil with a single trembler. Eegularity

of timing is thereby effected, and there are no troubles due to lack of synchroniza-

tion.
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The contact maker has internal contacts, and is extremely robust.

The carburation is on the principle of introducing liquid petrol directl}^ into

the cylinder through an automatic inlet valve. Each cylinder is fitted with its

•own carbureter or petrol injector and are all connected to a common petrol supply

.circuit, fed by a small petrol pressure pump driven from the main shaft of the

engine. The amount of pressure on the whole petrol system can be varied at will

by means of an eccentric on the pump. In this way each carbureter receives its

pre-determined and all the same quota of petrol, thereby producing the extreme
regularity of running for which this engine is noted. The air necessary for the

-carburation is taken in through the bell mouth on the top of each cylinder. By
this system all large air inlet pipes with sharp corners and bends, ancl carbureters

liable to disarrangement are eliminated. Each cylinder receives its exact quantity

of fuel at the time when it is required and without any reference to the action of any
other cylinder. There are, consequently, no back pressures in pipes and no starving

of one cylinder by the suction of another, and the weight of all parts is reduced to

a minimum.
Another fundamental

principle which has been
followed in this engine is

the reduction of piston

speed in feet per minute to

a minimum. The cylinders

are all short stroke, thereby

j^ermitting high rotative

speeds.

The oiling is by one

forced feed oil pump, which
is integral with the petrol

pump, and the speed of

which varies with the speed

of the engine. There are

only two pipes leading away
from this pump, and these

lubricate all the liearings of
the engme and other parts requiring lubrication. The inlet valves are automatic.
The exhaust valves are mechanically operated all off one cam shaft.

Constructional Points.

Cyhnders,—High tensile cast aluminum-alloy heads securely bolted to cast
iron cylinder with a brass water jacket spun on. " These cast heads are a special
feature of the engine, reducing its weight considerably and forming a combustion
chamber of wonderful lieat conductivity, the specific conductivity of aluminum
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being about the same as that of silver; the cooling water is able to take away the

heat units generated by the explosions much more rapiclh^ than in the case of a cast-

iron combustion chamber. The cylinder is cast iron turned all OA'er, thereby ensur-

ing equal expansion. Crank case, aluminum casting. Connecting rods, cam sliaft,.

valves, valve seatings, all special high tensile alloy steel. Pistons, cast iron each
with 3 rings and concave top. Absence of vibration owing to the large number of

impulses per revolution.

NOTES.

G. H. Curtiss has been with Doctor Bell at his lal)oratory at Beinn Bhreagh
the greater part of September.

It is said the Yille de Paris, the j^rivatelv owned dirigible of Henry Deutsche^
has cost him $-100,000.

The brothers Wright went to Berlin on September IGtli and were "sympa-
thetically received," it is said.

La Patrie is out of commission temporarily in order to lengthen and strengthen

the frame.

Walter Wellman seems to l)e convinced that he can reach the Pole with his

airship "America." On arriving at Tronhjem he stated, "otir confidence in our

ultimate success, given an average Summer, is unchanged."

A professional aeronaut descended in a parachute at Warsaw^ landing near

the Warsaw barracks. He was promptly arrested as a suspicious character. Let

us hope this doesn't happen to our foreign competitors in the St. Louis race.

A. Leo Stevens has charge of the instruction of the U. S. Army Balloon Corps,,

which has recently been augmented, and is now in Washington engaged in the

active schooling of the men.

On August 31st Dr. Alexander Graham Bell entertained his friends at Beinn

Bhreagh on the occasion of the completion of an otttlook tower, "the first iron

structure built of tetrahedral cells."

It is certainly gratifying to know that America will have one balloon of home
manufacture in the Gordon Bennett. A. Leo Stevens is working hard on a new
"America" for J. C. McCoy.

The Yille de Paris is again in the air, after being in the hospital as a result

of its buckling some months ago. Its first flight after repairs was most satisfac-

tory. The length is 203 feet, greatest diameter 3-1 feet. A 70-h. p. Argus motor

drives a Eenard propeller.

E. A. Gathmann, of Bethlehem, Pa., has been experimenting for a long time

and has devised a new propeller which, he states, gives an actual lifting efficiency

of 85 lbs. per h. p., a 6-h. p. gasoline motor giving a measured thrust on the scale

of 510 lbs. A "heliconef' will be built to employ this form of propeller.

The balloon which Messrs. Brewer and Bral)azon will ttse in the Gordon Ben-

nett is "The Two Americas" used by Santos-Dumont in last year's Gordon Bennett

as one of our representatives, when it was fitted with a motor and propellers for

regttlating the altitude. It has l)een revarnished and rechristened the "Lotus II.''

The balloon detachment of the Signal Corps, consisting of ten men, is stationed

at Washington Barracks, D. C. and is receiving practical instruction in the prepara-

tion and lilling of balloons, repairing, etc., under the direction of A. Leo Stevens.

Two ascensions were made during September by Captain Chas. De Forrest Chandler

and J. C. McCoy.
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The Lebaiidy people have cancelled their contracts to build dirigibles for other

countries than France, as a result, evidently, of having made some sort of agree-

ment with the French Government. A well-known German rubber concern had a

selling arrangement with them for the sale of their airships in Germany and America
but this has now been cancelled.

Cortlandt Field Bishop sails for America October 2 on the Princessin Cecilie;

Frank S. Lahm and the French team, September 28 on La Provence; Griffith

Brewer and Lieut, the Hon. Claud Brabazon, October 5, on the Lusitania.

In stating the distance traveled by the new Ben Franklin Association balloon

on its first trip in the Septem])er number we were misinformed as to the distance

ti'aveled. The landing was made at New Egypt, N. J., a distance of 37 miles

from the start—not 160 miles.

The long distance record with England as a starting point was held by Charles

Green, Eobert Holland and Monck Mason from November, 1836, until November,

1906, when A. Leslie Bucknall and Percival Spencer traveled from London to

Nevy, Lake of Geneva, 402.5 miles. The former party landed at Weilburg, in

Nassau, Germany, a distance of 372.5 miles.

-/<'

A good suggestion for the balloonist in

the vicinity of open water was made in Fore'n'

Aft some time ago. In place of the usual

cone-shaped bag attached to a ring the writer

suggests a square, cone-shaped funnel as

shown in the sketch, as it will fold up more
completely.

Motor Print, a magazine supposedly devoted to automobilism, has for a long
time gone considerably out of its way to viciously attack the doings and antici-

pations of the Aero Club of America, and some of its members individually. There
is no reason that we know of why Motor Print should see fit to do this but as
most of the statements and characterizations are obviously untrue no great harm
will accrue to any except Motor Print. It is published in Philadelphia

!

A fifty-five-foot dirigible has been completed by George Yager, Charles and
Otto Bayersdorfer, of Omaha, Neb. The frame is the same length as the envelope.
The capacity is 8000 cubic feet, with a lifting capacity of 480 pounds. The pro-
peller is hung on a ball and socket joint and does the steering as well as pulling, no
rudder—so called—being used. The 7-h. p. gasoline engine weighs 50 pounds and
the frame 47 pounds. Its first four flights have been successful.

The floating balloon shed of the Graf. F. von Zeppelin on Lake Constance, was
finislied the middle of September. This was damaged by storm some time ago.

Further trials are being made with the present ship. It is reported that another
•ship, considerably larger than the present model, is soon to be under way. Several
new designs will be tried out, the principal improvement being in the steering ap-
paratus. It is also intended to install a wireless apparatus and a searchlight.

Experiments at Issy during September with a lielicopter devised by Messrs.
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Breguet and Eichter. Apparatus consists of four propellers in a nearly horizontal

plane driven by 40-h. p. engine and as the framework was incomplete an armchair
was used for purposes of trial. Although weighing about half a ton it is stated

that the machine lifted itself and the aeronaut into the air
—"four men being

required to hold it down.

We are informed by a letter from W. S. Haskell, of West Berkeley, Cal., that a

"National Airship Company," of San Francisco, has in course of construction a

dirigible. He says : "The ship is nearly completed. I was at the yards this after-

noon (Sept. 6) and found a large cigar-shaped canvas more than six hundred feet

in length being filled with air for the purpose—one of the workmen said—of doing

some work on the inside. The inventor himself was only visible by his voice which
sounded from the hollow depths warning me that it was his busy day and that he

had no time to talk. He is very zealous in his undertaking and seems confident of

success. There were something like eight men at work on the visible side of the

ship and probal)ly as many more on the inside of the canvas. It looked as though
they would be able to make a trial trip within a week or two, but, of course, there

is much work to perform on so large a structure. The silk is strong and well

corded and cross-stitched so that there is no danger of ripping. The bag was held

down by weights while the motor pumped air into it."

It is to he regretted that there are so many fantastic ideas for the solving of

aerial locomotion, ideas which are preposterous at the very outset and obvious to

even the veriest novice. Those responsible seem never to tire of exploiting them

—

on paper. No business man with money is going to invest in the building of a

machine until some preliminary work has been done to bear out in some degree the

statements of the inventor. One man, for instance, has been seven years trying to

sell an idea for a bird-wing machine, giving his whole time and living upon his

children. No model has ever been made and he refuses to make one. He says the

drawing proves everything. Such stubbornness would be ludicrous were it not for

the fact that the man has wasted so much valuable time and energy which should

Iiave been directed along proper lines. They "are not all dead yet."

A new long-distance record to be attempted. J. L. Tannar, A. E. Gaudron

and Charles C. Turner, a representative of the London Daily Graphic, are planning

to break the world's long-distance balloon record. Mr. Tannar's giant balloon will

be employed and most minute arrangements are being perfected.

A sea anchor will hang below the car and on each side are air-tight cylindrical

floats to keep the car afloat if landing is made in the water. A few feet above the

car is a platform supporting a canvas enclosed apartment which is reached by a

rope ladder. The neck of the balloon can thus be reached from the platform and

the food and drink will be kept there. Projecting from the side of the car is a

writing tal)let and a small electric lamp is suspended from a nearby rope. On the

outside of one corner of the car is a "ballast thrower." A lever on a level with the

top of the basket simplifles the discharging of ballast and saves considerable labor.

An electric bell will ring the instant the drag rope touches the ground. The baro-

meter even will give audible signals of ascent or descent from certain predetermined

levels. Carrier pigeons will be carried and released at intervals.

Berlin, Sept. 14.—Walter Wellman has sent the following cablegram to the

Lol-al Anzeiger from Tromsoe:
"After the steamer Express cast off the cable, the balloon America did ex-

cellently, ])ut an increasing wind soon gave us a hard struggle, and the storm drove

us toward some high, jagged mountains near the coast, where the airship would

have been destroved if she struck.
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"There then ensued a hard fight between the storm and the motor. The latter

triumphed, and we slowly rounded the north end of Foul Island in the teeth of the

wind. Our confidence in the America had so increased in the meanwhile that I

gave the order to start for the north pole.

"The wind, however, increased to twelve miles an hour, and the snow fell so

thickly that we could not see a quarter of a mile. Just then the compass failed

to act owing to defective construction. We were completely lost in a snow storm

above the Polar Sea and threatened with destruction. After a brief deliberation we
decided to try and get back to the Express to rectify our compass and start again.

"It was impossible, however, to keep in one direction, and we were again car-

ried into dangerous proximity to the mountains. Vaniman, the engineer, then

started the motor at top speed, and the America moved a second time against the

wind, which probably was blowing fifteen miles an hour.

"She circled three times in the teeth of the wind. We saw the Express for a

moment, but immediately lost her again. We would have returned to the Express

if we could have seen where to steer, but under the circumstances the only thing

possible was to try to land. With this idea we stopped the motor and let the

America drift over the glacier.

"At the end of Foul Bay we used a trailer filled with provisions and a brake

rope. Both acted well and dragged over an ice wall 100 feet high without damag-
ing the provisions.

"After crossing the glacier we opened the valve, and landed on the upper gla-

cier, half a mile inshore. The landing was efi:ected so successfully that material

M^eighing nine tons descended three hundred feet and touched the ice with no

shock or damage whatever excepting several bent tubes and broken wires. The
numerous delicate instruments were not injured; The self-registering barographs,

meterographs, and manometers continued running after the landing. The mantle

of the balloon can easily be repaired.

"The America was in the air for three hours and fifteen minutes, and covered

about fifteen miles with her own machinery. She made three loops against the

wind, proving her power and capability of being steered. The ascent was successful

in every respect. The America is from every standpoint the strongest airship and

the most durable for a long journey that ever has been built. vShe held the gas

splendidly.

"Later in the same day the Express found us, and fetched the steamer Frith-

jofl: with men and sledges from the camp. The crew of the America lived for three

days comfortably in the gondola while the work of rescuing the balloon was in

progress. They could have lived there for nine months had it l)een necessary. The
entire airship, including even a part of the gasoline, was returned to the camp in

three days.

"The balloon and the entire outfit have l)een made ready for the Winter, and

three men have been left on guard.

"After this successful attempt we were all convinced that the America, in

normal summer weather, can make her way to the pole. We all regard this plan

as rational, practicable, and feasible. The thing can be done, and what can be done

shall be done."
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COMMUNICATIONS.

Aeronautic Motors.
To the Editor,

American Magazine of Aeronautics.

Dear Sir:

In reply to Mr. Eoger B. Whitman's criticism of m}^ article on light engines,

A\ill say, that, like Mr. Whitman, my experience in gasoline engine design hasheen
limited thus far to automobile work, in which I have had about a dozen years'

experience as a designer with several prominent companies. I have had, however,

some views upon the sul)ject of designing that I consider a little in advance of

present practice, and this small compression space plan is one of them. An engineer

that would design a steam engine to take steam the full length of stroke, except

for some special purpose, perhaps, would lie laughed at; and yet, that engine would
give much more power than one with a cut-off. Why should a gasoline engine

designer, then, do with his engine just what he would laugh at the steam man for

doing? For when he squeezes in all the mixture that he possibly can, and conse-

quently has to exhaust with sixty pounds or more pressure, he is certainly doing

the same thing.

Automatic valves are a nuisance when applied to the ordinary engine, but when
sup]jlied with a strong spring and given a flat seat, using a small compression space

engine, they are perfectly reliable. What little stick there is then is so small in

comparison with the strength of the spring that it is negligible. The suction, of

course, being very much stronger with the small space mentioned, as the vacuum
is then more perfect.

A higher compression may be used with this plan, as the above normal pressure

is reached so late in the stroke that the piston is ready to pass over the center, so

that by the time the explosion takes place the piston is over the center ; and I

believe that it is generally conceded that the quicker the inflamation can be made
to take place the more satisfactory the explosion, that is, as applied to gasoline,

some even going so far as to ignite in two or more places at once.

The small four cylinder engine that I exhibited at the Aero Club Show last

year has a compression space of only fifteen per cent, of the total space, and I have

had excellent results from it at ninety pounds compression. At a higher pressure

it will run along at a good gait with the ignition current cut off. There is no
hammering, however, due to premature tiring. Before building this engine I had
an article in the Horseless Age expressing my views upon this subject, which was
later criticised by a correspondent who predicted all kinds of dire results if the

spring ever weakened, or broke. It would certainly wreck the engine. I stuck to

my theory, however, tried the engine out with all kind of springs, from the very

weakest up to fourteen pounds, the latter was the strongest that the one and a

(juarter inch valve would suck down, the result is that I would take a step farther

and adopt a twelve and a half ])er cent, compression space for my next engine.

On account of being able to use a higher compression the cylinders will not

have to be made very much larger than in present methods, while the rest of the

engine would be just the same, as these parts are designed for horse-power, and not

according to size of cylinders.

As to the springs of an automatic inlet valve getting excessively hot, there is

no need of this occurring, as they are placed right in the path of the excessively cold

incoming charge, and, contrary to Mr. Whitman's statement, they can be j^laced

outside if desired, the stem passing through the casing.

I do not claim that the long stroke will lighten an engine. In my early days

I approved of the short stroke. That was some years ago. In the engine in view

in my article, I was not sacrihcing every thing for lightness.

The Panhard company have been using steel for the cylinders of their racing
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cars for several years past. I have not heard of them giving them up yet. My own
personal experience in that line has given very satisfactory results.

I cannot agree with Mr. Wliitman in his statement that the function of a

carbureter is not to mix the charge. If that were the case, one form of nozzle would

be just as good as any other, while we all know that a wide range of results is

obtained from different types of nozzles ; also that wire gauze inserted in the piping-

will often greatly improve the action, due to the stirring up effect received therebv.

HAERY E. DEY.
"^

AN APPRECIATION.

To the Editor,

American Magazine of Aeronautics.

Dear Sir:

Several weeks ago I received the first number of the American Magazine of

Aeronautics. I was very much pleased to know that the United States have at

last an Aeronautical Journal. This country has a tremendous number of inventors

;

the special journal describing different discoveries and inventions of other countries

or of other inventors prevents loss of their precious time and mental forces of great

ability in investigating and discovering of the things which were investigated and

discovered a hundred years ago.

The Aeronautical Journal, besides its great use as a recorder of all events,

successes, failures of past time and so on, provides a wide field for discussion of

various topics of the broad problem—the creation of the aerial craft and application

in practical life for transportation of passengers with safety and necessary speed.

This great purpose can be reached by the combined efforts of several faculties of

the brains, such as great scientific knowledge, technical experience, extreme courage,

perseverance, perfect physical development, sound judgment, good business and
organizing abilities. In short—you cannot find now these qualities in a single

individual, although you can meet lots of men thinking or claiming they are such

men and that they soon will show to the whole world the decision of the problem.

Ninety per cent, of them are either ignorant maniacs, believing that only shortage

in money hinders them, or swindlers, looking upon air-navigation as a way to get

money for their selfish sakes.

For the sound and honest people really interested in rapid solution of the

problem there are two ways now: First, to wait until Nature presents to us sucli

a wonderful individual as prescribed above; second, to combine our faculties and
forces altogether to work honestly, helping each other and protecting the product

of the work of honest inventors from theft by fraudulent or dishonest people.

What can hinder us from success in the second case? First, the false, exag-

gerated ambition of inventors; second, the selfish desire "to make money" by-

invention "in secret." The fal^ ambition, as I noticed in my large personal

acquaintance with a great many of inventors, belongs mostly to very average men,
and they are exceedingly jealous of the success of others. Their envy makes them
always want to lower and to dishonor the men of real ability and knowledge. The
best medicine for them is sound judgipent and open discussions about their "inven-

tions." The selfish secretness is not very dangerous, it shows only that one is

inclined to appropriate the work of others, whose articles he reads or the results

of their experiments he applies, and does not wish to repay for the things he has

gotten. They are not so hopeless as the first class and can be put on the right way
by punishment of the public opinion of their fellow specialists.

Ending this letter I would like to remind my fellow aeronauts of the oppor-

tunities to be derived from the existence of the American IMagazine of Aeronau-
tics: (1) The acquaintance of all Americans interested in Aeronautics; (2)>
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the possibility of being in touch with all progress made by aeronauts of the whole
world in practice and theory; (3) the creation of professional morality, which
will give good assistance to the promotion of aeri-navigation by helping honest

inventors and persecuting the swindlers; (4) the best intermediary between the

inventor, workman and purchaser. And thus, everyone who is interested in aero-

nautics ought to help ]\Ir. Jones in his hard work as an editor and publisher of

such a special journal.

Yours very truly,

(Signed) F. A. POSTNIKOV,
Lt.-Col., Military and Civil Egr.,

Aeronautic Grad,

The Longest Balloon Voyage.

To the Editor of the American Journal of x\eronautics

:

It is stated in your first number, page 30, that John Wise traveled, in 1859^

from St. Louis to Henderson, New York, a distance of 1150 miles, in about ID

hours, and this statement is frequently quoted as an American record for distance^

which practically equals the world's record of 1193 miles, made by Count de La
Vaulx, in 1900.

In view of the international race for the longest distance, soon to start from
St. Louis, it seems desirable to explain that although Professor Wise may have

traveled the distance stated, the length of a balloon voyage is always reckoned as the

shortest distance between the starting and landing points, and for Wise's voyage

I find this to be about 870 miles. This distance has been exceeded several times in

Europe, and the time which Wise remained in the air lias been more than doubled.

During the international balloon races from Berlin, in October, 1906, some of the

balloons kept afloat about 24 hours, but owing to the fact that they moved in a

circuitous course, none of them landed more than 250 miles from Berlin, and this

was taken as the record for the distance traveled. The distance traveled by Lieut.

Lahm in the Gordon-Bennett race, which he won last year, is officially stated to be

647 kilometres from Paris, which is 402 miles, and not "about 410 miles," as he
states on page 42 of his article in the Aero-Club book, "Navigating the Air."

Finally, it may be interesting to mention that one of the early balloons, carrying

only self-recording instruments, drifted 700 miles over Europe. This balloon,

which was made of silk or other fabric, lost its gas slowly and so kept afloat nearly

II hours, but even the small rubber balloons, which are now used for meteorological

purposes and which burst on reaching their extreme altitudes, may go a long dis-

tance. For example, one of these "sounding balloons," which was despatched
November 25, 1904, by the Blue Hill Observatory from St. Louis, fell 280 miles
away, the journey lasting only 167 minutes, and tlie lialloon during that time rising

to a height of seven miles.

A. LAWRENCE EOTCH.
Blue Hill Observatory,

September 28. 1907.

SANTOS DUMONT NO. i6.

Several modifications have been made. Substitution has been made of a
three-blade propeller for the old two-blade. The old aluminum framework rested

on one bicycle wheel. It has since been enlarged to take an axle with two wheels
and this will assist in maintaining balance in the preliminary runs. It is necessary

to attain a speed of from 37 to 50 miles an hour.
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HYDROBEN- TIGHT BflLLOflNS

BOOYHNT HIB5H1PS

All sizes from smallest

models of lightest weight

to largest captive or long

voyage vessels with or with-

out motors.

Patent machine var-

nished, hydrogen-proof

fabrics, ready for speedy

construction.

Best varnish made.

Patent hydrogen gas generator systems, complete, all sizes.

Estimates made.

Practical professional advice given.

Largest, most reliable manufactory in America.

Operated 28 years.

140 gas balloons for U. S. Government.

Instructions given. All sorts of experiments conducted.

Only American Institute of Aeronautics.

Any kind of gas balloon ascents, captive or free, or air-

ship flights made at any time or place.

CARL E. MYERS,
BALLOON FARM, FRANKFORT, N. Y.

See n\y Exliill>it at the A.ei*o Cliil> Slio>v

Grrand Central IPalace, New ~Vork. October S4-31.

In answering advertisements please mention this magazine.
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CURTISS MOTORS
1, 2, 4 AND 8 CYUINDERS
3]i TO 40 H. P. AIR COOLED AND
"lOO H. P. Wat-er cooled

Highest award Lewis & Clark Expt)sition

Adopted by U. S. War Department

Used Oil all successful airships and by scientific men and

aeronautical experiinentors generally.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE M.

G. H. CURTISS MANUFACTURING CO.,

Hammondsport, N. Y.

T\^<'' <'>xliil>it ^^t^i'o 01iil> J^mioAV
Gri*mi<l C!«'iiti*til I*alaoe, IVe-w Yoi-li

Oetol>ei- t^ A-31
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LEADING
BALLOON
BUILDER
—^OF THE

WORLD

AERO-
N A UTICA L

ENGINEER
AND CON-
STRUCTOR

AERONAUT LEO STEVENS

CONTRACTOR TO THE U. S. GOVERNMENT
AT THE PRESENT TIME

INSTRUCTOR TO ARMY BALLOON CORPS

BOX 181, MADISON SQUARE, NEW YORK
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RARE AERONAUTIC BOOKS
FOR SALE

This magazine will publish each
month a list of such rare books re-

lating to aeronautics as it is able to

secure.

If you desire any of those listed,

kindly send check with your order for

the amount stated. Should the book
ordered be sold previous to the re-

ceipt of your order, the money will be
promptly returned.

Astra Castra (Hatton Turner).
Royal 4to, cloth, gilt top, un-
cut, London, 1865 $15.00

An Account of the First Aerial
Voyage in England (Vincent
Lunardi). Portrait of Lunardi
by Bartolozzi and plates.

Crown 8vo, half calf, uncut,
London, 1784. Autograph "V.
Lunardi" on fly-leaf 15.00

Travels in the Air (James Glai-

sher). 8vo., cloth, London,
1871 10.00

Crotchets in the Air (John
Poole). 12 mo., cloth, London,
1838 500

By Land and Sky (John M.
Bacon). Four illustrations.

8vo, cloth, uncut, London, 1901 2.50

A Balloon Ascension at Mid-
night (G. E. Hall). Plates by
Gordon Ross. 8vo, boards, un-
cut. San Francisco, 1902. Lim-
ited edition 2.50

Five Weeks in a Balloon (Wm.
Lackland). 12 mo., cloth, N.
Y., 1869 • 2.50

Wonderful Balloon Ascents (F.

Marion). 12 mo., half leather,

N. Y., 1871 2.50

My Airships (Santos-Dumont).
Illustrated. Crown 8vo, cloth,

uncut, London, 1904 2.50

The Dominion of the Air. The
story of aerial navigation. Il-

lustrations from photographs.
Crown, 8vo, cloth, London,
n. d 2.00

My Life and Balloon Experi-
ences. Photograph of author.
Crown, 8vo, cloth. London,
1887 2.00

Travels in Space (G. S. Valen-
tine and F. L. Tomlinson).
Introduction by Sir Hiram
Maxim, 61 plates. Bvo, cloth,
London, 1902 2.00

Balloon Travels (Robert Merry).
12 mo., cloth, N. Y., 1865 ....$ 2.50

Aerodynamics. Illustrated. 1891. 2.00

Conquest of the Air (John Alex-
ander). 12 mo., cloth, London,
1902 2.00

The Motor and its Chief Appli-
cation, Wings, Propulsion in

Air, etc. (Com. of Pat., 1849).

8vo., paper 1.50

La Machine Animale (J. Marey).
Illustrated, 8vo, cloth, Paris,

1878, French 1.25

Balloons, Airships and Flying
Machines (Gertrude Bacon).
12 mo., cloth, N. Y., 1905 .... i.oo

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISE-
MENTS.

These columns are open to everyone at

3 cents a word.

Situations Wanted.

By young man interested in aero-

nautics. Has studied electrical en-

gineering and is now in electrical

laboratory. N. C.

By young man student of aerial

navigation. Desires ,to work with

some advanced experimenter. O.A.D.

Exhibits Wanted.

For aeronautic exhibition of Aero

Club of America, Grand Central Pal-

ace, New York, October 24-31. Trans-

portation paid on exhibits both ways.

Address Aero Club, 12 East 42d St.

For Sale.

Goerz-Anschutz balloon camera

witli or without telephoto lens. Used

by prominent aeronauts abroad and

ofifered as prizes at International

Aeronautic Photographic Competi-

tion. G.

Books Wanted.

Please send us lists of any rare

and contemporaneous aeronautic

books, pamphlets and prints which

you have for sale. American Mag-
azine of .\eronautics.
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Airship—Baldwln^s California Arrow—Patented*

I design and mainifaclure, I'ree J5;illoon.s, Captive Balloons, Airships, and
in fact everything in the hydrogen line of aeronantics. Information relative to
dates and terms, cheerfnlly furnished upon request.

CAPTAIN TlIOMAvS S. BALDWIN
Airship Caufornia Arrow

Box 78 Madison Sq. P. O., New York

AVill JSliow sit A.GX-i> OliiU £:xIiil>itioii

(Trrand Oentral t»a,lace, JVew "Vork. October d'l-:il.



THE AERO AND MARINE MOTOR COMPANY
60 PEMBERTON SQUARE

BOSTON

Manufacturers of air and water-cooled

aeronautical motors—Motors for marine

purposes—Pumpmg outfits— Stationary

engines.

FACTORY: COR. ELM AND CENTRAL STREETS
—

'— =:— FALL RIVER, MASS. :

EXHIBITING AT AERO CLUB OF AMERICA SHOW.

BALLOONING AS A SPORT
By Major b. Baden Powell.

^ With chapters on recent history, personal experiences, and a guide to the practice

of Ballooning.

^ Illustrated by photographs.

Published by

W. BLACKWOOD &. SON, EDINBURGH and LONDON.
AGENTS FOR AMERICA, AMERICAN MAGAZINE OF AERONAUTICS

Price Postpaid, $1.10

American Airship and Balloon Corporation

Incorporated under the laws of the

State of New York

Capital Stock, $50,000

Manufacturer of Airships, Balloons, Engines and all kinds of Aeronautical Material.

Airship and Balloon Flights, made ; Captive Balloons for Sale and Hire.

AMERICAN AIRSHIP AND BALLOON CORPORATION
Aeronautical Concourse, Jamestown E^xpositlon

In answering advertisements please mention this magazine.



QOERZ ANSCHUTZ

Folding Camera

FITTED WITH A

Goerz Telephoto Lens

is especially adapted for the use of balloonists on account of its light

weight, small size and the superiority of the lens.

Can be focused at the level of the eye, it takes pictures AS WE SEE THEM
which no other camera will do when focusing at the height of the chest.

For time and instantaneous exposures. The official camera of this magazine

WRITE FOR OUR CATALOGUE

C, p. GOERZ AMERICAN OPTICAL CO.

52 E. Union Square, fiew York. 1514 Heyworth BIdg., CHicago, III.

BERLIN LONDON :paris VIENNA

Seo our* Il]xliil>it at tlio ^4l.^i*o 01iil> Slio^v

—
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The "SUN" Typewriter No. 2

Modern business methods demand the

use of the typewriter in correspondence.

To gain a man's attention your letter

;;//«/ bi' typewritten. Do not waste good
effort in accomplishing nothing with

long hand letters. Show that you mean
business by business-like letters. The
"SUN" suits the need of the inventor,

the merchant, the writer. Let iis tell

you about it.

SUN TYPEWRITER COMPANY
317 Broadway = = New York

Rec. ALTITUDE BAROMETERS,
Recording THERMOMETERS,
Recording HYGROMETERS,

STATOSCOPES.

Used by ALL Aeronauts, here and abroad

Built by M. JULES RICHARD,
Paris, France.

E. H. DUVIVIER,
14 Church Street, New York.

Sole U. S. Rep.

Official Instruments in
Grordon Bennett R-ace, St. X^ouis.

POCKET BOOK OF AERONAUTICS
A Manual of Aviation and Aerostation

By Major Hermann W. h. Moedebeck

(English Edition)

Clotli, 496 pages, $3.25

BALLOONING AS A SPORT
By Major B. Baden Powell

^ With chapters on recent history, personal experiences, and a

gttide to the practice of Ballooning.

^ Illustrated by photographs.

Price $1.10

AMERICAN MAGAZINE OF AERONAUTICS
142 West 65th Street, New York.

In answering advertisements please mention this magazine.
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Newmastic Filling

An elastic, resilient material which

replaces air in pneumatic tires, by the

use of which all tire troubles are

ended without losing any of the

advantages of a pneumatic tire.

The Greatest Step

Forward Since the

Pneumatic Tire

was Invented.

Over Six Thousand

m Use—Some as

Long as Four Years
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HYDROGEN -TIGHT BflLLOflNS

BHOYHNT AIRSHIPS

All sizes from smallest

models of lightest weight

to largest captive or long

voyage vessels with or with-

out motors.

Patent machine var-

nished, hydrogen-proof

fabrics, ready for speedy

construction.

Best varnish made.

Patent hydrogen gas generator systems, complete, all sizes.

Estimates made.

Practical professional advice given.

Largest, most reliable manufactory in America.

Operated 28 years.

140 gas balloons for U. S. Government.

Instructions given. All sorts of experiments conducted.

Only American Institute of Aeronautics.

Any kind of gas balloon ascents, captive or free, or air-

ship flights made at any time or place.

CARL E. MYERS,
BALLOON FARM, FRANKFORT, N. Y.

In answering advertisements please mention this magazine.
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LAST CALL FOR THAT PRIZE!

We liave constantly been telling of the necessity for a money prize for gasless

machines. We have tried to get some enthusiastic individual to devote Five Thou-

sand Dollars for this purpose but wc have failed. Wo liave tried to secure contribu-

tions from various people to make up this sum and have failed. At last, almost

in desperation, we outlined a plan for 200 to give $25 each and take a share in an

interest to be acquired in the patent covering the machine which won the prize. With

this bait we did manage to secure the promise of ten Aero Club members to join the

syndicate (not "skindicate" ) . Three others also offered their aid.

The possibility of obtaining this prize seems so I'cmote that we express our sin-

cere appreciation of the promised co-operation of our twelve friends following and

ask them to consider the matter as if it had never been broached :—Lee S. Burridge,

Wilbur E. Kimball, Octave Clianute, Thos. G. Washburn, Alan E. Hawley, William

Hawley, George M. Ivirkner, Dr. C. T. Adams, Chas. Jcroinc Edwards, A. L. West-

gard. Honry A. Davis, Williaiu ^Morgan. Ourselves.

NEXT YEAR'S GORDON BENNETT.

Tliere has heon a groat deal of reeling in the .Kcro Cliih oxci- the selection of

the representatives of Aiueiica in tlie I'.Mi; (lordon lieiineil. It is to be hoped

that next year an elimination I'ace will he held, whieli will go \\w towards the se-

lection of the best men and will deliiiitelv prevent any criticism of the action of

the committee on selection. The charge of fa\()iitisni could not then he hrought

and everyone would, pei-force, lie sati^lied.
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GORDON BENNETT RACE.

Goerz Plioto. GENPIRAL VIEW OF THE PARK, POMMERN ON THE EXTREME RIGHT.

On October 21, in the golden rays of the setting sun, departed from Forest

Park at Saint Louis nine balloons, bound for—one knew not where. As the

monster globes left the ground and drifted slowly away to the West in the gather-

ing dusk, one felt a sense of awe and imnaturalness. The scene was an inspiring

one, with the fading sun lending a beauty indescribable. A hundred thousand

watched the receding spheres out of sight and i-ehictantly returned to their homes
and hotels to wait for news.

From the number of places that reported balloons one might have been led

to believe that the sky was a sort of balloon-milky way, but we knew better.

The first word of a landing was from Major Hersey. Another long wa^t before

we heard from the English balloon, the second to descend, after making the shortest

distance. Then no more reports of landing till the morning of the 2od wben
they came fast for awhile. By noon we had heard from all except the Isle de

France and we were wondering if it would beat the Pommern. At last we heard the

news that the Isle of France had at last dropped and we pored over the maps for

the last time. The race was over.

Perfect gas was supplied and the inflation went on rapidly, indeed faster tlian

the sand bags could be moved. All the balloons started on schedule time and there

was not a hitch. Great credit is due the Commission in charge of arrangements

and special credit must be given to Mr. Stevens whose direction of the inflation

was admirable. Like a general he deployed his soldiers and the filling went on

like a well-planned attack. Frencli clul^s ean no longer boast of superiority in

the handling of a balloon race.

President Bishop has been authorized by the Board of Directors of the (Jlub

to challenge the winning club in behalf of America.

Order of Finish.

These distances are figured to the exact spot of landing and are official.

DKSCENT AT

Asbury Park, N. J.

Herbertsville, N. J.

Dover, Del.

Patuxent, Md.

Westmin.ster, Md.

Manassas, Va,

Mineral, Va.

Caledonia, Ont., Can.

Sabina, O.
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Prizes Won.

ist. Oscar Erbsloh, Gordon Bennett Cup and $2500, given by Mr. Bennett.

2nd. Alfred Leblanc, $1000, given by business interests of St. I,ouis.

3rd. Von Abercron, $750, given by business interests of St. Louis.

4th. McCoy, $500, given b^^ business interests of St Louis.

5th, Hawley, $250, given by business interests of St. Louis.

In addition, the contestants finishing first, second atid third receive one-

half, one-third and one-sixth, respectively, of the entrance fees. All contestants

will receive medals.

CHART SHOWING GENERAL DIRECTION TRAVELLED BY BALLOONS. NUMBERS REFEK TO ORDER OF FINISH.

New Records Established.

Record duration in balloon races by balloon " Isle de France," 44 hourn

and 5 minutes.

Record distance in the United States, measured in a straight line, beating;

former record of 870 miles made by John Wise, by about 2 miles.

World's Records.

Record distance, 1193 miles, held by Henry de la Vaulx, Paris to Russia,

October 9, 1900.

Record duration, 52 hours, held by Dr. Kurt and Dr. Alfred Wegener,

April 5-7, 1906.
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STORY OF WINNER'S TRIP.

By Oscar Erbsloh.

Oscar Erbsloh, a German wholesale merchant, was born in 1879, at Elberfeld. He

served in a cuirassier regiment. He is known in Germany as a successful horse-show ex-

hibitor. His aeronautic experience dates from 1904. In 1905 he qualified as pilot in the

Niederrheinischer Verein fiir Luftschiffahrt, of which society he is now a director. He has

made 54 free ascensions, landing in Germany, France, Belgium and Holland. His most note-

worthy voyages were one from Dusseldorf to Scrau of 940 miles, one from Paris to Dieuze,

lasting 22 hours. He was aid to Von Abercron in the first Gordon Bennett race. In the bal-

loon used at St. Louis he won the Brussels International Competition, September I5lh last,

against 22 competitors. After a voyage of 30 hours he landed at Bayonne, France, a distance

of 630 miles.

When ] left. St. Louis at four o'clock I did uot like very much to start first be-

cause I could not sec any other balloon before me to act as pilot. In every other race

I saw a great deal of tlie other balloons going up ahead of me for the different cur-

rents and the speed of the wind at different altitudes. So I conferred with my
companion, Mr. C'layton, and we decided it would be best for us to go at about five

thousand feet elevation, and after going towards the Northwest at the start we

turned around very soon and at this height traveled toward the East. That was

near Alton and \vc slaved the whole night at this altitude.

It was very hard for us to keep our

bearings by the maps because there were

no mountains on them l)ut only rivers

or railways. We crossed quite a number
of rivers and cities and the next day, as

we did not know very well where we
were, we went down to ask people,

thinking we could get a correct answer

as numy pa])ers had instructed the people

to answer immediately to the aeronauts

if they asked. But when we shouted

down, "What is the name of your town,'

or "what is the name of the next railway

station," they answered, "Where did you

come from ?" And when we told them

we came from St. Touis they wanted to

know, "Where are you going?"' When we
asked them the third time we were so

far away that we could not understand

what they answered. So that it was

very hard to tell where we were. Some-

times a woman was standing in the hous€

osc^R KUBSLr.H. loor and didn'tknow whatto do when we
asked her, hut just went insicU' and shut the door. She may have been afraid of us.

About three o'clock in the afternoon we came to a farmer who gave us the right

answer and told us we were near Port Washington, Ohio. x\fter that we did not

lose our bearings because I knew it was very important to keep our bearings on

account of the ocean, and without knowing the exact place where we came to the ocean

we might have thought it a bay or large river or something like that and would

have tried to cross it and so gone out over the sea. In the evening, at about seven

o'clock, we passed over Pittsburg, and it was very interesting to see this large city,

with the lights and fires, railways, street cars and all those things, and it was just

the hour for the moon io rise. After that we had a splendid voyage.
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During the night we crossed the Alleglianies and it was a h)vely sight for us to

look down on the valleys and mountains, following the surface of the earth.

Half an hour before we got to Philadelphia we saw the splendid residence

suburbs and came down to 500 feet and asked how far to Philadelphia. They told

us 38 miles, and then 26 miles, and we enjoyed the view very iiiuch. Wlien we
arrived at Philadelphia there was a thick fog in the valley, with the tops of the
chimneys apparently about a foot out of this fog. It was. early morning and tlie

smoke began to curl out of the chimney tops. Down in the fog we could see the

electric cars running lighted, looking just like sidsmarine boats. Passing over

Philadelphia at a speed of about 35 miles an hour we heard the whistles of the

factories, which made so much noise that we could scarcely hear our OA\ai words.

We were forced to go a little higher as in our direction there was the tower of a

church. It was not our intention to ascend but were forced to do so on this account.

We had intended to wait until the sun had risen and taken us up himself. As we
watched, the sun rose and drove the fog away.

After leaving Philadelphia we tried for the last time to get a more northerly

direction, Ijecause we still hoped to go over Xew York and get into Massachusetts

or Connecticut. But we could not tind a current towards the northeast, although

we went u]) to 10,000 feet and found only a little current going east. So that we
saw l)y our maps that we would get to Aslniry Park. We tried when we came
slowly down to get as near to the coast as we cou^ld, but as we did not see any place

just at the sea-shore fit for landing, we had to come down in the street of the city and
landed with ovr car standing in the street and the l)all()<)n lying on some hushes

about thr(>e or four feet high.

When we got out of our car there were al)out two or three hundred people

standing around, and after ten minutes there were al)out a thousand. It was such

a crowd that we could scarcely stand up, and there was no way to attend to our
balloon—we were so pressed in by this crowd that we couldn't make a step. I

found two police officers and askecl them to take the guide rope and make a circle

around the balloon to keep the pul)lic out. Then Ave were able to take the net off

and carry the balloon out of the bushes to another place and fold it up. I was very

sorry Avhen I saw a piece of the net gone. 1 think a man took it as a souvenir. I had
four flags with me, and a German who came up asked me whether I could not give

him my German flag. I gave it to him, and after I had been asked whether I

would sell my other flags, I told the man I would not do it. In tlie meantime
they took them away.

Several gentlemen came up and invited me to go down in their automobile to the

telegraph office and said that there was a wagon of the express company coming to

take the balloon to the station. When I arrived at the telegraph office there were
al)out twenty or thirty there, and the Mayor of the place made a s])eech and wel-

comed us to the City of Asbury Park, inviting us for luncheon as guests of the City.

It was a very hearty reception. About four o'clock we left for New York.

The whole trip was a very fine one and 1 enjoyed it very much. The weather
was splendid and the moon very useful to us, as we had twenty-four hours of night

altogether. I think it Avas the finest trip I ever made in my life, and I shall never
forget it. I hope that I shall again have occasion to come l)ack and make one more
trip to this country. It may be that I Avill come again in tAvo years. It the Ameri-
cans come over to Germany next year I don't doubt that they will come to take back
their prize, and so the Germans Avill have the occasion to come once more to this

country Avhere we have found such a Avarm and hearty Avelcome and reception, and
we hope to give this reception to our American friends in Berlin when they come
there for the next vear's contest.
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FLYING MACHINE AND DIRIGIBLE COMPETITIONS AT
ST. LOUIS.

It is to be regretted that there were no gasless competitions as had been ar-

ranged for on Tiiesday, October 22, the day after the Gordon Bennett Race. Mr.

Ludlow constructed one of liis kites and tried to get it into the air, towed by an

automobile, on Wednesday. The space in the enclosure was too short in which to

get up speed, besides not being suited for fast I'uiniing. After several unsuccessful

attempts furtber trials were given up.

H. H. Wixon, of Chicago, had deli^ered on the grounds a beautifully con-

structed large model aeroplane of distinctive type but it was not unpacked. General

regret was expressed that Mr. Wixon did not give a demonstration. Many were

interested in the machine as it lay in an open crate.

The same day, however. Captain Thomas S. Baldwin gave two tine exhibition

flights in tlie California Arrow. The weather was favorable and the flights Avere a

Goerz Photo.

CAPTAIN THOMAS S. BALDWIN'S CALIFORNIA ARROW.

pronounced success. A'arious manoeiivers were executed and at all times the ship

was under beautiful control. "Jack" Dallas also made a flight in Tbe Strobel l)ut

met with trouble. The motor stalled as he was about to land and the wind drove the

craft in the nearby service wires. Luckily no great damage was done. Cromwell
Dixon, the fourteen year old boy, of Colund)us, after a bad start left the Park in

his "skycycle" and pedalled over the city, landing across the river at Vienna, a

distance of seven or eight miles.

On Wednesday was witnessed the pretty sight of four shining silk dirigibles

sailing 'round. Each one had a designated ])osition in the enclosure, with a guard
of soldiers. The course was laid from a line in the grounds out to and around the

Blair Monument and return, three-quarters of a mile. A gusty wind was blowing in

the face of the pilots as tbev started.
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Pl'omptly at two o'clock Captain Bakhvin eliinbcd on ilic I'lail looking frame

of the California Arrow and started. A gust of wind caught him and whirled

him aroimd. Quickly the ship was again headed into the wind but tacking had to

be resorted to in orcler to reach the Monument. Horace B. Wild, who defeated

B'eachey at Chicago, sailing the Bayersdorfer-Yager Comet, also had a good start

but got in bad currents almost immediately, and circled around in a vain attempt

to make headway. The engine stopped and the wind blew the ship swiftly over

the Park to the south where it landed a half-mile away.

In the meantime Jack Dallas in The iStrobel started low during a calm and \\as

well on his way to the Monument when Captain Baldwin finished his first trip, in

9 :30. Dallas made the course in good shape but just as he neared the grounds the

Goerz Photo. JACK DALLAS STARTINn.

driving chain broke and the ship drifted over the finish and info the open fields

beyond, the time for the course being 8 :50.

Lincoln Beachev then started easilv and travelled in a nearly direct line, out

and l)ack. doing it in T il."). Dui'inu- an intermission the I. IKIloW kite was brought

out and towed by an automobile several times within the enclosure in a useless

attempt to get it in the air. The confined space and roughness of the ground both

tended to defeat the trials.

The restless crowd was anxious to see tlie dirigibles race again and Captain

Baldwin, thoroughly aroused by his defeat in the first series, made his second

start. The wind was much worse this time and lie conld not even get to the

Monument. After heading again and again into the wind without making much
progress forward he gave it up and made his descent.

In another attempt to lower the record set by Beachey in his first flight, Dallas

started for the second time but. while lessening his own former time, failed to touch

Beachey's. After Baldwin's second trip the Arrow was taken to the tent and the

bag removed and transferred to a new and untried frame, witli two 2-bladed
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propellers and a 20-horsepower engine. After the net was attached it was found

that in the haste of building this new frame and installing a heavier motor in the

two weeks left before the race after the idea came into mind, that there had been

an error in judgment in the placing of the motor to preserve balance and the bag

had to be taken off and re-attached to the old frame. G. H. Curtiss had intended

to ride in this third trip with the new frame and engine. The transfer was

rushed and soon Baldwin was off on his third trip, doing much better this time

and lowering Beachey's record by 10 seconds.

Dallas started again and almost immediately after, Beachey; the former on

the third trip, Beachey on his second. Over the top of the St. Louis Aero Club

house could be seen the two ships, end on, one going, the other coming. When
Dallas crossed the line again in 6.10 he stood the winner, but his victory was short

lived. Straight as an arrow and with the speed of a bird came Beachey, with a

record of 4 :40. The landing was prettily made and the enthusiasm of the great

crowd tliat filled the reviewing stands and blocked the wide diives knew no bounds.

Goerz Photo. I.INCOI.N BEACHEY I>ESCENDIN(i.

Cheer after cheer went up wlien the winner's time was announced. America bad
never seen such a demonstration of airships before, whether in number or flights.

As the crowds left, Wild could be seen struggling back to his tent. The num-
erous starts and landings he had made in his game effort to regain llic enclosure
had lost him a third of his gas and the bag could be seen fia])ping up and down
in waves as the operator tilted it up or down. At last he descended almost in front

of his tent, just in time to get an ovation.

Universal sympathy was expressed for the veteran Captain Baldwin who is so
well-known in St. Louis, but fate just seemed to be perverse. As the sun neared
the horizon the wind became less and less and when Beachey started on his second
and last flight there was hardly a breath of air. A nasty ])uff seemed to spring
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up each time Baldwin started—none of the others had that ill luck to as great a

degree.

Of the $2,500 offered in prizes, $1,500 goes to Beachey, $750 to Jack Dallas,

and $250 to Captain Baldwin. Cromwell Dixon also received a purse of $375 from
the St. Louis Club. Following is the order of finish and time. It is to be noted

that the best records were made in the last flights later in the afternoon.

Operator. Time.
Baldwin 9 m. 30 s.

Wild Did not finish.

Dallas 8 m. 50 s.

Beachey 7 m. 15 s.

Baldwin, second trial Did not cover course.

Dallas, second trial 7 m. 23 s.

Baldwin, third trial 7 m. 5 s.

Dallas, third trial G m. 10 s.

Beachev, second trial 4 m. 40 s.

Points of Interest.

California Arrow.—Envelope 9,000 cu. ft. capacity, length 56 ft., diam. 18 ft.,

silk; Curtiss 4-cyl., air-cooled engine, 15-hp., weight 100 lbs., 1,500 r. p. m.

;

2-bladed propeller, canvas, 10 ft. diameter; spruce triangailar frame, cable stayed,

weight 75 lbs.; no ballast carried; weight of operator 210 lbs.

The Strobel.—Envelope 6,000 cu. ft. capacity, length 52 ft, diam. 15 ft., silk;

own make of engine, 4-cyl., air-cooled, 10-hp., 75 ll)s,, 1,500 r. p. in. ; 2-bladed

CROMWELL DIXON'S SKYCYCLE.

propeller, canvas ; spruce laminated triangular frame, 42 ft. long, steel wire stayed

;

rudder has horizontal planes.

The Beachey.—Envelope 37 ft. long, silk; motor and frame same as The
Strobel ; 2-bladed propeller, with blades about a foot square, of wood, screwed on the

ends of the arms.

The California Twin Screw.—Envelope same as California Arrow; 4-cylinder
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Curtiss air-cooled 20-hp. motor, weight 110 lbs., 1,350 r. p. m. ; frame weighs 105

lbs. ; two S-liladed propellers, 9 ft. diam., turning in opposite directions.

The Comet.—Envelope 10.000 cubic feet capacity, length 55 ft., diameter 18^/^

ft., silk; frame spruce, length 40 I't. : engine 7-hp., weight iA lbs., rebuilt Curtiss

2-c}dinder opposed, no crank case.

Cromwell Dixon Skyc^'cle.—Envelope 40 ft. long, diameter 17 ft.; the frame

consists of two stri]is bowed like the gunwale of a boat, with a bicycle frame with

pedals hung al)out in the center, chain drive to 2-bladed propeller.

A NEW FLYING MODEL.

George A. Lawrence, of 8ayre, Pa., who has been experimenting for a con-

giderable length of time, seems to have succeeded very well thus far with his

models. Mr. Lawrence has made the following statement to this magazine

:

"With the large model illustrated below I have succeeded in making several

very successful flights. On Octoljer 1st it made seven small flights, the longest

being a little over 200 feet, at a height of

about 15 feet. Another flight was made
on October 11 of aboiit 60 feet, during

^\•hich flight the above photograph was
made, and also one of less distance. The
object of these low flights was to test the

efficiency of the rudder, the test proving

entirely satisfactory.

"The -t-cylinder, 2-cycle, 60-h.p., 650
r. p. m. engine for the large machine is

one of my own design and construction

and will he completed in the early spring.

Nearly all the supporting surfaces can be

adjusted to any degree of angle while the

machine is in flight. The weight will ap-

proximate !)80 pounds, including myself as operator. su])]iorted by about 1,100 square
feet of surface. The spread from tip to tip of wings will be 37 feet, 28 feet from
front to rear, and 18 feet in height from top of plane to the wheel base. There are

three vertical and four horizontal rudders. The machine is also equipped with a

9-h.p. emergency engine, located in the rear, for safety in forward gliding to the

earth in case of accident to the big one. The ])ropeller is 3 ft. in diameter and will

revolve at 1,500 r. p. ui.„ as I don't want any more than 50 or 60 pounds pressure
forward."

THE LAWRENCE MODEL IN FLIGHT.

(.' ^

Watching the Heavier than Air Experiments
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FIvASHI^IGHT OK CONGRESS
From left to right, front row: Kimball, Hammer, Zahm, Hewitt, Chester, Moore, Allen, Post, Jonesv

INTERNATIONAL AERONAUTICAL CONGRESS.
President : Professor Wili^is L. Moore.

Secretary : Dr. Albert Francis Zahm. Chairman Gen'l Committee; Wm. J. Hammer.
Chairman Executive Com.: AuGi'STus PosT.;^ Sec'y Committees : ERNEST La Rue Jones.

Summary of Meeting.

tlu' (it'iieraL ('uiuiiiittec.,

n tlie Assembly Room of

Morning Session, October 28.

The meeting was called to order Ity the Cliairmaii o

Mr. William J. Hammer, at 11 o'eloek in tlie morning.

the Automobile Clttb of America, New York.

Mr. Hammer explained that on account of the close ])roximity of tlie dates of

the Gordon Bennett International Aeronautic Iface, the Annual Aero Cdub Sliow,

and the Congress, the previous removal of the entire aeronautic exhibit from James-

town Exposition to the Exhibition at Xew York and the improbability of securing-

an attendance at Jamestown, it had l)een decided by the officers of the (Congress to

hold its sessions in Xew Y^ork on the dates scheduled.

The Chairman then introduced tlie President of tlic Congress, Professor Willis

L. Moore, Chief United States Weather Bureau, who addressed the meeting, reading-;

])ortions of his ])aper. a "General T»esume of Aeronautics."

^Messrs. J. C. McCoy, Alfred Leblanc, Peiie ({asniei', and .Major Henry B,

Hersey, were then called upon in turn by the President and cheerfully responded

with accounts of their trips in the Gordon Bennett Eace at St. Louis.

Admiral C. ]\L Chester was introduced and read a very interesting pai)er.

"The Airship for the Navy." a consideration of the aid which an airshij) would he to

the Xavv in time of war.
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Afternoon Session, October 28.

General .lames Allen, Chief Signal Officer of the United States Army was next
introduced by tlie President. General Allen told of the present activity of the
Signal Corps in aeronautic work and of its plans for the future as now under way.

A connnittee of three, Messrs. J. C. McCoy, Professor A. Lawrence Rotch, and
Carl E. Myers, u])on motion duly seconded and unanimously carried, was appointed
to draft a resolution expressing the sense of the meeting as regards the urging of

the United States Congress for an appropriation for aeronautical work in the Army.
The following resolution was sul)se()uently submitted and unanimously approved
and a copy ordered transmitted to President Eoosevelt: "Pesolved, by the Inter-

national Aeronautical Congress assembled together at New York, that the President
of the United States be requested to call the attention of Congress to the ad-

visability of providing the departments of the Government charged with these

duties, funds sufficient to establish aeronautical plants commensurate with those of

other nations."

At the request of the I'resident, Major George 0. Squier, of the United States

Signal Corps at Fort Leavenworth, Ivans., supplemented the remarks' of General
Allen by a general ivview of the advantages of an aeronautic division in active

operations.

A general discussicm of the ])i'o])erties of coal and hydrogen gases, the availa-

bility and cost of each, their uianufacture, et cetera, then followed.

Mr. Carl E. Myers was called upon and read his paper, "Hydrogen Gas Balloon-

ing," a suniuiai-y of bis experience with hydrogen for balloons.

The President next called upon ]\Ir. Wilbur E. Kimball, who told of the recent

progress aln-oad with gasless flying machines and of his experiments with a model

helicopter.

The possibility of aeroplane flight without juotor was discussed by Elias E. Eies,

ivho has been experimenting toward this end.

Herr Paul IMeckel, the third representative of the German aero clul) in the

Gordon Bennett Eace, then gave his story of the trip, followed by Professor ]\Ioore's

remarks on the occasion of the Gordon Bennett Eace being held in this country

this year and its tranference to Germany in 1908.

A telegram was read from Lieut.-Col. William A. Glassford, expressing his

regret at not being al)le to be present to read his paper, and the President called

upon Mr. Gustave'Wliitehead, who told of the active experimenting now in progress

in the United States, the possibilities of success in the near future, and his own

work and plans.

Doctor A. r. Zahm ])resented the following papers, in full or by al)stract:

"Soaring Flight," by Octave Chanute; "Use of the Gyroscope in Flying Machines,"

by Lieut. Eobert Henderson, Chief Engineer, U. S. S. Missouri; "Some Model

Aeroplane Experiences and Details of a Man-Carrying Aeroplane," by A. Y. Eoe,

member of the Aero CIuIj of the United Kingdom; "Experiments with Model

Flying Machine," by Edward W. Smith, University of Pennsylvania; "The Best

Inclinations for the Surfaces and Propeller Shafts of Dynamical Airships," by

T. W. K. Clarke, Associate Member lust. C. E., Surrey, England; "Curvature a

Eelative Term," by George A. Spratt; "Equilibrium and Control of Aeroplanes,"

by L. J. Lesh; giving a resume of same, illustrated by diagrams.

At four o'clock the meeting adjourned for the day.

Morning Session, October 29.

On the meeting being called to order by the president, Mr. Bishop, President

of the Aero Club of America, was called upon and delivered a few reuiarks on the

Gordon Bennett Eace. After which, Captain Chas. De F. Chandler, of the United

States Signal Corps, told of his trip with Mr. McCoy in the balloon race, supple-

mented by a few remarks from General Allen.
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Herr Oscar Erbsloh^ the winning German contestant in the Gordon Bennett
described his long trip, the landing, and told what the Americans might expect
when they go to Germany next year to bring back the cup.

A resolution was passed extending to Herr Erbsloh and his aide, Mr. H. H.
Clayton, the hearty felicitations of the Congress on their success in winning the
Cup.

A resolution was passed extending by cable the felicitations of the Congress to

Mr. Henry Farman on his successful aeroplane flight of October 26.

Dr. P. Polis, of the German Meteorological Survey at Aachen, who is in the

United States to study American methods in meteorological stations, told of the
work being done in Germany and of what he saw in our o^\^l bureaus.

Dr. A. F. Zahm, Professor of Mechanics at the Catholic University of America^
Washington, gave an abstract of his paper left over from the preceding day, "Wind-
Tunnels for Aerodynamic Exj)eriments, their Construction and Equipment," witli

graphic illustrations.

Tjie succeeding paper, "First Observations with Sounding Balloons in America,
Obtained by the Blue Hill Observatory," was delivered by Professor A. Lawrence
Eotch, Director, Blue Hill Observatory. This paper brought out a number of ques-

tions and Professor Moore stated the plans of the Weather Bureau for introducing
the work begun previously by Professor Eotch.

Professor A. J. Henry delivered "The Use of Upper Air in Forecasting,"^

giving a general idea of the methods for ol)taining date upon which to base forecasts,

Mr. S. D. Mott then addressed the meeting on his work witli helicopters de-

signed for tlie use of meteorologists in securing upper air data.

Afternoon Session, October 29.

Professor W. J. Humphreys, Director of Mt. Weather Observatory, lectured

after lunch on the "Possibility of Extending Our Knowledge of the Sun and of

Atmospheric Absorption.''

The two papers of Professor A. G. McAdie, of the Weather Bureau at San
Francisco, "Extension of Area of AVeather Eeports for Aeronauts," and "Lightning
As an Element of Danger in Balloon Work," were read in Professor McAdie's
absence by Professor Henry, followed by a short discussion of the use of aluminum
coating for balloons and its relation to lightning.

Dr. W. E. Blair, of the Mt. Weather station, w^as then introduced and gave an
interesting talk on "Kite Manipulation and the Eecord Flight" of October 3 ; 33,000
feet.

Mr. E. B. Bronson suggested the holding of another international congress next

year and, after general discussion, Messrs. Cortlandt Field Bishop, Augustus Post,

William J. Hammer, Professor A. Lawrence Eotch, Charles M. Manly, Dr. A. F.

Zahm, and Octave Chanute, were appointed to consider the advisability of holding

an annual congress in this country and to arrange for affiliation, if deemed ad-

visable, with foreign international congresses.

Dr. Zahm presented, "Principles Involved in the Formation of Wing Surfaces
and tbe Phenomenon of Soaring," by Dr. J. J. Montgomery, Professor of PhysicS;,

Santa Clara College, and "Observations and Tests of ]\Iarvelous Soaring Power
of Birds in Calm and Storm," by Israel Lancaster. Before reading the latter paper,.

Dr. Zahm said : "In the latter eighties Mr. Lancaster described, at a meeting of the

American Association for the Advancement of Science, some remarkable instances

of soaring flight which set Professor Langley to thinking about the possibility not
only of soaring, but of flying through the air. Professor Langley began his aeron-

autic work at that time and never after left it off."

A resolution of thanks to the Automobile Club of America was then passed,

expressing appreciation by the Congress of its kindness in offering the use of its

rooms.

Messrs. Cortlandt Field Bishop, Dr. A. F. Zahm, and Mr. Ernest L. E. Jones,
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were appointed a Publication C'ommittee to arrange for the printing of all the
papers and discussions presented to the Congress, same to be delivered in bound
volumes to meml^ers of the Congress.

Dr. W. J. Humphreys read, in the absence of the author, the paper of Professor
Cleveland Abbe, of the tl. S. Weather Bureau, on "Helicopters for Aerial Research."

A vote of thanks was tendered Dr. Zahm for his efforts in securing the papers
and his aid toward nuiking the Congress a success.

A telegTam of congratulations was read from Professor David Todd, dated at

the summit of the Andes.
After being favored with some aeronautic motion pictures by Mr. F. H. White,

the Congress closed."fe^

Papers and Addresses Presented.

Presidential Address.—General Eesume of Aeronautics; by I'rof. Willis L.
Moore, Chief of the United States Weather Bureau, Washington," D. C.

Addresses of the contestants in tlie second James Gordon Bennett International

Cup Pace.

The Air-ship for the Xavy; by Admiral C. M. C'hester, United States Xavy,
Washington, D. C.

Our Army and Aerial Warfare; by Lieut.-Col. William A. Glassford, Chief

Signal Officer of the Department of Missouri, United States Armv, Fort Omaha,
I^I"eb.

Use of the Gyroscope in Flying Machines; by Lieut. Robert Henderson, Chief

Engineer, U. S. S. Missouri, Boston, Mass.

Some Model Aeroplane Experiences and Details of a Man-Carrying Aeroplane

;

by A. V. Roe, member of the Aero Club of the United Kingdom, 47 West Hill,

Wandsworth, London, S. W., England.

Experiments with Model Flying Machine; l)y Edward W. Smith, University of

Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.

The Best Inclinations for the Surfaces and Propeller Shafts of Dvnamical Air-

ships; by T. W. K. Clarke, Associate Member Inst. C. E., St. Catherine, Maple
Road, Surbiton, Surrey, England.

Curvature a Relative Term; by G. A. Spratt, R. F. D. No. 1, Coatesville, Pa.

Equilibrium and Control of Aeroplanes; bv L. J. Lesh, 200 Peel St., Montreal,

Can.

Wind-Tunnels for Aerodynamic Experiments; their Construction and Equip-

ment; by Dr. A. F. Zahm, Professor of Mechanics, the Catholic I'niversity of Amer-
ica, Washing-ton, I). C.

On the First Observations with Sounding Balloons in America Obtained by the

Blue Hill Observatory; l)y Prof. A. Lawrence Rotch, Dii'ector, Blue Hill Observa-

tory, Hyde Park, Mass.

Tbe Use of Upper Air Data in Forecasting; by Prof. A. J. Henry, U. S.

Weather Bureau, Washington, D. C.

The Possibility of Extending Our Knowledge of the Sun and of Atmospheric

Absorption; by Prof. W. J. Humphreys, Director of Mount Weather Observatory,

Bluemont, Va.

Extension of Area of Weather Reports for Aeronauts; by Prof. A. G. McAdie,

U. S. Weather Bureau, 1500 Merchants Exchange Building, San Francisco, Calif.

Kite Manipulation, and the Record Flight; by Dr. W. R. Blair, U. S. Weather

Bureau, Bluemont, Va.

Observations and Tests of Marvelous Soaring Power of Birds in Calm and

Storm; by Israel Lancaster, Fairhope, Ala.

Principles Involved in the Formation of Wing Surfaces and the Phenomenon

of Soaring; by Dr. J. J. Montgomery, Professor of Physics, Santa Clara College,

Santa Clara, Calif.
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Helicopters for Aerial Eesearch; by Prof. Cleveland Abbe, U. S. Weather
Bureau, Washington, D. C.

Hydrogen Gas Ballooning; by C*arl E. j\Iyers, Frankfort, N. Y.
Lightning as an Element of Danger in Balloon Work; by Prof. A. G. McAdie.
Power Eequired to Drive an Airship; by Prof. C. M. Woodward, Dean of the

School of Engineering and Architecture, Washington University, St. Louis, Mo.
Soaring Flight; by Octave Chanute, Consulting Engineer, Chicago, 111.

Publication Notice.

The addresses, papers and discussions presented to the Congress will be pub-
lished serially in this magazine and at the earliest date possible bound volumes
will be distributed without charge to those holding membership cards in the Con-
gress. Others may ])urchase the volume at a consistent price when ready or may
take advantage of immediate publication by subscribing to this magazine at the

regular rate.

Following will be found the opening address of the President, Professor Willis

L. ]\Ioore, D. Sc. LL.D., Cliief of the U. S. Weather Bureau, a "General Eesume of

Aeronautics," and those of ]\Ir. J. C. McCoy and Alfred Lel)lanc, contestants in

the Gordon Bennett Eace, representing America and France.

President's Address.

We meet to interchange ideas on aeronautical subjects at a particularly auspi-

cious time. In calling attention to the more important achievements in the de-

velopment of methods for the conquest of the air, and in forecasting the future of

this important field of human activity, I have drawn liberally upon the knowledge
and exj^erience of that splendid man and engineer Octave Chanute. Since the

last International Aeronautical Congress, that at Milan in 1906, two practical so-

lutions of the problem of aerial navigation have become estalilished. Several

dirigible balloons liave been produced which are truly and efficiently navigable,

and a dynamic flying machine has been evolved which has flown many times, the

maximum being 24 miles at a stretch. Moreover, there have been great advances in

meteorology, so that we are now well on the way to the domain of the air.

There have been previous congresses on aerial navigation, more or less inter-

national; at Paris in 1889 and in 1900, at Chicago in 1903, at St. Louis in 1904, and

at Milan in 1906. There was also a conference at Brussels from the 12tli to the

15th of September of this year, at which papers were read on the periodical

movements of air currents, atmospheric dynamics, the speed of the winds, and the

varying temperatures at great altitudes. The previous congresses chiefly discussed

the means and methods that might be employed to acliieve success; they pointed

out the conjectured way; and now that success has come, in a rudimental way at

least, it remains to discuss further the evolution to be accomplished and the pos-

sible uses of Ijalloons and flying machines. The paramount fact is that in order

to be practically efficient the dirigible balloon should attain an inherent or "proper"

speed superior to that of ordinary winds. Scientific observations in France have

shown that at Paris, at a height of say 300 feet above the Seine Eiver, the proba-

bilities of encountering a wincl of less speed than 32 miles an hour are 708 in 1000.

That the chances of wind of less than 28 miles an hour are 815 in 1000, so that the

possibilities are that a balloon possessing the latter speed could hold its own on

397 occasions, or days of the year. The probabilities of winds less than 45 miles

per hour are 963 in 1000.^ However, the speed of the wind increases rapidly with

the height; the registering anenometers on the Eiffel tower having demonstrated

'Andr6, "I,es Dirigeables, " Ch. Beranger. Ed. 1902.
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the fact that at a height of 1,000 feet the wind is not infrequently twice as fast as

it is at the ground.

The dirigible balloon has now attained a measured speed of 28 miles an hour.

Its evolution has taken up over 50 years. Giifard ascended with a spindle-shaped

balloon and a steam engine in 1,853 and attained 6.71 miles an hour. De Lome
obtained 6.26 miles per hour with power in 1873. Tissandier increased this to

7.82 miles per hour in 1884 with an electric motor, while the next year Renard
and Krebs attained 14 miles an hour with the same kind of a motor. Then came
Count Zeppelin in 1900 who reached 18 miles an ]iour,_and then the sensational flight

of Santos Dumont in 1901 around the Eiffel Tower at 19 miles an hour with a

gasoline motor, which he was the first to apply to a dirigible balloon, ^¥ith the

hope of improving upon these achievements the wealthy French sugar refiners,

Lebaudy Brothers, authorized their engineer, Mr. H. Julliot, in 1900, to build a

new dirigible balloon at their expense. This was first navigated in 1903 and at-

tained 24 miles per hour. Improvements were made in 1903, 1904, and 1905, and
in 1906 the perfected "Lebaufly" balloon was given to the French Government for

war purposes. The latter at once ordered a duplicate, "La Patrie,'' with which a

speed of 28 miles an hour has been obtained during the current year; and it is

stated that a whole fleet of similar dirigibles, five to begin with, has 1)een placed

under construction.

Meanwhile the Germans have produced several war dirigil)le balloons; that of

Major Parseval, that of Major Gross, which both have been claimed to exhibit 38

or 30 miles an hour and that of Count Zeppelin, whose immense balloon, rebuilt

for the third time, is said by the newspapers to have attained 34 miles an hour.

The British Government has also been secretly building a war dirigible balloon

at Aldershot. It was first tested September 10 and Octol)er 5 of this year, and
while perhaps not equal in performance to the French or German airships it con-

stitutes a hopeful beginning.

In the United States the Government has done practically nothing toward

building dirigible balloons. This has been left to private initiative and as the only

returns possible thus far are from public exhibitions, Mr. Stevens, Mr. Baldwin,

and Mr. Knabenshue have built and flown small and slow airships. They could

have shown more speed if they had built larger ships, but this was beyond

their means, for the "Patrie" is said to have cost $60,000. On the other hand
Mr. Wellman has built a very large and moderately fast airship in the daring

project to reach the North Pole, and it is earnestly hoped that his third attempt

next year will be crowned with success.

It is thus seen that dirigilfle war balloons have been developed to an inherent

speed of 28 to 30 miles per hour. This is not likely to l)e exceeded very soon, for

although the possible speed increases with the size, the danger and difficulties

of handling such frail structures increase also. It is probable that the Zeppelin

airship, 413 feet long and 383^ feet in diameter, is on the border of impractica-

bility. The present speed, although inferior to that of the flying machine which

begins with 38 miles per hour, may prove satisfactory on comparatively still days,

but it remains to be ascertained In' practice to what height balloons will have to

ascend to be reasonably safe from gun fire and what winds will tlius l)e encoun-

tered.

The balloon possesses, however, two advantages over the flying machine. First,

it can lift a greater proportional or surplus weight with increase of size. If this

is not utilized for a more powerful motor, projectiles may be taken up. Mr. Jul-

liot has stated that the "Lebaudy" can carry some 30 bombs, each loaded with 22

pounds of Melenite and that the unbalancing which results froni each bomb when
thrown overboard can be overcome in 18 seconds by pumping air into the "bal-

lonet" and letting out an equal weight of gas. It remaius to be proved how ac-

curate the aim may be. On the other hand, the larger is the flying machiue the-
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more it will weigh in ijroportion and the less will be the proportional surplus

weight. The second advantage is that in a contest between the two the balloon,

by discharging ballast, can rise vertically much faster than the flying machine
and that the upper position confers great advantage both for attack and defense,

as evidenced by all contests lietween birds. The chief use in war, however, both

of the dirigible l^alloon and of the flying machine will be in scouting and in di-

recting artillery fire by use of wireless telegraphy. They will carry very little

surplus weight and their offensive operations will be limited, although occasional

lucky shots may prove decisive in their consequences, such as the destruction of a

war ship, of a powder magazine, or of a general staff.

Although the United States has done very little toward developing the dirigible

balloon it has produced the first practicable flying machine. Maxim in 1894, Ader
in 1897, Kress in 1901, and Langley in 1903 (two of them Americans) had ex-

perimented with full-sized man-carrying machines but had not obtained satisfac-

tory results. They undertook too much at once, i. e., to work out simultaneously

the form of the machine, its equipoise, its motor and its propeller. They were de^

feated by the lack of equipoise. Their apparatus proved imstable and more critical,

still they had no previous experience or practice in handling it. Lilienthal had
stated, as early as 1895, that the first problem to be solved was that of equilibrium

and control, and that tliis could only be acquired by experiment and practice. His

advice was followed by Pilcher and by CUianuto and subsequently by Wilbur and
Orville Wright, of Dayton, Ohio, whose improvements have led to success. After

three years of experiments with gliding machines, they added a motor and a propel-

ler of their ovra design in 1903, and were enabled on the 17th of December to make
four flights with their dynamic flying machine, the longest being 852 feet in length

against an icy, gusty wind blowing at 20 miles an hour. They greatly improved

upon this in 1901 and finally perfected an apparatus which flew, in 1905, 24 miles

on a stretch at 38 miles per hour.

When first these achievements were made known in December, 1905, there was
general incredulity. It did not seem possible that a problem which had baffled

mankind for six thousand years should have been solved while the public had no
premonitory information of impending success. It was presently discovered that

there had been preliminary successes for two years by these two gifted mechani-

cians, but that the performances had been kept secret for fear that the construction

and operation of the machine should be copied by other searchers and that the in-

ventors should lose their reward. Investigation established the truth of their claims,

these are now generally conceded, and a swarm of inventors (some thirty or forty

in Europe, most of them in France), at once engaged in attempts to imitate the feat.

The first in point of date was Mr. Vuia, a French inventor, who experimented

his No. 1 machine in February, 1906. He was the first to show that an aeroplane

flying apparatus could rise upon the air by running npon wheels (four in this case)

upon an ordinary road. The machine rose a score of times and flew a few feet,

but almost invariably was broken in alighting. Mr. Vnia built his No. 2 machine

in 1907, and tested it in June and July. He rose to a height of 16 feet and flew

some 65 feet, but the stability proved defective and the apparatus fell and was

broken. Mr. Vuia was only slightly l)ruised.

The next to get ready was Mr. Santos Dumont, of balloon and Eiffel Tower
fame. With his No. XIV bis., an aeroplane on wheels and 50-horsepower motor,

he made a flight of 200 feet on the 23d of October, 1906, and of 723 feet on the 1st

of November, this being to the present time the longest flight on record save

those of the W^rights. On both occasions the apparatus was injured in alighting,

and then No. XV was built, which was broken on its first public trial, March 27,

1907. Then the repaired XIV bis. was tried April 4, and broken. Then No. XVI
was produced, this being a mixed apparatus comprising a spindle-shaped balloon

and an areoplane, the whole mounted on wheels. This was tested June 8, but was
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unfortimately wrecked on the first trial. He has now huilt another apparatus with

100-horsepower.

Meanwhile Mr. Delagrange, a French sculptor, had an aeroplane built with a

50-horsepower motor mounted on three wheels. It was first tested in February,

1907. It was broken and mended several times, and after a number of trials a

flight of 200 feet was obtained March 30 and of ICA feet April 8, the apparatus

being again broken. Mr. Delagrange then joined Mr. Archdeacon and the two have

had built a modified apparatus, which, after some preliminary experiment* over

water, is to be soon tested over land.

Mr. L. Bleriot, an al)]e French engineer, has had l)uilt by Mr. Yoisin no less

than three types of flying machines on wlieels. The first was like a Hargrave kite

and gave unsatisfactory results, the next was a monoplane, shaped like the winged

seed of the maple. It was tested April 5, 7, 15 and 19, broken and abandoned, and

the third essentially a Langley aeroplane, mounted upon three wheels and pro-

vided with a motor of 24-horsepower, since superceded by one of 50-horse])()wer.

It was tested on July 7, 11, 15, 25, and 31 and on Augiist 6 and 10, the longest

flight being of 469 feet, and breakages generally resulting at each trial. Finally

on 17th of September, after making a flight of about 150 yards, it pitched down

from a height of nearly 50 feet and was smashed. Mr. Bleriot had his face badly

cut and was bleeding profusely when he was rescued from under the debris. His

injuries, however, were, happily, not serious.

Thus it is seen that the flights thus far have consisted of little more tlian

grasshopper-like jumps and that almost every trial has resulted in misliaps and

breakages. Yet the inventors are undoubtedly learning. They have been plucky

;

they have mended and altered their machines time and again, and they may after

a while acquire the science of the bird. Fortunately no lives have been lost or

serious injuries sustained, and so other French inventors are prepairing to try

machines which they have completed. Mention may be made of Captain Ferber,

who has an aeroplane equipped with a motor of 100-horsepower, Mr. Kapferer, Mr.

Farman, Count de la Vaux, Mr. Fsnault Pelterie, ^Mr. Seux, :\Ir. Barlatier, while

in England the government has built, in great secrecy, an aeroplane machine which

is now ready for testing in a secluded spot in the Highlands, and four or five avia-

tors have built flying machines of their own. Moreover, in France, in Germany,

in Austria, in Denmark, and in Switzerland there are over a score of other aviators

whose names have been published as having flying machines under construction with

which to tempt fate. There is no telling what are their chances of success. The

whole of the civilized world, so to speak, is in expectance and it is understood that

Wright Brothers are in Europe negotiating with various war departments for a

sale of their secrets.

Now that the air is to be navigated the study of meteorology becomes more im-

portant than ever liefore.

Activity in the exploration of the upper air for meteorological purposes has

been manifest in various quarters of the globe. In Germany, kite and l)alloon

observations have l^een made continuously at Lindenberg since 1902. In France,

under the direction of M. Teisserenc de Bort, the well-known work with sounding

balloons at Trappes has been continued. At the beginning of the present year

an expedition was sent by the French Meteorological Service to Swedish Lapland,

within the Arctic Circle.' Although the surface temperatures at this far northern

station were much lower than at Tfappes, the upper air conditions within the Arctic

Circle confirmed, in a remarkable manner, the results obtained at Trappes in France.

In a joint investigation of the upper air conditions in the trade wind region of

the Atlantic, in the vicinity of the Azores, Madeira, and Cape Verde islands, M.

Teisserenc de Bort and Prof. A. Lawrence Eotch, of Blue Hill Observatory, Hyde

Park, Mass., established the existence of the traditional counter trades. These inves-

tigators have shown that the vertical sequence in the air currents near Ascension,
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south of the equator is:—Trade winds from the southeast; diverse winds from
the southwest; counter trades from tlie north. North of the equator, as in the

vicinity of the x4zores, the winds of the lower strata l)low from northeast and east;

above 3,000 feet, as a rule, from northwest to northeast.

The United States Weather Bureau at its observatory on Mount Weather, Va.,

began the systematic exploration of the upper air with kites, on June 20 of the

present year. Since that time ascents ranging from one to four miles above the

station have been made daily, except on Sundays and on holidays. On October 3d,

1907, an altitude of 23,111 feet above sea level, or a little over four miles above

the station, was reached, this being, so far as known, the greatest elevation hitherto

reached with kites. At the above-named height the temperature was found to be 5.4°

F. below zero. The details of this remarkal^le flight will be commnnicated to the

Congress by Dr. Wm. E. Blair of the Mount Weather staff.

The valuable information secured by the kite observations is telegraphed daily

to the Central Office of the Weather Bureau in Washington, and is there used in

the forecast service for the Middle Atlantic and New England States.

Meteorological stations on Pikes Peak and on ]\Iount Washington, in the United
States, and on Ben Xevis, in Scotland, have been abandoned, especially as the data

secured at those places were found to be of little or no use in the making of weather
forecasts largely because of the disturbing inffuence of the radiation from the moun-
tain itself; but, now that the kite has been developed to such a high state of effi-

ciency that at jMount Weather but one observation was missed in three months, it

will be possible to reopen these stations and get readings of instruments far above

the peaks, which Avill be more useful to the weather forecaster than any surface

observations.

In other parts of the world much valuable work has been done and unexpected
facts have been brought to light, especially by the flights of unmanned balloons,

which have ascended 7 to 9 miles above the earth's surface.

It is evident that the first application in aerial navigation will be the art of

war, and it is clear that its main usefulness will be in reconnaissance, for the loads

which can l)e carried will be small. Balloons have now reached nearly their limit of

speed and will always be comparatively slow. Flying Machines begin with 38
miles an hour and may attain in future 60 to 75 miles an hour, with a radius of

action perhaps 200 or 300 miles. It is now interesting to speculate as to what
further iises may grow out of these powers and what the develo])ment is likely to

be. Commercially very little is to l)e expected from either balloons or flying ma-
chines. Carrying freight is out of the question and even profitable smuggling is

doubtful. For passenger traffic the number carried will be so small and the cost

so great that no competition is possil)le with existing modes of transit. More-
over, there will always be danger, l)ut even before this has been minimized aerial

navigation may serve in sport. This has already occurred with l)alloons and will be

more pronounced with flying machines. The latter will be useful in explorations

of otherwise inaccessible places, such as mountain tops, swamps, or densely wooded
regions, and also in rapid surveys of desert or insalubrious stretches, provided

that supplies of petrol can be obtained within the radius 6i action ; for the petrol

motor alone has made aerial navigation possible and is the sine ipm non of its

success.

Balloons and flying machines will undoubtedly be used in carrying dispatches

and even mail service may be attempted l)ut deliveries will be irregular. If the

wind blows from the right direction the speed may be great, but if it blows the

wrong way the trip may be long. Upon the whole, now that success lias come,
we see that the conquest of the air has more limited practical uses than was im-
agined when it was not known how that success was to be achieved, but it may de-

velop new uses of its own and prove an important benefit to mankind.
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The Voyage of the America, By J. C. McCoy, Pilot.

We cannot say too much in praise of tlie preparation and the plans wliich were

carried out so successt'ull_y in St. Louis by tlie Committee in charge, under the

direction of the Business Men's League of St. Louis. Everytliing went off in the

most approved style and quite equal to any contests that I know of that have been

handled abroad. As the appointed hour approached, i o'clock, we found that every

balloon was jn-ejjared, thanks to the able manner in which the inflation of the nine

balloons was managed and every balloon left the ground directly on the minute.

The gas furnished by tlie St. Louis people proved to be the very best quality of

coal gas for ascensional force; there could not have been better stability than the

gas furnished us at this time. I have not had an opportunity to talk with the other

pilots^ but no doubt they will agree with me with regard to it. We are also under

very great oljligation to the weather reports furnished us which I fomid almost in-

valuable to us in our work in the air. There w^ere given to us by the Weather

Bureau forecasts of weather which might affect the balloons. They were handed

to us on the ground just l)efore our departure. I do not think a race has ever been

held before wbere such full ol:)servations regarding the conditions of the air were

known.

So far as our own work was concerned, I was accompanied by Captain Chandler.

\\e had a very fortunate start. I located my balloon 300 feet above the ground until

dai'kness came on. This gave me a good opportunity to observe the drift of the

wind as affecting tliose higher in the air. The haze and smoke was very great and

the other balloons were obscured. Those which had risen to a considerable height

we were able to sec because they were well above the smoke of St. Louis. I never

saw Major Hersey's balloon until well up in the air. He was about three or four

lialloons ahead of mine in arising. We traveled a very little west of north the first

part of our trip, but later in the evening the current carried us more to the north

toward Lake Michigan. We never got west of the Illinois Eiver. As morning ap-

proached, in the early morning, we located ourselves at Grafton, Illinois, traveling

in the direction of Lake Michigan, but a change of the wind in the early hours

brouglit us more easterly, and at six o'clock, at 1200 metres above the earth, travel-

ing almost east, which direction we w^ere able to keep all the day. At that time

there was a strong northeasterly current near the ground, but at 1200 metres the

current was south of east and we made this easterly current which was about only

tiOO metres thick. We kept ourselves in this current until four or five o'clock, but

coming nearer to the ground we lost the current and were unable to locate ourselves

in it again, owing to loss of gas. The condition of our balloon at this time, losing

some amount of gas, made it diffifcult for me to obtain a permanent equilibrium ex-

cept at about 1200 metres. Of course we were practically not gaining a foot,

simply traveling on the arc of a great circle equally distant from St. Louis and

\evy discouraging.

That night about 12 o'clock we crossed the Allegheny River in the vicinity of

Wheeling and entered into the coke regions of Pennsylvania. The whole earth

was lighted up by the coal industries and looked as if we were looking down into

the infernal regions. We doul)ted very much the necessity of making descent

in that region. It was very thrilling, that sight. During the night we approached

tlie mountains and our altitude was necessarily much greater. We went up some-

where in the neighborhood of .'i.OOO metres. Heavy storm clouds came up below us

and the cold l^ecame intense. The temperature was below freezing, though I do

not remember the exact figures. It made quite an impression on us, though, you

may be sure. The balloon would make great sweeps to the earth and drop some-

times as much as a thousand metres. The first thing in the morning, as soon as

the daylight appeared and we were able to see, the clouds had disappeared and

we identified Harper's Ferry and we were quite rejoiced to think that we would

))p able to make a landing at Washington. The landing from St. Louis to Wash-
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iagloji liad been discussed and we were quite entliusiastic about landing at Wash-
ington, but second tliouglits suggested the wisdom of not coining down at

Washington Ijut continuing our journey as far as circumstances would permit. As
we were traveling at that time due east we soon saw the waters of Chesapeake
Kay and decided to make our descent as near the shore of Chesapeake Bay as

Avould be advisable. At the ground, we found a very strong wind blowing. We
tliougbt il was l)lowing about 40 miles an bour. The situation was critical to

us. We had left without an anchor and I was somewhat concerned as to how we
Avere to get down. 1 told Captain Chandler he would hit as hard a bump as he
ever had in his life. He said, ''Go abead, I can stand as much as you can." We
got nearer and nearer and the attacks of our guide rope which we had let down
were, perhaps, as vicious as anything could possibly be on earth. It got caught
on a rail fence and it made nothing of that rail fence. It simply picked it up
clean. Oju-c il got caught in tbe toj) of a tree and I told the Captain he would
have to hold on tight, and it bi-ongbt tbat balloon up! you can imagine a motor
traveling .'50 or 40 miles an hour and coming in contact witb an obstruction. Well,

it bi'ought our balloon u]3 very ([uickly, although fortunatt'ly we suffered no real

injui'y. Fortunately, also, tbe top of the tree came away with a horrible crash

and the guide rope let go. I gradually brought the balloon down to where the

guide I'ope was sjDread out over a great surface of the forest, so I thought I would

prepare to light at the edge of tbe forest. Just before reaching the edge I held

the valve and tbe l)alloon settled down between the trees as .softly and gently as

ever a balloon could.

THE VOYAGE OF THE ISLE DE FRANCE.
By Alfred Leblanc.

In starting, tbe wind was towards the west, and we were hoping to make a

voyage into Canada, but tbe A\ind changed directly towards the northeast, and

we then expected to reacli tbe (V)ast. We did reach the Coast, in New Jersey,

but. we still hoped to continue, and so land on Long Island, but the wind drove

us back, and we were obliged to land somewhere near the place where the German
balloon landed, though at that time we did not know the German balloon

was so near, or we might have made some effort to pursue the voyage further.

'I'be landing was very easy and the whole voyage resembled very much a trip

over the plains of Europe, the most interesting portion of the trip being the

crossing of tbe AUeghanies. which presented some novel features.

NOTES OF A RUSSIAN MILITARY AERONAUT ON THE APPLICA-
TION OF BALLOONING TO LAND AND NAVAL WARFARE.

By Lieut.-Col. F. A. Postnikov.

Tbe (ii-si practical apiilical ion of ballooning to military purposes took place dur-

ing the Frcncb Revolution when the Republican army had the possibility, during the

siege of J\raubeige, to obsei'vt' ilie effect of its artillery on the besieged city, thanks

to tbe energy and euter])i'ising spirit of Coutel, and was thus enabled to rapidly take

possession of Ibis fortress. This was at the end of the 18th Century. Up to the

Franco-Prussian War no more or less serious adaptation of aeronautics to the armed
struggle between nations can be quoted during the entire lengthy period preceding

it. During one year only of this war mow ])ractical applications of ballooning were

made tlian during the whole intervening time. Paris, cut olf from the world in

general and from France in particular by tbe iron ring of German troops, took

extensive advantage of aeiial means of coinmunication wliicb tbe German army was

incapalilo of breaking. During tins siege sixty-four balloons tiew out of Paris taking

along from the besieged city its mail and carrier ]jigeons for tbe receipt of news from
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without. Thus 3,000,000 letters were sent and forwarded to their destination.

This war proved to the entire workl the importance and necessity of the adaptation

of this new fighting means in fortress warfare and we see that in all European

countries the creation of halloon sections and the establishment of schools for the

preparation of experienced aeronauts, as the school of IMoudon in France, tliat of

Berlin in Germany, and of St. Petersburg in Eussia. In all more or less important

fortresses of Austria, Germany, France and Eussia were organized fortress balloon

companies consisting in the average of two officers and 100 rank and file, and sup-

plied with material in sufficient quantity as to be able, in time of war. to furnish a

threefold contingent.

It may be easily understood that balloon parks, projected for action in fortresses,

were encumbered by apparata and material of great weight, as these were to be

moved over small distances and on excellent fortress roads. But the colonial wars,

as that of the French in Tonkin and the British in South Africa, waged in coun-

tries witli bad roads and far from manufacturing centres, showed the necessity of

creating light mobile lialloon parks adaptable for field w^arfare. The foundation of field

balloon parks was thus laid. Their usefulness, however, was recognized only by a

small number of specialists and was greatly contended l)y many military authorities.

The Eusso-Japanese War, which radically changed tbe views of military autbor-

ities on the methods of waging modern warfare, also showed the necessity of applying

field balloon detachments not only to fortress but also to field warfare. Witb the

enormous armies of the present time and with tbe great range of modern artillery

fire, military operations being pursued covertly, cavalry reconnaissance, especially on

broken terrain, becomes very difficult and, in some cases, absolutely impossible. The
balloon, on the contrary, possessing an enormous horizon and being almost invulner-

able to hostile shots, lias its field of action continually increasing in reconnaissance and

in transmission of orders at the same time to all detachments, operating at enormous

distances from each other, by means of preconcerted signalling. N'either belligerents

at the beginning of the Eusso-Japanese War had organized balloon detachments, and

therefore none of them could profit by the advantages which could he derived from

the existence of trained field l)alloon detachments, and l)oth sides hurriedly endeav-

ored to improvise from the means on hand detachments of this new arm. 'J'he

Japanese during the investment of Port Arthur succeeded only towards the end of

the siege to create a l)alloon park, the material of wliich was far from perfect, evi-

dently on account of the lack of technically competent officers in this Itrancli of the

service. The Eussians, who had sent to the theater of war one fortress balloon

section, soon appreciated the unwieldiness and inconvenience of fortress nuiterial

operating on the bad roads of Manchuria. In the beginning of 1905, the Eussians

organized four balloon companies and introduced in these detachments a completely

new process of obtaining hydrogen with the aid of aluminum. This allowed them

to have material in field parks several times lighter than that of fortress detach-

ments. Unfortunately for ballooning, the revolutionary movement in Eussia and

the conclusion of peace with Japan brought about by it, did not allow the test of the

practicability of these detachments in serio\is operations and during a sufficiently

lengthy period of time.

During the same war, balloons were for the first time applied in naval defense.

The idea of adapting balloons to naval warfare had existed for some time and
experiments were even made in France of balloon ascensions from the deck of men-

of-war and flights above the surface of the sea for the purpose of maintaining com-

munication with conveying vessels. Observations, made from balloons on tbe sea,

give the following advantages to the connnander of the squadron nuiking them:

instead of ordinary radius of observation of twelve miles, the modern balloon gives

a radius of sixty miles and the balloon does not divulge the presence of the squadron,

as approximately at the distance of 12 miles it is invisible to the hostile ol)server

even in clear, sunny weather, and, moreover, it renders it possible to see objects
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under the water, such as mines and submarines, whicli are absolutely impossible to

detect from the deck of a vessel.

The first practical application of balloons in naval warfare was made in

Vladivostok after one destroyer and one cruiser of the Vladivostok squadron had
been damaged by Japanese mines, of which an enormous cjuantity was strewn

around the port of this city. At the request of Admiral Yessen a balloon detachment

was formed under command of the military engineer Postnikov. It was composed,

in the beginning, of one officer and twenty sailors and later, in view of

excellent results achieved, it was increased to four officers and 120 sailors performing

balloon guard service around Vladivostok and sometimes reconnoitering the banks of

Japan with the squadron of Admiral Yessen. During the almost daily activity of

this detachment numerous valuable observations and experimeuts were made with

regard to the various shapes of balloons, the stability of various l)alloons with various

velocities of the wind, the degree of visibility of submarine mines of various colors,

the possible range of observation imder various conditions of weather and illumin-

ation by the sun, as well as the practicability and snccessfulness of various means
of obtaining hydrogen. The latter was obtained Ijy means of three processes—the

old way by means of acids, the new mode by means of aluminum and also by

electrolysis, for which even an electrolytic plant had been constructed which manu-
factured hydrogen of excellent quality. It was kept in a compressed shape in steel

tubes under a pressure of 200 atmospheres. The evident usefulness of balloons in

naval warfare induced the Eussian Government to look favorably upon the offer of

Count Stroganov, amounting to 1,000,000 roubles, destined for the purchase of a

cruiser specially adapted for ballooning. A fast passenger steauier was bought for

this purpose in Germany and reconstructed so as to present a floating plant for the

obtaining of hydrogen, and a depot and barracks for the balloon detachment.

This steamer was, according to the project, to join the squadron of Admiral Eojest-

venski in the vicinity of Madagascar, but the reconstruction lasted so long that it

had only reached the banks of Spain when news was received that Admiral Eojest-

venski had entered the waters of the Pacific Ocean and it was decided that this

balloon cruiser "Euss" should return to the Baltic Sea.

AEROLOGY IN GERMANY.

By Dr. Reinhard Siiring.

For about twenty years Germany has been greatly occupied, almost more thau

any other country, in the study of the physics of the upper atmosphere. Several

circumstances have favored the progress of these investigations. The zeal and the

ability of experts, first of all x\ssmann and Berson, Hergesell, Koppen,—the aid

of the government and last but not least the personal interest of the German
emperor in all aeronautical questions, combined to advance scientific ideas and
plans Avith the greatest rapidity. The study of the physics of the free atmosphere

has become a special branch of science, and only this branch will be discussed here.*

Three things especially are noteworthy about the German methods for the study

of aeronautical physics : First, the successful attempts to observe systematically

and exactly the meteorological elements at great heights, in order to gain a meteoro-

logy and climatology of the upper atmosphere in addition to that of the surface

of the earth; second, the active participation in expeditions, especially in marine

ones; and, last, the refined experiments for improving instruments and methods.

The results of these endeavors appear in admirable scientific papers.

The founder of modern aeronautical science in Germany is Dr. Assmann and

*For this the name "Aerology" was proposed at the International Conference

held last year.

—

Editor.
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to his energy we owe the first g-overnment observatory, wliicli was built near Berlin

in 1899. Here the meteorological conditions at some distance above the earth by

means of kites and balloons were recorded as frequently as possible. As to kite-

ascents the work at the Blue Hill Observatory of Professor Rotch was used as a

model, but in order to effect ascents in any kind of weather much additional work

had to be done. The methods and the results appear in the "Ergebnisse' of the

Aeronautical Observatory, four large volumes of which have been hitherto pub-

lished. The observator}-, which was removed in 1905 from Berlin to Lijidenberg,

near Beeskow, 60 kilometers eastward, has succeeded in making daily ascents with

kites or captive balloons for nearly five years without any interruption. In this way
valuable material has been gathered so that we are now well informed about the

conditions of temperature and wind up to at least a height of two miles. A great

number of the ascents have even attained a far greater height; and the record in

high kite-avscents (20,000 feet) was reached here last year.** The example of the

Prussian Government was soon followed by the German "Seewarte" at Hamburg. A
small aeronautical station was established there, but as it uses only kites—only very

rarely pilot balloons—daily ascents are not feasible. Besides the work at these ob-

servatories, special ascents witli pilot-balloons are likewise undertaken at the

meteorological institutes in Strassburg and Munich.
For kite-ascents high speed steamers are of great use as they can modify the

wind artificially in order to lift kites in light winds or to prevent breaking the wire

in stormy weather. But while this method had previously been used on voyages

only*** progress is being made in Germany by building "floating observatories."

The initial one will be inaugurated this year on Lake Constance in Southern Ger-

many where Count Zeppelin also makes trials of his dirigible balloon; and it is

intended to erect a similar observatory on the coast of the Baltic Sea, near Danzig.

The technical experience gained in aeronautical and meteorological experiments

suggested trying ascents in regions of interest abroad. First of all we must mention
the cruises of Professor Hergesell, on the yacht of the Prince of Monaco in the

Mediterranean above the regions of trade-winds, and also in high northern lati-

tudes. It was a feature on these expeditions that they not only made use of kites

but also of pilot-balloons, for at small heights the former frequently met with calms

and then could not rise higher, while balloons used in tandem succeeded in gain-

ing elevations of many thousands of feet. Two closed balloons tied together were

sent up, one of which exploded and the other, bearing the instruments, sank slowly

until they were supported on the ocean by a "floater."**** Last year Prof. Herge-

sell at 80° N. Lat. sent his balloons up to 25,000 feet. Some astonishing results

were reached by these expeditions during the summer months. For instance, there

was found an unexpectedly warm temperature at considerable heights above the

Arctic Ocean, evidently produced by direct heating by the ever-shining arctic sun.

On the other hand Professor Hergesell was able to show that near the Norwegian
shores the heating of the atmosphere by the Gulf Stream only extended upward
a few hundred feet. Further remarkable progress has been made by the German
navy in furnishing her surveying vessels with apparatus for aeronautical research.

In the beginning of this year H. M. S. "Planet," the first vessel thus equipped,

returned from a voyage along the western shores of Africa, then penetrating to

about 50° South and returning by the Pacific and Indian Oceans. A second

ship, H. M. S. Move, has explored the atmosphere this summer between Norway

**A height of 23,000 feet was reached at the Mt. Weather station of the U. S.

Weather Bureau in October, 1907.

—

Editor.

***The first experiments were made by Professor Rotch in 1901 from a tug-

boat in Massachusetts Bay and also on a transatlantic steamer.

—

Editor.

****Kites and registration balloons were also used by the expeditions sent in

1905 and 1906 to the North and South Atlantic bv Messrs. Teisserenc de Bort and
HoicK—-Editor.
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and Iceland. At the same time ascents were made by Professor Hergesell near

Spitzbergen as well as by a private expedition, conducted by Captain Hildebrandt
between Iceland and the Azores.

Finally we must mention the endeavor to improve instruments for aeronautical

research. For manned balloons Assmann's aspiration-psychrometer has been pre-

scribed as a normal instrument by the International Aeronautical Committee.

Also for kites we have had for some time past exact instruments, for instance those

of j\Iarvin, yet the registrations of the apparatus of pilot-balloons were unrelialile

until lately. But the recent investigations in the compensation of aneroid l)arom-

eters ( Hergesell and Kleinschmidt
)

, in the sluggishness of thermometers ( Hergesell,

de Quervain, Maurer) and of hygrometers (Kleinschmidt), have shown us exactly

the errors of these instruments. We must also mention especially among many
others, the following investigations : The methods for pursuing pilot-balloons and
thus studying the movements in the upper atmosphere by means of theodolites

(de Quervain, von Bassus) ; the methods for finding the position of the balloons by
surveying instruments (Mareuse, Wegener) ; and the studies in atmospheric elec-

tricity by Prof. Ebert in Mimich.
It is a matter of course that wdth such valuable auxiliaries all questions of

the physics of the free atmosphere are being greatly promoted. We need only recall

the studies to explain the warm layers of the atmosphere at a height of 30,000 to

40,000 feet, discovered by Assmann and Teisserenc de Bort; the investigation of

the circulation between areas of high and low pressure; the formation of strata

and waves in the atmosphere; the differences between different latitudes; between

land and sea, etc. It is earnestly to be hoped that Germany will continue to take

a chief part in the international endeavor to solve all these important questions.

LIGHT ENGINES.

By Walter L. Brock.

I have read with interest the article and letter of ]\Ir. Harry E. Dey and Mr.

Roger B. WHiitman respectively, and being interested in the production of light

motors thought I would add my mite to the discussion.

Light weight and fuel economy seem to be the special recpiirements to be met,

together with reliability and suitable durability. The relative value of light weight

and fuel economy would seem to depend on the particular conditions of use. Thus,
for flights of short duration, the motor weight would be the predominating factor,

but as the distance is increased the weight of fuel would become a larger factor, and
for very long flights would become so important as to permit the addition of con-

siderable weight to the engine, if such addition would cause a greater saving in

the weight of fuel carried. For the present the motor weight is the most important
factor.

Light weight per horsepower may be obtained by increasing the power output

of a given size engine and by decreasing the weight of construction. The power
developed by a given size engine depends on the Mean Effective Pressure in the

cylinder and the Revolutions per Minute of the engine.

To obtain a high ]\I. E. P. the maximum possil^le weiglit of tlie chni'gc should

be introduced into the cylinder, compressed as highly as permissablc. ignited at the

proper point, expanded with little loss of heat to the surrounding walls, and ex-

hausted with a minimum back pressure. As the speed of an engine is increased the

weight of the charge decreases, due to the increased resistance of tlie valves which
lower the pressure on the suction stroke and raise it on the exhaust. The result is,

that for any particular engine there is a certain speed at which the product of the

M. E. P. and R. P. M. is a maximum, thus giving the greatest power output.
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Large valves, properly timed, thus constitute an important element in the design.

The automatic inlet valve has considerable lag in opening and in closing if the

valve be of any size, due to its inertia. A stiff spring helps the closing but increases

the resistance to the entrance of the charge. As the automatic inlet valve is not

very reliable and since with a suitable arrangement an extra spring is the only

additional part required to enable it to be operated mechanically, it would appear
to be poor practice. In fact, one would be justified in adding considerable weight
to the engine for the sake of obtaining the increase in power obtainable through
the use of mechanically operated valves.

That increasing the compression increases the power can be shown both theoreti-

cally and practicady. The increase is most noticealjle in high speed engines, as a

small clearance enables the functions of the exhaust and suction strokes to be carried

out more thoroughly. The conibustion of the charge takes place more rapidly when
the charge is highly compressed, which is very desirable, the time required for

comljustion being much longer than is commonly supposed. Ignition should take

place at the proper time on each compression stroke. Whether produced sponta-

neously or by spark makes little difference, providing it is not too early. It is best,

however, to avoid it by a good margin, as it is rather irregular in time of occurrence.

Whether ignition should be by jump spark with non-vibrator coil, or by make and
break is a question which may never be decided. Vibrator coils are not suitable for

high speed engines, as the variation in point of ignition is too great, due to the

slowness of the vil)rator. 400 vil^rations per second is the highest any vibrator has

been knoM-n to work.* If the engine were running at 2,400 r. p. m. there would be

a possible variation of 36 in the point of ignition. Light weight magnetos or

dynamos will undoubtedly be produced as batteries of any type are either very heavy
or have little capacity. High speed engines with a large number of cylinders require

a good deal of current.

When only the expansion stroke is taken into consideration it would seem that

the cylinder should be kept as hot as it can stand. The suction and compression
strokes are best carried out in a cool cylinder. The hotter the cylinder the less the

weight of the charge admitted on the suction stroke due to its being heated and
expanded upon entering. A hot cylinder also increases the work of compression
and the danger of preignition. Tests show that when running with full load the

cylinder should be quite cool, even in water cooled if the maximum power and
economy are to be obtained. With high loads the cylinder should be much hotter

to obtain good economy. Since cooling effect is obtained at the expense of weight
or power a low temperature may not be desirable. The conditions in an airship

being very favorable for the air-cooled engine, it will not be easily displaced by a

more complex system of cooling.

High speeds enable one to increase the out-put of an engine considerably. How
far it may be carried depends upon the design and lubrication of the engine. Since
very high speeds are obtained at the expense of a large increase in the amount of

lubricating oil used and of fuel economy the speed eventually used may be quite

moderate.

Light construction is a matter of design and experiment. The very strong, dur-

able materials produced for the auto enable small factors of safety to be used while

by going to the expense of machinering it out much weight may be removed where
it is not required but is usually left. Since cast iron is the weakest and least reliable

form of iron its use will probably disappear in spite of its excellent wearing and heat

resisting qualities. Pistons may be made of cast steel or pressed from a mild steel.

The cylinders may be cast steel or machined from tubes or forgings. The present

difficulty due to warping will undoubtedly be overcome.
Various types of engines are being developed to reduce weight. The general

tendency being to increase the number of cylinders for each crank-pin, thereby re-

*Vibrators have been knowm to attain 800 per second.—Ed.
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ducing the weight of the crank-case and crank-shaft. While two cylinders per crank-

pin is the usual practice as many as five have been used. The latter represents about

the practical limit. Enough cylinders should be used to avoid a fly-wheel (about six)

while how many more are used will depend largely on the power of the engine as it

does not pay to increase the size of the cylinders above a certain point. This is due

to the fact that the allowable piston speed does not increase much as the stroke is in-

creased and a short stroke is not suitable in many ways for large diameters.

In as much as the two-cycle engine in some of its forms offers superior induce-

ments in regard to light weight and fuel economv it is safe to sav that this much
abused type of engine will become a strong contender for primer honors. The long

neglected Brayton cycle may also be developed.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF AN AEROPLANE
By L. J. Lesh.

Summing up my experiments for this Summer in a few w^ords, I have accom-

plished the following results.

About fifty flights have been made, one over water and the rest over land. The

towing agent in the flight over water was a fastjiiotor boat; over land a horse ha3

supplied the pull necessary for support.

The longest flight Avas made over the river St. Lawrence, the distance from

the starting point to where I finally touched the water being six miles. The flights

over land have ranged in length from two hundred feet to about half a mile. The
greatest height reached during the experiments was nearly seventy-five feet, during

a flight over land.

The longest period of suspension in the air was about twenty-four minutes, dur-

ing the flight over the river. The flights over land averaged a quarter of a mile in

leng-th and lasted about sixty seconds. Thus it will be seen that I have covered

about eighteen miles during all the flights and that the total time spent in the air

has been considerably less than an hour and a half.

I have experimented with two machines the si>ecifications of which are as follows:

Area of supporting surfaces 240 sq. ft 175 sq. ft

Weight 60 lbs. 50 lbs.

Length of wings, tip to ti}) 22 ft. 16 ft.

Width of nuiin surfaces 6 ft. 6 ft.

Height of machine 4 ft. . 4 ft.

Curvature of surfaces one in seven one in twelve

Material of framework chiefly "% i^^ch round spruce rods.

Joints Steel bolts and steel tubing.

Cloth covering of surfaces Unbleached muslin, unvarnished.

Strange as it may seem, when one takes into consideration the difference in lift-

ing, surface, both of my machines seemed to require about the same speed through

the air for support. The length of the preliminary run was about the same and the

smaller machine did not seem to have any greater speed at the moment of landing

than the larger apparatus.

In experimenting with a towing line 1 have found that it is not necessary to

make the start directly into the wind and that landings can be made safely with the

wind l)lowing from the side if care is taken to prevent the wings from inclining at

too steep an angle of incidence. The framework is very liable to he broken if the

surfaces are not tilted forward to horizontal at the moment of landing.

It is quite impossible to quarter into the wind and keep the wings from tilting

laterally by the use of a rear vertical rudder alone. Either the operator must shift

his center of gravity as the center of pressure moves up the ascending wing, or the

disturl)ance must be overcome bv the use of a certain svstem of forward rudders. I
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have succeeded in quartering into the wind at a height of only about eight feet, with

the wings parallel to the ground. Steering and balancing was accomplished in

the first machine by shifting my weight and in the second machine by manipulation

of the forward and rear rudders.

I have tried to adjust the bridle of m^' machine so that the resultant pull, or

rather resultant of the distributed pull, comes at the point to which I hope to attach

the propeller. I have chosen to attach the main line to the machine by a bridle be-

cause in this way the pull is made to come constantly from the same angle while if

the towing rope were attached directly to the machine the latter might quarter into

the wind at one angle and the rope might point off m another direction. Of course

in a motor machine the line of effort of the propeller (line produced outward from

the crank-shaft) would remain constant and I wished to operate under these condi-

tions in my preliminary flights.

The similarity between mo-
toi" and towing flight becomes
more and more apparent as one
enters into a careful study of

the two. Gliding flight at small

angles of descent certainly pro-

vides the best possible training

for an experimenter who has in

mind tiie development of a mo-
torless soaring machine, luit the

value of this kind of work to a

prospective '^motor aeroplanist"'

looks doubtful. A soaring ma-
chine would certainly provide

great sport Init the difficulties

to l)t' met in accomplishing the

feat look instirmoimtable at

present.

Of course it might be pos-

sible to soar indefinitely ou the

side of a hill, but to perform
the real thing one would have

to rise in towing flight to a height of several hundred feet and then either fly along

until an ascending column of air was met or cut loose and glide towards a spot where

such a phenomenon was known to exist.

It seems to me that the feat of soaring had better be postponed (or a time until

more is learned of the trend of wind currents and the management of dynamic ma-
chines at great heights.

In conclusion, I wish to acknowledge my debt of gratitude to Mr. Octave Chanute,.

whose kind assistance made this undertaking possible in the first place and whose
sound advice has greatly facilitated the carrying out of my plans.

THE START " IN NO. 2.

CHRONOLOGY OF PRINCIPAL EVENTS.

Oct. 1. Test is made of the apparatus for changing the elevation of the Zeppe-

lin dirigible by means of a 220-pound lead weight which is moved forward and back-

ward on a rod. Within a period of twenty minutes the height was changed from 1G5

feet to above 1,000 and back again to 165 feet without loss of gas or ballast. On
September 30th a flight lasting 9^4 hours, corrected figures, was made, the distance

covered being about 200 miles. The wind was stronger than in any previous test

but the sliip encouutered uo difficulty and the speed was estimated at 30 miles an.

hour.
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Oct. 3. The highest altitude ever reached by a kite in the United States is

recorded by Professor A. J. Henry at the Mt. Weather Observatory who sent a kite

up to 23,000 feet. The temperature at that height was 5 degTees below zero.

Oct. 5. English Dirigible No. 1 sails from Farnborough to London, a distance

of 35 miles, manoeuvreing over the city and landing on the outskirts. The flight

lasted 3^ hours. Disappointment felt at the inal)ility to return and the conclusion

is reached that the ship is practical only in favorable weather. Average speed in

this trip, 24 miles going with an 8-mile wind. Envelope holds 5-1,000 cu. ft. of

hydrogen.

Oct. 8. Zeppelin manoeuvres over Lake Constance and the nearby mountains,

remaining 1% hours in the air. Count Zeppelin denies the story that he has sold

his ship to the German Government but admits they have purchased his shed. This

is the last time, it is reported, this model will be taken out.

Oct. 10. The German military balloon makes two very successful ascents,

sailing over Berlin and Charlottenlnirg, staying in the air 21/0 hours.

Oct. 10. High wind tears the English Dirigible Xo. 1 loose from its moorings.

The lower frames were smashed and the ship is all but a total wreck.

Oct. 10. Henry Deutsch offers his dirigible La Ville de Paris to the war office

of France to be used for national defense.

Oct. 11. The German military dirigil)le files from Tegel six miles to Berlin

and returns under cover of night. With the falling of the dew tlie ship came
close to earth and the gathering crowd in the streets was disjjersed by a shower of

water ballast.

Oct. 12. The Daily Graphic mammoth balloon leaves Crystal Palace, London,

in an imsuccessful attempt to break la A'aulx's distance record. The balloon crossed

the North Sea to Denmark and travelled over Scandinavia with great speed. The
bearings were lost in a fog and a descent made at Brocha, Sweden, at 1 :30 p. m.,

Sunday, October 13. The distance made, 603 miles covered in 19 hours. The
flight, however, is remarkable as it is the longest cross-channel trip yet made. Think-

ing a large lake was the open sea the aeronauts hastily slid down tlie guide rope and

left the balloon to shift for itself. It was afterward recovered, somewhat damaged.

The balloon has a capacity of 107,963 cubic feet and lifts two tons weight. The
diameter is 59 feet. This is the largest balloon now in use.

Oct. 15. Henry Farman makes a flight of 935 feet, breaking the Santos-

Dumont-World's record of 723 feet, at a speed of 25 miles an hour. The landing

was made without a misha]), except to bend one of the wheels slightly. He main-

tained perfect equilil)rium and had complete control of the machine. After a few

preliminary runs against a fresh breeze the 50 horse-power motor was started at full

speed. After a run of about 300 feet the front rudder was raised to a slight angle

and the apparatus immediately rose into the air to a height of aljout 36 feet,

maintaining that height throughout almost the entire distance. In speaking of his

flight, Mr. Farman said : "By what I did to-day I am convinced I can fly a mile or

more without the slightest difficulty. The machine obeyed the rudder perfectly and

throughout the flight I had it in complete control."

Oct. 22. Esnault Pelterie makes a series of flights of from 300 to 500 feet in

length, turning to avoid obstacles, rising and descending. The machine resembles a

butterfly to the lay observer, with movable curved wings inclined by levers. At the

tips of the wings, which have 161 square feet of surface, are small wheels to prevent

damage in case they strike the earth. A seven cylinder motor of 25 horse-power,

weighing 96.8 pounds, furnishes the power, starting at the first turn. A 4-bladed

propeller is used and the total weight, with operator, is 528 pounds.

Oct. 23. Farman makes half a dozen flights at Issy. A new propeller of larger

diameter has been fitted. Almost as soon as the engine was started the machine left

the ground and at an altitude of from 6 to 18 feet flew a distance of 620 feet in

15 2-5 seconds. The usual rolling motion of an aeroplane was noticeably absent.
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In the second trial it was necessary to change tlu' course to a\'oid a standing auto-

mobile and as the chance of making a long flight was gone the motor was stopped

and landing made.
After that flights of only 300 to 500 feet were made.

Oct. 26. Farman again makes several flights of from 300 to 900 feet. The
machine rose easily at the will of the operator and travelled at heights varying be-

tween 30 and 40 feet. JSTo shock was felt on landing.

Oct. 26. La Patrie manoeuvres again over Paris, after an overhauling, carry-

ing five officers and two ladies. During the flight the right propeller was lost and
the ship drifted aimlessly around for an hour l)ut the descent was finally accom-
plished in safety.

Oct. 26. Farman covers 2,530 feet, nearly a half mile, in 52 seconds. After

running along the ground for about 600 feet, the head of the machine was raised

and the flight begun, continuing at an elevation of 3 to 18 feet. In the morning
he covered 1,191 feet in 30 seconds. In the afternoon the first flight was of 1,050

feet in 27 seconds, then 1,345 feet in 31 3-5 seconds, so that the record of Santos

Dumont was broken three times before on the same day. By this flight Farman
wins the Archdeacon cup and a money prize offered liy the Aviation Club de France
for the first flight of 984 feet or more.

Oct. 27. Esnault Pelterie makes several short flights, varying from 150 to 500
feet and turning in a semi-circle. A slight accident l)efell the wing of the machine
in landing and further trials were postponed.

Oct. 31. Parseval dirigible refuses to start for the several hundred engineers

assembled. Major Parseval explained the principles of the ship and on attempting

to give a demonstration found the sparking apparatus was out of order. The bal-

loon was returned to the workshop.

OCTOBER ASCENSIONS.

October 2. Captain Chas. De F. Chandler (Aero Chih of Anu'i-ica) in the

Signal Corps No. 10, 2,200 cubic metres, at Washington, D. C. Landing at Laurel,

Md., 23 miles from Washington. Highest altitude 4,500 feet. Very little w^ind.

October 2. A. Leo Stevens (Aero Club of America) and F. H. White in the

Psyche, 1,000 cubic metres, Wasliing-fon, D. C. at 4:10 p. m., landing at (Columbia,

Md., at 7 :20 p. m. Distance, 37 n'liles. Highest altitude, 6,000 feet.

October 3. Captain Chas. De F. Chandler (x\ero Club of x4.merica), Captain

F. B. Hennessy and Corporal Ward, in The Signal Corps ISTo. 10, 2,200 cubic

metres, at 12:49 p. m. Landing at Marlev, Md., 3:30 p. m. Distance, 31 miles.

Highest altitude, 3,000 feet.

October 15. J. C. McCoy and Capt. Chas. De F. Chandler, (Aero Club of

America), balloon Psyche, 1,000 cubic metres. Start in St. Louis at 2 p. m.
Landing at Jacksonville, 111., at 5:15 p. m., a distance of 87 miles. Went through
thunderstorm half an hour after start.

October 17-18. Captain Chas. De F. Chandler aud .1. C. McCoy (Aero Club of

America) in Signal Corps No. 10, 2,200 cubic metres, from St. Louis at 4:18 p. m.,

the 17th. Landing at Walton, W. Va., 12:33 p. m. (Central time), the 18th.

Distance, 475 miles; elapsed time, 20 hours, 15 minutes. This trip won tlie Lahm
Cup for the first time since its offering, beating the required distance (402) by 73
miles. This was the third time the Cup had been competed for. Former trials:

J. C. McCoy and Capt. Chandler on x\pril 30 in the America. 135 miles; July 4^

Carl E. Myers in the Carlotta, 3 miles.

October 17-18. Alan E. Hawley and Augustus Post (Aero Club of x\merica)

in the Stevens 21, 1,000 cul)ic metres, from St. Louis 6 :30 p. m., landing at 6 :30

a. m. the 18th at Boggstown, Ind. Distance. 225 miles. Elapsed time 12 hours.

Average speed 21 miles.
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October 21. Major Henry B. Hersey and A. T. Atherholt, Alan E. Hawley
and Augustus Post, J. C. McCoy and Capt. C. De F. Chandler (Aero Club of

America). See records of Gordon Bennett Eace.

October 26-27. Henry S. Gratz (Aero Club of America), Samuel A. King,

pilot, J. E. Eech, Dr. George H. Simmerman, J. L. Mayer, John Longacre, Dr. T.

E. Eldridge (Ben Franklin Aeronautical Ass'n), from Philadelphia in the Ben
Franklin, 2,600 cul)ic metres, at 2:35 p. m. First landing made at Aura, X. J., at

five o'clock, distance 19 miles. ]\[essrs. Gratz and Longacre left the balloon at this

point and returned to Philadelphia. The others started again at 1 a. m., the 27th,

landing at Dwight, Mass., 225 miles from Philadelphia, at 9 :30 a. m. Altitude

reached, 1 5,400 feet.

October 12. Joseph A. Blondin (Aero Club of America) in the Albuquerque,

1,000 cubic metres, from x^lbuquerque, New Mexico, at 11 :55 a. m. Landing was

made on the mesa west of Corrales, 2:55 p. m., a distance of 16 miles. Consider-

able interest attaches to trips made in this part of the country on account of the

rarity of the air. In speaking of the trip, Mr. Blondin said

:

"I should estimate that I reached an altitude of fully 6,000 feet above the

ground, or between 11,000 and 12,000 feet above sea level. I figure my altitude

chiefly from the fact that I could look down upon the tops of the Sandia moun-
tains and could get a magnificent view of tlie plains and the farther range east

of the Sandias. The highest point of the Sandias is approximately 10,000 feet, I

believe. The top of the Sandias is thus 5,000 feet higher than Albuquerque, and

I was fully a thousand feet higher than the mountain tops.

"The landing was a trifle rough, as I had neither trail rope nor anchor to

break the fall. The car struck the ground heavily, rebounded possibly twenty

feet in the air, struck again, roled on its side and dragged for a distance of some

fifty yards across the mesa. Finally it jammed against a hillock of Spanish needles,

which enabled me to get an extra hitch on the valve rope and hold the valve open

until all the gas escaped and the bag settled to the ground.

"The effect of the sight of the balloon on the natives was interesting. While

up in the air I was shot at at least eight times between here and Corralles,

but owing to the altitude the bullets fell short. Or at least they did not come close

enough to bother me. There was a great uproar as I passed over Alameda, eiglit

miles north of here. The hens set up a great cackling, roosters crowed, dogs

barked, people shouted and the noise was incessant as long as the balloon was

overhead. The blending of these unusually discordant sounds heard at an alti-

tude of 4,000 to 5,000 feet made them seem to form a most agreeable and musical

harmony.
"The view of the Eio Grande Valley, the adjacent plains, the mountains and

the country beyond is of a grandeur which it is impossible to describe. It was

overwhelmingly magnificent. The whole country lay spread out like a map, the

mountains were dwarfed by the altitude, the river shone like a band of silver

through the valley and the distant views were awe-inspiring. For at least two

hundred miles in every direction the vista extended, and it was a vista such as

one does not often see. Perhaps the prettiest prospect adjacent to the city was

the view of the Blueher gardens in Old All)uquerque, the plats lying spread out in

geometrical precision with the colors making them resemble a crazy quilt."

The gas was very poor and prevented a longer trip.

NOTES.
Dr. Julian P. Thomas has purchased the Pommeni. the winning balloon in the

Gordon Bennett, from Herr Erbsloh.

A man by the name of Wels, in Trautenau, Austria, is said to have accomplished

a glide of 950 feet from an elevation of 65 feet.
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A. Eoy Knabenshue, whose dirigible, tents and paraphenalia were recently

destroyed by fire, announces his intention of using a 25 horse-power motor in the

new dirigible to be built.

The large dirigible which was being built by the National Airship Co., of San
Francisco, broke from its mooring and was blown by the strong wind several miles

and destroyed.

On September 30 there came into active life the Aviation Club de France.

Messrs. L. Delagrange, Paul Eoger, A. Buisson, G. Yoisin, Henry Farman, the

Marquis A. de Puj-baudet and Comte G. de Fayolle, and others were present. M.
L. Delagrange was elected President.

Santos Duniont has, it is reported, abandoned the attempt to make 100 kilo-

metres an hour with his hydroplane, owing to the impossibility of securing a good
working motor. In a trial he covered 300 metres at a speed of between 50 and 60

kilometres an hour.

Engineers are at work improving La Patrie. As soon as this is finished a

start will be made on the five other airships ordered by the French Government, the

Pepublique, Democratic, Liberte, Yerite and Justice.

Money is beginning to flow to the inventors. J. Uherkovich de Uherkocz, 213

East 2 2d Street, Bayonne, N. J., has induced City Eecorder Lazarus and others to

organize a company to build his orthopter. Here's to success

!

Zeppelin is to build another airship. No. 4. This is to be still larger than the

present ship and equipped with 300 horse-power, undertaken, it is said, at the sug-

gestion of the German goveniment which has appropriated $125,000. It is to carry

18 men. Part of the material now in the No. 3 will be used in the new one.

Dr. T. Chalmers Fulton, Pres. of The Ben Franklin Aeronautical Soc. of

the U. S., will lecture before the Department of Engineering and Technology at

the Drexel Institute, Tuesday, Nov. 12tli, at 4 o'clock P. "M. Subject: "The
Problems of the Future—Aerial Xavio-ation, the result of Thirtv-three Years of

Study and Many Trips Aloft."

H. C. Gammeter has shipped the orthopter on exhibition at the x\ero Show to the

Curtiss plant at Hammondsport, where a building will be erected to house it and
further experiments conducted. Great appreciation was expressed of the fine

workmanship displayed in the machine, which was the only full-sized gasless machine
on exhibition.

Special appropriations are reported to have been made by the Japanese Govern-

ment for the promotion of aeronautics. Balloon ascents at Tokio are frequent, but

the details of the work and the number or quality of the dirigibles planned or in

course of construction are closely guarded.

M. Capazza, the Belgian, whose balloon Paul Nocquet used on his ill-fated trip,

has invented a combination aeroplane and dirigible capable of carrying five people in

addition to 20,000 pounds, and of staying aloft for 15 hours. The machine has

several screws and is of an imperfect lenticular shape.

Among the interesting exhibits at the Show were the flying paper models of

William Morgan. These ingenious toys have given him the inspiration for a

large machine which is now in course of construction at Fort Plain, N. Y.
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On October 2 Eugene Godet attempted a flight in liis dirigible at Jamesto^\^^

Exposition. The propellers struck a water tower near the Inside Inn and were

knocked off. After ascending rapidly and then down into the water of Hampton
Roads, he rose again and drifted toward Xewport Xews. Landing was made at

Hampton, twelve miles from the start, most of the trip being over the water.

On his return to this country the press agent spirit of Frederic Thompson was

found on the job. He announced his project to build a balloon park at Fort George

and offers $25,000 to the first to fly from Fort George to Coney Island. We hope

that this is true, but we heard last summer of a passenger line of dirigibles between

these two points which same did not pan out.

On October 1, Dr. Alexander Graham Bell, F. W. Baldwin, of Toronto; G. H.

Curtiss, of Hammondsport ; J. A. D. McCurdy, and Lieutenant T. E. Selfridge,

organized the "Aerial Experiment Association." Lieutenant Selfridge is Secre-

tary. Experiments now under way will be conducted by these five acting in co-

operation. The headquarters are at Beinn Bhreagh, near Baddeck, Nova Scotia, but

for the winter a change may be made to Hammondsport, X. Y.. at the Curtiss shops.

At Fort Omaha the construction of the government balloon bouse and hydrogen

gas house for generating and compressing gas for balloon purposes is progressing.

The space is somewhat limited, but plans are under way for increasing same. The
balloon shed will be of steel superstructure with corrugated steel sheathing, foim-

dations and floor of cement. The gas building will be of brick and concrete witb

corrug-ated iron roof.e

Those who visited the Aero Show saw an entirely different type of motor,

exhil)ited by the Aero & Marine j\Iotor Co., 60 Pemberton Square, Boston, of which

a detailed description will be given later. The G. H. Curtiss Mfg. Co. of Ham-
mondsport, N. Y., exhibited four airship motors, 1, 2, 4 and 8 cylinders, of their

regular type. Another feature of the motor section was the 130 horse-power engine

used in Cooper Hewitt's hydroplane.

"There is always the consolation that when Uncle Sam really sees the situation

he takes no lialf-way measures, and so I look upon the present agitation and attention

to aerial machines of warfare as fortunate in that Congress will l)e convinced of

the necessity for radical action to enable us to 'catch on' and catcli up. Uncle Sam
has long since emigrated to ^Missouri and has succumbed to bis envii-onment. liit

like the man that has been asleep he wakes up with refreshed life and as soon as

'shown" is '.lie most active man possible."

—

Colonel Ghts^ford In fhr "Omalia Bee.''

Aeronautics is, or are, certainly booming in America according to surface

indications. There is a certain interest taken in the subject by a great many, but
a very few are interested to the extent of $3. Still, it may be possible that the

American Airship & Balloon Cor])oration, capital $200,000, of which Israel Ludlow
is Vice-President and Charles J. Strobel is President, will find more than we have.

This ambitious concern expects to build dirigibles for the United States Government,
flying machines, balloons, etc., in addition to cornering tlic show business for this

country.

At a banquet of the Aerial Experiment Association at Halifax, a cup was given
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G. H. Curtis in acknowledgment of liis making the fastest mile ever traveled

by a human being (in 26 2/5 seconds). This performance was accomplished on
January 23, 1907, at Ormond Beach, Florida, on a Curtiss motorcycle. Another
"favor," in the fonn of a cup, was presented to Captain Thomas S. Baldwin, in

honor of his successful flights at Halifax with the California Arrow, and of the

fact that he has been an aeronaut for 32 years, having made his first ascension in

1875. Captain Baldwin was the first man to use a parachute in America.

Now that so much attention is being paid to the problem of navigating the air,

it may not be amiss to recall that a strange effort in this direction was made just 400
years last month. It was in September, 1507, that King James IV sent a special

ambassador from Edinburgh to France. An adventurer, John Damian, who had
gained the favor of the king, said that he would reach France before the ambassador

by simply flying there. He bad a pair of huge Avings made of eagles' feathers,

fastened them to his body, and in the presence of thousands of people he launched

himself into the air from the walls of Stirling castle. Instead of rising, though, he

fell to the ground and Iji'oke his leg. Tlie air navigator's excuse for his failure was
that some cock's feathers had Ijeen mixed in with the eagle's plumes, and that these

influenced the bod}'^ earthward.

On October 15th the following was received from the Aerial Experiment Asso-

ciation :

"We are nearly ready to put a large machine into the air, and it is possible

that within the next week or so, we may fly the machine as a kite, with a sand-bag

in it of the weight of a man. If the experiment is successful, we shall place a man
in the machine (without a motor) and allow him to glide down to the water from
an elevation. I do not think it will take us longer than about a week or ten days

to reach this stage. I doul)t very much whether we shall be able to make an
experiment with a motor-dri\'en machine before the cold season comes in, although

we have our motor and propellers completed. We do not think it would be safe

to start at once to put a man into the air in a motor-driven machine flown as a

kite and towed by a motor-boat. We propose to allow our aviator to have consider-

able jjractice in gliding-flig])t before putting the nwtor and propellers into the

machine."

'J'lie Allgemeine Autonio])il Zeitung, in its issue of October 25, has this to say of

the Wrights: "It is reported that the Brothers Wright have sold their flying ma-
chine for 2,000,000 francs to an American-English s}Tidicate and that there are

already under way negotiations with the English government for the further sale.

We might put a heavy question mark after this information, judging by the news
distributed through the pi'ess during the last few weeks and remembering that such

news maintained that the brothers had sold their flying machine to a French syndi-

cate, in which even it was specified how much money was paid in and how much
stock the Wrights had received for their invention. Last week the Wright brothers

were in Berlin whei'e they were said to be in negotiations with the German govern-
ment also for the sale of their macliine ( ??)."

The continuation of the Aero Club of St. Louis and the holding of a large aero-

nautical carnival each October was virtually decided upon at the meeting of the

Board of Governors at the St. Louis Club. The members were unanimously in favor

of the perpetuation of the organization for annual contests.

The club voted to increase the memljership from 400 to GOO, due to the large

number of applications pending. President Dozier was empowered to appoint a com-
mittee of three to recommend a programme and the prizes for the aero contests next
October. This committee is to report at a special meeting to be called soon.
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The x\eio Club of St. LouU is to he in ahsolutc c-liarge of all aero contests in St.

Louis, was the club's decision.

A letter, conveying the offer of Augustus A. Busch and Edward A. Faust of a

cup to be known as the 'Baisch Tiropliy and valued at $1,000 or more, was read.

Acceptance was deferred until a later meeting. A letter conveying the thanks of the

Cluh will be written hv Secretarv Kearnev.

The report of the Chief Signal Officer of the United States Army for the year

ending June 30, 1907, contains the following under the head of "'•irilitary Aero-

nautics;" "During the past year investigation and experiments have been made
with a view of securing hydrogen in large quantities at low cost. The results were

not satisfactory, and it has been decided to establisli a plant for producing hydrogen

by the electrolysis of water. Orders have already been placed for the necessary

electrolytic cells and the electrical machinery. This plant will be established at

Fort Omaha, Xeb., and the Quartermaster Department has already prepared plans

for a suitable building to inclose this hydrogen plant, and also a large steel balloon

house of a size sufficient to fill hydrogen balloons and to carry on experiments with

any size and type of dirigible balloons or flying machines which may in the future

be presented for trial. Hydrogen for captive and dirigible balloons will be com-

pressed in tubes at high pressure at this Omaha plant and shipped to any point

where required for use, tliis metliod being considered preferable to using portable

generators.

"The Signal Corps has recently purchased a complete military captive balloon,

with all appurtenances, with a capacity of 300 cubic metres, and also an ordinary

spherical balloon witli a capacity of 2300 cubic metres, which was designed to be

filled with coal gas and used for ])reliminary instruction of officers and enlisted men
of the Signal Corps in the elementary principles of aeronautics. This balloon on

the trial trip made a successful voyage from Washington to Harrisburg, Pa., a

-distance of lOJ: miles, in four and one-half hours.

"In addition to the installation of a gas generating plant and balloon house at

the Signal Corps post. Fort Omaha, Xeb., it is also intended to provide practical

instruction in military aeronautics suited to the needs of the three service schools at

Fort Leavenwortli, Kan.
"Paragraph 34, Ceneral Orders No. l-to, War Department, August 16, 1906,

now requires theoretical and practical instruction in aeronautics at these schools,

but the instruction has thus far been limited to a theoretical study of the subject due

to a lack of suitable e((ui])ment for this station."

THE MYSTERY OF BIRD FLIGHT.

Everybody's Magazine.

"In the excellent article on 'The Mystery of Bird Flight,' by Harold Bolce, in

Everi/hodi/'s for August, allusion is made to the fact that the size of the wings

•decreases in [U'oportiou to tbe increase in size of'the body of the flying creature, and

it is called 'a most ])uzzliu>i- ])ai'a(l()x. pt'rliaps the most mvsterious of the enigmas of

bird flight."

"As the solution of the prohleui of aerial navigation depends largely on an

accurate knowledge of tlie |)rinci])les governing bird flight, and as the problem is

daily becoming of greater po]uilar interest, it may be well to state that the propor-

tion of wing surface to weight follows a very simple and easily understood law.

"The sustaining power of the wings depends not on their area, but on their dis-

placement. If we take two wings of equal width, but one double the length of the

other, aud move theui through the segment ol' a circle, the larger one will displace

four tinu's the aii' that is displneed by the shorter one. But if we keep the wings of
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equal length, but have one double the width of the other, the wider one will displace

only twice as much air as the narrower one. The sustaining power, therefore, varies

directly with the width of the wing, but varies as the square of the length.

"If we assume that the wings of all birds are of the same proportionate shape, and

that all birds are equipped with the same power of flight—both assumptions being

correct only in a very general way—we have the following equation for detennining

their wing area

:

"The wing surface in square feet equals the square of the cube root of twice the

weight in pounds. If we apply this law to some of the Inrds as given in the table of

wing areas in Mr. Bolce's article, we obtain the following figures

:

TTT I.. • A Wing Surface in c^H-
^^' °^ ^''"^^ Theoretical WingName Weight in pounds ^^^^^^ ^^^^

Surface per^pound
surface. Sq. Ft

Screech-owl 0.33 0.776 ' 2.35 0.757
Sparrow-hawk .336 .69 2.05
Blackheaded gull... .619 .92 1.49 i.oo

Goshawk .641 .84 1.31

Fish-hawk 2.80 3.01 1.108 3.13
Turkey-buzzard.... 5.6 5.33 .95 5.00
Flamingo 6.34 3.50 .55

Griffin-vulture 16.52 11.38 .68 10.24
Condor 16.52 9.80 .59 10.24

"]\Ir. Bolce states that 'the Australian crane, for instance, weighs over three

hundred times more than the sparrow, but in proportion has only one-seventh of the

wing area of the smaller bird." Under this law, with a wing area of only one-

seventh proportionatelv, it should weigh 343 times more.

"Mr. Bolce also states that "the stork weighs eight times more than the pigeon

but in proportion has only half as much wing surface.' This agrees exactly with

this law.

"I do not know whether this law governing wing areas is known to others study-

ing aerial navigation. I found it necessary to reduce it to a definite formula in my
investigations.

"Applying this law to human flight, if a man should equip himself with artificial

wings, and the combined weight of man and wings should be 200 pounds, he would

need a wing surface of 54.17 square feet. A flying machine weighing 2.000 pounds
would require a wing area of 250 square feet. H. R.

T^ew York.

yy

AERONAUTIC CALENDAR.

Xov. 15.—International Exposition of Aeronautic IMiotograjjbs. at I'aris.

Dec. 8.—Aeroplane race at Issy les Moulineaux.

CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL OF AERONAUTICS IN AMERICA.

Messrs. Albert C. Triaca and E. B. Whitman, of the Xew A^ork School of Auto-

mobile Engineers, intend to inaugurate about January 1st, 1908. a school for the

instruction of amateurs in aerostation and aviation.

Col. Espitallier has arranged a series of forty lessons, divided into four parts:

spherical balloons; dirigibles: aviation, aeroplanes, helicojjters. hydroplanes, etc.;

and practical application of the principles of aeronaiitics. The material for these

papers has been collected from authorities all over tbe world. There will be a direct-

ing committee composed of those most renoMTied in aerostation and aviation. Prac-

tical lessons in ballooning will be under the charge of Clinrles T.evee, a pilot of the

Aero Club of France.
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COMMUNICATIONS.

To the Editor,

American Magazine of Aeronautics.

Dear Sir:

In your October number I have noticed among your list of communications, the

letter headed "^An Appreciation,'' and sigTied by F. A. Postnikov, Lt-Col., ]\Iilitary

and Civil Eng., Aeronautic Grad.

It strikes me that he is making a serious mistake in his accusations, in reference

to the inventive genius, inasmuch as he is striking' at the one that we must look

toward for the successful accomplishment of aerial navigation.

His claiming that ninety per cent, of inventors l^eing ignorant maniacs is absurd.

I admit that there are some very ignorant ones, and also some maniacs, but I have

found that tlie most ignorant ones are not in the inventive class, but in the class

that think that they are going to be "swindled," o'sving to their "selfish desire" to

keep the money that they have in their possession.

For the sound and honest people, really interested in the rapid solution of

aerial navigation, there is only one way, let the man with the cajjital take hold, hand
in hand, with the man with the brains (do not consider him an ignorant maniac,

because he toils in his little shop, in secrecy, to the small hours of the morning,

wliile tlie man of money is idling his time at the clubs, wasting his money on his

own "selfish desire" for pleasures) and work honestly.

Money is a very hard thing to get by the average mechanic, but brains of

inventive qualities are still harder to obtain. Therefore, the man with the capital

should step forward and assist the man who oftimes is bright and intelligent, and
one who has matured his plans, and is being made a maniac owing to the lack of

funds that are hindered by the "selfish desire" of the man with the money. What
is our greatest ol)struction to the success of aerial navigation? It certainly is not the

lack of am,l)ition of the inventor, as he is only too anxious to bring his invention

before the public, to show what he can do, as all the average mechanic has to glory in

is in showing his accomplishments.

What hinders him most? The lack of money! And the cause of this is the

"selfisli desire" of those that have it to keep it in their possession, or for their own
pleasures.

Again, why is America so far behind European countries in aerial navigation?

Because the American man of money is so full of this "selfish desire" that he must
set ten dollars coming in before he ^nll spend one out. In foreign countries the man
with the capital will assist the inventor, therefore they have obtained better results.

As to the false ambitions of inventors, those peojjle accomplish little, their achieve-

ments do not amount to enough to interest any one, while on the other hand, the

"selfish desire" of the money man can be classed with the false ambitious inventor, as

he is a greater obstruction toward the perfection of aerial navigation.

Now, then, let us cut this "selfish desire" and let the man with the money invest

with the manual and mental work of the inventor, and run a chance with bright

thoughts and see if there shall not be something accomplished. Do not consider that

ninety per cent, of the inventors are fools, but vice versa, and do what you can
to help the caiise along, as the average mechanic has the brains and no money, and
the average money man has no well has not the inventive ability, as he does

not see time to waste on mechanics. Therefore, I ask the man of money to place it

with the man of brains, and then we shall see success.

I am sure that the American Magazine of Aeronautics shall be of great assistance

towards the perfection of the future aerial craft.

Yours truly,

DILLOX HOFFMAN, M. E.
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AERONAUTIC SOCIETIES OF

THE WORLD.

To those who are unacquainted with

the actual status of aeronautics the

following list of aeronautical societies

or clubs will prove most surprising.

There are at the present time thirty-

seven organizations whose energies are

applied to the solution of aeronautical

problems and it is not at all unlikely

that this number will be added to very

frequently.

A. INTERNATIONAL SCIENTI-

FIC SOCIETIES.

1. The International Co.-nmission

for Scientific Aeronautics. Founded

in Paris, September, 1S96. The mem-
bers include the directors of meteoro-

logical institutes in all countries. The

object of the Commission is to in-

vestigate the conditions holding in

the atmosphere up to the highest limit

attainable by kites and balloons.

Simultaneous ascents are made with

this object from various meteorologi-

cal stations all over the world on the

first Thursday in each month.

2. The Permanent International

Aeronautical • Committee. Founded

by a resolution of the International

Aeronautic Congress at Paris in 1900

in order to carry out the expressed

wish of the Congress to advance ihe

progress of aeronautics by scientific

advice, and to prepare for the follow-

ing congress. Offices, in the build-

ings of the Societe d'Encouragement,

44 rue de Rennes, Paris. The trans-

action of business is regulated by

statutes published in 1901. The con-

gress elected 33 members, who re-

ceived the right to elect other mem-
bers and to appoint sub-committees

for special subjects.

B. FEDERATION AERONAUTI-
QUE INTERNATIONALE.

Founded on the 14th of October.

1905, in Paris. It has formulated

special rules and regulations which

are adopted by all amalgamated so-

cieties and clubs. The societies and

clubs belonging to this Federation are

indicated by an asterisk. (*)

C. NATIONAL SOCIETIES.

*I. Deutscher Luftschiffer-Verband.

Founded at Augsburg on the 28th

of December, 1902, for the purpose of

increasing the general interest in

aeronautical matters, and more es-

pecially for:

(a) Supporting a monthly aero-

nautical journal (Illustrierte Aero-

nautische Mitteilungen).

(b) The publication, of a year-

book.

(c) The Superintendence of the

training of aeronauts.

(d) The publication of the quali-

fications necessary for an aeronaut as

laid down by the society.

Address, Care of Hauptmann Hilde-

brandt, Kirchstrasse 2, Charlotten-

burg.

The following German societies be-

long to this National Federation.

1. Berliner Verein fiir Luftschif-

fahrt. Founded August 31, 1881, in

Berlin. Published the Zeitschrift fiir

Luftschififahrt from 1882 to 1900,

when the Illustrierte Aeronautische

Mitteilungen was adopted as the of-

ficial journal of the Verein. The

Verein owns several balloons and has

arranged numerous ascents, under the

patronage of H. R. H. the Kaiser.

The society has instituted stations

for balloon ascents all over Germany,

wherever the balloons can be con-

veniently inflated. Headquarters,

Dresdenerstrasse 38, Berlin, S. 14.

Number of members 807, including

134 qualified aeronauts.

2. Miinchener Verein fiir Lufts-

chiffahrt. Founded November 21,

1889. at Munich. Published annual

]:)roceedings up to 1901. Contributed

to the Zeitschrift fiir Luftschififahrt

up to 1898, and subsequently to the

Tllustriete Aeronautischen Mitteilun-

gen. Owns balloon equipment and has

arranged numerous ascents since
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(889. Alembership 383, including 53
qualified aeronauts. Headquarters,

Kaufingerstrasse 26, Munich.

3. Oberrheinischer Verein fur

Luftschiffahrt. Founded July 24,

1896, at Strasbourg. Published the

111. Mitteilungen des Oberrheinischen

Verein fiir Luftschiffahrt up to 1898,

when this journal was re-organized

as the 111. Aeronautische Mitteilun-

gen. Owns balloon equipment and

has arranged ascents since 1897. Alem-

bership 200, including 25 qualified

aeronauts. Headquarters, Munster-

platz 9, Strasbourg, I. E.

4. Augsburger Verein fiir Lufts-

chiffahrt. Founded in June, 1901, at

Augsburg. Owns balloon equipment
and has arranged ascents since 1901.

Membership 321, including 36 aero-

nauts. Headquarters, Carolinen-

strasse 8^, Augsburg.

5. Niederrheinischer Verein fiir

Luftschiffahrt. Founded December
15, 1902, at Barmen. First ascent

January, 1903. Owns balloon equip-

ment. Alembership, 633, including

15 aeronauts. Headquarters, Konig-

strasse 35, Barmen.

6. Posener Verein fiir Luftschif-

fahrt. Founded December 2, 1903, at

Posen. First ascent, December 19,

1903. Membership, 83, including 9
aeronauts. Headquarters, Garten-

strasse 10, Posen.

7. Ostdeutscher Verein fiir Lufts-

chiffahrt. Founded June 11, 1904, at

Graudenz, West Prussia. First ascent

July, 1904. Number of members 150,

including 10 aeronauts. Headquarters
Ostbank fiir Handel und Gewerbe,
Pohlmannstrasse 9, Graudenz.

8. Frankischer Verein fiir Luft-

schiffahrt. Founded ALay 12, 1905, at

Wiirzburg. First ascent February,

1905. Alembership 150, including 6

aeronauts. Headquarters, Berg-

meisterstrasse 11, Wiirzburg.

9. Mittelrheinischer Verein fiir

Luftschiffahrt. - Founded Alay 11,

1905, at Coblenz. AlemBership 83, in-

cluding 4 aeronauts. Headquarters,

Casinostrasse ^y, Coblenz.

ID. Kolner Klub fiir Luftschiffahrt.

Kallenburg T-3, Koln.

11. Physikalischer Verein im
Frankfort A. M., Stiftstrasse 32,

Frankfort.

12. Motorluftschiff - Studiengesell-

schaft m. b. H., Spandauerweg, Ber-

lin.

II. SOCIETIES OF OTHER NA-

TIONS.

13. Wiener Flugtechnischer Ve-
rein. Founded August 18, 1887, in

Vienna, as an offshoot of the Oester-

reichischer Ingenieur Verein. Con-
tributed towards the cost of Wilhelm
Kress' fl3'ing machine. Alembership

about 90. Headquarters, Eschen-

bachgasse 9, Vienna, I.

14. Wiener Aero Club. Founded
in x\ugust, 1901, at Vienna. The
club possesses its own grounds and

balloon equipment and has organized

ascents since 1901. Publishes a

monthh' journal, Wiener Luftschiffer-

Zeitung. Alembership 79, including

9 aeronauts. Headquarters, Annahof

3, Vienna, I.

15. *Aero Club Suisse. Founded
Alarch 30, 1901, at Berne. Owns bal-

loon equipment. First ascent July

II, 1902. Alembership 140. Head-

quarters, Hirschengraben 3, Berne.

16. Aeronautical Society of Great

Britain. Founded January 12, 1866,

and consequently the oldest aero-

nautical society. First general meet-

ing June 27, 1866. Brought out from

1866 to 1892 annual reports and has

published quarterly since 1897 the

Aeronautical Journal of Great Brit-

ain. In 1901 the society founded an

aeronautical museum. Alembership

120. Headquarters, 53 Victoria St.,

London, S. W.

17. *Aero Club of the United

Kingdom. Founded in January, 1902,

in London. Headquarters 166 Pica-

dilly, London, W.

18. *Aero Club of America. Found-

ed in November. 1905, in New York.
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Number of members_, 300. Headquar-

ters, 12 East 42nd St., New York.

19. Aero Club of Philadelphia.

Founded in Philadelphia, 1906. Num-
ber of members, 40. Headquarters,

Philadelphia, Pa.

20. Aero Club of St. Louis. Found-

ed in January, 1907. Headquarters,

St. Louis, Mo. Membership, 350.

21. Aero Club of Chicago. Found-

ed in May, 1907. Headquarters, 79

Randolph St., Chicago, 111.

22. Svenska Aeronautiska Sallska-

pet. Founded at Stockhohn, Decem-

ber, 1900. Membership 80. Head-

quarters, Stockholm.

2;^. Societe Francais de Navigation

Aerienne. Founded in Paris, August,

1872. Publishes a monthly journal,

L'Aeronaute. This society is the old-

est aeronautical society in France.

Number of members, 103. Headquar-

ters, Hotel des Ingenieurs Civils de

France, 19 Rue Blanche, Paris.

24. Aeronautique Club de France.

Founded October, 1897. Has branch-

es in Paris and Lyons. Its objects

are the propagation of a knowledge

of aeronautical matters and the edu-

cation of as many aeronauts as pos-

sible among the civil population.

Membership, 350 in Paris, 150 in Ly-

ons. Its official organ is L'Aeronau-

tique, published quarterly since 1902.

Ladies are admitted as members. An-

nual distribution of medals and prizes

to balloon conductors belonging to

the society. Headquarters, 58 Rue

J. J. Rousseau, Paris.

25. *Aero Club de France. Found-

ed in Paris, December, 1898. Adopt-

ed the monthly journal L'Aerophile

as its official organ in 1901. The
club is distinguished for its great ac-

tivity in aeronautical matters. In 1900

it ofifered the Deutsch prize of 100,-

000 francs to the first aeronaut to

start from the Park, St. Cloud, go

around the Eiffel Tower and return

to starting point within 30 minutes.

The prize was won by Santos-Du-

mont October 19, 1902. In 1903 nu-

merous medals were offered in con-

nection with various competitions

and balloon sports. Membership 700,

including 60 aeronauts. Headquar-

ters, 84 Faubourg St. Honore, Paris.

Owns balloon equipment.

26. Academic Aeronautique de

France. Founded in 1902. Headquar-

ters, 14 Rue des Goncourts, Paris.

27. Societie des Aeronautes du

Siege. Founded in 1902, the member-
ship of the society being confined to

persons who escaped from Paris dur-

ing the siege of 1870-71 by balloon.

In 1903 the society had only 31 mem-
bers.

28. Aero Club du Sud-Est. Found-

ed in Bordeaux in April, 1905. Num-
ber of members, 175, including 10

pilots. Owns balloon equipment. A
section of the club was formed at

Pau in December, 1905, comprising

21 members. Headquarters, Bor-

deaux.

29. Aero Club du Rhone. Head-

quarters, 4 Quai Pecherie, Lyon.

30. Aero Club du Nord. Head-

quarters, 4 Rue de la Gare, Roubaix.

31. Club Aeronautique de I'Aube.

Headquarters, 23 Place de la Bonnet-

erie, Troye.

32. Automobile Club de Nice (Sec-

tion Aeronautique). Headquarters,

7 Promenade des Anglais, Nice.

33. *Aero Club de Belgique. Found-

ed in Brussels in February, 1901.

Membership 300. Owns balloon

equipment and publishes a fortnight-

ly journal. La Conquete de I'Air.

Headquarters, 5 Place Royale, Brus-

sels.

34. *Societa Aeronautica Italiana.

Under the patronage of the King of

Spain. Founded in Rome, March,

1904. The society is divided into

three sections: Rome with 136 mem-
bers, Turin with 29 members and Mi-

lan with 17 members. Owns balloon

equipment. Headquarters, Via Delia

Muratte, 70, Rome; Via Davide Bert-

oletti 2, Turin; Via Secco 2, Milan.

(Continued on page 45.)
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RARE AERONAUTIC BOOKS
FOR SALE

This magazine will publish each
month a list of such rare books re-
lating to aeronautics as it is able to
secure.

_
If you desire any of those listed,

kindly send check with your order for
the amount stated. Should the book
ordered be sold previous to the re-
ceipt of your order, the money will be
promptly returned.

Astra Castra (Hatton Turner).
Royal 4to, cloth, gilt top, un-
cut, London, 1865 $15.00

An Account of the First Aerial
Voyage in England (Vincent
Lunardi). Portrait of Lunardi
by Bartolozzi and plates.

Crown 8vo, half calf, uncut,
London, 1784. Autograph "V.
Lunardi" on fly-leaf 15.00

Travels in the Air (James Glai-
sher). 8vo., cloth, London,
1871 10.00

Crotchets in the Air (John
Poole). 12 mo., cloth, London,
1838 5.00

Flying and No Failure. Very
rare reprint. Pamphlet.
London, 1751 3.00

By Land and Sky (John M.
Bacon). Four illustrations.

8vo, cloth, uncut, London, 1901 2.50

A Balloon Ascension at Mid-
night (G. E. Hall). Plates by
Gordon Ross. 8vo, boards, un-
cut. San Francisco, 1902. Lim-
ited edition 2.50

Five Weeks in a Balloon (Wm.
Lacklandj. 12 mo., cloth, N.
Y., 1869 2.50

Wonderful Balloon Ascents (F.
A'larion). 12 mo., half leather,

N. Y., 1871 • 2.50

My Airships (Santos-Dumont).
Illustrated. (Trown 8vo, cloth,

uncut, London, 1904 2.50

The Dominion of the Air. The
story of aerial navigation. Il-

lustrations from photographs.
Crown, 8vo, cloth, London,
n. d 2.00

My Life and Balloon Experi-
ences. Photograph of author.
Crown, 8vo, cloth. London,
1887 2.00

Travels in Space (G. S. Valen-
tine and F. L. Tomlinson).
Introduction by Sir Hiram
Maxim, 61 plates. 8vo, cloth,
London, 1902 2.00

Balloon Travels (Robert Merry).
12 mo., cloth, N. Y., 1865 $ 2.50

Aerodynamics. Illustrated. 1891. 2.00

Conquest of the Air (John Alex-
ander). 12 mo., cloth, London,
1902 2.00

The Motor and its Chief Appli-
cation, Wings, Propulsion in
Air, etc. (Com. of Pat., 1849).
8vo., paper 1.50

La Machine Animale (J. Marey).
Illustrated, 8vo, cloth, Paris,
1878, French 1.25

Balloons, Airships and Flying
Machines (Gertrude Bacon).
12 mo., cloth, N. Y., 1905 .... i.oo

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISE-
MENTS.

These columns are open to everyone at

3 cents a word.

Situations Wanted.

By young man interested in aero-

nautics. Has studied electrical en-

gineering and is now in electrical

laboratory. N. C.

By young man student of aerial

navigation. Desires to work with
some advanced experimentor. O.A.D.

Financial Assistance.

Financial assistance to build a flying

machine I have invented, based on a

principle hitherto ignored by inventors.

I can convince anyone interested that it

meets all the requirements for a success-

ful machine. I do not expect anv money
to be inve.sted until I convince the person

interested that my invention is worthy
support and far superior to any yet public.

I invented this machine over a year ago.

I would like to hear from people who are

in a position and are inclined to promote
experiments in aeronautics. xYddress,

J. A. La Bille, North Platte, Neb.

(Continued from page 44.)

Aviation Club de France—President,
L. Delagrange

; Address, 3 Rue Taitbout,

Paris.
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LEADING
BALLOO N

BUILDER
—-OF THE

WORLD

AERO-
IM AUTICA L

ENGINEER
AND CON-
STRUCTOR

AERONAUT LEO STEVENS

CONTRACTOR TO THE U. S. GOVERNMENT
AT THE PRESENT TIME

INSTRUCTOR TO ARMY BALLOON CORPS

BOX 181, Madison square, New York

In answering- advertisements please mention this magazine.
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Airship—Baldwin's California Arrow—Patented,

I design and manufacture, Free Balloons, Captive Balloons, Airships, and
in fact everything in the hydrogen line of aeronautics. Information relative to

dates and terms, cheerfully furnished upon request.

CAPTAIN THOMAS S. BALDWIN
Airship California Arrow

Box 78 Madison Sq. P. O-, New York

In answering advertisements please mention this magazine.
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CURTISS MOTORS
1, 2, 4 AND S CYLINDERS
3^ TO 40 H. P. AIR COOLED AND
-|00 H. P. Water Cooled

Highest award Lewis & Clark Exposition

Adopted by U. S. War Department

Used on all successful airships and by scientific men and

aeronautical experimentors generally.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE M.

G. H, CURTISS MANUFACTURING CO.,

Hammondsport, N. Y*

In answering advertisements please mention this magazine.
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HYDROe- TIGHT BflLLOONS

BOOYflNT HIBSHIP5

All sizes from smallest

models of lightest weight

to largest captive or long

vo^-age vessels with or with-

out motors.

Patent machine var-

nished, hydrogen-proof

fabrics, read}- for speedy

construction.

Best varnish made.

Patent hydrogen gas generator systems, complete, all sizes.

Estimates made.

Practical professional advice given.

Largest, most reliable manufactory in America.

Operated 28 years.

140 gas balloons for U. S. Government.

Instructions given. All sorts of experiments conducted.

Only American Institute of Aeronautics.

Any kind of gas balloon ascents, captive or free, or air-

ship flights made at any time or place.

CARL E. MYERS,
BALLOON FARM, FRANKFORT, N. Y.

In answering advertisements please mention this magazine.
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SUMMARY.
Editorial—Aero Club of America—New Aero Clubs in America—Balloon-

ing and How I Became Addicted to the Habit—Roshon Aeroplane— Gordon

Bennett, igoj^Bleriot Aeroplane—Santos Dumont Aeroplane—Pelterie Aero-

plane— International Congress Papers — New Aeronautic Books — November
Ascensions— Chronology — Notes— Aeronautic Calendar— The Aero Song—
Communications—U. S. Army Aeronautics—Aeronautic Societies of the World.

THE NEED FOR A CLUB PARK.

Up to December 1st, 1907, 56 balloon ascensions have been made b)- 25 mem-
bers of the Aero Club of America durino- the year. The majority of these have

made but one or two trips eacli.

This is somewhat better than the record for 1!.H}<) but it can still l)e improved
upon greatly if in some way the conditions for balloon ascents were made easier.

Tlie two balloons of the A. C. A. are now out of commission and unfit for use; and

out of the 300 members there are but 7 privately OAnied l^alloons in the club. This

means that members must either borrow these balloons or rent or buy balloons from

manufacturers, of whom there are two in tlie club, ^lessrs. Myers and Stevens.

The cost of gas and rental does not figure so much as the loss of time incident

to making a flight. If one goes to Pittsfield or North Adams, which are, of course,

ideal locations, one loses practically three days' time; and that is under favorable

weather conditions.

It does seem that the great need is a park somewhere near New York where

private and club lialloons may be stored and Avhere gas can be obtained at short

notice.

For instance, West Point, in' its scheme of lieautification and enlargement,

could be made a ballooning center for the East. It is a good location and has the

advantage of being a military post. We Avould like to refer to an editorial in the
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August numl^er in wliich a plan was outlined by which the Government might co-

operate with aero clubs to their mutual advantage.

If this were not possible, there are other towns along the Hudson Eiver where

gas could be secured, at least after some modification in the plants, still more con-

venient than West Point. For instance, there is one town in mind, 3-3 miles from

Xew York, with trainst at least every hour, and an express stop, where there is a new
gas plant. A large three-story brick building adjoins the works, on the same projierty.

This building was intended for purposes in connection witli the manufacture of gas

but has not Ijeen used up to the present. In this building could be stored 1)alloons and

all facilities for repairs and experiments could be installed. The plant can furnish

500,000 feet of gas in ten hours, at the rate of 20,000 feet an hour—at least, that is

the present rate of manufacture. While the gas is a mixed gas, coal gas could be

furnished. Suppose a club should purchase. such a plant and modify it to produce

coal gas alone. It could supply the town at the regular rate, pay all expenses and

have gas for ascensions without cost.

With good facilities for m<aking flights more members would take advantage

of opportunities and there would be more privately owned balloons and more

chartered ascents.

Xear the same place- is a practically new race track, with Iraildings, where

experiments with flying machines could be conducted. There are machine shops in

the town and there seems to be many advantages for general aeronautic work.

It is to be hoped that 1908 will see a great increase in the numljer of balloon

ascents and in aeronautic activity in this country.

AERO CLUB OF AMERICA.

The annual meeting was held Novemljer 4, at which the old officers were re-

elected. Mr. James Gordon Bennett was elected an honorary meml^er. The Gordon

Bennett Cup was officially presented to Herr Oscar Erbsloh, the winner of the

contest of that name.
At a meeting of the directors held November 27, the Lahm Cup was awarded to

Captain Chas. De F. Chandler in recognition of his flight of 475 miles, from St.

Louis, Mo., to Walton, W. Ya., October 17-18.

Xew Members Elected.

Mr. Ealph Upson Mr. A. H. Morgan
Mr. J. H. Wade, Jr. Mr. W. G. Critclilow.

Members Posted for Election.

Mr. De Witt C. Morrell Mr. Williams Welch
Mr. Leroy M. Taylor Mr. A. Holland Forbes

Mr. John D. Larkin, Jr. !Mr. William Paine Everts.

The Automobile Club of America kindly offered the privileges of its rooms to

the Aero Club on the occasion of the former's regular monthly dinner and smoker,

Tuesday, December 3.

NEW AERO CLUBS IN AMERICA.

Aero Club of New England.

On November 21, at Young's Hotel, Boston, on the 124th anniversary of the

first ascent by rnan in a balloon, was formed the Aero Club of New England, Avith

40 members. Professor A. Lawrence Eotch was elected president; Chas. J. Glidden,

1st vice-president; Frank E. Stanley, 2d vice-president; Alfred E. Shrigley, secre-

tary; Harry G, Pollard, treasurer; A.- Leo Stevens, aeronautical engineer.

Addresses were delivered by Professor A. Lawrence Eotch, Professor W. H.
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I'ickei'ing, ilessi-s. Cliai'lcs .1. (Jliddi'ii. A. \'. Wilson. A. Leo Stevens, T. E. Byines,
nnd L. J. Minalian.

Pittsfield lias heeii selected as the otlieial i)ark.

SOME OF THE KOONDERS OF THE A. C. OK N. E.

The Aero Club has offered a silver cup of the value of $100. donated by the

Boston Herald, as a trophy to the pilot of any balloon starting 100 miles from Bos-

ton, air line^ and landing within 5 miles of Boston Common. Xotification must be

made 24 hours before starting of the attempt by any pilot to win the trophy.

The matter of a challenge to the xAero Club of America, the Aero Cliih of

Philadelphia and the Aero Club of St. Louis, for a race of 3\-2 hours" duration from
Pittsfield, Mass., the winner to be the one landing the greatest distance from Pitts-

field within the specified time, was referred to its Contest Committee, Messrs. George

E. ^IcQuesten, Henry Howard and W. E. Eldredge. The com]ietiti(^n is limited to

balloons of less than 40,000 cubic feet capacity.'

Pittsfield Aero Club.

The Pittsfield Aero Chil) was formed al the Hotel Wendell. I'ittsfiehl, ]\[ass.,

Xovember loth, with the following otHcei's: president, ]\rr. L. .1. ^[inahan ; vice-

president. Mayor A. H. Bagg; treasurer, Ex-Mayor Daniel l-]nglaiid; seci-etary. Mr.

K. B. ]\Iiller, proprietor of the Bcrl-shirc Daily Eaf/Jc

It is the intention of the club to purchase a ballomi which will be reiiteil dur-

ing the season to its niem;bers. The club can do a great deal towards the eucoui-age-

ment of the sport of ballooning, especially as it is likely that tlH> majority of ascents

in this country will be from Pittsfield.
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The Aeronautique Club of Chicago.

On iSTovc'inhcr ^vJil llic Aeronauti(|uc Cliil) of Cliicago was i'orined, with twenty
charter menihers. A contract has been let for a balloon and it is expected to hold a

series of races at Chicago dnrino- the summer of 1908. A cup of the value of $1,000
has already been donated.

The officers are: Mr. C. A. C'oey, president; Mr. Charles E. Gregory, vice-presi-

dent; Mr. A. B. Perrigo. secretary: ^I. H. C. Foster, treasurer.

Aero Club at Columbus.

The citizens of Cohimhus. Ohio, ai-e ahout to form au aero chib and secure

permanent grounds where annual races tuny he held and where cluh members may
make ascensions as often as desired.

At a meeting held at the Board of Trade on r)ecend)er 1st the matter was

•discussed in detail and the raising of funds was referred to a committee.

It is planned to hold a long distance race on next Decoration Day and all mem-
bers of aero cluhs in America owning balloons who wish to take part are requested to

conununicate with ^\\'. Ileni'y P. Mattnch. c/o Xeil House, Columbus. A handsome
cup will be offered.

Another club is soon to be Formed in Lonis'.ville, Ky., by Messrs A. P. Shirley,

J. L. Cribble ami otbci's.

BALLOONING, AND HOW I BECAME ADDICTED TO THE
HABIT; DIRIGIBLES.
By A. Leo Stevens.

Being an address delivered before tlie Aero Cliil) of New Eii,y,land upon the occasion of

its organization meeting.

During my early school-

days there was one |)articu-

lar story that impressed

more than all the rest—that

of. a "professor" Avho was to

ascend in a monster ha 1 loon.

He had allowed two children

to get into the ciii'. with

])ermission fr(_im their par-

ents. l)ut hefore the ascent

was made a violent storm

came up which tore the bal-

loon loose front its moorings,

takini>- tlie two votmgsters on
a wild ride. The professor

stated thnf if the children

knew enough to pitU the

ro]ie which hung almost at

tlieii- bands, they would de-

scend safeb- to ^Mother

Earth.

The story impressed me
so much that I felt that if

1 had been in the cai- \

would ha\'e pulled tlir cord.

I told my father of uiy feel-

ings and ni\' amiiition hut

be plainly told me I would
be frightened to death. 1 waited my diaiicc and cNci'y time I saw a balloon I was
there to help.

A. I.RO STK\'KNS.
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I never will forget the first real balloon that I saw, bulging out to its fullest

capacity in the public square of ni}- native city. It was a beautiful creature to my
imagination, and how grandly it left the earth!

On the next oj)portunity of seeing a balloon I struck up an acquaintance with

the aeronaut, shoveled the iron, carried the acid, helped to haul the water, chop the

ice and did all the running, ruining my knockerbockers with the acid, as I found
out the next morning. Father was /interested in the amusement park from which

the ascension was to be made. The aeronaut promised to take me up and I worked
like a trooper. But the following day when the balloon was inflated 'he told me the

balloon was too small to carry two. As the day was Sunday, the ^Marshall played

an important part and the ascent was not allowed to take place until the following

day. I tried to persuade my boy friends to "borrow" the l)alloon by mistake but the

plan failed.

I told my father I was going up and he replied, "Take safety knickerbockers

with you and go as quick as you want," never thinking that I was truly in earnest.

In my rage, I stole to my father's himting outfit, took a large knife and rushed

panting up the hill to where the balloon was swaying in the air, full of hydrogen gas.

The professor had gone to lunch ; I jimiped in the car, cut the ropes and left at rail-

road speed. Xot until I was high, in the air did I realize what I had done. The
whole city seemed like a mass of Water to me and I crouched down in the basket and

thought what father and mother would do to me when I got—back? All this time

I was travelling at the rate of twenty miles an hour and on peeping over the edge of

the basket again I found no trace of the earth. Of course, I had no Ijallast, as it

was all cut away when I started^

Finally, however. I descended safely on the outskirts of C*anton, landing in a

tree and tearing my clothes to pieces. The professor claimed the balloon was wrecked

and received $500 from my parents, the cost of my first flight. . A year or two after

this I made my second trip and have been "going up" ever since, enjoying life far

above the earth.

The first dirigible balloon in this country I. produced in 1900 and I Ijrought

to this country, through a ]\Ir. Skinner, a De Dion Bouton engine. I made several

successfid flights with this machine and designed many inventions of importance:

among them, the sliding balance which enables the operators to set the machine at

any angle and the aeroplane arrangement which brings the machine safely to earth.

I was the first in the world to put the propeller in the forward end of the shi}); as

I found ])ulling the load wa^ much steadier than pushing it.

Next year there will be balbions in all directions and 1 |)roi)use pulling out a

moloi' l)alloon which will enable the operator to go iii any direction, using the present

spherical balloon. I will use tlu' uiotor made by the Aero & Marine ^fotor Co., right

here in Boston. ^Ir. Washburn has convinced me that it is the greatest motor yet

constructed. Shortly we will see the dirigible made of steel and the journey from

Boston to Europe will be accomplished in two days. The balloon and airship has

come to stay and with the present rapid improvements we will accomplish this in

less than five years. First we must; get our passengers accustomed to the u})i)er air

and teach them how to become experienced pilots and acquaint them witb tlie engines

of the ai]-. Look u^ on the dirigible as a steamship. AVe coidd mil di-ive the

Lnsitania across the ocean at enormous s|)eed unless we ai)])lied ihc ixiwci'. it is the

game with the dirigible. The coming uiachine will lie mailc i»r rcint'oi'c-cd sled, with

great strength and lightness.

A Ijallonn for three costs but .$S()0 and llie gas for this lialloon. $o,-), including

the help for inflating. Ballooning is the grandest and Icasi c\|)cnsi\c spoil in exis-

tence; far superior to any other sport of human beings.

Xow that we have formed an aero clul) here in Boston, let us show the world wb:,t

ballooning is. In half a decade we will surpass all other counti'ics.
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THE ROSHON AEROPLANE.
The aeroplane of Mr. J. W. Eoslion, of Harrisburg, Pa., has just ])wn toiii-

pletecl but no trials have yet been made. The use of tlie large nuHil)cM' of su])er-

posed planes makes a description of it of interest.

The inventor has spaced the surfaces as far apart, one above the other, as the

width from front to rear. Along the front of the machine is a set of 13 super-

imposed, long, narrow canvas planes. The lower of these measures 1 foot by 24 feet

and the upper ones are 1 foot by 12. Six feet to the rear is another set irlonticail

with those in front.

THE ROBHON AEROPLANE.

In addition to the small surfaces are 3 large horizontal ones. Two of these are

6 feet by 24 and the other 6 by 12 feet. This gives a total horizontal surface of 840
square feet, with small size. The whole apparatus measures 24 feet wide, 8 feet in

depth and is 17 feet high. The weight is 225 pounds. The motor, 75 pounds, and
the operator, 115 pounds, bring the total weight ready for flight up to 415 pounds.

The surface per pound is 2.02 square feet, a loading of less than 1.^-poiind per

square foot.

The motor is a 7 h.p. Curtiss, driving a propeller 8.5 feet in diameter, geared

to 200 r. p. m. "It is expected to get up preliminary speed by running down hill,

in which case the motor nuiy have sufficient power to keep up the speed."

Very little efficiency can be expected from the rear surfaces as they must needs

follow in a current of air which is already traveling downward and can, therefore,

offer but little support, imless these rear surfaces be inclined at a considerably

greater angle than those in front, while at the same time these rear surfaces offer

practically an equal drift or resistance to forward motion as those in front.
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Turning tlio rear surfaces at a stee[)er aii.uie would destroy the apparatus's
power of automatically maintaining- its equilibrium, and when inclining them at a
greater angle the only way in which they can he made to carry any coi^sideralile

portion of the load is to incline the whole apparatus at a very stec}) angle, some-
thing like 20 to 30 degrees Avith tlie h(U'izontal. a condition which would involve a

tremendously heavy pull of the screws to keep the apparatus afloat, in that, a thrust
of over 40 per cent., and possibly even over 55 per cent, of the total weight of the

apparatus would have to be fui-nished l)y the screws. Assuming a total weight of
400 pounds would necessitate a screw thiiist of 2O0 and to produi-e this thrust at

flying speed Avould ]'ef|uire an engine of u])\\'ni'(is of 25 h.]).

GORDON BENNETT, 1907.

From tlie logs of the contestants and \ai-ious other sources a \wa\) has been

prepared, shoAving the actual course taken by the balloons in this raci'. A table of

the actual distance traveled liv each and the a\crage siieed is uiven b('b)\v :

Photo by C. W. Bright.

ST. LOUIS ANJOU LOTUS II DUSSELDORF ISLE DE FRANCE UNITED STATES POMMERN
ABERCRON AMERICA

READY TO ST.\RT, OORDON BENNETT, 1907.

The crowd is watching the flight of the pilot balloon sent up by Professor Rotch.

Actual Speed per

Distance I Tour

Traveled
Isle de France 978 28
Dusseldorf 913 3(5

I'ommern 901 29

America 848 25

St. J^ouis T98 25
Anjou 795 24
Abercron 7 88 23

United States 75() 43
Lotus II 445 21

The average distance would, therefore, be 802.44 miles, at a speed of 27.11 miles

per hour.
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THE NEW BLERIOT, NO. 7.

]n its last flight the Bleriot No. G fell from a height of about 75 feet and was
so badly damaged that the inventor decided to construct an entirely new machine,
embodying several modifications suggested by former experiences.

NF.\\- liLEklOT NO.

The new machine carries an 8 cylinder Antoinette engine of 50 h.]). It has

two large wings in front and two small ones in the rear. Those in front have a total

surface of 279.5 square feet; those in the rear, 86 square feet. Behind all is a verti-

cal rudder. The manner of construction has not been changed.

The body of the ai)paratus is of wood, covered with a layer of paper. The body
is spindie-shaped, of rectangidar section, very shai'p in fi'ont. tapering to still inore

of a point in the rear.

THE BLERIOT NO 6.

The steel and aluiiiiiiiuii 4-l)laded ])ro])eller. with a diameter of (5.88 feet, is

located at the extreme front. The leuiith of each blade is ,'5.28 feet. At l.(HM) r.p.m.

the ])idl is from 275 to 285 pduiids.
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Thv ()|ic'iat()r is seated in the interior of the body, with tiie vcvv ini:eiiioiis

mechanism which operates both tlie vertical rudder and small horizontal planes at

the same time. The total weight of the apparatus, ready to launch, without the

operator, is 715 pounds. The Ijody is 22.9G feet long, in the tirst trial of the

machine the rudder behaved ]joorly and one of the wheels was bent in landing.

While the accident was not serious, it sufficed U) delav work to sonu' extent.

NEW SANTOS DUMONT AEROPLANE, NO. ig.

This latest aeroplane, which has been nicknamed "The Buttertiy." is of an alto-

gether different type from, his former machine. The nut in framework is of steel

tubing, mounted on three rul)ber-tired wheels, two forward and one in the rear, those

in front l)eing slanted inwards to receive the machine vertically should it come down
sideways in roundng a curve. Tlie supporting surface consists of two varnished silk

wings. in.T feet from ti]) to tip and (I.-IC feet from front to back, stretched over a

Tl.e Auloiiio'-ile

MOTOR AM) PROPELLER OF SANTOS DUMONT'S FLYER.

baml)oo frame. There is a small horizontal hexagonal plane in front at a ]e\e\ with

the wheels and two vertical planes of the same sha])e on either side of the main
frame, under the wings. There is also a cond)ination horizontal and vertical rudder

in the rear, mounted on a bamboo cardan-shaft 20 feet in length, fitted w itii a uni-

versal joint. The machine weighs, complete, 113.2 ])ounds. 'j'he' 2-bladed pro-

peller is 1.35 meters (4.42 ft.) in dianreter, driven by a 2-cyiinder opposed horizon-

tal Dutheil & Cham.l)ers motor of 17-20 h.p., whi'ch weighs 22 kg. ( 4S.4 \\n\)

complete.

THE ESNAULT-PELTERIE AEROPLANE.

The single plane machine of IJobcrl Ksnault-IVIterie i-eseml)le> \ci'y much a

butterfly, with flexible wings, mounted on wheels. At the tip of each wing is also a

small wheel to prevent dantage in case a wing strikes the ground during flight. The

total weight of the machine (52S pounds), with operator, is divided as follows:

Aeronaut 165; motor and ])ropeller complete with carbureter, jupes, etc.. 121;

sustaining surface 132: l)ody 44: horizontal rudiler 22, wheels and frame 22;

gasolene 22.

The 25 horsepovrer, 7 cylinder motor weighs complete without screw, ready to

start, 96.8 pounds, or 3.87 pounds per horsepower. The crank shaft alone weighs 5.5
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pounds. The motor was designed in its entirety by M. Pelterie. The motor is

perfectly l)alanced l)y reason of the nunihci- and arrangement of the seven cylinders,
wJiicli assure one explosion at 2-? the of e\ery revolution.

The Automobile
PELTERIE'S SEVEN-CYLINDER MOTOR. SHOWINc, CAM MECHANISM.

For each cylinder each individual valve is governed by a rocker insuring admis-
'sion and expulsion of the gas. One single cam shaft operates all seven valves. There
is one carbureter for a group of four cylinders and a second for a group of three.

THE ESN.\UI,T-I'ELTERIE AEROPLANE.

M. Pelterie has tried to make light weigbt by extreme simplicity of parts without
•detracting from the strength of the nuotor. In s])ite of this, tlu' ajjiiaratus is solid

enough to make l"2 trials in two days without mishap.
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INTERNATIONAL AERONAUTICAL CONGRESS.
President: Pkofes.soh Willis L. Mooke.

Secretary: Dr. Albert Francis Zahm. Chairman Gen'I Committee: W.m. J. Hamjier.
Chairman Executive Com.: Augustus Post. Sec'y Committees: Ernest La Rue Jones.

Publication Notice.

The addresses, papers and discussions presented to tlie Congress will be pub-
lished serially in this magazine and at the earliest date possible bound volumes
will be distributed without charge to those holding membership cards in the Con-
gTess. Others may purchase the volume at a consistent price when ready or may
take advantage of immediate publication l)y subscribing to this magazine at the

regular rate.

In accordance Avith the program as pul)lished in the jSTovember ntnnljer, the

informal addresses of the Gordon Bennett contestants and others are concluded be-

fore entering upon the printing of the formal papers and discussions.

Following will be found -the addresses of M. Eene Grasnier, Major Henry B.
Hersey and Paul Meckel, their experiences in the Gordon Bennett race and the story

of the winning of the Lahm Cup by Capt. Chas. De F. Chandler; followed by the

paper of Admiral Chester.

My Voyage in the Gordon Bennett, by Rene Gasnier.

I will try to explain to you a little of the bad luck I had in this race. I started

toward the north, until we were almost sixty miles south of Chicago. I was with the

other contestants and on the second day I saw two balloons on my right hand, and
two balloons on my left hand. In the evening I was very high, at one time almost

1,000 feet. As my lialloon was in a good place, I thought I could do nothing but

remain there. At that height the current was a little south-east, and when I crossed

the Ohio I crossed it about 80 feet under another contestant. I crossed the Alle-

ghenies at a part where the mountains are very high. This was a very good spot, be-

cause in the Allegheny mountains I had a good wind. I was^ going almost 30

miles an hour. When I crossed the top of each mountain the wind was much
stronger, but between each toj) of the mountains I was going very slowly.*

f

After having passed the Allegheny mountains, the next morning the sun rose at

about half ]iast five or six o'clock, and at that time the wind was blowing in the

south; then I went very close to the land with my anchor out. and with my guide

rope on the land. I was going southeast. I continued a little while south-easterly

and then found myself going to the south. When I saw that. I saw there was

nothing to do but go further down, and I came doAvn and landed in a field at half

past six. I was sorrv not to go further as wlien 1 landed I still had nine sacks of

ballast.

*Prof. Willis L. Moore.—When Mr. Gasnier said he moved slowly between the moun-
tains and swiftly when he was over the luountains, 1 thought it was the principle of

. water flowing over a dam. Probably that accounted for the swift velocity that he got
passing over the top of the mountain, and not very far from it; and when he came over
the valley, he encountered a much less velocity of the wind, for the air that carried from
over the mountain top went down the mountain side, and he passed on out of it into

a lower stratum of air. This is simply a suggestion that came to my mind.
jProf. A. Lawrence Rotch.— I am glad the President brought out this suggestion. It

is true, as we found by experiments we made near Mt. Washington last summer. The
observations made on the summit of Mt. Washington indicated a very considerably
greater velocity than from a kite which floated at the same height over the adjacent

valley. How high this velocity continues one does not know. Certainly on a mountain
top itself the velocity is very much greater than the velocity in the same height of free

air; and I think the suggestions/ of Professor Moore are the correct ones, that the

velocity is increased just as in the case of water flowing over a dam.
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The Trip of the United States, by Major H. B. Hersey.

I am soiTv I cannot tell a lietter story bnt I just did the ])est I could, and will

tell you a little about it. In the first place, I want to add my testimony to that of

Mr. McCoy, in regard to the management of the race as a whole. You must all

remember that this was the first balloon race ever held in America. To our French

brethren it is an old story. They have their aeronauts thoroughly trained, their

attendants for filling balloons, that are filled thousands of times, and it is easy work

for them from long experience. Every year in Paris several races, national or inter-

national, are held, but here in America this was our first attempt, and I think, under

the circumstances, that our foreign competitors will agree that we did very well in

getting the balloons filled promptly with a good quality of gas, and getting them off

on time without any accidents or disasters of any kind.

I think that the management of this race should be very highly complimented

and congratulated on the tliorough and efficient way in which they did their work,

especially Mr. Stevens, who had an enormous job on hand, and while thoroughly

familiar M'ith handling balloons, he was not familiar with handling races. Captain

Baldwin lent his assistance in every way possible and altogether I thinl< it may he

considered a A\'onderfully successful race from every point of view.

The balloon which 1 had charge of, the United States, the same one which I

assisted Lieut. Lahm in managing last year, was the second one to go u|). We went
up a little lighter than I would have liked, so that we attained a height of about

900 metres before stopping, and took a course very nearly nortliwest. This gradually

shifted a little more to the north. Two of the balloons. Monsieur Le Blanc's, and

the Pommern, the German balloon, we could see for some time; the German balloon

especially, as it was quite high. AYe crossed the Missouri Eiver just al)out dark and
were gradually working down to the guide rope. A short time later we crossed the

Mississippi near the mouth of the Illinois. By this time our course was very nearly

due north. We passed between the Illinois Eiver and the ]\Iississippi. close to the

Illinois at times, at one time passing over it, our guide rope touching the water

occasionally. A little motor launch was coming down the river and we hailed them

and asked about the place and the distance from St. Louis and had quite a little

chat-with them before we passed out of hearing, asking them to telegra}Mi the Club

at St. Louis, which they said they w(nild do.

During the night we kept down, the gviide rope touching occasionally, hitting

the tree tops, and we drew pretty near a straight line north passing Galesl)urg. We
could call the people all night long to know exactly where we were. At different

points we could inquire of someone, and then by keeping to our directions, we knew
about where we should be, verifying it every time we could hail someone. The alti-

tude was from 300 to 500 feet. Our guide rope was about 300 feet long and it would
occasionally touch ; but most of the time it was off the ground. At ^lacond), Ills., we
hailed a freight train crew lying on a siding waiting for a passenger train to pass,

and got our location there : and at several different places up through the state we
would find some one. In one place we spoke to the manager of some manufacturing

plant where there was quite a high smoke stack, and asked him what place it was.

He said: "Macomb; but don't run your damned old balloon into this sniol<c slack."

The night passed rath*r ])leasantly but toward morning it was rather cool. I

was dressed quite warm, but my companion, Mr. Arthur T. Atherholt, did not follow

the advice given him and suffered considerably from the cold.

About daylight we were ])assing over Northern Illinois, going east or nearly

east. We knew that we must be, from the last station ]ficked u]), nearly to tha

Wisconsin line. Finally we came to a place called C^iwstal I^ake. There were two

or three places with a "Lake" attached to the name. Then Lake jMichigan came
into view. There was c[uite a nice little tow'n on its shores hut we could not qiii-.G

make it out at first. There was a peculiar looking large luiilding and as we swung
along over it we called out, but could only get the hist word. "City." It M'as a shoi-t
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name and finally Ave got it; "^'Zion City," and knew we were passing over Brotlxcr

DoM-ie"s headquarters. I threw down some cards there for telegraphing in and then
we went directly over the lake, with the sun just coming up in the East. We grad-
ually rose, very steadily, going to about 1,500 metres from the lake, and crossed it

more than 30 miles an liour, pretty nearly straight east ; just a little north of east at

the beginning, but the latter part of the distance straight east.

^Ye had crossed Lake Michigan and were able to pick out most of the places
that we passed. Sometimes we were too high to call down and verify, but then with
our map we would draw our pencils across the places that we passed, and afterwards
found tliem to be correct. We finally crossed j\Iichigan, from Lake Michigan to Lake
St. Clair. In passing along there we averaged 40 miles an hour, making careful meas-
rirements on the map. In crossing Lake St. Clair we could see Detroit very plainh^,

in fact, we passed over its northern suburbs.

Eight across the centre of Lake St. Clair Ave Avent, making, according to our
map, 50 miles an hour. Our course then l)ore a little more to the southeast and we
went straight for Lake Erie. We had used a great deal of ballast keeping our
equilibrium, or trying to keep it as nearly level as possible, but I felt that Ave had a
good chance of crossing Lake Erie all right and heading for N'cav York on our
course. We had reached the eastern end of Lake Erie, on the south shore along
about Dunkirk. The sand ballast being the most easy to handle, I began throwing
away our spare provisions, Avater bottles, and things like that. The sun Avas very low
Avhen Ave Avent over Lake Erie and the gas Avas cooling somcAvhat rapidly. We got
doAvn nearly to the lake and had come doAvn to a lower strata Avhen quite suddenly
Ave changed to the northeast, and struck for the Ontario shore, reaching it about half

tlie length of Lake Erie. There we came doA\Ti rather Ioav, but kept u]) to probably

1,000 metres. There I thrcAv out some ballast. I Avas trying to gain an equilibrium

—our course l)ore to the East-—before reaching Lake Ontario, because one never

knoAvs hoAv much ballast it Avill take to establish that equilibrium at night as com-
pared Avith d&.j. At one time a change from night to day may take 10 to 15 sacks of

ballast, and at another time but 5 or 6. When once you get that equililnium, usually

two or three sacks Avill take you a long Avay; but in the change from night to day

the cooling of the gas is very uncertain, and it is indefinite as to hoAv much Avill be

needed. I got doAvn a little too low trying to get this and the guide rope stuck in a

wire fence, l)ringing the Inilloon doAvn some distance, so that, wbile it tore loose

from the Avire fence—tearing out one strand of the guide rope—it put so much of it

on the gTOund, that the friction of the rope from holding in that strong Avind,

dragged the balloon down. We had to throAv out a large amount of ballast to get the

thing loose. AVe struck up very i-apidly. We got near Lake Ontario, and I knew

Avhen it came doAvn from any height it Avould take a good deal of ballast to stop us.

We only had eight sacks left and I did not think it wise to attempt going the length

of Lake Ontario at that time of the night. I still believe I did Avhat Avas right.

Of course, AA'hen I found out that at the rate I Avas going, by one o'clock I could

have beaten the distance made liy the Pommern, I felt as though I should have liked

to have kept on longer; Init my l)asket Avas not prepared Avith any safety arrangement

at all. Several of the balloons had their baskets lined with cork, inside and out; the

German balloon especially. If it fell in the water it Avould keep floating a good many

hours Init I had nothing of that kind. My companion agreed Avitb me fully and

thought it Avould be unAvise to go out on the Lake in that condition; so we pulled

the valve cord, let out some ballast and came down. It l)ecame dark, and Ave made

a very good landing,—a mere matter of luck, because Ave could not tell where it Avas.

We struck in a ploughed field, that had been ]iloughed some days before and was

entirely drv. We cut loose the anchors and came do\ni. I liardly felt the jar as the

basket' struck the ground, and I pulled the ripiiing cord. The anchor hook caught

into the soil and held and the balloon was deflated almost instantly. We made a

very nice landing.
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The balloon landed with the end within six or eight feet of the fence, along

which a road passed. A moment or two later a farmer came along in a wagon, and
we enquired if we could get some one to help us. He said he had to go eight or ten

miles further but he would take us along to the next neighbor, who, he felt sure,

would help us through. He drove us about a quarter of a mile over to this farm.

We reached there just before supper and th<? man invited us to take supper with

him, which invitation we were very glad to accept.

We had had a rather busy time and had not eaten regularly in the balloon. He
gave us a nice supper of farm things; plenty of good milk, hot biscuits, etc., then

the whole family turned out to help pack the balloon. The farmer hitched up his

horse and buggy and took us into the nearest village, about seven miles from there,

so that we could telegraph our landing; and the next morning we brought in the

balloon. We shipped it back to Mr. Stevens. Mr. Atherholt took a train for Phila-

delphia and I took one for ^Milwaukee, arriving home that night.

I am very sorry I did not do better than 1 did; but in view of it all, 1 do not feel

that I made- any mistake.

I kept low during that night to try to get as far north as possible, because I

felt sure the next day's tendency Avould l)e to go to the southeast, and I Avanted to

get to Maine or some place in the East. If I had continued our course across Lake

Erie and over ISTew York State, we would have stood a very good show of being well

up in the front. But as it was, we took the luck we had, and certainly we congrat-

ulate the winners on their success, and all of those engaging in the trip, on a most

excellent and memorable flight. I cannot say positively, because I never read

thoroughly of all the races, but I doubt very much if there has ever been a balloon

race held in the world in which as many balloons mftde as many miles as they did in

this race. That is, in which nine balloons made as many miles as the nine Ijalloons

in this race did. It may be that it has been done before, but I don't think so. We
have had one of the most successful races ever held.

The Story of the Abercron, by Paul Meckel.

I can only say that I think the other Germian aeronauts are glad to be here and
we all wish to thank all of you for the very nice arrangements we had; especially

for the very nice reception we had in St. Louis on the part of the aeronautic club,

and from the members of the German Clul), and the other gentlemen there. I am
very glad that we will have the occasion next year of receiving you in Berlin for the

third competition and we will do our l)est to make very fine weather for you, and
we hope a good many of your members will come over and see it.

Of the arrangements at St. Louis, I can only tell what I know of my own
experience. It was not the first time I had taken part in an international contest,

and I must say that the others and myself were very ,much pleased with the

arrangements. The gas was excellent and the whole arrangement very good. What
we did not like very nmich, for instance, was that the gas was stopped at noon, and
did not come on again until 4 o'clock, so that we could go on again with the filling,

but, of course, it was your first time and there were so niany l)alloons in St. Louis,

Mr. Erbsloh told me that j'ou had not had experience in 'filling so many balloons.

I must say that the gas was excellent. I never saw sucli a thing l)eforo, being only
lighting gas. We were very much astonished at that, to find tliat we came into the

second night with such gfi-eat facility, and we had no trouble at all to keep the

balloon at a steady height ; even the first night, but especially the second night. We
went from a height of about 10,000 feet down to the next height, of about 800 feet,

without dro])ping any ballast, and the l)alloon got its e(|uilibriuin tliat time and
went up higher later on, about 1,600 feet, and kept there, without dropping any
ballast, or the opening of the valve. It kept at the same height during the whole
night, and I regretted very niUch to be obligt'd to land tlic next morning, because
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we saw water ami I thought it was the ocean. J must say tluit it is not very com-
plimentary to you, but your maps are not very good. We h;i(l the topographical ma}),
and tlie postal map, and the railway maps, and everything we could get.

AVe had very good speed on tlie second morning, just before landing—about
50 or ()0 kilometres an hour, so that it was impossil)le for me to make any in(iuiiv

from the people; especially because I had my guide vo])v down. It made a \rvy

great noise and we could not understand any answer from the people; otherwise I

could have found the situation, just as I did the first day. When you know where
you are, then, of course, in a State like Ohio, or the surroundings of St. Louis, it is

very easy to know your situation, because you can then see your railways; when \()ii

have lost that thing, it is very difficult to find the situation then, because on these

maps there are only the towns and the railways, and nothing else. The streams that

we encountered were not there. It was very difficult for me on the second da}' and
so I thought it was necessary for me to land, because I saw the whole surface of

water, and the small sailing craft on it. Then, of course, I did not know it was the

Potcmiac River, which it really was, and thought it was the Ocean. I had a very

good excuse to land and did not go on.

My balloon was the smallest of its kind in the race. It held only 1,437 culfic

metres and all the others had 2,200, almost twice as much, and I started with 14
sacks of ballast. All the others had more, one starting with 41. I could have c'one

on at least 100 miles further. After landing, 1 had 2'Vi> ^acks, and while landing

I used two sacks, just to come down more slowly. I could have spared it and not

used one sack. The shock would have been only a little bit harder. Yon Abercron

could have gone on 500 miles.

It was very interesting, the first night going over the Alleghenies. We some-

times went from 200 to 300 feet above the sununits of the mountains. We crossed

very pretty valleys and could see these hundreds and hundreds of coke ovens. It

was extremely interesting to see this wild scenery, especially after the first (lay.

The first day it was not so interesting, because your cities are quite square and I did

not use the compass at all, and I saw the land just going from east to west. We did

not feel on the second night so much cold as on the first night, although we were
higher. The second night we were l,(iO() metres and the first night about SOO metres.

The whole arrangement was excellent. I can congi-atidate you upon the whole

affair.

The Winning of the Lahm Cup, by Capt. Chas. De F. Chandler.

Mr. McOoy and I were without experience as compared with our foreign com-
petitors and we thought we would like to have a preliminary trip. I thought the

best thing to do would be to enter for the Lahm Cup, even if we didn't get it. We
didn't say anything about it beforehand, except to certain individuals. We ari'ived

at the gas works late in the afternoon and finally got away with a good breeze

—

eighteen or twenty miles an hour—and went up to the northern part of Ohio,

turning to the southeast, and then down into West Mrginia. Tlie (irsl night was
unusually warm; I don't expect to experience Kiiothcr night like that in a balloon.

We did not even put on our overcoats.

That night we stayed pretty low. We talked to the tai-mers all along the way,
and found our course from these towns and from various cities which wi' recognized.

About one o'clock in the morning, we did not know just where we were and called

out in the megaphone, getting an answer from some farmer. We asked where we
were. He said "Hendricks County, Indiana." We were just a mile north of

Indianapolis and saw the lights of the city. Keeping that same altitude, the \\ ind

shifted to the southeast. I don't know why it should do that at that altitude.

One peculiar thing about the sounds that night was that the chickens, ducks,

etc., made a great noise, wlien the balloon was going o\er. They seemed to discover

it, and T think that was whv the farmers o-ot out

—

tlu'\' thouulit somel)o(lv was in
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their chicken coops. They did not always discover the halloon, and when they did.

the first qnestion they asked was, "where are you going?" but we did not know,
ourselves.

Occasionally shots were fired at the balloon—we must have had twenty or thirty

fired at the balloon. A great many farmers did not seem to understand wliat the

balloon was. One man in West Virginia expressed himself in very forcible lan-

THE START FOR THE LAHM CUI

guage in in(iuiring wliat that was up in the air. Tins was in tbe day time, too.

After we crossed the Ohio liiver— it was a pleasant day—we were headed just

about for Charleston, West Virginia, and we thought that would be a good place

to land and get a train back to St. Louis. ^lany of our friends, when we started,

were very solicitous and thought we would not return in time for the international

race. AVe expected to come clown near Charleston, but about twenty miles from
there the wind changed and took us up towards the northeast. We went further into

the West Virginia mountains. We knew we would be a long time in getting out

and decided to get down as soon as possible. We found by the map that we had

exceeded the 402 miles made 1)y Lieutenant Lahm, and had made 475 miles up to

that point. When we landed we had about (Uie-third of our ballast left.

As it was, Ave got in a very bad place in the mountains. It took us 24 hours to

get to the telegraph office. The roads were very bad. Part of them were down in

the bed of the stream and the driver wbo undertook to haul the balloon, stated it

would take us two days to get to a railroad station. We could not travel at night at

all. Finallv Ave got back to St. Louis, arriving theie Sunday nnorning, a day before

the race.

THE AIRSHIP OF THE NAVY.
The Heavier Than Air Machine.

By Admiral C. M. Chester.

In all tbc discussion nat lias uonc on during tbe i)ast vear. wliicli has been

an eventfid one in the bistoiy of aci'onautics. tbcrc is no smal

terial for tbonght. I'egarding its application to military scivicc.

amount ol nia-

Wliilc tbc Xavy
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generally, comes under this classification, it has such a distinctive field in military
science, that the usual treatment of the theme does not meet these distinctions.

Writers who are competent to discuss such matters from a naval standpoint, are
limited in numl)er. ^S'one hut seamen who have hecome familiar with a seafaring-

life, and understand the varying moods of the ocean and its enveloping atmosphere^
can treat the subject understandingly. As a rule, such of our officers who might
take up the study of aerial navigation, are at present so actively employed far awav
from points on terra-firma where experimentation with airships is usually made,
that the o])portunity has not yet arisen that should definitely In-ing this subject
before the Xavy. Some experiments with airships which took place at the Jaiiics-

town Exposition during the past summer, gave a few officers, who were stationed

there, a chance to note some of the possibilities of aerial navigation for naval pur-
poses, and it is understood they were deejily interested.

They were at least agreed, that the Xavy could not too soon add the art of

aerial navigation to its list of requirements, if it is to maintain its standing as a
leader in naval science.

A number of foreign navies have gone into the sul)ject of aeronautics quite

elal)orately, but as little of their work has been allowed to be made public, wt' are

not permitted to know what may be expected from their investigations.

Quite recently, however, brief articles accompanied by pictui'cs June liccn puh-

lislied, indicating that captive l^alloons have actually Ijecome a part of war equip-

ments of the Austrian Xavy. Furthermore, some of the secret history of the TJus-

sian-Japanese War, which has gradually come to light, shows that not in the Army
only but in the Navy as well, captive l)alloons have been used to good advantage as

scouts.

For instance, it is learned that one of the Eussian cruisers of the Yladivostock

Squadron, which committed so much havoc among the Japanese transports and
merchantmen during the late war between those nations, had installed on its decks

a captive balloon, with which, fully inflated, the ship made more than one examina-
tion of the coast of the island of Nippon without being seen.

While the information thus brought to light is meager, sufficient is learned from
the reports of actual practice to substantiate what theoi-y has heretofore pointed out

as fact, that the airship is likely to become the long sought for antidote against

attacks from sulunarine vessels. The elevation which the airshii) attains enaliles an

observer to take, gives him a means of discovering the movements of the submai'ine

vessels undei- water, and floating mines and stationary mines submerged much
beyond the draft of a ship, may be detected.

The seaman, from time immemorial, has used the mast head of his vessel

as a lookout station from which to pilot her through the intricate coral channels of

the tropics, the light color of the coral formation making it easily discernible, even

from this slight elevation, but the greater elevation possible from a balloon enables--

an oliserver to see the characteristics of tlie bottom in not too dco]) water even

though its color may nearly accord with that of the water.

Such knowledge as this, will at times be worth a fortune to a naval commander,
and it must be agreed that if he is to reap much benefit froni the subject, the naval

man should take his share of the work and the expense of developing the art of

mechanical flight as a military measure. Many officers of the Navy would like to

study aerial navigation, and I may say there is no class of people in the country

better qualified, by education, mechanical ability, and experience allied to the

puliject than are the officers graduated from the Naval Academy. Tt is to be ]io])ed

that the authorities may see that the nuitter is of such importaiui' as to wai-rant

the establishment of an Aeronautic {'or])s, as has been done in ail tiic pi-iiu-ipal

armies of the world, as well as in the Eussian. Austrian and. as 1 believe, other

navies of P]urope.

The event which has brought to our shores this year a Congress of eminent
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men, was the winning by ns of the aeronautic trophy, for which the representa-

tives of the leading nations of the world competed^ and which they came here to

recapture.

The race was won on scientific principles that are perfectly familiar to seamen,.

and their application at the time of the last international race in Europe last year

might well be termed a "seamen's trick," such as occurs in nearly every ocean

race,^viz., the taking advantage of the laws of storms. Any day that presages a

coming storm, here, you may see hundreds of vessels at anchor on the beautiful

waters of Hampton lioads, waiting "till the clouds roll by", and the storm ha&

passed over until its southwest quadrant overlies our Atlantic coast. Taking aid-

vantage of the cyclonic character of the storm, with the wind in their favor, they

spread their sails and proceed to the ocean, with the assurance of a safe and quick

trip to their destinations in the south. This is like unto what Lahm and Hersey
did in the balloon race of last year, when they put their ship in the quadrant of

southerly winds low down in the atmospheric sea, rather than seek the higher alti-

tudes their competitors took. By so doing they were carried north from Paris to-

England, and reached the "farthest north" of that little island, and thus won
the cup against seventeen competitors. This was old time navigation, but it was

done with an old time airship, as the balloon is and, as the result showed, fitted the

conditions of the occasion.

The aeroplane on the other hand, cannot be left to the will of the wind, but must

plough through the air overcoming the forces of the wind in the direction of the

goal, rather than do, as has been done in the past, both in ocean and aerial navigation,

set the sails and let nature do the rest.

No one factor in the problem of mechanical flight has been so important to the

solution of that problem, as the introduction of the explosive engine, which is now
also becoming one of the prime factors in designing the war ship of the future.

While the aeroplane must be heavier than air, it is evident that its weight should

not be so great as to destroy its buoyancy, under the conditions of motion, which its

motive power must give.

Formerly, the weight of the machinery of a vessel was much greater in propor-

tion to the displacement than it is now, otherwise it would be impossible to secure

the high speed of our trans-oceanic liners without sacrificing so much of their

carrying capacity as to make them unprofitable to navigate. So in the flying

machine, the evohition of the engine presages our success in mechanical flying.

In 1894 Sir Hiram Maxim flew an aeroplane weighing five tons, a distance of

400 yards. His engine was driven by steam generated from naphtha fuel, and had a

weight equivalent to 10 pounds per horse power. Santos Dumont's aeroplane is

motored by explosive engines weighing only 2 pounds per horse power, and it is

claimed that airship machinery weighing but little over one pound per horse power

is possible of construction.

Thus in the evolution of the hydro-carljon engine, has the weight of machinery

been reduced to one-tenth of what it was a few years ago.

The dirigible baUoon is now part of the equipment of nearly all the armies of

the world, but, as already stated, it is not a machine profitable for general use on

shipboard, and naval men slioidd give their attention to the development of the

aeroplane, which is peculiarly a naval weapon, and opens great possibilities for

utility. Some features showing the adaptabilitv of the aeroplane for service on

board ship, I would itemize as follows

:

1st. Its compactness.

2nd. Its location near to a machine shop.

3rd. Its adai)tal)ility for scouting purposes.

4th. Having the power at hand for initial movement.

In explanation of these points I would state

:

1st. A few montlis ago it was my ])rivilege to examine the laboratory of that
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indefatigable worker and enthusiastic scientist^ the Prince of Monaco, what might
be stvled a mechanical l)ird, which was not much larger than its natural prototype,
the all)atross.

The whole mechanism of this wonderful contrivance, so simple and yet so con-
vincing that I said at once, "therein lies the secret of the naval 'Bird of Prey.'

"

] liave not yet heard that it has flown, but one feature of the machine, which I

recognized as having been introduced into our own naval architecture many years
ago, with such marked success that 1 was led to hope the result might lead to a

speedy solution of the problem. The compactness of the Monaco invention suits

it particularly to naval conditions.

2nd. Probably no factory in the country is so well fitted to make small repairs

to machinery, and has such a variety of mechanical skill to use it, as a battle ship.

Such a machine shop, is, therefore, always at hand for the repairs and adjustments
of the parts of a Navy airship, without which no mechanism can be kept in order.

3rd. Lord Nelson, when chasing the vessels of his arch enemy. Napoleon, in the
early part of the last century, said that what he missed most in the composition of

his Heet was scout vessels, which he properly styled "the eyes of the fleet." It is

only necessary to read of his campaigns in the light of this expression, to appreciate
what an advantage a small, compact aeroplane, carried by each of his ships would
have lieen to him. An observer, raised in an airship above the ocean, may not only
extend his view over the water but the sea may be made to give up some of its

secrets. This last factor in scouting is of more importance now that we have the
submarine to deal with, than was the search for an enemy in Nelson's day.

In actual war, then, the naval "Bird of Prey'' may be launched into the air

from a battle ship and give timely warning of an approaching enemy. Just as the
balloon acts for the army on shore, and swooping down destroys them very much
as does the albatross upon her living prey in the sea.

•4th. The greatest difficulty to be overcome in the problem of mechanical flight,

is providing suitable means to give the airship initial motion. Langley, for in-

stance, built an airship, which all now recognize to have been upon right prin-

ciples, and his model did, in fact, fly, but his plans came to naught as far as the

machine itself was concerned owing to defects in his launching ways. Mechanical
flight is only possible when a momentum through the air is acquired of about
seventeen and one-half miles per hour. As the machine must otart from rest, some
means to produce movement, outside of itself, must be had before its own motor
can act with sufficient power to attain this speed. It is commonly done down, an
inclined plane. This may readily be constructed on Ijoard ship, but generally the

slii})'s own lieadway through the air may be sufficient, and herself become the

launching platform. If her engine \vill not drive the vessel that fast, it will only

be necessary to steam her head in to the wind, when a relative speed through the

air will be gained equal to her own advance, plus the rate of the wind in the

opposite direction. Thus, by a simple movement of the helm, the ship may become
the launching platform for the aeroplane.

One thing is certain, any design for an airship will be of little value until it has

become so mechanically adjusted as to be able to overcome all conditions of the

atmosphere that militate against its flight, and as these conditions are chronic,

perpetual treatment is necessary. The doctors are always at hand on board a man-
of-war, with suitable remedies to mend the breaks.

Instances might be multiplied, to show the possibilities of the aeroplane in con-

nection with naval conditions, but it seems needless at this time to say more, in

order to indicate of a serious study of aeronautics as applied to the Navy, and to

the development of a machine that promises so much as a war implement.

May we not also hope that tlie men who have done so nmch for the develop-

ment of the flying machine, and who are still earnestly and patiently working for

its practical perfection, may, in the spirit of patriotism, be led to give to our Navy,
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the benefit of their experience, and with its officers, help to l)ring to the service

of their country the result of their labor, which shall become a new and wonderful
ally to the battle ship, in the future conflicts of the sea. Until the dawn of that

more glorious day, which Ave all hope to see, when, through the efforts of our
International Congress of Peace, "the l)ird of prey"' may be transformed into the

dove that bears "the olive branch."

SPECIAL PREMIUM OFFER

1 year's subscription to ttiis magazine, $3.00

My Airships, by Santos-Dumont, - - 1.40

$4.40

Special price in combination, - $4*00

NOVEMBER ASCENSIONS.
Everyone making balloon ascents Is requested to send in to this office as full a report

of their trip as possible.

Nov. 5. Messrs. A. Leo Stevens and Charles J. Glidden (A. C. A.) in the

"Stevens 21" from Pittsfield, Mass., 10:46 a.m., landing at North Springfield, Vt.,

at 2 :12 p.m. Highest altitude reached, 8,300 feet. Elapsed time, 3 hours, 26

minutes. Distance, 71 miles. This makes two ascents for Mr. Glidden.

Nov. 9. Messrs. A. Leo Stevens (A. C. A.) and F. H. White in the '"Stevens

21" from North Adams, Mass., 12:10 p.m., landing at New London, N. H., at 5:05

p.m. Highest altitude reached, 7,000 feet. Elapsed time, 4 hours, 55 minutes.

Distance, 74% miles. Cold. Passed over snow-clad mountains.

Nov. 9. Messrs. Oscar Erbsloli (D. L.-V.), Dr. J. P. Thomas (A. C. A.), Mrs.

Thomas, Capt. T. T. Lovelace (A. C. A.), Lt. Eobert Henderson, IT. S. N., and
Dr. Rudolph Erbsloh in the ''Pommern" from Philadelphia, Pa., landing at 175th

Street, New York. Distance, 97 miles. New York was announced before starting

as the objective point.

Nov. 14. Dr. T. Chalmers Fulton (Ben Franklin A. S.) and Major William

S. Lloyd in the "Initial" from Philadelphia, Pa., at 2:05 p.m., landing at Port

Republic, N. J., 3:42 p.m. Elapsed time, 1 hour, 37 minutes. Highest altitude

8,400 feet. Temperature at start 46° F., at highest altitude, 23.4° F.' Distance, 56

miles. Start made in high wind, which continued. It was necessary to use the

rip-cord in landing as the anchor would not hold in the sand.

Nov. 15. Messrs A. Leo Stevens (A. C. A.) and James F. Lord in the "Stevens
21" from North Adams, Mass., at 11:01 a.m., landing at Fremont, N. H., 4:15

p.m. Highest altitude 1,500 feet. Passed through snow storm. Elapsed time, 5

hours, 14 minutes. Distance, 103 miles.

Nov. 17. HJon. C. S. Rolls, Lieut. Frank P. Lahm (A. C. A.), Lord Royston

and Mr. Bernard Redmond from Chelsea, England. It was planned' to land as

close as possible to the country house of Mr. Claude Crompton. The wind was

favorable and the landing was made within a few hundred yards of the house half

an hour before they were expected.
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Nov. 19. Messrs. A. Leo Stevens and A. Holland Forbes (A. C. A.) in the-

"Stevens 21" from Pittsfield, Mass., at 12:35 p.m., landing- at Milford, Ct., at 4:15-

p.m. Highest altitude reached, 11,480 feet. Elapsed time, 3 hours, 40 minutes.
Distance, 83% miles. Landing- made in high wind and balloon dragged consider-

able distance. At the high altitude the heat was excessive.

Xov. 21. Messrs. Charles Walsh and John D. Larkin, Jr., (A. C. A.) in the

"Initial'^ from Philadelphia at 2 :45 p.m., landing at Milford, N. J., at 4:42 p.m.
Highest altitude, 2,200 feet. Temperature 70° at 1,600 feet, 40° at 1,700 feet.

All the trip in and above clouds except during occasional descents to get location.

Elapsed time, 1 hour, 57 minutes. Distance, 47^4 niiles. This trip completes, for
Mr. Walsh, the ten necessary to qualify as a pilot.

Nov. 25 Messrs. A. Leo Stevens, J. D. Larkin, Jr., L. M. Taylor, A. H..

Morgan, J. H. Wade, A. Holland Forbes (A. C. A.) and F. H. White in the All

America from Pittsfield, Mass., at 10:55 a.m., landing at Canterbury, X. H., at 4:30
p.m. Distance, 103% miles. Elapsed time, 5 hours, 35 minutes. Highest altitude,.

12,976 feet.

Nov. 29. Mr. Frederick H. White in the "Stevens 20" from North Adams, at

11:03 a.m., landing at Fitchburg, Mass., at 3:15 p.m. Elapsed time. 4 hours. 12:

minutes. Distance, 73% miles.

CHRONOLOGY OF PRINCIPAL EVENTS.
November. 5. After numerous attempts M. de la (xrange left the ground for

about 150 feet, after a run of 600. He made a false movement with the steering-

apparatus and not having time to correct it the niachine was dashed to the ground
and wrecked, with the exception of the motor. Farman was at the other end of the

field, ready for a flight, when the accident occured. He started flight at once and

arrived on the scence earlier than most of the automobiles.

Nov. 6. The BJeriot No. 7, while running on the ground, skidded, erumpling"

the frame and damaging the left wing. Propeller struck the ground at high speed

and crushed it. Bleriot kept his seat and was unhurt.

Nov. 1-3. Dr. Kurt Wegener, in the balloon "Ziegler," of 1437 cul)ic meters,

made a trip from Pheinfelden, Germany, across the English Channel to London in-

401/2 hours. The balloon was held in readiness and let go during the night as soon

as the proper wind came. Dr. Wegener holds the world's record (521^ hours) for

duration and in this last trip came close to beating the next best record. In the-

record trip, April 5-7, 1906, he traveled from Berlin north to the upper end of Den-
mark, and return to Aschaffenburg, to the southwest of Berlin, a distance of. follow

ing the course of the balloon up and back, 780 miles.

Nov. 7. Farman twice beat his former record of 771 meters, the longest meas-

ured flight being 800 meters (2624 feet), though the second flight which was not

measured, was 100 meters (328 feet) longer. He was in the air in tliis flight 1

min. 10 sees, and was able to steer his machine sufficiently to describe an "S'' and
landed easily.

According to press dispatches a l)ill will be laid before the Peichstag u])on its

assembling, appropriating money for Zeppelin to build the new airship. It is also-

said the imperial authorities are considering the question of repaying him all the-

money he has spent in experimenting with airships.

Nov. 8. La Patrie made a circular trip over Paris lasting 4 hours. Distance
covered estimated at 140 km. (84 miles).

Nov. 9. After a number of preliminary flights, Farman flew 1 m. 14 sees, at

about 10 feet from the ground, over an estimated distance of in:5(i nu'tci-s, during-

which he succeeded in making a complete circle, returning to within about 40 meters

of the start. Subsequently he made some "exhibition" flights, executing various--
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THE FARMAN AEROPLANE.

curves. Judging from these flights, he will soon win the Deutsch-Archdeacon prize of

50,000 francs, offered to him who shall accomplish first 1 kilometer flight and return-

ing to the start after rounding a post 500 meters away. "At first the machine rolled

slowly along the ground, Init quickly gathering speed it shot off into the atmosphere
at a gentle angle. Once in the air it hecame evident that Mr. Farman had his apj^ara-

tus thoroughly in hand. As he gradually inclined the rudder the head responded to

the touch. x\round came the plane, inclining slightly toward the ground. As the

curve hecame more and more pronounced there was no swaying and the stability of

the apparatus did not appear to he affected in the slightest degree by the circular

movement.
Keeping the rudder over at a moderate angle, Mr. Farman succeeded in bringing

the head of the ])lane right around until it was l)earing toward the starting point.

Then he straightened the rudder and started for home at full speed amid the deafen-

ing cheers of the onlookers. The flight lasted one minute and fourteen seconds.

When Mr. Farman descended from the machine he was almost overwhelmed by

congratulators, among whom none was more enthusiastic than M. Archdeacon, who
left the manoeuvring ground convinced that within a week he will be $5,000 out

of pocket.

Before dark Mr. Farman accomplished several other flights. The last flight,

in the form of a huge "S" down the field, enabled him to demonstrate with what
facility he can bring his apparatus to a horizontal position by judicious use of the

rudder when for any cause whatsoever the horizontal position has been lost."

Nov. 11. Farman out again and in a heavier wind than usual. He left the

ground for a short distance in the first trial. The motor did not respond and the

second was no better.

Santos Dumont completed "No. 19." The trials in which it was towed by an

automobile proved promising. The engine is now to be installed.

Nov. 14. M. Pischoff practiced with his new machine. The motor worked
poorly and only limited speed was attained. In making a sudden turn the apparatus

fell over on one wing and dashed into a fence, damaging the propeller and the front

portion of the machine.

Farman flew at first start, describing a large semi-circle. Descended to adjust

motor. Then made two or three more flights. Suddenly when descril)ing a large cir-

cle one of the propeller blades snapped off, striking the ground. It was turning at

1500 r. p. m. but fortunately the propeller broke when the force was directed

downward.
The Ville de Paris, after being deflated for G weeks or so to allow of various
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alterations and the fitting of a new Voisin propeller, sailed over Paris. Traveled
against a wind of 7 meters (22.96 feet) per second. The new screw has a pitch of 6

meters 30 centimeters and turns at a maximnm speed of 180 r. p. m. In this flight

at 1-40 r. p. m. it developed a speed of 42 kilometers (25.2 miles) an hour. The
maximum altitude was about 1000 feet.

La Patrie also out and made a successful ascent.

Nov. 16. La Patrie maneouvred near Versailles. Photographs were made of

the military manoeuvres below. Navigated at a height of 1,300 meters (4,26-4 feet)

and it was claimed to bo out of range of any projectiles which could be aimed by
an enemy.

Nov. 17. Santos Dumont made unsuccessful attempt for Deutsch-Archdeacon
prize. At first trial did not leave the ground. In succeeding flight he covered about
200 meters (656 feet). During the flights the wheels were damaged but were
repaired on the ground. The machine seems to be stable but Dumont lacks skill.

The motor worked imperfectly.

Nov. 18. Farman accomplished a kilometer in competition for the Deutsch-

Archdeacon prize. The machine touched the ground for an instant twice during the

flight; once just l^efore making the turn at the 500-meter post and once just after

rounding the post. The return was made to the starting point but by reason of the

machine's touching the ground the prize was lost. Orville Wright was present and
ex])ressed suri)rise that the prize had not been won before.

The Yille de Paris, with five passengers, traveled from Sartrouville to Issy-le-

Moulineaux where the aeroplane flights are made. After watching Farman's flights,

the airship chaDged passengers, taking on M. Georges Besancon, Secretary of the

Aero C^lub of France, M. Jacques Faure, M. Robert de Rothschild, in addition to the

pilot Kapferer and the mechanic Paullian, and traveled to Montesson at a constant

altitude of al)out 380 meters. The trip from Issy to Montesson consumed 3 hours

and 37 minutes.

Nov. 11). Comit de la Vaulx
tried out his new aeroplane but

was thro\\Ti from the machine
during flight, due to the breaking

of a wing, falling under it, tlie

gasoline taking fire.

Nov. 21. The Yille de Paris

made another trip.

Santos Dumont made several

flights, the longest being from 30

to 40 meters. Just on landing one
of the propeller l)lades snapped
off and the machine fell on its

side and was somewhat damaged.
The motor partially broke loose

when the l)hule flew off. The pro-

peller blade traveled a distance of

120 meters, almost burying itself

in the ground. Farman states that he Ijelieves the propeller could cut its way
through 10 ])eople. The Santos Dumont n'lachine will not be out again for some
time.

Nov. 23. Farman comjieted for the third time for the Deutsch-ATchdeacon
prize. He made but one flight of 120-150 meters. A violent wind and rainstorm
came up and lasted all day. He flew from the shed to the starting point, a distance
of 900 meters (2952 feet) and then started on the course. The wind was blowing
at 12-18 miles an hour and caught the machine sideways. To prevent being blown

I'l.AN CF UE LA VAULX MACHINE.
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out of the field descent was made. "In the squalls which repeatedly struck the ma-
chine Mr. Farman showed great presence of mind, and was able by judicious use of

the rudder to keep the apparatus on a tolerably even keel. At times the angles

assuredly appeared alarming, but by keeping the motor Avorking, contrary to the

practice of most aviators when in difficulties, Mr. Farman endeavored to make the

huge plane obey him. His success was loudly praised by experts."

La Patrie sailed from Paris to Yerdun, with four men aboard, 238 kilometers

(1-1:2.8 miles) in 7 hours and 5 minutes, a mean average speed of 20.4 miles per

hour. At the Eiffel Tower a wind blowing 11 meters a second was encountered.

November 30th a sudden violent gust of wind tore the airship from the grasp of the

soldiers at Verdun and was last reported as having come to earth in Ireland. There

were conflicting reports as to wliether anyone was on l)oard the ship or not.

THE AERO SONG.

Dedicated to the Aero Club of America.

By A. Morrison.

Come ye who dare to plow the air.

This glorious summer weather,
And by balloon.

This afternoon.
We'll sail the blue together.

Choeus.

In Cloudland! In Cloudland!
Oh to rise! And Soar!
As a bird, evermore.
Thro" skies of pearl and rose and gold.

To mount the way,
That leads, they say.

To Paradise!

Sure nothing quite yields such delight

As to be free of tether;

And land or sea,

What can there be,

Like cruising thi'o' the ether? (Chorus.)

Where we can rise in grand emprise,

All worldly empire ending;
And, as we float,

In passing note.

The vesper star ascending. (Chorus.)

So here's a song, for those who long.

To voyage 'round the planet;

That voyage thro'

Empyi'ean blue;

And nothing now to ban it! (Chorus.)

Where sea mews wing and skylarks sing.

And naught is that annoys us,

A barl^ sans keel,

A car sans wheel.
Our aero-mobile will poise us! (Chorus.)

Then while we may, come love, away.
Beyond Earth's grossness drifting;

Where hearts are thrilled.

And souls are filled.

With a divine uplifting! (Chorus.)
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NOTES.

The Springfield, 0., News of NovemT)er 3 contains an interesting article on
aeronautics comprising the ideas of Mr. John Bryan, of Eiverside, Ohio. In one
place Mr. Bryan states

:

"Up near Yellow Springs, Ohio, where I sometimes reside on Eiverside Farm,
we have two little black jackasses. We have a p.'ck-saddle resting upon a light frame
support just quite touching hut not resting upon Jack's back. We now load three

two-bushel sacks of wheat upon the pack-saddle. TJie three sacks of wheat weight

360 pounds. We now strap the pack-saddle to th* asses' back by broad, easy bands
around his belly.

"We then attach the coi\ls of a captive balloon or gas bag to the top of the pack-

saddle or load. Tlie balloon's lifting strength is 400 pounds; that is, it lifts the 360
pounds load and 40 pounds of the jackass. That jackass now steps off with the

360 pounds load and 40 pounds lighter than he could walk on his own legs without
it. Xatlian Clark, a 12-year-old boy, leads the ass away to the grain elevator at the

village ; or by increasing the lifting power of the balloon by putting in a little more
gas, Xathan can ride the ass and the ass not have any increase of load. The ass

only guides the l)alloon and affords such slight propulsion as it needs."

Mr. H. H. Clayton, who accompanied Erbsloh in the Gordon Bennett, addressed
the meeting of the Boston Scientific Society on JSTovember 12, the subject being
"Scientific Aspects of Ballooning," illustrated with lantern slides of the race. Mr.
Clayton concludes from his experience in the Pommern that unless interfered with
by local mountains or currents induced by them, it would be possible to land a

balloon at any prearranged point. The Pommern was diverted from this course by
natural obstacles in western Pennsylvania, and so came to New Jersey. With a

better knowledge of the country and with a little experience he believes that the run
could have been longer, since on landing they had about one-third of the ballast

remaining.

While aloft Mr. Clayton made a nundier of interesting meteorological observa-

tions. He found a daily change of wind that he did not know of before. The
practical effect of this was that the track of the balloon was not a straight line.

The cliange in the wind drove it in a zigzag. Compared with the other balloons the

course of the Pommern was very straight, but there was in it this divergence which
experience might perhaps eliminate.

Tlie Pomnun-n went 953 miles to make a line of 876 miles and arrived at its

limit on the coast four and one-half hours ahead of its nearest competitor, the

French Ijalloon of Le Blanc. The other balloons were, however, nearly at the end
of their resources, Avhile the Pommern had ballast enough for another twentv four

hours. The (h'scciit was made necessary because the balloon was at the edge of the

ocean.

The ])iuk\\alter Airship Co., of Lo\ulonville, 0., has been incorporated to

build airships that will "carry passengers."

Tbo Spanish Government lias recently purchased a drachen-balloon for military

use. During the week of Octol)er 2 it made a flight in the presence of King Alfonso.

On Tup of the Stage Coacli. "'What a clear view I Xot a single airship in

sight I""

—

J ii(/rinl.

Mr. Frederick H. White will deliver a lecture on ballooning, illustrated with

elides and motion pictures, at the Y.M.C.A. in Boston on December 19th. The affair

is being held under tbe pairouage of the Aero Club of Xew England.
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Another Frenchman, Julien Arbin, of Meaux, lias phms for a helicopter which

he claims will travel as slow as 10 miles an hour. The framework is to be 32.8

feet in length by 9.8 feet wide. Ten 10-foot horizontal propellers will he driven

by a 100 hp. motor. The total weight, including two passengers, one at the motor

and one at the rudder, is calculated to be about 2(i40 pounds. Tiie cost is estimated

at $20,000.

The end of October saw the close of a series of experiments with a captive

balloon, conducted by the Italian Government. The lialloon was inflated from the

deck of the "Elba." The aeronauts were able to see the movements of the "enemy"'

in the mimic attack and photographs of tlie cruiser "Francisco Fenuccio"' and the

city and peninsula of Augusta were taken.

Eenault Freres have put on the market an aeronautic motor.

"The Car," of November 13, in giving the contestants in the 1907 Gordon Ben-
nett leaves America with but two balloons, Islr. Hawlev being omitted altos-ether.Xf, v^iiim^Vi tmv^^^

The "Korea-Asia Daily" (]uotes Colonel Cody, who is said to have had a great

deal to do with the Imilding of the English "Nulli Secundus," as saying, "While the

French, German and English armies are ])rogressing in military airshi]) building.

America is lax. Airships are now placed on the Franco German frontier. One-

spectacle of the next war will be battles in the air. The advantages of the airship

are that from it an enemy can be observed, explosives can be dropped and besieged

towns relieved. Airships are not dangerous, because gas is kept in separate compart-
ments, and one or two bullets would not be effective against them. When I h axe-

completed ni(y British contract I shall return to America and urge upon the Govern-
ment the advantage of having an airship to watch, for instance, the hostile native?

in the Philippines."

During November, at the Mississippi State Fair at Jackson, the ••California

Arrow" made nine very successful and pretty ascents; six with Captain Baldwin
aboard, two with Mr. Augustus Post, Secretary of the Aero Club of America and
one with Mr. A. P. Shirley, of Nashville. On one trip Captain Baldwin sailed from
the grounds to the State House, about a mile, landed and called on Governor Yarda-
man and after circling thdi Governor and the State House returned to the aero-

drome. Five other exhibition flights were made, lasting fromj 20 to 30 minutes each.

Mr. Post's two half-hour trips were exceedingly well conducted. The weather was
perfect and though Mr. Post had never before sailed an airship his operation of it

was correct in every respect. During the one trip the airship was headed into the

wind and "hovered" over a foot-ball game that was in progress. Mr. Shirley also

made his first airship flight and though his flight was not quite as long as the others

he piloted the ship as ably as an expert.

Mr. W^ilbur Wright has returned to America.

"The present aeronautical activity recalls the kite craze of tifty-live years ago,,

when kite carriages were being extensively built and experimented with. With the

aid of two kites a carriage was pulled twenty-five miles an hour.""

—

f'liinn/o

Journal.

From an account given in the Neue Freie Presse of the recent cxpfi-iments of

Mr. Wels at Trautenau with an aeroplane which he has invented, it would seem that

on Oct. 8 he was successful with four flights, lieginning with 164 yards and ending
with 262 yards. The apparatus, Avhich has no motor at ]u-esent and is simply a
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gliding plane, has a supporting area of about -ioO square feet. The liiglit is launched

from the sloping side of a liiil near the works.

Alfred Le Blanc, who was second in distance traveled in the St. Louis inter-

natioual balloon races^ and first in the length of time in the air, received from the

Aero Club of France a gold medal. He says of his American experience : "The
organization at St. Louis was wonderful and the quality of gas excellent, while the

pressure was such that all the balloons could have been inflated in two hours and a

half, which, of course, could not l)e done in Paris.'' St. Louis is glad to know that

its first attempt is so well appreciated by experts. It expects to accomplish bigger

things in its aeronautic programme of next October.

The latest recruit of the corps of aeronautic experimenters in Paris is M.
Kluytmans, a Dutch engineer, who has invented a new type of steerable balloon.

This is a cylindrical aerostat divided into two equal parts, between which a screw
revolves, thus giving the motive power in the axis of the airship instead of from
below, as in the case of the Patria.

Almost a full sized model of the machine, brouglit by ^I. Kluytmans to Paris,

has won commendation from eminent aeronauts.

It is reported that the Engineering Department of the Eussian ^Ministry of War
has appointed a special Commission to take charge of the construction of a dirigible.

The envelope is to be made in Eussia.

Announcement made that the well-known Siemens-Halske-Schuckcrt Electric
Co. has decided to make a l)usihess of building military shi])s and selling them. The
company has begun the construction of an airship designed to outstrip in speed and
power all those so far built. It has also been experimenting with gasless machines.

The English Government started work on a successor to the Dirigible Xo. 1

which met with an accident after a trip to London, recorded last month" The new
ship is to' have an added weight carrying capacity of about l-iOO pounds over that
of the former and it is expected that the new 100 horsepower engine will drive it at

a speed of 40 miles an hour in calm air. The following tal)le shows a comparison
of the new airship and the Xulli Secundus as altered since its voyage over Loudon:

jSTulli New
Secundus. Airship.

Engines (horse-power) ,50 100
Gas-bag capacity (cubic feet) 54,000 (34,000

Gas-bag diameter (feet) 30 43
Lifting power, including equipment and

passengers (pounds) 3,400 4,800
Speed per hour, in calm (uiiles) 17 40
Maximum number of passengers 3 G

Announcement is made that M. Cliarnm, ]\I. de C^ontade and M. jMallet liave

formed a company for the purpose of building dirigibles. It is said that three were
ordered by private people and one for the use of visitors to Paris who wisli to uiake

trips. The cost of passage on a trip is estimated to l)e from 500 to 10(H) francs

($100-200) for each passenger.

The following "ad"' recently appeared in three Chicago newspapers

:

. "WANTED—Brave chambennaid, cook, deck hands and night watclnnan to

sail on an airship
;
good wages ; none but persons with steady nerves need apply."

In returning to America on November 21, Wellman said: "I am not dis-
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couraged. I expect to make another effort either next year or the year after and if

I can only iind favorable weather I can reach the pole. My*****test of the 'America*

•was a success.
'•'

"At the unveiling of Eodin's bust of Henley in Westminster Abbey," said a

New York editor, "a nmniber of good stories were told about the poet. H. G. Wells

praised Henley's conduct of the Netv Review. Of course, this periodical failed, yet

it was undoubtedly the besf\ edited magazine of the last century. In it Henley
introduced to the world new writers of such distinction as Joseph Conrad, Kenneth
Grrahame, AV. B. Yeats, Mr. Wells himself, and so on. One day as Mr. Wells and
Henley stood in the office of the magazine, discussing rather sadly its gloomy pros-

pects, a funeral went by Avith slow pace. Henley leaned out of the window and
looked at the funeral anxiously. Then he turned to his companion and said with a

worried frown : 'Can that be our subscriber ?' "—Washington Star.

This does not refer to the American Magazine of Aeronautics.

In the Kreisblatt, a newspaper published at Hoechst. near Wiesbaden, Germany,
there recently appeared the following advertisement: "Can anyone favor me with
the names of the balloonists who, when passing over the village of Eied last Thurs-
day evening, dropped a bag of ballast down mjv chimney and completely ruined a

fruit tart which I was above?—Julia Schmidt, 14 Britzelgrasse, Eied."

If the correspondents of the local newspapers studied up a little on the subject

of aeronautics they would not be so ready to print the "hot-air" so plentifully fed
to them and we would also be spared the fantastic statements and stories that have
been alreadv in months.

St. Louis and Aerial Navigation. The St. Louis Aero Club has decided to make
balloon racing an annual event in that city. Plans are perfectly, it is said, "for a

week of aeronautics" in St. Louis in October, 3908, and so generous will be the
prizes that lialloonists from all parts of the world are expected to participate in the
contests.

Chicago is not as yet a balloon center, and does not pretend to be, although
it has more wind to spare for ballooning purposes than any other city in the country

;

therefore, it hesitates somewhat to offer St. Louis any advice on aeronautics.

The time is almost certain to come when we shall take the lead in ballooning
as in everything else, but before that time comes balloons will have to be so con-
structed that they will revel, so to speak, in our prairie zephyrs and lake-breezes, and
be able to navigate them with ease and suffer no sort of trouble while being carried

in three or more different directions by our fresh air currents.

But we are not giving local ballooning much thought as yet. We are too busy
now striving to navigate the surface of the earth. As soon as our traction systems

are thoroughly reorganized and our traction lines completely rehabilitated, so that

we shall not have to give so much attention to balancing ourselves from straps, we
may take up aeronautics and give our hearts to the sport. If we ever do, St. Louis

may as well learn now as any time, we shall put into ballooning the same energy, the

same enterprise, the same spirit that we put into everything else when we settle down
to serious work.

However, perhaps for the very reasons we have stated, we are in a better position

to give St. Louis advice than if we were a balloon center ourselves, or were thinking

of becoming one in the near future.

We can at least be disinterested. We can at least advise St. Louis as an out-

sider. And we shoidd be privileged, under the circmustances, to offer our counsel to

our sister city for what it is worth.

Our idea, then, is that St. Louis is going about this annual balloon race in the
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wrong way. We noticed the other day that just as soon as a balloon was sent up in

St. Louis it proceeded to get as far away as possible fron\ that city. Every balloon

that was sent up took a course of its own, the aim of each and all of them being,

apparently, to get away regardless entirely of the direction in which it traveled.

St. Louis could see the balloons for only a few minutes, because they traveled with

greater speed when leaving that city than they did at any other time.

Xow, there is nothing novel in the fact that balloons luirry away from St. Louis

when they see nothing ahead to prevent them from escaping. So it occurs to us

that what St. Louis should do is to plan an aeronautic contest M-Jiich would be practi-

cally the leverse of the one now in mind. That is, the balloons should start from
different points throughout the country with the St. Louis as their destination. St.

Louis could then safely offer even more generous prizes than she proposes to offer

now to the balloons that would land there.

It may require a quarter or a half century of annual contests before a single

balloon lands in St. Louis, but when one does land there then St. Louis may well

claim that she has solved the aerial navigation problem, and can well afford to pay
over the prize, provided it shall not be discovered that the balloon in cpiestion landed

there entirely by accident.

—

Cliicago Intcr-Oeeau.

One on the Sexton.

Alexander Graham Bell, whose experiments promise to give him as wonderful a

success with the flying machine as he had with the telephone, at a dinner in Wash-
ington told this story

:

"]\Liny years ago an aged friend of mine visited a church in ]\taine one Sunday
morning. As soon as the sernubn began, my friend, wdio was very deaf, took from
his pocket an ear trumpet in two parts and proceeded to screw the parts together.

"^^^lile he was engaged in this work he noticed that the sexton, from his seat

near the pulpit, kept frowning and shaking his head at him.

"Finally, just as my friend g«t his trumpet joined and miade as if to put it to

his ear. the sexton hastened to him and whispered fiercely

:

" 'Ye can't play that here. If ye do I'll put ye out."
'*

—

Los Aiu/cJcs Outlook.

Mr. Israel Ludlow is inaugurating an aeronautic lecture tour, beginning after

the close of the Jamestown Exposition. The talks will l)e illustrated by moving
pictures of the 1906 and 1907 Gordon Bennett, the Santos Dumont aeroplane, the

Ludlow kite, and various others relating to the art.

Colonel Gadke, retired, of the German army, has })ublished his \ irws on the

dirigible in war. He comments on the great success attained thus far in the build-

ing of dirigibles but points out that, so far as he is aware, the greatest wind that

has been faced by La Patrie was about fourteen meters a second, and that the ascents

made have been under favorable circumstances, such as would not be met in time of

war. He goes on to say that the dirigible can only be considered from the stand-

point of use as a means of reconnoissance and transmitting orders or comauunicatiug

between a besieged fortress and the interior of the coimtrv, the armies in the field

and the Government. Colonel Gadke also considers the meeting in the aii- of hostile

airships and their attemjpts to destroy each other.

In view of the opinion of souu' that an elimination race for the pur])ose of

selecting a team is unfair and impracticable, it may be of interest to know that the

Niederriieinischer Yerein flir Luftschiffahrt, on August loth, held a contest whose

object was to find out which balloon should be one of the three to represent Germany
in the Gordon Bennett race for 190T. The three balloons wliich took part were as

follows: "Elberfeld," pilot Milarch ; conijjanions, Spindlcr and Vogt— "Abercron,"

pilot, Niemyer; companions, Althoff and Diepenbrock—"Diisseldorf," pilot, von
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Abercron; companions, Weiss and Stach. The Diisseldorf made 384 miles, the

Elberfeld 300 miles and the Abercron 312 miles. The Wiener Luftschiffer Zeitung

remarks "it would appear that the Diisseldorf was superior to the other balloons."

A new aeroplane is nearing completion at Sartroiiville nnder the direction of

Kapferer and Paiillian. Avho assisted in building the Yille de Paris. This machine is

said to approximate the Langiey type.

M. La Las is reported to have made a kilometre against stream and a kilometre
with the stream in 1 min. 561/4. sees., allowing for time taken in turning. This is

& mean speed of 38.5 miles per hour. The time, however, was not taken officially.

In spite of the good \\ork Farman is doing abroad, it is the general opinion in

America among those who ought to know that he has about reached the limit of

possibility with his present miachine. The main difficulty seems to be transverse

stability, though we have not yet heard of him making his turns and evolutions in

a strong wind.

Mt. Edgar S. Smith, a student at a college in California, has been experiment-
ing with a gliding machine for some time. On November 2, through the careless-

ness of the boys who were assisting in the launching, the aeroplane suddenly dipped
and struck the ground from a height of 60 feet. The machine was a wreck but the

operator escaped uninjured. Work was started on a new one at once.

When aerial navigation gets into the racingl class generally, how would you
like to be an aii-shij) jockey?

Society balloonists who endanger the public by dropping ballast on the heads
of pedestrians have been dubbed in England "air hogs." The English language
keejDS on growing all the time.

Ml'. Charles K. Hamilton Avill fly one of Mr. A. Eoy Knabenshue's airships next

sunn nor.

Thv "(_*alifornia Arrow" has made nine successful flights during 1907 with

€a];)tain T. S. Baldwin as pilot.

On Xovember 27 Mr. G. H. Curtiss, of Hammondsport, N". Y., made the first

fiiglit in a ncAv twin-screw dirigible, the invention of Captain Thomas S. Baldwin.

(_)n ,\o\ umber 13 Dr. Alexander Graham Bell finished his latest kite "The
Signet."

"The famous flying machine built Ijy the Brothers Wright is still attracting

attention, and T noAv learn from a sure source that the negotiations with the German
Go\ernment have been brought to a satisfactory close. The latter have agreed to

pay a large sum for the American inventors' secret, and all now depends upon a

series of trials to be made in German}^, and in which the Wright machine must
aecomi)lish the performances claimed for it. AVhen speaking with the Wright
Brothers* representative. 1 naturally asked wliy they did not come forward and com-
pete for the £2,000 prize ofi'ered by Deutsch-Archdeacon for a kilometre circuit.

^We are running for higher stakes' was the answer immediately given me."

—

The
Car.
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U. S. ARMY AERONAUTICS.

The l)allnoii linuse Avhifli was constructeil some years ago at the Signal Corps

post of Fort ]\Iyer, \'a., and recently occupied by the Quartermaster's Department,

lias now l)een again turned over to the Signal Corps. It will be used for overhauling

all Signal Corps balloon material, and conducting experiments, until such time as

the new Imildings are ready at Fort Omaha, i^ebraska.

Some time during the month of December, 1907, the Signal Corps will proba-

bly issue a specification and advertisements inviting proposals from manufacturers

in the Ignited States to build a small 2-man dirigible balloon for the Signal Corps.

These advertisements will l^e sent to any persons in the United States who are pre-

pared To l)nild dirigil)le l)all()ons, if they will a])i>]y to the Signal Office. War De-

partment, for a copy of the specification, and stating their experience and facilities

for manufacturino- diri"-ibles.

CURTISS MOTOR VEHICLE CO.

Amiouncement is made of the completion of tlie organization of the Curtiss

Motor Vehicle Company, of Hammondsport. X. Y. The company is a consolidation

of two or three concerns. It will manufacture the Curtiss engine and motorcycle,

•dirigible balloons, flying machines and also a low priced automobile.

The officers are: Mr. ^Y. G. Critchlow, President; Mr. G. H. Curtiss, Vice-

President and General Manager: Mr. L. D. Masson, Secretary Treasurer.

Dr. Alexaiider Graham Be\V& Aerial Experiment Association will make Ham-
iriondsiKirt the Winter headnuarters.

NEW AERONAUTIC HANDBOOK.
THJJ PnOBLEM OF FLIGHT, by Herbert Chatley, B. Sc, is the latest work

on aeronautics and should appeal to the practical man. The contents of the book are

as follows: Causes of Progress in Aeronautics—Classes of x\ir-vessels—Dirigible

Balloons—Gasless j\Iachines—Balancing—Nine Essential Principles—Chanute's

Criteria—Xature of a Helix—Thrust, A^elocity, Weight and Power—Values of "w"
—Helix Shafts—The' Level Governor—Thrust and Eesistance—Position of Axis of

Thrust—Vertical Helix—Ty]ies of Propellers—Construction of Helix—Eesistance

•of Air—Wind Pressure and Inclination of Plane—Eesearches into Subject of Wind
Pressure—Balancing of Aeroplane Systems—Stresses in Stays—Starting Aero-

planes—Angle of Elevation—Aera—Insect Flight—Bird Flight—Eesearches of

Pettigrow .and Marey Vertical Fans—Artificial Bird—Equation of Motion

—

Ascensional Force—Eesistance to Balloon—Electrical Machinery—Eesearches of

Eenard and Krebs—Form, of Minimum Eesistance—Sine Curve—x\uthor's

Heliconef—Eudder—]\Iotor and Fittings—Balancing—Stability—Oscillation. The
book is fully illustrated and has much useful data. Published by J. B. Lippincott

€o. : obtainal)le through this magazine. Price $3.50.

AERONAUTIC CALENDAR.

Dec. 8.—Aeroplane race at Issy les Moulineaux.
1911.—International assembly of dirigibles in Italy, under the auspices of the So-

cieta Aerouautica Italiana.
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COMMUNICATIONS.
Editor of the American Magazine of Aeronautics,

New York City.

Dear Sir :

In Professor Langley's " Aerodynamics," on page 60, he says the wi;iglit of
his experimental aeroplane, when it is exactly balanced by the upward compo-
nent of the air pressure, is equaled by Pa cos a ; Pa being the normal pressure.
I suppose that he worked it out somewhat as follows :

Let ABC be the surface of

A

EB=Pd

the aeroplane, and EDC a horizon-

tal line; then the angle BCD will

be the angle ^r. Then let itB repre-

sent the normal pressure. Pa. B)-

the resolution of forces the upward
component (equals W) will be EF
or DB. Now, since the angle EBD
is also equal to the angle a, then

DB:=EB cos a, or W^Pa cos a.

Thi> is all very clear ; but, if BD=W, its normal component by the resolu-

tion of forces will equal BG, and not BE ; and the weight of the apparatus, in

resisting the normal pressure of the air, would only be represented by BG.
This being the case, it would appear by the resolution of forces that, while the

vertical component of the normal air pressure balances the weight, the normal
component of the weight does not balance the air pressure. Otherwise stated :

W^BD=:EB cos a=Pa cos a (by Langley); but, reversing the formula, Pa2^
BG^BD cos a=W cos a. Pa2 is intended to represent Pa as found b}^ the

second method. If Pa2^W cos a, then W=Pa2
cos (7

I

Theiefore, Pa2 =
. ' cos II

Pa cos a; but Pa2 should equal Pa, in which case
^^^ ^

=cos a. Of course, this

is impossible, except when a=0 : but what is the matter with the formulas ;

which is right ;
and what is the correct balance?

Will you kindly explain this matter, and greatly oblige,

Yours very truly, R. W. S.

A NEW FLAPPING WING MACHINE.
Mr. Stanislaus von Wiszcewsky has applied for patent on a new flapping

wing machine. The wings measure
25 feet from tip to tip and 8 feet from
front to rear. The total length of the
machine from front to rear, including

rudder, is 16 feet. There are 10
"flaps" to each wing which are in-

tended to offer little resistance to the
air on the up stroke but to furnish

lifting power on the down stroke. In

speaking of his machine, the inventor

stated :

"Studying natural flight all my
life, I never found any reason to doubt
that flight was anything but a me-
chanical art ; merely a question of

levity and power. The wings are

levers of the second (?) order. The
tips of the wings of nearly all flying

creatures move in a vertical direction,

up and down at the beginning of the

flight, about 30 feet in each second. The resisting air (the fulcrum) yields to

THE WISZCEWSKY MACHINE.
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the wing's center of pressure, which is near the tip, in half a second (on the down
stroke of the wing) 12 feet, or 24 feet in one second of effective lifting. Thus,
in order to lift the body (relatively to the ground) i foot, it must actually be

lifted 25 feet in each second. According to this law, an eagle weighing 10

pounds would have to develop nearly one-half a horsepower at the beginning of

its flight. A natural flying machine weighing 600 pounds needs close to 30
horsepower to start it into the air. Considering the loss by friction, etc., I think

a 40 horsepower motor is necessary. This explains why all attempts of men to

fly with wings have failed for lack of a sufflcient light motor of great power.

Many models having india rubber for power were successful because rubber can,

for a short time, develop more power per pound than any motor so far invented.

I have never heard of a full sized machine which had wings light and strong

enough for the purpose. Bamboo sticks can never serve as levers for a 40 horse-

power motor. The wings of my machine are not only light and strong enough
but are on the down stroke, in its concaveness and obliquity, a true counterpart

of the bird's wings, and more effective than the natural wings, because the

reaction on the up stroke is reduced to a minimum."

AERONAUTICAL SOCIETIES OF THE WORLD.
Reprinted by Request.

International.

'VrJie International Cojuinission for Scientific Aeronautics.

Tlie Permanent International Aevonautical Committee, Pres., Prof. Hergesell,

Meteorological Institute, Strassburg, I.E., Germany.
Federation Aeronautique Internationale, 84 Faubourg St. Honor'e, Paris, France.

The clul)s marked with an asterisk (*) are members of this federation.

National.

France.

*Aero Club de France, 84 Faubourg St. Honorc. Paris, France.

Aeronautique Club de France, 58 Eue J. J. Ilousseau, Paris, France.

Academie Aeronautique de France, 1-1 Rue des Goncourts, Paris, France.

Societe Francais de Xavigation Aerienne, 19 Eue Blanclie, Paris, France.

Soeiete des Aeronautics du Siege, Paris, France.

Aero Club du Sud-Est, Bordeaux, France.

Aero Clul) du Phone, 1 .Quai Pecherie, Lyon, France.

Aero Club du Xord, 1 Eue de la Gare, Eoubaix, France.

Clul) Aeronautique de lAube, 23 Place de la Bonneterie, Trove, France.

Automoljile Clul) de Xice, Section Aeronautique, 7 Promenade des Anglais, Nice,

France.

Aviation Clul) de Ki'aiu-e. o Eue Taitl)out, Paris, France.

Gku.maxy and Austria.

*Deutsclier LuttsehiirerA'erliand. c/ o Hauptmann Hildebrandt, Kirchstr. 2, Cliar-

lottenburg, Germany.
Berliner A'erem fiir Luftscliiffahrt, Dresdeuerstrasse 38, Berlin, S. 11, Germany.

Mlinchener Yerein fiir Luftschiffahrt. Kautingerstrasse 26, Munich, Germany.

Oberrheinischer A'ci'ciu fiir Luftschilfalii't, Miinsterphitz 9, Strassburg, i. E., Ger-

many.
Augsburger Yerein fiir Luftscliitfahrt, 83 Carolinenstrasse, Augsburg. Germany.

Niederrheinisclier Yerein fiir Luftscliiffahrt, 35 Konigstrasse, Barmen, Germany.

Posener Yerein fiir Luftscliiffahrt. U) (Jartenstrasse. Posen, Germany.
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Ostdeutscher Yerein fiir Liiftscliiffahrt, Ostbank fiir H^andel und G-ewerbe, 9

Pohlmannstrasse, Graudenz. German3^
Frankischer Yerein fiir LiiftschilTahrt, 11 Bergermeisterstrasse, Wiirzlnirg, Ger-

many.
Mittelrheinischei' Yerein fiir Luftschiffahrt, Casinostrasse 37, Coblenz. Germany.
Kolner Yerein fur Luftscliiffahrt, Kallenburg 1-3, Koln, Germany.
Physikalischer Yerein in Frankfort a.M., Stiftstrasse 32, Frankfort, Germany.
Motorluftschiff-Stiidiengesellscliaft m.b.FI,., Spandauerweg, Berlin, Germany.
Wiener Flugtechnischer Yerein, Eschengasse 9, Vienna I, Austria.

Wiener Aero Club, Annahof 3, Yienna I., Austria.

Belgium.
*Aero Club de Belgique, 5 Place Eoyale, Brussels, Belgium.

Aero Club des Flandres, Flanders, Beloium.

England.
*Aero Club of the United Kingdom, 166 Picadilly, London, W., England.

Aeronautical Society of Great Britain, 53 Yictoria St., London, S. W., England.

Italy.

*Societa Aeronautica Italiana, Yia delle Muratte 70, Rome, Italy,

Spain.

*Eeal Aero Club de Espana, Alcala 70, Madrid, Spain.

Savitzerland.

*Aero Club Suisse, Hirschengralien 3. Berne, Switzerland.

Sweden.
*Svenska Aeronautiska Sallskapet, Stockholm, Sweden.

ElTSSIA.

Eussian Aeronautical Societ}-, Panteleimonskojaz, St. Petersburg.

America.
*Aero Club of America, 12 East 42nd St., N"ew Ybrk.

Aero Club of Philadelphia, Philadelphia, Pa.

Ben Franklin Aeronautical Society of the LTniterl States, Schuyler Building. 6th

and Diamond Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

A'ero Club of St. Louis, 704 Locust St., St. Louis. Uo.

Aero Club of Chicago, 79 Eandolph St., Chicago, 111.-

Aeronautique Club of Chicago, Cliicago, 111.

Aero Club of New England, Hotel Touraine, Boston, Mass.

Pittsfield Aero Club, Pittsfield, Mass.

Errata.

In publishing the list of societies in the November number through an error

the Ben Franklin association was omitted, and it was stated that the Italian Society

was under the patronage of the King of Spain. This should have read '"King of

Italy." We also neglected to state that the Swedish chd) is also a member of the

F. A. I.
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RARE AERONAUTIC BOOKS
FOR SALE

This magazine will publish each
month a list of such rare books re-
lating to aeronautics as it is able to
secure.

If you desire any of those listed,

kindly send check with your order for
the amount stated. Should the book
ordered be sold previous to the re-
ceipt of your order, the money will be
promptly returned.

Astra Castra (Hatton Turner).
Royal 4to, cloth, gilt top, un-
cut, London, 1865 $15.00

An Account of the First Aerial
Voyage in England (Vincent
Lunardi). Portrait of Lunardi
by Bartolozzi and plates.

Crown 8vo, half calf, uncut,
London, 1784. Autograph "V.
Lunardi" on fly-leaf 15.00

Travels in the Air (James Glai-
sherj. 8vo., cloth, London,
1871 10.00

Crotchets in the Air (John
Poole). 12 mo., cloth, London,
1838 5.00

Flying and No Failure. Very
rare reprint. Pamphlet.
London, 1751 3.00

By Land and Sky (John M.
Bacon). Four illustrations.

8vo, cloth, uncut, London, 1901 2.50

A Balloon Ascension at Mid-
night (G. E. Hall). Plates by
Gordon Ross. 8vo, boards, un-
cut. San Francisco, 1902. Lim-
ited edition 2.50

Five Weeks in a Balloon (Wm.
Lackland). 12 mo., cloth, N.
Y., 1869 2.50

Wonderful Balloon Ascents (F.
Marion). 12 mo., half leather,

N. Y., 1871 2.50

My Airships (Santos-Dumont).
Illustrated. Crown 8vo, cloth,

uncut, London, 1904 140
The Dominion of the Air. The

story of aerial navigation. Il-

lustrations from photographs.
Crown, 8vo, cloth, London,
n. d 2.00

My Life and Balloon Experi-
ences. Photograph of author.
Crown, 8vo, cloth. London,
1887 2.00

Travels in Space (G. S. Valen-
tine and F. L. Tomlinson).
Introduction by Sir Hiram
Maxim, 61 plates. 8vo, cloth,
London, 1902 2.00

Balloon Travels (Robert Merry).
12 mo., cloth, N. Y., 1865 $ 2.50

Aerodynamics. Illustrated. 1891. 2.00

Conquest of the Air (John Alex-
ander). 12 mo., cloth, London,
1902 2.00

The Motor and its Chief Appli-
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Air, etc. (Com. of Pat., 1849).
8vo., paper 1.50

La Machine Animale (J. Marey).
Illustrated, 8vo, cloth, Paris,
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Machines (Gertrude Bacon).
12 mo., cloth, N. Y., 1905 .... 1.00
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The "SUN" Typewriter No. 2
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E. H. DUVIVIER,
14 Church Street, New York.

Sole U. S. Rep.

Official Instrixineiits in
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THE PROBLEM OF FLIGHT
A New Text=book of Aerial Engineering. By Herbert Chatley, B. Sc.

% Classes of Machine—Essential Principles—The Helix—The Aeroplane-
Aviplanes—Dirigible Balloons—Form and Fittings of the Airship.

Profusely Illustrated.

Price $3.50

POCKET BOOK OF AERONAUTICS
A Manual of Aviation and Aerostation

By Major Hermann W. L. Moedebeck
(English Edition)

Cloth, 496 pages, $3.25

BALLOONING AS A SPORT
By Major B. Baden Powell
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guide to the practice of Ballooning.

^ Illustrated by photographs.
Price $1.(0
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Newmastic Filling

An elastic, resilient material which

replaces air in pneumatic tires, by the

use of which all tire troubles are

ended without losing any of the

advantages of a pneumatic tire.

The Greatest Step

Forward Since the

Pneumatic Tire

was Invented.

Over Six Thousand

in Use—Some as

Long as Four Years

PATENTED

GUARANTEE

Newmastic tires are as

resilient as properly inflated

pneumatic tires, and are

guaranteed under all con-

ditions of heat or cold and

under any weight of car,

so long as the casings re-

main intact.

NEWMASTIC TIRE CO.

Broadway and 68th Street, NEW YORK

TEL. 2457 COLUMBUS. MANUFACTURING BRANCHES-Chicago. St, Louis, Los Angeles

The Company's 1907 Royal Tourist Demonstrating Car equipped

with Newmastic filled tires, completed a trip from New York to

Chicago and return in 1 6 days. It then followed the Glidden

Tour. The Newmastic tires are in perfect shape after 1 0,000

miles. :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: ::

In answering' advertisements please mention tliis mngazina.
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PROCEEDINGS

OF THE —

INTERNATIONAL AERONAUTIC CONGRESS

HELD AT NEW YORK

OCTOBER 20th and 2 1st, 1907

WILL BE PUBLISHED IN BOOK FORM,

Applications should be made at once as only a

limited edition will be printed*

AMERICAN MAGAZINE OF AERONAUTICS CO.

142 WEST 65th STREET

NEW YORK CITY
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FOREIGN AERONAUTICAL JOURNALS.

L'AEROPHILE
TECHNICAL REVIEW OF AERIAL LOCOMOTION.

Founded in 1893. Puljlished the 15th of each month. i number - i Franc

Published with the collaboration of the principal savants, in France and abroad.
Director - Founder : (tEORGES Besancox.

Complete Collection of I'Aerophile, 14 vols., 1893-1906, for sale at 10 francs
per volume.

vSubscription, U. vS. 84 Faubourg St.

12 francs. Official Bulletin of the Aero Club of France. Honore, Paris.

ILLUSTRIERTE AERONAUTISCHE MITTEILUNQEN
Qerman illustrated Aeronautical Record. Monthly.

OFFICIAL ORGAN OF THE GKRMAX AHROXAITICAL UNION
AND OF

THE vSOCIETY OF AVIATION OF VIENNA.
Contains Articles in Oerman, English and French.

Founded 1897 by H. W. L. Moedebeck.
Edited by Dr. H. Elias, Berlin vS. W. 47, Katzbachstrasse, 15.

Subscription, U. S. I3.40 Send orders to

G. E. vSteckerT & Co., 129 W. 20th St., New York,
or to B. Westermann & Co., ir E. 17th St., New York,

or direct to the Publisher, Kari, J. Trubner, Strassburg (Els.), Germam\

WIENER LUFTSCHIFFER-ZEITUNG. Von Victor Silberer.

Die "Wiener Luftscliiffer=Zeitung" erscheint jeden Monat und bringt
ausser gediegenen fachwissenschaftlichen Aufsatzen alles Wissenswerte aus
deni Gebiete der Luftschiffahrt und Flugtechnik. Sie berichtet iiber die
Versammlungen der Aero-Klubs und der fiugtechnischen Vereine, iiber Vort-
rage, iiber Erfindungen und Experimente, iiber interessante Luftfahrten, iiber

neue Biicher und Projekte, kurz, sie halt die Fachwelt vollstiindig auf dem
laufenden.
Bezugspreis ganzjahrig 12 Kronen. Wien, I., St. Annahof.

Lt AEROSXAlION.—Tri-monthly review of the Academic Aeronautique
de France—Societe d'Encouragement a la Navigation Aerienne.

Subscription Founder : Louis Piivi^ET.

2.50 francs per annum. Director : Victor Louet.
This interesting publication contains a complete report of the meetings of

the society, notices of balloons, aerial voyages, aviation, 6cc.

Address : M. VICTOR LOUET, 14 rue des Qoncourt, Paris.

Monthly Illustrated Journal of Aerial Navigation

Subscription 9 francs.

Published by
lAcro-Club du Rhone et du Sud-Est.

Director-Founder : Antonin Boulade.
Organ of general aeronavitics, research
and stvidy of aerostation and aviation.

Publishes the official communications of
the A. C. D. R.

Redaction : 4, Rue St. Gervais, Monplai.sir, Lyon.
Administration : A^ro-Club du Rhone, 4, Quai Pecherie, Lyon.

vSubscription

U. S. 8 francs.

LA REVUE DE L'AVIATION.
Monthly Director - Founder : Paul Roger.

Paris — 104, Rue de Richelieu, 104 — Paris.

Subscription,
6 francs

BULLETIN OF THE AERO CLUB SUISSE
Bi-monthlv Imprimerie Haller,

Berne.

DR. A. FARNER, Editor.
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FOREIGN AERONAUTICAL JOURNALS.
L'AERONAUTIQUE

Official Publication of the Aeronaiitique Club de France
Subscription, Quarterly 58 Rue J. J. Rousseau,

3 francs. Pans.

Subscription,

15 francs.

VOSDOUCHOPLAVATEL
("The Aeronaut") Ertelew 18,

St. Petersburg.

BOLLETTINO BELLA SOCIETA AERONAUTICA ITALIANA
Subscription, Monthly 70 Via della Muratte,

18 francs. Rome.

AERONAUTICAL JOURNAL
Official Organ of the Aeronautical Society of Great Britain

Quarterly 27 Chancery Lane,
London, W. C.

THE CAR ILLUSTRATED
A weekly Journal of Travel

Subscription, 1 16 10

By Land, Sea and Air
168 Picadilly, London, W.

BALLOONING AND AERONAUTICS
Subscription, Monthly 45 Grafton St.,

18 shillings. Tottenham Ct. Rd., London, W.

LA CONOUETE DE L'AIR
Official Organ of the Aero Club de Belgique

Subscription,

4.50 francs.
Bi-mouthlv 214 Rue Royale,

Brussels.

L'AERONAUTE
Official Organ of Societe Francais de Navigation Aerienne

Subscription, 8 francs. Monthly 19 Rue Blanche, Paris.

^^ = Uhc =
GOERZ ANSCHUTZ

Folding Camera

FITTED WITH A

Goerz Telephoto Lens

is especially adapted for the use of balloonists on account of its light

weight, small size and the superiority of the lens.

Can be focused at the level of the eye, it takes pictures AS WE SEE THEM
which no other camera will do when focusing at the height of the chest.

For time and instantaneous exposures. The official camera of this magazine

WRITE FOR OUR CATALOGUE

C. p. GOERZ AMERICAN OPTICAL CO.
52 E. Union Square, New York. 1514 Heyworth Bldg., Chicago, III.

BERLIN LONDON PARIS VIENNA
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AERIAL TRANSIT
ACCOMPLISHED MORE THAN A CENTURY AGO.

BEING

./ J/IXfTE DESCRIPTIVE ACCOCNT OF

"A MOST SURPRISING ENGINE,''
Invented, constructed, and used with the greatest success, by Jacob, the son of

Mr. John Daniel, of Royston, the latter of whom, who survived
his son, died in 171 1, aged 97.

REPRINTED VERBATIM
FROM THAT EXCESSIVEI.Y-RARE LITTLE WORK,

'^Narrative of the Life and astonishing Adventures of John Daniel, a
smith, at Royston, in Hertfordshire, by the Rev. RalphMorris

,

'
'

—

London, 1 751

.

"It was not long after this, that Jacob desired me to go with him to the
mountain, to see him fly his Eagle, as he called it; and I, with great expectations
embraced his proposal; telling my wife, what I was going about, and planting
her properly to be a spectator of it.

"We loaded the cart, and conducted it up the hill; when discharging it of
its burden, we turned the cow to graze, and began our operation. He first of all

struck four poles into the earth at proper distances, measuring them with four
bars, in the ends of the two longest of which, on the fiat sides, were four holes,
into which the four points of the upright poles were to enter, at about three feet
high from the ground; then letting the ends of the shorter pieces, (of which
there were several) all tennanted at the ends, into mortices or grooves on the
inward edges of the two long pieces; he pinned them in very tight, leaving about
a foot space unfilled up near one end, where he had contrived a trap door to lift

up and shutdown at pleasure; so that when the whole wood-work was framed,
it looked like a stage or floor, upon which he could mount, by getting under it,

and opening the flap door. In the middle of this floor was a hole about four
inches diameter, to let in a pipe like a pump, to the upper part of which was an
handle on each side, and a pendant iron between them, which ran through the
pipe beneath the floor; and the pipe itself was held firm in the floor, by four
long irons fastened to its body, and screwed down to the floor in a square figure:
This was the whole form of the upper surface of the floor.

"Near the extremities of this floor every way, at proper distances, on the
under edge, were driven in several flat and broad-headed staples, into each of
which were thrust and screwed in a thin iron rib, about three inches broad next
the floor, and from thence tapering to a point, at the length of about three
yards, so wrought and tempered, as to be exceeding tough and elastick, with
each a female screw at about three foot distance from the edge of the floor; these
were all cloathed with callicoe dipt in wax, each running into a sort of scabbard
or sheath, made proper in the cloth to receive it. and being all screwed to their
staples and the floor, made an horizontal superficies of callicoe, (including the
floor) of about eight yards diameter, but was somewhat longer than broad.

"On the under side of the floor was a circle of round iron, above five feet

diameter, with several upright legs, about a foot long, equal in number to the
above described ribs, and standing in the middle space between them; each of
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which legs entering upwards through a recipient hole in the floor, was screwed

tight by a nut on the upper side of the floor. Between these legs, on the inter-

spaces of the round iron ring, just under each rib, hung ballances, exactly poised

upon the ring, with all their ends nearly meeting in the center, under the pipe

hole, each of which, by an iron chain fixed to it, was linked to the sucker iron

of the pipe or pump, and the other end was, with a like chain, linked to an iron

loop, screwed into the female screw of the rib, just placed over it; and then all

the cloathing was hooked upon little pegs all round the outward edge of the

floor, so close as to keep the air from passing in any quantity.

"Thus the whole apparatus being fixed, my son opened his trap door, and

ascending through it, mounted his floor, fixed the handle, and began to play

his wings, to see that all was right; (but very gently, for fear of rising off his

poles, till he was quite prepared.) I then observed, that when the pump handle

was pressed downwards, as in pumping, that raising the sucker, the pendant

iron raised the end of the ballances next to it, when the other extremities of the

ballances, hooked to the several ribs, necessarily descending, drew their

corresponding ribs downward; and that the uplifting of the handle consequently

gave the ribs liberty, (through their springiness) to return to their horizontal

position again; so that they were raised and deprest, proportionably to the

motion, and force of the handle, and exactly answered the use, and play of

wings in birds.

"Having found that every part answered to his wish, and having fastened

his trap door down, the whole machine standing at such a height that I could

both look under, and over it, it appeared to be of a vast dimension.

"It was of almost an oval form, and each wing extended at least three

yards at the sides from the floor, but at the two ends it was somewhat more: and

there being a handle on each side the pipe or pump, he could make it go which

way he would, by altering his own standing, as he told me, either on the one

side or the other of the pump; for the side he stood on being the heaviest, and

the other consequently mounting rather the highest; it would always move that

waj', which end was the highest.

"I told him, I looked upon it as an ingenious sort of whim to try an

experiment with, and that as I had seen it play, I was now satisfied it would fly,

but advised him to come down for fear of any accident.

"Jacob growing impatient of delay; come, father, now I am mounted on

my Eagle, says he, you shall see me fly. I would fain have dissuaded him; but

he began with his pump handle, and rising gently from the posts, away he went,

almost two miles; then working his contrary handle, as he told me, he returned

again, and passed by me to the other end of the mountain; then soaring a little

as he came near me again; Father, says he, I can keep her up. if you can guide

her to the posts. I did so, and he seemed so rejoiced at his flight, and so alert

upon it, that perceiving with what ease it was managed, and how readily it went
and returned, and he entreating me to take a turn with him, I at last consented.

Jacob having brought me to his wnsh, opened his trap door in great joy and let

me up; then making all fast; father, says he, lie you, or sit close to the pump on

that side, whilst I work it on this; and seeing me somewhat fearful, don't be

afraid, says he, hold by the pump irons, you are as safe here as on the solid earth;

then plying his handle, we rose, and away we went." —(!!!)
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Airship—Baldwin's California Arrow—Patented.

I design and manufacture, Free Balloons, Captive Balloons, Airships, and
in fact everything in the hydrogen line of aeronautics. Information relative to

dates and terms, cheerfully furnished upon request.

CAPTAIN THOMAS vS. BALDWIN
AiR.SHiP Cawfornia Arrow

Box 78 Madison Sq. P. O., New York
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AND CON-
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CURTISS MOTORS
1, 2, 4 AND S CVLINDERS
3^ TO 40 H. P. AIR COOLETD AND
100 H. P, Wa-ter cooled

rVn'Tc

^ICURTISS MOTOR

^f\:^ I
S HXURTfSS MFG.C^J^

Highest award Lewis & Clark Exposition

Adopted by U. S. War Department

Used on all successful airships and by scientific men and

aeronautical experimentors generally.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE M.

G. H, CURTISS MANUFACTURING CO,,

Hammondsport, N, Y,
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HYDROGEN -TIBHT BflLLflONS

BUOYHNT fllRSHIPS

All sizes from smallest

models of lightest weight

to largest captive or long

voyage vessels with or with-

out motors.

Patent machine var-

nished, hydrogen-proof

fabrics, read}^ for speedy

construction.

Best varnish made.

Patent hydrogen gas generator systems, complete, all sizes.

Estimates made.

Practical professional advice given.

L-argest, most reliable manufactory in America.

Operated 28 years.

140 gas balloons for U. S. Government.

Instructions given. All sorts of experiments conducted.

Only American Institute of Aeronautics.

Any kind of gas balloon ascents, captive or free, or air-

ship flights made at any time or place.

CARL E. MYERS,
BALLOON FARM, FRANKFORT, N. Y,
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The True Principle

of Measuring Speed

THE Warner Magnetic Principle as used in the WARNER AUTO-METER,
the WARNER CUT METER, the WARNER ANEMOMETER,

the WARNER TACHOMETER and the WARNER RAILROAD, AUTO-
METER is the only true principle

of registering velocity.

5110

The W'arnf.b Auto Meter Reduced Hale Sizt;

THE WARNER

Auto-Meter

is to be found on 70 per cent, of the

best cars in the country it is the

highest priced instrument - it is the

best.

The WARNER CUT METER
is to be found in all of the large and

most of the small machine shops of

the country.

The WARNER ANEMOME-
TER has been adopted by the

United States Government for regis-

tering the velocity of the wind. It is

the only direct-reading Anemometer

made.

The WARNER TACHOME-
TER is the only one upon which

men engaged in working with highly

revolving shafts will rely.

/n t/u- next issuf of tliix pi/hlication ue will give a short, but comprehen-

sive talk on the Warner Magnetic Principle. :: Literature uponrequesl.

Warner Instrument Company^
South 'Be toil, Illinois

In answering advertisements please mention this magazine.
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ERRATA.

We wish to correct one or two iiiisstateuieiits which crept in the last number.

Under the heading "The Xeed for a Club Park" we stated that there were two

manufacturers of balloons in the A. C. A. There are three: Messrs. Baldwin,

Stevens and Myers. Among the "Notes" we stated that Captain Baldwin "made
nine successful" ascents during 1907." P'or ''1907" read "Noyeniber." 9"2 ascents

were made during the year.

THE GOVERNMENT DIRIGIBLE AND DYNAMIC FLYER.

Eeferring to the specifications issued for a dirigible balloon and a dynamic

flying machine for the use of the Signal Corps, one finds considerable ditference in

the re(|nirements of the two vehicles. Placed in comparison, the reasonableness of

the requirements for the one make the unreasonableness of the requirements for tlie

other the more apparent. We must consider these specifications in the light of the

present time, and in that light the above statement is made. Were tiiese specifica-

tions issued some time in the future, perhaps years later, we might reverse tlie cliarge

of unreasonableness, for then the requirements now demanded of the dirigible bal-

loon would be far below the standard at that time, while now the demands for a

dynamic machine are of such a nature that the likelihood of the absence of practi-

cal bidders is great.

In tlie case of the dirigible balloon, the only objection we miglit make is the

fact that the bidder is not allowed to furnish the cloth. No doubt the bidder could

secure the same grade of silk at as low a price as the Grovernment will secure it, and

might make a profit on it. No builder will undertake the construction of such an

uncertainty as a dirigible balloon—one larger than has ever been seen in this coun-

try—unless there is a chance for profit, of course. And constructors would be more

likelv to bid v^a-re thev allowed to furnish the dirigible complete from start to finish.
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in which case, of course, the Government could easily protect itself by passing on
the silk before it goes into the making. In all other respects the demands seem to

be moderate and well able to be carried out in the United States.

In regard to the dynamic machine, much might be said. In the first place, the

Government seems to take it for granted that the whole matter is very simple and is

only a question of drawing up a set of plans within a month and starting to work.

We do not think the state of the art has progressed quite as far as this. We very

much doubt if there is anyone in America who could build a machine of any type

and fly five miles with it on first trial—we except the Brothers Wright in these con-

siderations for we doubt if they will care to bid—and to demand a continuous flight

of one hour without a stop, why, that is more than we ever heard of the Wrights,

or anyone else, doing, in Europe or this country. The Government is not buying

a perfected piece of mechanism like an automobile. There is not a known flying

machine in the world which could fulfill these specifications at the present moment.
Paragraph "1" is perfectly proper.

Paragraph "2" demands more than we think will be accomplished for many
years—a folding pocket edition of a flying machine ! One might ask that it be

non-sinkable as well.

Paragraph "4" calls for at least 36 miles an hour. The Wright Brothers made
a little more than 38 miles average an hour in their flight of 24 1-5 miles.

Paragraph "5'' states that the time will be measured over a course of five miles

with and against the wind.

Paragraph "13'' is certainly incongruous, as no living lieing can anticipate

what kind of In-ains will be furnivshed by the Government to l)e instilled with the

proper instruction to manage the proposed flying machine, and even if two men of

reasonable cranial development were jircsented by the Army as its best specimens of

aeronauts, how is it possible to figure on how much it would cost to successfully in-

fuse into their domes of knowledge a satisfactory working understanding of the new
flying machine. Perhaps the introduction of the victims to the bidders would have

a bearing on the amount of the bid, as to the expense of the instruction.

There may be several inventors of dynamic apparatus in whose promises great

confidence might be placed. We assume that the promises being equal, the contract

would go to the lowest bidder; and if he failed, a contract would be let to the

second lowest bidder, and so on. If each failed to fulfill requirements it might be

several years before the plans of each had been given a trial and the Government
would then be no nearer having a machine than now. Much valuable time would
be lost, with only experience gained by the inventors.

Had an inventor such a machine as required would he not be in a position to

ask almost any reasonable sum from >the Government for its use. Would not the

Government instead of the inventor be a bidder ?

We quote from the Xew York Globe

:

"One might be inclined to assume from the following announcement, 'the

United States Army is asking bids for a military airship,' that the era of practical

human flight had arrived, or at least that the government had seriously taken up the

problem of developing this means of travel. A very brief examination of the con-

ditions imposed and the reward offered for successful bidders suffices, however, to

prove this assumption a delusion.

"A machine such as is described in the Signal Corps' specifications would record

the solution of all the difiiculties in the way of the lieavier-than-air airship, and, in

fact, finally give mankind almost as complete control of the air as it now has of the

land and the water. It would l)e worth to the world almost any number of millions

of dollars, would certainly revolutionize warfare and possibly the transportation of

passengers; would open to easy access regions hitherto inaccessible except to the

most daring pioneers, and would, in short, be prol)ably the most epoch-making inven-

tion in the historv of civilization.
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"Nothing in any way approaching such a machine has ever been constructed
(the Wright brothers' claims still await public confirmation), and the man who has
achieved such a success would have, or at least should have, no need of competing
in a contest where the successful bidder might be given his trial because his offer was
a few hundred or thousand dollars lower than that of some one else. If there is any
possibility that such an airship is within measurable distance of perfection any
government could well afford to provide its inventor with unlimited resources and
promise him a prize, in case of success, running into the millions."

We doubt very much if the Government receives any bids at all possible to be

accepted.

As an alternative to this plan, the Government might offer a cash sum as a

prize to the inventor who produces a machine coming up to what may reasonably

be expected during the year, with the privilege of purchasing at or about the cost

of construction, a duplicate. The machine would not be perfect but the inventor

would be recompensed for his time and labor and be given encouragement to expend
further effort ; and the Government would have a machine with which the Signal

Corps could practice, providing in the meantime a recruiting station to fill in the

ranks decimated by the infernal flyer. Each year, if the prize were won, the con-

ditions could be made more difficult. The Government would thus spread over

several years the amount now probably to be demanded by tho constructor and
greater opportunity for improvement be given. Every year, perhaps, the Govern-
ment would obtain for a reasonable sum a machine of more or less value with which
to experiment themselves and with which to train their aviators.

The only two conclusions to be reached from this invitation of the Government
are either: that the powers inviting bids are totally ignorant of the difficulties in-

volved in the problem of gasless flying machines and are groping in the dark to

get information, or at any rate see what comes of a request by Uncle Sam to his

inventors, Avhich have in the past served him in such good stead by producing in

time of need the seemingly impossible; or else, fully realizing the present state

of the art, which gives no indication that the requirements can be fulfilled, the

purpose is merely to spur on inventors to make progress and reach the desired goal

at their own expense witliout assistance from the Government, which actually ap-

pears to impose a penalty for the effort since a deposit must be lodged with the bid

and bonds furnished for the faithful carrying out of the specifications. The possi-

bility of an over-confident inventor having his bid accepted, and then through un-

foreseen circumstances fail to fulfill expectations and become caught in the meshes

of legal difficulties added to official red tape, is horrible to contemplate, and is more
likely to crush a promising inventor than develop his genius.

Perhaps the Signal Corps has been too much influenced by the "hot air" of

theorizers, in which aeronautics unfortunately abounds, Avho have fathomed the en-

tire problem without ever accomplishing anything; talk is their stock in trade and

models or machines are beneath them because beyond their impractical nature.

Why is not the experience with Professor Langley a good guide? Some $100,-

000 was expended and while his machine was never given a fair trial, a fac-simile

of his machine, the Bleriot, recently flew in Paris and Professor Langley's labors

brought this country to the front rank many years ahead of all other nations, and

now after 14 years his efforts and results are still the highest and most reliable

reference in the art.

SPECIAL PREMIUM OFFER
1 year's subscription to tliis magazine, - $3.00

My Airship, by Santos-Dumont - - - 1.40

$4.40

Special price in combination, _ - - $4.00
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THE AIR FIGHT OVER TRIESTE.

William Bevier Ashley.

IIvtUSTRATED BY ROE FUtKERSON.

I witnessed that first Ijattle in the aii;, that aero engagement in the Tur-

kish emhroglio ahont whicli so much has been inaccurately written, and believe

rhe first and foremost aeronautic magazine in the United States to be the proper

medium for giving the facts to the public. Further, a close personal acquaintance

with Lieutenant Benson enables me to add some interesting infoi-mation as to

what preceded the fight.

The Franco-Eusso-Italia forces had effected a reuuirkaldy clever strategem;

they had pinned the allied English and Japanese* armies and their fleet inside

Corfu and its harbor. The one defect was, that while the fleet could not leave

the harbor to attack the lilockaders lest the land forces, held in check by the fleet's

big guns trained on the hills, should annihilate the nimierically inferior allies;

yet, neither could the enemy's ships enter the harbor and give battle, because

they would certainly have suffered swift destruction. The Ijlockaders once dis-

posed of, the fleet's guns would have been landed and planted where they could

sweep the three-fold armies off the landscaj)e—but if that feat had been attempted

before destroying the blockading fleet, the latter would have closed in at once,

sunk the disarmed vessels, and reduced Corfu to a graveyard.

Understanding this situation, it will be clear that the whole absurd conflict

depended noAV upon getting re-inforcements by sea ; whichever side could first

bring up more ships would hold the trump card. The Franco-Eusso-Italia combin-

ation had no doubts on that score ! They had already summoned the Italian

fleet from Ostia, having first cut off all communication between Corfu and the

world outside,—they thought; but they reckoned without Benson, naturally. At
noon of the fourteenth, then, the Italian ships of war would arrive outside Corfu;

by that same hour the delayed artillery would be in place commanding the town;

and in twenty-four hours after all that the war would be over! Such at any rate,

was the confident expectation which Benson discovered and reported to the Con-

clave of English, American and Japanese Commanders in the l)esieged city. It

certainly was not a cheerful one for them to contem])late.

Our fleet of five first-class battle ships and a half dozen small craft, with four

transports carrying more passengers than the law allowed, and the squadron of

sixteen aeros. had been lying at Trieste for five days waiting for the word that

would unite us for action with the two other parties to the "Sandwich Alliance," as

it was called. Outside communication had ceavsed suddenly two days before, so we
knew something was doing somewhere, but where? And for two days we had been

on the quee vee, as Buller put it, cursing our idleness.

Only the United States had detailed an air squadron, for messenger service,

and Lieutenant Benson with the Bald Eagle, the pet of the squadron, was attached

to the Conclave. So he had been caught in Corfu like a bird in a pit, for you

can't get up in the air when gunners lie in a circle watching for you. It was Ben
son's confounded impatience that led him to volunteer the spy act, and it was
his inevitable good luck that got him safely back with his tremendous news. It

made the Conclave sit up stiff. There was just one thing to do,—get the word to

us. five hundred miles away, by ten o'clock the next luorning; later than that

there would be no chance to beat the Italians to Corfu; and there was just one way
to get that word to us.

All this developed about nine P. M., September twelfth. The Bald Eagle cut

away as soon as the night got thick, hanging low and stealing south hoping to

escape the search lights constantly playing between the enemy's fleet and camp;
and then to make a sharp turn and head straight for Trieste on the biggest effort
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of her life. Those courier aeros liad ))eeii liiirried together with little regard for

perfection of detail, but the working parts were all there; and though tlie}^ were

not intended for fighting purposes the squadron had had some drill for united

work in an emergency. They carried crewns of five, and were manipulated with

remarkable ease.

When the Bald Eagle had gotten beyuud the zone of the i^earcli light, Benson
veered her sharp to the north, and started to light his pipe.

"It's all over now, Schwartz," he told his engineer, with a gay laugh ; '^'let

her rip!" Then, he says, he thought his match must have exploded the atmo-
sphere. They were in a blaze of light, and realized in a second that some ship

lying further up the coast than they had supposed, had picked them out.

'^'Up !" shouted Benson, and the great bird slanted witli a jerk that all but

pitched every man nfp. and climlied into the sky like a r^cla't. l^>ut tliat search

'A ship up the coast had picked them out.'

light hung on, while another began to wigwag against the bilk and in no time

there was a splendid display of candle work l)ack and forth.

Benson shrewdly reasoned that his direction when discovcretl would make
his purpose clear, and he knew there was Init one way under heaven to frustrate

him and that was to catch iiini. Setting his course by the compass and tbe noi'tli

star, he kept the Bald Eagle moving, and tried to jnerce the darkness behind tliem.

Going at a fifty mile clip, he soon escaped the search light, but tbe waving streaks

could be seen for a long time, merging at last in one slowly fading glow. Tlieir

light had revealed nothing to B^enson.

For seven hours they tore through the nigiit. not a man willing to sleep a

wink. Then, in the first flushes of dawn, tbe tired fellows saw, about twenty miles

to the south, a fleck of cloud that seemed to come along their track as though
caught to them by an invisible wire. When he saw that, Benson says his first

impulse was to push the Bald Eagle ahead with his arms ; then he felt fierce rage

shake him, and wanted to turn back and tight; next he determined to order three
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men overboard so as to lighten the aero! These wild impulses passed through
him like so many electric sJiocks, but left him cool and confident.

"Crowd her past the last notch/' he ordered, "and get your guns ready for

business, boys !" Then he settled down to studying that cloud through his glass.

The entire Eussian aero squadron was following him, evidently with the in-

tention of shutting off every chance of escaj)e in any direction. The Eussian
hawks were making faster time than was the Eagle, and when Benson was assured

of that disquieting fact he prepared his message to us and placed it in a rubber

bag attached to a cork buoy. Then he took his bearings and decided he would
reach Trieste in exactly three hours, "splendidly convoyed by twenty Eussian aeros

of the line;'' whistled "Good Bye, Little Girl, Good Bye," to cheer up his men, and
gave himself over to the exhilaration of the chase.

It was the sixth day we had kicked our heels in sight of Trieste, and we were

feeling frazzled. Just outside the city, on a small hill, our sixteen aeros lay in a

circle about the tents of the crews. The men were rattling things and poking about

as usual, making everything trim for any sudden call. I took a mild interest in

watching them, for we lay well in towards shore, and I wondered what ailed Cap-
tain Studley when lie suddenly jumped on a crate and leveled his glass off toward

the south. My own keen sight could detect nothing of interest in the sky, and I

waited to see the captain give it up. But he seemed to have discovered something,

for he grew more and more tense, and his glass did not move a hair breadth. Then
I dimly heard him shout to his men, who came running about him and stood as

if waiting for his next word. Things were getting interesting. Our men began

to stop at the sides of their vessels to watch the proceedings. I heard the Admiral
direct an orderly to bring up his glass, saw Studley take an involuntary step for-

ward on the crate, and then we were thrilled by the bugle call: "Make ready to

ascend
!"

"Make ready to ascend !" The Admiral dropped his glass, for it had told him
enough, and ordered to quarters. Inaction and indifference were gone in an in-

stant, and every man as he made his way to his station looked like a school boy

let out for a holiday. And all the while the aero crews were on the jump, Studley

still scanning the distance. Then, presentl}^, we too saw the flyers—a locust leading

a swarm—and giiessed that our turn had come at last.

But Avhy didn't the Bald Eagle signal? What was the row, anyway? Should
the squadron mount and learn up there the solution? The unmistakable advantage
of Benson's pursuers drove us wdld for action.

Suddenly the squadron's signal man wig-Avagged "Yes." A short pause, then

"Yes" again, and across the stillness between us came clearly the sharp bugle call

"Let go !" and they were off. We had not seen Benson's sig-nals for "help" and
"haste," but we guessed them, and sent a yell after the ascending eagles.

Already hundreds on land were running back and forth in the Avildest ex-

citement seeking vantage grounds from which to witness this unheralded spec-

tacle, for the oncoming aeros could now be seen without effort, the brave eagle

nearly surrounded by the eager hawks, the only clear space being beneath her and
in front. We realized that up there five men were counting their lives w^orthless

for the glory of the Flag; the first heroes in the new department of war.

The aeros were at an altitude of about twb thousand feet; and within five

miles of the harbor the Bald Eagle headed downward. The Eussians fired at her

—

and hit; but they dared not follow, for our own brood was now at their level,

waiting for them, and there was nothing to do but slow down and make the fight.

But on came the Bald Eagle like a crazy thing. That dastardly shot had done
its work, and she refused to obey the rudder. Four hundred yards from the flag-

ship she plunged into the waters to her planes, and stopped, floating on the waves
like a gigantic octopus. And it actually seemed as though the ship's yawl was
alongside before the crew struggled up through the frame work; and before we
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could get our breath tlie fleet was under wa}-. Knowing at last the meaning of
the Bald Eagle's desperate race, our interest now centered in what the Russians
would do to escape our aeros and get a warning back to Corfu of their failure in
the chase.

Both squadrons had swiftl}' taken position about five hundred yards apart,
each covering an enormous area, and giving the appearance from befow o.f great
erratic clouds. Studley had arranged his force to attack, the formation consisting
of two quarter moons, one higher and in advance of the other and containing six

aeros, the lower ten describing a more extended curve. His intention was to

separate the Russians, and drive them seaward and down.
The Russians evidently guessed the purpose, and had formed in three similar

curves at equal distances apart; one untler the other, you understand. Thus the
attack would be met squarely, so to speak, resulting in a general mix-up which
would give the Russians the advantage in close range firing. So without blare

of trumpets or sounding of drums, the first battle lines in mid-air were formed.
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liauivs alike pitched along, their decimated crews striving frantically to bring

them about. But tlie shi^js themseives seemed to answer tlie signal whistles, and
almost between eyeblinks the separated imits had gathered in place for the next

effort. And it came Avithout delay. We knew by the arrangement of the eagles

this time that Studle}^ wasn't going to try out fancy maneuvers, and by the same
token we prayed mercy for the lUissians, for here was coming a trick prej^ared

as a finishing stroke by long and patient practice.

01)viously tlie ])lanes are the needful things in tliese remarkable craft, but

they overreach the bodies so far it is as disastrous to an attacking aero to try to

rip tbrough its opponent's rigging, as it could possibly be to the foe, for, chances

to nothing, the two will never get apart again. 'J'lie Eussians were hanging out over

the water in extended order, just exactly what Studley needed, and without giving

them any chance to close in, he sounded the momentous signal.

There was a vision of giant birds swooping upon their pre}-—a catchiiig of

breath in the watchers Ijelow—aud six of the bewildered liawks were each flanked

by two eagles who, as they drove alongside, careened heavily, exposing the hawks'

planes to an oblique, riddling tire, and swept onward righting as they went.

The unattacked Eussians leuurincd nu)tionless, staring over at their utteny

demoralized aeros as, collapsing, they Jioundered downward like the wounded birds

they were, casting upon their crews, pitched headlong, the shadow of a horrible

•death. From watching in stunned silence this fearful catastrophy which had

not cost the eagles a feather, the lUissians lifted hungry eyes towaixl Studley, now
swinging his reunited fleet into line I'oi' the expected onslaught.

For a moment more the hawks tarried. The eager signal to avenge did not

«ound. Instead, there appeared to be a huddling together as in conference, then

.an extending of their line as if in some new formation to meet the changed condi-

tions, and then—away, away like the wind in wild flight.

But our yells of triumph died against our teeth as the truth flashed lumie.

What were luml)ering battle shi])s against aeros? That was no flight, and we were

-outdone. But Stiulley was awake. Our pets Avere not canaries. Like a flash they

were under Avay; first a long range AoHey that scattered a few feathers, winged a

bird (U- two, sent a few groaning u'en Avhirling through the air; and then to the

'cliase, faster, faster, til] our eyes 1)lurre(l Avith the straining, and clearing again,

saw no sign of the racing combatants.

As we eased our aching necks and thought again of ourseh'es, Ave Found Ave

were traveling rapidly out to sea. Avith a twenty-hour rim ahead. The aeros could

make the distance, flying sti'aight, in ten; Avhei'eas the Italians, if they had left

Ostia jnomptly, still required nearly six hours more than Ave to reach the scene

of activities. What desperate measures the allied enemy Avould resort to if ad-

vised of the sitnation by one of the escaped haAvks, Ave could not surmise; but

we lealized that everything mi,i:ht yet be lost if Studley did not oA^erhaul and

idestroy the Eussian aeros.

Overhauling and destroying to-morrow would have seemed easier. Yet. Avay

"•oft' to the right and low down, suddenly appeared the Iavo scpuidrons coming our

wav. Surely, Studley had ncA'er rounded u]) that covey?

S(nnetimes you can see a ragged cloud scurrying across the faee of thi' sky

as if in flight from a solid band of gray beyond. Such a sight greeted our aston-

ished eyes, for so Avere the out-maneuvered haAvks flying before the steady liiu' of

•eagles close behind. Six renmining aei'os Avere scattered far a])art in utter al)and(m-

ment of each other, straining ahead in futile effort to twist around the ends of that

long cuTA'ed blade of death, and escai)e. But the grim eagles swept relentlessly

-along, holding Avell Avithin range the dodging prey.

The spectacle, in s])ite of its meaning, Avas nuignificent. Tliese aeros appear

from beloAV to move without effort; and with Avhat s])ee(l ! Immense, uraeeful

"t.hings. like some enormous biinls of a Tantaslic imagination the\ now soareil toAvard
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US, as though to l)e wondered at and admired. They grew larger and took more
detinite shape, and their sjjeed became more apparent, hut still there was the same
noiseless, effortless, stead}- cleaving of the air. Did 1 say 'despite the meaning'?
Perhaps because of the deeper meaning the spectable was superb. For this was
the long desired mastery of the air!

One hawk soon made a despairing phmge, then another, and then all as

though in panic, and then tStudley followed. The (h'ath signal was given and
a final volley ended tlie chase.

The rest you have known all along, for the press was full of it; how we
ariived off Corfu to the bewilderment of the enemy, eight hours ahead of the

Italians, and ended llint nasty little war in short order. But nruch has l)een said

that could never have been written by one who had witnessed this engagement
over Trieste.

It is true that the entire liussian aii- s([uadr(^n was destroyed; not a man
escaped death. And five of our owai eagies and their brave crews rock in their

last sleep in the ciadle of the Adriatic. The press has made nnich of this, and
many peo]de believe this engagement proves the unfitness of any kind of air ship

for war, claiming that a battle between them means inevitable destrnction and
awful deaths—and without glory. I will not argue this here more than to point

out that only fonr of our sixteen acres were lost, and the special messenger Bald
Eagle, whose men were saved. And to say that but for the air squadron's ]jart in

the conflict, the bloodiest battle of history wiould have been fought—and over

what? The skill, the courage, the glory of this thing cannot lie made to shine in

type ! As to the manner of death involved, before we finally forced our way into

Corfu harbor, over the funnels of eleven war ships going down with their im-

prisoned crews, I saw two headless trunks lying under foot on deck of the flag ship.

THE WRIGHT BROTHERS FLYING MACHINE.

By Captain Hildebrandt.

So many insinuations of doubt as regards the actual flights of the Brothers Wright
have been expressed by people here, and abroad particularly, that the following state-

ment of an investigation made the latter part of October of this year by a prominent
officer of the German Army should go far towards settling the question as to whether
the Wrights actually flew.

As to the details of the machine, however, it is unreasonable to expect that any-
thing very definite could be gleaned from the verbal descriptions, made spontaneously
without consideration, of local people who saw, from a distance, the machine fly two
years ago. Pictures of the Wright glider and drawings based upon the plans filed in the
Patent Office at Washington, which can be procured by anyone interested, have appeared
without number: but it is preposterous to assume that any drawings can be made from
the enthusiastic information so freely offered by lay persons who cannot distinguish be-

tween an "airship" and a dynamic apparatus.

—

Editor.

|l)a\ton, Ohio, end of ()c-tol)('i-.
j

"'Confused by hatred and favor, its portrait swings on the balance of history."

This can also be said of the Wright Brothers flyer! Every expert knows that the

two have built a flying machine ; and it is generally believed that they have made
flights with it in the open. But that they have covered long distances at great

speed, again i-eturning to the place of ascent, is to this day being contested by most

aeronauts. In order to throw a little more light on this subject I have made ex-

haustive investigations right here on the spot with ten witnesses, by reason of which

I have come to the conclusion that all the statements relative to this flying machine

are absolutely true.

\Yilbur and Orville Wright are scholars of the ingenious aeronaut Otto Lilien-
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thai, who was mortally wounded during his experimental flights on August 9, 1896,
near Berlin. 0. Chanute was their American master, who enjoys the best repu-

tation in the professional world and who, like the aeronaut Herring, made numerous
gliding flights according to Lilienthal's example. Gliding flights mean flights with
a flying apparatus from an elevated point gradually downwards, like an inclined

plane. After the brothers had practiced such flights sufficiently, along the shores

of the Atlantic, with an even strong wind, and had acquired great skill, they started

to build a motor in the year 1903. This was completed according to their own in-

structions in their bicycle factory. They were now in a position to fly through the

air in all directions under their own power ; could not alone glide against the wind
on an inclined plane, as theretofore, Init could also fly upwards.

'J'he data made public on March 12, 1900, by the inventors on the results ob-

tained with the motor airship created great sensation. According thereto, the best

flight of 38,956 lueters (24 1-5 miles.—Ed.) should have been accomplished on
October 5, 1905, in 38 minutes and 3 seconds. If these statements are real facts,

the age of balloonless dirigible airships was thus l)roken.(?) First of all, the ex-

perts maintained an expectant attitude, and then a challenging one. Their actions

were thoroughly warranted. First, it was said that the American Grovernment had
bought the machine for One Million Dollars; then, suddenly, this statement was
denied and it was rumored that the Wright Brothers were endeavoring to dispose of

their invention in France. However, the negotiations proved misuccessful because

the constructors demanded that their machine l)e purchased before inspection for

One Million Dollars; but, of course, they agreed to exhibit the flyer in a 50-kilometer-

long flight after the contract had taken effect. No one, however, would agree to

such arrangements. Then nothing more Avas heard from the Wrights until the

Aero Club of America declared that, by reason of their investigations, they had
come to the conclusion that the statements of the Wright Brothers were true. Being
interested in the matter I decided to personally make investigations right on the spot

and to throw light on the matter. First of all, I put myself in touch with the two

comi^etitors of the Wrights, Herring in New York and Chanute in Chicago. The
former explained to me that he cannot doubt the statements made in view of his

investigations with witnesses. The matter is so sim]fla that he hopes l)y far to

beat the performances by aid of a light motor tested by him, weighing only 1 pound
per horsepower. Chanute, on the other hand, has personally seen a flight of three-

quarters of a mile and frankly admitted that tlic Wrights had excellently solved

the flying machine problem. The machine is said to l)e extremely simple and the

flight had taken ])lace in an astonishingly safe manner. Chanute had come to the

conclusion that the AYright Brothers are on the right path and, therefore, he

abandoned his experiments of 3fears witli a lieavy lieart l)ecause he could not compete

with them anv more. At mv wish he gave me a list of some of the witnesses of the

flight.

Then, together with Carl Dienstbach, who has lived in New York the past fif-

teen years, I went to Dayton and here visited the father of the l)rothers, the old

American Bishop, Milton Wright. Tlie old man of al)out seventy years of age veri-

fied in simple language that he had witnessed the longest flight. He happened there

by chance., Troul)led constantly in regard to the fate of his sons who had sub-

jected themselves to such daring flight experiments, he had frequently gone to the

trial grounds and thus had l)een witness of numerous ascensions. He would not go

into full particulars in the matter. If I had any doubts whatever after my
conversation with the two competitors of the Wrights, they would have been dis-

pelled after my visit to the father. 1 believe that there: can be few suspicious

people who would doubt the words of this old, honoralile priest. But personal

feeling should not have any bearing in this im]ioitant matter. It was, therefore,

necessary to look up absolutely neutral people.

We interviewed Mr. C. ,S. Billman thereafter, secretarv of a bank. He ex-
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claimed excitedly : "Well, she flies !" Then he pictured how imposing it looked

when the flying machine rose from the ground and flew over the fields about the

height of a tree in a slightly undulated manner; how readily she answered her

rudder and returned to earth. "Like a duck she squatted on the ground." He,
likewise, would not go into particulars regarding the construction of the apparatus.

He concluded with the words: "The brothers deserve the best pecuniary success, as

they are well educated men Avho have grown up under liard work."

Far more communicative was a young druggist, Reuben Schindler, who had
witnessed the long flight without being invited. On one day when he had expected

a flight would be made, he had followed father Wright at a distance and had thus

witnessed an excellent flight. A laborer happened to come into the drug store, who
had also been an uninvited onlooker to a flight, who confirmed in an exhaustive

manner the statements made by Mr. Schindler.

From here we turned our steps to an old tinsmith, Henry Webbert, who had
frequently seen the airship in his son's workshop. This humble workman treated

us with great reserve; but, nevertheless, gave us most interesting information re-

garding the flight itself and the landing. The airship descended so gently, "like

a turkey descending from a tree." In regard to the speed, however, the old man
exaggerated to some extent ; 50 miles covered within an hour

!

A good many details on the construction of the flyer were given to us by a

German hardware dealer, Frank Hamburger, who had been a keen observer and
endeavored to make his statements more clear to us by aid of some sketches. The
druggist, William Foots, also showed a good understanding for technical matters

and gave us a few valual^le points; whereas, the engineer Laurence Wright, thougli

confirming the fact that the flights had been made, refused to give any description as

to the appearance of the machine.

Finally, we succeeded in talking with two more very important people,

C. V. Ellis, officer of the law, and Torence Hoffman, president of the largest bank
in the city. The interview^ with these prominent people was of especial importance

to us because they gave us reasons why no more ado was made about the great re-

sults of the AVright Brothers. After the first successful flights the brothers liad in-

vited a great number of citizens to witness a flight. Upon taking the airship out

of the shed it was injured and the trials, therefore, were abandoned. The disap-

pointed public from that time on viewed the matter with great suspicion and
the Wrights did not invite anyone since then and have kept further practical

trials secret. The president of the bank, furthermore, stated that he could not see

the practical value of the machine. The fact that the apparatus made its ascent

from a rail appeared to him to be a great handicap.

I have formed the following conception of the construction of the aeroplane,

based on what I have heard in regard thereto : the flyer proper is a so-called "double-

deck" type, consisting of two broad rectangular surfaces arranged one on top of the

other. In the front Ave find a horizontal plane for regulating the height. In the

back a vertical plane for steering right and left. The motor is installed in the

middle and actuates two large propellers. The planes and motor are mounted on
runners on which the fiver glides when landino-. Before starting the fliohts the

machine does not rest on these runners, but on a jjlatform which is mounted on two

wheels, arranged one in front of the other. As soon as the propellers are set in

motion the platform with the flyer runs along a track about 250 feet in length until

the flyer has attained a certain speed. The machine rises in the air, leaving the

platform behind. The trials took place on a rectangular meadow surrounded by

trees and sheds having a circumference of about 1 mile. This field was circled

about 30 times in the longest flight. The flights were made in calm weather as

well as during a strong wind.

I believe that no one can seriously dispute the existence of the first practically

tested flying machine any more. It is impossible that so many distinguished people
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of tlie most varied occupation and ages could have agreed to 'die faster than a

horse can trot'' for the sake of an inventor. lender such long cross-questioning,

which was made in accordance with a previously arranged program, they would
have contradicted themselves easily. It is furthermore to be understood that by
reason of lack of time 1 looked up only ten people, nearly every one of which named
further witnesses. But why do the Wright Brothers refuse to exhibit their flyer

in flight to eventual buyers before closing an agreement ? If they really oljtain such

good results they would not have to shun daylight ! I believe, that I have also

found a plausible answer to this question. The flyer is, in fact, so simple that they

fear the purchaser will not pay such a large sum as One Million Dollars. Further-

more, I am inclined to think that it requires great skill to handle the machine. Not
every aeronaut would be in a position to fly away with it at once; on the contrary,

great skill is required, which the AVright Brothers acquired l)y I'eason of their num-
erous gliding flights.

I am now of the opinion that after it has been proved that one can also fly with

airships not carried by balloons we must seriously turn to the construction of flying

apparatus. On the other hand, I am of the firm l)elief that a sum as high as Four
Million Marks will not be required if we entrust German engineers and aeronauts,

for example, Eegierungsrat Hoffman, of Berlin, with the solution of this problem.

Surely we will not have to be behind the American inventors.

Translated from "Lokal Anzeiger," Berlin.
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Secretary: Dr. Albert Francis Zahm. Chairman Gen'l Committee: Wm. J. Hammer.
Chairman Executive Com.: Augustus Post. Sec'y Committees: Ernest La Rue Jones.

Publication Notice.

The addresses, papers and discussions presented to the Congress will be pub-
lished serially in this magazine and at the earliest date possible bound volumes
will be distributed without charge to those holding memhership cards in the Con-
gress. Others may ]mrchase the volume at a consistent price when ready or may
take advantage of immediate publication by subscribing to this magazine at the

regular rate.

In accordance with the program as pul)lished in the November numl)er, the

infonnal addresses of the Gordon Bennett contestants and others are concluded be-

fore entering upon the printing of the formal papers and discussions.

The remarks of General James Allen, Chief Signal Officer of the i\rmy and
Major George 0. Squier, of the Signal Corps at Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, conclude

the addresses.

The formal papers and discussions begin in this issue with : "Our Army and
Aerial Warfare," by Lieut.-Col. William A. Glassford, Chief Signal Officer of the

Department of Missouri, IT. S. Army ; "Some Model Aeroplane Experiences and
Details of Man-Carrying 'Aeroplane,'" by A. V. Roe, member Aero Club of the

United Kingdom; Discussion of Mr. Roe's paper, by Octave Chanute.

Aeronautics in the U. S. Signal Corps, by Gen. James Allen.

When it was learned that General James Allen, Chief Signal Officer, could attend
the meetings, he was requested to say a word for the U. S. Signal Corps. He responded
extempore as follows:

We are building at Omaha a large aerodrome and it is there we hope to do all

the work we do in the Middle West. It is a large building 200 feet long, 100 feet

wide and SO feet high. Our reason for jilacing it and doing the work there is be-
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cause we have a large host there, about 300 Signal Corps men whom we propose to

train in this business. We intend starting with some of the smaller machines which
we will send out to Omaha and there train our men. We will later, no doubt, also

have one erected on the Atlantic Coast and one on the Pacific.

We are more interested in the dirigible balloon than the aeroplane.

We are going to make the hydrogen gas by the electric process. The first we
tried was the liquid air process, freezing the ordinary gas. It was promising but
not successful. It looks as though it could be done and at almost no cost. It seems
that the bj^-product ought to pay for the gas. Then we tried the gas hydrolith.

We have a ton or two on hand with which we can experiment, when we can all get

together in some convenient place, I hope, and inflate a balloon so that everybody
can see it. That is as far as we have gone now. We are training our men. Several

of you gentlemen have been very kind to the Army. You have been teaching our

men for free flights. The army is in thorough accord with you.

We will have to place an experimental plant at wherever is the best place on
the Eastern coast. We want it somewhere near New York and as soon as we can

find a good place we will build a gas plant and everybody can bring their machines
down there and try them. That is about the status so far as we have it in the

Army todav.

The Advantages of Aerial Craft in Military Warfare, by Major Geo. O. Squier.

At the conclusion of Gen. Allen's remarks, Major Squier was called on by the
Chairman and replied as follows:

I happen to have been serving during the past two years at Fort Leavenworth,

which is the headquarters of three of the service schools of the army. The military

authorities at these institutions have shown by the official action of their academic

boards their deep interest and belief in the future of military aeronautics. It is

believed that aerial navigation as a practical result is coming rapidly. Its radical

influence on the methods of warfare will compare with the invention of gunpowder
or the tactics of Frederick the Ci'eat. Xow that we can rise above the terrain and

gain informatioi) of armies and consequently plan accurate movements, notliing

could be more valuable.

The practical dirigible balloon is lierc now. The work of the ]nist :^00 years

or so is now coming into fruition ra])idly. Each month gives us more confidence.

The general principles of war are really very simple, and work themselves out in

typical forms in combat.

Military tactics are at present \ery iiuich the same in all armies. Each nation

knows about as much as any other. The question then comes of introducing some

new principle and bringing it to such perfection as to be able to gain decisive vic-

tories before an opponent has o|)])ortunities to profit thereby. Xapoleon grasped

such an opportunity at a critical time in military history, and for several genera-

tions thereafter the armies of the woi'ld followed the great Corsican. The last great

war was conducted strictly in line with the text books ; accompanied at times with

unlimited slaughter. The great oliject of war is to bring about a decisive result

with a minimum destruction of human life. If we could utilize scientific ))rinciples

to bring about this result without killing anyone. This would he the I'esult to be

obtained. We have but three military ai'nis; the infantry, the artillery and the

cavalry. The cavalry is designed to scout and develo]) information for use in the

handling and operation of the army with which it serves.

Aerial navigation furnishes us an additional weapon foi' ohtaining information

and for furnishing the means for using the information linis obtained. It will

enalde the maneuvreing of the armies by stragetic marches and surprises to l)i'ing

about decisive results with a minimum destruction of life. It will enable us to

leave a terrain to which to have been tied for a thousand veai-s and into the air
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and move about rapidly. Trained observers can leave a frontier, scout about an

enemy's country and return in a single night with information of vital importance.

It is surprising how difficult it is to obtain information of the whereabouts of an

enemy's force. On of the great lessons of the Manchurian war was the value of

secrecy as displayed particularly by the Japanese. With an army involving say,

300,000 men, anything like "team play" re(pnres perfect lines of information and

control, to bring about that concerted action which alone can produce decisive re-

sults at present. Without such information the combat reduces itself to a number

of small detail facts. The principle of the great fight is "team play," and aerial

navigation will help to ))ring this al)out. When Oyama has a battle line of 40

miles in length and has to operate oOO,000 men distributed along that line, you can

see how helpless he would be to carry out any concerted action without perfect

lines of information and control. If he could use dirigible balloons which are

valuable today and could obtain accurate information as to the location of the

enemy's forces and issue his orders and have them delivered promptly, you can

readily see what that would do, when opposed by an enemy Avithout such service.

The Hague Conference took this matter up. Airships are already regarded by

the leaders of military thought as a military weapon. Whether or not it will be per-

mitted to drop high explosives on defenseless people 1 cannot tell. I can see how
it is even possible noAv to tow a lot of high explosives with a dirigible airship and

drop the tow, with its destructive load, approximately at such point as is desii'cd. It

would be evident to you, then, that the success of aerial navigation means much to

the military student in introducing a new and radical principle in warfare, and

offering extended possibilities for bringing about decisive results by strategic move-

ments into untenake positions rather than by loss of human life. The subject with

which this Congress is engaged is of the greatest importance and is of interest not

onlv to the militarv and naval service hut to everv citizen of this country.

Our Army and Aerial Warfare, by Lieut.-Col. W. A. Glassford.

The captive military balloon used by the United States Army in connection

with military operations has a record of several conspicuous accomplishments. Artil-

lery fire was, for the first time in history, directed against a concealed enemy from
a United States military balloon. The first use of the military telegraph from a

balloon is an achievement of Signal Officers of the United States Army. The lurk-

ing place of the Spanish fleet was first confirmed by ()l)servations from a balloon of

the United States Army. The reopening of artillery tire from El Pozo Hill, sug-

gested by balloon observations during the siege of Santiago de Cuba, also the dis-

covery of the "trail'' from the l)alloon, contributed to our success at San Juan Hill.

These recent instances of the utility of captive military balloons would ordi-

narily be enough to establish them in favor. Eemarkably enough, instead of these

instances stimulating the interest of the country, interest has continually waned,

just as it did in Fi'ance from the eighteenth century until after the Prussian in-

vasion in 1870. Now that France and other countries have developed the balloon

to a demonstrated utility it is incumbent upon our army not to remain un})repared

to defend itself Avitli or against this ncAv weapon. The 1)alloon as a useful adjunct

to operations in war has yet but a scant appreciation from the present officers of our

army. This fact arises from their not having had opportunities for experience

with the new Aveapon.

Observations from balloons Avere made for the Army of the Potomac during the

Civil War by civilian aeronauts. Commanders then little realized the practicability

of a safe station high in the air Avith an enormous radius of observation from Avliich

to observe an enemy whose location and moA'ements were otherAvise concealed. The
possibility of artillery fire control from tlie basket of a l)a]loon Avliere the enemy
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below could be seen was scantily understood. The pay of the civilian aeronauts

appears to have been reduced for the purpose of driving them from the service. These
civilians were not replaced from any branch of the military establishment. This is

not so surprising as at first it might seem. No important military work conducted

by civilians with an army has ever succeeded.

It is a noteworthy fact that the most conspicuous mention of our balloons dur-

ing the Civil War was made by observers from foreign armies. It is astonishing

that we have to look to these foreign military writers for a just tribute of praise to

the important part played by the balloon in the early battles in Virginia.

In the middle 80"s the success of the French in navigating a dirigible balloon

called the attention of the world to military aeronautics. In the early 90's investi-

gations into the mechanics of flight earnestly conducted by so learned and serious

minded a man as Prof. Langley again drew attention to aerial navigation through

the development of his dynamic flying machine.

In October, 1890, Congress extended the scope of work under the Signal Corps

of the Army to the duty of collecting and transmitting information. This added

function of Signal Corps work naturally included aerial navigation because it was an

important means of collecting information, the transmission of which only needed

the application of devices already in common signal use. From this time on is found

frequent official reference by the War Department to the desirability of developing

means of aerial navigation. These references beat upon deaf legislative ears; politi-

cians could not see what science was bringing on.

About this time the writer was sent to Europe to investigate aeronautics there,

and a large balloon for our army was constructed in France, using the same material

as is used in the English Army. This balloon was sent for exhibition to Chicago,

from Chicago for use at Fort I^iley, Kansas, and later for practice ascensions to

Fort Logan, near Denver, Colorado. Here a large balloon shed was erected, a hydro-

gen generating and compressing plant installed, and hydrogen gas storage tubes

provided. At this place other balloons were made and a small military detachment

was made familiar with their working. Maneuvers with balloons were made in the

presence of Infantry and Cavalry and thus a small part of the Army became con-

versant with the object and utility of the captive military balloon.

At the commencement of the Spanish War the balloon plant that had been as-

sembled in Colorado was shipped to Fort Hamilton, New York. The object of

sending a balloon to a post at the approaches to New York City was for observation

so as to give early notice of the approach of a possible Spanish Fleet. This equip-

ment was later sent to Cuba. . ITnfortunately, it was only after five days' urging

that the Commanding General released his prohibition to its landing and even then

permitted only the reserve part of the equipment to be taken ashore. This using

of the reserve gas came from a natural lack of knowledge on the part of General

Shaffer and of those about him. It limited the operation of the balloon to a single

inflation. Nor was this all, it was due only to the insistence of an Engineer Of-

ficer that it was used even then and at the battles before Santiago. It was due also

to this official, unfamiliar with the place of a balloon in battle, that it was taken to

within the zone of the enemy's musketry fire. However, General Shaffer, after the

Spanish Fleet had been located in the Santiago harbor, artillery fire had been ad-

vantageously directed and roads or trails discovered from the balloon, acknowledged

its satisfactory performances.

Since the battle of San Juan the army has scarcely seen a balloon and informa-

tion about balloons is confined to newspaper mention. The officers who would now
command our armies in case of war, not having seen airships in operation, must rely

upon their intuitive resourcefulness to guide them in their use. This ignorance,

amounting as it does almost to negligence, should be corrected, and the use of bal-

loons demonstrated at the great training schools and maneuvers, where officers could

verify what is said to be possible of them and permit them and their work to be

seen by the army, as is done abroad.
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The elements of military aeronautics should be taught at ail service schools

and throughout the army, also practical demonstrations of balloons should be sedu-

lously conducted at maneuvers where the army, the National Guard and the people

can be brought to see the real use of this new weapon.
The long range modern field gun, with its smokeless powder, finds its useful-

ness diminished unless the object aimed at is located with certainty. The increasing

difficulty of field artillery fire control and directions can be overcome through the

military airship. Officers of the field artillery are rapidly recognizing that some
means to locate the concealed target, in the use of their modern long range guns, is

an essential. The balloon or flying machine is the most apparent means. The Gen-
eral Staff of our Army is not likely long to permit this military essential to go
unprovided.

Aeronautics is not fully appreciated in our army nor in our navy at present

because our officers are not generally familiar from actual contact with airships as

an auxiliary. An army is like a man, unless it is fully fit, it is unfit. The value of

any new auxiliary in warfare depends upon the use made of it, and this use depends
for its application upon a commander familiar with its utility. This familiarity

must be acquired during peace, for in war it is too late to experiment and to be-

come expert. It may be said to be invariable that war initiates nothing, but develops

everything that has had trial prior to the war. The efforts of both the Russians

and Japanese to introduce innovations failed for the want of trained men and officers

competent in the specialty.

There is an evident great increase of activity in airships just at present,

consequently our government must also make a beginning of taking up aeronautics,

but judging from previous experience it can be only a show unless Congress provides

the means. Whether the government will follow the same practice as the people in

general in t/iiis country and wait for final developments abroad before doing any-

thing remains to be seen. This would not be surprising, for it is the system followed

in most industrial things. Nearly everything we make use of in this country was
perfected abroad before being adopted here, even though originally invented in the

United States.

It is, moreover, a common observation that we sometimes adopt those ideas that

are just going out of date abroad. The success of the steerable airship has been

demonstrated in England, France and Germany, and is admitted as an indispensable

military machine. Its greatest objection is its cost. Cost in military essentials is

not to be avoided. France has been spending large sums since 1875. It will not

now be long before these airs/hips make trips from their capitals to their frontiers

faster than railways. We have no airships, nor will there be many unless several

times tlie sum now proposed be given. By the time we get airships it is possible

the aeroplane will have succeeded it in other armies. The aeroplane, first successful

in the United States, seems likely to be first adopted abroad.

Other nations have already extensive military and) naval aeronautical plants

which have been built up from year to year. The great sums they are now spending
are upon development. We I'nave nothing. A considerable plant will be necessary to

commence with. Trained military aeronauts must be made. It will take much time
to get ourselves to the position to which other nations have arrived in material and
personnel. Then only can development commence. The position we inight find

ourselves in, in case of sudden attack, is alarming.

The aeroplane, or the airship heavier than air, and not lifted by cumbersome
buoyant gas, appears certain to become the airship of the century. This is because
of the development of ligint and powerful engines, liquid fuel, new and lighter metals,
and, above all, because every science is continually contributing something to the
solution of the problem. It cannot fail of early and universal use. Our Langley and
Chanute have pointed the way to accomplish the successful aeroplane and the world
is following their reasoning. By the time we get as far as the great military power.*
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abroad have now reached, the practical unl)uoyed airsliip will have been achieved.

There is now a feeling lihat the problem of practical fiight will soon be solved. The
fact that machines heavier than air have left the ground for varying distances

has created tbe confidence that more is to follow in such accomplishments. The
future is certainly full of promise. It is no longer considered visionary to anticipate

that the development will be rapid. It is only recently that the War Department,
and the Board of Ordinance and Fortification, were bitterly attacked in Congress
for spending money on Langley's fi.ying machine, cliaracterizing Prof. Langley as

"a professor wandering in )his dreams,'^ and referring to tbe officials permitting tbe
expenditure as hypnotized. Langley died soon after, too soon to hear that the device

of his invention was made to tiy by the French. Fortunately, such attacks would
now be repelled for there are too many in Congress who have observed the progress
of the world in flving machines.

The Wright aeroplane has succeeded. It has accomplished a flight of 24
miles at a speed of 38 miles an laour. The Wright machine is usually said to be a.

secret. That is only partially true. The machine is not likely to be reproduced
till the gifted inventors and the experimenting mechanicians who have solved the
problem are suitably rewarded and recognized by our government. There is little

doubt but ihat it will only be a short time till the greatest mechanical triumph of
modern times will be properly appreciated.

Abroad, many men of unlimited courage, means and mechanical skill are now
working to discover what the Wright brothers ihave solved. That they will do so

soon no aeronaut questions.

The success of the great airships recently developed abroad has awakened the
world. With no such ships nor trained aeronauts, it is not difficult to imagine the
predicament of this country in case of war. Their importance as a military weapon
has impressed every thoughtful mind. Most military men clearly see that the

mastering of tine air means the mastery for nations. The United States has this

mastery within her grasp.

Some Model Aeroplane Experiences and Details of Man-Carrying "Avro- *

plane," by A. V. Roe.

Mr. Roe had four large models of aeroplanes at the 'Aero Club exhibit in London
last April, and won the second prize at the "Daily Mail" contest at Alexandra Palace.

I was ho])ing to bave been able to give an account to tbe Congress of my motor-
driven avroplane and regret to be unable to do so; Ijut as soon as the racing season
is over I shall be permitted to erect a shed by the Brook lands Track and carry out
my experiments there, for which place it has been specially designed, as the four
pneumatic wheels it is mounted on are only IO14 inches in cliameter.

But perbaps a few particulars of my model avroplane experiences may be of

interest to the Congress. Tbese have been tilie means of showing me many little

things which would most probably take years to find out if only experimenting with
full-sized machines had been resorted to. For instance, my model experiments
showed me the propeller should be on an average level witli the aerocurves; that is,

if there are two superimposed aerocurves 10 feet wide and 12 inches apart, and
one of same size in front at the same level as upper aerocurve, tben the axis of

propeller nhould be placed 3 inches below the upper aerocurve.

I was once very miicb ]iuzzU'd with tbe steering of one of luy models, as 1 bad
repeatedly proved it should go tbe opposite way to tbe one it insisted on going;

this was owing to tbe weigbt not being sufficiently far forward. If the weight is

not correctly placed it can be counteracted by the horizontal steering plane; I also

came to the conclusion that vertit-al nulders were (piite out of place on an aeroplane,

as these tend to slow up tbe nuu-bine and mi\ko it swing round without heeling over.
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wihereas twisting of tlie two tips of the horizontal steering phnie, pi'ovided it l)e of

sufficient tip-to-tip measurement, answers very readily and etticiently.

Manj^ and various were the types I experimented with, up to as many as

ten aerocurves one behind each other; and 1 finally came to the conclusion the

following three types were hard to l)eat : ( 1
) A Langiey type, hut having the

forward planes under control as in my forward steering type; 1 found this a

very steady and excellent machine—it can l)e made to fly in a fairiy straight line

owing to the dihedral angle. (2) Forward steering type. The main planes are

superposed, having a forward plane nearly as large as one of main planes, fore to

aft over planes being al)out three-quarters of tip-to-ti]). tliis forward steering plane

.being under complete coutiol wilth one steeling gear souuwiiat like that of a motor-

THE WINNING ROE MODEL.

€ar. Turning tlie steering wheel in tlie ordinary way raises one side of forward
plane whilst the other is lowered. This action readily steers the machine side-

ways in an efficient manner, but on rocking the steering column, tilts the whole
plane up or down for vertical steering. (3) The rear tail steering type. In the

case of these two latter types, it is very difficult to send them straight if the planes

are not set at an angle, but if horizontal, in the case of a full-sized macihine, they

should he all the more readily steered. The largest models varied from 8 to 10^/^

feet tip-to-tip and weighed aliout onc-(|uarter pound per square foot, giving

a speed of about 10 m. p. h. These models were driven by many fine strands of

elastic which drove a propeller of 20 inches diameter for smaller type and 23 inches

diameter for larger type.

Many flights were obtained varying from 100 feet to 140 feet in length, which
•gave ample time to gauge the efficiency of the nuichines, fine action of the steering

mechanism, equilibrium, etc.

In the case of the rear-tail type, when driven mechanically, the tail is divided

into two parts Mnth the propeller in between. It was this type which gained the

"^'Daily Mail" £75 ($375) prize. Its action is somewhat peculiar, as the rear tail

does not help to support the machine but otherwise. The air lieats on the upper
side of tail, thus counteracting the forward weiglit. This gives a kind of automatic

balance. Should the machine go too fast and the tail is not lowered accordingly the

machine takes an upward course, which reduces the speed. On the speed being

reduced, the downward pressure on the tail becomes less until it is less than fine

counteracting forward weight. This brings the machine down again and (if not

already too near the ground) in so doing increases its s]ieed, tlius going up again,

•continuing to make these switcli-l)ack like flights until the ground is reached.

Although this type did best at the model flying machine trials mentioned above,

I have (had more efficient results with uiy forward steering models and have accord-

ingly built my full-sized machine on the forward steering system.
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DETAILS OF FULL SIZED AYROPLANE.

DIMENSION'S—Two main superimposed planes, upper 36 it., lower 30 ft,

l)oth 5' 4" wide, front plane 24' x 5' 4", 8' space between front and rear planes.

These aerocurves have hard cutting edges and ribs average ten inches apart, the

under surface being perfectly smooth and free from obstructions or any cross

members.

AREA AND WEIGHT—Area 480 sq. ft, weight 460 lbs, including myself

(148 lbs.), being slightly under one lb. per square foot.

WEIGHT PER HORSEPOWER—Driven by G H.P. J. A. P. engine, air

cooled, per horsepower, 75 lbs. Prof. Langley proved that one horsepower could

carry 208 lbs. through the air at 40 m. p. h., so believe 6 H.P. should suffice,

especially in lignt breezes.

CONSTRUCTION—The central portion, which carries engine, aviator, steer-

ing gear, aerocurves, etc., is of long triangular construction, well braced up and

mounted on four pneumatic wheels 10 3^ inches diameter. Above each wheel are

spiral springs so as to take shocks when landing. This central chassis can be

steered v/hen running along the ground. Ail parts are so shaped so as to offer

the least possible resistance to the air, framework being made from 3^ x 5/16"

Kauri Pine. It is well braced up by air cutting struts so as to withstand more

than twice the strain put upon them -vvihen in the air. All surfaces have been

considerably overloaded. The actual weight per square foot to insure rigidity when
afloat, the machine having to be inverted for this test.

STP^ERING—Front plane is under complete control with the one steering gear;

that is, for vertical steering the steering cokimn is rocked, which moves the front

plane up and down. For lateral steering the wheel is turned in tirie usual way,

which raises one side of the plane while the other is lowered. This method of steer-

ing has proved very effective in my models.

PROPELLER—Made from steel tubing and magnalium (a metal slightly

lighter and stronger than aluminum). It has four blades 6' 10" diameter and

weighs 12 lbs.; and under 7 lbs. with two l)lades. These blades can be detached

.and only two used if desired, angle or pitch can be altered, l)ut ])itcih set on them

is three feet, which would, without slip, give a speed of 50 m. p. h. at 1.600 r. p. m.

This should give a speed well over 30 m. p. h. when in the air and machine should

rise at 25 m. p. h. I note the French have been reducing their pitch gradually until

they are now tiiiree feet.

TRANSMISSION—I had a spring drive through two 15" leaf springs and

some India rubber, but have given this up and I am now driving tlirough a clutch,

which is more satisfactory. I use Hoffman's ball and thrust bearings, and have

sliding universal joint to reduce loss of power through friction as far as possible.

I hope these notes will be the means of helping others as my wiMri is to see the

problem progress, and I feel sure as soon as public demonstrations are given, showing

how easily an aeroplane can leave the ground, fly round and aliglit. then interesting

and rapid progress should be made.

Seeing that the hydroplane appears to be arousing interest and attracting

seiious attention, it may be the means of helping the aeroplane movement along;

for, after all, the hydroplane is a modified form of aeroplane. However, when

the hydroplane is built sufficiently light and speedy, aeroplanes could be attached.

By having the forward hydroplane surface under control, as in my avroplane, it

could be steered, when sufficient speed had been gained, out of the water into the air.

But, personally, I prefer at the present stage to experiment over smooth ground
like the Brooklands Track, at the same time the hydro-aeroplane way would be very

interesting.
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Note on Mr. A. V. Roe's Paper, by O. Chanute.

Mr. Eoe is to be earnestly thanked for giving us a description of his full-sized

motor aeroplane. He evidently desires comment.
He had been led to underestimate the power required by Langley's broad state-

ment that one horsepower could carry 208 pounds through the air at 40 miles per

hour. This refers to the plane alone and does not cover the resistance of the framing,

motor, aviator, etc. When Langley flew his large models he only sustained 30

pounds per horsepower, and a motor' of 6 H.P. will prove quite insufficient for

Mr. Eoe; particularly if he attempts to rise by nmning on the ground, as do the

French aviators, whose experience also teaches that the wheels and spiral springs

generally get broken upon alighting.

Mr. Roe will also find that better results are to be obtained with two blades

in the propeller instead of four, as planned.

The strengthening of the wheels and the substitution of a more powerful

motor are likely to increase the weight by some 200 pounds, but if all the -180

square feet of area prove effective in lifting, i. e. : if the front plane does a full

share, the speed required to leave the ground should be about 30 miles per hour.

ARMY AERONAUTICS FOR DECEMBER.

During the month of December the Aeronautical Division of the Signal Office

has been engaged in preparing and perfecting specifications for a dirigible balloon

and also for a heavier-than-air flying machine. The advertisement and specification

for dirigible balloons were issued and made public by the Chief Signal Officer on

December 16th, and proposals will be opened January 15th. The heavier-than-air

specification was made public on December 23d, and proposals will be opened

February first. The advertisements invite proposals from all inventors and manu-
facturers, and the Signal Office is receiving daily a great number of inquiries for

copies.

Following are the principal requirements

:

Dirigible Balloon.

The general dimensions of the dirigible balloon will be determined by the man-
ufacturer, subject to the following conditions:

1. The gas bag shall be designed for inflation with hydrogen, the material

for which will be furnished by the Signal Corps. This material is silk, covered

with an aluminum preparation, and requires no varnish. It weighs 5.842 ounces

per square yard and has a minimum breaking strength of 621/^ pounds per inch

width. This material for the gas bag will be furnished by the government, and

samples may be seen in the office of the Chief Signal Olficer of the Army, Washing-

ton. Bidders must state in their proposal the number of square yards of the

material they will require. The dimensions and shape of the gas bag will be as

desired by the manufacturer, except that the length must not exceed 120 feet.

2. Inside the gas bag there will be either one or two ballonets having a total

capacity of at least one-sixth the total volume of the gas bag. Leading to the

ballonets there will be tubes of proper size connected to a suitable centrifugal

blower for maintaining a constant air pressure in the ballonets. The fabric for the

ballonets will be supplied by the government. It weighs 2.857 ounces per square

yard, and has a minimum tensile strength of 48I/2 pounds per inch width. Bidders

must state in their proposal the number of square yards of this fabric they will

require.

3. In the lower part of the ballonet and gas bag. or on the ballonet air tubes

near the gas bag, there will be an adjustable automatic valve designed to release air

from the ballon«t to the outside atmosphere. On the under side of the gas bag
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there will be a second adjustable automatic valve of suitable size, so designed as

to release hydrogen from tbe interior of the gas bag to the outsids^ atmosphere.
This valve will also be arranged so that it ma}^ be opened at will by the pilot.

4. In the upper portion of the gas l^ag there will l)e provided a rii)ping strip

covering an opening hve inches wide by six feet long, with a red rip cord attached
in the usual manner and brought down within reach of the pilot through a suitable

gas-tight rubber plug inserted in a w^ooden ring socket.

5. The suspension system and frame must be designed to have a factor of

safety of at least three, taking into account wind strains as well as the weight
suspended.

6. A type of frame which can be quickly and easily assembled and taken
apart will be considered an advantage.

7. The balloon must be designed to carry two persons having a combined
weight of 350 pounds, also at least 100 pounds of l)allast which may be used to

compensate foi- increased weight of balloon when operating in rain.

8. The dirigible balloon should be designed to have a speed of twenty miles

per hour in still air, but bidders must submit quotations in their proposals for cost

depending upon the speed attained during the trial flight, according to the following

schedule

:

20 miles per hour, 100%.
19 " " " 85%.
18 " " " 70%.
17 " " " 55%.
16 " " "

4:0%.

Less than 10 miles per hour rejected.

21 miles per hour, 115%.
22 " " " 130%.
23 " " " 145%.
24 " " " 160%.

9. The speed accomplished during the trial flight will be determined l)y taking

an average of the time over a measured course of between two and five miles, against

and with the wind. The time M^ill be taken by a flying start, passing the starting

point at full speed at both ends of the course. This test subject to such additional

details as the Chief Signal Officer of the Army may prescribe at the time.

10. Provision must be made to carry sufficient fuel for continuous operation

of the engine for at least two hours. This will be determined by a trial endurance
flight of two hours, during which time the airship will travel continuously at an
average speed of at least 70% of that which the airship accomplishes during the

trial flight for speed, stated in paragraph 9 of this specification. The engine must
have suitable cooling arrangements, so that excessive heating will not occur.

11. Three trials will be allowed foi'' speed as provided for in paragraph 9,

and three trials for endurance, as provided for in paragraph 10, and both tests must
be completed within a period of thirty days from the date of delivery, the expense of

the tests to l)c borne by the numufacturer.
12. The scheme for ascending and descending and maintaining equilibrium

must be regulated by shifting weights, movable planes, using two ballonets, or

other approved method. Balancing by the aeronaut changing his position will not
be accepted.

13. This dirigible balloon will be provided witli a rudder of suital)le size, a
manometer for indicating the pressure within the gas bag, and all other fittings and
appurtenances which will be required for successful and continuous flights, according
to this specification.

14. Bidders will be required to furnish with their proposal a certified check
amounting to fifteen per cent, of the price stated for the 20-mile speed. Upon
making the award for this airship these certified checks will be returned to bidders.
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and the successful bidder will be required to furnisli a bond, according to Army
Eegulations, of the amount equal to the price stated for 20-mile speed.

15. Bidders must submit with tbeir proposals drawings to scale showing the

general dimensions and shape of the dirigible balloon Avliich they propose to build

under this specification; a description of the engine which will be used for the motive

power; the material of which the frame will be constructed; sizes of valves, etc.

Plans received will not be shown to other l)idders.

16. Bidders must furnish evidence that tlie Government of the United States

has the lawful right to use all patented devices or appurtenances which may be part

of tlie dirigible balloon, and that the manufacturers of the dirigible balloon are

authorized to convey the same to tlie Government.

17. The price quoted in proposals must be understood to include the instruc-

tion of two men in the handling and o])cration of this airship. Xo extra charge for

this service will be allowed.

Dynamic Flying Machine.

The general dimensions of the ttying macliine wid be determined by the manu-
facturer, subject to the following conditions:

1. Bidders must submit with their proposals the following:

(a) Drawings to scale sliowing the general dimensions and sliape of the

flying machine which tliey propose to l)uild under this specification.

(b) Statement of the speed for wbicli it is designed.

(c) Statement of the total surface area of the supporting planes.

(d) Statement of the total weight.

(e) Description of the engine which will l)e used for motive power.

(f) The material of which the frame, planes, and propellers will be

constructed. Plans received will not be shown to other Indders.

2. It is desirable that the flying machine should l)e designed so that it may
be quickly and easily assembled and taken apart and packed for transportation in

army wagons. It should be capable of being assembled and put in operating con-

dition in about one hour.

3. The flying machine must be designed to carry two persons having a com-
bined weight of about 350 pounds, also sufficient fuel for a flight of 125 miles.

4. The flying machine should l)e designed to have a speed of at least 40 miles

per hour in still air, but bidders must submit quotations in their proposals for

€Ost depending upon the speed attained duiing the trial flight, according to the
following scale

:

40 miles per hour, 100%.
39 " " " 90%.
38 " " "

SO^X.

37 " " " 70%.
36 " " " 60%
Less than 36 miles per hour, rejected.

41 miles per hour, 110%.
42 " " '• 120%,.

43 " " " 130%.
44 " " " 140%.

5. The speed accomplished during the trial flight will be determined by taking
an average of the time over a measured course of more than five miles, against and
with the wind. The time will be taken by a flying start, passing the starting ])oint

at full speed at both ends of the course. This test subject to such additional

details as the Chief Sigiial Officer of the Army may ju'escribe at the time.

6. Before acceptance a trial endurance flight will be required of at least one
hour, during which time the flying machine must remain continuously in the air
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without landing. It shall return to the starting' point and land without any
•cianiage tnat would prevent it iui mediately starting upon another tiight. During
this trial tiight of one hour it inu^t i)e steered in all directions without dittieulty and
at ail time-; undei' perfect conliol aud cMpiilihi'iuni.

7. Three trials will be allowed for speed as provided for in paragraphs 4 and 5.

Three trials for endurance as ])i'()vided for in paragraph (>, and lioth tests must
be coni])leted within a ])eriod of ;!() days fioni the date of deliuM'v. The <ixpense

of tht' tests to be borne by tiie nianufacturer. The |)lace ot deliverv to the govern-

inent and tiial flights will be at Fort Myer. Virginia.

8. It should be so designed as to ascend in any country which may be encoun-

tered in lield service. The staiting device must be simple and Iransjjortaljle. It

should also jand in a field witliout leiiuiring a specially prepared spot and witliout

damaging its structure.

n. It should be provided with souie device to ])crmit of a safe descent in case

of an accident to the ])ropelling machinery.

10. It should I)e sufficiently sim])le in construction and operation to ])ei'mit

an intelligent man to becouie ])iofieicnt in its use within a reasonable length of time.

11. Bidders must furnish evidence that the (T()\einment of the United States

has the lawful right to use al. })atented devices or appurtenance^ which may he a

part of the flying machine, and that the manufacturers of the flying machine are

authorized, to convey the sauie to the government. This refers to the unrestricted

right to use the flying machine sold to the government biit does not contemjdate

the exclusive purchase of patent rights for du])licating the flying machine.

12. Bidders will be required to furnish with their proposal a certified check
umounting to ten pei' cent of the ])iice stated for the 40 mile s})eed. Upon making
the award for this flying nuichine tlies(^ certified checks will be returned to the

bidders and the successful bidder will be required to furnish a bond, according
CO Army Regulations, of the amount ecpuil to the price stated for 40 mile speed.

1)5. The price quoted in proposals must be understood to include the instruc-

rion of two men in the handling find o])eration of this flying machine. Xo extra

'Charge for this service will be allowed.

14. Bidders must state the time v.liich will be required for delivery after

receipt of order.

MY FLIGHTS.

By Henry Farman.

Trie machine on which my recent flights were carried out is of the cubic type.

That is to say, it is formed of two linen cubes: a large one at the front 12 meters
in length, 2 meters in width and 2 meters in height; the other one smaller, at the
Tear and attached to the first by means of wooden rods. A point-shaped car
fini.shes this n.achine and holds the motor, the tanks, the driver's seat and the
operating apparatus of the motor. The equilibrator is placed at the front of the

car and the rudder at the back.

'J'o leave the ground is not an easy matter, but to fly is still much more
difficult. The machine is driven by a two-l)laded propeller fitted to a 50 H.P.
Antoinette motor.

Every day during two months, 1 woi'ked hai'd on my mai-bine. altering, modi-
fying and studying it in all its details so as to have it well in hand. I succeeded
in leaving the ground and then managed to nuike a flight of a distance of 285
meters, thus beating Mr. Santos Dumont's record. From that time. I covered
larger distances and flew as far as TTO meters, being 52 seconds in the air; I could
liave gone further had not the barriers of the militarv parade obliged me to come
down again.
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I am now training myself to the tnrning in the air, a difficiiltv which I believe

I will overcome and hojje to win the Deutsch-Archdeacon prize by covering a

closed kilometer on a flying machine.
My belief is that all the flying machines constructed up to this present day lack

in stability. At every experiment they smash in landing which, it should be

remarked, mine never did as yet, although I have made over 200 flights varying
between 100 to 500 meters at a height of 6 and 8 meters, once even reaching the

height of 15 meters. Besides, my machine is absolutely horizontal when
flying. Of course, one of the most important things is the regulation of the motor,
which must be perfect. Then, when flying, I have many parts to survey such as

:

the rudder at the rear, the equilibrator, the advanced ignition, the carburating
handle, manometer for petrol pressure, manometer for water pressure and so on,

which renders the task much more difficult, but, notwithstanding all this hard
starting, I am convinced that much will be done l)efore long and my hopes are

illimited in this concern.

THE FLIGHT OF THE BELL KITE.

By Lieut. T. Selfridge, Secretary Aerial Experiment Association.

On December 6 the Aerial Experiment Association comj^leted all their prelim-

inary work and were ready to make a man-flight with the large tetrahedral kite

called "The Cygnet."

It consisted of 3,393 wing cells, each cell carrying 541.25 square centimeters of

silk. The kite was merely an upper section of a large tetrahedron of 52 cells on an

edge. There were 12 layers of cells in the kite. The center of the kite was so

arranged that a man could be carried on a ladder ininning from fore to aft. It

was provided with three silk floats which presented a horizontal area of 8 square

meters. The kite was to be launched from a rocking cradle carried on a catamaran
raft which was to be towed by a tug-boat.

On the al)ove date the kite was towed out in the middle of Bras d'Or Lake.

Upon reaching the desired point the tug was headed into the wind and the kite

put up in a 30-mile breeze (the Avind proper was 21 miles, the speed of the tug 9)

with the writer on board. The kite went up without any trouble and flew steadily

for al)ont seven minutes wlien, the wind dying down, the kite descended to the water.

Due to lack of foresight of the men on the tug, and also to the unexpected dropping

of the wind, the flying line was not cut soon enough and the kite was badly smashed
on touching the water by the additional resistance brought to bear on the structure

on account of the pressure of the water on the floats. The aviator was promptly

picked up by a motor boat which was there for that purpose.

The following data was obtained: average speed of the wind during flight,

26 miles; angle of instance the kite with the Avind, 20°
; the pull on the line, 309

pounds; the angle of the flying line with the horizontal, 10°; the total weight

carried up, 600 pounds.

The kite was comjiletely demolished hut the loss was not as great as would
seem as it had served its purpose by aff'ording this opportunity for obtaining the

above information.

The headquarters of the association have been transferred to Hammondsport,
^. Y., for the Avinter, at the shops of the G. IT. Curtiss Motor Co., Avhere it Avill

continue its Avork Avhich is, as yet, in the elementary stage.
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DIRIGIBLE BALLOONS WITH SCREW IN FRONT.
By Carl E. Myers.

Question having arisen regarding the early appearance of a propeller placed

at the forward end of the airship or dirigible balloon, claimed by some one as a

recent inven-

tion, I wish to

state that I

used such an
arrangment on
my haud-and-
foot propelled

Gas Kite, or

Aerial Veloci-

pede, to draw
the gas vessel

up an inclined

plane, to fall

again by gra-

vity, 1879-80-

81, when I

adapted it to

my Skycycle
airship for both
forward and
backward
movement
with aeroplane
guidance, till

1900, and then applied it to my Electric Aerial Torpedo, at St. Louis, where it

made 120 half-hour flights, sometimes pulling, and oftener pushing, the frame
or keel of the gas vessel.

Mrs. Myers applied such screw propulsion

to the ordinary hydrogen gas balloon car in

1880. About this time, or before, a 4-bladed
propeller was used by Ouinlain to draw the

airship of Prof. Richell at Hartford, Conn.

Gas Kite, No. i.

Combined hand and foot power. Cliainless gear, iSSi.

Skycycle at Saratoga Springs, N. Y., 1890.
i5ii.>c>clc \Miich Hew liuni Brooklyn Navy

Yard over New York, 1S95.

Santos-Duraont's airship No. 4 was arranged to pull by screw propeller,

1900. The noted airship "La France", built by Renard and Krebs in 1884,

used the front propeller. In 1843 Monck Mason designed and built the small

round ended model of an airship with screw at one end of a keel and a rudder

at the other. Some years later Bell made a first ascension from Vauxhall

Garden with a similar airship, with no great success.

I am unable to trace any earlier flight. Certainly no one invented this

feature so late as 1900. Its use is of doubtful advantage with any motor vessel
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in air or water. I made use of it in my gas kite to pull it forward like a kite

drawn by its string. The
waste air was also flung

against the under surface

of the gas-buoyed kite to aid

its buoyancy. This vessel

(^ was steered solely by tip-

ping it up or down, or to

either side through change
of the rider's position or

weight. The same was
true of my later Skycycle,
patented 1897, application

filed, [889. Several of

these machines were built

and many hundred flights

made, ranging over 13

states. 120 half-hour sk} - Skycycle which made 120 flights at St. Louis Coliseum, 1900.

cycle flights were also made within the St. Louis coliseum, 1900.

Originally a rudder was used for guidance, but was later abandoned for

steering aeroplanes. I have never found the pull of a front screw to equal the

push of a rear screw in an airship or boat on water.

4-blade Metal propeller of "Kingfishen," in
front, with steering paddle wheels on sides

;

rudder in rear.

Electrical Aerial Torpedo, with screw draft
and steering aeroplane. y.
Made 120 flights in 1900.

No. ig. Made flights in 1907.
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THE ACCELERATION OF THE WIND OVER MOUNTAINS.

By S. P. Fergusson.

Eeferring to the remarks of Professors ]\roore and IJotcli upon the paper of

M. Gasnier in the November American ^lagazine of Aeronautics, it may be of

interest to some of the readers to know what has been ascertained regarding the
intinence of mountains upon tlie weather in their vicinity.

Proof that the wind is higher on mountains than in the free air at tlie same
height was first published by Mr. H. H. Clayton in the American Meteorological
Journal, July, 18i)l. Also, at this same time be suggested as an explanation tliat the
air flowing over mountains is accelerated, just as water moving over a dam is

more rapid than that of the general current of the river. The above results were
derived from observations of the height and velocitv of clouds.

Between 1900 and 190-i, meteorological records obtained in the free air by
means; of kites or balloons l)y Mr. Dines in Scotland and l)y Dr. Assmann in

Germany were compared with records made on Ben Xevis and tlie Brocken. The
results obtained werei contrary to my own beliefs, and thinking it probable that

the difference observed between tbe mountain and the free air, in part, juight be
due to the great distances between the kite stations and the mountains (in neither

case less than 90 kilometers) I decided upon a systematic investigation of the

problem. Having l)ut my own small means, and the time usually taken for my
annual vacations to depend upon, the preparation of an adequate equipment
for the work re([uired all my spare time from June, 1904, until August, 1905,

this work including the construction of four kites, a suitable reel for flying the kites,

and four meteorographs, all designed and constructed especially for the work. All

this was accomplished without assistance of any kind. Mount Washington, X. H.,

was selected for this study partly l)ecause of its height and partly because the sum-
mit is occupied during two months of the year. Mr. Frank H. Burt, editor of the

newspaper Among the Clouds, published on the summit, kindly made all observa-

tions and records on the summit, while the kites were flown bv me in the Am-
monoosuc valley 19 kilometers distant and 1.500 meters lower than the summit of

Mount Washington.
The first comparison of Mt. Washington and the free air was obtained on

August 2-4, 1905, by means of automatic recording instruments. The temperature
was found to be lower, and the wind velocity much higher on the summit than in

the free air, the details of the experiments were published in Jjuong the Clouds
on September 10, 1905, and in Science, April 27, 1906.

A second expedition to ]\Iount AVashington was conducted by me in August
and September, 1906, and a third in July, 1907, a part of the cost of the former
being paid from a grant allowed me from the Hodgkins Fund held by the Smith-
sonian Institution. In all, alwut sixteen kite flights have been made and important
data obtained concerning the influence of the mountain on the weather in its

vicinity. During August, 1908, a fourth expedition will attempt to ascertain, by
means of kites flown from the summit, the extent to Avhich the mountain influences

the wind passing over it, also will study other phenomena peculiar to meteorology
of mountains.

Mr. Clayton is of the opinion that the increase of speed of the balloon passing

over mountains may not be real, but an effect of perspective, I fully agree with this,

for it seems improba1)le that, unless the balloon ]iassed very near the mountain-top,
the acceleration of the wind would extend so high as to be perceived from a balloon.

AERONAUTIC CALENDAR.
Dec. 8.—Aeroplane race at Issy les Moulineaux.
1911.—International assembly of dirigibles in Italy, under the auspices of the So-

cieta Aeronautica Italiana.
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AERO CLUB OF AMERICA.

The second of the series of monthl}^ dinners and smokers was held by the

courtesy of The Autuomobile Chib of America in their main hall on Tuesday
evening, January 7.

The annual banquet will be held at the St. Eegis Hotel on Saturday, March 7,

1908.

AERO CLUB OF NEW ENGLAND—NEW TROPHY.

By Alfred R. Shrigley, Secretary.

As showing the wide-spreading interest in ballooning, it is of interest to note

that the Aero Club of New England has received the following offer : "The pro-

prietors of the Poland Spring and hotels, through the Aero Club of New England,

hereby beg to offei^ to the pilot of any l^alloon starting 150 miles from Poland
Spring, who lands his balloon within two miles of this place, a silver cup valued

at not less than $100, provided we are advised before the ascension is made that

an attempt will be made to win the cup." Signed, Edward P. Picker, President.

NEW AERO CLUBS IN AMERICA.

Aero Club of Ohio.

On December 10 the "Aero Club of Ohio'' was formed. Johnson Sherrick

was elected president; Marshall C. Barber, vice-president; Isaac Harter, treasurer;

Dr. Josiah Hartzell, secretary. The clul) started with twenty members, among them
Frank S. Lahm, father of Lieutenant Lahm; Walter Wellman and Consul-General

Eobert P. Skinner.

The first ascent under the new club's auspices was made on December 20 by

Frank S. Lahm, Joseph M. Blake and Gordon Mather.

The evening before the president entertained a number of the memliers at a

banquet in honor of Messrs. Stevens and Lahm.
The club has purchased from A. Leo Stevens the Ijalloon "Ps3xhe," formerly

owned by J. C. McCoy.

Aero Club in Louisville, Ky.

It is very likely that Louisville will have an aera clulf in the near future. The
idea is being agitated by J. L. Gribble and P. S. Hudson, who are "old-time"

aeronauts and dirigible pilots. Already twenty- five, it is said, have signified their

intention of joining if the club should be started. Both Mr. Gribble and Mr.

Hudson were in St. Louis for the Gordon Bennett where they renewed old acquaint-

anceship with Captain Baldwin.

The plan for the first event, which has been outlinerl, is to attempt a trans-

continental balloon race from Denver east, in an effort to l)reak the world's long

distance record. It is believed that if a balloon could get in front of one of the

storms which move eastward across the continent, a new record could l)e established.

AERONAUTIQUE CLUB OF CHICAGO.

By C. H. Perrigo, Secretary.

Soon after the great balloon race at St. Louis a meeting, composed of repre-

sentative business and professional men, was held at the Auditorium Annex in

Chicago and the Aeronautique C*lul) of C'liieago was organized.

The following officers were elected : President, C. A. Coey ; first vice-president,

Chas. E. Gregory; second vice-president, Geo. P. Lawrence; treasurer, H. C. Foster;
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secretary, C. H. Perrigo; attorne}-, Beiij. Levering; aeronautical engineer, C'apt.

Eaymond Anglemire.

The club has ordered a large touring balloon built to be ready early in the
spring. Our president, Mr. C. A. Coey, who has a national reputation for daring in

auto races, has decided to own a balloon which he thinks will-l)e able to take the Ions;

distance prize in any contest he may enter.

It is the intention of the club to hold l)ailoon races from Cliieago annually.

A prize cup will be offered, also substantial cash prizes. As soon as it was announced
that we were going to hold races onei of the leading men of Chicago offered to

present the club with a cup costing $1,000 to be raced for. We shall hold the races

some time in July or August. The first day's race will be for long distance

balloons; the second and third days will be for airships and aeroplanes. Entries

are invited from clubs or individual owners of balloons who may wish to compete.
Arrangements are being made for the use of one of the large race tracks near the
city, to be fitted up for holding the races and a permanent home where the meml)ers
may make ascensions at any time. The headquarters of the club is at 14t?4 Miclii-

gan Avenue.

AERO CLUB OF THE UNITED KINGDOM.
By Harold E. Perrin, Secretary.

The annual dinner of the Aero Club of the L". K. was held at the Savoy Hotel
on Tuesday, the 26th of Xovemher. The company present included ]\[r. Patrick

Y. Alexander, Mr. Griffith Brewer, Admiral Sir Charles Campbell. Sir ^Morgan
Crofton and Lady Crofton, Sir Hugo de Bathe, Baron Deutsch de la MeuTfhe, ^h\
J. Z. Ferranti, Captain Grubb, E. E., of the AVar Office; the Hon. Assheton Harbord
and the Hon. ^Mrs. Assheton Harbord, General Hart. 1^-of. A. K. Huntington. Mr.
V. Ker-Seymer, Dr. W. J. S. Lockver, Lord Montagu of Beaulieu, Mr. J. T. C.

Moore-Brabazon, Mr. C. F. Pollock, "the Hon. C. S. Edls, Lord Eoyston, Brig.-Gen.

B. M. Euck, E. E., ^Ir. Winthrop E. Scarritt, Admiral of the Fleet Sir Edward
Sevmour, K. C. :\r. G., Dr. W. X. Shaw, the head of the Meteorolooical office: Mr. F.

E. Simms, Col. Templer and Mrs. Templer, Col. F. C. Trollop, Mr. Eoger W.
Wallace, and Prof. Waynforth.

The toast of "The Aero Clul)" was proposed by the Chairman Mr. Eoger W.
Wallace, I\. C, who informed the company present that Mr. Deutsch had promised
to come over to England in his airship the "Ville de Paris," a statement whicli was
much applauded. He also announced that Lord Xorthcliffe had offered another
valuable prize for motor-driven aeroplanes to he competed for in England. Lord
Montagu of Beaulieu then s]wke upon the future of aerial navigation, and Admiral
Sir Charles Campbell proposed the toast of "The Guests." The Admiral alluded to

the great value that aerial navigation would be as an aid to naval warfare in future.

Admiral Sir Edward Seymour, K. C. M. G., Admiral of the British Fleet, also

made a most interesting speech.

Mr. Henri Deutsch de la Meurthe, who had come over from Paris specially

for the dinner, replied to the toast of "The Guests" in a speech which was greatly

appreciated. He looked forward, he, said, to paying a visit to England in his

airship the "\'ille de Paris," a model of which he kindly presented to the Aero
Club of the United Kingdom.

The Hon. C. S. Eolls proposed "The Health of the Chairman." He congratu-

lated the club upon having as its chairman Mr. E. W. Wallace, who liad done so

much pioneer work in connection with automobilism and was now keenly interested

in aeronautics. Mr. Eolls was very pleased that the club had with them that

night Mr. Winthrop Scarritt, a prominent member of the Aero Club of America,
who was one of the leaders of modern sports in America, and is governor and
past president of the Automobile Club of America. The club, he said, were very
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fortunate in having Mr. Deutsch with them that night, who took such a prominent

part in furthering the cause of aeronautics. Mr. Rolls added that we in England
owed a great deal to the members of the Aero Club de France for the present state

of development and perfection to which the modern balloons and the sport of

ballooning had been brought.

THE LOST "LA PATRIE."

On Saturday, ISTovember 30, after having sailed from Paris to Verdun, "La
Patrie" was being employed in reconnoitreing from Verdun when the engine became
disabled through the mechanic's clothing catching in the gearing. It was thought

the repair could be made quickly and the ship was allowed to drift before the wind.

Dusk came on, however, before the work was finished and it was decided to make
an immediate descent, which took place at Souhesmes.

Work on the engine was commenced the following morning and continued all

day, being only completed about quarter of eight at night.

The wind had been increasing in force and l)y eight o'clock had assumed the

proportions of a gale. It would seem tliat 180 men would be sufficient to hold an

Goerz Photo

airship, but in an exceedingly heavy gust of wind the ship tore itself loose from the

restraining ropes and sailed away to the westward. An officer tried to reach the

ripping cord but was unsuccessful in the attempt.

During the night the ship sailed across France towards Saint Lo, across the

English Channel and was seen over South Wales at eight o'clock the following

morning. After leaving Wales, "Patrie" turned northeast, passing above Lloyd's

Signal Station at Torr Head, opposite the coast of Argyllshire, at about four

o'clock on Sunday evening. Later in the day the ship touched the ground near
Ballysallough, County Down, Ireland. "During the course of its erratic wanderings,
it seems that the "Patrie" collided with a hill, and after tearing up the ground
for some little distance, finally sailed through a farmyard wall, shedding in its

passage a propeller and sundry tins of oil."

Lightened by the loss of these articles, the ship "rose again and ascended into

Heaven," and was last seen heading for the North Atlantic, there no doubt to travel

about like the Wandering Jew until it finds a grave. An official of the English War
Department took possession of the parts on behalf of the French Government.
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GORDON BENNETT 1908.

Berlin has l)een definitely settled upon foi- the start of the 1908 Gordon Ben-
nett, to be held during October. Dr. Broeckelmann is to be one of the three German
defendants of the cup.

It is rumored that the Japanese aeronauts desire to enter but this is impossible
as there is no club in Japan of which anyone has loiowiedge, and if so, it certainly is

not a member of the Federation.

The Swedish Club is to enter this year. Imagine an international balloon race

from Stockholm

!

The Eeal Aero Club de Espana has entered three balloons.

NEW AERO PRIZES.
To the different prizes for aviation, instituted hy the Aero Club of France and

the Commission de Aviation, prizes which are being exposed to such meritorious

assaults, is added a gold medal offered by Mr. Albert C. Triaca, member of the

A. C. A., and director of the new aeronautic school in Xew York. This medal
will be given to the constructor of the motor which shall be mounted in the flying

machine winning the Deutsch-Archdeacon aviation prize of $10,000.

New Aero Club of New England trophy. Notice elsewhere in this issue.

The aeronautical exposition at Turin in 1908 is to put up two prizes, one of

$50,000 for dirigiljle l^alloons and one of $20,000 for "aeroplanes"*—we take it for

granted thhi is meant to include all gasless types. The king will also create a

Eoyal cup.

The first of December, Lord Northcliffe. in tlie name of the Daily Mail,

announced the creation of a prize of $500 to the aeroplane which executes a

flio-ht of half a mile in a circle.o

«/

POINTS IN BUYING A BALLOON OR AIRSHIP.
Translated.

'Owing to several inferior balloons being sold hist season ])y inex|)erienced

manufacturers, which were faulty in construction and dangerous, we desire to

point out a few essentials : Who is the constructor ? Can he give references ? Is

Tie an experienced man? Where is his factory? Is he reliable? Has he ever made
ascensions? Does he know the breaking strain? For whom has he built l)alloons?

Ask the purchasers."
??

DECEMBER BALLOON ASCENSIONS.
Dec. 20. Frank 8. Lahm, Joseph ^1. Blake and Gordon blather (Aero Club of

'Ohio) in the balloon "Ohio" from Canton, 0., at 12 :55 ]).m., landing near Pulaski.

Pa., at o:4(» ]).ih. Distance, G8 miles. Duration, 2 hours, 45 minutes. Highest
altitude, 3000 feet.

Dec. 27. Albert C. Triaca (Aero Club of America) and Ernest Barbotte in the

"Aero Club No. 4" from St. Cloud, Paris, at 1:30 p.m., landing at 2:45 p.m., near

La Fertesous-Jouarre, France. The trip was made by Mr. Triaca in qualifying for

pilot's license. On landing he neglected to release the gas, and a puff of wnid car-

ried the I )a Iloon away. It was afterward recovered.

Dec. 27. C. A. Coey and George II. Lawrence ( Aeronautique Club of Chicago)

in the "Zenith"' at Chicago. Soon after the start a gust of wind blew the balloon

against a tree whit-li tut some of the ropes , attaching the basket to the bag and
dropped the aeronauts out. lAickily they sustained no injiiry.

Winthrop E. Scarritt (Aero Club of America) made a trip from London with

the Hon. C. S. Rolls but details are not available. It is reported that Mr. Scarritt

jumped from the balloon in landing. Thus lightened, it reascended with the Hon-
•orable Rolls. Query, did the former Automol)ile Club president get "cold feet?''

If so, it is tlie first instance recorded in the life of Mr. Scarritt.
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CHRONOLOGY OF PRINCIPAL EVENTS.
Owing to the bad weatluT during December and the alterations being made in

the Farman, Bleriot and Santos Dnmont machines, few flights have been made.
Santos Dnmont has now two propellers in front, driven in opposite directions

by a leather belt. In the first trial of the new arrangement, tlie belt fouled one
of the propellers, a wooden frame covered with silk.

Pischoff practiced and succeeded in making several flights of 50 to 100 yards.

The Ferber-Levavasseur "Antoinette" has been completed and will be out soon.

Dec. 1. Bleriot made a few trial flight-. Only "^4 meters was covered in tlie

first flight; in the second 100 meters was made, and in the third, 150 meters at a

height of about 10 meters. During flight the apparatus gave a sudden lurch and one
wing came in touch with the ground and was broken— likewise' the propeller. Bler-

iot started at once to reijair the damage.

Dec. (i. Bleriot succeeded in nuiking two or three very good flights; the first

of which was a semi-eiic ular course of about KiO yards, the second a straight flight

of about (>(!() yards, and tlie third, another straight flight of 500 yards. A height of

about 40 meters was attained which evidently disturlied the equanimity of the

aviator and the engine was suddenly stopped and landing made. The frame was bent

by the fall and a pro])elier blade and a wheel broken.

Farman's machiiu' while being brought out toppled over, due, apparently, to the

recent alterations which resulted in the lightening of the tail, and some considerable

damage was done to the framework.

Dec. 18. Bleriot was able to cover about 150 meters but in a sueceeding flight

the machine broke in two while in the air and the aviator nai'rowly escaped serious

injury. In this flight the machine started into the air at a considerable angie and
soon was quite high. The altitude was lowered, however, and at a distance of 100'

meters the forward planes of the machine seemed to snap off' at the shoulders and turn

upward. The machine dropped swiftly to the ground. A correspondent writes:

"All present agreed that the Bleriot apparatus was al)out the most dangerous type of

aeroplane yet l)rought out. Its moveinents in the air are too quick and no man can

possibly follow all its rapid cuts and thrusts as they are executed and compensate for

them with the rudder."

Dec. 20. Farman made a flight of nearly half a kilometer. During the day

many trials had been made but of no great length. At dusk the flight of nearly 500"

meters was accomplished and gave the spectators to judging the a])paratus in its

altered form. The rear cell has been reduced in size and a long flight is necessary

to determine the stability. It is said that there was a tendency for the machine to

sway, though turning movements were executed more easily than with a larger

rear cell. The motor has been fitted with a magneto and carbureter and it will

operate a new propeller. A new water cooling-system has been fitted also.

Dec. 21. Farman was able to fly the entire length of the groimds at Issy. He
found that by warming the gasoline in the jacket of the motor that he could get

1050 revolutions o;;t of the engine, or 50 more than the usual s])eed. He anticipates

still further accelerating the speed to 1100 r.p.m.

Dec. 30. Farman completed a circle of a kilometer in length but touched the
ground for an instant to avoid hitting the bystanders.

DECEMBER INCORPORATIONS.
The Aerial Navigation Company of America, of Guthrie and Clinton, X. Y.;

capital stock $1,000,000. Incorporators, Edward D. Ci'onin and Fred Knowlton, of

Xew A^ork City; H. W. Pentecost of Guthrie.

The Ernst Flying Machine Co. of Dundee Lake, N. .)., has been incorporated

with $25,000 capital to manufacture "flying machines and airships."
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THE CALIFORNIA ARROW
Carl Dienstbach

On the 19th of October, 1902, Santos Duniont won th'e Deutsch prize, the first one
ever offered for an airship's performance, by a trip from the outskirts of Paris, around
the Eiffel Tower and back. Then started that remarkable series of aerial trips which to

the lay mind furnished a last and conclusive proof of the practicability of aerial navi-
gation, and, in fact, fairly revolutionized public opinion.

One year later an American aeronaut, with a farsightedness resulting from long
years of experience as an aerial performer, first merely an athlete on the high trapeze,
tight-rope, etc., later an aeronaut with hot air and gas balloons, and in parachute jumps
(which he was the first one to introduce to this country), realized that to keep up with
the times he would needs henceforth have to make a navigable airship, the instrument
with which to exhibit his skill. And with the coafi:len:'e given from i:erl:ecting a great

Goerz Photo.

CAPTAIN THOMAS S. BALDWIN'S CALIKOKN].\ ARROW AT THK ST. LOUIS CONTESTS.

deal of aerial apparatus, started to brild one. In his design he was governed only by a
sound practical judgment as to the principal requirements of the case, and the result
of his labors was the first thoroughly practical motor air vehicle in America, a type in
which, so far, nothing essential has been changed but which has been imitated by many
•on account of its excellent qualities.

While several features of his invention were similar to Santos Dumont's. there
were also essential and far-reaching differences. The frame and thie gas bag were
more nearly made one piece by enclosing the latter into a special sort of netting, which,
owing to its fineness, would produce but little friction or "drag" in the air but increase
the staunchness and solidity of the bag, at the same time preventing the balloon from
ever becoming loose and flabby below the equator by loss of gas, and savins, to a great
extent the necessity of an inside air-bag (or balloonet) with blower for keeping the
envelope tight (as the netting would in such cases merely flatten the sides and thus
decrease the capacity of the gas space). The netting also allowed him eventually to put
the frame nearer to the gas bag than ever attempted before. Again the propeller was
placed in front and its two blades were given a slight slant towards the axis, which
"would throw the full force of its draft against the two cylinder, five horse-power motor
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to keep it cool. The most obvious change, however, was in the method of operating.
The man was not put into a basket from which he shifted a guide rope for vertical, and
turned a wheel for horizontal steering. Instead, he rode astride the back of the frame,
as on horseback and worked his rudder by tiller ropes, as with a bridle, allowing him
to steer from almost any position on the frame. It will be seen how nice and free was
that position and how favorable to the development of a high skill, for the longitudinal
trim. I.e., the position, horizontal or inclined, of the ship's "keel," is thus controlled

by the aeronaut himself stepping back and forth on the frame. The rudder was made
especially large to insure a quick effect in all sorts of aerial disturbances, eddies,

gusts, ascending or descending currents, etc.

Captain Thomas S. Baldwin, for it is of his invention that we are here speaking,
also showed an especially keen intuition in selecting a rather blunt shape for the bag
of his first airship. In this he was quite ahead of Santos Dumont. The latter made his

first ships comparatively long and thin, without realizing at the time, that the un-

/
/

BALDWIN'S AlliSIIIP SHOWING TWIN TKOPELLEIJ.

avoidable pitching would render the theoretical advantages of this shape for speed rather

illusionary in practice, not to mention the long heavy frame suspended far below the

bag needed under these conditions, and other practical difficulties. Santos Dumont dis-

covered not without a little surprise, that when he had at last adopted a short, egg-

shaped bag for his No. 9, his "runabout," he obtained a more hardy, reliable and con-

trollable craft, without a very appreciable falling off in speed. Here, however, he over-

looked the advantageous possibility of placing the frame very near to the envelope, which
Baldwin, on the contrary, was quick to see. That shortness of the bag has the further

advantage of making the shifting of the aeronaut's weight take a more powerful and
quick effect on the longitudinal trim, especially with the shape originally adopted by

Baldwin—rather symmetrical at both ends. A design and shape resulted, which,

within the limits of its fundamental qualities—though, of course, a blunt shape is

less favorable to speed than an elongated one

—

proved so efficient and, esperially offered

so many chances for the development of the highest skill on the part of the operator,

that at the recent races in St. Louis, exclusively contested by ships of this exact type,

the German expert. Captain Hildebrandt of the Military Aeronautical Department,
became truly enthusiastic about Captain Baldwin's performances, especially after Pro-

fessor Rotch, the famous director of the Blue Hill Meteorological Observatory, had
helped him to ascertain how strongly the wind was really blowing, against which the

thick set, sturdy little monster was yet able to hold its own.
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But to return to the history of the case. That first fully practical American
airship was very prettily and aptly named by its inventor, in whom his friends are ready
to recognize something of a pdetical vein, the "California Arrow." After a number of

very promising trips under his own guidance at the place of its construction, California,

the ship was taken to the St. Louis Exposition, which had just offered large prices for

airship competitions and given a wonderful publicity to the whole subject of aerial

navigation. No serious competitors for the "Arrow"' had turned up from this side of the
ocean, and all seemed to go well until the trials were actually going to commence.
Then it was found that with the poor quality of gas furnished by the Exposition author-
ities, made in an imported apparatus for which no experienced operator could be found;
and a str'engthened, heavier frame; and the addition of a guide rope, that was found
indispensable under the local conditions, Mr. Baldwin's own weight was by thirty

pounds too heavy for the machine to lift. It was then that a young, light weight man,
Roy Knabenshue stepped into the breach with his offer to run the ship, though not being
an aeronaut. Captain Baldwin consented, as he knew that the art of operating could com-
paratively easily be mastered even by a novice if he were properly shown how, while it

THE FIRST FLIGHT OF THE TWIN SCREW SHIP AT IIAilMOXDSPORT, JUXE 27, 1907.

had been a trying task even for the experienced aeronaut before the novel requirements
had been thoroughly learned and understood. Knabensnue proved an apt pupil and the
"California Arrow"' made such a fine showing, even at that initial stage, that it eventu-
ally saved all the Exposition's aeronautical prestige and incidentally reaped the full

benefit of the wide publicity given to the announcements of the intended contest. The
latter was indeed yet to take place in St. Louis, four years later, and between duplicates
of that first "California Arroiv."

During the first flights over the Exposition grounds it had already become apparent
that a new line of activity had actually been started, and that the airship would find its

place "ready made" as the principal attraction at the great public gatherings in the open
air. It was only to be regretted that Baklwin was so modest about coming forward
with his own person. Instead of making at once such changes as would have made it

possible to resume quickly the operation of his ship himself, he seemed long obvious of
the fact that the credit would rest, for the great "blind" mass of the public, with the
men who actually were "running" the ship. As a reputation readily attracts prospective
managers, Knabenshue left his old master, after less than a year, to start building his
own ship. The latter became, of course, a close copy of the "Arroic" and the only
departure the constructor felt able to afford consisted in changing the form of the gas
bag, which thereby lost much of its trim appearance.
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The original sliip had, in the meantime, been taken over by a stock company, which
made a futile attempt at exploiting its capacity commercially on a very prematurely large

scale. Captain Baldwin then built another one, and to save expense made it again too

small for his own use, finding in Lincoln Beachy another lightweight gifted substitute.

His eye for detecting ability had deceived him still less in this case, for the new "Arroio."

at the Exposition in Portland, Oregon, 1905, was soon to make 23 flights and return to

the place of starting, out of 25. Beachy got the ship under such fine control, that runs
through the streets of Portland, as it were, landing on the roofs of skyscrapers and
delivering a letter by airship from the Exposition to the City and carrying back the an-

swer, was easy for him. The time of leaving his teacher, however, came for him right

after the closing of that Exposition and now Captain Baldwin fully realized the advantage
of being his own operator.

A third ''An'ou'' iA\as bvilt and pioved a distinct advance. The framing had now
been brought into such close proximity to the envelope that gas bag, netting and frame
became all one solid whole, thus allowing the ship to literally "stand on its head."

If one recalls the very serious trouble twice resulting from even a comparatively slight

tilting of Santos Dumont's No. 7, the significance and advantage for safety of that fact

is readily recognized. An essential improvement could also be noticed in the motor,

now with four cylinders in a row and lighter and stronger, owing to increased refinement

of design. Being very reliable, it could be fully controlled by the throttle alone, and as

an "aerial chauffeur" has, anyway, to watch too many different things at once, that

simplicity can be hardly too highly appreciated. Quite as important for truly satisfac-

tory results is, however, the ship's complete "tuning up." All the ropes must, for in-

stance, have just the right tension, the netting in the finest trim, motor and rudder
obey to the slightest touch and so has the hard inflated gas bag to answer at once to any
little shifting of the operator's weight on the framing.

Captain Baldwin's latest craft possessed all these qualities to such a marked degree
vs to become the very ship for the amateur's use. Quite recently Mr. Augustus Post,

Secretary of the Aero Club of America, made very creditable flights with it, having had
no more previous schooling that what he could derive from closely watching the per-

formance and a few concise instructions.

In 1906 the Captain had a record of 51 returns to the starting point in 53 flights at

different localities. During 1907 Captain Baldwin made 92 flights, returning to the
starting point 91 times. In the Fall of 1907 he took part in that splendid airship race, the

very first of its kind, which followed the start for the Gordon Bennett long distance

cup race for balloons, in Saint Louis. The latter was on Monday, the former scheduled
for Wednesday and he improved the occasion on the intervening Tuesday, when a great

crowd had assembled to witness promised contests of gasless flying machines, which did

not take place for obvious reasons, by giving a little unofficial exhibition of the pos-

sibilities of his apparatus.
To watch him during that performance was certainly a wonderful sight. He had

taken off his coat and the folds of his shirt flapping behind him in the strong draught
produced by the ship's speedy motion, resembled the fluttering of a flag in a stiff breeze.

On that day the wind was very irregular and the airship was trying to "prance" like a
frightened horse, but beautifully restrained by the evidently marvelous skill of the

•operator. It proved really a fascinating sight to watch this subduing of the wind. A
young German, former lieutenant, who saw it for the flrst time, became, for instance,

entirely elated with enthusiasm. To those who have not seen it, it would seem really

nearly impossible to give any adequate idea of that suggestion of freedom and strength
in the movements of even that bulky looking thing.

Captain Baldwin left the enclosure and sailed over the Aero Club building out
into Forest Park. Returning he called out that he would now give a demonstration of

the ship's steering capacity and began a series of most convincing turns. The circles

he described in the air became closer and closer. No automobile seems equal to such
a feat—hardly a bicycle. The blunt shape of the bag is there, of course, of special

advantage, just as in warships greater speed is often attained rather by inci<easing the
motive power than by reducing the beam, in order to preserve the good maneuvring
qualities.

If Captain Baldwin did not win the race the next day, although his negotiating the
very stiff breeze (estimated by Captain Hildfebrandt and Professor Rotch as near to 8

meters per second—17.8 miles per hour), looked again extremely creditable, there are
two facts which could be named as the reason. His competitors—his own pupils" ships
while being copies of his own, were, however, smaller, still using the same engine
power, by virtue of the light weight of their operators. The "staying" power of
Baldwin's ship was consequently greater, and if the race course had been laid out
according to his wishes—as a triangle of great length which had to be gone over
several times— it seems most likely that he would have won in the long run.

True to his maxim of showing in public only a perfected, thoroughly leliable
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machine, Captain Baldwin liad refrained from entering his last creation, still in the
experimental stage, though repeatedly and successfully tested in the presence of a
number of trusty witnesses in Hammondsport, N. Y. (who signed a joint statement
of the facts). It is bigger and has two propellers in front, turning in opposite direction,
one close behind the other, by means of a hollow shaft. It was found that their effl--

ciency is thus increased while the strain of the torque on the frame is entirely neutral-
ized. This ship will be remodeled for next season on an ingenious plan. Recent advance^
in the construction of the giant airships of Europe are for the first time to be embodied
in an American craft that will still possess quite as much originality as the first "Arrow"
had. The proportion of length to diameter will at last be changed and a shape of

.

greater ultimate speed possibilities adopted. To make this, however, a real advantage
many new devices had to be introduced, intended to eventually eliminate all possibility
of "pitching." They principally consist in an adequate stabilitating surface behind the
rear rudder and two sets of superposed aeroplanes or horizontal rudders fore and aft.

The ship will be large enough to carry two passengers and the engine strong enough
to attain a speed of at least 20 miles an hour. Thene will also be an improvement on
the rudder with the intention of increasing its efficiency to the extent of making this
elongated ship turn quite as readily as the sturdy craft of 1903. Twin propellers,
mounted as described above, and a specially strong light motor will again be a feature.

It should yet be mentioned, that Captain Baldwin has not only worked out the
ships, but all details of their inflating and housing as well—and very efficiently too,

with all his previous aeronautical experience. For the new craft a garage or tent, has
already been ordered that will stand up without any rope-bracing and be a perfectly
rigid structure.

So we may, with good reason, expect great things next season, of that pioneer and
"ice-breaker" of the air, the "California Arroiv."

SPEED OF AMERICAN DIRIGIBLES AT ST. LOUIS.

In the Novetnber number we gave an account of the dirigible contest at

St. Louis on October 23. Since that time the course has been measured and
the speed of the airships is herewith given. This may be of interest to show
just exactly what we really have in America.

Operator Horsepower Time ^^"^ ^^^ Miles
Mile per hour

Min. Sees. Min. Sees.

Baldwin 15 9 30 7 13 8.3
Wild y, Did not finish ^

Dallas 10 8 50 6 42 8.9
Beachey 10 7 15 5 30 10.8

Baldwin, 2d trial 15. Did not finish v

Dallas, 2d trial 10 7 23 5 31 iO-6
Baldwin, 3d trial 15 7 05 5 21 ii.i

Dallas, 3d trial 10 6 10 4 40 12.7
Beachey, 2d trial 10 4 40 3 33 16.8

It will be remembered that the strong breeze dwindled to practically

nothing when the last flight was made. This must be taken into considera-
tion. Captain Baldwin's bag was necessarily larger than any of the others
in order to lift the heavier weight of the pilot.

-The length of the course, both ways, was 6900 feet, 1.306 mile.

AERONAUTIQUE CLUB DE FRANCE.

M. Sauniere, the president of the Aeronautique Chib de France, has succeeded
in making a chart of the overhead electric wires in France, which will be of great

service to aeronauts, especially at night, in enabling them to avoid landing in places

where their guide ropes are likely to touch live wires with currents of 16,000,

20,000 up to 27,000 volts.
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NEW AERONAUTIC BOOKS.
DAS LUFTSCHIFF in volkerreclitliclier u. strafrechtlicher Bteziehung von

Dr. Griinwald, Kriegsgerichsrat b. d. 1. Garde-Division. An interesting pamphlet

of 61 pages. Contents: Einleitung—Luft and Meer—Volkerrechtliche Grundsatze

fiir das Meer nnd die Seeschiffe—Umfang der Anw^endung der fiir das Meer und
die Seeschiffe geltended Grundsatze auf das Luftgebiet nnd die Luftschiffe—See-

schiffe und Luftschiffe—Strafbare Handlungen der Luftschiffer iiber der hohen

See oder staatenlosen Landstrecken—Strafbare Handlungen der Luftschiffer iiber

Staaten, deren Eigen—und Kiistengewassern—Einflusz des Interesses des Grund-
staates an der Strafverfolgung auf dessen Ziistandigkeit—Grundsatze. Published

by Helwingsche Verlagsbuchhandlung, Hannover, Germany, price 1 Mk.

COMMUNICATIONS.
We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions of our correspondents.

Langley Formula.
To the Editor:

Your correspondent, R. W. S., in the December issue, has trouble with formulas
used by Mr. Langley. His experience brings vividly to mind my own along the same
lines.

The formulas are all right, as formulas, but they do not apply to the work in

hand. All his aeroplanes were surfaces that lie in one direction, and pressure produced
by those surfaces must be normal to the surface and such a thing as a component of

such pressure is simply nonsense. He assumes weight to be a vertical component, and
the tangent derived horizontal force another, at soaring speed. But neither of these

forces can make pressure until by resolution they are all made normal to the plane.

Take his 5° diagram as follows, page 37. [Diagram A.]
Pressure is on "a." How can the two oblique forces get on "a" without resolution?

If the two oblique forces are components, then "a" is 504.6 grammes, in which case

A
40Jo

464

B

_^Q.'V"5 ^0.363

they would be conspiring forces and not components.

Using the sine and cosine decimals of 5° for multipliers, the diagram becomes the

following. [Diagram B].

There would be 465.676 grammes of force making pressure, and .062 grammes
pushing the plane on the upward slant; in other words, .062 grammes would be the

soaring force.

I could take no interest in Mr. Langley's "paradox." What he insisted was paradox

I saw as a plain statement of fact, such as is found in his introductory chapter.
I. Lancaster, Fairhope, Ala.

Verification of Langley Formula.

E O

To the Editor :

Replying to the question of R.
W. S. in your December number, on
the 36th page, would say: the applied
force is along^ FB and not along the
plane ABC. Therefore, FBDE consti-

tutes the parallelogram of forces, EB
and not GB the pressure normal to

the plane, and DB or EF the upward
component of the air pressure. It

therefore follows that Pa2 assumed
by R.W.S. is greater than the true Pa.

W. R. KlMBALU
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NOTES.
There seem to be many arguments in favor of a double propeller on dirigibles.

Captain Thomas S. Baldwin introduced the idea and made the first flight using a twin
propeller at Hammondsport, June 26th, of this year. Following his example, Mr. G. H.
Curtiss used the combination when he made his flight on November 27.

"One of the most feted and most Parisian artists. Mile. Eve Lavalliere, has, we are
assured, ordered from one balloon builder a dirigible of 2000 cubic meters which she
intends to operate herself. It is impossible to be more audacious or more graciously
modern."

—

La Conquete de VAir.

On December 15th the floating shed of the Zeppelin III was torn from its anchorage
by a severe storm and the rear was driven on shore, causing the pontoons at the front to

sink. Part of the balloon covering was torn away but the machinery and framework
was left intact.

A. H. Morgan, of Cleveland, and A. Holland Forbes, of New York, have each pur-
chased from A. Leo Stevens a 40,000 cubic feet balloon.

A. Roy Knabenshue has in his shop at Toledo, being varnished, five balloons of
various sizes and three airship bags.

It is stated through press channels that a group of German sportsmen have formed
an "airship club" and will order a small American dirigible, in addition to several
which will be "made in Germany."

The Schivabelische Merkur announces that the German government will demand
from the Reichstag a budget of 400,000 marks to permit the Graf von Zeppelin to con-
struct as soon as possible a new dirigible, with a number of modifications (No. 4), in

order that trials can commence next Spring. If these trials are conclusive the Govern-
ment will demand an amount which will add to the budget for 190S, 2,500,000 marks
and which is intended for use in purchasing from Graf Zeppelin the proprietorship of

his system and to remunerate him for the pecuniary sacrifices he has made during the
last ten years.

The misfortune which befell "La Patrie" caused the Queen of Portugal to change
her mind about taking a trip in the "Ville de Paris" as arranged.

Referring to the accident to "La Patrie" and the "Nulli Secundus", The Car says:

"A curiously similar fate seems to have befallen both the British and French military
airships. A few days after making her successful trip to London the British airship was
destroyed by a storm, prompt action in cutting the gas envelope open preventing the ship
from being carried away. "The 'Patrie,' too, after her record run from Paris to Verdun,
was also the victim of a storm, and in this case the wind was too violent and the accident
too sudden to permit the envelope being deflated."

On November 29, at the invitation of Baron Henri Deutsch de la Meurthe, the
Hon. C. S. Rolls and Mr. Frank H. Butler made a trip in the "Ville de Paris", the
occasion being their hundredth ascent, around Sartrouville, Maisons Lafitte and Saint
Germain. Automotor Journal says: "Mr. Rolls naturally judged his experience by com-
parison with ballooning, and was struck more particularly by the slight tremor in the
framework, and by the curious sensation produced by rushing through the air, the sur-

rounding atmosphere when in a balloon being always quite still, because the balloon
travels with the wind and at the same speed. Mr. Rolls was also very much impressed by
the complete control which M. Kapferer had over his vessel, and during the hour and
a half during which they were in the air they made all sorts of evolutions, sometimes
coming down quite close to the ground, and then immediately ascending several hundred
feet into the air, by the mere inclination of the horizontal rudders, and without the use
of ballast. Subsequently, the Hon. Mrs. Assheton Harbord and Lieut. Frank P. Lahm,
who won the Gordon Bennett balloon race in 1906, also made a short trip."

As the new companion dirigibles to "La Patrie" will not be completed until
February the French government has accepted the offer of M. Deutsch to send the "Ville

de Paris" to Verdun, thus hastening the actual turning over of the latter ship to the
government by M. Deutsch.

It is reported that the Reichstag is not as favorable as it was towards the Zeppelin
system, the Parseval system claiming the greater number of supporters, and the Graf
von Zeppelin went to Berlin to protect his interests.
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The first German woman to obtain a pilot's license is Mme. Emmy la Quiante, the
wife of 1st Lt. la Quiante of the Berliner V. f. L. She passed through all the trials

with success in the presence of a member of the committee as examining pilot.

M. Pelterie, the inventor of the seven-cylinder R.E.P. motor recently illustrated in

our columns, asks us to deny the statement that his machine is heavier than other
aeroplane motors. As a matter of fact he states that the R.E.P., which is guaranteed
to give 30 h.p. and actually gives 35 h.p., weighs o2 kilogs. complete, whereas a well-

known 45 h.p. aeroplane motor weighs 73.5 kilogs. complete. M. Pelterie also affirms

that his motor will not overheat, and has been run continuously on the bench for over
an hour.

—

TJie Car.

At 35 h.p., the weight per h.p. is 3.2G lbs.

In the course of a lecture delivered by the German aeronaut. Captain Haertel, in

Berlin on Tuesday, entitled "'The Modern Airship," some new details concei'uing German
aerial navigation were made known. The lecturer, who is in close touch with German
military circles and exceedingly well informed, stated that despite rumors to the con-

trary, the German Government had decided to establish "airship harbors" at Stras-

burg and Stuttgart and that Count Zeppelin would proceed in his latest airship from
Lake Constance by way of those town to Berlin in the early part of next year. The-
difficulties experienced in landing Count Zeppelin's huge structure of 420 feet in length
have been obviated by a special system of buffers, placed beneath the cars.

The new German military airship in the course of construction is to be fitted with
stronger propellers and will possess far greater speed. Interesting photographs, taken
automatically at a height of 84,024 feet, were shown dui'ing the lecture. This altitude-

is the highest ever attained. The registering apparatus attached to the kites revealed
the fact that the temperature of the atmosphere increase after a height of 39,360 feet

has been reached.

—

Berliner Tagehlatt.

Phil Hinton, the Virginia league catcher, who is in business for the winter at the
Williams bowling alleys, says he and Mike Cassidy and a couple of other professional
ball players who are spending the winter here, saw a great sight shortly after midnight
last night, December 4. It was a huge airship speeding in a southeasterly direction at

a terrific rate of speed, which they variously estimated at fi'om sixty to seventy miles-
an hour.

The men had left the bowling alley and were going to the old Allenhouse, when,
at Ninth and Broad streets they heard the sound of a muffled explosion high in the
air. Glancing up, they were startled to see a bright, white, incandescent glare, and
noticed a cluster of ruby lights outlying the shape of a gigantic airship, of the cigar-

shape build, which, in a couple of minutes, so rapidly was it going, vanished from sight
to the southeastward.

—

Neics Leader, W. Va.
Muskogee, Okla.. Dec. 19. (Special.) With lights shining on its sides, an airship

which looked to be 100 feet long, passed over North Muskogee last night, according to

residents in that section. It was going from east to west and remained in view for
five minutes.

—

Ft. Worth Record.
Associated Press, Dec. 17. "Jamaica, L. I. was all worked up late last night by the

appearance of a huge balloon over the town. It is said that the balloon carried a lighted
lantern, suspended from a rope dangling twenty feet below the huge gas bag. This,
caused even more surprise than the appearance of the airship." Will someone please
advise us the brand of dope used?

A new aeronautical journal has made its appearance in London under the direction
of J. H. Ledeboer, B.A., and is published as a supplement to "Knowledge and Illustrated
Scientific News." The supplement contains "The Practice of Aviation" by Charles and
Gabriel Voisin; "Investigation of the Upper Air by means of Balloons and Kites," by
W. Mariott, F.R. Met. Soc; "The Relation of Gliding to Mechanical Flight," by f.
O'B. H. ; Notes. The main portion of the magazine also contains a short paper on
"Practical Aerodynamics and the Theory of Aeroplanes," by Major B. Baden Powell
who is also the editor.

Commandant Le Clement de Saint Marco, a Belgian military engineer, has. it is

repoi'ted, designed an airship which is shortly to be tried out. No details are available.

The English military authorities are preparing maps of the country indicating
the "airship harbors," open places in woods, gravel pits and sheltered spots where an
airship may quickly land in case of sudden storm while in the air.

Up to the present time hydrogen gas has been made on the ground or furnished
by steel cylinders under a compression of 135 atmospheres or 2,025 pounds to the square
inch. Six thousand cubic feet of gas including truck cylinders and apparatus weigh
about 7,000 pounds.
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A uew gas producing compound is used known as Hydrolith (Calcium Hydride
CaHi-). One liundred pounds of this substance will produce l.GOO cubic feet of hydrogen
gas when brought in contact with water. This will greatly facilitate ballooning inasmuch
as Hydrolith can be carried as part of the load as well as be transported on land as an
inert substance, while the compressed gas in steel cylinders has been looked upon as

a source of danger by the military authorities.

—

Cement and Eng. News.

"Balloons and the proper manner of treating them. News that an aeronaut has

ridden on the top [?] of our old friend the 'Pommern' from Philadelphia to New York,

should enthuse our own red sky-pilot, Max Fleischmann. This one extraordinary per-

formance only proves more sharply how tremendously aeronautics are expanding.

Instead of being the humble and somewhat fearful tender of a gas bag, subservient to

its whims, the aeronaut is about to make it his servant and instrument. He will not be

content to drift along inactive beneath its swelling ribs, but will seat himself on top.

if he wills, or clamber and romp over its sides. He may dance hornpipes on it or stand

on his head and disport in other acrobatic ways upon its soft and yielding surface.

Pillowed on its spongy bosom, he may sleep beneath the stars or bask in the sun rays.

When one gets thoroughly familiar with a balloon and has worn off the first awestruck
impressions, he will not hesitate to take what liberties he pleases with it. Balloons are

not sacred things that one may not use them for punching bags or whatever he wills.

A thorough acquaintance with your balloon soon leads you to treat it with much less

deference than a stranger or an amateur might. A balloon with which you are on
thoroughly good terms ought to afford as much pleasure as a good-natured burro or a

baby elephant."

—

Cincinnati Herald.

Looking toward the warfare of the future, German troops have been engaged in

target practice, the marks being balloons. Two free balloons released at sea were fired

on as they floated landward at Neufahrwasser, West Prussia. One of them was torn

by three shrappel shells and came down. The other floated inland uninjured. A captive

balloon, towed within range by a tug, was also brought down.

According to the San Antonio (Tex.) Exj)re.ss. "Mr. Ludlow declares that it is

perfectly possible to take a number of dirigible airships and tow the ordinary spher-

ical balloons, carrying tons of dynamite, over any desired point and there release these

explosives by means of electric wires. 'Absolutely no defence is known to this mode of

warfare except by a counter attack by other airships,' he says, and in future wars the

tlestructive forces may be up in the air, instead of on sea or land. Of what use then

will be armies and navies?" This may be all right on the lecture platform in Squan-
kum but it will only tend to bear Mr. Ludlow's stock which is now considerably below
par.

La Ville de Paris is to make a number of experimental trips in the direction of

Rouen, but La Republique will not be ready for service until May next. M. Lebaudy's
Jaune was formerly stationed at Toul, but was later transferred to Chalais Meudon.
Recently nothing has been heard of this airship, but now it is stated that it will be

Teady in a month's time, and after modifications will replace La Patrie at Verdun.

A balloon of the Niederrheinischer V. f. L. escaped in the same way as "Patrie'

while being inflated for a race at Muehlberg on December 5.

Count de la Vaulx says he hopes within ten years to undertake to cross the Atlantic

in three days in a balloon having a capacity of 6000 cubic feet of gas.

—

Press dispatch.

He would probably then sell it to the Aero Club of America. The French are a

thrifty race.

A letter to the editor of the Scientific American has the following comment to make
on the utility of aerial navigation:

"While there is a great deal that we do not know about flying machines, in con-

templating the future there are at least two predictions that can be made with a high
degree of certainty: first, a flying machine will never be able to carry a given weight
of paying load a given distance as cheaply as it can be carried on wheels; second, the

speed of a flying machine equipped with the same power will never be equal to that of

a vehicle on wheels, either rolling over steel rails or a smooth hard road surface.

"The chief obstacle to high speed is the air resistance. By high speed we mean a

velocity exceeding sixty miles an hour. This is true no matter whether it is a locomo-

tive on steel rails or an automobile on the wave-swept course on the Florida beach.

Since the weight of the flying machine must be supported by an aeroplane or other

device, the area of frontage presented to the air must necessarily be much greater than

that of a machine on wheels designed so as to offer the minimum air resistance.

"Again, the efficiency of an air propeller can never be made equal to that of the
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driving wheels of a locomotive or an automobile; hence the speed of the flying machine
will be less on account of the greater resistance and less effective driving power. I am
aware that these latter conclusions may be criticised by designers of flying machines,
but I would like to know what explanation can be given to show that they are not
correct."

Aviator versus aeronaut. Aviators and aeronauts are naturally not in accord with
each other and bets are the results of their divergent views. For instance, the most
recent is between Mr. P. Y. Alexander and Griffith Brewer. Mr. Alexander claimed that
a flying machine can be built for £200 and Mr. Brewer said he would give £500 for one.

There is £500 wagered by Mr. Alexander that he will deliver to Mr. Brewer by Novem-
ber, 1908, a machine at a cost of £500.

The "White Book" which is being distributed in the Parliament at Berlin con-
tains an explanation by the Government why it refuses to adhere to the interdiction
made by the Conference at Hague in regard to launching projectiles from military bal-

loons or airships. Germany, says this book, is entirely disposed to ratify witliout delay all

the decisions of the Conference with the exception of the declaration relative to balloons.
It is to be recalled that the French engineer Juillot has already explained that in war
time a vote like this taken by the Conference at Hague would certainly not be observed
by the belligerents.

POSTSCRIPT.
Farman Wins Prize.

January i3tli. Cable dispatches state that Farman has this day won the fio.coa

Deutsch-Archdeacon prize for Kilometre-circuit flight.

AERONAUTIC BOOKS FOR SALE.
This magazine will publish each month a list of such rare and contemporaneous

books relating to aeronautics as it is able to secure. If you desire any of those listed,

kindly send check with your order for the amount stated. Should the book ordered be
sold previous to the receipt of your order, the money will be promptly returned.

Astra Castra: Experiments and Adventures in the Atmosphere (Hatton Turner).
Illustrated. Royal 4to, cloth, 1865. Extremely rare $15.00

History and Practice of Aeronautics (John Wise). Illustrated. 8vo., cloth, Phila.,

1850. Very rare 15.00

Travels in The Air (James Glaisher). Illustrated. 8vo., cloth, London, 1871 10.00

Flying and No Failure, or Aerial Transit Accomplished More than a Century Ago.
(Rev. Ralph Morris). Very rare reprint on Private Press of London, 1751. . 3.00

My Airships (Santos Dumont). Illustrated. Crown 8vo., cloth 1.40

Travels in Space (Valentine and Tomlinson). Introduction by Sir Hiram Maxim.
61 plates, 8vo., cloth, London. 1902 2.00

Conquest of the Air (John Alexander). 12mo., cloth, London, 1902 2.00

The Dominion of the Air (J. M. Bacon). Story of aerial navigation. Illustrated.

Crown, 8vo., cloth, London, n. d 2.50

Resistance of Air and the Question of Flying (Arnold Samuelson). Illustrated.

12mo., 42 pp., paper 85
Plight Velocity (Arnold Samuelson). Illustrated. 45 pp., 12mo., paper 85
Flying Machines, Past, Present and Future (A. W. Marshall and H. Greenly). Il-

lustrated 60
Paradoxes of Nature and Science (W. Hampson). Illustrated. Two chapters on bal-

loons as airships and bird flight. 8vo., cloth, N. Y., 1907 1.50
Aerial Navigation (Van Salberda). Translated from the Dutch by Geo. E. Waring,

Jr. Illustrated 60
By Land and Sky (J. M. Bacon). Illustrated. 8vo., cloth, London, 1900 2.50'

A Balloon Ascension at Midnight (G. E. Hall). Illustrated in color. Limited edi-

tion published. Very rare. 8vo., paper, San Francisco, 1902 2.50
Andree's Balloon Expedition (Lachambre—Machuron). Illustrated. 12mo., cloth,

New York, 1898 1.00
Parakites (G. Woglom). Illustrated. 8vo., cloth, New York, 1896 75
The Problem of Flight (Herbert Chatley, B. Sc.) A new textbook of aerial engineer-

ing both aerostation and aviation. Illustrated. 8vo., cloth, 1908 3.50
Pocket Book of Aeronautics (Maj. H. W. L. Moedebeck). A manual of aviation and

aerostation. Illustrated. Cloth, 496 pages, London, 1907 ••........ 3.25
Ballooning as a Sport (Maj. B. Baden Powell). Illustrated. London, 1907 1.10
Navigating the Air (Members Aero Club of America). Illustrated. 8vo., cloth, New

York, 1907 1.65
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THE WARNER

Aifd-pilB

AND ITS PRINCIPLE

At the time of writing the advertisement which appeared in this space last month
it was the intention to write something for this month's issue on the Magnetic Principle,

as used for the purpose of indicating speed in the Warner Auto-Meter.

But we find this to be unnecessary. In the meantime Mr. Charles B. Hayes, an
expert delegated by The Automobile, a prominent motoring journal, has saved us the

trouble.

Our only regret is that we have not suflBcient space in which to give an actual

reproduction of this article as it appeared.

After speaking at length on the subject of "centrifugal force," as used in certain

speed indicators, Mr. Hayes goes on to say :

" All of the instruments mentioned are of the mechanical transmission types, and
as such, afford great play for the ingenuity of the designer in making them simple or

complicated ; but it is only by substituting such forces as magnetism and electricity for

mechanical operation that the extreme of simplicity is realized. The WARNER AUTO-
METER utilizes the magnetic principle, and the sectional view of its interior illustrates

the method of its working. The actuating force consists of a magnet which is shown
attached directly to the ball-bearing driving shaft where it enters the case. Supported
in sapphire pivot bearings just above the magnet is a field ring, and attached to the
latter is the dial which is of aluminum and annular in form. The field ring completes
the magnetic circuit, and it will be apparent from this description that THERE IS NO
MECHANICAL CONNECTION WHATEVER between the driving shaft and the in-

dicating dial, NOR ANY DELICATE MOVING PARTS IN CONSTANT SERVICE.
The principle of the instrument is that of the magnetic drag, the tendency of the
magnet when revolving being to piill the dial around with it in the same direction as it

is rotating.

This rotation of the dial is naturally proportionate to the speed of the magnet,
but it is controlled by a hair-spring which tends to return it to zero at all times. The
strength of the spring increases directly in proportion to the angle of displacement
caused by the turning of the dial, thus making it possible to mark the latter with
uniform spaces for the various speeds. As the field ring and the dial are combined and

the magnet acts directlv on the latter, THERE ARE
BUT TWO PARTS TO THE INSTRUMENT, barring
the case, so that THE GREAT SIMPLICITY OF THE
MAGNETIC PRINCIPLE WILL BE EVIDENT."

We prefer to let Mr. Hayes' words speak for them-

selves. We have nothing to say.

Interior view Warner Auto-Mclef

C-Maeni!l C—Aluminum Dial

D—Field Ring J—Sapphire Hole J«wel-

F—Special Stevl Pivot K—Sapphire Cap Jewel

WARNER INSTRUMENT COMPANY,

114 WHEELER AVENUE,

Beloit, Wisconsin.

In answering advertisements please mention this magrazine.
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ANNOUNCEMENT

Owing to the desirability for a stiort and distinc-

tive name, in ttie future the American Magazine of

Aeronautics will be known simply as "AERONAUTICS."

THE AVIATION PRIZE AGAIN.

Few, apjDarently, are public spirited enougii to contribute towards a money
prize to be offered to the first aviator wlio flies a certain moderate distance in the

United States. The distance of a mile in a circle has been suggested and seems

to be all right, for the present. There is some likelihood of this being accomplished

within the year but we are not likely to have a machine to fly five or ten miles "right

off the reel." There is little encouragement now being offered for experiments.

N"o commercial value seems to Ije attached to a flying machine, its sphere being

principally for scouting purposes during war or as a sportsman's enjoyment. Witli

little opportunity for gain even if a machine that flies is built, inventors are not

gwng to spend their o^^^ti money and that of their friends unless they can see a

chance of getting it back, at least.

If some one really interested in the sport would hang up a cash prize, in\entors

would have something in sight as a liasis for investment, and on that basis they

would be more likely to obtain funds than on the mere drawings with nothing to be

gained in case the object is accomplished. From the considerable number of men
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who are members of aero clubs, supposedly organized i'oi' the sole purpose of aiding

in the progress of the art, it would seem that a prize could be secured. After ap-

pealing to aljout eight hundred aero club members a dozen were willing to contribute

$25 each towards a $5,000 prize. Tnasked, we have received from several non-

members offers to share in the accumulation of such a prize l)ut it has been impossible

to raise the full amount. By keeping everlastingly at it we hope in time to complete

the amount.
Such a prize would stimulate endeavors to build machines, and Avhile few may

be successful in flying, the experience gained will be of vahie and will eliminate

to an extent the promulgation of so many foolish ideas.

Cannot some one l)e found to contribute the whole amount? There is not a

single money prize for aviators in America—in comparison with the $10,000 of-

fered in France 1)V Henri Deutsch de la Meiirthe and won h\ Farman.

AEROSTAT, AERONAT, AERONEF.
The Permanent Aeronautic Commission has adopted the following terms to be

used in properly distinguishing between the various types of machines.
Aeronek—Any machine which is without a gas vessel, divided into three classes as

follows:
Helicopter—An aeronef which relies on one or more propellers for its suspension

and progress through the air.

Aeroplane—An aeronef in which suspension in the air is more particularly assured
by one or more planes.

Oktiioptek—An aeronef which is sustained and propelled by beating wings.
The term aviator is to be employed as defining the operator of an aeronef; aeronaut

as applied to the pilot of an aerostat or aeronat.
An aerostat is a balloon, free in the air.

An aeronat is a dirigible balloon.

AERO CLUB OF AMERICA.
There were 41 free balloon ascents made by members in America during 1907,

in which 70 members participated, but only 23 different members made these 41. In
10 privately owned balloons 24 trips were made. 9 members own balloons of whom 5

are manufacturers and professionals. 8 members made ascents abroad. 56,000 cubic
meters of gas were consumed in the 41 ascents, and a little over 4,600 miles traveled by
balloons. One member made 16 flights, three made 9, two made 3, four 2, and thirteen
one each. This is a gain of 11 over 1906.

PITTSFIELD AERO CLUB.
The club has leased the grounds known as "Aei'o Park," adjoining the gas woi'ks,

and will shortly offer a handsome cup.

AERO CLUB OF FRANCE.
The Club is preparing an aeronautic map of France which will show the various

lights, railroads, gas plants where coal gas may be obtained, electric wires, lighthouses,
etc., a map which will be of considerable value to the balloonist, especially at night.
The map will be published by the well-known French map publisher, Henry Barrere.

During the year 1907, 275,230 cubic meters of gas have been consumed in making
307 flights. 871 passengers have been carried, of whom 111 have been ladies.

AERONAUTIQUE CLUB DE FRANCE.
This organization organizes every year a number of ascensions which cost the

members nothing and the ascensions are assigned to members in the order of the
receipt of applications. During 1907 thirty of these free ascensions were made, at a
cost of $1,800.

NEW AERO CLUBS.
A club has been formed at Lille, France, under the name "Nord-Aviation."
A Dutch society for the promotion of aerial navigation has been started at The

Hague.
Silesian society for aeronautics at Breslau.
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NEW CLUB IN GERMANY.
A new aero club has been formed under the patronage of the Crown Prince and

named the "Deutscher Aero Club E. V." The president is Prince Ernst von Sachsen-
Altenburg. Among the members of the Executive Committee are Major Gross, the
commander of the aeronautic battalion, Major von Parseval, General Consul Schwabach.
The membership is divided into honorary, life, regular, associate and lady.

GORDON BENNETT, 1908.

The race has been set for October 18 at Tegel, near Berlin. This date falls on the
last quarter of the moon. UnofTicial reports state that America, Germany, France. Italy,

Spain and England have entered three balloons each; Switzerland two and Sweden one,
twenty-one in all. The contestants must be named not later than July 20. France is

receiving applications to act as representatives up to the SOth of April. The Aero Club of
America is inviting applicants who must each furnish a new balloon. -

NEW AERO PRIZES.

The North Adams Herald has offered two cups of the value of $100 each: one to
the aeronaut starting from North Adams and landing within five miles of Boston
Common: one to the aeronaut who shall first make a flight of 100 miles in a straight
line from North Adams, the prize to be retained by the first man to make that distance
until someone else exceeds his mileage and the cup is to become the permanent property
of the aeronaut making the longest continuous journey from North Adams during the
calendar year 1908.

Anderson & Price, proprietors of the hotels ]\lount Washington and Blount Pleasant
at Bretton Woods, N. H., offer a cup of the value of $100 to the aeronaut starting
150 miles away who makes a landing within 1 mile of either of the two hotels.

M. Armengaud Jeune has offered a prize of $2,000 to the owner of the first aviator
who shall remain in the air fifteen minutes.

The Aero Club of Belgium has decided to offer a prize of $100 to the Belgian
schoolmaster who shall draw up the best popular textbook on aeronautics. The idea
of the competition is to induce the young minds to take an interest in the problem of
aerial navigation.

Dr. Ganz, president of the ballooning section of the Bavarian Automobile club,
has offered a prize of $2,500 for an aeroplane race, distance not mentioned, to take place
during the Munich exposition next summer. Dr. Ganz hopes thus to induce German
inventors to turn their attention to the aeroplane.

Albert C. Triaca has offered a prize of $100 for the longest flight in 1908 made
by a member of the Aero Club of France or the Aero Club of America.

Three of the many prizes now offered have now been won. Santos Dumont won
the Archdeacon Cup by a flight of 25 meters and Henry Farman won the Grand Prix
d'Aviation (popularly known as the Deutsch-Archdeacon prize) of $10,000 and at the
same time the Daily Mail prize of $500.

The cups now offered in this country are as follows:
LaJim Cup. value $1,100, to the aeronaut beating Captain Chandler's—the present

holder—record .of 475 miles.
Boston Herald Cup. $100 value, to the aeronaut starting 100 miles from Boston and

landing within 5 miles of Boston Common.
Poland Spring Cup. $100 value, to the aeronaut starting 150 miles from Poland Spring

who lands his balloon within 2 miles of that place.
North Adams Herald Cup. $100 value, to the aeronaut starting from North Adama and

landing within 5 miles of Boston Common. .

North Adayns Herald Cup. value $10(). to the aeronaut making a flight of 100 miles
starting from North Adams.

Bretton Woods Cap. value $100, to the aeronaut landing within 1 mile of the hotels
Mt. Washington or Mt. Pleasant at Bretton Woods, start to be made 150 miles away.

Scientific American Trophy, value $2,500, for dynamic flight of 1 kilometer.

BALLOON RACE AT VERONA.
Under the patronage of the municipality of Verona, M. Bellini-Carnesali, the

mayor, has nominated a committee to arrange the event.
The committee has prepared a program for a distance race to be held March 19,

the balloons to start from the center of the old amphitheater constructed by the
Romans in the 16th century. The rules are similar to those for the Gordon Bennett,
except that the limit of size is 1000 cubic meters. The entry fee is $20, with the gas
free. The Aeronautic Cup of Verona is offered as the main prize. Four gold medals
will be given to the four making the next longest distances, while a silver plaque is

offered to the chauffeur of the automobile that shall arrive first at the landing of the
winning balloon.
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AERONAUTICS IN GREAT BRITAIN.

(By Our London Correspondent.)

In this, the slack season of ballooning, little beyond the ordinary balloon ascents,

which take place from London almost every day is to be recorded in the matter of

aerostation. As far as can be foreseen at the present time, however, the forthcoming
season promises to be a memorable one. Several balloon races have been organized for

the summer; these will take place from the grounds of Hurlingham Club, where a com-
plete system of gas-conduits is now being laid down. An international balloon race

will start from there towards the end of May, on the occasion of the fourth meeting
of the International Aeronautical Federation, which will be held in London.

The construction of the new military dirigible is progressing satisfactorily at Al-

dershot. No precise details can, of course, be obtained; but it is undei'stood that a

^new section is to be added to the gold-beater's skin envelope, which will be some 5

yards longer than the former one, and that far-reaching improvements are being made
in the car, in the various steering devices, and in the apparatus for maintaining the

airship's stability. The motive power will also be greatly increased—a new 100 h.p.

Antoinette engine taking the place of the old one.

With regard to the experiments conducted by the military authorities in Scotland
last summer, under the superintendence of Mr. Dunn, complete secrecy is maintained.
However, this much can be said: although the machine was never actually tried in

flight, satisfactory results were obtained. It is believed that the principle of the "rotary
plane" (referred to by Professor Koppen in the article on parachutes in the "Pocket
Book of Aeronautics") has formed the basis for some experiments.

At the moment of writing, no trials with man-carrying flying machines have been
made in this country—at least in public. Two aeroplanes are, however, completed both
of which will be tried during the next few weeks on the Brooklands Motor Racing-
Track. The first, constructed by Mr. A. V. Roe, one of whose models gained the second
prize in the competition last April, is already housed in its shed on the track. This
aeroplane has two main super-posed planes, 36 ft. long by 5 ft. in depth; the upper one
being situated 5 ft. above the lower. The forward steering plane is 28 ft. by 5 ft. The
framework is constructed of bamboo and thin ash uprights, the covering being air-

proof canvas. The steering is effected by twisting the planes by means of wires running
over the central steering wheel. The motive power consists of a two-cylinder, 8 h.p.,

J. A. P. motor, actuating a 6 ft. 6-bladed propeller at an estimated speed of 1800 r.p.m.

It is difficult to believe that this machine will ever rise fi'om the ground with this

inadequate power; little more than ordinary glides can be expected to result.

The second aeroplane, which, as far as can be judged at present, offers far

greater prospects of success, has been designed and constructed by Mr. J. T. C. Moore-
Brabazon, a well-known member of the Aero Club. This aeroplane is also of the double-
deck type. The frame of bamboo and ash, is covered with varnished balloon fabric up-

and-down steering is effected by a front plane, horizontal steering by a special apparatus
designed by the inventor. In addition a new device for maintaining equilibrium is

expected to give good results. The aeroplane is mounted on long ski-like runners, which
should to a great extent, preserve it from serious damage in landing.

The whole machine is mounted on a broad launching carriage, (running on four
light wheels) from which it is released as soon as it has attained sufficient speed on
the ground and the requisite upward lift. The absence of wheels on the actual aero-

plane is a distinct advantage in point of weight and practicability, which should be
obvious to any one who has closely followed the aeroplane experiments in France, where
in the case of nearly every aeroplane, landings have almost invariably resulted in

buckled wheels, which have necessitated repair and have thus interrupted experiments
in a most vexatious manner.

The motive power consists of a 24 h.p. eight-cylinder Buchet motor, weighing 120
lbs., and driving a large four-bladed aluminum and steel propeller. The blades are spoon-
shaped, not unlike those of Santos-Dumont's propeller. The machine will be tried by
its inventor at Brooklands within the next month.

Another machine, details of which are not available, is being constructed here
by Mr. Howard Wright to the designs of an Italian engineer, and will shortly be
tried in this country. In conclusion it may be mentioned that Mr. Wright has just
purchased two 5-cylinder Esnault-Pelterie motors.

In addition experiments are being conducted privately by several persons. In
one case at least, there should be some prospect of a project materializing before the
end of the year. Shortly after his return from America, Mr. Griffith Brewer, at one
of the monthly Aero Club dinners, expressed his doubts as to the practicability of the
flying machine in its present stage of development. The challenge was promptly taken
up by Mr. Patrick Y. Alexander, who wagered £500 that within a year he would con-
struct a machine which would fly a mile. The bet was as promptly accepted by Mr.
Brewer; and there should be no doubt that an enthusiast of Mr. Alexander's wide
reputation will not forfeit the stake without a serious attempt to accomplish the per-
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formance. Unkind runaor even whispers that since the bet became known Mr. Alexander
has been inundated with applications from foreign firms of constructors to build him
an efficient machine within the stated time.

PARIS LETTER.

The first of the year saw Farman, Delagrange, Pischoff and Santos Dumont all wait
ing for a let-up in the wind and frosty weather to begin practice with their aeroplanes.

The "Antoinette" aeroplane designed by Captain Ferber has been completed, and is

being equipped with a 100-horsepower Antoinette engine. Santos Dumont has modified
the "No. 19," and it now has two propellers driven by belts from a 2-cylinder horizontal
engine of 8 horsepower. On December 31 Bleriot started practicing with his aeroplane,

"Libellule," but the machine was not quite ready and the aviator had to content himself
with runs on the ground and short distances at a slight height. The Republique, the
new French military dirigible under construction at the shop of Lebaudy Brothers at

Moisson. will probably be delivered the first part of May. Two others provided for in

the 1908 budget will also be put in the air later on under the direction of the engineer,

.Tuilliot. It is reported that the plans for the fourth dirigible have been approved by the

Lebaudys. This one will be three times the capacity of those built to date. The bag will

contain about 10,000 cubic metres and the motor will be 150-200 horsepower.
Referring to the Berliner Xeiieste 'Nachricliten. the Imperial German Government

^/ill ask for a trial for the Zeppelin III before they turn over to the "Graf von Zeppelin
the subsidy of 2,150,000 marks voted him in the Reichstag. The balloon will have to ac-

complish a distance of about 700 kilometres and remain in the air uninterruptedly for 24

hours.
On January 2, the generals- assembled at Berlin to pay their respects to the Emperor

were given opportunity to make flights in the German military dirigible, at Tegel. With
Prince Ruprecht of Bavaria in the car the first flight lasted 39 minutes, permitting the
balloon to make several evolutions above the manoeuvring ground. In the second flight

with three generals aboard the weight was too great and the balloon did not rise with
sufficient speed and hit a wall. One of the generals got out and the ascension took place.

A journal states that this ascent attempted in public "without having taken necessary
precautions, shows that the German military corps were not used to manoeuvring their

balloon."
Farman is taking a rest after his prize flight, but will soon start work on a new

aeroplane, "No. 2," of the Langley type.

Dec. 24—The Ville de Paris started for Verdun to take the place of the lost La
Patrie. A strong wind was encountered, against which the ship was able to make 17

kilometres an hour. However, finding that it would be impossible to make Verdun that

day, the pilot, Kapferer, turned back home. The trip made was of about 130 kilometres.
Dec. 30—Farman flew a kilometre in a circle, but the flight was not perfect enough

to win the Deutsch prize.

Jan. 4—Twice in succession at the Issy-les-Moulineaux parade ground Farman suc-

ceeded in flying a circular kilometre with his aeroplane, and besides proving his ability

to win with comparative ease the coveted Deutsch-Archdeacon prize, he also established
a record for the longest flight yet made in Europe, with an apparatus of the gasless type.

Had the celebrated aviator convoked the Aero Club officials the $10,000 prize would now
be his property, but until a few minutes beforehand Farman had no intention of making
a lengthy flight. There had been a ti'eacherous wind blowing all the morning, and it was
not until somewhat late in the afternoon that the machine was brought out of its shed
and put through several short flights. In spite of the bad surface of the ground, making
starting difficult, the motor seemed to be working so well that he decided to make a
longer flight, and rising gracefully into the air from one corner of the fleld a vast curve
was described, which terminated within three or four feet of the starting point. A
second attempt was made, and practically the same ground was covered with an ease
which astonished the none too numerous spectators. The machine answered its helm
perfectly, and covered the distance, estimated as one mile, in 1% minutes, taking the
curve just as if it were an automobile.

Jan. 6—Farman and Pischoff practiced, and Farman made two short flights in the
heavy wind. The wind struck the machine and forced it to the ground heavily, but did
no damage.

.Tan. 12—Farman made two very successful flights at Issy, and convoked the Avia-
tion Committee of the Aero Club de France for the following morning in order to offi-

cially compete for the Deutsch-Archdeacon ])rize.

Jan. 13—Farman flew around the kilometre course and won the Grand Prix de
I'Aviation, $10,000, together with the Daily Mail prize of $500 for a circular flight of half
a mile, and a gold medal from the Aero Club of France. The Antoinette motor won the
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gold medal offered by Albert C. Triaca of the Aero Club of America to the manufacturer
of the motor carried in the machine winning the Grand Prix, and Voisin Brothers, the

makers of the machine, received a silver medal from the Aero Club de France.

Jan. 15—The Ville de Paris traveled from Paris to Verdun, the place from which La
Patrie blew away, 155.34 miles in 8 hours 18 minutes. Average speed per hour, 18.71

miles. A short stop was made at Valmy to make a few adjustments, the time being

deducted in the above figure. The total duration was 9^2 hours.

Farman covered more than two kilometres in a three-minute flight.

In the first trial an endeavor was made to rise in the air with a load of thirty kilos.

It was found that the charge was too great. Only a very slight lifting movement could

be obtained. With twenty kilos weight the machine rose for the length of a few hundred
metres, but it possessed no "life."

With fifteen kilos a very successful flight was made from the shed to the fortifica-

tions, where by reason of a sudden, strong gust of wind M. Farman was obliged to turn
almost at right angles. The machine responded wonderfully, though it took an inclina-

tion which for a moment was distinctly dangerous. A few seconds later a curve had
been accomplished, and then the apparatus, on an even keel, sped to the far corner of the

field, never more than a metre or a metre and a half from the ground.

For the final test it was decided to remove -all the added weight and make a long run
with the apparatus, just as it was when the Grand Prix was won, three days before.

Starting close to*the shooting range, the machine shot into the air fifty yards further

along. Passing by the Porte de Sevres, M. Farman skilled the fortifications in a vast
circular movement, covering more than two kilometres and remaining in the air nearly
three minutes. He descended just before the door of the shed.

M. Farman was almost as much pleased with this flight as with that of Monday. He
had stopped longer in the air than in any previous flight, and had covered a longer
distance.

Speaking with a Herald correspondent, M. Farman said he was much pleased with
the trials, because he has now flrmly satisfled himself that he has been running all the

time just on the power limit, and that he has nothing to spare. The work of dismantling
the apparatus for a thorough overhauling will be commenced at once.

Jan. 17—Delagrange made flrst trial of his "No. 2."

Jan. 18—Ville de Paris made a sortie lasting an hour with four people aboard, at

Verdun.

Jan. 20—Delagrange made over 100 metres at an altitude of 3 meters. Gastambide
and Mengin made 10 runs along the field at Bagatelle at the rate of 40 km. an hour. It

is estimated a speed of 55 km. is necessary to get the machine in the air.

AERONAUTIC CALENDAR.
February 16-23. Distance and landing races of Aero Club Sud-Ouest, Bordeaux.

March. Balloon race organized by the Aero Club of Nice. Distance race at

Veronfi, Italy, on the 19th.

April 15. Balloon race at Paris organized by the Aero Club of France.
May. International balloon race in England organized by the Aero Club of the

United Kingdom. International Aeronautic Congress at London. Balloon race of the
Aero Club of France.

July. Balloon race organized by the Aero Clubs de Brussels, Bordeaux and
Tourcoing. Dirigible contests at Bretton Woods, N. H.

September. Grand Prix of the Aero Club of France at the Tuileries.

October 18. Gordon Bennett International Race, Berlin.

1908. Aeroplane contests with and without motor, at Munich Exposition. No date
settled.

1911. International assembly of dirigibles in Italy, under the auspices of the
Societa Aeronautica Italiana.

Tommy.—"I say, pa, what "

Father.—"Ask your mother."
Tommy.—Well, it isn't a silly question 1 want to ask you."
Father (wearily.)—"All right, what is it?"

Tommy.—"Well, if the end of the world was to come, and the earth was destroyed
while a man was up in an air ship, where would he land when he came down."
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FARMAN WINS THE GRAND PRIX.

On January 13th—note the day—the third man in the history of the world was able
to fly in a dynamic flying machine a distance of over 1 kilometre, Orville and Wilbur
Wright being the other two. America is a little over four years ahead of the rest of the
world, for the brothers Wright made their first flight for a distance of 852 ft. in a motor
machine on December 17, 1903. In 1904 they increased the flights to a mile and more,
and on October 5, 1905, made the record flight of over 24 miles in 38 minutes with their
second motor aeroplane. Of course, many changes had been made during the two inter-
vening years. The foreign journals state that the flight of Henry Farman was the longest
ever made in a gasless machine. We Americans do not want to forget that we are en-
titled to some credit in the matter, even though we have done little to aid progress in the
art here, and the results accomplished have been rather in spite of aero clubs than with
their support.

All credit and honor, too, to Henry Farman, who perhaps has done more, through
publicity, to brush away the cobwebs of doubt and ridicule than have the Wrights. Sur-
prising it is, but a fact, that even here we doubt that the Wrights ever flew, while we
read of the flights of Farman with less astonishment than at the cultivation of a seedless
apple or the invention of a headacheless booze.

After a couple of test flights on Sunday, January 12th, Farman felt confident in asking
for the committee of the Aero Club of France to attend the following morning; the fifth

official contest for the Grand Prix.
There was scarcely any wind, and the sun shone, brightening up the surroundings in

honor of the event. At 10 o'clock the flags marking the course were placed in position,
and at 10:12 the great machine started for the flag. After a preliminary run of a hun-
dred yards the machine rose gracefully into the air and sailed like an enormous bird down
the course. Half way to the 500-metre post the machine was tilted up a little to a height
of about 8 metres. The turn was safely made, and after a wide curve the home stretch
was negotiated.

Sweeping past the finish line at 4 metres from the ground the prize was won. Europe
had seen at least that what the Wrights had claimed to have done might easily be pos-
sible, if not probable in their minds.

The time was 1 minute 28 seconds
for the round trip. Considerably more
than a kilometre was covered, as will
be seen from the diagram.

The machine landed easily almost
at the feet of the committee. M.
Deutsch de la Meurthe, with M. Arch-
deacon, the donors of the prize,

stepped forward and embraced the

winner. "I congratulate you, my dear
friend, on the great success which has
crowned your perseverance and your
energy. I am happy that with my
own eyes I have seen solved the two
problems which were closest to my
heart: man guiding himself through
space by machines both heavier and
lighter than air. What will follow is

now only a question of development
until aerial navigation shall be within
the reach of all. From to-day I shall

hold you in grateful memory for hav-

ing secured to me the profound joy of

realizing my most cherished dream,"
were the words addressed by M.
Deutsch to Farman. Other men paid

their tribute to the man who, by his dauntless energy, carried the aeroplane from
being held a myth to a practical means of locomotion.

After the flight Farman stated: "Of course, I am very satisfied with to-day's achieve-

ment, but I think it is only the beginning. I am full of confidence in the future. The
aeroplane has come to stay. In a few years it will be a practical, reliable means of trans-

portation. For the moment I am going to rest a little. Then, if I find that the condi-

tions controlling the prizes in England and elsewhere are reasonable, I shall probably go
and try for them. In any case. I shall have my new machine in a month's time—

a

lighter, faster and, I hope, more reliable apparatus than this one. Whether new prizes

are offered or not, I shall go on with the sport, because I have now got thoroughly Inter-
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ested in it. With my new machine, or with others yet to be built, I think long trips will

be possible. There is only one thing at present which worries me, and that is the inse-

curity arising from the propeller. It might happen that a propeller broke when the
machine was at a great height from the ground. That would, perhaps, mean a serious
fall. But we shall get over that difficulty. The new propellers in view are stronger
than any we have yet tried. We shall learn more how to control them. When we have

Scientific American Plioto

Farman in fnll flight about to cross the finish line in the Deutsch-Archdeacon-kilometre-circIe competi-
tion, thus winning the Grand Prix d'Aviation, 510,000. Reading from left to right: Rene Demanest, Andre
Pournier, I,ouis Bleriot and Charles Voisin, one of the two Voisin brothers who built the machine. In ihe
automobile is M. Archdeacon, one of the two donors of the prize and Mme Archdeacon.

done this there is no reason why, in reasonable weather, lengthy trips should not be ac-
complished with ease." "Flying is like walking," Farman explains. "I dash up diagon-
ally into the air with all my present motor force; but at the slightest slowing of the
motor, or at an untoward shifting of my body, the down dip begins and I go tobogganing
down upon the air. Before 1 get too low I must put my advance spur on the motor, raise
the lifting rudder and turn the down dip into an upcurving dash."

t'\ I

£—JM

THE FARMAX AEROPLANE BEFORE THE ALTERATIONS.

The machine in its original state had a surface of 559 square feet. The two front
planes measured 6.56 feet from front to rear and 39.36 feet from tip to tip, placed 6.56
feet apart vertically.* During December the size of the tail was considerably reduced.
The weight of the former was 1,100 pounds, but the new weight is not known. A 50-

horsepower Antoinette motor weighing 1 kilo 900 grammes to the horsepower drives the
6.89-foot propeller. Again America must claim credit, for the type of the machine is the

* These figures do not include the tail surface which probably has no lifting effect.
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one first designed by Messrs. Herring and Chanute, used by the Wright Brothers, and
copied in tlie Farman, Pischoff, Archdeacon, Ferber, and other machines.

Henry Farman, an Englishman by descent, was born in Paris in 1873, and has lived

the greater part of his life in France. He is one of three sons of T. Farman, a newspaper
correspondent of some note.

Previous Records.

On October 22 last Farman made a flight of considerably more than 100 meters (about
110 yards). The machine rose from the ground almost instantly, and the propeller was
set in motion, although there was no wind.

The way the aeroplane left the ground in this test proved to the aeronaut's satisfac-

tion the correctness of his theory that a great improvement in the effective force of the

propellers could be obtained by increasing the diameter and reducing the pitch.

Again, the following day the aeronaut made half a dozen successful flights, further

demonstrating that the propeller of enlarged diameter had given the heavier-than-air

machine additional lifting power. The great steadiness of Farman's aeroplane was a

feature of the demonstration.
All records for heavier-than-air machine flights were finally broken by the aeronaut

on October 26, when Farman drove his aeroplane 771 meters (about 800 yards) in fifty-

three seconds, at the height of about three meters. Earlier in the same day he had
covered 363 meters in thirty seconds, breaking the record of 220 meters held by Santos-

Dumont.
Continuing to make almost daily trials, Mr. Farman, on November 7, twice beat his

own record of 771 meters, made the previous month. His longest measured flight was 800

meters, but his second flight, which was not measured, was 100 meters longer. He re-

mained in the air one minute and ten seconds. He also scored a further advance with his

machine by performing on his third trial a huge "S" in the air with perfect stability.

UNDER FIRE IN A WAR BALLOON AT SANTIAGO.
By Ivy Baldwin.

[The captive balloon used in the battle of Santiago was constructed and operated

by Ivy "Baldwin and his experience is related here for the first time.—Ed.]

Embarking at Port Tampa, Florida, on the 14th of June, 1898, with the first

expedition of invasion to Cuba under command of Major General Shaffer, we landed
at Baiquiri on June 22nd and went immediately to the front in small detachments,
handling all cable and telegraph lines on which was transmitted all information from
the seat of campaign.

The troop (Company "B," Signal and Balloon Sections) constructed a field tele-

graph line to the front and connected the American trenches in front of Santiago
through the cable with the United States.

Three ascents with the balloon at a safe distance on June 30th, were made adding
to a knowledge of streams, trails and roads in front of our army, and disclosing clearly

the mooted presence of Cervera's squadron in Santiago Harbor. On the flattering

report and the recommendation of his chief engineer. General Shaffer decided to use
the balloon in battle next day, and ordered it to be brought to El Poso.

At daybreak on July 1, Major Maxfield rode in advance to El Poso Hill, the

position designated by orders, only to find it vacant and covered by a sharp shrapnel
fire, and to have his horse shot from under him. The balloon was then put up about a

quarter of a mile in rear of the base of the hill, with Major Maxfield, Colonel Derby
and Sergeant Ivy Baldwin in the basket, being within easy artillery range of the
enemy. From this point the movements of the troops at El Caney and on the road in

front towards San Juan Hill were clearly visible, and were made known at once to

General Shatter's chief of the staff. Colonel Derby then ordered the balloon forward
to the advance line, although Major Maxfield stated that artillery experiments abroad
clearly demonstrated that a balloon could not live in such position. The orders were
immediately obeyed, and the balloon was put promptly in the air in front of the
troops deploying for the assault on San Juan Hill. Observations thus made were of

great value. The commanding general was immediately informed that the intrench-

ments on San Juan Hill were strongly held, and the suggestion that Grimes' artillery

on El Poso immediately open fire was followed. There was also discovered a trail,

hitherto unknown, leading to the left to a ford on the Aguadores. The discovery of

this way was communicated to General Kent, who promptly availed hiniself of the
information to relieve the congested condition of the main road by diverting therein

part of General Hawkins' command. This action enabled the deployment of our troops

•over two roads, and by doubling the force may possibly have been the determining
factor in the gallant capture of San Juan Hill.

The balloon was directly in front of General Kent's division, and its appearance
in the air was the signal for a veiy heavy and accurate fire of musketry and shrapnel,

resulting in such numerous casualties that the men gave the place the name of "Hell's

Corner'' and "Bloody Ford." The balloon was punctured in thirteen places by shrapnels.
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MEMORANDUM ON THE SANTIAGO CAPTIVE BALLOON.

By Lieut. Col. Wm. A. Glassford.

Ivy Baldwin, aeronaut, tiolds about the same place in the Spanish War that Lowe
and La Montain as aeronauts do to the Civil War. Baldwin was, however, a part
of the army; Lowe and La Montain were civilians.

The army balloon park established at Fort Logan, Colorado, a short time before
the Spanish War, needed just such a practical and resourceful aeronaut as Baldwin
to help in the improvisations made necessary, and to give confidence to the men being
instructed there. He was invaluable in teaching the details of manipulation, also con-
struction of balloons and their accessories.

The gold-beaters' skin balloon "General Myer"' manufactured in Paris at the
Lachambre factory in 1892 for exhibition at the Columbian Exposition in Chicago, was
later transferred to Fort Logan, Colorado, near Denver, because the atmospheric con-
ditions upon the foothills of the Rocky Mountains were so highly favorable.

An apparatus for generating hydrogen was here constructed, and a compressor
for impounding hydrogen gas installed. These were assembled about the Port Logan
pumping station so as to obtain water for decomposition into gas, and power from the
pumping engine to force the gas through the compressor into the storage tubes.

There was no house in which to place the balloon when inflated, and so a shelter
was improvised out of bales of hay or straw arranged as a wall on three sides of a
square, and high enough to protect the inflated balloon from ordinary wind. However,
such protection was not always sufficient, and the General Myer while full of gas
was ruptured in a wind storm and became a total loss. Under such difficult circum-
stances and inadequate provisions was the first aeronautical work in the army com-
menced. An incidental visit of the Secretary of War, accompanied by his secretary
(now Major General Davis) who saw these improvisations, was responsible for the
erection of a good balloon house, and allowances of the means to go forward with the
development of the plant.

In all these difficulties the aid of the Army was ever to be depended upon. Gen-
eral McCook, the department commander, provided a detail of enlisted men selected from
various army posts under him, also the widest of space for balloon maneuvres upon
the reservation at Fort Logan. Colonel Merriam, its commander, aided in every pos-
sible detail, while the officers and men always evinced an interest and were on the
alert to help in any way they could.

With space for work a balloon house, balloons, generator, compressor and acces-
sories, also aid from the authorities, considerable of an aeronautical park was assembled
at Fort Logan. The formation of a balloon train was accomplished, using the ordinary
army wagons, except the captive balloon wagon which was a specially constructed
vehicle.

Several balloons were made; exercises with them held by cable as captives carried
on. In all this work Baldwin was invaluable for he knew the practical details of
every part of the work from cutting the gores of a balloon envelope, making the netting,
inflation, and in all ascensions he was in the basket. His presence gave confidence to
the men for they felt assured if any thing should happen to free the balloon they
would be safe with so experienced and practical an aeronaut to pilot the balloon in

its fiight and landing. Baldwin was free from that disposition to keep to himself
the knowledge that he had derived from a long experience as an aeronaut. He never
failed to answer any question asked him. He deserves much credit, for it is certain
that what was accomplished with the balloon at the siege of Santiago de Cuba had its

genesis with Ivy Baldwin.
The names of the men in Baldwin's Company are most of them familiar as

those of the detail at Fort Logan. The training they secured there prepared them for
handling the balloon in battle under the trying circumstances which are apparent
when the envelope was punctured in so many places.

THE MILITARY VALUE OF BALLOONS.
By 1st Lieut. George A. Wieczorek, Signal Corps, U. S. A.;

Instructor, Army Signal School.

Many conservative military men look upon the balloon as somewhat of an en-
cumbrance to an army in the field. They always think of it as a big ungainly instru-
ment, difficult to manage and therefore requiring a large personnel and many wagons
to haul the apparatus that goes with it. Its appearance when ready for ascension
would indicate this, but on closer accquaintance it is sure to be found a most valuable
adjunct.

At present, I believe, the balloon is most valuable to us in reconnaissance. As an
instrument of offence or defence it is a doubtful factor. We can see, however, that
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there is some hope for the evolution of an offensive factor, provided that in its present
state it comes into more general military use. Modern firearms were developed to their

present high state of perfection by constant military use and frequent improvement.
Balloons will undergo a corresponding development.

Briefly, the military uses for the different classes of balloons are:

(a) Captive balloons; reconnaissance of a limited front as the front of a division
or army corps previous to an attack on an enemy's position or when it is occupying
a defensive position awaiting attack.

(b) Free balloons; entering or leaving besieged places under favorable conditions.
The recent contests in this country have shown us that we can depend on free balloons
to make flights of from 700 to 800 miles under favorable conditions. If we wished to

enter or leave a besieged place with important messages, favorable conditions for bal-

U. S. INFANTRY AND CAVALRY SCHOOL, U. S. SIGNAL SCHOOL AND STAFF COLLEGE.

looning would be of no value to us without a balloon, but at that moment, if we had the
haUoon, it would be worth many times its weight in gold.

(c) Dirigible balloons; reconnaissance of an extended front like that of an army
in position before a battle.

The adoption of high power firearms which kill at extreme ranges has led armies
to adopt formations which cause their troops to be extended along fronts sometimes
fifty miles long. It is apparent even to a non-military observer that a reconnaissance
of such a large piece of territory would consume much time. As this factor enters
so vitally into all military calculations, the value of a dirigible balloon for this im-
portant work can not be measured in dollars and cents.

Our army has been anxious for some time to take up the subject of military
aeronautics and we have now made a very favorable start. The recent international
contests in St. Louis have given the science of aeronautics and aerostatics an impetus
that is bound to be evident in a short while. Inventors all over the country are putting
forth their best efforts and I hope that our government will be able to give some of

them the aid that their efforts deserve, in the near future.

In the army we have already established the Army Signal School at Fort Leaven-
worth, Kansas, where officers of the Signal Corps as well as line officers, receive instruc-
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tion in all branches of science that pertain to the transmission of information to every
part of an army in the field. Militia officers of State Signal Corps organizations are
also permitted to attend this school by making application to the Adjutant General
of the Army.

A course of theoretical instruction in balloons and air machines forms part of the
work in the Department of Signal Engineering at the school. At present the course
is necessarily confined to a series of lectures and conferences at which the possibilities

of the use of different classes of balloons are discussed.
At Fort Omaha, Nebraska, the army is building a large balloon shed and a hy-

drogen generating plant. It is hoped that by next spring it will be possible to supple-
ment the present course in aeronautics at the Signal School with ascensions of both
free and dirigible balloons. The country in the neighborhood is admirably adapted to

making short ascensions as there are few trcrs and many railroads.

Among the other subjects taught at the Army Signal School, are the following:

A COKXEK IX THE LABOKATOKY OF THE AHMY SICXAI, SCHOOX-.

1. Department of Field SigiiciTing : Use of optical, acoustical and electrical signal-

ing apparatus, buzzer, field wireless telegraph and field telephone.
2. Department of Signal Engineering : Electricity (practical and theoretical),

telephony, operation and installation of steam, gas and oil engines, construction and
operation of permanent wireless stations, installation and repair of submarine cables
and logistics of Signal Corps troops.

3. Department of Toiwgrapliy ; Rapid sketching, compilation and combination of

maps and sketches.
4. Department of Languages ; French, German and Spanish.

THE BETTING RING.
$2,500 by Alan R. Hawley that no aeronaut in America can beat the record made

by J. C. McCoy in the Gordon Bennett. Mr. Hawley considers Mr. McCoy the best
iMlot in this country and will allow six trials to be made to win this bet, all six

attempts, however, to be made within six days and Mr. Hawley to be duly notified.

Any takers?
Chevalier Florio and M. Alfred Vonwiller have bet 100,000 francs even to fly in an

a,eroplane around the track at the hippodrome at Palermo before December 31, 1908. The
length of the track is 1500 meters. If both competitors make the distance the money will
go to the one making the fastest time.

M. Archdeacon suggests that the loser devote the sum to the cause of aviation,
to be awarded to the aviator who accomplishes a flight of 25 kilometers in a circular
course around stakes 1 kilometer apart. However, this plan did not meet with the
approval of Chevalier Florio. He thinks that the money is at the disposal of the
winner, to do with as he chooses, but states that when there is a reasonable prospect
of seeing ten or a dozen aeroplanes likely to accomplish such a flight there will be a
prize at hand.
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A NEW TOY FOR MEN.

By William Bevier Ashley

No wind that day, nor the next one nor the next. Then ice-boat-race-day came

and went without budging the chib chimney's column of smoke, so (.'onill got mad
clear through and went out after breakfast and built a motor ice-boat, and of all

the sports to come I predict some of the finest with this new toy.

OF ALL THE SPORTS TO COME. I PREDICT SOME OF THE FINEST WITH THIS NEW TOY.

Photos by C. D. Moses & Co., L,ake Placid, N. Y.

Conill began with the body, building it like the obl-fashioncd ice-boats that

were in use up to the date of the Calm. Only, he tucked her shoes more modestly

together. The beam ineasurement is al)out three and a half feet, lengtli, fore and

aft, sevea feet. He had to refit her with runners several times before discovering

the wide ones that keep her from playing she is an ice-cutting macliine. The works

were a ioresfone conclusion; thev would have to consist of a sparker, carburetter,

transformer, gasoline tank and so on. Xo one knows where he dug the parts from,

bijt with delightful tact he selected different l)rands so as t"^ give no manufacturer

heartburn. The motor assembled, he next tackled the support for the bhules wliicli

were to grip the immovable air and rip the hoat along. Being three weeks from

New York by freight, and Itefriended only by a sparsely equipjied general black-

smith sliop, Conill dove into his head for ideas. He came out witli several pieces of

scantling, which he sawed into two uprights and a crossbeam. The shaft to carry

the blades ran througli the top ends of the uprights and were decorated at one end

witli a wide sprocket wheel discarded by some bicycle, dangling a chain under the

chin of the power shaft below. The wooden blades, aliout four feet long with a

ten-foot swing, were gotten into the right shape and angle after only six rejections.

Thus, about nine weeks after breakfast. Conill had s])ent his rage ; and, spring being

due. a tearing warm wind came over the hills for four days and left the ice like a
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comb and brusli. Then on that ridgv and nuishy surface, Conill made ten miles an
hour, that is to say, he demonstrated that a motor ice-boat is practical)lc for sport.

Conili's lumber pile weighs tliree hundred and fifty pounds, or about one liun-
drcd more than it needs to. It is absolutely crude. Think of that gallows to hang
the blades on! Conill himself weighs one hundred and sixty pounds. His motor
is 4 H. P. at the start-off, but loses one equine at least playing- with the chain. Yet
this home-made slap at tlie weather punched into it at the rate of a mile in six
minutes.

Conill is entitled to an introduction to Aeronautic's readers. Allow me: Senor
Fernan 0. Conill from Havana. Mi-. Conill had lived twenty-one years, some of
them in Europe; but tins was his first one in the United States. He'was preparing
for Harvard under a ])ri\ate tutor. Mr. T. M. Simpson, on the shores of Mirror

ON THAT RIDGY AND MUSHY SURFACE CONILL MADE TEN MILES AN IIOIK.

Photos by C. D. Moses & Co., Lake Placid. N. V.

J.ake in the Adirondacks. Conill is Avell-boru, well-built, and genial, 'i'hc ex])loit

of the motor ice-boat s\itficiently attests his sporting (pialities, if not,—be has
tackled that impossibility now ri\alling perpetual motion and patented an emer-
gency brake for antomobiles that will operate of itself, nearly. H this Cuban
friend of the race gives the world a sure-thing emergency brake, it will be a benefit
second only to this new element in sport.

The regulation ice-boat requires wind and room, not indigenous to every lake
and stream. Even the necessary good surface is a whim of the weather.

(xiven all the conditions, nothing but racing astride liglitning can e(|iial ice-

yachting; minus any of them, and nothing can equal it.

On the average tributary, stream and lake, an ice-boat gixx's the same si)ort as a
c-atboat on a pond.
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Biit*the possibilities for sport are unlimited with a sixty-mile-an-hour inotoi-

ice-boat, or even a fort3^-niiler. Perfected, the boat might carry auxiliary sails; he

provided with wheels for transporting it under its own power; fitted to carry a crew
of one to six:—what can't be aotten out of it? And. of course, the niotor-driv(>n

COXILL AXI) HIS LUMBER PILE WEKJII OVER 500 POU^"DS.

Photos by C. D :\Ioses & Co., Lake Placid, N. Y.

ice-boat can Ije worked against the wind or on snow, i'rovidc il willi hunker springs,

a flexible deck, a cabin and an oil stove, and notliing will be left in Arctic ex])lora-

tion but the fun of it. Seriouslv. Fernan (). Conili has made a great contrihntion

to sport in tlie T^'nited States.

POSTSCRIPT.
Washington, I). C, February 8.—The Secretary oL' Wai- has aiipiovcd the recom-

mendation of the Board of Ordnance and Fortification that bids foi- furnishing

heavier-than-air flying-machines to the United States (iovefiiment be accepted as

follows

:

Price Time of deli\ery

J. F. Scott, Chicago, Illinois .$ l.OOO 1S5 days

A. M. Herring, New York -^O.OOO ISO ''

Wright Brothers, Davton. Ohio •>.-;.()()() •>()()
''

In all forty-one bids were received. These three were the only ones thai com-

plied with the reciuirements of the specification. It was part of the agreement in

issuing the call for bids that none of the particulars of the l)ids vvere to be given

out but retained as confidential.
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INTERNATIONAL AERONAUTICAL CONGRESS.
President: Professor Willis L. Moore.

Secretary: Dr. Albert Francis Zahm. Chairman Gen'l Committee: Wm. J. Hammer.

Chairman Executive Com.: Augustus Post. Sec'y Committees: Ernest La Rue Jones.

Publication Notice.

The addresses, papers and discussions presented to tlie Congress will be pub-

lished serially in this magazine and at the earliest date possible bound volumes

will be distributed without charge to those holding membership cards in the Con-

gress. Others may purchase the volume at a consistent price when ready or may
take advantage of immediate puldication by subscribing to this magazine at the

regular rate.

In accordance with the program as published in the November number, the

informal addresses of the Gordon Bennett contestants and others were concluded be-

fore entering upon the printing of the formal papers and discussions.

The fifth paper is presented in this issue : "Experiments with Model Flying

Machine," by Edward W. Smith.

Experiments with Model Flying Machine, Being a Resume of a Thesis Sub-
mitted in 1901 to the University of Penna., by

Edw. W. Smith.

The machine, of the aeroplane type, was designed on the same lines as four

preceding ones, use being made of the data obtained by Langley with his whirling

arm to calculate the probable power, speed, etc., required to support it.

The primary object was to ascertain whether the general form which had
proved successful in the smaller machines would also prove stable and otherwise

satisfactory in a machine of size and weight sufficient to deduce the probable per-

formance of a full size man carrying apparatus.

As tlie work proceeded, a system of measurements, liegun for the purpose of

ascertaining the cause of failure of the last previous model, was extended imtil it

became possible to measure with considerable accuracy the speed, efficiency of

propellers, and power expended during actual flight; these measurements thus be-

coming a second objective.

The general design of the machine endjodied a system of narrow superposed
planes AA curved upward toward the ends, and approximately flat in the narrow or

fore and aft direction. These planes or wings inclined slightly upward are made-
to carry virtually all the weight of the machine, while a directing plane B, behind
them, and normally about level, serves to maintain the wings at the desired angle
with the horizontal. Two propellers CC driven directly by a large bundle or

"sennit" of elastic rubber threads serve to give the necessary "thrust forward. The
center of gravity of the whole is adjusted to lie a little forward of the middle of

the wing, and about midway in a vertical direction. Any change in tlie inclination

of the wings is effected by changing the angle between tail and wings.
The machine is given initial velocity by a launching track, operated by a

stretched rul:)ber sennit, and the length of flight is limited by tlie energy stored in

the rubbers to about 130 feet.

The primary object of the test of this machine, the question of stability, is

certainly one of the most important in connection with aeroplanes, so few words
may be in place as to the theory upon which the machine was built.

The curved wings, with the center of gravity about central with the supporting
surface, that is a little higher than half way between the two wings, gives good
sideways stability; any puff of wind from either side being met by a rise of the-
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wing at that side. As to the fore and aft qnestion, three main conditions were

observed. First, the main supporting surfaces should be very narrow, so tliat any
shifting of tlie center of support aliead of or l)ehind the center of gravity must be

slight; any requisite number of superposed wings being employed to give the

necessary area. In the case of a few very wide wings, as frequently employed, a

slight percentage displacement of the center of siipport ahead or Itcliind tlie center

RESTING ox TRACK RKADY TO START.

of gravity causes a considerable moment tending to make tlie nuichine dip or rear.

Second, the directing plane or tail must be sutticiently behind the wings and suffi-

ciently large to easily take care of any moment which may come from a displacement
of tlie center of support; in tlie model the tail is behind the Avings rather more
than one-half their breadth, and i> about one-third their surface. Third, the tail

must normally lie very nearly horizontal, that is, must make an angle (measured

BESTING ON LEGS UPON A TABLE.

above) of less than ISO degrees with the wings, as shown in the diagram. For,

suppose that owing to a falling off of speed or other cause the upward pressure on

the wings decreases. At once the wings drop, and the machine begins to take a

plunge downward ; the resistance now decreases or the machine ])erhaps begins

even to coast, and gains in speed, when the downward slip of the wings decreases

and gradually the normal jiosition is restored. If. on the other hand. Ihc upward
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pressure becomes too great, the wings rise and assume a greater angle with tlie

horizontal, resistance increases and speed is cut down, slip increases and tlie wings

fall till equilibrium is again reached.

Were the tail, on the other hand, inclined more than 180 degrees (measured

above) to tlie wings so soon as the machine started downward, the tail would tend

to increase the effect and the machine must end by making a somersault.

Eegarding the correctness of these principles, it was found that the model
would fly witli great regularity until the power gave out, the height of the flight

being varied at will by changing the angle of the tail.

Gusts of wind were more than once encountered, but were always met easily by

the machine with an inclination one way or the other, an upset or a sudden dive

having never occurred. The four long downwardly projecting springs of wood,

easiest described as legs, for the purpose of l)reaking the fall, generally served their

C-

PL An

The machine described has a breadth of 4 feet, wings 8 inches wide and 8 inches
apart.—Ed.

purpose of preserving the main structure, though frequently giving out themselves.

Sometimes being blown into obstacles or alighting crooked the outer wing structure

was damaged, but in a total of over two dozen flights, only three, all owing to

carelessness, were failures.

It is interesting to notice that, used as a kite, a machine of the kind described

is not stable, many attempts to fly it having entirely failed.

We now come to the second ol^jective, the measurement of speed and power
expended. For determining the speed, a recording drum was provided, driven at a

uniform speed by clockwork, and upon which bore a pencil, caused to move length-

wise by a long screw with axis parallel to that of the drum. Mounted on the long

screw was a light wood pulley on which was w^ound a long piece of thread. The
whole recorder was placed behind the starting track, and the free end of the string

was made fast to the tail of the machine.
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When the iiiaeliiiit' was llieii Hown, the pencil wouUl move lengthwise over the

(Inini. and a enrve would result whose ahscissae represented time, ordinates distance

and slant speed. Curves 41-44, pages 24-25, were made in this way and indicate the

general performance as regards speed.

The clockwork used to operate tlie drum was not very good, but a calibration

at the time of the experiments virtually eliminated errors from this source.

The next step was to record the revolutions of the propellers, and though some
ditticulty was experienced at first, the a])paratus shown herewith proved quite

satisfactory.

It consists of a pulley .1 which, by a worm, drives a drum B at a much reduced
rate of s])eed. Two pencils 1)1) mounted upon flexible arms EE are made to mark
upon the drum B as it revolves.

The whole apparatus is mounted upon the flying machine, the two arms EE
are connected by threads to pins slightly out of center on the propellors, and a

long thread with the free end fast to the ground is wound upon the pulley A. As

Revolution Counier

the machine is flown then the string unwinding from A rapidly revolves it, the

drum B slowly revolves, and the pencils DD ti'ace upon it sinuous lines, the succes-

sive peaks of which represent revolutions of the propellors. Cards 3, 4, 5 and 6,

pages 24-25, were made in this way, simultaneously with 41-44 already described.

Comparing now a corresponding pair of diagrams we can get the rate of revo-

lution of both propellors, and if the characteristic of the rubber sennit is known,

this will give at once the power.

The apparatus for measuring the torque of the rubber, already developed in

connection with the previous machine, is herewith shown in its final form. A
represents the rubber sennit, about 40 inches long, i/o lb. weight. It is carried in an

open frame BB supported on two hearings CC and free to turn about its long axis.

Attached to one end of the frame is a drum //. with two cords fastened to opposite

sides, one being fixed at its end, the other t-onnected to a calibrated spring J. The
rubber sennit is fixed to the frame at onc^ end and at the other to a shaft carrying a

flat piece of wood or "dummy propelloi' I). Mounted on the propellor shaft is also

a small pulley E, whicli by means of a cord belt FF, and a set of reducing gears

communicates to a drum G the revolution of the propellor.

If, now. after being wound up, the dummy propellor be allowed to unwind; 1st,

the drum G will be turned around at a proportional rate; 2nd, the pencil K will
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indicate by its position tlie torque exerted l)y the nibber upon frame and propellor.

Two pairs of diagrams taken in this ^ya\ are shown below, the upper line in each
case giving the torque on winding up, the lower on unwinding; the verticals divide
the cards into spaces of ten revolutions eacli. Having now the tln-ee sets of cards as

^ * * '

'1' '

Card 3
Curve 11

/(/\A/VAV\V\A/\A^i.'j

StA^4r

*fca^

I I /
1
ii.i.lm)iiuilii(iiiiii(iiiiiiin(iiiiiuiilii(jiinilli/niiii(,

, I i .i , iyVVWvV '""iiiiil,ii/iii)liiM/ii'iiiiir(iiiiiii/i Iiiiiiiiii'hiHiimIiiii II 7^

Card 4
Cxjrve 4?

described, we are in a position to make the calculation of power as outlined, and
the method of luaking this calculation follows, for one particular set of diagrams,,
card 44.
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The total height of the speed card is 2.8G inches, which corresponds to 142

feet of flight, including about 12 feet on the track.

Total length of revolution card, 5.51 inches, corresponding to 141 feet of

flight.

t i *
Sfort

Card 5

Curve 43

-stere

iSUrt

— v/^/\A/l^^AAM/^^^wvw^ww^AMyrt•^^v^vwwl^^
vf

Card 6
Curve 44

St^trt

Inspection of the revolution card shows that about ten revolutions were re-

quired by the propellors to attain their full speed, the machine covering in this

time 19 "^feet. This first 19 feet will therefore not be considered as part of the

flight, tlie part l)evond 129 feet being likewise discarded, since the rubbers were
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run dowji by that tiini", and tlie machine was only soarin^u and i-apidly descending.

The two points, 19 feet and 129 feet, are now marked on l)otli cards AB. ah. and the

horizontal distance on the speed card is measured and found to he 2.33 inches, which

indicates that 4.(! seconds were consumed hy tlie machine in covering the 110 inter-

vening feet. From the revolution caid it is found that in this same interval of 110

feet tlie port propellor made 112 revolutions and the starboard 122. and l)y now
refenino- to a tahle from cards 51 and 52, the work done liv each rul)l)er sennit

during the interval is obtained.

In this manner it is found that the port propellor ix'ceived 131 foot-pounds

and the starboard 127, total 258. This being expended in 4.6 seconds it follows that

258 X ()0

the mean ])nwei' was .102 H. P.

4G X 33000

The total weight of the flying machine (including revolution counter) was at

Arrangement for TestinQ
Rubber Sennit •" ••

the time of these tests 4.0 lbs. It thus maintained itself in the air with a ratio of
39 lbs. per horse power.

Owing to the fact of the rubber sennits running down toward the end, the-

power is quite different during the first and second halves of the flight, and while it

may perhaps be questioned whether during the latter half the machine really main-
tains itself by its oAvn power there is, I think, no reasonable doubt that it so does

during the first half. On this account all of these cards (41-44) have l)een divided

approximately into two halves and the power calculated for the whole flight (barring

the two extremities) and for the first half. It will also be interesting to calculate

the power for the whole length of flight, taking into account the kinetic energy of

the machine at start and finish, and also the energy gained by the machine dropping;

through 8 feet owing to the slope of the ground.
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In the case of card X(x 44 we iind the speed at point A (ahout 7 feet after leav-

ing the starting car) to l)e ID. 4 miles per hour; time from .1 to D 5.39 seconds at D
(point of grounding) speed was 12.3 miles per hour; total energy deliA'ered to

propellers 3U5 foot-pounds.

The total energy expended therefore was

:

Given to propellors 305 foot-pound*.

Kinetic enerov at start 51 " "

Energy gained l)y descent of 8 ft. 3-2 " '"

Kinetic energy at finish

(lost Avhen machine grounded
1

388

•?o

368

/«__

Card 51

• R » trrlccti
1.:^

Card 5Z

/* —

1

• ^ C-V« t*^tK'

368 foot-pounds therefore maintained the machine in the air for 5.39 seconds

or the mean power over this time was .136 H. P., at the ratio of 31.8 lbs. supported

per horse power.

The following table gives the principal quantities derived from each of these

pairs of cards

:

A B C
Wgt.

Card. Distance. Speed. Wgt.—H. P. Dist. Speed. Wgt.—H. P. Dist. H. P.
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of rest or about 7 feet after leaving starting truck; in columns A that part of the

card is considered between 19 feet (marked A on cards) and virtual end of flight B,

the rubber sennits during this period being considered as furnishing all the pro-

pelling power. Columns B are derived from first half of the cards (A-C) in the

same manner as are A , while columns C are taken from the point A to the very end

of the card D, the energy used in this period being considered as the sum of the

kinetic energy of the macliine at A, the total energy stored in the rubber sennits;

and the energy of the machine dropping 8 feet during flight, minus kinetic energy

at point D (wliere this was clearly indicated).

The four sets of cards were all taken the same day, late in the Fall of 1900, and

not under the most favorable conditions, as there was considerable breeze at the

start, which gradually died out. The flights were timed between pufl's, as far as

possible, yet on the first. No. 41, the machine was struck pretty hard, being carried

about 25 feet off its course, and over a fence into some rough ground where a slight

damage was sustained in alighting. The wind l)eing from the forv^ard quarter

shortened the length of this flight considerably.

On the second trial the machine was again struck by quite a breeze from ahead

this time, and partly owing to this the first part of the flight was very high and the

speed accordingly was cut down a good deal, and afterward recovered somewhat
during the descent.

Prior to No. 1:3 the tail was a little flattened, making the course of the

machine nearly level, though a little high at first.

For No. 44 it was flattened still further, producing a good average flight, a

little upward at the start, with a gradual descent as the power lessened and gave out.

As, moreover, there was no perceptible wind at this time this card is the fairest one

upon which to build.

Incidentally the revolution cards 3, 4, 5, 6, furnish data for measuring the slip

of the propellors, and if the friction of the blades be also measured, as was after-

ward ajsproximately done on the apparatus shown on page, the efficiency is easily

calculated. These calculations were made and showed a slip varying between 23 and
32 degrees and efficiency of (il per cent, as a mean of the four flights recorded. The
method of finding the friction was to mount the propeller and measure the thrust

produced by it as the rul^lier sennit unwound ; from this the ])itch was then

calculated, the torque utilized and the difference between this and the actual torque

produced by the sennit was taken as representing the frictional loss. Assumed as

varying with the square of the speed of revolution; this was then calculated for the

speed shown by the revolution cards and the above mean result obtained.

CONCLUSION.

As to the significance of these tests with regard to a full sized machine, it looks

as if the same principles of balancing should obtain independent of size, and the

large machine should be stable as well as the small one. As to the questions of

weight and power the inference is not so clear perhaps. For, although a gasoline

engine can be made giving a horse power for less than 10 lbs., thus leaving about 20
lbs. for wing structure and dead weight, yet the weight of the wings would probably
increase faster than the surface, and tliere might be left very little margin for the

dead weight.

On the other hand the stresses can all be calculated and members designed
accordingly in a large machine, and all entering edges can be sharpened to reduce
friction. The small machine, moreover, was under a good deal of disadvantage in

having to be strong enough to stand a strain of about five times its weight when
shot from the launching track, while the large machine could simply run on the

ground with its own propellors till speed was attained.
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These questions of power and weight liave been for the most part answered

since the experiments described were carried out, but there seems still to be a little

chance left to improve the balancing qualities, and in the parts referring to this

phase of the question probably lies any value which may attach to the tests.

EDW. W. SMITH'S PAPER.

Discussion by O. Chanute.

The paper of Mr. Edw. W. Smith is a very clever one, and he is entitled to

great credit for having demonstrated by precise measurements the power required

in horizontal flight by the type of aeroplane which he experimented with; also, for

having suggested, as early as 1901, that "A large machine provided with wheels to

run on the ground could of itself attain the necessary initial velocity without a

launching track, and could presumably be brought down gradually so as to land

easily upon the wheels," this being tlie method since independently adopted by Yuia,

Santos Dumont, Delagrange, Bleriot, Farman, and otlier French experimenters.

Mr. Smith arrives at the conclusion that this type of machine can sustain a

gross weight of at least 28 lbs., and very probably 33 lbs. per brake H. P., which

result is almost identical with those obtained by Langley's model, but quite inferior

to those of Wright Brothers, who sustained 925 lbs. with 17 H. P., or at the rate of

54.4 lbs. per H. P. The difference probably arises from the latter's arching fore

and aft of the sustaining surfaces, (a la Lilienthal) while Mr. Smith's surfaces

were flat; also from the head resistance of his framing and revolution counter. In

most full size flying machines the head resistance absorbs from one-half to two-

thirds of the power required and hence the French experimenters are providing

motors w^hich give out power at the rate of 14 to 22 lbs. sustained per H. P.

Tlie wings of Mr. Smith's aeroplane are curved upward toward the ends,

producing the eifeet of the Langley dihedral angle which has been adopted by almost

all the French experimenters. This is probably the best arrangement to secure

transverse equilibrium at the low speed obtained of about 15 miles per hour. This

resembles the attitude of the soaring hawk; but for high speeds and tumultuous

winds it would probably be better to curve the wings slightly downward at the

ends thus reseml)ling the attitude of the gull. My own experiments with full-sized

gliding machines showed that the best stability was obtained with wings depressed

downward at the ends, 4 inches on a span of 16 feet.

Mr. Smith's measuring instruments are quite ingenious and it is not probable

that the necessity for attaching a thread to liis model nuitorially aiTectod tlie results.

Of course, on a full size machine different instruments would be required. The
speed could be measured by an anamometre and the revolutions of the propellers

by a revolution counter ; but it would be necessary to ascertain in advance what
output of power corresponded with a given number of revolutions, for it would
be somewhat awkward to try to take indicator cards while in full fiigbt in order

to measure the power at the motor.

AERONAUTICS IN CINCINNATI.

By Louis Horn.

Herewith is shown the 87,000 cu. ft. balloon built by Leslie B. Haddock, proprietor

of the American-La France Balloon Co., and owned by The Union Gas & Electric Co., of

Cincinnati, O. This balloon, in fact is the second largest in the United States. The Ben
Franklin in Philadelphia being 5,000 cu. ft. larger.
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The three-cornered white mark at the left of the valve is the rip section, which at

the first inflation was ripped hy a laborer who thought that every rope in the vicinity

hart to be held with his whole weight. The particulars of the outfit are as follows:

Diameter of bag, 55 feet; actual capacity, 87,135 cu. ft.; car, 4V2 ft. long, 314 ft. wide, 4 ft.

deep, made of India reed over a steel tube frame, upholstered in i-ed leather with ground
cork padding; net of Italian hemp; 27-in. butterfly valve; 20-ft. ripping section; the bag
is built of a combination of linen and cotton, giving strength with a minimum of weight,
three coats of varnish by machine, five coats by hand, is heavily reinforced at the apex
and neck, and is triple sewed; walnut load ring, laminated. This outfit has been entirely
rebuilt since last Summer.

THE DE MARCAY-KLUYTMANN DIRIGIBLE.
A novel airship has been constructed by the Baron Edmond de Marcay in conjunc-

tion with M. Kluytmann, a Dutch engineer, in The Galerie des Machines, Paris. Its pe-

THE NEW DE MARCAY AIRSHIP.
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culiarity consists in dividing the gas vessel, which is very long, into two entirely dis-

tinct sections at the middle, and in mounting the propeller, which is of enormous di-

ameter, in the gap thus provided. The illustrations show this construction very clearly,

the general view showing the

extent of the gap between the

two sections of the gas vessel,

while the other illustration

shows in greater detail the

manner in which the gap is

bridged by an iron cage in

which the propeller revolves.

One of the propeller blades is

visible in the illustration,

where it is seen jutting out

beyond the surface of the gas

vessel. The blades, which are

two in number, and appear
comparatively small on ac-

count of their position, are

mounted on very long arms,

which revolve upon a spindle

carried by the iron cage. The
motor is carried on an under
frame lielow the gas bag.

transmission being by means
of a long belt. Experiments
made in the Galerie des Ma-
chines, the balloon being
guided along by a rope, were
thoroughly satisfactory. As
soon as possible outdoor ex-

periments will be undertaken,
for as the propellers have
been arranged to improve sta-

bility it is only by trials in a
wind that their real worth
can be determined. The con-

struction of the gas vessel

itself calls for no special

comment, but it should be
noted that it is equipped with longitudinal aeroplane surfaces, a horizontal rigid plane

at the rear, and a vertical rigid plane terminating in a vertical rudder beneath.

THK I)E jr.\RCAY AIRSHIP WITH TPS NOVEL PROPELLER.

THE PISCHOF AEROPLANE.
Pischof has made an interesting study of shapes for aeroplane surfaces and was led

to decide in favor of surfaces with heavy front edges, as already extolled by several

aviators, notably Goupil, and the adoption of a very efficient profile, approaching closely

that of wings of birds.

According to the data of his preliminary experiments. Pischof first constructed a

trial glider, without motor, of 10 meters spread of wings and 24.6 square meters of sur-

face, in which the front edge of the carrying surface had a thickness decreasing from
the middle of the plane to the rear extremities. This experimental apparatus gave very

good satisfaction.

The inventor next undertook the construction of another aeroplane based on the

same principles, and the preliminary experiments have already begun at Issy-les-

Moulineaux.
This machine comprises an upper carrying plane slightly arched from front to rear

so as to present an upper concavity. This plane is rigidly secured by a structure of

wood, with steel wire cross bars stretching to the lower plane, which is smaller and is

divided in two sections to allow room in the center for the motor and operator.

At the rear is a stabilitating tail consisting of a single surface divided in two sec-

tions, somewhat analagous to that in the Bleriot aeroplane. Between the two sections

is the rudder consisting of a vertical frame covered with canvas.

The motor is an "Anzani." developing 2.5 h.p.. with three cylinders, which operates a
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very interesting propeller built of wood by the engineer, Lucien Chauviere, situated in

the front of the structure.

THE PISCHOF AEROPLANE GETTING READY FOR A TRIAL.

The aeroplane is supported on a chassis with three wheels, two in front and one
behind, all rubber tired, and the latter is controlled by the rudder.

At the testing grounds of

Issy-les-Moulineaux this aero-

plane of Piscliof moved on the
ground at a gait estimated at

approximately 40 kilometers
per hour on November 14th,

operated by Pischof and cov-

ered several times distances
ranging from 100 to 250
meters, but did not always
follow a true course, making
several lurches away from the
intended direction. In one of
the attempts to turn it hap-
pened that only one of the
front wheels remained on the
ground. The operator was
unable to master the machine
or stop the motor in time. In-

variably the apparatus would
strike one of the trees sur-
rounding the testing grounds,
being arrested by striking in
front while the rear was at
the height of the branches.
Pischof disengaged himself without injury from the network of wires' and girders in
which he was entangled. Contrary to what has been said, the aeroplane proper was not
injured; the propeller only was seriously damaged by the shock. This has been replaced
by another propeller of the same design and the trials will be resumed.

M. PISCHOF IN THE AVIATOR S SEAT READY TO START.

AIRSHIP AND BALLOON TOURNAMENT FOR BRETTON WOODS.
Messrs. Anderson & Price, the managers of the famous White Mountains hotels

Mt. Washington and Mt. Pleasant at Bretton Woods, N. H., have announced a tentative
program for an airship-balloon-automobile meet about the middle of July. There will
be an automobile run from New York via "The Ideal Tour" route. A little later will
follow the dirigible races, starting from the level ground between the two hotels and
coursing to the top of Mount Washington and return. It is also hoped to have a balloon
ascent or two at the same time. Mount Washington has been used for some time by
Mr. S. P. Pergusson, of Blue Hill Observatory, in obtaining upper air data.
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ARMY AERONAUTICS FOR JANUARY.
Dirigible.

In response to the advertisement for bids for a dirigible, General Allen received the
following, which were opened on January 15th, with the result as stated:

"Harry B. Schiller, Philadelphia, Pa., $25,000; Wm. Reifercheid, Streator, 111.,

$5,000; Chas. .1. Strobel, Toledo, Ohio, $8,000; Carl E. Myers, Frankfort, N. Y., $9,996;

E. W. Creecy, Washington, D. C, $12,500, and John M. Karries, Mt. Vernon, N. Y., who
bid on a flying machine which, if it attained a speed of 20 miles per hour, was to cost

from ten to fifteen thousand dollars, and, if it attained a speed of 40 miles per hour,

was to cost between twenty-five and thirty thousand dollars.

"As none of these proposals was satisfactory, all were rejected and new proposals
will be opened on February 15th."

On January 21 a new advertisement and specification was issued for a dirigible

balloon. There is one principal change, suggested in our January issue: That of allow-

ing the bidder to furnish his own material. This is consented to in the new specification.

There is no change in the speed to be required. A few more details are asked regarding
the motor, propellers, frame, suspension, etc.

Dj'namic Flyer.

The specification for dynamic flying machine remained unchanged, except that notice
was issued permitting the bidder to "preserve as confidential any features of his machine
which he wishes to keep secret. In describing the flying machine features which are
omitted should be referred to with a remark to the above effect." What is the use of sub-

mitting plans at all? The greatest value in the plan is the point which the inventor de-

sires to keep secret. Flying machines always fly—on paper.

ON THE DETERMINATION OF THE SPEED OF FLYING MACHINES.
By Otto G. Luyties.

The method of determining the speed of dirigible balloons and dynamic flying ma-
chines indicated in the recently published speciflcations of the United States Government
is incorrect in theory and would be unfair in practice.

As the matter may be of some future importance, it merits a detailed discussion.
The following quotation constitutes paragraphs 4 and 5 of the specifications for a dynamic
flying machine, the proposed method of testing the dirigible balloon being similar.

"4. The flying machine should be designed to have a speed of at least 40 miles per
"hour in still air, but bidders must submit quotations in their proposals for cost, de-

"pending upon the speed attained during the trial flight, according to the following scale:

"40 miles per hour, 100%. "Less than 36 miles per hour, rejected.
"39 90%. "41 miles per hour, 110%.
"38 " " " 80%. "42 " ' " 120%.
"37 " " " 70%. ''43 " " " 130%.
"36 " " • 60%. "44 " " " 140%.
"5. The speed accomplished during the trial flight will be determined by taking an

"average of the time over a measured course of more than five miles, against and with
"the wind. The time will be taken by a flying start, passing the starting point at full

"speed at both ends of the course. This test subject to such additional details as the
"Chief Signal Officer of the Army may presci'ibe at the time."

It should be observed in the first place that the specifications provide a large premium
for high speed. A machine flying at the rate of 44 miles per hour during the test is

valued by the Government at 133% more than one found to have a speed of 36 miles per
hour. As safety is also a desideratum, and depends at present upon the use of large areas
which tend to limit the speed, the wisdom of specifying such high velocity in the early
stages of this art is open to question.

The specified method of determining the speed is theoretically incorrect, because it

is based upon an erroneous method of obtaining an average. Let us suppose that an
estimate has been accepted and that the inventor has completed his machine and can fly

five miles in seven and a half minutes or at the rate of forty miles an hour in still air.

Let us suppose that the Government trial is held in a twenty-mile wind, which is very
common in our latitude. Let us suppose that the machine is sent over a measured course
of five miles against the wind and returns with it. The flying machine would require
15 minutes to cover the distance one way and five minutes to return. The average time
would be 10 minutes for five miles and give an apparent speed of 30 miles per hour, the
machine being rejected.

According to the specifications the bidder would lose his bond equal in amount to the
accepted estimate, and probalily also lose the cost of the rejected machine in spite of the
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fact that it did actually ily through the air at the rate of 40 miles an hour, and all this

on account of an incorrect system of measurement. To show a speed of 40 miles an hour

against and with a 20-mile wind when measured as proposed would require a speed of

nearly 48 miles an hour through the air.

The absolute incorrectness of the specified method of determining the speed is

apparent.
The specified test is also entirely unfair from a business standpoint. The test is to

be "subject to such additional details as the Chief Signal Officer of the Army may pre-

scribe at the time." This objectionable clause could be paraphrased to read, "Subject to

rejection if preferred by the Chief Signal Officer."

To reject the machine the officer would merely have to decide to try it in a high wind
or during a dying wind or at an upward angle, or over a long course, or around sharp

turns, or over hilly country, or during a rainstorm, or after a slight accident, etc. To
favor the acceptance of the machine on the other hand it might be tried on a compara-

tively calm day, or during a freshening wind or starting from a point higher than the

finish, etc.

If the machine under test is to cost $100,000 for a 40-mile speed and is actually

capable of 45 miles per hour under favorable conditions, it is optional with the Signal

Officer to have the bidder receive $140,000 for it, or $60,000 or any intermediate sum, or

nothing at all, ,simply by deciding to test it in some particular intensity of wind or under

some special conditions.

I do not for a moment doubt the absolute integrity and good will of our Chief Signal

Officer, although I have not the pleasure of knowing him personally, and do not suppose

that any of the eventual bidders know him very well. This in itself constitutes the ob-

jectionable clause, as an inventor cannot properly estimate in advance on satisfying the

requirements of a test to be later determined by an unknown arbiter invested with auto-

cratic authority.
As a better method the time ought to be taken over a measured course against the

wind and returning with it. The speed over the ground could readily be computed for

each direction, and the speed through the air would be the average of these two figures.

Let us suppose a machine to cover a five-mile course in 15 minutes in one direction

and in five minutes in the other. The speed over the ground would then be 20 miles per

hour one way and 60 the other, the average or true speed through the air being 40 miles

per hour. If we should take the average of the time we should obtain a false result of

30 miles per hour.
As the wind in all flying devices blows squarely from the front, a popular miscon-

ception to the contrary notwithstanding, another way to measure the speed would be, by
the use of an anemometer, previously calibrated for small errors by testing it on an auto-

mobile or train. The inaccuracy due to the flying machine swerving from its course would
be very small, being about 1 per cent, for variations of 10 degrees on either side of the
course. The small corrections to be deducted for this error could be computed with suffi-

cient correctness by observers on the ground.
A third way would be to make the speed tests on a particularly calm day, using either

of the other two methods of allowing for the slight wind effect, and then hold an entirely

separate test for dirigibility on some windy day. This method would have the special

advantage of practically eliminating the errors due to variation in the intensity and di-

rection of the wind which would otherwise be considerable. I hope that these suggestions
will arouse sufficient interest to lead to the adoption of a rational method of determining
the speed of flying devices.

[This article was received too late for proof to be submitted to author.—Ed.] •

THE NEW "BAYARD" AIRSHIP.

The "Bayard" airship is a novel form which M. Clement, the well-known automo-
bile constructor of Paris, is now engaged in building according to the designs of the
aeronaut Capazza. What is new about the form of the balloon is that the upper and
lower halves are each conical, the bases of the two cones forming the horizontal
median line of the gas bag. When once in the air, this balloon will travel forward and
downward on its lower cone somewhat after the manner of an aeroplane. The design
was drawn up some years ago by M. Capazza, but he could not have it carried out from
lack of funds. An envelope of rubber-coated tissue is to be used, having the double
cone form, with a width of 138 feet and a maximum height of 23 feet. The total volume
of the balloon is figured at 178,373 cubic feet. On the framework there are to be two
propellers, each driven by a Bayard-Clement motor of the usual automobile type. It

is designed to carry five aeronauts on board, together with over a ton of ballast, and to

be able to remain for ten or twelve hours in the air. A well-developed system of

planes will be added to the balloon. Th6 profiles of the balloons are specially designed
so as to transform the ascending or descending movements into a sliding movement or
lateral displacement, and this gives the system an aeroplane action to some extent.
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THE NEW MONOPLANE OF GASTAMBIDE AND MENGIN.
By M. Mengin.

The construction of an aeroplane by M. Robert Gastambide and myself, announced
some time ago, has now been completed.

We are partisans with MM. Santos-Dumont and Bleriot in the type of machine,
monoplane, and have decided upon that type.

The wings have a total spread of 10 meters and are attached to the body by a
system of grooves which makes them easily detachable. They are held, on the other
hand, to this same body by a new and original system of girders which are made up of
thin sheets of steel which offer, in addition to less resistance to the air, greater
solidity thaa those means heretofore employed. The chassis is fitted with wheels
having a certain amount of play longitudinally and transversely, designed especially
to minimize the shock of landing. The body of the apparatus, which is 5 meters long,
carries in front a 50 h.p. 8 cyl. Antoinette motor, with one propeller mounted in front

THE GASTAMBIDE-MENGIN MONOPLA.XE.

directly on the shaft. In the middle of the "cage"' sits the aviator and at the extreme
rear there is a tail for stability, serving as the sole means of governing the direction.

After a number of trials with small models we have thought it would be sufficient

to give the apparatus an invariable angle of resistance and to rely only on the mobility
of the 8 cylinder motor to modify the speed of the machine and, consequently, the
form of its trajectory. We have thus abolished totally any governor for raising
and lowering.

The total weight of the aeroplane will not exceed 400 kilograms. Trials of the
propeller on the motor, made on the block of special construction, we found that we
can easily count on 140 kilograms thrust and we think we ought to bring the speed up
to 55 kilometers an hour.

After a well deserved rest we will begin trials with the apparatus. The apparatus
was put on its feet in less than three weeks.

[The screw has a diameter of 2 meters, 1.3 meters pitch. Total surface is 24
square meters.—Ed.]

MILITARY DIRIGIBLE FOR THE BELGIAN GOVERNMENT.
The Belgian Government is considering the question of the construction of a

dirigible, to be constructed by Louis Godard.
Principal dimensions: balloon 60 metres in length; diameter 10.6; circumference,

33.284; surface, 1900; cubic capacity, 3750 metres; ascensional force, 4125 kilograms;
speed per hour, in calm air, (2 propellers) 50 to 55 kilometres; with 1 propeller, 35 to

40 kilometres; motor power, at 900 r.p.m., 120 h.p.; diameter of the propellers, 7 metres;
r.p.m. 225; speed at the periphery per second, 80 metres; length of the keel, 33 meters;
length of the car, 1.5 metre; delivery of the fan, 3500 cubic metres; motor 'Tactionnant"
6 horsepower
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Weights: rubber cloth balloon, 700 kilograms; balloonet of l/6th the total cube,

valve rope, "enpennages," "ralingue," vertical stem, suspension, rigging and rudder,

540; car, 350; 2 motors, 480; 2 propellers, 150; flywheels, shafts, radiators, connections

and' movements, supports, oil, water, gasoline, pipe system, 245; fan and its motor,

40 kil.; counterweights, means of equilibrium, instruments, &c, 245; possible deviations,

135; gasoline for 10 hours, 360; water, 30; 5 persons in the car, 400; ballast 45; total

4125 kilograms.

1907 GODDARP.

The engineer, Louis Godard. prefers to employ two motors of 60 h.p. each with two
propellers turning in opposite directions. In the event of damage to a propeller or a
motor it is expected to be able to return to the start with one motor and one propeller
at a speed of 30 to 40 kilometers per hour.

THE YEAGER FLYING MODEL.
of which aS. Yeager, of Pittsburg, has designed a novel aeroplane (or helicopter?)

model is illustrated below.
There are to be 60 planes, containing 660 square feet of surface, made of No. 20

aluminum alloy, revolving on
a vertical shaft. One-half the

planes travel from left to

right and the other half from
right to left. The framework
measures 45x14x12 feet, with
a 4xl6x7-foot car underneath.
There are six of the vertical

series of blades, or wheels,
each 12.5 in diameter. Two
15 h.p. Curtiss motors will fur-

nish the power; one engine
driving the four outer wheels,
and the other engine the two
inner wheels and the twin
propeller, which will be placed
forward. The four corner
wheels are expected to run at

a speed of 600 r. p. m., the
two middle wheels being
started first in rising. Soon
after leaving the ground the
propeller will be set in motion.
The inventor claims that a
square foot of the surface in

his machine will lift six

pounds, and travel at a rate
of 80 miles an hour (?). The gasoline is to be carried in the hollow framework. The
total weight is to be 1,000 pounds.

The model shown weighs 31 oz., and is propelled by rubber band power. Only four
of the six wheels were used to project it through the air against a slight breeze,

THE YEAGEK MODEL.
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NOTES.
January 16th, Charles J. Glidden sailed for Egypt, taking his motor with him.

A. Leo Stevens and A. Holland Forbes saw him off. Mr. Glidden was furnished with
four small balloons, two of which were to be released as the boat left and two at sea.

As the ship pulled out, Mr. Glidden let the two balloons go. This was a signal for

the release of 17.5 others arranged at the end of the pier by Messrs. Stevens and Forbes.
The sight was a pretty one and made a sensation.

"The airship is the coming thing," said Mr. Glidden just before sailing. "I have
in mind a trip from Fort Omaha to Boston, a distance of 1,800 miles,'' said Mr. Glidden.
"Leo Stevens has my order for the balloon, which will be of medium size, being of

but 38,000 cubic feet capacity. Once this journey has been accomplished I shall en-

deavor to win some of the trophies offered around Boston. We have five to try for.

These include a trophy to the aeronaut who starts at least 150 miles from Mount Wash-
ington and lands within a mile of Mount Washington hotel, offered by Mr. John A.
Anderson, another like trophy for the aeronaut who starts a like distance away and
lands within two miles of the Poland Springs hotel at Poland Springs, Maine; a third

trophy to the aeronaut landing on Boston commons after starting 100 miles away, of-

fered by the Boston Herald, and two trophies offered by the North Adams Herald, one
for balloons starting from North Adams and landing within five miles of Boston common,
and the second for the greatest distance covered starting from North Adams. All of
these will be handsome trophies, and Bostonians are preparing to compete for them
this year."

The Aero Club dinner at the St. Regis is postponed until March 14.

Acting on the complaint of several hundred stockholders, federal officers have
started an investigation of the National Airship Company, San Francisco, and the
first result of the investigation has been the disappearance of all the officials connected
with the concern and with them what is left of stock sales amounting to more than
quarter of a million dollars. The company was promoted to secure $1,000,000 with
which to build an airship that would be the greatest thing ever imagined. More than
250,000 shares of stock were sold. It claimed that the intention was to construct an
airship 1,250 feet long, fi4 feet in diameter, of 140,000 cubic yards capacity and 128 tons
displacement, with eight independent power plants, and engines developing 3280 horse-
power turning 16 propellers. Forty men. as advertised, were to compose the crew, and
the airship to carry 500 passengers and 40 tons of mail from New York to London at an
expense of $875 in 24 hours, "every day in the year, regardless of weather conditions."

Regular trips were advertised between Portland and San Francisco.
Many other claims of future accomplishment taxing the power of credulity to

the breaking point were made in the matter, which is said to have gone through the mails.
The company advertised, further, that it would issue checks in payment of dividends
January 1, 1908, but this is said not to have been done.

The German government is constructing an automobile, armored, of high speed,
carrying a rapid fire gun capable of firing at an angle of 70° to the horizontal, to be
used as an "airship destroyer."

Here is a comparatively small country like Germany far ahead of the United
States in its aeronautical arrangements for defense and yet we apparently are doing
little or nothing in this line. Paying millions of young 1907 widows of old 1865 vet-

erans, it might be well to devote a few thousand to aeronautics, offensive and defensive.

The Aero Club of Great Britain is in communication with the most successful
aeroplane inventors, both in England and abroad, with a view of bringing them together
upon a given day to demonstrate by practical flights their prowess in the air. It is

suggested that the Brooklands motor track or the grounds at Hurlingham shall be the
scene of the great event. Already the promised awards for long flights and short flights

amount to over $150,000. It is hoped that Mr. Henry Farman, who has achieved so many
wonderful flights in Paris, may be persuaded to cross the Channel and demonstrate
how near he is to a practical solution of the problem of the air. The "international
aspect" of the trials will be provided by the determination of Mr. A. V. Roe. the English
inventor, to take i)art in the contest. He is actively engaged upon the Brooklands motor
track, putting flnishing touches to the steering apparatus of his large, man-carrying
machine, with which he proposes to make an experimental flight.

"La Patrie" and "La Ville de Paris" made 42 and 28 ascensions respectively
during 1907.

Mount Weather Observatory has begun the publication of a bulletin, to be issued
quarterly. The first number is most creditable. "Our Origin and Purpose" of the Bu-
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reau is treated by Willis L. Moore, Chief U. S. Weather Bureau; "The Methods and
Apparatus," by Dr. W. R. Blair, and "The Use of Upper Air Data in Forecasting," by
Prof. A. J. Henry. Records of all kite flights and captive balloon ascents during the

year are given, together with a number of fine illustrations.

A writer states that he examined the envelope of a balloon which burst at the

International Exhibition at Milan in 1906. A number of spots were visible on the en-

velope, and at these places the material could be easily torn, whereas at other parts

it showed great resistance to tearing. These spots were found to have been caused

by phosphoric and arsenic acids, produced by oxidation from arseniuretted and phos-

phoretted hydrogen contained in the hydrogen gas. The presence of these impurities

is due to the use of impure materials in the preparation of the hydrogen, and the author
recommends that the preparation of the gas for filling balloons should be under strict

chemical control.

—

Engineer.

Attempts to beat the World's distance record and win at the same time, the
Lahm cup will be made during 1908 by A. Leo Stevens and Charles J. Glidden, the

start to be made at some point west of the Mississippi. Omaha has been considered by
Mr. Glidden but coal gas cannot be obtained there. Denver will next be investigated.

Carl E. Myers has sold from his "balloon farm" at Frankfort the little dirigible

'No. 23" to people in Seattle for exhibition purposes.

Major Baden-Powell, states that for several months past he has been experimenting
with kites and models of aeroplanes. These experiments were purely of a private

character and in no way connected with the War Office. Satisfactory results, he said, had
already been accomplished, although he had obtained nothing conclusive, owing to the
size of the models. The first experiment was carried out with models fitted to a
12-horse-power engine, the whole machine weighing under seventy pounds. Later on, an
engine of double the power was secured, and the result was "extremely satisfactory."

With an engine of a more perfect design. Major Baden-Powell hopes to be able to build,

early in the new year, a model capable of lifting and carrying the weight of a man.

In view of the rapid progress of various forms of ballooning in France, M. Paul
Fauchille, the Director of the Revue Generale de Droit International Public," has drawn
up a series of thirty-two articles as the basis of an aerial code to be adopted by the

various European powers.
The articles provide for the creation of an aerial customs organization, and it is

suggested that in time of peace, as well as during hostilities, aeronauts should agree to

respect certain portions of the atmosphere. They should for instance, undertake not to

approach nearer than 4,500 feet above forbidden territory, such as barracks, forts, and
encampments. In this way all "indiscretions" which might result from the use of cameras
would be avoided.

M. Fauchille's articles will be discussed at Florence during this year, and, when the

time is ripe for the drawing up of an international aerial code, the French Ministers of

War, Marine, the Interior and Finance will nominate commissions composed of juris-

consults and technicians to frame the rules which they may consider advisable.

The principle of the liberty of the air must be maintained, says M. Fauchille, but
with certain reservations affecting the repression of espionage, customs, sanitary policing

and the necessities of national defense.
The coming aeronautical congress at Florence is expected to settle the thorny

question of the role which dirigibles will play in the wars of the future, for it is now
recognized that the airship is likely to become a i-edoubtable engine of combat.

Two more balloons have been sold from the Stevens shop: one of 1,600 cubic

metres to A. H. Forbes and one of 1,100 metres to Charles J. Glidden.

The price of subscription to the Aerophile. the official organ of the Aero Club de
France, has been advanced to 18 francs instead of 12, as heretofore. It will now be
issued semi-monthly, on the 1st and the 15th.

Count Zeppelin has started the construction of a new airship which he is building
for the German government. The dimensions of this new airship are given as follows:

Length, 130 meters (426io feet); diameter, 12 meters (39 1-3 feet); horsepower, 240,

consisting of two Daimler motors of 120 horsepower each, which will be used instead of

the two 85 horsepower motors with which the present airship is equipped. The new
airship is being constructed in a shed mounted on floats at Manzell on Lake Constance.
It is the fourth airship that Count Zeppelin has built.

A syndicate is being formed in Hong-kong to build an airship designed in 1894
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by a Chinaman, Tse Tsan Tai. It is to be built of aluminum, and will be enclosed in an
aluminum shell to protect it from the enemy's projectiles. The envelope is to be cigar-

shaped. Tse Tsan Tai's principle is that airships should depend upon their fan-propellers

for advancing, receding, ascending and descending. The gas-envelope is to be used only
as a buoy. For the vertical movement, therefore, there are to be horizontal propellers on
the deck regulated by clockwork. The steering will not be by exposed planes and rudders,

but by concealed steel wings, which can be thrown out at the stern on the pressure of an
electric button.

It is reported that the aeroplane which has been in course of construction in great

secrecy, under the supervision of the English military, was tried out and found wanting.
A new aeroplane will be tested at Farnborough. The Automotor Journal states: "The
machine is of the double-decked type, and possesses a horizontal deflector in front and a

vertical rudder behind. The over-all width of the double-decked plane is about 100 feet,

and the height between decks about 10 feet. The extremities of the decks are joined

by side curtains so as to convert the structure into a massive oblong box kite."

A horse named "Airship" won first money at 10 to 1 in New Orleans during January.

Captain Chas. De F. Chandler was detailed the first of January to deliver lectures in

aeronautics to the balloon corps at Forts Omaha and Leavenworth.

The secretary of the new Aeronantique club of Chicago is an undertaker, and he is

accused of joining the organization for mercenary reasons.

There has been oi'ganized in Milan the Fabbrica Italiana Aereostati, with a capital

of $25,000, for the construction and operation of dirigible airships. A series of experi-

ments is proposed for the purpose of developing the value of the company's dirigible,

which is known as the Frassinetti type.

Ever since the catastrophe at the Crystal Palace, work has been pushed forward on
the repair of the Nulli Secundus, which is now once more in a condition to take the air.

Profiting by past experience a more powerful motor is to be installed but at the present

moment this has not yet arrived from France.

The vice-president of the Aero Club of France has offered a prize of 100 francs for

the best device rendering the car of balloons iinsinkable.

The "Aeronautical Supply Co." has been started by Messrs. Tappmeyer and Horn
at 823 Overton St., Newport, Ky.

J. W. Roshon, whose aeroplane was described in this magazine has entered into

business to supply flying machine material and supplies, at Harrisburg, Penna.

A fatherly interest is being taken in German inventors of aeronautical machines
by the Berlin Aeronautical Society and the Automobile Technical Association, w^ho have
combined forces with a view of encouraging and assisting inventors to perfect their

designs. A large open space has been obtained in the suburb of Konigswusterhausen as

a testing ground and here trials will be made under the superintendence of Prof.

Siiring, a well-known meteorologist and balloonist. At first, experiments are to be
confined to models of the Lilienthal type of machine.

In speaking of the Government specifications for a dirigible balloon, Mr. Carl E.

Myers of the "balloon farm" at Frankfort, N. Y., stated:
"My purpose in airship work is to retain during a voyage all the gas I start with, in

the smallest bag practicable, of suitable form for least resistance both fore and aft, and
carrying a boat keel and car light, and compact for transportation, actuated by lightest

motor suitable, and controlled in satisfactory equilibrium Ijy the aeronaut within his car

without movement outside of it.

"I believe these features must form the basis of any substantial advance in aerial

navigation by gas bags, and that the matter of increased speed is simply a matter of in-

crease in dimensions on this system.
"My bid for Government airships embodies these features and some others not yet

disclosed, and of which the aeronautic world has yet no apparent conception. The gas-

proof fabric which the Government proposed at first to supply is exactly such as I have
been producing commercially for some time by patent machinery. The only change in

the later revised specifications for which bids are invited is that bidders shall supply
their own gas-proof fabrics, not requiring further varnishing".

"My 'No. 2:3' airship, lately sold to Seattle (Wash.) parties, consists of a symmetrical
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gas spindle, capacious amidsliip, with sharp prow and stern, of 7,500 cu. ft. capacity,

packing within its car, 23 x 23 x 33 inches, which also contains a 7-horsepower, 2-cylinder,

2-cycle, air-cooled gasolene motor with all appurtenances in place for immediate opera-

tion. This car in turn packs within a common trunk for shipment. A boat frame 36 ft.

long, 23-inch triangular section of 36 lbs. weight, separates into 4 complete sections^

which telescope within the largest one 9 ft. long for shipment, with all machinery, pro-

peller and steering aeroplanes, for immediate junction with the central car for use in a
few minutes. The motor drives a twin blade propeller 4 ft. diameter of 3 lbs. weight, at

2,250 r. p. m., exerting a thrust of 60 lbs., either forward or backward. My facilities have
reached such a point as to enable me to build and sell such a craft, complete with patent,

portable gas generators for inflation, at $1,300, as a commercial runabout for one person
and baggage, for sport, transport or exhibit."

THE VILLE DE PARIS AT VERDUN.
The dirigible Ville de Paris, has succeeded in sailing from Paris to Verdun. The

first trip was attempted three weeks ago, but was stopped by high, adverse winds.
The delay in making the second start was caused by the anxiety of the military

authorities to avoid any unnecessary risk. Meteorologists promising a favorable wind
that was likely to hold, the start was made from Paris at 9:47 A. M. Commandant
Bottieax, Pilot Kapferer and Mechanician Paulhan formed the crew.

At Coulommiers Kapferer sent down a note, weighted with lead, saying that all was
well and that the balloon was going eighteen miles an hour. At Montmirail another
note was sent down, asking the automobiles that were following to turn on their search-
lights, as an aid to piloting.

At 4:30 o'clock it became evident that the balloon's engines were not working and
it returned to Valmy and landed. It was found that a pipe was broken, and an hour was
required to mend it. Though it was now dark Bottieax decided to continue the journey^
saying he would follow the motors' lights. As a matter of fact, he led the way, and he
reached Verdun and the balloon was safely housed by 7:05 o'clock; after a trip of 155
miles. The time was 8 hours and IS minutes, deducting for the stop and for maneuvers
of landing.

La Patrie made the trip in 7 hours 5 minutes. Since the wrecking of La Patrie the
Ville de Paris is intended to take its place in the French army experiments.

A MACHINE FOR VARNISHING BALLOON CLOTH.
Machinery is now to take the place of hand work in the varnishing of balloon cloth

and to do in two or three days more and better work than usually takes five or six weeks.
Leo Stevens has acquired the exclusive privilege for this machine, which will varnish
and dry 2,000 yards of cloth an hour. After a repetition of the process seven times the
cloth ought to be hydrogen proof. Of course, after the cloth is cut and sewed together
the seams will have to be gone over again by hand, but the bulk of the work has been
done. The weight of the machine is about ly^ tons.

Mr. Stevens also expects to have a machine to make nets. It is expected that the
machine will tie three nets a day, whereas it takes 45 or 50 days to make one by hand.

NEW LIGHT MOTOR.
The new light water cooled motor of the Aero & Marine Motor Co., shown at the last.

Aero Show, has been tested out and developed 44 horsepower, brake test. The motor is-

rated at 40 horsepower. The weight is 130 pounds, and this includes the magneto, oil

cups, water, etc., all except gasoline tank. The weight per horsepower thus figures 2.95-

pounds.

ITALIAN DIRIGIBLE.

The Italian military airship is expected to be completed in another month or
six weeks. The mechanical part is being built from a hydroplane which has made
80 kilometers an hour on trials over Lake de Bracciano, near Rome. The work is being
conducted under the supervision of two distinguished technicians, Messrs. A. Crocca
and Ricaldoni of the special aeronautical brigade. The bag is expected to be ready
within the month.
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JUNIOR AERO CLUB.

The Junior Aero Club of the United
States is being organized under the direc-

torship of various members of the Aero
Club of America. Messrs. Lee S. Bur-

ridge, Thomas S. Baldwin, Wilbur R.
Kimball, A. Leo Stevens, and Ernest L.

Jones are on the Advisory Board. Its

headquarters will be at 131 West 23d St.,

New York.
The objects as set forth in the constitution

are: to promote interest in and encourage
the study of serial science among young
people and to hold exhibitions and con-

tests of apparatus designed for the pur-

pose of terial locomotion, voluntary or

involuntary, made or owned by its active

members. It is not intended to limit the

scope of the organization, however, as it

is proposed to include the subjects of

wireless telegraphy, telephony, etc., as

applied to the art of aeronautics.

It is the intention to hold club, national

and, perhaps, international contests at

such dates as may be possible. The first

is expected to be held on May 30, being
a national event. A contest for distance

is planned between small "pilot" bal-

loons, starting from a convenient location

near New York, probabl5^ These will be
filled with hydrogen and' will carry notes

asking the finders to return same to the

club. Several prizes will be offered for

the balloon making the greatest distance,

the one having the most ingenious ar-

rangement for disposal of ballast during
flight, etc.

The contest is open to all members of

the club, wherever they may be. The
fact that they propose to compete, how-
ever, must be recorded in advance at the
New York headquarters.
At a contest in Paris conducted by the

"Auto," during 1907, more than 300 bal-

loons were liberated, the winner travel-

ling from Paris to Runsten, Sweden,
about 840 miles,—exceeding the distance
from New York to Chicago,—and break-
ing prior record of balloon flights made in

igoi.of 750 miles, when balloon descend-
ed in Prussia. The balloons entered in

this contest varied in size from the small
balloons such as are sold for a few pen-
nies on the street to those three feet in

diameter. The larger ones were made of

goldbeater's skin with net such as used
on large balloons, to which a tiny car

weighing but an ounce or two was at-

tached. The boys "showed great inge-

nuity in supplying their miniature bal-

loons with ballast. Some had a box of

flour hanging from the balloon, which a

small valve allowed to escape as it rose,

another had a lump of ice in a box which
lightened the balloon by gradually melt-
ing, while yet a third had a long tail of

inflammable matter to which was attached
at intervals little pieces of lead. This
was set on fire as the balloon was sent off.

and as it burned, the pieces of lead

dropped one by one, thereby lightening

the balloon." A card is always fastened

to the balloon bearing the name of the

owner, with request to return balloon or

card to a specified address.

These contests would be of particular

value to the Weather Bureau were the

balloons fitted with registering instru-

ments. Meteorological stations abroad
are continually sending up numbers of

these small balloons for the purpose of

securing meteorological data. A great

deal of this work has been done by the

Blue Hill Meteorological Observatory, of

which Professor A. Lawrence Rotch is

the head. It is hoped to consummate
some arrangement by which the results

A "Junior Aero Club" member, Percy W.
Pierce, in his workshop. The young man is

constructing a model dirigible. The bag will be

4% feet long by 18 inches in diameter of gold-

beaters skin.

obtained may be utilized by the Weather
Bureau, and'to work with the Bureau in

obtaining data.

Membership in the club is divided into

three classes:

(a) Honorary; (b) .\ctive members
who construct their own apparattis; (c)

Active members who own apparatus not

constructed by themselves.

No person shall be eligible for active

membership who is more than 21 years of

age.
Branches of ten or more meml)ers may

be formed anvwhere in the United States.

If it is found that interest warrants it,

talks on scientific subjects may be given

by members of various scientific organi-

zations. Debates may be held by mem-
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bers of the club and papers prepared by
them.
Arrangements are being made for the

manufacture of a specially designed bal-

loon to be for sale at prices varying
according to the size, fifteen cents to

several dollars It is planned to furnish
from headquarters, patterns, material and
directions for making balloons, at most
moderate cost.

It is believed that there are at the pres-

ent time many 3-oung men and boys
interested in scientific subjects who lia\e

the true inventive faculty and, in their

own way, are doing important work, and
that these young students and experi-
menters should be encour ged and such

assistance aflForded them as may be de-
rived from an organization stimulating
interchange of ideas. Advice will be
given by experienced constructors and
serious efforts made to direct the mem-
bers' efforts along right lines.

America already has a number of boys
who have achieved actual results in their

experiments in aeronautic science. It is

contemplated to hold an exhibition of
everything relating to this subject on
May 30th, 1908, at the time of the contest.

The olub is being organized by Miss
K L. Todd, who, it has been stated is the
only woman in the world who has de-

signed and made working models of aero-

planes.

the stopi)ing

principles of

of the enj

the screw
;ine,
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AERONAUTICS IN THE CURRENT MAGAZINES.

McClure's for February has a most interesting article on the Wright Brothers,

by George Kibbe Turner. Mr. Turner visited the Wrights at Dayton, early in 1907
and secured the story of the development of the Wright flyer at first hand. Though
the wording is not exactly that of the Wrights, the story is written as told by them.
They tell of the starting of their work, the trouble experienced by the "turbulence of
the air," the problem of equilibrium, the first successful flying machine in 1903. the
trouble in turning corners, the absence of danger from
the uses of the aeroplane, the speed, the discovery of the
peller, the simplicity of learning to fly an aeroplane, etc.

We quote: "The eventual speed of the aeroplane will be easily GO miles an
hour. It will probably be forced up to 100 miles. Our last machine showed 40 miles,
and the one we are building now will go considerably faster. At speeds above 60
miles an hour the resistance of the air to the machine will make travel much more
expensive of power. Our experiments have shown that a flyer designed to carry an
aggregate of 745 pounds at 20 miles an hour would require only 8 horsepower, and at
30 miles an hour, 12 horsepower. At 60 miles, 24 would be needed, and at 120 miles,

horsepower. ***** our 1907 machine will carry gasoline enough to fly 500'

a rate of some 50 miles an hour. We can, and possibly soon will, make a

machine carrying gasoline enough to go 1000 miles at 40 miles an hour,
any machine made to move at speeds up to 60 miles an hour can be operated

economically at a cost of not much more than one cent a mile for gasoline.***********
Besides inventing a practical flying machine we claim to have discovered for the first

time the method of calculating in advance, the exact efficiency of screw-propellers,
which will save the great waste involved in the present practice, by which screws must
be made and tested before their eflSciency can be accurately learned. This method of

ours has been tested in the manufacture of our aeroplanes; our screws were made
with only a slight margin of power over what was demanded by our flyer, and they
have invariably proved successful."

"We say frankly that we hope to obtain an ample financial return from our
invention but we care especially for some recognition as scientists, and, whenever it

becomes possible, we propose to bring out the results of our investigations In a
scientific work upon the principles of aerial navigation."

60 or 75
miles at
one-man
Moreover

Scribner's for February opens with a most original and romantic story by Fred-
erick Palmer, the war correspondent, entitled "For the Honor of the Balloon Corps."
The situation is entirely possible under impending conditions of warfare. The hero of
the exploit is a genius and an officer of mettle. It is vividly illustrated by Wyeth.

A recent cable message from Berlin is a singularly apt and timely commentary on
Mr. Palmer's fine story, "For the Honor of the Balloon Corps," which appears in this
number.

"The artillery branch of the German Army is carrying out a series of interesting
experiments at Juterbog, the fire of field guns being directed upon captive steerable
airships. The results of the experiments are being kept secret.

"The navy already has had considerable practice in firing upon captive spherical
balloons towed by torpedo-boat destroyers, the targets being moved quickly in every
direction, giving the impression of balloons manoeuvring in the air."
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CURTISS MOTORS
ESPECIALLY DESIGNED FOR AERONAUTICAL PURPOSES.

GREATEST POWER, LEAST WEIGHT CONSISTENT WITH RELIABILITY.

These motors are the result of years experience in designing and construction

of light weight engines.

line: ror iQoe
2 H. P. single cylinder air cooled, weight

3>^ H. P. single cylinder air cooled, "

7 H. P. 2-cylinder V air cooled,

15 H. P. 4-cylinder vertical air cooled,
"

20 H. P. 4-cylinder vertical air cooled,
"

20 lbs.
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TO AN EXPECTANT BUT DOUBTING WORLD.

I opine that yon will not believe it, but it is a fact nevertheless, that I, Me,
Myself, the undersigned, is the creator of an aerial craft that is radically different in
principle and construction from anything heretofore conceived by experimenters in
both schools of aeronautics. No philosophizing but a practical and demonstrated fact.

I have at different times and on various lines, tried to raise a whirlwind by
interesting unsophisticated private parties and have failed of even a zephyr.

I have even gone so far as to communicate with four different governments,
including our dear old Uncle Sam, believing in my childlike innocence that the said
governments were groping in the dark trying to locate something practical in the
aeronautical line but am sorry in having to affirm that they were all "from Missouri,"
and in persistently believing that the problem will be solved on the lines as followed
by the different schools of aeronautics at the present time, not perceiving in their
blindness that practical and successful aeronautics are impossible of accomplishment
and fundamentally wrong on the lines followed by all experimentors.

Now I am perfectly willing to show all the Missourians that I have the only
practical aerial craft in existence. And bear in mind, all ye Missourians, that you
are not dealing with an over-night dream but with the cogitations and experiments of
years.

So now is the time and opportunity to transfer yourself at small cost, to the
Nacelle of this successful and swiftly moving craft and wallow in the glory of being
connected with its mast-head.

All that is needed is a few double eagles to construct a demonstrator of aluminum
and to acquire the patents in this and other countries.

Now if there are any confiding Missourians running around loose with a little

coin that they are willing to sink in such a visionary scheme as a practical aerial
craft, just deposit the coin in the bank, Mr. Missouri, subject to the order of the pres-
ident of the bank, to be used by him solely in paying the bills for material as it is

required, and to pay the cost of the patents. And to inspire any would-be nibbler
with sufficient confidence to perform this feat of deposit, I will show him my model,
which will elucidate, in all of its ramifications, the wonderful simplicity of construction
and operation of this wonderfully practical and successful aerial craft.

Practical and successful through actual demonstration with a full sized craft made
of cheap material, which had unfortunately to be destroyed by myself, rather than
have the principle on which it operates discovered by other parties. Not, however,
before having demonstrated beyond the peradventure of a doubt that the principle
employed is the only practical solution to successful aerial navigation.

Let this sink deep into your gray matter, Mr. Missouri, that I am making this
magnificent proposal solely because I appreciate the fact that at my present acceleration
in high finance, 1 will probably in the next five years augment the condition of my
exchequer to the tune of 30 cents.

Should this effusion by some miracle coincide with your jaded appetite as to
wish to consume some more, communicate with me, and I will come again to the
further assimilative assistance of your alimentation and to clinch the matter, Mr.
Miller from Missouri, you will appoint one expert in aeronautics and the editor of
some journal interested in aeronautics will appoint another and I will appoint one.
which will make three experts in aeronautics, to act as judges to decide whether the
principle elucidated in my model is practical. If two out of the three decide that
the principle is practical the money on deposit will stick to the bank, but if bv some
unfortunate turn of the stars two out of the three experts should denounce the
principle employed as the irrational conception of an erratic and bombastical crank,
your deposit of ungainly buzzards in overalls, who do not trust in God, will be returned
to you, Mr. Missouri.

Aeronautically yours.

Box 305, San Jose, California. Jos Renault.

In answering advertisements plear.e mention this magazine.
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AERONAUTIC BOOKS FOR SALE.

This magazine will publish each month a list of such rare and contemporaneous
books relating to aeronautics as it is able to secure. If you desire any of those listed,

kindly send check with your order for the amount stated. Should the book ordered be
sold previous to the receipt of your order, the money will be promptly returned.

Astra Castra: Experiments and Adventures in the Atmosphere (Hatton Turner).
Illustrated. Royal 4to, cloth, 1865. Extremely rare $15.00

History and Practice of Aeronautics (John Wise). Illustrated. 8vo., cloth, Phila.,

1850. Very rare 15.00

Travels in The Air (James Glaisher). Illustrated. 8vo., cloth, London, 1871 10.00

Flying and No Failure, or Aerial Transit Accomplished More than a Century Ago.
(Rev. Ralph Morris). Very rare reprint on Private Press of London, 1751. . 3.00

My Airships (Santos Dumont). Illustrated. Crown 8vo., cloth 1.40

Travels in Space (Valentine and Tomlinson). Introduction by Sir Hiram Maxim.
61 plates, 8vo., cloth, London. 1902 2.00

Conquest of the Air (John Alexander). 12mo., cloth, London, 1902 2.00

The Dominion of the Air (J. M. Bacon). Story of aerial navigation. Illustrated.

Crown, 8vo., cloth, London, n. d 2.50

Resistance of Air and the Question of Flying (Arnold Samuelson). Illustrated.

12mo., 42 pp., paper 85
Flight Velocity (Arnold Samuelson). Illustrated. 45 pp., 12mo., paper 85

Flying Machines, Past, Present and Future (A. W. Marshall and H. Greenly). Il-

lustrated 60

Paradoxes of Nature and Science (W. Hampson). Illustrated. Two chapters on bal-

loons as airships and bird flight. Svo., cloth, N. Y., 1907 1.50

Aerial Navigation (Van Salberda). Translated from the Dutch by Geo. E. Waring,
Jr. Illustrated 60

By Land and Sky (J. M. Bacon). Illustrated. 8vo., cloth, London, 1900 2.50

A Balloon Ascension at Midnight (G. E. Hall). Illustrated in color. Limited edi-

tion published. Very rare. 8vo., paper, San Francisco, 1902 2.50

Andree's Balloon Expedition (Lachambre—Machuron). Illustrated. 12mo., cloth.

New York, 1898 1.00

Parakites (G. Woglom). Illustrated. 8vo., cloth. New York, 1896 75
The Problem of Flight (Herbert Chatley, B. Sc.) A new textbook of aerial engineer-

ing both aerostation and aviation. Illustrated. 8vo., cloth, 1908 3.50

Pocket Book of Aeronautics (Maj. H. W. L. Moedebeck). A manual of aviation and
aerostation. Illustrated. Cloth, 496 pages, London, 1907 ••........ 3.25

Ballooning as a Sport (Maj. B. Baden Powell). Illustrated. London, 1907 1.10

Navigating the Air (Members Aero Club of America). Illustrated. 8vo., cloth, New
York, 1907 1.65

L'Omnibus Aerien (Bourget). A musical piece sung by Mile. Flore. Has a
picture of flying omnibus on front. Is extremely rare. Paris, 1840 7.00

Keely and His Discoveries. Aerial Navigation (Mrs. B. Moore). 8vo, cloth,

London, 1893 3.00
St. Louis Gordon Bennett race views in an album, full set 3.00

Accounts of Three Aerial Voyages (Mr. Sadler). Small 8vo., boards, autograph of
"Mr. Sadler," London, 1810-17. Very rare 5.00

Narrative of the Ascent and First Voyage of the Aerial Steamer (George Aire,
F. A. S., A. L. C, etc.). Paper, 16 pp., ill., London, 1843. Rare 2.50

Aeronautical Annual (Edited by James Means). Svo., cloth, ill., 176 pp., Boston,
1897 1.75

Aeronautical Annual (Edited by James Means). 8vo., cloth, ill., 158 pp., Boston,
1896 1.75

History & Practice of Aeronautics (John Wise). Illustrated, 8vo., cloth, 310 pp..
Phila., 1850 9.00

Looking Forward; Aerial Navigation (Dr. A. De Bausset). Paper pamphlet, 48
pp., Boston, 1889 1.50

Aerial Navigation (Arthur De Bausset, M. D. ). Paper pamphlet, 48 pp., Chicago,
1887 1.50

Sounding the Ocean of Air (A. Lawrence Rotch, S. B., A. M.). 12mo, cloth, ill.,

London, 1900 1.00
Scientific Experiments in Balloons (James Glaisher, F. R. S.). A lecture before

the Y. M. C. A., 1862-3. Cloth, 8vo., London, 1863 3.00
Proceedings International Conference on Aerial Navigation, Chicago, 1893, cloth,

8vo., ill., New York, 1894 4.50
Ballooning (G. May). Small 8vo., cloth, ill. Rare 2.50
Account of the Late Aeronautical Expedition from London to Weilburg (Monck

Mason). Paper pamphlet. 35 pp., N. Y., 1837 3.50
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FLYING MACHINES.
Aeroplanes built complete or materials furnished. Steel or aluminum

tubing, bamboo, etc. Castings for joining corners. Advice on construction
given. Also information relating to past machines or experiments.

J. W. ROSHON, Harrisburg, Pa.

ROY KNABENSHUE
Designer and Constructor of

BALLOONS, AIR SHIPS AND FLYING MACHINES
TOLEDO, OHIO

AERO & MARINE MOTOR COMPANY
60 PEMBERTON SQUARE BOSTON, MASS.

44 H. P. (brake test) motor, water cooled, weight 130 ll)s., including
magneto, oil cups and water. Especially built for aeronautic work.

SEND FOR CATALOG

Gentleman Airship Operator Wanted.
One who has had experience. Pay largest salary in the country. Half a hundred

good engagements. Address quick,

CAPT. T. S. BALDWIN, Box 78, Madison Sq., New York.

FOR SALE
2 GRAND BALLOONS 2

The "United States" which won for Lieutenant Lahm the Gordon Bennett Cup
and the "America" which covered 848 miles in the International race from St. Louis.

Address, AERONAUT LEO STEVENS, 282 gth Avenue, New York.

AERONAUTICS
142 West 65th Street, New York City.

Enclosed find THREE DOLLARS covering "^^ Subscription

for One Year for " AERONAUTICS " commencing with the issue

of 1908.

Name

Address

Foreign Subscription $3.50 per year.

In answering advertisements please mention this niagazina.
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HYDROGEN -TIGHT BflLLOONS

BDOYHNT flIHSHIPS

All sizes from smallest

models of lightest weight

to largest captive or long

voyage vessels with or with-

out motors.

Patent machine var-

nished, hydrogen-proof

fabrics, ready for speedy

construction.

Best varnish made.

Patent hydrogen gas generator systems, complete, all sizes.

Estimates made.

Practical professional advice given.

Ivargest, most reliable manufactory in America.

Operated 28 years.

140 gas balloons for U. S. Government.

Instructions given. All sorts of experiments conducted.

Only American Institute of Aeronautics.

Any kind of gas balloon ascents, captive or free, or air-

ship flights made at any time or place.

^ 4-man Captive Balloon outfit, complete with power windlass and gas plant,
for fi.aoo cash.

^ 7 h. p., 2-cylinder, i-man Airship complete with patent, portable hydiogen
generators, 1 1,300 cash.

^ Second-hand airship frame, shaft and 10 ft. propeller and rudder, with or
without gas bag and motor, for sale cheap. Also new, i-man gas balloon
complete ; a 4 h. p. i-cyl. stationary, kerosene motor ; 2-cyl., 12 h. p ; and 2-

cyl. 10 h. p., cheap. Address with stamp for particulars.

CARL E. MYERS,
BALLOON FARM, FRANKFORT, N. Y.

In answering advertisements please mention this magazine.
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WG CARS
•4INES

JOUTS

THE "OLI3SMOBIL*E"
riiK Car That does thincs

1»26 KUCUU AVE.

Bkli

NOH

0. C: Foster, Esq.,
Mgr. Clevel&nd Branch,

Warner Instrument Co.

,

Cleveland, O. Jan. 16, '08.

Dear Sir:-- Last year yon furnished me with an instrument which
I used on the "Mudlark" in ray tour from New York to Florida, and
It gave us such good satisfaction that I would like to have one
of your clock and light instruments for a model "M" Olds in
which I will make a similar run this coming week from New York
to Hew Orleans by way of Syracuse, Buffalo, Cleveland, Louisville
and Birmingham.

Trusting that you will give this order your personal
attention, and that I may receive the instrument in time, as
other speed Indicator companies have offered to furnish me free
of charge an_l.nstrument for this occas_lon. HoweverT I would
rather buy a Warner"~than acceiot their offers as the Auto-y.eter^
has always given me cora-plete satisfactloin

I remain, yours very truly

R. R. Owen.
Oldsmobile Co

Warner Instrument Co.
lis Wheeler Ave., Beloit, Wis.

In answering: advertisements please mention this magazine
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THE GOVERNMENT DYNAMIC FLYER.

We are either playing fast and loose with false hopes or history is being made
too rapidly for recording. When our Government isstied specifications for a dynamic

flying machine we were astonished. To demand that the machine carry two people

with gasoline for a hundred and twenty-five miles, that it maintain an average speed

of at least 36 miles an hour for the whole sixty minutes, that it be simple in con-

struction and operation, and return to the starting point at the conclusion of the

flight in such shape as to be able to immediately fly again, seemed beyond all reason.

We knew that aerial locomotion had been proven practicable, we knew that it had

even been most successfully accomplished on many occasions, but we believed the

art still in its infancy.

When we heard that three had actually contracted, under penalty of forfeiture to

the extent of forty-six thousand dollars, to fulfill at present the seemingly impossible

conditions we were completely astounded. One fails to realize the proposition. The

magnitude of what is too close we are never able to measure. The results of what is

really an event we are unable to predict. We had boats and it does not seem so great

to have made them self-propelled. We had beast-drawn vehicles and they were made

to move of themselves. But to conceive the wonderfulness of locomotion in air—

!

When steam was applied to means already at hand five continents were made

into one and the earth shrunk under its rule. The aims of lands and forms of com-

merce, human occupations and communication, the manner of war and the structure

of the social body were changed. The conquest of the earth was achieved by man.

Everything was changed, overthrown, enlarged and created anew. What was not

altered?

Now we have invented a new means! To consider the future is to become lost

in a m/aze of possibilities. To predict is futile.

When the specifications were made public, few of those practical men whose

achievements have made their opinions weighty, were optimistic enough to imagine

that the requirements could be met by any one. The acceptance of the bids proves
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three men either foolhardy or the rest of us way behind the times. With all our hearts
we hope the latter may, in this instance, be found the case. A failure on the trial-day
would be a terrible blow to aeronautical progress in America, and we would say,

better had we gone more slowly.

THE VALUE OF THE MOTORLESS GLIDER.

By James Means.

We have to face the fact to-day that, owing to the public exhibitions of flights with
motor-aeroplanes in France, the Frenchmen are in a fair way to get years ahead of us
in aviation, as they did in the development of the automobile.

However well we may have accomplished the task of catching up in automobile
design and construction, we should be far from content with having such a task saddled
upon us in the case of the motor-aeroplane.

The only thing we lack here is a widespread interest in the subject. We must
wake up and have some enthusiasm, and above all a spirit of emulation.

Some of the more ambitious aviators are inclined to think that motor-aeroplanes
are the only machines with which they can win high honors, and I greatly fear that this
mistaken idea is to cost many of them their lives.

Lilienthal, the dauntless engineer, gave this instrument to the world fifteen years
ago, yet the number of men who have appreciated it to the extent of actively aiding in

its development is ridiculously small.
The importance of the motorless glider is twofold.
First, the skill which may be acquired by its use prepares men to encounter the dan-

gers of motor flight with the least possible risk.

Secondly, its comparatively low cost will enable many experimenters to enter the
field who would otherwise be debarred by lack of funds.

In regard to the first subject, may I quote here a paragraph which I wrote twelve
years ago:

"One thing is certain; if the problem of flight had been fully solved by someone
unknown to us, and if that person were to present us with a perfect flying apparatus,
that instrument would be of no more immediate use to us than the latest safety bicycle
would be to the King of Dahomey, or a pair of skates to a man who had never seen ice.

Bicycling, skating, walking, swimming and flying are all movements which must be
learned by practice, if at all."

THE DUFOUR GLIDER.

Children often use floats in learning the motions of swimming. We know not what
the future may bring forth, but it now seems to us that men will always begin with
motorless gliders in learning to fly. If this be so, the great thing to be done is to
lessen the loss of human life by making the glider as safe as possible. If it cannot be
made absolutely automatic in the preservation of its equilibrium, it can certainly be
made much more so than it is at present.

Lest I seem to overestimate the value of the motorless glider, let me say here
that I do not lose sight of the fact that, when the thrust of a screw is applied to a
gliding macliine, there is a force to be reckoned with, which to the mere operator of a
motorless glider is a new one. What I wish to emphasize is the fact tliat any machine
of the Wright or Farman type is liable at times to become strictly analogous to the
motorless glider. I mean when from any cause the motor stops during flight. Then
the Wright or Farman type of machine becomes, for the time being, a motorless glider,
and is exactly on a par with a gliding machine in which the motor is represented by
ballast of suitable shape, position, size, and weight.
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To be of practical use for military or any other purposes, a motor-driven aeroplane

machine must be under good control when it has no energy but the potential energy of

altitude. A machine which is seriously endangered by the stoppage of its motor will

never be useful unless its defects can be remedied.

Hence, the subject of investigation and experiment divides itself. There will be

two classes of experimenters: those who attempt at large, and oftentimes at wasteful

expense, to use motors and do the whole thing; and those who. at moderate expense,

attempt only a part, and who make a specialty of perfecting the motorless glider.

Experimenters who undertake the latter will fit themselves to operate motor ma-
chines later on.

The Wright Brothers were enabled to achieve motor flight because they fully real-

ized that the mastery of the motorless glider must precede complete success with a

motor aeroplane.
Lilienthal, who—probably through over-confidence—came to an untimely end ui

1896, made, as is well known, thousands of successful glides. His glider was later

thoroughly tested by Chanute.

who found it to be "cranky and
uncertain in its action and re-

quiring great practice."

Lilienthal, by long practice,

acquired remarkable skill in

balancing, and thus was en-

abled to render a service to the

world, which has placed his

name upon the roll of the im-

mortals.
Chanute. as is also well

known, took up the work and,

applying his engineering knowl-
edge with untiring energy,
evolved a type of glider of such
improved stability that he was
able to write: "We found that
a week's practice sufficed for a

young, active man to become
reasonably expert in ma-
noeuvres, and hundreds of
glides were made with the sev-
eral machines experimented
with in 1896 under variable
conditions of wind, without the GLIDER No. 2 OF L. J. LESH.
slightest personal accident.

Everyone who intends to learn concerning the design, construction and opera-

tion of motorless gliders should read the writings of Lilienthal. Chanute and Wilbur
Wright.

Two of the most instructive articles ever printed are those by the latter which
will be found in The Journal of the Western Society of Engineers, published in Chicago.
The titles and dates are as follows: "Some Aeronautical Experiments." December
1901; "Experiments and Observations in Soaring Flight," August 1903.

Mr. Wright says: "The bird has learned the art of equilibrium, and learned it so

thoroughly that its skill is not apparent to our sight. We only learn to appreciate

it when we try to imitate it. Now. there are two ways of learning how to ride a

fractious horse; one is to get on him and learn by actual practice how each motion
and trick may be best met; the other is to sit on a fence and watch the beast awhile,

and then retire to the house and at leisure figure out the best way of overcoming
his kicks and jumps.

"The latter sj-stem is the safest, but the former, on the wiiolc. turns out the larger

proportion of good riders. It is very much the same in learning to ride a flying machine.
If you are looking for perfect safety, you will do well to sit on a fence and watch the

birds, but if you really wish to learn, you must mount a machine and become ac-

quainted with its tricks by actual trial."

Could any one give sounder advice than the above?
In my opinion gliding machines should be made so tliat they will not be injured

by being immersed in water for a short time. Gliding should l)y beginners, be at-

tempted only over water. The ideal method of launching is from a captive balloon

anchored over a sheet of water.

The beginner may glide from small heiglit; at first and gradually increase the
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height of starting point as he gains the knowledge which comes from experience and
as he loses the confidence which comes from ignorance.

Note:—Those who are constructing gliding or other aeroplane machines maj' be
interested to know of a labor-saving device invented and patented by Dr. Alexander
Graham Bell, Patent No. 856,838, June 11, 1907. "Connection device for the frames of
aerial vehicles."

THE HAMMONDSPORT AERO EXPERIMENT STATION.

The amount of apparatus constructed in the course of a year is rather astonishing.
Those who are not actually interested in the art have no conception of the magnitude of
the work being done, and, strange as it may seem, those whose greatest interests are in

the work do not seem to realize the extent to which experiments are being conducted.

They hear almost daily of new machines started or completed, but the constant an-
nouncement of these events have made devotees of the new art so matter-of-fact that
they do not stop to count up. We see such great advances made every day in science
and commerce that we become accustomed to events which, a half century ago, would
have startled the world. In aeronautics, the same. When Santos Dumont over half a
score of years ago circled Eiffel Tower with a steerable balloon the world almost stood
still, statements were made that aerial navigation was an accomplished fact and wild
prophecies were put out for the future. Now that we have, for all purposes of demon-
stration, actually solved the centuries-old problem with a machine hundreds of times
heavier than the air it displaces, we accept it with hardly a remark. It seems to be in

the nature of things that, with the growing coldness of modern life, we see no reason
for a display of emotion.

While America first showed the practicability of dynamic flight, demonstrated the
assertion by making a motor driven model fly, and then produced a well-nigh perfect
man-carrying motor machine, it remained for France to make the flying machine a thing
of commerce. The building and sale of flying machines has grown to such an extent
in France that at least one concern, Messrs. Voisin Brothers, has a complete factory
exclusively devoted to the manufacture of material aeronautic, models, aeroplanes,
airship frames, propellers, etc. During 1907 a dozen or more full-sized machines were
produced and sold. They now announce that they will contract to build an aeroplane
guaranteed to fly a kilometre in a circuit for something like $6,000, complete with motor.
It is interesting to note in passing that their guaranteed machine is the Herring-
Chanute-Wright type.

In America we have an experiment station which bids fair to rival that of the
Brothers Voisin. Half a dozen years ago Glenn H. Curtiss started to build motor-
cycles. He designed his own engine and produced one of very light weight. Good
gray matter and expert workmanship produced a machine and motor which beat the
world. No other motor was there which approached the Curtiss in its adaptability for
use in aerial apparatus. Inventors went to Curtiss for their motors. Curtiss saw the
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H. CURTISS IN THE
"WIND-WAGON."

trend of events and went to work to still further lighten and improve his motor. This
study brought greater ^ueeess for his motorcycles and almost invariably races in which

"The Curtiss" was entered were won under the

name Curtiss. Not content with merely beating
other motor cycles, Curtiss decided to h^wer the
world's speed record—and he did. The fastest

mile had been held by a steam driven automo-
bile, 28 1/5 seconds. With an 8-cylinder, 40-

horsepower "The Curtiss" he lowered the record
to 26 2/5 seconds at Ormond Beach, Florida,
llie fastest mile ever travelled by humanity.
One hundred and thirt3--l'ive miles an hour! A
motor that would do that was thought to be
good enough to put in a Hj'ing machine, and it

was used for that purpose.
Inventors of aeronautic apparatus needed a

workshop fitted with up-to-date machinery.
They could not install individual plants, and
they wrote to Curtiss at Hammondsport to

know if they could do their experimenting
there. Curtiss said yes, and they came, each

year a few more. The motor business kept growing and new buildings w-ere added.
The inventors had to have buildings for their work—result, more additions. Captain
Baldwin went to Hammondsport to build his California Arrows and needed a "hangar."

One was erected in a level field on the shore of Lake Keuka and called "The Aero-
drome." Meanwhile Curtiss kept selling light motors to the airships of the country,

to the Government for its Signal Service, and to the experimenters at Hammondsport
and all over the United States. A Curtiss motor drove the iirst successful airship in

America, and a Curtiss motor was the first to drive a helicoptere into the air. During
1907 over three hundred and fifty motors were built, of which fifty were for aerial ex-

periment work—rather a surprising number for one concern. Light motors that mote
constitute a problem that few have solved. Some well-known foreign motors cannot
run more than fifteen minutes
at a stretch. Of what use
would such a motor be to a

man who has to keep his ma-
chine in the air an hour or
more? Curtiss had foresight

enough to see the impractica-
bility of such extreme light-

ness, and, if we take the w^ord
of the Wright Brothers, of

what value is a "to-the-limit"

weight? Curtiss motors and
Curtiss workmanship brought
the services of this genius into

demand, and he was invited to

join the Aerial Experiment As-
sociation of Dr. Alexander

j^ CURTISS LIGHT 4-CYLINDER MOTOR.
Graham Bell at his summer
laboratory, Beinn Bhreagh, Nova Scotia. With the coming of Winter the headquarters

of the Association w^ere transferred to Hammondsport, adding still another to the half

dozen interests already located there.

Jolly good fellowship reigns at Hammondsport between tlie various experimenters,

one discusses his plans with the other, gives his advice, etc. .\ visitor to the works
sees frameworks of aeroplanes, kite cells, propellers, gears and shafting, parts of dis-

mantled apparatus cast aside or of new machines awaiting completion and trial, hung
from the ceilings of the many buildings, stowed under work benclies and, in the corners,

concrete expressions of ideas. In one building, along with cycles bj- the hundred, is a

helicoptere almost complete; in a dark corner is a "wind wagon" used for testing pro-

pellers and motors; in a corner of another building stands a motor iceboat with aerial

ppopellers; in still another Innlding is a curious looking ornithoptere, while a few doors

further on is a dirigible balloon in process of construction; dowm on the shore of Lake
Keuka, in the "hangar," Dr. Bell's Association has established a promising looking plant,

a glider and a few- tetrahedral kites in close proximity, and a motor aeroplane almost

completed occupying the greater part of the space; u]) under the rafters is another

ornithoptere dormant for the Winter.
From the knolls soutli of the Lake the glides are made. These knolls are a joy
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forever to the glider, for "no matter wliicli way the wind blows, one can always head
into it.

The Government's first airship contract, for which has been given Captain T. S.

FIFTEEN HORSE POWER ICE CYCI.E

Baldwin, will be built at Hammondsport and equipped with a specially-designed, water-
cooled, 4-cylinder Curtiss, 30-horsepower engine.

G. H. CURTI.SS STARTING ON A LONG GLIDE

Great things are being done at Hammondsport. The genius of one man lias made
possible all these things. Hammondsport, the aeronautic center of the country!
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G. H. CURTISS AND THE MOTOR CYCLE THAT HOLDS THE WORLD'S SPEED RECORD.

SAILING IN AN AIRSHIP.
By Walter Scott Haskell.

The moon is bright, the stars are out.

The air is soft and calm;
Come ride in my new airship, dear,

I'm sure it is no harm.
We'll skim the trees and cross the lees,

And pass the village spire;

We'll then go down into the town
And seek the village squire.

Chorus
Oh, sailing in an airship is.

The cream of all delights;
And taking willing prisoners,
A lover's natural rights.

Sailing in an airship,
Sailing to the moon;

Breaking sparkers, getting wrecked.
Is quite a lover's boon.

I hear you say "Some other day,"
That papa would object;

That mama always was afraid
By airship you'd be wrecked.

And then you smile at me and say
With lips of ruby hue:

"I cannot go, of course I can't

—

I wish I could, don't you?"

Chorus ;

We stepped aboard the waiting ship.
Just for a little fly;

The sparker in the motor broke.
And up we went so high.

We had to pull the safety valve,
To let ourselves below;

'Twas at the village, and the squire,
He married us vou know!

, ---'^

40 H. P. CDRTISS MOTOR, WEIGHING I50 LBS.
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ON THE USE OF LIQUID HYDROGEN AND HYDROGEN-CONTAINING-

COMPOUNDS IN LONG DISTANCE BALLOON FLIGHTS—In Three Parts.

By Darwin Lyon.

Of late years, thougii there has been an increase in the interest shown in every
branch of aeronautics, the interest of both the public and the inventor has been given
more and more to the gasless machine, to the exchision of the balloon. Interest in the
latter, however, was greatly revived by the St. Louis race, and in this country is being
maintained by the projected long distance trips of Glidden and Forbes, the numerous
schemes for crossing the Atlantic by balloon, and the various aero-club flights. It is

solely with long distance balloon flights that this article is concerned.
That the gas supply may be replenished while a balloon is in the air I have no

doubt, but I have never heard or read of its being tried. However, it is not so much for
this reason that this article is written, as that I may have called to my attention any
objections or difficulties that may exist and of which I am ignorant.

From data furnished me by the Aero Club of America I find that lack of sufficient

lifting power is the main cause of early descents. I include exhaustion of ballast with
lack of sufficient lifting power, for the reason that the former is nearly always indirectly
due to the latter. In the St. Louis race the only balloon to descend for either of these
reasons was the "United States." piloted by Major Hersey. And, strange to say, the
"United States" instead of being the second to descend would probably have been the
last, had it been able to carry a supply- of liquid hydrogen, for it took the most northerly
course of the nine balloons and could have travelled several hundred miles further than
the others before striking the Atlantic. The "United States" landed near Lake Ontario,
and, with the exception of the "Lotus II," was the first to come to earth. Major Hersey
was the only competitor who was able to locate and hold the northeasterly course
which the aeronauts expected to follow. But, as before said, both gas and ballast gave
out, and he was forced to descend.

A balloon loses its gas in three ways, and through three channels—through the
pores, through the valve, and through the neck. The first is unavoidable until we im-
prove upon our present system of varnishing; the second at present is also unavoidable,
for when the pilot wishes to descend, say, to a different air current, he must needs open
the valve and allow gas to escape. The other way in which gas is lost is also unavoid-
able, for upon reaching a high altitude tlie gas expands to such a degree that the balloon
would certainly burst unless an escape were allowed through the neck or the valve.

Experience has proven that using the best balloon at present obtainable, flight can-
not be prolonged beyond 48 hours' duration.* It is obvious that the only way left by
which the stay in the air can be lengthened is to in some way compensate for the loss
of gas by directly replenishing it.

Why carry such a miserable article as sand for ballast? Can we not carry chemicals
which when properly treated will give off hydrogen gas, leaving a residue which we
could then use as ballast?

This brings us to the question, from what substances and how can hydrogen be
prepared. The various ways of preparing hydrogen are enumerated below. Looking
over these ways, it will be seen how few are at all practical for our present purpose:
(i) Decomposition of water by_ sodium; (2) electrolysis of acidulated water; (3) action of
dilute sulphuric acid on zinc; (4) dissolving magnesium in dilute sulphuric acid; (5)
passing steam through a tube containing red hot iron turnings: (6) action of zinc upon
aqueous solutions of the salts of ammonia; (7) heating of sodium in gaseous hydro-
chloric acid; (8) heating of zinc with a solution of potassic hydrate; (9) heating of
formates or oxalates with an excess of a caustic alkali: (10) action of intense heat upon
steam; (11) destructive distillation of certain organic substances; (12) addition of water
to such hydrogen containing compounds as Hydrone, Hydrolith, etc.

Nearly all the above methods admit of many modifications. Thus, for instance,
potassium may be substituted for sodium in Xo. t, and iron for zinc in No. 3. On look-
ing over the list it will be seen that nearly all are impracticable in the basket of a
balloon. Thus though at high temperatures calcium hydroxide can easily be decom-
posed bjf pulverized zinc with the evolution of large quantities of hydrogen, the ap-
paratus required is far too cumbersome.

With others, the amount of liydrogen given off is relativel}' small. With still

others, the objection is that the evolution of gas is extremely slow. Even with the best
possible combination of chemicals and these in their purest form, and disregarding the
necessary apparatus, eight of the twelve methods would require the carrjnng of over 400

*The present official record is 44 hours, 5 minutes, though tiie longest time a flight
has actuall}^ lasted is 52 hours ( Drs, W'egener).—Ed.
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pounds of chemicals for the production of each 3,000 cubic feet of hydrogen gas. No. 12
is the only method worthy of our consideration.

By examining the chemical formulas of all the compounds coming under this head,
I find only three that j-ield a relatively large amount of hydrogen. Of these, the best
is calcium hydride, the others being inferior for various reasons. Calcium hydride, or
"Hydrolith"' as it is more popularly known, does not occur free in nature. It has been
known theoretically for many years, but its manufacture in quantities is of recent date
and is at present almost confined to France. Upon contact with water it evolves hydro-
gen gas in large quantities, but not with so explosive a violence as does hydrone, which,
however, in other respects, it resembles. Hydrone is a lead sodium alloy and in the
shape usually found on the market furnishes almost immediately upon contact with
water 2.26 cubic feet of hydrogen per pound. The amount of gas yielded by hydrone
can be increased by raising the percentage of sodium, but with a risk of inflammability
Hydrone can be bought in ten-pound tins at 60 cents per pound. Calcium hydride if

chemically pure will yield over 18 cubic feet of hydrogen to the pound. The commer-
cial product, however, rareh- yields more than 16 cubic feet to the pound. One sample
tested yielded only 14.5 cubic feet to the pound. Theoretically, for each 7 parts b}-

weight of calcium hydride we would need 6 parts of water, but in practice I have found
that often nearly an equal weight of water is needed. The irregularity depends upon
the nature of the impurities present, that is, the degree of solubility of the impurities.
Thus, to obtain 16 cubic feet of hydrogen would necessitate the carrying at least 2
pounds of material and to obtain 3,000 cubic feet of gas we w-ould need nearly 375
pounds of material (water and calcium hydride). The above does not include the
weight of the necessary apparatus, but this would be inconsiderable, for I find that an
ordinary acetylene generator answers the purpose. With a few modifications this
would be admirable. However, it is obvious from the above, to say nothing of the ex-
pense (Hydrolith costs about $1 a pound), none but the large balloons could carry
enough calcium hydride and water to produce over 5,000 cubic feet of hydrogen. As an
example, using the excellent gas now furnished at North Adams, the "Stevens 21," of
35,000 cubic feet capacity, carried besides the two aeronauts 560 pounds of ballast. Sup-
posing this amount of ballast could be turned into calcium hydride, we could obtain
therefrom 4,480 cubic feet of hydrogen gas. The solid residue remaining after all the
"hydrogen had been given ofi from 560 pounds of material would be 531.2 pounds to be
iised as ballast.

How now can we manage to carry aloft with us a larger supply of hydrogen?
There is but one way left, and this is to carry hydrogen not in combination with other
substances, but as free hj'drogen.

Hydrogen compressed in steel cylinders is out of the question because of the great
weight of the containers; so we have left but the one alternative—liquid hydrogen. If

there exist any great objections to its use I have been unable to discover them. Prob-
ably the most serious objections are the expense and the difficulty of carrj-ing so large a
quantity of an extremely volatile liquid.

(To be continued.)

* The ordinar}' tanks containing compressed oxygen as used in the hospitals hold
on the average 100 gallons of gas at 200 pounds pressure. Though made as light as
safety will allow, they weigh 30 pounds each.

Next month the author will take up the manufacture, nature and properties of
liquid hydrogen and the construction of the various receptacles used for holding it.—Ed.

THE WILLIAMS HELICOPTER.
Mr. J. Newton Williams, of Derby, Conn., member of tiie Aero Club of America,

who has devoted some years to the study of aeronautics, particularly mechanical flight,

and has developed some models that have given very interesting practical results, both in
ascensional power and dirigibility, has lately constructed at the H. C. Cook factory,
Ansonia, a helicopter of man-carrying size. Connecting it by belts and flexible shafts
to the factory power for the purpose of testing the thrust of propellers at different revo-
lution speeds, he has made numerous trials, getting a maximum direct vertical lift of
over 500 pounds.

_
Mr. Williams has now taken the machine to Hammondsport, N. Y., to install an 8-

cylinder, 40-horsepower, air-cooled Curtiss motor weighing 150 pounds. On the first

test with the motor in place the complete helicopter was lifted, together with some
added weight.

The machine was then dismantled to make some changes for the purpose of in-
creasing the power of the motor and reducing the weight of the whole structure. Fur-
ther trials will be made within a few daj's.
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INTERNATIONAL AERONAUTICAL CONGRESS.
President: Professor Willis L. Moore.

Secretary: Dr. Albert Francis Zahm. Chairman Gen'l Committee: Wm. J. Hammer.
Chairman Executive Com. : Augustus Post. Sec'y Committees: Ernest La Rue Jones.

Publication Notice.

The addresses, papers and discussions presented to the Congress will be
published serially in this magazine, and at the earliest date possible, bound
volumes will be distributed without charge to those holding membership cards

in the Congress. Others may purchase the volume at a consistent price when
ready or may take advantage of immediate publication by subscribing to this

magazine at the regular rate.

In accordance with the program as published in the November number,
the informal addresses of the Gordon Bennett contestants and others were
concluded before entering upon the printing of the formal papers and dis-

cussions.

Owing to an unfortunate mishap, we are obliged to omit the sixth paper
for this issue and present the seventh paper, "Curvature a Relative Term," by
G. A. Spratt ; with discussion by Octave Chanute.

Curvature A Relative Term

By G. A. Spratt

The following is a description of laboratory experiments with a few de-

ductions. The writer believes the experiments are sufficiently conchisive to-

establish a fact that should be clearly recognized by all designers of flying con-
structions ; a fact through which one of the equilibrium-disturbing actions of

the wind may be clearly understood. It is presented with the hope that it

may be of interest to those who find pleasure in the analysis of the forces of

the wind and be suggestive for further study.

The facts presented are the result of many experiments with the force

developed from the contact of air current and surface, into which the pressure,

alone, has entered. The weight of the surface in part, or wholly, and the
weight and influence of the mountings, have been eliminated from both the

experiment and the conclusions. An endeavor has been made to know the

pressures in their elementary form, in which form they should be clearly

recognized before they can be scientifically used. As found in practice with
models, pressure and gravity are hopelessly complicated. It is impossible to

know by watching a model in the air, to what extent an action is due to air

pressure, or to what extent it is due to gravity.

Gravity has been eliminated from the experiments by placing the surfaces

vertically in the air current.

An ideal method for studying the pressures theoretically, consists in

placing the surface vertically upon a piece of sheet cork which floats uport

water, across the face of which flows a steady and uniform current of air.

Movmted in this way the surface is free from the action of gravity and free-

to respond in any direction or manner to the influence of the air current. Its

action shows the proportion of the pressure components.
If desired, the action of the float may be restricted by parallel arms shel-

tered from the air-current beneath the surface of the water; threads may be
attached to the surface or the float ; or the float may be pivotally fixed by a
needle point engaging it from above or below.

When a surface is vertically, instead of horizontallv. placed in an air
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current, the drift is in no way affected. The components acting perpendicu-

larly to the original current, which are termed "lift" when the surface is hori-

zontal, are unaltered as to magnitude, but are spent horizontally.

There is a peculiar force—expressing effect in curvature ; an action decom-
posing the original force which is a distinctive property of curvature, that

should be noted before the experiment is described which has been chosen
because of its completeness in supporting the title of this paper. A brief com-
parison of the effect a plane and an arched surface have upon an air current is

here inserted.

The pressure of a current of air is normal to the surface at the point of ap-

plication. It may be resolved into a force parallel with the original force, and
one perpendicular to the original force. In the plane the component acting

perpendicular to the original force is controlled entirely, by the angle of in-

cidence; at 0° angle of incidence it is non existent.

The pressures normal to the arched surface, taken as a whole, are so

acted upon that the effect seems to be a further decomposition of the original

force. As in the plane, one component of the normal pressure acts parallel to

the original force. The other component is divided ; one portion is controlled

by the angle of incidence. The other portion is fixed ; its magnitude controlled,

by the amount of curvature represented in the surface.

This fixed portion of the original force is manifest at all angles of inci-

dence. It is exerted in direction always from the common centre of the radii

of the surface toward the surface. It is, therefore, centrifugal in character. It

may be considered as acting along the bisecting radius.

When the surface is placed with its chord parallel with the current, this

force is eff'ective. In a surface in which the rise is one-twelfth of the chord this

centrifugally-acting (or fixed) force will overcome the pressure of three nega-
tive degrees. Lilienthal noticed that at slight angles of incidence, this force

lessened the drift. This has been recognized also in Hargrave's experiments.
If the surface is placed with its chord perpendicular to the current, with

its convexity directed toward the current, this centrifugally-acting (or fixed)

force is represented in a total pressure that is less than the pressure resulting

from a plane similarly placed, whose length and breadth are equal to the

length and chord of the curved surface. If the chord is perpendicular to the

current, with its concavity directed toward the current, this force is manifested

in a total pressure that is greater than the pressure upon a similarly placed

plane, whose length and breadth are equal to the length and chord of the

curved surface.

This centrifugally-acting (or fixed) force, which for want of better de-

scription, has been referred to as a portion of the original force, is a clearly

manifest expression of force, acting in the direction from the common centre

of the radii of the surface toward the surface, and is indestructible by the

angle of incidence. It is, probably, of an equal magnitude at all angles of

incidence.

This fixed centrifugally-acting force is dependent, entirely, upon the

amount of curvature represented in the surface. It is not found in the cylinder,

nor in a half cylinder. If a thin metal sheet is bent to include any number of

degrees, other than 360 or 180, this force will be developed and may be con-

sidered as acting along the bisecting radius. It is manifested in shallow curves

and is increased with an increase in curvature. It increases as the curvature

becomes greater or less than 180°, and increases as the curvature becomes less

than 360°.

If a hollow cylinder is placed in an air current, drift only is observed. If a

longitudinal strip is cut out from its side to reduce the number of degrees in-
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eluded in its curvature, this force asserts itself. If the opening is widened by
removing more of the surface material, this force increases. By repeating this

process of removing the surface material a little at a time, it will be found that

this force, at first, increases. As i8o° are approached, however, it diminishes.

A further cutting away of the surface increases it. As the curvature becomes
shallow it again diminishes. Upon building up a surface in this consecutive

way, it will be noticed that the drift increases continuously. As a curvature of

90° is approached it increases at a much more rapid rate than the rate of in-

crease of this fixed centrifugally-acting force.

This decomposition of the original force, which results in separating a

portion of it from the control of the angle of incidence, is an essential char-

acteristic of curvature. It is observable wherever there is curvature existing'

between current and surface, whether a curved surface in a straight wind or

a plane in a curved current is considered ; but with the following apparent
dift'erence in its action.

In the case of a straight wind in contact with the curved surface, its

action is from the common centre of the radii toward the surface, but in the

case of a rotating wind in contact with a plane, its action is from the surface

toward the centre of rotation of the current ; therefore, centripetal in char-

acter. In this case the action may be considered as exerted along the radius

bisecting the surface, and the angle this radius makes with the surface is the

angle of incidence.

In either case, whether the surface is an arc in a straight wind or whether
the surface is a plane in a rotating wind, if the area, angle of incidence, radius

of curvature and velocity are the same, the drift is the same, and the combined
action of the fixed force and the force due to the angle of incidence is the same,
that is, if considered horizontally as in a flying surface, the drift and the lift

are the same. An experiment to establish this may be made in the follow^ing

way.
Make two surfaces of equal weight and of equal dimensions ; one a plane,

and the other curved to an arc of known radius. Mount each surface on a

post so that it is carried vertically as a vane. Each surface must be equally

free to rotate about its post. Both must be mounted in similar proportions

respective to the posts. Erect one of the posts carrying the plane on a carriage

which can be drawn along a straight track or guide. Erect the other one carry-

ing the aerocurve at the circumference and perpendicular to the radius of a

flat disk having the same radius as the arched surface, and having a groove in

its circumference to receive a small chord. The disk should rotate horizon-

tally about its centre.

This apparatus may be placed for use either on a table or on the floor.

The disk is secured by a fixed pivot passing through its centre, and the track

is placed a short distance from it in a line tangential to it. The carriage is

placed at the end of the track next the disk, a cord attached to it and carried

once around the disk in the groove and then attached.

Now, when the carriage is drawn along the track, the post erected upon
it will describe a straight path through the air, and the post erected at the
circumference of the disk, will, in the same time, move the same distance, and
describe a path curved to the same radius as that of the arched surface.

Give each surface the same initial angle of incidence to the path described
by its post. The surfaces, so adjusted, therefore, bear the same relation to

their respective paths, and the pressures developed by their passage must bear
the same relation to their centres of rotation.

The truth of this is evidenced by the fact that when drawn through the
air they both rotate on their posts the same number of degrees. The result of
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the pressures on each surface is shown to be the same. The pressures, there-

fore, must be equal, and although one is a plane and one an arc, they may be

said to be equivalent surfaces acting under similar conditions. The conclusion

must be drawn that a plane in a straight wind and an arched surface in a ro-

tating wind will give equal results, other conditions being equal.

A second test may be made with the same apparatus, by transplacing the

surfaces and drawing them through the air as before. In this test we have
equal surfaces acting under conditions that are dissimilar, in an equal degree

of dissimilarity, that is, the plane surface is carried in an arched path, and the

arched surface in a straight path in \vhich. as before, the angle of incidence of

the air currents, taken at corresponding points on the surfaces is the same, and

as before, both surfaces rotate on their posts equally, showing that the extent

of the action is determined by the amount of curvature existing between the

surface and the air current, in this test they rotate about their posts in oppo-

site directions.

In applying the facts clearly supported by these tests, it is safe to say,

and it is also evidenced in practice, that when a gliding surface encounters a

horizontally rotating wind, the effect is similar to an increase or decrease in the

cur\'ature of the surface, in proportion as the relation of curvature is altered.

If the centre of rotation of the current is above the surface, the relation

of the curvature is increased and the efifect is the same as the efifect produced

by increasing the curvature of the surface while in a straight wind. If the

centre of rotation is beneath the surface, the relation of the curvature is de-

creased and the effect is the same as the effect produced by decreasing the

curvature while in a straight wind. If the centre of rotation should coincide

with the common centre of the radii of the surface, for the time being, the

surface is ])ractically a plane in a straight wind.

Such a coincidence is an extreme conception, however. Its duration could

be but a fraction of a second, and inertia would tend to hold the course true.

Perhaps all who have experimented with large surfaces have found them
very difificult to control while in flight if the ribs are not flexible and do not

admit of a variation in the curvature of the surface. Those experimenters who
have had this practical demonstration will agree that the variation in curva-

ture and support that may be experienced in flight, is the greatest factor in de-

termining the size of the tail and the arrangement for its operation.

In nature there are four distinct manifestations of relative curxature. and
in each, "lift" is manifestly ])resent.

There is. first, the curved surface. This is seen most commonly in the

bird's wing, and has been the subject of much experiment and observation.

Second, the rotating wind. The little whirlwind so common in hot weather
"draws" certain flat objects toward its centre of rotation, so long as there is

a motion between the wind and the object in the plane of rotation, but it only

disperses the bulky objects which possess no gliding qualities. The "lift" due
to the curvature existing between the surface and the rotating wind is toward
the centre of rotation of the wind.

Third, a plane rotating on an advancing axis contained within itself. The
narrow strip of paper, as it falls rotating and advancing in its descent, may be

used as an illustration of this because of its familiarity. This is a true glide.

The inertia, and the travel of centre of pressure, combine in effecting rotation

continuously in one direction, and the consequent "lift" prevents it from
falling straight downward as it' does when formed into a cylinder. Another
illustration somewhat more forceful, and familiar to nearly every boy, is seen

when a flattened block of wood (4" x 1" x ^2" or thereal)out) is thrown with an

overhand throw, with its longest dimension horizontal, and perpendicular to its

course, and caused to spin as it lea\'cs the hand.
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Fourth, a plane may make a more or less complete revolution about a

centre at a distance from it, which centre may or may not be advancing. The
apparatus previously described may be used as an illustration, by securing the

plane to the post carried by the disk, compelling it to move as one piece with
the disk as it rotates about its centre. This is an example of a plane in a ro-

tating wind with the motion inherent in the surface.

The surface may move pendulum-like about a centre, and if so, the passage
each way gives rise to a "lift" which is directed toward the centre.

Flying forms of life are so constructed that their wings are capable of de-

scribing all of the above movements, excepting, of course, the rotating wind,
the origin of which is external.

The wings of many of the insects, especially the diptera, are particularly

adapted to the motion last described, which seems to form the basis of their

flight.

The wings, apparently, are planes. Their greatest transverse strength

is toward the free extremity. By reflected sunlight, and by direct appearance
of their wings while hovering, they seem to have a forward and backward
motion in a curved path with the curvature directed downward.

If the line of gravity divides equally the amplitude of the vibration of their

wings, the "lift" is directed upward and the insect hovers. If the amplitude is

greater in tthe rear of gravity the "lift" is directed upward and forward and
the insect advances. If the amplitude is greater in front of gravity, the "lift"

is upward and backwards, and the insect moves backward. If a line passing
through the centre about which the wing vibrates, and also perpendicularly

through the wing, divides equally the wing surface, it is in effect the same
surface curved to the radius of the arc described by its vibration, in a straight

wind at an angle of incidence of o°, at the actual speed of the wing, and with
the concavity directed downward. If this line passing through the centre

about which the wing vibrates, perpendicularly divides the wing surface un-
equally, as the point of division approaches the anterior edge, the effect is

equal to a proportionate positive increase in the angle of incidence. As it

approaches the posterior edge the effect is equal to a proportionate negative
increase in the angle of incidence. If in flight the wings are so adjusted in

each passage that this tine is brought near the advancing edge, the figure-of-

eight course as described by Pettigrew is the result. However, the figure-

of-eight course can be attributed to other causes also.

There is probably no form of life that makes use of only one method of

obtaining a relative curvature in its flight, but flight may always be the result

of a combination of two or more of the motions described.

There is no fixed arched surface in the wing of the diptera, but this con-
struction may be represented in the elytra of the beetle. Probably, in large

winged specimens of the butterflies, the motion of the forward wing is only
upward and downward, with a rotation on its axis that will bring the rear edge
below the forward edge at the finish of the stroke. This wing motion will

give the body an impulse forward and upward. Considered relative to the air

the wing passage is downward and then forward in an arched line and may be
classed under the motion described under No. 4.

The rear wing of the butterfly seems to act as a substitute for inertia, com-
bining the action of wing and tail. Taken together their motion is imperfectly
wave-like.

The wing of the bird is most highly constructed, and is capable of pro-
ducing a relative curvature in the three ways described, and also of controlling
the "lift" of the rotating winds which may be encountered. The fixed arched
surface is represented in the portion next the body. The flattened portion
nearer the tip may be rotated independently of the curved portion, or the
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entire wing may be used as a unit. The stroke may be considered relative to

the air, as a straight Hne downward and forward with the flattened portion

rotating- about its axis ; or as a curved line, downward and then forward, with

its transverse line fixed in reference to the body joint as a centre. In either

case "lift" is developed by the flattened portion. The wing, therefore, is

capable of developing more lift than is thought by a consideration of the

arched portion only.

It is unnecessary, perhaps, to state that there is a great difference in the

appearance of the stroke of the various birds.

These statements concerning wing-motions are supported by field obser-

vations only, but the theory seems to be sup])orted by them, i. e. : that by the

wing motion a relative curvature is caused, so that the consecjuent "lift" may
be utilized in flight.

Discussion of Mr. Spratt's Paper..

By Octave Chanute.

^Ir. Spratt's paper is somewhat obscure, but is worthy of closer study than

the casual reader is likely to bestow upon it. He brings out an element of in-

stability in flight which has been taken into account by few experimenters.

They consider alone the changes produced in the apparatus by the movement
of the centre of pressure and but seldom attribute the variations of support

which they experience in actual flight to the relations of the wind.

When once pointed out it seems obvious enough that whether the curva-

ture be in the surface or in the path of the wind, the practical efifect will be the

same, and the experiment described shows that an aerocurve, encountering a

wind which rotates with the same radius of curvature as itself, is no more ef-

fective in support than is a plane meeting a straight-away w^ind. The oc-

casions will indeed be rare when the radius of such wind gyration will be the

same as that of the aerocurve, but its balance and supporting power will be

alTected in some measure.
Now, nearly all brisk winds gyrate more or less, and this indicates that the

experimenter should either provide some method of meeting, through his own
actions, such gyrations when they occur, or seek for some combinations or

forms of surfaces which shall adjust themselves automatically to the varying
turmoils of the wind. One such arrangement consists in the flexible rear sur-

faces of the wings of birds, which, curiously enough, have seldom been resorted

to by man. There are also various combinations of fixed or of movable sur-

faces which will be found greatly to increase the stability.

Mr. Spratt's field observations of wing movements are curious and well

worth the attention of experimenters.

INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL OF AERONAUTICS.

As an indication of the extent to which interest in aeronautics is developing, the

starting of a school to quickly help students to a groundwork of knowledge in the

new art is a noteworthy incident.

The progress that has been made in the solution of the prol)lems involved in

the construction and lise of apparatus for the navigation of the air has awakened
the interest of inventors, scientists, and the public generally, but investigators

have been hampered by the difficulty of obtaining accurate data on the results attained

by workers in the various parts of the world. The navigation of tlic air is advancing
so rapidly that books are out of date by the time of their publication, and experi-

menters have been constrained to solve each step for themselves because there was
no way in which they could ascertain the results accomplished by other workers in

the same fields.
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M. Albert C. Triaca has made it his work to remedy this, and to classify in
a concise, practical manner the work done in all branches of aeronautics, and the
courses now offered by The International School of Aeronautics are the most com-
plete and authentic exposition of matters pertaining to the science that has ever
been collected. These courses, which are arranged for home study, consist of lessons,
accompanied by nearly three hundred figures, diagrams and charts on separate plates,
were prepared by Lieut.-Col. Espitallier, the foremost of the aeronautic experts
of the French Army.

Associated with the school is a technical staff, composed of the most eminent
authorities, and their collaboration has resulted in the production of papers in
which the investigator will find the results and every detail of the work that has
been done; the methods of the most successful aeronauts and aviators; the details
and construction of balloons and dirigibles, gliders and aeroplanes, helicopters,
ornithopters, and all other forms of apparatus; scientific data, formulae and tables
and a fund of similar information such as is obtainable in no other quarters.

The International School of Aeronautics offers three courses, first, covering
spherical balloons; second, dirigible balloons; third, heavier-than-air machines. It

is the duty of the technical staff to supply new material and additions to the courses
whenever an advance in the art warrants it, and makes it necessary, and as these
men are the most eminent in their profession and are in close touch with the school
management, the students will have the benefit of the latest process and development.

.^^L^^^Si^^"^
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A MODEL •ANTOINETTh. IN FLKUIT

The spherical balloon course includes: Historic Summary of the Invention of

Balloons. Ballooning after Mongolfier—Military Balloons, Captive and Free. Scien-
tific and Sporting Aeronautics. Definition and Principles—Ascensional Power of Gas
—Vacuum and Metallic Balloons—Balloon Composition. Ascensional Force—Com-
position and Weight of Air—Weight of Inflating Gases—Ascensional Force of Or-
dinary Gases—Relations between xA.ltitude and Barometric Pressure. General Form
of Cover—Different Methods of Making the Cover. Nature of Fabrics—Uses for

Cover Making—Strain on Ma-
terial. Valves — Their Func-
tions—Position — Dimensions.
Car and Net—Different Meth-
ods of Suspension. Accessories
—Captive Suspension—Military

Equipment of Captive Balloons
in Germany. Static Equilibrium
of a Balloon on the Vertical

—

Air Balloonet. General Re-
marks on the Duties of the

Pilot — What an Improvised
Aeronaut Should Do. Various
Instruments Used in Aerosta-
tion. The Regulations—Meas-
urement of the Gas—Prepara-
tion—The Ballast—Its Use.
Ascent to a Great Altitude

—

Long Duration and Long Dis-
tance Ascents. Use of the Bal-
last in the Course of an Ascent
—Preparations for the Defini-
tive Descent—On the Landing.
Practical Information for the Ascent—Log Book—Landing Certificate—Estimation
and Payment of the Damages done by the Landing. Sounding Balloons. Kites

—

Installation of Kites—Applications to Photography. Manufacture of Hydrogen.
English. German and French—Technical Dictionary.

Dirigible Balloon Course: Historical Sketch—Heroic Period of Various Navi-
gations. The Present Time—From the Renard to the Lebaudy Dirigible. The Most
Recent Dirigibles—The Patrie—The City of Paris—Zeppellin—Parseval Dirigibles

—

The Wellman. The Problem of the Dirigibility of Balloons—Resistance of the Air
on a Dirigible. General Study of the Shape of the Steerable Balloons—The Stability
of a Steerable Balloon. Rolling and Pitching. Stability of a Dirigible Balloon in

Movement. On the Evolution and Displacement of a Dirigible Balloon in the Horizon-
tal Plane. Elements and Division on the Gas-Holder on an Elongated Balloon. Cut-
ting out the Gas-Bags—Arrangement of the Other Parts of a Dirigible Balloon. Ex-
amination of the Condition which a Well Constructed Dirigible sliould Fulfill— Ma-
noeuvers. English, German, French—Technical Dictionary.

Aviation Course: General Remarks—Aviation in Germany and America—Otto
Lilienthal—O. Chanute—The Wriglit Brothers. 1904. Langley's W^ork—Hiram Maxim
—Aviation in France. Aeroplanes—General Sketch—Description of Some Apparatus—
Bleriot—Santos Dumont—Delagrange—Kress—Vuia. On the Resistance of the Air
on an Aeroplane Surface—Lilienthal's Experiments—Center of Pressure. Theory
of the Aeroplane without Motor—Theory of the Aeroplane with Motor. Necessity
of Light Motors—Electric Carbonic Acid—Ammonia ^Motors—Water Cooled and Air
Cooled Motors. On Screw Propellers—Wood and Metal Screws—Calculation of a

Screw. Helicopters—General Remarks—Description of Some Systems. Ornithopters

—

General Remarks—Study of the Flight of Birds—Mixed Apparatus. Hydroplanes

—

Description of the First Experiments of Hydroplanes with Aquatic Propulsion—Hy-
droplanes with Aerial Propellers. How an Aviator can Construct His First Trial

Apparatus—The Duty of the Aviator in the Trials. English. French. German—Techni-
cal Dictionary.

THE DIHEDRAL ANGLE IN KITES AND AEROPLANES.
By James Means.

Although the quotation given below was first published twelve years ago, and
is known to most aviators, it has never had as wide a circulation as it deserves. It

is timely now and is surely a gem of the first water.
As may be observed in the illustrations of Farman's motor-aeroplane and of

Santos-Diimont's No. 19, which have appeared in recent issues of the leading illustrated

papers, the two machines are radically different in design. As both were entered for
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the Deutsch-Archdeacon prize, which has now been won by Farman, we have here an

excellent oppoi'tunity to study the two principles which are depended upon for stability.

I think that all who have taken an interest in the subject of aviation have great

respect for Lawrence Hargrave of New South Wales and admiration for his work. He
is known all over the world as the inventor of the Hargrave kite. In looking at the

illustration of the Farman machine we notice the superposition of the surfaces, the

extremely obtuse angle of the same and the cellular structure of the tail. We see in

Santos-Dumont's No. 19 that he is testing the dihedral angle principle of stability with

a much less obtuse angle, and that he has (for the time being perhaps) abandoned the

Hargrave cells which he used in his No. 14 about a year ago.
" The following quotation from a paper read by Hargrave before the Royal Society

of New South Wales, August 5th, 1896, will explain my meaning:
"As there is little doubt that the cellular is a permanent type of kite, a few

remarks will be of interest; especially as its action and construction as hitherto

explained are somewhat obscure. The first question that suggests itself, is, Why
should the cellular lift more per square foot than the ordinary single-surfaced kite?

In a kite or flying machine the distribution of the lifting surface is most important.

The value of the lifting surface depends within certain limits on the linear dimen-
sion that first meets the wind. Thus, a common kite of 25 sq. ft. area cannot show
more than about 7 ft. of edge to the wind, whereas a cellular one of 25 sq. ft. area can
easily show 20 ft. of edge to the wind.

"Tbe great stability of the cellular kite is due to the vertical surfaces. To under-
stand this, it is necessary to grasp the truth, that a perfectly flat kite has no stability;

and even with tail and side ropes is an inferior flyer. The more the kite bends back
from the longitudinal center line or backbone, the more stable it becomes. The angle
between the two sides is called by flying-machine men the dihedral angle, and without
this or its equivalent, no flying apparatus will balance with any degree of certainty.

"In the figure, let A B C be the dihedral angle of a kite, B being the end view
of the backbone. Resolve A B and B C into

'K-.^,^^ "r 1 ^^^^' their components, and D B E is the breadth of

~~--l.,^__^ "i^.--^^^^ \ surface that tends to lift the kite, and A D and

^ r i^''^'--^^^^^^^-'' jj, i C E are the heights of the surfaces that tend to
'^ steady it. Bisect D B and B E, and erect per-

pendiculars F H and G K equal to A D or C E; join H K; and F H K G is the breadth
and height of a cell having the same lifting power as A B C and (apparently) greater
stability.

"The width of the kite D E is halved, and therefore much less timbering spreads
an equal area of lifting surface, to say nothing of the rigidity of the lattice girder
construction.

"To realize this question of stability from another point of view, let us Imagine
a flying machine with lifting surfaces in the dihedral fashion ABC, and one with
two cells like F H K G, to be on their respective stages, rails, carriages or floats, ready
to fly; suppose them to have equal areas, weights, and wheel or other bases and to be
heading directly to the wind; a momentary change of wind would promptly over-
turn ABC, but F H K G would only be pushed sideways."

I believe that I am rendering a service to all who are thinking of entering upon
experiments in aviation in stating that Lawrence Hargrave has been very generous
in placing the reports of his long-continued experiments in the leading public libraries
of the United States. These reports may be found catalogued under his name as author
or in ''Tlxe Journal and Proceedings of The Royal Society of Neio South Wales."

AERONAUTIC CALENDAR.
March.—Balloon race organized by the Aero Club of Nice. Distance race at Verona,

Italy, on the igth.

April 15.—Balloon race at Paris organized by the Aero Club of France.
May.-—International balloon race in England organized by the Aero Club of the

United Kingdom. International Aeronautic Congress at London. Balloon race of the
Aero Club of France on May 16.

June II.—Balloon contest of the Aero Club of France.
July.—Balloon race organized by the Aero Clubs de Brussels, Bordeaux and

Tourcoing. Dirigible contests at Bretton Woods, N. H. On the gth, i6th and 23d,
flying machine contests at Spa.

September.—Grand Prix of the Aero Club of France at the Tuileries. Aeroplane
contest at Vichy.

October 11.—Gordon Bennett International Race and other contests at Berlin
(Tegel).

May I, 'oS-'og.—Aeroplane contests with and without motor, at Munich Exposition.
191 1-—International assembly of dirigibles in Italy, under the auspices of the

Societa Aeronautica Italiana.
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HELICOPTER JEAN BERTIN.

For some reason or other we hear of few helicopters aiul, no dnubt, few are

being constructed. It is interesting to note that no great success has ever been obtained
with a direct lift machine, although there seems to be no good reason why such a

system is not onlj^ practicable but. indeed, save for the added danger, the most con-
venient. The machine needs less space, it should rise into the air more quickly, and
land in a shorter space.

A machine of this tj'pe has just been constructed by Bertin. but no flights have

yet been made. In a rigid framework of steel tubing is placed a horizontal air cooled

8 cylinder, IT5 mm x 125 mm.. 150-horsepower motor, weighing only 120 kg., invented

TWO VIEWS OF THE BERTIN MACHINE.

by Bertin himself. It makes 2500 rpm. The power is transmitted through a disk

clutch. Driven by bevel gears are two metal two-bladed propellers 2.S metres in

diameter, with blades 1.2m. by .75m. The propellers turn at 1250 rpm. In the front

of the machine is another gear driven metal propeller .7m. in diameter turning at

2500 rpm., mounted on a shaft having a universal joint, and both steers and propels.

The whole machine weighs but 310 kilograms, without counting the aviator who
stands in the front part and the engineer in the rear at the motor. The first trials

will be made with the vertical propellers—those on the vertical shaft—and later

with the other. It is stated that at a preliminary trial the apparatus rose easily.

NEW AERO CLUBS.

Aero Club of Milwaukee.

Application has been made to the Secretary of State to incorporate the Aero Club
of iNIilwaukee. The prime movers are William Woods Plankinton, Dr. A. R. Silverston

and Major Henry B. Hersey, members of the Aero Club of America; William George
Bruce, Secretary of the Merchants' and Manufacturers' Ass'n; Dr. J. F. Schrieber; Ed-
win Tower, Jr., Dr. S. D. Knapp, W. C. Kreul and R. B. W'atrous, Secretary of the Citi-

zens' Business League.
The intention is to organize under the wings of the .\ero Club of .America, which

is the only club in this country recognized officially abroad. One club only in each

country is admitted to membership in the International Aeronautic Federation and the

Aero Club of America is the club representing America in this Federation.

At a meeting held to discuss the organization. Dr. Schreiber stated: "Milwaukee
men must organize the body and conform it to the rules of the Aero Club of America,
which will recognize us and promulgate the rules under which all the great contests of

the world are held. This is the only way to assure clean sport when the time comes for

Milwaukee to own its own aero grounds and assist in the development of aerial naviga-
tion. Nothing not done under the standard of rules of the Aero Club of America is

recognized abroad, and it holds the sport up to as high a level as the .\merican Auto-
mobile Association does its contests."

Three balloons are to be purchased in the near future, of varying sizes.
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Club Aeronautique de Vincennes.

The Club Aeronautique de Vincennes, Secretary M. Rayac, has been formed to take
an active part in the principles and sport of aerostation and aviation.

Societie des Anciens Aerostiers.

The Society of Ancient Military Aeronauts has been formed at 35 Rue Boissy-
d'Anglais, Secretary M. L. Lemaire.

Hamburg Aero Club.

On February 17th the Aero Club of Hamburg was formed with 300 members. Pro-
fessor Voller was elected president. The club was presented with a balloon by one
member and with 3,000 marks by another.

AERO CLUB OF AMERICA.

It is gratifying to note that the attendance at the club on "club nights," Monday
and Friday, has increased considerably during the last month.

Mr. Wilbur R. Kimball has been appointed vice-chairman of the Entertainment
Committee and during the month three lectures were given. Mr. F. H. White il-

lustrated a practical talk on ballooning with beautiful lantern slides made from nega-
tives secured on some of his trips. Mr. Edward A. Durant lectured on the gyroscope
and exhibited an interesting specimen driven by electric current. Mr. Kimball also
gave an illustrated lecture with the aid of the lantern slides recently brought over from
France by Mr. Albert C. Triaca.

On Monday evening, February 10, a general meeting was held, addressed by Messrs.
Frank S. Lahm, Peter Cooper Hewitt, Albert C. Triaca and others. Considerable dis-

cussion followed looking towards greater activity in the club during the year. A
number of members are building gliders and full-sized machines and the matter of an
experiment station was considered and steps will probably be taken to secure the use
of a race track near the city. An aviation section of the club was proposed and it is not
unlikely that in the near future one will be inaugurated. ,

A club flag has been adopted and members are requested to adopt private signals
and register them with the club.

Members are urged to register the names and particulars of their balloons with
the club. They are also asked to display the club flag in ascents.

The Automobile Club of America some time ago invited the Aero Club members
to dine at the Automobile Club on the first and third Tuesdays of every month, on
which nights entertainments will be provided.

On February 21st, Mr. Albert C. Triaca entertained a goodly number of guests
with a "smoke talk" at the Aeronautic School. Mr. Triaca showed some new lantern
slides of the French military dirigibles and the aeroplanes practicing at Issy. At
the conclusion of the talk the work of the school was discussed and the various models
and instruments were exhibited.

Captain T. S. Baldwin was awarded pilot's license on March 2. With the hundreds
of ascents to his credit it is a wonder he did not apply for it previously.

The annual banquet will be held at the St. Regis on Saturday evening, March
14th. The speakers will be: Hon. James M. Beck, Ex-Assistant U. S. District Attorney;
Mecredy Sykes whom all will remember with pleasure as speaking at the last banquet;
Professor A. Lawrence Rotch, Blue Hill Meteorological Observatory; Lieutenant Frank
P. Lahm and Ex-Governor David R. Francis of Missouri. President Shcrrick of the
Aero Club of Ohio, will also be present and address the diners.

Following is a statement of the scheme for a national federation, togetlier with
a synopsis of the arrangements between the affiliated French clubs. It is to be
very much regretted that there are but three clubs in America who have known actual
legal being and it is obviously impossible to form a federation with mythical organ-
izations. Most necessary it is to have a national organization to control the sporting
side of the art and to standardize the requirements for the issuance of pilots' cer-
tificates; along the lines of the American Automobile Association.

"On account of the rapidly increasing number of aero clubs in the United States
it is necessary that something be done to bring them into closer relations with one
another.

"We believe tliat in order to keep the sport of aeronautics clean and as far as pos-
sible free from jjrofessionalism and commercialism, it is necessarj^ that a uniform
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standard should be established in order to put all the clubs on tlie same footing as
regards matters which may efifect the welfare of all of them.

"In Germany and France where there are a number of local clubs different systems
have been put into operation. In France, where the situation is similar to that in this

country, the Aero Club of France is the national society and as such represents France
in the International Aeronautic Federation. In order that the local clubs shall be
represented in this Federation, and for the purpose of establishing uniform rules regu-
lating the sport, there has been in operation for several years a systein of affiliation.

Included in this sj'stem there were in 1907 six aero clubs affiliated with the Aero Club
of France. Tlie term of affiliation is one year and renewals are made on the first of
January for the calendar year following. Attached hereto is a summary of the articles
of agreement now in effect in France. It will be observed that the idea expressed
throughout in these rules is that these clubs shall observe rules similar to those pre-
vailing in the Aero Club of France regarding the issuance of pilots' licenses and as to
details in the organization of aeronautical contests. The French affiliation agreement
also contains provisions regarding granting of sanctions to aeronautical events organ-
ized by bodies other than the clubs included in the affiliation.

"In this country, the Aero Club of America believes the present high standard ot

aeronautics should be maintained and, therefore, it will not permit societies whose
requirements are less than those of the Aero Club of America to affiliate with it. After
carefully considering the matter, it has been decided to invite as the first members
'n this affiliation the Aero Club of St. Louis, the Aero Club of New England, the Aero
Club of Ohio and the Aero Club of Philadelphia. From what has been learned of these
clubs we feel certain that they are in entire sj'mpathy with the purposes for which the
Aero Club of America was founded and are willing to insist on the same standard of

conduct on the part of their members.
"There are many details of this arrangement to be settled in accordance with the

ideas of the several clubs mentioned, and, understanding as we do that the clubs men-
tioned are willing to affiliate with the Aero Club of America, it is desirable that a con-
ference be held to consider the form of articles of agreement.

"It is not our purpose to extend this affiliation at present, but we suggest that a

governing committee of the affiliated clubs should be formed with the idea of passing
upon applications for affiliation from other clubs. If this affiliation is carried out to a

definite organization, the Aero Club of America will consider that it is the organ of
these clubs in regard to all matters requiring international agreement. As is well
known, the Aero Club of Ainerica is the sole representative of America in the Interna-
tional Aeronautic Federation, and because of this is bound to apply, in all matters con-
nected with the sport of aeronautics, the international rules established by that Federa-
tion. These rules are very complete and are so drawn that they provide for all con-
tingencies in conducting aeronautical contests.

"The right to enter contestants or competitors for any international aeronautical
event is vested in the Aero Club of America, and the Aero Club of America will be
glad to make entries for its affiliated clubs in international events as may seem ex-
pedient in each case. We feel that rules governing the sport of aeronautics in this

country must be kept at the highest possible standard, and unless the other aero clubs
unite with us in maintaining these rules the sport is sure to become professional.

"We feel that the occasion now presented for affiliation is opportune and should be
carried into effect at once before the increasing number of aero clubs in this country
make the task more difficult."

(Signed.) CORTLAXDT F. BISHOP,
President.

Synopsis of Affiliation Agreement of French Aeronautical Organizations with the

Aero Club of France.

Art. I. During the 3'ear 1907 there were six aero clubs affiliated with the Aero Club
of France; two at Paris, one at Nice, one at Roubaix, one at Bordeaux and one at

Troyes. The term of each affiliation is one year and is renewed on the first of January
of each year for the year following.

Art. 2. Members of the affiliated societies alone are allowed to take part in the
annual or occasional contests organized by the Aero Club of France, and only members
of these affiliated clubs are admitted to the international contests of the Federation,
whether they take place in France or in a foreign country.

Art. 3. Members of these affiliated clubs are also relieved of any tax which is

charged for non-members of the Aero Club of France making ascensions from the Aero
Club's grounds at Paris. Members of affiliated clubs may also obtain pilots' licenses

under the same conditions as members of the Aero Club of France.
.'\rt 4. The presidents of affiliated societies can become members of the Aero

Clnh of France without paying the initiation fee.
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Ai't. 5. Members of tlie affiliated societies rcccii'c free copies of the official publica-

tion of the Aero Club of France, and also receive copies of the various rules, records,

programs, etc., without cost.

Art. 7. The Aero Club of France gives various privileges and prizes for contests

organized by these atifiliated societies.

Art. 8. Pilots named by an affiliated society, although not pilots of the Aero Club
of France, can take part in the various contests organized by the International Fed-
eration or by the Aero Club of France.

Art. 9. Members of affiliated societies are only allowed to compete in contests ar-

ranged by the Aero Club of France, the affiliated societies, or by persons or societies

who have received licenses from the Aero Club of France, and by the International

Aeronautic Federation.
Art. 10. Members of affiliated societies are bound in all respects to observe the

racing rules made by the International Aeronautic Federation and by the Aero Club
of France, and are also to correspond with no society not recognized by the Aero Club
of France or by the International Aeronautic Federation, and are to take part in no
contests other than those arranged by the Aero Club of France, or societies affiliated to

it, or the International Aeronautic Federation, and also all pilots' licenses given bj' affili-

ated clubs must be granted under the same conditions as those granted by the Aero
Club of France.

Art. II. Affiliated societies shall give gratuitously to the Aero Club of France and
to the other affiliated clubs free copies of all publications and news of the Club. Every
aeronautical society in the affiliation must advise the Aero Club of France and the other
affiliated societies of all changes in by-laws, officers and government, and in case they
unite with any other society.

Art. 12. Members expelled from any of the afliliated societies cannot become mem-
bers of the Aero Club of France or of any of the other affiliated societies. No members
of any affiliated society dropped for non-payment of dues can become a member of any
of the other affiliated societies without first paying up arrears in the society to which
lie is indebted.

Art. 13. Each affiliated societ}'. regardless of the number of members, must pay
yearly dues to the Aero Club of France of $12 per year. The dues are payable on the

first of January of each year, and if they are not paid witliin thirty days the Club owing
them is expelled from the Federation without notice.

Art. 14. In order to join this federation of French clubs the Club wishing to join

must send to the Aero Club of France a written request, together with a copy of its

Constitution and By-Laws, copy of its certificate of incorporation, list of pilots, officers,

address, etc.. and must deposit the annual dues which are returned if the Club is not
accepted.

Art. 15. A societj' having ceased connection with the federation and desiring to

again become affiliated must apply for membership the same as if they never were
affiliated.

Art. 16. The Governors of the Aero Club of France may give sanctions to any
aeronautic contest of which the rules in no way conflict with the rules of the Inter-

national Aeronautic Federation. The taxes for a meeting of this sort are as follows:

For challenge cup—contest by balloons or flying machines—$10.00 each license. For
special contests a tax of $2,00.

Art. 18. The Governors of the Aero Club of France are at liberty' to punish by fine

or otherwise violation of the racing rules of the federation or of the International Aero-
nautic Federation, and judges to impose this penalty must be two Governors of the

Aero Club of France with two Governors of other aero clubs in the federation.

Art. 19. Provides for filing of protests to the Aero Club of France. The Aero Club
of France can also proceed in these matters of its own initiative, and the tribunal thus
constituted decides ciuestions without appeal.

Art. 20. Provides that no changes shall be made in the rules during any one year
except as a result of trial bj' a committee provided for in rule No. 18.

AERO CLUB OF NEW ENGLAND.

The first social meeting of the Aero Club of New England was held at the house of
Dr. Maurice H. Richardson, one of the most eminent surgeons in Boston, on Wednes-
day evening, February 26th.

The Presideiit, Professor A. l.awrmce Rotch. gave an illustrated lecture on the
^'History and Development of Ballooning." Professor Rotch pointed out that Bos-
tonians had always been interested in ballooning, since Benjamin Franklin had de-
scribed in detail the first balloon ascension from Paris, and Dr. John Jeffries, a Harvard
College graduate residing in London, had made the first balloon voyage for scientific

purposes in 1784, only a year after tlie balloon was invented. Professor Rotch described
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the use of balloons for obtaining meteorological observations and especially those got
by his own observatory with registration balloons at great heights above the American
continent and over the Atlantic Ocean. The development of the motor balloon, since
the first successful dirigible balloon of INIajor Renard in 1885, was pictured, as was the
sport of balloon racing, which began during the Paris Exposition of 1900.

Mr. H. H. Clayton continued this subject by giving an illustrated account of his
balloon voyage from St. Louis to the Atlantic, which is printed in the March issue of the
"Atlantic Monthly" magazine.

ASCENSIONS.

Jan. 28.—Lieut. Frank P. Lahm (Aero Club of America), Herbert W. Alden and
J. G. Obermeier (Aero Club of Ohio), in the "Ohio" from Canton at 1:15 P. M., land-
ing at 3:35, twelve miles from Oil City, Pa., a distance of about 100 miles in a straight
line. Most of the trip was above the low mist clouds. In ascending, the anchor caught
in some wires which had to be cut. During inflation, in order to arrange the valve
rope, the balloon was pulled down quite close, and Lieutenant Lahm got under the
balloon. A flow of gas came from the neck, and the Lieutenant was nearly axphyxiated.

Feb. 22.—Leo Stevens and A. Holland Forbes (Aero Club of America), in the
"Stevens 21," from North Adams, at 1:18 P. AL, landing at 3:48 at Wales, near Palmer,
Mass. The gas furnished was exceptionally light. Distance, about 65 miles. The cold
was intense, freezing the ballast, water and even tlie ink in one of the registering instru-
ments. Just after crossing the mountain near North Adams a snowstorm was encoun-
tered. On going up to an altitude of 13,000 feet the temperature seemed to be a little

higher. When a landing place was looked for, none was in sight. For ten miles no
suitable spot could be found. z\t last a narrow wood-road was sighted in the midst of
the forest. The anchor was thrown just before reaching the spot and the balloon settled
down, plumb in the middle of the road, as easily as a bird alights. So much for skill!

The balloon was all packed up when a farmer came along with a wagon and drove the
party to Palmer, where they spent the night.

ARMY AERONAUTICS FOR FEBRUARY.

I
/

iIBm^

TWIN SCREW DIRIGIBLE OF CAPT. BALDWIN.

On I'cljruary 8th the Secretary- of War approved the recommemlation ot the

Board of Ordnance and Fortification and award has already been made for three

flying m.-ichines of the aeroplane type, as follows: J. F. Scott, of Chicago, price,
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$i,ooo, time of delivery, 185 days; A. M. Herring, of New York, price $20,000,
time of delivery, 180 days; Wright Brothers, of Dayton, Ohio, price, $25,000, time
of delivery, 200 days.

On February 15th proposals for dirigible balloons of two-passenger size were
opened. Eleven proposals were received. Award has been made to Captain Thos.
F. Baldwin, of New York, price, $6,750; time of delivery, 150 days.

The length of the envelope will be 84 feet, diameter 16 feet, capacity 17,000
cubic feeti. The frame of rectangular cross section, will be 65 feet long. The
motor will be a specially designed Curtiss, 30 horsepower, 4 cycle, 4 cylinder

THE TWIN SCREW IN FLIGHT AT HAMMONDSPORT.
(vertical), water cooled, with Magneto ignition, cast-iron cylinders, copper-jacketed.
The crank case will be of aluminum and McAdamite; shaft 4-throw, hollow Vanadium
steel. The bearings are Parsons "white brass." The weight is estimated approximately
at 200 pounds. Enough fuel will be carried for a flight of two hours. The feature of
the ship will be the double propellers.

The Signal Corps balloon detachment was transferred from Fort Wood to Fort
Myer during the month, and is now engaged in overhauling and repairing all

Signal Corps aeronautical equipment at the balloon house at Fort Myer, under the
direction of Lieut. F. P. Lahm of the Signal Corps.

PARIS FLYING.

During February there has been a lull in the flying at Issy. The PischotT machine
has not been out since the first few flights. At the time it seemed to have too little

stability. However, the aviator was able to accomplish jumps of 30, 40 and 80 metres.
The first week in February he experimented with his aeroplane and met with ratlier a

serious setback. He was speeding at a moderate pace and his apparatus was about to
rise when a wheel fell off and rolled away. The machine turned completely over and
sustained considerable damage. It will be repaired as fast as possible.

On February 3rd Delegrange practiced with his new machine. No. 2, at Bagatelle.
While traveling at a rapid rate on the ground one of the propeller blades snapped off

and cracked the crank case. A feature of the machine is the tubular radiator carried in

front of the main supporting surfaces and immediately ahead of the aviator, while the
motor is at his back with the propeller behind tliat. No damage was done to the aero-
plane.
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The Gastambide-Mengin monoplane made its first trial on the 8th. The machine
had risen about 5 metres and progressed horizontally about as far when it started to

THE PISCHOFF AEROPLANE.
capsize. The driver, Boyer, saw the movement and shut off the power just in time.

On the I2th it was again brought out and made short runs in the Bois de Boulogne.
The machine seemed to behave very well. At the first trial it made a distance of 60
metres at a height of 6 metres. To avoid a clump of bushes a quick turn was given the
rudder and the machine came down. One wheel struck an obstruction and the ma-
chine turned over. M. Boyer, the aviator, was uninjured. Considerable damage was

GASTAMBIDE—MENGIN.
done. The general impression concerning the Gastambide aeroplane is that a similar
accident will happen regularly as long as the constructors refuse to fit a horizontal rud-
der or headpiece, whereby the height and angle of the machine may be controlled when
in the air. With the aeroplane, as it was yesterday, once the ground has been left the
only means possessed by the driver to control the upward and downward movement is

the motor.
The Farman Xo. i has been re-covered with "Continental'" rubber-silk. An air-

cooled Renault motor has taken tlie ijlace of the Antoinette Iieretofore used.
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Pelterie is building another monoplane, to be ready in six weeks. The motor will,

of course, be the R. E. P.—7 cylinders, 35 horsepower, 52 kilograms weight. In the

THE GASTAMBIDE—MENGIN IN FLIGHT.

No. I machine the lateral equilibrium was very good. In the No. 2 he has sought to im-
prove the longitudinal stability, so that it will not dive. In the first machine he ac-
complished fully 50 flights inside of two months.

THE FARMAN II.

THE FARMAN II, "FLYING FISH."

The Farman No. 2, of a modified Langley type, is in course of construction. It

has five pairs of wings, three in front and two in the rear on each side of the fusiform
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body, at different levels. The body is 14 metres long, the spread of the planes in

front 6.25 metres, that is, the total width of the machine across the front surfaces.
The rear planes measure 4.7 metres across.

The rear plane pivots about a transverse axis passing through the center of pres-
sure and acts as a horizontal rudder. There is also a vertical plane in the extreme

rear. The total surface is about 45 square metres, and the approximate weight 600

kilograms. The screw has a diameter of 2.5 metres and is actuated by a 35-horsepower

Renault Motor. The whole is mounted on a three-wheeled chassis. The exact di-

mensions are not available.

A flying machine modelled on the principle of the natural flight of certain birds,

such as the woodcock, the skylark and the humming bird, whose ascent from the ground
is perpendicular, is the latest thing in English aeronautics. For thirty years the Inventor

has been studying the flight of birds, and even winged insects, in different parts of the

country, and in all manner of circumstances. He has christened his invention "The
Aeroway." It consists of a wheel called a •'feathering propeller," capable of making
many thousands of revolutions a minute the circumference of which is fitted with fans,

which open and shut as the wheel revolves.

"My wheel," says the inventor, "does in the air what the paddle wheel does in the
water—and more. I have discovered that no bird or insect can raise itself perpen-
dicularly by the power that is derived solely from tlie wings striking tlie air. When
a bird ascends perpendicularly the action of the wings creates a partial vacuum or
suction above its body and an upward compressed air movement underneath. On
that discovery my wheel is modelled. It continuously collects and carries the air by
vanes or blades about seven feet wide over one-half the circumference and compresses
the air by the plane contracting to about two inches over the other half. Thus I secure
for my flying machine more than double the lifting power of the bird, whose wings
must necessarily follow a reciprocating movement. When an inventor has conquered
the problem of perpendicular flight—and I believe I have—he has conquered all. for
mere gliding horizontally in the air is a secondary matter when the machine is well up
from the ground."

—

Boston Transcript.
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AERONAUTIC RECORDS.

Aerostation.

FREE BALLOONS.
World's Distance Record.— 1,193 miles, made by Counts Henry de la Vaulx and

Castillion de Saint Victor, Vincennes, France, to Korostychew, Russia, in 35^ hours,
Oct. 9-1 1, 1900.

U. S. Distance Record (Second Best in the World).—872^4 miles, made by Oscar
Erbsloh and H. H. Clayton, St. Louis, Mo., to Asbury Park, N. J., in 40 hours, Oct. 21-

23, 1907.
World's Duration Record.—52 hours,* made by Drs. Kurt and Alfred Wegener

April 5-7, 1906. Reinickeiulorf, near Berlin, Germany, to the north of Denmark and
back to Laufach, Germany, 708 miles by path, 249 miles in airline between points.

U. S. Duration Record (Second Best in the World).—44 hours, made by Alfred
Leblanc and E. W. Mix, St. Louis, Mo., to Herbertsville, N. J., 867 miles, Oct. 21-23, I907-

World's Altitude Record.—37,000 feet, claimed by James Glaisher, Sept. 5, 1862.

This, however, is doubted, and the record acceded to Professors Berson and Siiring of

the Berliner V. f. L., who reached an altitude of 34,000 feet.

DIRIGIBLE BALLOONS.
World's Distance Record.—211.36 miles,* made by the "Zeppelin III" Sept. 30, 1907,

flight lasting 7 hours, starting from and returning to Manzell on Lake Constance.
World's Speed Record.—30.22 miles per hour, attained in above flight.

m ^i

ZEPPELIN
World's Duration Record.—8 hours 13 minutes, made by "La Ville de Paris" on trip

from Paris to Verdun Jan. 15, 1908. The corrected distance travelled, 161.56 miles.

VILLE DE PARIS.

The total length of the ascension was 9 hours 38 minutes. To obtain the time during
which the airship was in forward motion, deduct 67 minutes covering ascending and
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descending manoeuvres from the 8 hours 13 minutes, leaving 7 hours 6 minutes. Speed
per hour based on the latter time is 22.75 miles.

The previous duration record without pause was 8 hours 10 minutes, made by the
"Gross-Bazenoch" Oct. 28, 1907. The "Parseval" on the same day made an ascension
lasting 7 hours 30 minutes, from which is to be deducted i hour 5 minutes for two
stops, leaving actual time in motion 6 hours 25 minutes.

TiiL lyoo PARSEVAL.

The French record for distance and duration i^nt/wut stop is held by "La Patric"

on account of trip from Chalais to Verdun on Nov. 2^, 1907. 146.64 miles in 6 hours 45
minutes. The speed recorded in this flight, 21.195 miles per hour.

World's Altitude Record.—4.510 feet, made by "Lebaudy" on Nov. 10. 1905.

LA PATRIE.

Aviation.

World's Distance and Duration Record.^24 1/5 miles* in 38 min. 3 sec, made by
Wright Bros., Dayton, O.. Oct. 5, 1905, in an aeroplane. The next best record is that
of Henry Farman, whose flight of i kilometre (.62137 mile), in a circle, in i min. 28 sees.,

won the Deutsch-Archdeacon $!0,ooo prize on Jan. 13. 1908.

The figures starred (*) are not "olYicial" in that the flights have not been made
inuler the control of any club belonging to the F. A. L
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GORDON BENNETT, 1908.

Twenty-three entries, representing eight nations, have been received by the I). L. V.
in the G-B race from Tegel on Oct. 11. The United States, Germany, Belgium, Enghmd,
France, Italy and Spain three balloons each; Switzerland two.

INFLATING, GORDON BENNETT ST. LOUIS.

This will be the first time that the Swiss club has entered an international race.

The English representatives will be John Dunville, Prof. A. K. Huntington and the
Hon. C. S. Rolls. Belgium has entered the "Belgica," 1680 cu. m. (pilot, M. Demoor)

;

and the "Ville de Bruxelles," 2200 cu. m. (pilot, ]\I. Leon de Brouckere). The third
champion will probably be named by the Aero Club des Flandres, an affiliated club of

the Aero Club de Belgique. The "Belgica" will be a new balloon from the Mallet atelier.

READY TO START, CROWD LOOKING AT PROF. ROTCH'S PILOT
BALLOON.

As it is impossible to inflate twenty-three balloons at Tegel, either the balloons will

have to be started on following days or else started from various nearby cities. A com-
munication has been forwarded the Deutscher Luftschififer Verband by the Aero Club of
America to the effect that America will be pleased to have the race at St. Louis again
this year. This is entirely possible under the rules, for, if a winning club cannot hold
the contest the following year, it reverts to the previous holding club to handle the race.

Spa Aviation.

An aviation contest will be held at Spa, Belgium, on the three Sundays, July 9, 16

and 23, at the Sauveniere race course, which is 2300 meters around. The first ten dates
are for speed trials. A kilometer circuit is the trial for the first day, a figure eight on
the second and for the third day a large prize is offered for the ten times circling of
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the track, or 23 kilometers. The total of prizes amounts to $15,000. The expenses of
the aviators will be paid.

Aviation at Dieppe.
It is possible that aviation contests will be held at Dieppe at the time of the

Grand Prix automobile race. Several of the aviators have visited the neighborhood
and looked over the ground.

If the Dieppe contest is arranged there may be a race between Pelterie and Farman.
Pelterie has taken up Farman's challenge and will race under any conditions the latter
may name. Both are building new machines.

Munich Exposition, May i, 1908, to May i, 1909.
An international aeronautic contest will be held during this year at Munich. A prize

of $2,500 will be given to the aviator who is able to stay in the air 10 minutes over a

specified place, about 500 by 1000 meters in size, and be able to land by himself at the
end of that time. Entries must have been received by March ist, accompanied by a
description of the apparatus or photograph, and fee of $50.

There will also be a model exhibition. The carrying surface of the models will have
to be at least i sq. meter and not more than 2 sq. meters at the most. The total weight
of the model must be at least (not more than?) 5 kg. per sq. m. of surface. There is no
limit of weight for the motor driven models. The tests will take place in a convenient
place selected by the Committee. To be considered worthy of a prize, models will have
to cover at least 15 m. in a line from the starting point, which will be 2 m. above the

ground. Three trials may be made. The competitors must be willing to exhibit their

models to the public. Those machines which do not come within the specifications

will not be barred from making public demonstrations, however.

Flying Machine Competition at Vichy.
It is likely that plans for a competition at Vichy during the Summer will be ar-

ranged. The Automobile Club has offered a prize of $4,000 to the winner, in addition

to which, every aviator completing the course will receive $200. A Committee of the

Ae. C. F., Messrs. Pelterie, Archdeacon and Farman, visited Vichy and found that

though the race track would not be suitable there was an admirable large field on
which a couse 500 meters in length could be laid out. The Ae. C. F. was asked to

arrange the program. Lcs Sports will also ofifer a commemorative medal to the winner.

First American Aviation Bet.

On March 2, Otto Luyties, of Baltimore, bet Wilbur R. Kimball, New York, $100
that he (Mr. Luyties) will lift his helicoptere into tlie air four weeks before Mr. Kim-
ball. It is understood that the machines must be lifted into the air at least 10 feet, or

fly through the air any distance above the earth, for at least 50 feet. Each bettor must
operate his own machine in the trial. The checks were deposited with Captain Thos. S.

lialdwin.

Both Messrs. Kimball and Luyties are staunch supporters of the type helicoptere

and will shortly have their machines ready for trial.

Junior Aero Club of the U. S.—Triaca Model Prize.

On Washington's Birthday a kite flying competition was held at Fort George, at

the northern end of Manhattan Island. Many members of the Aero Club of America
were present to watch the boys and to assist them with advice and aid in operation.

Messrs. Kimball and Triaca addressed the boys at the Y. I\I. C. A. on 23rd Street on
Febrttary 29th.

Albert C. Triaca. Director of the International Aeronautic Scliool recently estab-

lished in New York, has offered a prize of $100 to the model which shows the greatest

merit at a competition during the Summer. The models may be with or without motors.

The competition is open to members of the Club and the Aeronautic School without fee.

To others the entrance fee will be $1.00.

German Military Aeroplane.
An aeroplane is under construction along the plans of Professor Suering of the

Prussian Meteorological Institute and on completion, which will be in the near future,

will be tried out at Tegel.
Lieutenant Coanda, of the Prussian army, is credited with having constructed an

aeroplane with which he has made sensational secret flights recently.

Toboggan-Flying Machine, a New Winter Sport.

Mrs. Carl E. Myers, wife of Carl K. Myers of the "Balloon Farm" at Frankfort,

N. Y.. has designed "and experimented with a "toboggan-flying machine" which attains

initial speed by gliding swiftly down a steep icy slope, ending in an abrupt rise at
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the bottom, flinging tiie craft upward, at which moment the changing angle and air

resistance together extend folded aeroplane wings on each side. It first soars under
the impulse or momentum and then falls by gravity a long distance down the slope
to a safe ending slide on the crust of the snow.

The toboggan has automatic equilibritim, or is so balanced by the rider's weight
that any disposition to capsize is self-adjusted by the counter-balancing wings and by
movements of the reclining body, or of any member, that by a sort of mechanical in-

stinct it recovers position instantly, like a gliding skater on ice.

Based on this machine, Mr. Myers has arranged to build a power propelled machine.
With a 2-cyl., 7-h.p. motor of 150 lbs. weight he has succeeded in obtaining a thrust of

66 lbs., which implies self support of its motive power in a vertical effort.

Aeronautic "Trust" in France.

On January 20 a meeting was held at the Automobile Club of France to discuss the
advisability of combining the aeronautic trades in an association. At the second meet-
ing on January 29th, the "Syndicate of the Aeronautical Industries" was formed. The
four divisions at present are: manufacturers of flying machines; manufacturers of air-

ships; trades connected with the manufacture of engines, propellers, etc.; the allied

trades connected with the manufacture of material applicable to aeronautics. The object
is to advance the industrial side and to hold competitions for light motors. It

corresponds closely to our own Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.
For the year igo8 the following officers have been elected:

President, Marquis Albert de Dion; Vice-Presidents, Maurice Mallet, Louis Godard,
Louis Bleriot; Secretary, George Besancon; Recording Secretary, M. Chauviere; Treas-
urer, R. E. Pelterie.

A Military Dirigible for Russia.

To be built by the Signal Corps from their own designs entirely of Russian material.
It is expected to be completed by September. It will carry five passengers.

Wild Dirigible Afire in Mid-Air.

Lincoln Beachy and Horace Wild have been at the Jacksonville Exposition during
February. Beachy made several good flights and Wild, one. On Wild's second flight, at

the height of a hundred feet, gasoline leaking from the connecting hose caught tire.

Wild quickly started the ship to the ground and tried to hold the bag away from the
flames. He reached the ground safely but the bag was completely consumed.

Larger Dirigible for the French Army.
The French War Office has requested Messrs. Lebaudy to prepare plans and con-

struct a larger dirigible than they have heretofore built. The length is to be 100 meters,
diameter 11.5 meters, capacity 7000 to 8000 cubic meters. Two lifting screws are said
to be intended for the purpose of obtaining special stability and forward motion will
be caused by two screws each having its 120-horsepower motor. The speed estimated is

60 kilometers an hour. The Patrie w^as only 82 meters long and 10.3 meters in diameter.

The Lesson of La Patrie.

The disappearance of Patrie has caused discussion of means for the securing of
dirigibles. Captain Ferber has said in Acrophilc that it is very important that some-
thing should be done for the fastening of dirigibles, such as the sailors use in anchoring
their ships. An anchor is cast whose chain is tied to the bow of the ship, allowing the
boat to have always its nose into the wind and tide, which position presents the least
possible surface to currents. The boat swings and it is quite important that the dirigible
be allowed to swing also. ^Moreover, there is another danger of which sailors are afraid.
When they are too near the coast at anchor the oblique action of the chain would cause
the boat to touch the bottom with the up-and-down motion of the waves. A dirigible,
held by one anchor, whatever the length of the rope may be, would always bounce on
the ground. Captain Ferber suggests that it should be tied to an aerial buoy high
enough so it could not touch the ground. The buoy should be light enough to be car-
ried by the dirigible and made of a cone of silk, the same as used in balloons, of 7 or 8
meters high by 2 meters in diameter at the bottom. This would be inflated at the
time of landing by means of the ventilator of the airship. The top of the cone would
have a steel circle on which would slide the rope from the dirigible. The cone might
have three ropes to attach it firmly to the ground. The cost, it is estimated, would not
be over $200 and by being provided with such an arrangement it would be certain tliat

the aerial vessels would not be at the mercy of the wind.
It will be remembered, that when Patrie broke away it jumped up and tlown on

the ground by the force of the wind and it was impossible to reach the valve for fear of
being struck by the straining framework.
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Hydrogen at the Cost of Coal Gas.

A new sensation is at this moment exciting aeronauts. It is nothing less than the

possibility of utilizing hydrogen in place of illuminating gas. A newly formed company
is to erect a plant adjacent to the Aero Club's park at St. Cloud and supply the hydrogen

at 20 centimes (4 cents) a cubic meter. Compressed in tubes it will be sold at 10 cents a

cubic meter. The company will have a monopoly for France. The plant will be finished

by the 15th of June.

The Pyrenees Cup of M. Deutsch.

On January 22, 1906, Fernando 13uro won the cup offered by Baron Deutsch de la

Aleurthe. If not won again within two years it was to have become his property. The
trip was made from Pau in the balloon Cicrzo, of 1600 cu. m., at 4 o'clock in the after-

noon. At midnight the aeronaut was over Madrid and at 6 in the morning of the 23rd

the landing was made at Gaudix just apposite the Sierra Nevada range on the shore of

the Mediterranean. It would have been perilous to have attempted to cross this range

with the sea on the other side. Unfortunately, M. Duro is not to receive the cup in

his actual possession for he died of fever on August 9, 1906. The cup will be held by
the Royal Aero Club of Spain which now has his other tropliies.

Transatlantic Balloon Voyage.
Jacques Faure, a prominent French aeronaut, is planning to cross the ocean in a

balloon, starting from New York, and is looking for tinancial backing. He thinks that

an aeronaut would find a steady air current at a moderate height which would give

an average speed of sixty miles an hour. M. Faure has made nearly 200 ascensions.

February Incorporations.
"Federation of American Aero Clubs" to promote aeronautics; incorporators, C. A.

Coey, M. M. Bear, C. E. Gregory.
"Hot Springs Airship Co.," capital $50,000, of which $7,900 is claimed to have been

subscribed; incorporators. Dr. W. H. Connell, W. J. Westmoreland and Joe T. Rice.

The company intends to construct an airship after the model patented by Rice.

Germany's Aerial Fleet.

It is freely asserted in Germany that England is far behind in the race for aerial

supremacy, and the comments made here on Nulli Secundus and her achievements
are the reverse of flattering. Germany is applying herself to the (luestion of aerial

warfare with the keenest interest.

At present the German War Office possesses one airship, constructed by Major
Gross, which has a capacity of about 2000 cubic meters. Another airship of the same
type, but embodying such improvements as appear desirable in the light of the practical

experience gained by experiments made with the present type, is now being constructed

at the military ballooning works at Tegel, near Berlin. The capacity of the new airship

will be about 5000 cubic meters, and it will be provided with two motors, each of which
will develop 75 h.p. This airship will be ready for active service in April or May. The
work of construction is conducted with great secrecy, and no strangers are allowed to

approach the shed in which it is concealed. Another airship is being constructed for

the German War Office by Messrs. Siemens and Schuckert at their works in Berlin. The
cubic capacity of this airship will be about 3000 cubic meters, and it will also be fitted

with two motors.
The military authorities also intend to purcliase Count Zeppelin's present airship, as

well as the one which he is now constructing on the shores of Lake Constance. The
Budget Committee of the Reichstag has just votd a sum of £100,000 as a donation to

Count Zeppelin, in recognition 01 his eminent services to the Fatherland, rendered by
the invention and construction of his airship, and this proof of official approval and
support will be followed by the purcliase of the two Zeppelin navigable balloons. The
decision to purchase them has not yet been officially made known, and the military

authorities will, if course, inspect the new airship before taking it over; but these

ineasures arc regarded as mere formalities.

The present Zeppelin airship has a capacity of about 12,000 cubic meters, and the

new Zeppelin airship will have a capacity of about 16,000 cubic meters. The new air-

ship will be supplied with two motors, each developing 85-h.p., and it is expected that it

will attain a speed of 50 kilometers an hour. These two airships, together with the two
now being constructed at Berlin and Tegel respectively, and the one already in use, will

form the nucleus of Germany's aerial fleet. German experts are somewhat reserved in

expressing opinions regarding the possibility of dropping explosives from airships, but

there is a general tendency to believe that the difficulties which now present themselves

in this respect will be removed as improvements are made in the construction of airships

and as more experience is gained in using them for military purposes. Meanwhile, it

IS freely acknowledged that they will be extremely valual)Ie for purposes of obser-
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vation, especially as wireless telegraphy apparatus can be carried on board without
difficulty or inconvenience. London Standard, Feb. lo.

The Brothers Wright and the Powers.
"In the course of paying a tribute recently to the successful flight of Mr. Henry

Farman, the war correspondent of our contemporary the "Daily Telegraph," incidentally

makes an interesting statement with regard to the nature of the negotiations between
the Brothers Wright and our War Office. According to this authority, they offered to

build a machine for £5,000 or £10,000 capable of flying 200 hundred miles at 40 or 60
miles an hour. The offer was conditional, however, upon a subsequent contract being
entered into to the effect that a sum of about £100,000 should be paid to the Brothers
y 'right for teaching a British officer to fly the machine after they had satisfactorily

demonstrated its powers. They declined to sell either the exclusive rights or to build

flying machines at a price even with a guaranteed quantity order. Not unnaturally, our

War Office were unable to entertain the suggestion, and as it seems that the Brothers
Wright put similar proposals before other Governments, it is not altogether surprising

that these pioneers should have been left somewhat out in the cold.

"If the Brothers Wright have done everything that they claim to have accomplished,
they should know a good deal more about flight

than any one living. Incidentally they should
have gained a very fair idea as to whether any-
one else—Mr. Henry Farman, for instance—is

likely to very soon arrive at their own degree
of perfection, in which case they must surely
see the danger of being entirely supplanted if

they delay in substantiating their claims any
longer. If their 'secret' is so utterly unassailable
—as their confidence in it seems to suggest

—

it is not altogether unreasonable to suppose that

flying by their method may be altogether too
difficult an art to be worth acquiring at any
price, so that if some other intrepid experiment-
er can only solve the problem in a simpler way,
so much the better for the general progress of
aeronautics.

"It is, of course, only right that success should
meet with proportionate material reward, but
oil the -whole ive knozv of no more satisfactory or
generous method of recomf^cnse than that zvhich
obtains from the i)istitution of valuable prizes by
zuealthy patrons of the sport. There is a definite-

ness about such competitions zvhich is encouraging
to the pioneer. He knows exactly what he has to
do, and when he is successful he pockets a lump
sum at once. Inventors, unfortunately, have a habit
of looking upon their ideas as potential millions,
and are often aggrieved when business men, who
may possibly agree with them, demur at paying so
much cash down for mere possibilities of the fu-
.ture. It should still not be too late for the Brothers
Wright to make a substantial profit from their
experience and to incidentally contribute in a some-
what more definite manner than they have done
at present, their quota to the progress of science.
If, on the other hand, they are determined to re-
main obdurate and not deal in a reasonable manner,

we can only hope that the world will speedily show that it can get on very well without
them."

—

Automotor Journal, England.

A CARICATURE OF FARMAN,
BY MICH.

Lecture on Aeronautics at N. Y. Electrical Society.
At the 274th meeting on February 28th, Augustus Post, Vice President of the

Society, assisted by Albert C. Triaca and Wilbur Kimball, gave an illustrated lecture on
"Navigating the Air."

The lecture comprised a description of the latest developments in the field of
aeronautics, and each stage of his address was graphically illustrated with lantern
slides and with moving pictures of some of the most noteworthy gatherings and per-
formances in recent days. A large number of the photographs and lantern slides were
kindly loaned by the International School of Aeronautics established by Mr. Triaca.
Perhaps the most interesting illustration was a motion picture of the Farman machine
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in flight. Models, apparatus and instruments used in air navigation were exhibited, and

the method of inflating a balloon was demonstrated with a complete model balloon

from the Aeronautic School.
.

The lecture was divided into: I. Balloons, captive and free.— II. Airships, or bal-

loons with motor.—III. Aeroplanes, or heavier than air flying machines. Kites.—IV.

Helicopters, or direct-lift machines, without either gas bag or plane surfaces.—V. Orni-

thopters; bird-like, flapping, wing machines.—VI. Light Motors.

The lecture was most interesting!)' instructive. Other lectures on the same topic

will be given before the Signal Corps on Governor's Island, Pratt Institute and the

Explorers' Club.

Aero Club of France.
The Ae. C. F. will move into its new quarters, 63 Champs Elysee, in April. The

next balloon contests will be held May 16 and June 11.

Engineer Colliex who drew the plans for the Farman aeroplane was given a souvenir

consisting of a gold medal, designed by the sculptor Leon Delagrange. M. CoU-iex is

chief of the technical stafif of the Voisin Freres who built the machine.

The Aero Club of France has accepted for 1908, afiiliation with the following

societies: Academie Aeronautique (Paris), Aero Club de Nice et de Provence (Nice),

Aero Club du Nord (Roubaix), Aero Club du Rhone et du Sud-Est (Lyon), Aero

Club du Sud-Ouest (Bordeaux), Aeronautique Club (Paris), Club Aeronautique de

I'Aube (Troyes), Societe Francaise de Navigation Aerienne (Paris).

The Club, at the instigation of M. Archdeacon, has offered a prize of 500 francs

for an instrument to indicate the position of a flying machine with respect to the hori-

zontal during flights. The competition is open to Dec. 31, 190S.

Such an instrument must, of course, indicate changes quickly, be unaffected by
external influences and capable of being easily and accurately read. A level of this

nature was constructed in England. It consisted of a globule of mercury in a shallow

dish, calibrated by concentric circles denoting degrees of tilt.

On February 6, Emile Dubonnet, Comte JeanRecope and Bob Valentin, travelled in

the Condor from the park of the Aero Club of France to Arcachon, 323.11 miles, in 8

hours, a very good average of 40.4 miles per hour. Landing was necessary on account
of the ocean.

New Books.
Airships Past and Present, by Captain A. Hildebrandt; translated by W. H. Story

(D. Van Nostrand Co., 2>2i ^lurray St., New York; $3.50).
A resume of aeronautic operations, embracing all branches of the science from

mythological history up to the present day, has been dealt with in a masterly manner
by Captain Hildebrandt, of the Prussian Balloon Corps, and the excellent translation

into English is by Mr. W. H. Story. An interesting feature of the volume is the unique
collection of photographs, which the author has compiled from various sources, and
taken himself. Five chapters are devoted to the art of balloon photography, and expert

advice as to the most suitable camera, lens, plates, etc., is given, together with the

author's experiences. • Chapter 14 is very interesting, as, under the heading of "Scientific

Ballooning," it presents the reader with accounts of physical and mental effects pro-

duced upon the human being at great altitudes. Four chapters pertaining to military

ballooning form, perhaps, the most important features of the volume, the episodes dur-

ing the Franco-Prussian war being especially entertaining. Thrilling descriptions of

hazardous descents in parachutes are treated upon, and the photographs illustrating

these descents are of a distinctly exciting nature. The work accomplished in connection
with aerial flight by such men as Santos-Dumont, Count Zeppelin, and Lebaudy, is also

gone into fully by the author. Finally, although technically complete, a romantic vein

runs through every chapter of this instructive book, which will appeal especially to the

amateur reader.

NOTES.
The first week in February, tliere was held a conference at London between

delegates from the Aero Club of France, the Aero Club of the United Kingdom and the

Junior Institution of Civil Engineers. As delegates from France, 'M. Juilliot represented

the aeronauts. Captain Ferber the aviators and Count de la Vaulx aeronautics in gen-

eral. A dinner was given in their honor by the A. C. of the U. K.

Five hundred and fifty dirigible flights were made in America during 1907 at the

various fairs and expositions. This is more than made by Patrie, Ville de Paris, Gross-

Bazenoch, Nulli Secundus and the others combined.

Maurice Mallet, the balloon constructor, with Count de la Vaulx and others, has

formed a "Societe Anonyme" to build dirigibles. The concern will not build new types,

but only along the lines of the successful ones now in existence.
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Major Moedebeck is getting up an aeronautic map of Germany, showing high
tension electric wires, high church steeples, iron and steel foundries, points with favor-
able facilities for landing in balloons and airships, etc.

Bellamy in England tried his machine the first week in February. The inachine
ran along the ground for a short distance, but something gave way, and the trial was
brought to a termination.

Voisin Brothers, the manufacturers of the Farman aeroplane, have received an
order to construct a machine for the Chevalier Florio.

The Automobile Club of France has decided to take official cognizance of aero
matters, and an aviation section is about to be inaugurated. The Automobile Club will

work in harmony with the Aero Club, the latter to conduct trials and contests and the
former to take up principally the improvement of light motors.

The Gross-Bazenoch military dirigible during the short time of its existence has
made over 60 ascensions.

After the thirty-sixth ascension of the "Ville de Paris," the end of January, it was
deflated, and the hydrogen gas utilized for free balloon ascents. An admirable tech-
nical description, with drawings, of the "Ville de Paris," is given in the February ist

Aerophile.

A society has been formed at Savigliano with a capital of $15,000 to build and ex-

periment with a new aeroplane invented by a young engineer, Giovonni Fuscri, of Savi-

gliano, Italy.

The Fabbrica Italiano Aerostati-Milano has been formed with a capital of $25,000
at 51 Via Gaetano Donizetti. Constructors of balloons, dirigibles and other aero mate-
rial. Manufacturer of the dirigible "Frassinetti" with aerodrome and hangar for

dirigibles.

Captain Ferber in an address before the Societe Francaise de Navigation Aerienne,
said he had great confidence in the ultimate development of aviation. He said, among
other things, "that he expected that the flying-machine of 1910 would travel 180 miles

an hour."

A duplicate of the Farman machine may be had for $6000, and the machine which
won the Deutsch-Archdeacon has been quoted at $8000.

On February 4, the German military dirigible made a sensational trip in a snow-
storm and the officers in charge had to make a landing in open country. The balloon

struck a thatch roof and carried it away. The country people succeeded finally in

getting hold of it and rescued the aeronauts. The balloon did not suffer any damage.

A successful cross-channel trip was made on Feb. 8, by Capt. Grubb and Griffith

Brewer, of the. A. C. U. K., in the Melotis II from the Short balloon factory to Etaples,

France.

SPECIAL PREMIUM OFFER

1 year's subscription to tliis magazine, - $3.00

My Airsliips, by Santos-Dumont . - - 1.40

$4.40

Special price in combination, ... $4.00

A. V. Roe is working on his aeroplane at Brooklands Motordome and Griffith

Brewer is expected out any day.

Mr. Carl E. Myers has taken exception to an item published last month relating

to a new machine for the varnishing of balloon cloth and the making of nets. He
states: "I have been producing such fabric exclusively for thirty years, at first pri-
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vatel}', and later under basic patents to me, covering varnishing machinery, process
and 'new article of manufacture." ****The U. S. Net and Twine Company, of New York,
has been producing square and diamond mesh nets by the mile with machinery for years
and I produce a two-man airship net or spherical balloon net, tit complete, in thirty
hours from start to finish liy an easy system in use twenty years."

A discovery of rutile is reported by Consul F. \V. Coding, from Queensland, Aus-
tralia. Hitherto rutile has had no commercial value, but it is now used in the construc-
tion of aeroplanes. The advent of flying machines driven by gasoline motors that run
at very high speed has proved that bearings and axles of ordinary metals submitted
to speeds of 2,500 to 3,000 R. P. Al. wear so rapidly and heat so quickly that the neces-
sity has arisen for some metal to stand the strain and velocity without wearing or
heating, and this has been found in the metal titanium, of which rutile is the purest ore.

Rutile is a titanium dioxide, containing from 70 to 98 per cent, of titanic acid, chiefly

depending on the quantity of iron present. Pure rutile contains 98 per cent, of titanic

acid and 2 per cent, of iron, when the mineral is a crystalline substance resembling seal-

ing wax. The examples found in Queensland contain 70 per cent, and resemble wol-
fram, having a lustrous fracture and being uneven in the grain. The specific gravity of

rutile is 4.2: it cannot be scratched with a knife, but can be marked with a quartz
crystal. The mineral occurs with wolfram and tin, running in veins through (juartz

and quartzite from a mere streak to large bunches, and is worth four times the price

of wolfram at the present time.—Scientific American.

Leon Bollee, the well-known automobile manufacturer, is reported to be engaged
in the construction of a flying-machine at Le Mans. The Clement-Bayard Company
are also said to have an order for one for a Russian sportsman.

The engineer, E. Delavey, director of the aeronautic establishment of Louis Godard,
left Paris the last day of January to go to Rio Janeiro to install the military captive

balloon outfit which left Paris in December. The apparatus consists of a gas generator,
compressor, steel tubes, carriage for transportation, windlass, baggage wagon and va-

rious parts which go to make up a military plant and comprises the new hot-air

balloons with an arrangement permitting ascensions of several hours with this type.

Making liis usual forecast of the things near at haml in the scientific world,
Nikola Tesla, thus pays his respects to aerialism: "Tlie coming year will dispel an
error which has greatly retarded the progress of aerial navigation. The aeronaut will

soon satisfy himself that an aeroplane proportioned according to data obtained by
Langley is altogether too heavy to soar, and that such a machine, while it will have
some uses, can never fly as fast as a dirigible balloon. Once tliis is fully recognized
the expert will concentrate his efforts on the latter type, and before many months are

passed it will be a familiar object in the sky.'"—Motor Print.

Another garage is being built for the French Government dirigible "Democratic,"
at Epinal in the East of France. The airship will probably be ready in the Fall. The
"Republique"" will be ready for trial by May. It will be sent to Toul.

After visiting the autodrome of Brooklands. near London, in anticipation of se-

curing a suitable place for attempts on the Daily Mail $5,ooo-mile-flight. Farman re-

turned to Paris without accomplishing his purpose. No place seemed available that
would be suitable.

Bleriot is liuilding two new aeroplanes. The apparatus experimented with ])revi-

ously at Issy was 7 m. long. The lengtli has been doubled for the two new machines.
The forepart of the new ones is rectangular and the rear part triangular. A i6-cyl.,

50-horsepower motor will be used.

During 1907, The Aero Club du Xord made 19 ascensions, of which 7 were ladies.
Sixty passengers were carried. The number of members w"re doubled.

M. Balocco. of the Itala automobile works, is building a motor for the aeroplane of
Henri Fournier, the famous automobile driver. It wilT be 8 cyl., V, air cooled, of a
weight of 2 kg. per h.p. Fournier states "it will be real horsepower"' and can be
regulated as well as an automobile motor. .\ small model has already been constructed
and Rheims & Auscher, the automobile body builders, will carry out the plans. It is

of the monoplane type and will l)e ready in July.

It is predicted that ballooning will be the great sport of tiie future, and just as
soon as the public mind can be disabused of the notion that the pastime is dangerous.
Few persons ever get hurt in ballooning. They never know what happened to "em.
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At the balloon contests at Bordeaux, the week of February 16-23, nine balloons
were started in the race for an objective point. There was no wind and all came
down again on the outskirts of the town when it was seen to be impossible to accomplish
the desired result. The "Malgre-Nous" of M. Wawack, through inattention during in-
flation, was bursted by the pressure of the gas going into the silk bag. The men were
interested in seeing the first balloon ofif and did not watch the pressure valve. The
rent was made through a section of the silk itself and not at a seam or at the ripping
panel.

Captain Baldwin has sold the 1907 California Arrow to William Mattery. While
being made ready for an ascent at Louisville someone decided to shoot up the show
and the event was indefinitely postponed.

William E. McKenna writes a daily paper as follows:
Permit me to call attention to an infringement of vested rights which is becom-

ing more and more frequent.
"Even the air is not free," says Sir Frederick Pollock in "The Land Laws," "for

the maxim is that the owner of the sod is owner up to the height above and down to
the depth beneath. I conceive it is indisputable that to pass over land in a balloon at
whatever height without the owner's or occupant's license is technically a trespass."

Do the aeronauts realize this when they recklessly soar over other people's land
or, coming down, get themselves tangled up in other people's trees? A technical tres-

pass, perhaps; but great oaks from little acorns grow. Cannot some of your corre-
spondents suggest a remedy? Would it not be well to make the aeronauts pay license
of every large city as common carriers, their operators bidding for public patronage by
low fares?

A. B. Lambert, member of the City Council of St. Louis and Hon. Secretary of the
Aero Club of St. Louis, and one of the most enthusiastic and enterprising automobilists,
is now on his way to Paris to take his final instruction in navigating a balloon.

Henry Kapferer is constructing at Montesson a Langley type machine and will

experiment at Issy soon. The weight is said to be 400 kg.

According to the London Daily Tclci^raph, the English army aeroplane now building
at Aldershot is progressing rapidly, and in the course of a few weeks may be expected
to be taken out for a trial.

Mechanics are working overtime on the "Dirigible IL"

Rene Gasnier, one of the champions of France in the 1907 Gordon Bennett, is

constructing an aeroplane with a 50-h.p. Antoinette motor.

COMMUNICATIONS.
Does the United States Want an Airship?

To the Editor:
The question as to what our Government means by inviting bids for building and

operating war airships and flying machines is a serious conundrum. It is reported
from Washington, Feb. 8th, 1908, that the Government has accepted flying machine
bids as follows: among 41 bidders:—^J. F. Scott, Chicago, 111., $1,000, time, 185 days,

A. M. Herring, New York, $20,000, 180 days, Wright Brothers, Dayton, O.. $25,000,

200 days.
This seems very much or very little for a full fledged flying machine, to currj^ two

men and flit from 36 to 44 miles in one hour, or" die in the act, and forfeit the amount of
bid, as prescribed in the specifications. This looks like a hard proposition, but the

specifications for dirigible balloons or airships are worse.
Bids for airships were invited in December and opened Jan. 15, 1908; the six

bids being as follows:—Carl E. Myers, Frankfort, N. Y., $9,996, time, 120 days; Wm.
Reiferscheid, Streator, 111., $5,000, 150 days; Charles J. Strobel, Toledo, C, $8,000, 120
days; Harry B. Shiller, Philadelphia, $25,000, 120 days; John Karies, Mount Vernon,
N. Y., $10,000 to $30,000, according to speed; E. W. Creacy, Washington, $12,500, 90
days.

All these bids were rejected. Only Carl Myers and C. J. Strobel qualified by accom-
panying bids by a certified check of 15 per cent, of the proposed price, and only Myers
is a professional and commercial constructor of airships.

Revised proposals were invited Jan. 21st, for bids to be opened Feb. 15, under speci-

fications which dififered chiefly in requiring builders to supply their own gas-proof fab-

rics instead of using government supplies as at first proposed. On these ten bids were
as follows:—Shiller, $33,000, 180 days; Rockman, $25,000, 180 days; Bumbaugh & Hei-
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mann. $10,000, 250 days; Liippets, Paris, $20,000, 90 days; Carl E. Myers, $11,994, i^o

days; Reiferscheid, $8,000, 150 days; Charles Ellis, $10,000, no time stated; T. S. Bald-

win, $6,750, 150 days; Peter Cooper Hewitt, $20,000, 260 days; followed later by a bid

from G. F. Myer of $6,000, in 100 days.
Here we have bids ranging from $6,000 to $33,000, all on a two-man airship to make

from 16 to 24 miles per hour, to be built and delivered at Fort Myer, Va., in from 90
to 250 days, the successful bidder to inflate with hydrogen, operate 4 demonstrations,
and instruct two officers, all at his own expense, under bond equal to the limit of his bid,

for forfeit if inspecting officers reported unfavorably and subject to a reduced award of

IS per cent, of his bid for every mile less than 20 per hour, and bound to furnish a sec-

ond vessel at award price if approved.
Taking for example the first bid of Carl Myers, amounting to practically $10,000,

accompanied by a certified check, for $1,500., assumed to protect the Government, which
supplied the gas-proof material for gas bag, of the maximum length specified, t20 feet.

When his bid was repeated under revised demand for material to be furni-hed by
bidder, samples of suitable machine-varnished silk of various grades were included, and
his bid raised to practically $12,000, or $2,000 for the expensive silk involved necessi-

tated by high import duties.

This estimate by a practical operator of 30 years" experience in the pr: duction of

hydrogen-proof fabrics and their manufacturers into airships should be assumed to be
3. fair representation of value of finished fabric involved. Therefore, the first bid by
Reiferscheid at $5,000, when the government supplied the material, compared with his

second bid of $8,000, when forced to supply material, is an increase of $3,000, instead of

$2,000 as estimated by Myers. The first bid of Schiller, $25,000, compared with his

second bid of $33,000 shows the enormous increase of $8,000 for supply of material de-

manded, assuming that these cases include a mean speed of 20 miles per hour, and a

maximum size of 120 feet length specified.

Analyzing another feature of the bids made, the lowest by G. F. Myer, $6,000, and
Baldwin, $6,750, it must be remembered that these sums cover all expenses involved.

Assuming that such bids be accepted, and tlie vessel built, conveyed to Fort Myer and
tested, with a resultant speed of 16 miles per hour instead of 20, the award would be only

40 per cent, of the proposed 20-mile speed, $2,400 for Myer, or $2,700 for Baldwin, a

"lemon" for either, as it would not pay expenses of delivering the goods, inflating and
testing, besides instruction of officers, added to the incurred liability to deliver a dupli-

cate vessel should the Government demand a second at the award price after testing.

With reference to speed, the best authenticated American airship time was at St.

Louis contests, Oct., 1907. As stated in ''Aeronautics," Nov., 1907, "The course was
laid from a line on the grounds out to and around the Blair Monument and return, three

quarters of a mile," 3.960 feet. The same statement was made in the official program.
On this scale the best speed was made by Beachey, 10 h.p. second trial, 4 minutes, 40
seconds, equal to 9 2-3 miles per hour; and by Dallas, 10 h.p., third trial, 6 min. 10 sec;
and Baldwin, 15 h.p., third trial, 7 min. 5 sec. "Aeronautics," Jan., 1908, reviews these

figures over an estimated course of 6,900 instead of 3,960 feet, with results of:—Beachey,
16.8 miles per hour; Dallas, 12.7 miles; Baldwin. 11. i miles per hour, this with a one-
man airship and 4 cylinder, 15 h.p. Curtiss motor.

The Government specification is for a two-man airship, haying greater size and
consequent aerial resistance than a one-man vessel. Engineering practice demands
squaring the power to double the speed. Airships are built within narrow limits of

their buoyancy or load. Applying these principles to the various bids referred to, it

will be noted that a low bidder is handicapped by small dimensions, weights, values and
expenditure till out-classed and out of the race, or possibly ruined by ruling. The
difference between a slow and a speedy vessel is chiefly form, size with reference to

carrying power or weight, air resistance or skin friction, and propulsion as adapted to

power and shape. The larger and more expensive construction, if simple, has advan-
tages, as its carrying power may increase as the cube of its dimension while its surface

weight and resistance may increase only as the square, or in proportion of 8 to 4, en-

larged.
Basing calculations u])un the maxinnnn dimensions and bid of Carl Myers, at

$12,000, and a conservative estimate of 20 miles per hour, with total actual outlay of

about $5,100, to produce the vessel complete, the excess above this sum provides for

additional expenses of transportation, re-assembling, inflation with hydrogen, operating

exhaustive tests, the instruction of officials, various contingencies, and the possibly

reduced speed and award, 15 per cent, less for each mile below 20 per hour, or entire

rejection if below i6 miles per hour, leaving the "successful" bidder with an "elephant"
war airship on his hands, unfit for ordinary commercial exhibits, or sale, for which pur-

pose $1,300 suffices to create a complete one-man airship outfit and gas generators, as I

am now doing for cash.

in the matter of speed alone it is possible to sacrifice many other advantages, if

inn-cstrictcd. The Government demands tliat counterpoising or balancing the airship
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shall not be done by waste of gas or ballast, nor by shifting of the aeronaut's position
along the boat or car, as is commonly practised. Also special means of compact trans-
portation is favored, and the gas "must require no varnish," but must be of gas tight
fabric. All these features are exactly in line with Carl Myers' productions during
years past, and not practised by others. His vessel at $12,000 proposed also perfect
control of equilibrium and movement, horizontal or vertical, at all times, and continu-
ous adjustment of comparative gravitj^ in spite of expansion or shrinkage of gas by
sun or shade, loss of gas or ballast, or lessened weight through consumption of gasoline
or oil by the motor, all of which perturbing causes are met and adjusted by devices
which he only is using today, and which add no weight to ordinary appliances of air-

ships, though underlying all future progress of gas airships. The demand for speed is

a justifiable one, but the demand for complete control is the only line which a govern-
ment should especially welcome.

The results of the Government proposals are vague, and puzzling in the present
state of the art, and certainly not inviting. While practical constructors and aeronauts
are giving object lessons in public, our Government does not now possess even a one-
man airship, or present skill to operate it in competition with professional aeronauts in

this or other countries, but it seeks to remedy this defect this year.

Feb. 21, 1908. CARL E. ^lYERS,
Balloon Farm, Frankfort, N. Y.

AERONAUTIC BOOKS FOR SALE.
This magazine will publish each month a list of such rare and contemporaneous

books relating to aeronautics as it is able to secure. If you desire any of those listed,

kindly send check with your order for the amount stated. Should the book ordered be
sold previous to the receipt of your order, the money will be promptly returned.

History and Practice of Aeronautics (John Wise). Illustrated. 8vo., cloth, Phila.,

1850. Very rare 15.00

Travels in The Air (James Glaisher). Illustrated. Svo., cloth, London, 1871 10.00

Flying and No Failure, or Aerial Transit Accomplished More than a Century Ago.
(Rev. Ralph Morris). Very rare reprint on Private Press of London, 1751.. 3.00

My Airships (Santos Dumont). Illustrated. Crown 8vo., cloth 1.40

Travels in Space (Valentine and Tomlinson). Introduction by Sir Hiram Maxim.
61 plates, 8vo., cloth, London. 1902 2.0O

Conquest of the Air (John Alexander). 12mo., cloth, London, 1902 2.00

The Dominion of the Air (J. M. Bacon). Story of aerial navigation. Illustrated.

Crown, 8vo., cloth, London, n. d 2.50

Resistance of Air and the Question of Flying (Arnold Samuelson). Illusti-ated.

12mo., 42 pp., paper 85

Flight Velocity (Arnold Samuelson). Illustrated. 45 pp., 12mo., paper 85-

Flying Machines, Past, Present and Future (A. W. Marshall and H. Greenly). Il-

lustrated 60
Paradoxes of Nature and Science (W. Hampson). Illustrated. Two chapters on bal-

loons as airships and bird flight. Svo., cloth, N. Y., 1907 1.50-

Aerial Navigation (Van Salberda). Translated from the Dutch by Geo. E. Waring,
Jr. Illustrated 60

By Land and Sky (J. M. Bacon). Illustrated. 8vo., cloth, London, 1900 2.50'

A Balloon Ascension at Midnight (G. E. Hall). Illustrated in color. Limited edi-

tion published. Very rare. 8vo., paper, San Francisco, 1902 2.50

Andree's Balloon Expedition (Lachambre—Machuron). Illustrated. 12mo., cloth.

New York, 1898 1.00-

Parakites (G. Woglom). Illustrated. 8vo., cloth, New York, 1896 75
The Problem of Flight (Herbert Chatley, B. Sc.) A new textbook of aerial engineer-

ing both aerostation and aviation. Illustrated. 8vo., cloth, 1908 3.50'

Pocket Book of Aeronautics (Maj. H. W. L. Moedebeck). A manual of aviation and
aerostation. Illustrated. Cloth, 496 pages, London, 1907 ••........ 3.25

Ballooning as a Sport (Maj. B. Baden Powell). Illustrated. London, 1907 1.10

Navigating the Air (Members Aero Club of America). Illustrated. 8vo., cloth. New
York, 1907 1.65

L'Omnibus Aerien (Bourget). A musical piece sung by Mile. Flore. Has a
picture of flying omnibus on front. Is extremely rare. Paris, 1 840 7.00

Keely and His Discoveries, Aerial Navigation (Mrs. B. Moore). Svo, cloth,
London, 1893 3.00

St. Louis Gordon Bennett race views in an album, full set 3.00

Narrative of the Ascent and First Voyage of the Aerial Steamer (George Aire,
F. A. S., A. L. C, etc.). Paper, 16 pp., ill., London, 1843. Rare 2.50»
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Only American Institute of Aeronautics. Operated 28 years.

experiments conducted. Instructions and professional advice given.

Tight Balloons and Buoyant Airships, all sizes from smallest
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All sorts of

Hydrogen-

models to

largest Captives or long

voyage vessels with or

without motors. 150

gas balloons for U. S.

Government. Patent,

portable, hydrogen
generators, lightest gas

and gas works made.

Machine-varnished bal-

loon fabrics, hydrogen-

proof, acid-proof,
weather and spontan-

eous combustion proof,

manufactured exclus-

ively under basic patents

for process, fabric, and

machine.

xAny kind of gas bal-

loon ascents, captive or

free, or airship flights

made at any time or

place.

Bargains :—4-man

captive balloon outfit,

complete with power
windlass and gas plant

for $i2co cash. New,

tested, 7-h. p., 2-cyl.,

i-man airship complete

with gas works, $1300,

cash. Second-hand air-

ship frame, shaft, 10 ft.

propeller and rudder,

with or without gas bag

and motor. 4-h. p., i-

cyl. stationary kerosene

motor ; 2-cyl., 12-h. p.

and 2-cyl., lo-h. p.

Gas balloons and air-

ships, bought, sold or

exchanged. New i-man

gas balloon outfit com-

plete. Address with
stamp.
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CURTISS MOTORS
ESPECIALLY DESIGNED FOR AERONAUTICAL PURPOSES.

GREATEST POWER, LEAST WEIGHT CONSISTENT WITH RELIABILITY.

These motors are the result of years experience in designing and construction
of light weight engines.

7

15

20

H. P. Single cylinder air cooled, weight

H. P. single cylinder air cooled, "

H. P. 2-cylinder V air cooled,

H. P. 4-cylinder vertical air cooled,
"

H. P. 4-cylinder vertical air cooled,
"

N E ROR
20 lbs.

35
"

50
"

100
"

110
"

190e r

30 H. P. 8-cylinder V air cooled, weight 150 lbs

40 H. P. 8-cylinder air cooled V. " 160
"

50 H. P. 4-cylinder water cooled, " 200
"

100 H. P. 8-cylinder water cooled, " 300
"

SEND FOR CATALOGUE N.

G. H. CURTISS MANUFACTURING CO., Hammondsport, N. Y.

TAKE THE

Balloon Limited on the Over Land Route

to

BRETTON WOODS
and at the junction of the Seabreeze and St. L,awrence Currents on the

aerial avenues just above the mountain walled valley of the Ammonoosuc,

drop in on your friends at the two great mountain hostelries,

The riount Pleasant and The Hount Washington.
ANDERSON and PRICE, the Landlords

offer you a great Solid Silver Cup to fill from the crystal waters of the

mountain springs and from which to drink your own good health which

comes to all who drink the pure waters of Bretton Woods.

-^1 ASK AERONAUTICS.•i
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ALL WORK GUARANTEED,

Foremost hydrogen balloon and airship

manufacturer and operator in America*

CAPTAIN THOMAS S. BALDWIN

Box 78 Madison Square P. O. - New York
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AERONAUT LEO STEVENS

THE
LEADER OF
BALLOON

AND

AIRSHIP
CON-

STRUCTION

ALL
BALLOONS
ABSOLUTE
HYDROGEN

AND

COAL GAS
PROOF

ONE TO FIFTY PASSENGERS

THE KEEN SPORTSMAN OF WIDE EXPERIENCE USES A "STEVENS BALLOON."

Varnishing by improved Electrical process.

ALSO representing Carton &, laChambre. leading balloon builders of

Paris. France.

TWO CENT stamps FOR REPLY.

BOX 181, Madison square. New York
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AERO & MARINE MOTOR COMPANY
60 PEMBERTON SQUARE BOSTON, MASS.

44 H. P. (brake test) motor, water cooled, weight 130 lbs., including

magneto, oil cups and water. Especially built for aeronautic work.

SEND FOR CATALOG

WE CAN FURNISH COMPLETE

BALLOONS—AIRSHIPS—FLYING MACHINES,
HYDROGEN GAS GENERATORS AND AIRSHIP MOTORS

AERONAUTICAL SUPPLY COMPANY,
1650 WESTERN AVENUE, CINCINNATI, OHIO.

FLYING MACHINES.
Aeroplanes built complete or materials furnished. Steel or aluminum

tubing, bamboo, etc. Castings for joining corners. Advice on construction

given. Also information relating to past machines or experiments.

J. W. R05H0N, Harrisburg, Pa.

ROY KNABENSHUE
Designer and Constructor of

BALLOONS, AIR SHIPS AND FLYING MACHINES
TOLEDO, OHIO

Gentleman Airship Operator Wanted.

One w^ho has had experience. Pay largest salary in the country. Half a hundred

good engagements. Address quick,

CAPT. T. S. BALDWIN, Box 78, Madison Sq., New York.

FOR SALE

2 GRAND BALLOONS 2

The "United States" which won for Lieutenant Lahm the Gordon Bennett Cup
and the "America" which covered 848 miles in the International race from St. Louis.

Address, AERONAUT LEO STEVENS, 282 9th Avenue, New York.

AMERICAN-LA FRANCE BALLOON CO.
Aeronauts and Constructors of

SPHERICAL AND DIRIGIBLE GAS BALLOONS
Balloons of Every Description, Silk of Cambric

HOT ALR BALLOONS AND PARACHUTES
special Wicker Baskets made to order in any shape or quantity

dlVCIN^JS"^VTI OHIO
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THE INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL OF AERONAUTICS

TELEPHONE 2S15 BRYANT

108 WEST 49th STREET
NEW YORK

DlR,ECTOF{,

PEIRMANEINT XEICHNICAL STAFF
COMMISSION ON AEROSTATION

LIEUT. COL. GEORGES ESPITALLIER
Vice-President of The Permanent International Commission of Aeronautics

MAURICE MALLET
In g,—Aeronaute

GEORGES BESANCON
Editor of L'Aerophile

COMMISSION ON AVIATION

LEON LEVAVASSEUR
Inventor of Antoinette Motor

LUCIEN CHAUVIERE
Ing.—Const. Aeroplanes, Helicopteres

VICTOR TATIN
Member Institute of France

CAPTAIN FERBER
Ex. Prof, of Military School of Fontainebleau

PILOTS OF AERO CLUB OF FRANCE
ALBERT C. TRIACA ERNEST BARBOTTE CHARLES LEVEE

AVIATOR AERONAUT EXPERT IN THE U. S.

LEON DELAGRANGE LEO STEVENS

THREE COURSES
1—Spherical Balloons 2—Dirigibles 3—Aviation

ANTOINETTE, Paris
The famous, extra light motor for aeroplanes,

helicopteres, hydroplanes

8— 16Cyiinder 24— 120 H. P.

Farman, the winner of the best public flight

in the World, used an Antoinette motor

MALLET, Paris

Engineer :: :: :: Aeronaut

The well-known builder

— of
-

Spherical and Dirigible Balloons

ALBERT C. TRIACA, Selling Agent

CHAUVIERE, Paris

Contractor to the French Government

Highest award at the

Exhibition of Sports, Paris, 1907

Aeroplanes Helicopteres

HUE, Paris
Aeronautical and Scientific Instruments

especially made for the U. S.

Aneroids, Barometers, Aluminum and Wood
Case Recording Barometers,

Watch Barometers

In answering advertisements please mentioE Ihis magazine.
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Only American Institute of Aeronautics. Operated 28 years. All sorts of

experiments conducted. Instructions and professional advice given. Hydrogen-

Tight Balloons and Buoyant Airships, all sizes from smallest models to

largest Captives or long

voyage vessels with or

without motors. 150

gas balloons for U. S.

Government. Patent,

portable, hydrogen
generators, lightest gas

and gas works made.

Machine-varnished bal-

loon fabrics, hydrogen-

proof, acid-proof,
weather and spontan-

eous combustion proof,

manufactured exclus-

ively under basic patents

for process, fabric, and
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Any kind of gas bal-

loon ascents, captive or

free, or airship flights

made at any time or

place.

Bargains :—4-man
captive balloon outfit,

complete with power
windlass and gas plant

for $i2co cash. New,
tested, y-h. p., 2-cyl.,

I -man airship complete

with gas works, $1300,

cash. Second-hand air-

ship frame, shaft, 10 ft.

propeller and rudder,

with or without gas bag

and motor. 4-h. p., i-

cyl. stationary kerosene

motor; 2-cyl., 12-h. p.

and 2-cyl., lo-h. p.

Gas balloons and air-

ships, bought, sold or

exchanged. New i-man

gas balloon outfit com-

plete. Address with
stamp.
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ALL WORK GUARANTEED.

Foremost hydrogen balloon and airship

manufacturer and operator in America*

CAPTAIN THOMAS S. BALDWIN

Box 78 Madison Square P. O. Nciv York
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no CARS
.•«INES

K>UTS

THE "OLDSMOBILTE"
FHE Car that Does things

1926 BUCUD AVE.

Bklj

NOR'

0. C: Foster, Esq.,
Mgr. Cleveland Branch,

Warner Instninient Co.

,

Cleveland, O. Jan. 16, '08.

Dear Sir: — Last year you furnished me with an Instrunent which
I used on the "Mudlark" In ray tour from New York to Florida, and
it gave us such good satisfaction that I would like to have one
of your clock and light instruments for a model "M" Olds in
which I will make a similar run this coming week from Hew York
to lew Orleans by way of Syracuse, Buffalo, Cleveland, Louisville
and Birmingham.

Trusting that you will give this order your personal
attention, and that I may receive the instrument in time, as
other speed indicator companies have offered to furnish me free
of charge an instrument for this occasioiT HoweverT I would
rather buy a Warner than acce-pt their offers as the Auto-Xeter
\e3 always given me complete satlsfactlonT

I remain, yours very truly

R. R. Owen.
Oldsmobile Co

Warner Instrument Co»
136 Wheeler Ave., Beloit, Wis.

In answering advertisements please mention this magazine.
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AN AVIATION PRIZE IN AMERICA?

With the announcement abroad almost daily of a new prize for the encouragement

of the study of aeronautical science it does seem as though some one in America

should at least be "willing," if not anxious, to contribute a sum suitably large in com-

parison with those offered abroad.

Not a money prize in America for dynamic flight! We have an Aero Club whose

members are worth $50,000,000—or more and an attempt to raise a thousandth part of

that sum, $50,000, failed of accomplishment.

In this land of big projects, it would seem almost likely that a goodly prize would

be offered merely for the honor of the country, not to mention an interest in the sub-

ject. But up to date there has been no apparent "run" on honor's bank.

We have either no wish to fly through the air, no money, or no desire to aid. The

first is not the case; the second cannot be true, for we daily hear reports of the well

filled pocketbook of the public; it must be, then, though most preposterous, that we

do not want to aid. On reflection, however, this latter cannot be correct, for have we
not an Aero Club "to advance the development of the science of aeronautics, *****
to encourage ***** aerial navigation" and to "do everything necessary, suitable and

proper for the accomplishment of any of the purposes hereinbefore set forth?"

In what way can the science be furthered more than by offering prizes? Judging

from the results accomplished by offering prizes in France, this seems to be the best

way to "advance the development."

In France, at the end of his resources, Farman wins $io,ooaj. Result—the first

machine improved, the distance capable of being flown tripled, and a new machine

under construction!

In America, no prizes and no flights.

If the offering of prizes is the quickest way to success, are not Aero Club mem-
bers bound by their constitution to offer prizes?
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NEW PRIZES—ABROAD.

Michelin.

Messrs. Michelin, the well known tire manufacturers, have offered $52,000. Thti
amount is divided into two sections. It was first announced that a $2000 cup and a
cash sum of $3000 would be given annually for ten years to the aviator who, between
January 31 and December 31 in each year, would cover the greatest distance, either in

France or in one of the countries whose aero club is affiliated with the Aero Club of

France. The distance was to have been at least double that of the previous year.

That is, the winner for 1908 must cover twice the distance made by Farman on Janu-
ary 13 last. The cup to be handed by one club to another as won, the cash going to

the aviator.

This has now been changed. $4000 is offered annually for eight years, beginning
in 1908. This sum will reward the aviator who makes the greatest distance during the

year, the minimum to be 20 kilometers. Of course, the apparatus will not be allowed
to touch the ground while flying and the aviator will have to be officially controlled.

The prize is open for competition, beginning April 10. For 1909 to 1915 the official

regulations may be modified yearly by the Aero Club of France to conform to the

progress of aviation, without, however, making too difficult conditions. If during one
year the prize is not won the sum will be added to the one of the following year.

There is also the grand prize of $20,000. If, before the first of January, 1918, an
aviator piloting a machine carrying one passenger establishes the following record in

accordance with the A. C. F. rules he will win the sum of $20,000:

The flight must be from any place in the Departments of the Seine or Seine-et-

Oise, a turn being made around the Arch de Triomphe, at Paris, another turn around
the cathedral of Clermont-Ferrand and then a landing on top of the Puy-de-Dome,
which has an altitude of 1456 meters (4777 feet), in the total time from the Arch of

Triumph to Pui^-de-Dome of 6 hours. The distance from Paris to Puy-de-Dome in a

straight line is about 350 kilometers (217 miles). The speed would have to be, there-

fore, a little over 36 miles an hour.

M. Archdeacon calls attention to the possible difficulty on account of the drop in

pressure from 760 to 620 mm at the altitude to which Puy-de-Dome rises. Theoreti-
cally the motor would give slightly less efficiency.

Prince Roland Bonaparte.

The sum of $20,000 has been offered by Prince Roland Bonaparte as the nucleus
of a fund for scholars and inventors, some of which money will be devoted to the

progress of aviation and dirigible balloons.

Kad Lanz.

Karl Lanz, a merchant of Mannheim, has offered $10,000 to found an aviation

prize. $2500 will also be devoted to the aid of indigent German inventors.

Aero Club of France.

A prize of $1000 is offered by the A. C. F. for a flight of 5 kilometers.

Other Prizes.

A prize (no sum yet mentioned) has been offered by Georges Dubois and Omet-
Decugis and others, for a flight of 50 meters at a height of 25 meters.

On February 28 M. Charron paid Ernest Archdeacon $200 toward a prize for the
encouragement of aviation. Following this came a contribution from Mme. Heriot,
owner of the Louvre. , ,

AVIATION PRIZES.

England.

* $50,000, London, Daily Mail, to the flying machine, preferably aeroplane, starting
within five miles of Daily Mail Office, London, and landing within five miles of Daily
Mail Office at Manchester. Distance, 160 miles.

$10,000, Adams Mfg. Co., if the motor and apparatus winning the Daily Mail prize
be entirely constructed in Great Britain.

$2,500, Autocar, to the maker of the motor, if English, above competition.
* Also a gold medal offered by Santos-Dumont in connection with the above com-

petition.
* $5,000, London Daily Graphic for a flight of one mile at Brooklands.'
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* $2,500, Lord Montagu, to the machine which makes the longest flight in any one
year. Contest must be in England. $25.00 a mile in addition for every mile flown up
to 25 miles.

* $12,500, Brooklands Racing Club, to the first machine which makes a flight of
three miles above the (egg-shaped) Brooklands course, at a height of three to fifty

feet. Speed must be at least ten miles per hour.

France.

* $2,500, Ruinart Pere et Fils, to the first aviator to fly from France to England
or vice versa before 1910. This contest is international. The shortest distance is from
Cape Gris Nez to Dover, 30 kilometers.

* $2,000, M. Armengaud, Jr., to the first aviator who remains in the air fifteen

minutes.
* $1,000, Aero Club of France, for a flight of five kilometers.
* $200, M. Pepin, to the first aviator to fly across the Garonne.
* $4,000 in cash to be won by aeroplanes at Vichy in the Fall of 1908, conditions

to be annoimced later.

* $52,000, MM. Michelin. consisting of $4,000 to be won each year for 8 years, the
last holder to become owner; also $20,000 for a flight from Paris to Clermont, 217
miles, in 6 hours.

*$I20 in three prizes of $40 each and three silver plaques offered by Aviation Com-
mission of Aero Club of France for flights of 200 meters. One of these has just been
won by Farman.

Various prizes for aeroplane contests at Bordeaux in July.

Belgium.

* $11,100 in cash in aeroplane races at Spa, in July, 1908. The largest prize is for

a flight of 23 kilometers.

Germany.

* $2,500, Dr. Ganz, at Munich E.xposition. Aviator must stay in air 10 minutes
over a specified course.

$10,000, Karl Lanz, of Mannheim. Machines must be constructed in Germany ot

German material. Also $2,500 to aid poor German inventors.

United States.

*$ioo, A. C. Triaca, for the longest flight during 1908. Open to members of Aero
Club of France and Aero Club of America.

Italy.

* $5,000 for an international aeroplane contest at Venice in October. -.

* The majority of these prizes are available to American competitors, or those of
any other country, provided that in some cases the flights be made in the country in

which the prizes are ofifered.

The only prize for dirigibles is that of M. Archdeacon. $4,000 cash and a $2,000
trophy, both annually during 1908-9, open from March i to October 31, for a flight of

200 kilometers, passing above St. Germain, Senlis, Meaux, Melun and St. Germain.
This is international, open to any affiliated F. .\. T. club. Landings for gasolene, etc.,

permitted.

THE ADVANTAGES OF THE HELICOPTER OVER THE AEROPLANE.

By Otto G. Luyties.

The helicopter type of flying machine has been comparatively neglected. Although
suggested several centuries ago, supposedly by Leonardo da Vinci in 1500, much
less work has been done on it than on other types of flying machines. Not even one
man-carrying helicopter has ever been flown in free flight.

This neglect of the helicopter-type appears to have been due to a general impres-
sion that it does not ofifer.a likelihood of success equal to that of the aeroplane or

even of the ornithopter! It has, in fact, frequently been contended that even if one
of large size could actually be constructed, and should be found convenient in opera-

tion,, it would still be found very low in efficiency.

It will be the efifort of the writer to briefly recount the occasionally admitted
advantages of operation, and then to demonstrate that the mechanical efficiency of
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a properly constructed rotatory machine is actually higher than that of the aeroplane.

For convenience we may itemize the points to be discussed as follows:

Operation. Efficiency.

1. Starting 7. Simplicity

2. Ascending 8. Safety

3. Balancing 9. Head Resistance

4. Hovering 10. Lift per square foot.

5. Descending 11. Lift per horsepower
6. Landing 12. Horizontal speed

1. The starting of a helicoper is comparatively simple, especially if it be of the

vertically ascending type. It is merely a matter of starting up the propellers without
requiring a special launching device or a long run on a smooth ground, as required

by the aeroplane. This is important because such launching devices will not always
be available and because large smooth open spaces are uncommon.

2. A helicopter can ascend nearly vertically. It can therefore arise from small

starting places such as a small field surrounded by large trees. In actual use flying

machines will encounter many obstacles such as high houses or steep hillsides. Such
obstacles a helicopter will be able to surmount by simply rising at a steep angle whereas
an aeroplane will be compelled to turn completely around and ascend in a large

spiral. It is evident that the ability to fly at any angle with the horizontal will be
of great advantage to the helicopter.

3. The balance of a helicopter may be made practically automatic. It is evident

that the simplest way to secure equilibrium is by using a very low centre of gravity.

The known objection to this construction is that it causes excessive pitching and
rolling. Now in an aeroplane, violent pitching absolutely destroys its power to fly

as it spoils the all-important angle of incidence of the supporting planes. But in a

helicopter the essential angle of incidence is the angle of the blades with the shaft,

which remains practically constant whether the machine as a whole pitches or not.

Therefore a helicopter can be arranged to have a more pronounced pendular stability

than is possible with an aeroplane. The helicopter, furthermore may readily be
designed to have gyroscopic stability, without requiring as much special apparatus
for this purpose as would be required by an aeroplane.

4. A practical helicopter will be able to hover over a selected point, whereas
an aeroplane must continually move horizontally in order to retain its elevation.

The ability to hover should prove a great advantage, for instance in taking observa-
tions and in selecting a suitable landing place.

5. A helicopter under good control could descend at any desired speed and at

any angle, or vertically if preferred. It could, in an emergency, descend in a con-
tracted space much too small for the flight of an aeroplane.

6. Landing will always be difficult. It is particularly dangerous in an aeroplane
owing to the high horizontal velocity. At present aeroplanes can only land safely
on smooth ground in large open spaces. It may be found possible in later models,
to suddenly check the horizontal velocity at the exact moment of landing, but the
general nature of the difficulty will still remain the same.

A practical helicopter would be able to descend slowly in any open space of
moderate size and land safely whether the ground be smooth or not. If under per-
fect control it could land without any horizontal velocity either in a calm or in any
moderate wind.

The above described favorable characteristics of a practical helicopter have been
pointed out by other writers and are here repeated only for convenience. With one or
two possible exceptions they have been described by Penaud, Chanute and Hastings.

The mechanical efficiency of the helicopter, however, has apparently not been so
carefully studied nor so correctly judged, so that it merits further examination and
discussion.

7. The helicopter can be constructed more simply than the aeroplane. In the
former, the power is applied directly to the inclined surfaces, whereas in the latter
the power is transmitted to a propelling device, and the resultant thrust applied to
the planes. It will be clear, without elaborate explanation, that simplicity is especially
desirable in flying machines, as weight and power are both limited, and as simplicity
in these fragile structures favors reliability and safety. As this article is intended to
deal only with general principles, details of structure will not be here discussed.

8. The achievement of reasonable safety is essential to practical flight. Special
provision must be made against the occurrence of an unretarded fall and consequent
complete destruction. Of course all heavier-than-air flying devices must fall in case of
serious accident to their means of sustentation. In this contingency, however, they
should not drop too rapidly nor upset in falling.

Now the supporting power and stability of an aeroplane are largely dependent
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upon the continuance of its motive force. Stoppage of the motor means a sudden
drop and a sudden backward shift of the centre of pressure. This is liable to cause
a complete somersault particularly as the centre of gravity in an aeroplane is neces-
sarily high and as curved surfaces such as are usually employed are in themselves
unstable with the concave side downwards. An expert operator may occasionally,
if the motor stops, be able to glide to the ground in an aeroplane as if with a gliding
machine, but the actual landing is then likely to occur at a dangerous horizontal
velocity.

Of course a helicopter will also drop if its motor stops but its stability need not
be seriously affected. The drop may be made vertical if preferred, or given a slight
horizontal component. The speed of falling will depend largely upon the weight per
square foot, so that the advantage of large areas in this contingency is apparent. The
low centre of gravity will tend to keep the machine right side up. In addition to this,

the supporting surfaces may be arranged to have a slow reverse rotation about their
shafts, thus forming an efficient and stable rotatory parachute. The rate of fall

probably need not exceed 20 to 30 miles per hour witli weights of one or two pounds
per square foot, or about the landing speed of a man jumping from a height of 15 to
25 feet. An emergency descent at this rate would not generally seriously endanger
the life of the operator.

9. The helicopter has a considerable advantage over the aeroplane in the matter
of head resistance. Considering only the forward progress of the machine as a whole
it will be clear without explanation that a helicopter flying with about three quarters
of the horizontal velocity of an aeroplane will have approximately half its head resis-

tance if the bulks are about equal. In order to analyze the matter, however, we may
divide the total head resistance into two parts, namely the back pressure of the sup-
porting surfaces, sometimes called the drift, and the head resistance of the car and
body of the machine. The back pressure of the supporting planes may be divided into
three parts, the head resistance of the front edges, the skin friction, and the horizontal
component of the normal pressure.

Now as far as the head resistance of the car and body is concerned, the helicopter
has the advantage of a slower horizontal speed. At the time of starting this advantage
is most pronounced as the aeroplane has to overcome its full head resistance when
first leaving the ground, whereas the car and body of the helicopter offer no horizontal
head resistance at all during the difficult period of starting.

The head resistance of the supporting surfaces has heretofore generally been
higher on models of helicopters than on aeroplanes. This is, however, entirely un-
necessary as it is only a question of using proper areas, speeds, and angles to get
the same ratio of lift to drift in a helicopter blade as in an aeroplane surface, provided
that proper allowance be made for the helicopter blades working in disturbed air.

We may reasonably conclude that the head resistance of the supporting surfaces
of a properly designed helicopter will be about the same as that of an aeroplane, and
that the head resistance of the car and body will generally be less, principally owing
to the slower horizontal velocity.

10. In the matter of lift per square foot the helicopter has this advantage over
the aeroplane, that it may be designed with any desired lift per square foot within wide
limits without materially affecting the horizontal velocity of the whole machine or
the head resistance of the car and body.

It has been urged in favor of the helicopter that this fact will permit of tlie use
of very small areas thereby reducing the weight of the supporting surfaces. The
writer does not recommend this construction, particularly not for use during the
present earlj^ stage of the art, as it is dangerous in case of a sudden fall, and as it

requires very light construction and inordinately powerful motors. It should also be
observed that the use of high speed and very small areas reduces the lift per horse-
power and consequently the efficiency of the helicopter as a lifting device.

Nevertheless, the fact that the lift is practically independent of the horizontal
velocity of the machine as a whole is a great advantage of the helicopter over the
aeroplane and itself accounts for tlie majority of the advantages in operation referred
to earlier in this article.

IT. In the matter of lift per horsepower the helicopter has heretofore been stated
to compare unfavorably with the aeroplane. A number of authorities including
Chanute * give the lift per horsepower of a helicopter as about half that of an aero-
plane. As this question is of considerable importance and as the author believes his

deductions to be original the matter will be discussed in some detail.

It will probably be granted that the blades of a helicopter may be considered
as aeroplane surfaces of the same area and inclination moving with the same linear
velocity, provided that proper allowance be made for the effects of rotation, particu-
larly centrifugal force and operation in disturbed air. The writer contends tliat the

*"Progress in l""h'ing Machines."
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helicopter provides a simple and efficient method of direct drive for the supporting
surfaces. The lifting force of a helicopter will be the full thrust of the shaft or in

other words, the full lift of the supporting surfaces directly driven by the motor.
Now in an aeroplane, the supporting surfaces are indirectly driven by the motor

through the horizontal thrust exerted by the propeller. This has been described as

a means of actual increasing the efficiency as the total lift of an aeroplane is equal
to the thrust of the propeller multiplied by the ratio of lift to drift of the supporting
surfaces. Thus it has been found, for instance, that a propeller giving a thrust of

eight pounds per horsepower when driving an aeroplane with a ratio of lift to drift

of 5 to 1 would support a total weight of 40 pounds per horsepower. This has been
described as a method of increasing the lift per horsepower because the same propeller
used directly as a helicopter would evidently support only eight pounds per horsepower

The error lies in the assumption that this same propeller would actually be used
in this way, whereas propellers intended for use as helicopters can actually be con-
structed to give a thrust of over 50 pounds per horsepower. The reader may wonder
why, if this be correct, propellers giving such a large thrust are not used on aeroplanes
thus obtaining a still larger lift and preserving the supposed advantage of the aeroplane.

It should be remembered that the screw propeller is simply a mechanical device
for exerting thrust or pressure. As soon as this pressure is exerted over a given
distance the work done can be expressed in foot pounds or horsepower. For any
given efficiency, therefore, the thrust that can be obtained per horsepower will vary
inversely as the distance through which it is exerted. A propeller of perfect efficiency

for instance could give a thrust of 8 pounds per horsepower at a velocity of 69 feet a
second or about 46 miles an hour. Another propeller also of perfect efficiency might
give a thrust of 50 pounds through a distance of 11 feet per second or about 7^ miles
per hour. These are the theoretical maxima for the given speeds, the distances per
second through which these thrusts could actually be exerted being much less, owing
to the yielding of the air, skin friction, etc. Now it is well known that the yielding
of the air is relatively larger for propellers progressing slowly along their axes, but
even so, the largest thrusts can be exerted at the slowest speeds if the propellers are
properly designed for their work.

If the slip in the cases suggested above be assumed as 8 miles per hour in one
instance, and 5 miles in the other, being about 17 per cent, in one case and 67 per
cent, in the other, the first propeller will give a thrust per horsepower of 8 pounds at

38 miles an hour, the second a thrust per horsepower of 50 pounds at 2^ miles.

These figures are fair examples that might occur in actual construction.

As aeroplanes require a considerable horizontal velocity in order to fly at all, it

is evident that they will always be limited to the use of propellers giving only moder-
ate thrusts per horsepower. It is the contention of the author that this more than
"balances the advantage of the favorable ratio of lift to drift of the supporting sur-

faces. The aeroplane, considered as a supporting device, also has in its propelling
-mechanism a source of inefficiency not occuring in the helicopter.

The helicopter is handicapped by having its blades work in disturbed air. This
•disadvantage is a serious one but is not quite as great as generally supposed, because
the drift is reduced at the same time as the lift and nearly in the same proportion. As
soon as the helicopter moves horizontally its blades act on fresh air and the lift is

slightly increased.

The helicopter is sometimes stated to lose in efficiency owing to the action of

centrifugal force. It is assumed that air is thrown outwards requiring power without
giving an adequate supporting reaction. Now as a matter of fact the centrifugal
action must be very small if it occurs at all, because it is shown by experiment that
there is an actual inrush of air around the circumference of a helicopter and even for

a short distance below its blades. In any case, as centrifugal force depends largely
upon the angular velocity it may be reduced by using large diameters and low speeds
and by adopting an efficient form of blade.

Considering both types of machines in a general way the incidental head resis

tance will also reduce the lifting efficiency, but as the helicopter at its usual slower
speeds will have a smaller head resistance of car and body than the aeroplane, it will

lose power from this source. The writer is inclined to believe that the advantage of
reduced head resistance will balance the disadvantage of working in distvu'bed air,

but this can be definitely determined only by actual experiment on a large scale.

As far as theory is concerned the author holds that the direct drive of the heli-

copter is more efifective than the indirect drive of the aeroplane, and that with suitable
construction the helicopter will actually give a larger lift per horsepower.

12. The writer contends that the helicopter will have a higher horizontal speed
and greater translational efficiency than heretofore supposed. It is apparently gener-
ally believed that the velocity of the forward motion will depend simply upon the
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cosine of the angle of inclination of the main shaft with the horizontal. This would
make the maximum attainable horizontal speed equal to the maximum theoretical
pitch velocity times the cosine of the angle. The actual horizontal speed would
naturally be estimated at less than this owing to the head resistance of the car and
body.

But the author contends that the horizontal speed will exceed this supposed
theoretical maximum and may even exceed the full theoretical pitch velocity. This
is a striking paradox, but if correct is important and therefore worthy of careful
analysis.

Let us consider the thrust along the inclined shaft to be divided into two com-
ponents, the one vertical, the other horizontal. Let us assume the vertical com-
ponent to be balanced by the weight. Let us further assume the effective pitch angTfc

of the blades to be for example 12 degrees and the angle of the main shaft with the
horizontal 78 degrees. The currently accepted computation would then give a maxi-
mum horizontal speed of about one-fifth of the pitch velocity.

Let us now analj^ze the action of the blades. In the assumed case they will make
no angle with the horizontal on the forward stroke and double the pitch angle with
the horizontal on the back stroke. Then the forward stroke will have a lifting effect

but practically no horizontal component. This is because the pressure on an inclined
plane is always perpendicular to the surface.* Of course there may be a slight back-
ward horizontal pressure due to skin friction, or a slight forward horizontal component,
if the surface be slightly curved, due to the tangential force described by Lilienthal,**

but for practical purposes the pressure on the forward stroke may be considered vertical.

The back stroke will give a strong forward thrust on account of the pronounced
angle of the blades with the horizontal. This will continue as long as the blades
move backwards faster than the whole machine moves forwards. This forward thrust,

at least during the central part of the back stroke, will not disappear entirely until

the horizontal velocity of the whole machine equals the linear rotational velocity
of the blades. But the linear velocity exceeds the pitch velocity if the pitch be less

than unity.

Therefore the attainable horizontal velocity exceeds the pitch velocity times the
cosine of the angle and may even exceed the full theoretical pitch velocity. It is

thus a fact that a slightly inclined helicopter may travel horizontally faster than it

would if used directly as a horizontal propeller.

It immediately follows from the above that the horsepower required for horizontal
motion will not be as high as might otherwise be the case, the power for vertical

support being separately considered. The efficiency of a helicopter as a vehicle for

horizontal transit will also be fairly good if driven by a special horizontal propeller
intended to increase the horizontal velocity, provided that the main shaft be inclined
forward at a suitable angle in order to take advantage of the above described peculiar
feathering action of the main blades.

It thus appears that the maximum horizontal velocity and transit efficiency of the
helicopter although lower than those of the aeroplane will be sufficiently high for

practical use and very much higher than heretofore supposed. It will always be an
advantage that the horizontal velocity can be regulated, and especially that it can be
reduced to practically nothing whenever desired.

Summary

In summarizing our conclusions we may say that the helicopter can be made
superior to the aeroplane in the first nine points considered, namely: starting, ascend-
ing, balancing, hovering, descending, landing, simplicity, safety and head-resistance.

The author also contends that the helicopter may be designed to have a very large lift

per square foot, or a very large lift per horsepower, and that its horizontal velocity,

although less than that of the aeroplane, will be considerable, variable and sufficient.

As this article is limited to a theoretical discussion the desirability of testing the
conclusion in practice is evident. The author is engaged in experiments along this line

and expects soon to publish the results of some tests of a large helicopter. The im-
portant questions of lift per horsepower and of horizontal velocity appear to be
especially worthy of discussion and experiment. The author hopes that this article

may serve to arouse greater interest in the comparatively neglected helicopter-type
of flying machine and that tlic merits here asserted and discussed may be fully con-
firmed in actual practice.

Baltimore, Md., March, 1908.

*See "Aeronautics," Vol. I, No. 3; Page 11, Sept., 1907.

**See Moedebeck's Handbook, English Edition, p. 289.
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WHAT THE AERONAUT CAN DO FOR METEOROLOGY.
By Professor Cleveland Abbe, Editor U. S. Monthly Weather Review.

^

In an aerial voyage the aeronaut and his assistants usually have certain special
objects in view that demand their full attention—but still, it is easily possible for an
earnest man to make every voyage tell along the special lines in which students of
the atmosphere are interested. No generous minded navigator of the ocean omits to
keep a full record of wind and weather, barometer and thermometer, ocean currents
and temperatures, and whatever can be considered as appertaining to navigation. He
does this partly for his own information, partly as the habit of a cautious man

—

principally because he knows that the pilot chart of the ocean that he uses daily is

compiled from thousands of such records gratuitously contributed for many years to

the, central nat'onal hydrographic offices at London, Paris, Hamburg and Washington
where the charts are published.

Those who contribute this observational data receive the "pilot charts" in return,

or a thousandfold more than they give.

Precisely analogous arrangements should be made by the aeronauts with their

central meteorological offices. They can hardly expect the meteorologist to tell them
beforehand what upper winds and temperatures to expect on a given day unless they
furnish from past voyages the material that is needed for such predictions. The stu-

dents of the atmosphere who are employed in Government weather bureaus get daily

reports as to conditions at the earth's surface and as to the clouds, if any are visible,

and they have these many years asked for regular reports from balloons and kites as

to upper air conditions—but asked in vain, because this branch of meteorological work
has been expensive and has only lately been developed. An aeronaut is but helping
himself when he sends us copies of his records, since he is sure to receive in return
items of valuable knowledge generalized from numerous other corresponding reports.

For instance, in December, 1871, the veteran aeronaut, Prof. Samuel A. King,
who is still living and active in Philadelphia, communicated to me the records that

he had saved up relative to his early voyages. From these I compiled a table and de-

duced a law that was at once published by the Philosophical Society of Washington,
showing that in general, with scarcely a single exception, the higher he ascended so
much the more did the direction of the movement of the balloon and the air deviate

from that near the ground, the deviation being always toward the right, and fre-

quently amounting to a semi-circle by the time that he reached the highest current
flowing eastward. Of course, such a law as this when once well established would
become most important for all long voyages in North America and equally important
when one has to calculate for his descent and choose a landing spot on the shore of
lake or ocean. I was at that time wholly absorbed in the study of the daily weather
maps and the practical forecasting of the winds and weather (telegrams and forecasts

were made daily at 10 a. m., 5 p. m. and midnight). The same law had just been re-

vealed by the comparison of these telegraphic reports of the motions of the winds,
lower clouds and upper clouds, but the continuous records of balloon voyages, when
the sky was cloudless, now extended this local rule into a generalization of the
broadest character. Subsequently I found that Clement Ley, from cloud observations
in England, had arrived at the same result and eventually I found that Henry Allan
Broun had announced it at Edinburgh in 1845.

The international cloud work of i8g6-'g7 has served to reveal the universality of
the law that the upper winds deviate from the lower winds toward the right in the
northern but toward the left in the southern hemisphere.

It will be a fine contribution to our knowledge if some aeronaut following Pro-
fessor King's habit of keeping careful records of his voyages shall show us when and
why exceptions to this rule occur—as thej^ probably do occasionally.

The records of the recent long distance competition of 1907 in which the balloon

"Pommern" exceeded by a few miles the long voyage of 791 miles by John Wise on
1st and 2nd, 1859, show that some of the aeronauts took advantage of this law.

In order to get a good record of the varying directions of travel the aeronaut has
only to keep his map at hand and mark thereon by numbers within circles (i), (2),

etc., the position immediately below him as often as he can possibly identify it. But
he doubles the value of his record if he also adds the minute and second (or minute
and tenth of a minute if his watch has no second hand), for thus he gives the meteor-
ologist the one datum that we can only get from free balloons, namely, the true

velocity of the moveinent of the free air.

The heat that we get from the sun starts the atmosphere in motion. From these
movements when actually known we may reason back to the heat that caused them
or forward to the results that must follow. The movement of each part of the atmo-
sphere is the fundamental need of meteorology. The chart and watch, the barograph
and thermograph of the aeronaut can alone give us what we so sorely need.
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Every wise aeronaut, every amateur balloonist, will contribute his little to the
common fund of knowledge.

,

The Weather Bureau is now preparing ascension record blanks which will call
for data of value to the Bureau. These will be distributed gratis to balloonists.
The forms will be reproduced, with the instructions, in the Afay number of Aero-

nautics.

OUR 52-HOUR BALLOON TRIP.

By Dr. Kurt Wegener.

On the first Thursday of each month at a number of institutions of learning, aero-
nautical experiments are carried on to determine various questions regarding the
atmospheric conditions, to a

'"«-«=» <i>' --^ ^, ,,

certain extent; they include
free ballooning, captive bal-

looning, and balloon ascen-
sions with registering in-

struments, etc.

As before, the free bal-

loon continues to be the one
to help these experiments
more than any other, gives

results that can be depended
upon, and is independent of

the weather which gives the

scientists so many oppor-
tunities to carry on impor-
tant experiments.
The following described

trip, which was made from
the Observatory at Linden-
berg, should have begun
without fail on the evtning
of Wednesday, April 4th,

1906, so as to enable the

companion, my brother. Dr.
Alfred Wegener, who had
made many observations by
day, to likewise make obser-
vations by night. We de-
sired on the following day
to ascertain the meteorolog-
ical conditions at a high
altitude.

At the inflation, which,
as usual, was made by the
balloon battalion at Reinick-
endorf, the net of our bal-
loon "Brandenburg" became
damaged, and we were able
to only make our ascension
at 9 o'clock in the morning
of April .sth in another bal-

loon hurriedly made ready.
Because of this our

plans had to be changed;
our efforts now had to be
bent to make an easy trip

the first day in order to be
sure to be in position to

make the necessary obser-
vations during the following LAUFACH^
night, and then the following day be able to take the balloon to a higlier altitude.

As the balloon started to rise in a thick fog, although above the sky was quite
clear, it acted very restless, and directly after we had begun to ascend it settled again
on the ground and again rose and settled before we could do anything to remedy the
evil.
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The mid-day heat made a considerable change in the atmosphere, and we noticed

that the partly warmed air rose while the colder air sank away from it. This vertical

downward current is the principal enemy of long balloon trips, for it always means a

sacrifice of ballast when a balloon is suddenly caught by one of these downward cur-

rents.

The balloon flew rapidly over the Tegeler Sea, Neu-Ruppin and Wittstock, and

toward noon sailed east from Wismar toward the ocean (Baltic Sea). Soon the ocean

became visible in all its greatness below us, and the smoke we could see in the distance

showed that we had the same wind as we had before. Cities, forests and water flew

past under us.

It was by much hard work that we succeeded in putting the basket in order, and

in doing this work we discovered many defects in our equipment which we did not

notice in our hurried departure. For provisions we had only for each man one pound
of chocolate, two cutlets, one orange and one flask of seltzer. We also discovered we
had forgotten something even of more importance. In our hurry to get away we had

forgotten to take our heavier coats, and we only wore light Summer jackets.

Soon Fehmarn lay under us; we just cut across its west corner, and we flew fur-

ther toward Langeland and Funen (a peninsula of Denmark). At this time the sun

began to sink. The lessening of the sun's rays cooled the balloon, the gas contracted,

and we began to sink. After the sun began to sink we had to sacrifice four bags of

ballast.

When over the north coast of Funen it became dark; and when shortly afterward

we approached the east coast of Jutland (Denmark) by Fridericia, the earth could

only be seen by dim moonlight.
We had lived fairly well the first day; almost three-quarters of a pound of choco-

late and one cutlet were used. In spite of this, as a result of our heavy work with the

ballast bags and because of the extreme smallness of our basket (i m. x 1.20), we had
many pains, which were very noticeable at each movement of the basket.

During the night we had another queer experience. The aeronaut knows that the

basket begins to shake slightly when the drag rope drags on the earth. We had de-

cided to remain at 2-300 m. altitude because the current below us travelled too much
toward the west, directly toward the North Sea.

The basket began to shake slightly while I lay rolled up in the bottom of the basket

vainly trying to sleep. I imagined that my brother, who had assumed command of the

balloon, had fallen asleep, and that the balloon had sunk so that it was resting on the

guide rope. I called to him: "The guide rope is dragging." But he answered, "No, I

am only shivering from the cold." It was he, shaking from the frost, which did not

leave him until after we had landed.

The course changed slowly to the north while our speed slackened. We were a

little puzzled as to our whereabouts, but determined our position after investigating

our charts.

Slowly the balloon, continually turning toward the right, approached a long Fjord
(we believed this at first to be the Limfjord, but later it proved to be the Mariager
Fjord). We then changed our course entirely to the east and approached the Kattegat.

Soon the rising sun began to warm us and the balloon continually rose until twelve

o'clock noon without using any ballast. When at an altitude of 2500 m. we saw the

country we had passed over without knowing our whereabouts stretched out below
us like a chart. During the time the balloon was rising, we stood practically still.

Only after noon time, when the balloon again began to fall, we found more wind, and
drove with increasing speed toward the south, over Funen and Aero, where we crossed

our path of the day before toward Kiel, which we passed over at six o'clock in the

evening.
Our rations on the second day were cut down some. Six chocolate bonbons, one

cutlet and a half orange per person.
The sun when it set on this day also cost us four bags of ballast, so we had left

only 12 bags out of 38 we started with.

The first part of the night we passed very restless. After passing Kiel our course

began to turn sharply toward the right, so that we feared we would be driven over the

North Sea, and we prepared to land. While we were considering the question of land-

ing, our balloon rose to an altitude of 2400 m., where we suffered considerably from
the cold and exposure. It must have been 10 deg. C. up there, and we could hardly

endure it.

Soon, however, the course again changed toward the south, and we again got con-

trol of our balloon. During the night the balloon drifted over the Elbe and Hamburg;
and over the Luneburger Ileide.

Owing to the incompleteness of our charts, we again here lost our position, and
were unable to again tell our whereabouts. We were, however, able to determine our
course by the aid of astronomy. In the morning the sun again pulled us into a higher
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altitude, and we gained an altitude of 3700 m. and continued to fly over cities and
towns. The cold at this altitude— 16 deg. C.—combined with our cramped quarters
and insuflicient nourishment, made it unbearable. After we had been at this altitude
about two hours, at 11:30 o'clock we again began to descend, although we still had six-

bags of ballast.

When vve came nearer to the earth we drifted under a heavy cloud and into a

strong downward current, and we had to use four bags of ballast in two hours, and
were compelled to land near Laufach in Spessart after a trip of S-Vi hours' duration.
We had in fact broken the record for duration.

We gained many important points for science on this trip. De La Vaulx in his

record trip of 3s hours to Kiew, in southern Russia, was exhausted when he landed.
He had a balloon of 2000 m. capacity, well equipped, and with plenty of clothing, etc.

We, however, had a balloon of only 1200 cu. m. capacity, with a miserable equipment
and insufficient food and clothing. We account for this now that De La Vaulx re-

mained at too high altitudes. During his second night he was at an altitude of 5000 m.
According to our records on tiie third day we did not once reach an altitude of 3700
m. The lesson learned by our long trip was: "Keep your balloon as near the earth as
possible all the time." We probably had an advantage over many others, as I did not
spend 2,^/4 years at the Royal Aeronautical Observatory for nothing, testing the atmos-
pheric conditions day after day. During our trip, understanding these conditions as
well as we did, we did not once think about any danger.

THE FIRST SUCCESSFUL TRIAL OF THE NEW AEROPLANE "RED WING"
OF THE AERIAL EXPERIMENT ASSOCIATION. AT

HAMMONDSPORT, N. Y.

By First Lieut. T. Selfridge, First Field Artillery. Secretary.

The motor driven aeroplane "Red Wing" was completed and ready for trial March
9, 1908, in slightly less than seven weeks after she was started. This was the virgin

attempt of the Aerial E.xperiment Association to construct a motor driven aeroplane
of this type, and hence we were not over-sanguine of success at the first trials.

Completed, the dimensions of the apparatus are as follows: two superposed
aero-curves of a mean depth of 5' 3" (6.3' front to rear at the center and 4' at the ex-

tremities) and the same mean distance apart. The front edge of the upper plane
extends out 4' beyond the last vertical connecting posts at each end and the silk sur-

face tapers back from this point to the last verticals at each end of the rear edge.

THE RED WING .VEKOPLANE.

The total spread of the upper plane is 43 feet. The total spread of lower plane is

36' 8". The total area of surfaces of the cell is 385.7 sq. ft.

The vertical struts are spindle-shaped, the greatest width of the cross-section

being from a fourth to a third of the distance back from the front edge. The hori-

zontal members are likewise spindle-shaped. The large center struts are 4" from front

to rear and i" greatest width. The next struts on cither side are successively smaller
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down to those at the end, which are 1.5" front to rear, with a thickness of .5". The
surfaces are of silk with transverse pockets in which are inclosed the bent laminated
wood strips extending from the front to the rear edges of the surfaces to give the sur-

faces their curved form. Above each strut a T-shaped wood strip extends from front

to rear and helps to strengthen the structure. The spacing of the vertical struts de-

creases from the center toward the lateral extremities. The two center struts at the
front and rear edges are about 2.2" apart; the first strut on either side of these two is

6.5' distant, the next 5.5' and then 5' to the outer struts. The framework is still fur-

ther strengthened by steel cable guys 1-32" diameter.
The tail consists of a single surface 14' 10" by 3', whose front edge is 10' in the

rear of the rear edge of the main surfaces.

In the center of the tail, and above, is placed a balanced vertical rudder 4' by 4'.

The tail is set at a fixed angle of 7.5 degrees with the front surfaces. A horizontal

rudder 8' by 2' is supported at the end of a pointed bow of rectangular cross-section
(22'' by 22"), which projects from the front of the middle panel. The rear edge of the

rudder is 5' in front of the front edge of the main planes, making the maximum longi-

tudinal dimensions of the machine 26' 3".

The engine is an 8-cyIinder air-cooled Curtiss. a carburetor to each cylinder, de-

veloping 40 horse-power at iSoo r.p.m. It has 2>Va" bore and 3>^" stroke and weighs

^^..js^

THE RED WING AEROPLANE.

145 pounds. The ignition is by jump spark from a single coil and distributor. The
intake valves are automatic. The crank shaft is of Vanadium steel i^" in diameter,
made hollow. The cylinders, pistons and rings are cast from a specially treated pat-

tern and are ground carefully to fit. The crank case is cast from the new light alumi-
num alloy "McAdamite." The total weight of the engine, batteries and coil, gas and
oil tank, fuel and propeller, is 200 pounds. The engine is mounted between the main
surfaces and drives direct a 6' 2" propeller of two blades having approximately a 4'

pitch. The operator sits inside the bow, which is covered with silk, about 6" in front
of the front edge of the planes.

The total weight of the apparatus, without engine or operator, is 185 pounds. The
operator weighs 185 pounds. The total weight complete with motor and operator is

570 pounds, to an effective area of 385.7 square feet.

On March 9 the machine, which was fitted with runners for the purpose, was put
on the ice with a view to ascertaining the effect of the vertical rudder. The area of

ice available was so restricted that it was out of the question to attempt a flight, and no
runs of over 100 feet or so were made with the engine running. These trials were
quite satisfactory and no alterations were made.

Owing to adverse weather conditions it was impossible to get the machine out on
the large expanse of ice on the lower part of Keuka Lake, about five miles from the

aerodrome shed, until the morning of the 12th. A steam barge was used to convey
the apparatus to the starting point. The ice was found to be rather soft but in suffi-

ciently good condition to warrant a trial. After assembling the machine, F. W. Bald-
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win, M. E., of Toronto, Can., mounted it and G. H. Curtiss, of Hammondsport, N. Y.,
its maker, started the engine.

It was hardly expected that the machine would rise at the hrst attempt. The
motor was running with the spark retarded and no effort was made to have it develop
its full power. The apparatus gathered momentum very quickly, and, much to the
surprise of everyone, left the ice after travelling only jog feet from the start. She
arose to a height varying between lo' and 20', and had flown but a short distance when
the right half of the tail buckled up, causing the right wing of the machine to lower
and the apparatus to turn to the right, at the same time descending. The right aux-
iliary runner struck hrst, breaking the strut above it, while the machine pivoted about
this runner and settled on the ice facing the starting point. The switch was then
thrown out and the "Red Wing" came to a stop not far from where she left the ice,

her momentum carrying her some distance after the power had been shut oft.

Measured in a direct line from the point where the runners left the ice to the
point where they first touched on descending, the distance was exactly 318' 11". The
actual distance travelled was somewhat greater than this, as the machine described a
curve while in the air. Twenty-five onlookers witnessed the flight.

As it was impossible to make the necessary repairs on the spot, the machine was
brought back to her shed, thus terminating the trials for the day. The experiments
will be resumed at the earliest opportunity, and upon the disappearance of the ice, the
apparatus will be placed on wheels.

The actual thrust of the propeller was probably in the neighborhood of 130
pounds, but this was not definitely known, as it had not been measured, and the engine
at the time of the flight was certainly not developing over 20 horse-power.

MARCH AEROPLANE FLIGHTS AT ISSY.

The first two weeks were miserable, wet and cold. The field at Issy was a veritable

lake. Work has been pushed on the machines in the shops of Chauviere and Voisin,

and several new ones will be out soon. Kapferer and others are merely waiting for

good weather.
• On March 14th Delegrange was out and made 300 meters with an Antoinette 40

h. p. motor, his personal record up to this time. The average height was 6 meters.

Farman on the remodeled No. i accomplished several flights of 500 to 600 meters, using

a 40 h. p. Renault air-cooled motor. The speed made was superior to that heretofore

accomplished, as he made a curved flight of 600 meters in 19 seconds, which is equiva-

lent to a speed of 100 kilometers an hour. Several very fortunate improvements have
been made in the machine, and he hoped with an automatic process for air cooling,

doing away with water, to outdo the results he has already obtained. He has replaced

the silk covering of the planes with Continental caoutchouc, wdiich, among other ad-

vantages, offers less resistance to the air and has complete impermeability. The extra

light Renault motor used gave "the best satisfaction and gives good hopes for the

future." General Kovanko, of the Russian Army, who was present, has just given a

very important order to Voisin Brothers.
On the i6th Delegrange made five flights, covering in the first three distances be-

tween 200 and 500 meters. In the last flight of 700 meters at a height of 56 meters he
was limited by the fence. The Antoinette 40 h. p. motor worked perfectly, and it is

evident that the aviator is now thoroughly acquainted with his machine. Farman was
also out, but did not fly, for which the motor might have blamed had it not been de-

prived of its "demultipiicateur." The monoplane Gastambide-Mengin did not quit its

garage at Bagatelle.

The 17th saw Delegrange again in flight. The morning was employed in making
adjustments. About 4 o'clock the club was officially notified that the aviator would
make an attempt to win the "prize of 200 meters," 200 francs and a silver plaque for a

flight of 200 meters. One of these three prizes offered by the A. C. F. had already been
won by Farman. Although he covered 700 meters the day before, the flight was not an

ofticial trial. At 5:15 he took his position before the starting line. A flag had been
planted 200 meters distant. The machine made a false start and touched the ground
with two wheels as soon as the line was passed. He came back to the line and in a

few minutes made another start and rapidly rose to about 3 meters altitude, keeping
good balance. The flight lasted 21 1/5 seconds in a straight line. As soon as the ap-

paratus touched the ground the judges measured the course and found it exactly 269.6

meters. Delegrange did not hide Iiis joy at winning the prize and being placed in the

rank with Farman. It may be remembered that Farman with a similar aeroplane

covered officially lood meters on January 13, 1908, when he won the Deutsch-
Archdeacon prize of $10,000, told in the February AERONAUTICS, and 770 meters
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on October 26, 1907; and that Santos Dumont made 220 meters on November 12, 1906,

winning two prizes, and 25 meters on October 2^, 1906.

March 21—another history-making day! Delegrange and Farman. Decidedly,

aviation advances. In the dense fog the frail appearing aeroplanes looked like spectres.

Lining the fortifications was a horde of Paris gamins. The weather was uninviting,

but expectation was in the atmosphere. Everyone wanted to see Farman beat his

former record of the 13th of January, and they wanted to see Delegrange win. After

the two flags of the A. C. F. had been planted the 500 meters^apart—exactly, 501.2

meters—the flyers emerged from the garages like two immense birds. After some pre-

liminary flights in the fog, which prevented seeing the distant points, Farman, having

changed his Renault for the water-cooled Antoinette, 40, started on his long flight.

After rolling 50 meters, he left the ground at a height between 3 and 7 meters. At
p. . . one of the poles were the various
'
'"'^

officials of the club. Farman made
two complete circuits of the

course. The time was 3 minutes
31 seconds for a distance calcu-

lated to be 2004.8 meters. Taking
into account the curve of the turn-

t ing, the real course must have been
nearly 4 kilometers in that short
space of time. Farman had thus
beaten his own record by trip-

ling it.

As soon as Farman's machine
was put away Delegrange started

and made several creditable

flights. At noon he described a

superb loop, which measured 1500
meters, in 2^ minutes. Delegrange
had beaten his own record also,

but was unfortunately too late to

win the Deutsch-Archdeacon. Then Delegrange ofl^ered Farman a seat on the machinf
The two men stuck very close, one behind the other, and left at good speed. They
covered 50 meters close to the ground. This was the first time that two men had ever
flown in one machine; and the first that two machines had ever competed together and
covered between them 5 kilometers in France.

The two machines are exactly the same model. The sustaining surfaces are made
of two superposed slightly curved planes, of oiled canvas for Delegrange and of caout-
chouc for Farman. They measure 10 meters in width by 2 meters front to rear. In
front is a horizontal rudder for steering vertically, with a movable cell in the rear for
guidance to left or right. The total length is 10.5 meters. Behind the aviator is a 40
h. p. Antoinette 8-cylinder water-cooled motor, driving a single 2-bladed aluminum
propellor. The whole is mounted on a 4-wheeled chassis. The aeroplane leaves the
ground at a speed of 40 kilometers an hour, or at the end of about 50 meters of rolling
The wheels are mounted with springs which diminish the shock of landing.

AERO CLUB OF AMERICA.

The second annual banquet was held at the St. Regis on Marcli 14th. The guests
of honor were: Hudson Maxim; Gen. George Moore Smith; Major George O. Squier,
Signal Corps; Colgate Hoyt, President Automobile Club of America; Dr. Alexander
Graham Bell; Cortlandt Field Bishop, President Aero Club of America; Prof. Willis L.
Moore, Chief U. S. Weather Bureau; McCready Sykes; Johnson Sherrick, President
Aero Club of Ohio; Lieut. Frank P. Lahm. Signal Corps; J. W. Kearney, Secretary
Aero Club of St. Louis.

Dr. Bell and the Aerial Experiment Association.
Dr. Bell in his speech told of standing with Prof. I^angley and seeing the '"flight

of his prophetic aerodrome. He proved that navigating the air was a practical thing
and within the control of man. The flying machine prophesied by Langley is no
longer in the future—it is here. We have no longer to produce a heavier than air

flying machine; we have only to perfect it as we have perfected the automobile.
"There are several machines in France that have gotten into the air and I am

proud to be a member of the Aerial Experiment Association, that has just succeeded in

getting into the air in America. The successful flight with the aerodrome, which has
followed along the lines of the Wright brothers, is due to my associates and not one
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bit to me. The 'Red Wing' was constructed under the direction of Lieut. Selfridge and
generally on plans laid down by him and carried out by the engineers. Messrs. F. W.
Baldwin and J. A. D. Mc Curdy.

"One great success has been worked by Mr. G. H. Curtiss, who has produced a

40 h.p. motor weighing 145 pounds.
"The aeroplane took a circular course, but the distance was taken in a straight

line, 318 feet, 11 inches. This was the first pu1)lic exhibition of the flight of a heavier
than air machine in America.

"I think that we have a new agency of great importance in this Aerial Experiment
Association, and it was suggested and has been carried out by a lady. It may be in-

teresting, just for a moment, to speak of its origin, as I think it is destined to be pro-
ductive of great things. In trying to construct my tetrahedral kite into an aerodrome
I felt I had reached the limit of my own powers. I was afraid to put a man in the
air without more knowledge of engineering. I wanted to be ciuite sure my structures
were sound and so I associated with me two engineers, Messrs. Baldwin and McCurdy.
Even with their assistance I didn't feel confidence, for I didn't know anything about
motors, and so I associated with the motoT expert of America, Mr. G. H. Curtiss.

"Along came Lieut. Selfridge from the War Department to see what we were
doing. In conversation with tliis gentleman I found he had made a special study of
heavier than air machines and knew everything being done abroad. A powerful com-
bination if we could get together: two engineers, one military expert, one motor ex-
pert! My wife made the suggestion, 'Why don't you organize yourselves into a scientific

association?' ISlvs. Bell made the proposition to us that she would supply tiie capital

necessary to carry on the experiments—all go in together to carry on scientific experi-
ments until we got a machine into the air.

"This association started simply to help me to carry out my notion in regard to

tetrahedral structures but the men composing it were of independent minds. The
association came into existence so that we could help each other. It helped me to

complete the tetrahedral structures and advance so far as to put a man into the air.

The prediction that the structure had all the stability necessary was verified.

"The Association has established headquarters at Hammondsport. Here we
follow in the footsteps of others. Selfridge, Baldwin, McCurdy and Curtiss have all

made numerous gliding flights. They have gone to work to make this aerodrome
"Red Wing," have applied a motor to it and have succeeded in putting it into the air."

Professor Moore.

Professor Moore told of his first ascension, in 1884. Donaldson was advertised
to make an ascension at Binghamton and Professor Moore, then reporter on a Bing-
hamton paper made the trip with him. When over the Chenango River, the balloon
began to drop very fast. "Can you swim?" said Donaldson, "I can a great deal

better than I can fly" was the reply, "and I disrobed. Donaldson was in tights

—

on a trapeze bar. But a breeze came along and we drifted over to land. That was
my only experience in a balloon."

"The Chinese have been flying kites for a thousand years but have never made
an aeroplane. They make no advance. They do what they do because their ancestors
did. There is no Alexander Graham Bell of the Chinese to send the human voice
over the metallic circuit, no Caesar, no Nopoleon. There is contentment and stagna-
tion of thought."

He spoke of the high kite flights made at Mt. Weather every day since last

September; that on no day was there a variation of temperature; that the air at the
six mile level is above the efifect of the lower currents. "W'e know very well that
the temperature that causes storms ceases at 6000 feet."

Hudson Maxim.

"Now that the flying machine has become an actuality, and as all that now remains
to be done is to perfect already existing means and apparatus in order to complete
the conquest of the air, it is well for us to forecast some of the adjustments that will

be necessary to meet the changed conditions when we shall have our aerial navies of

commerce and of war.
"That the flying machine will find very wide application in future warfare, there

can be no doubt. Furthermore, it will be the demand as an engine of war that will

give to the flying machine industry its greatest stimulus.
"Inventors will have to delve in the depths of their genius in order to develop,

perfect and bring the flying machine to the very high efficiency necessary to meet
the requirements of government specifications.

"There is no other incentive to invention so great as that which impels to the
development and perfection of implement's of war, for the very security of property.
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country, home and life itself often depends upon a little lead over an enemy in war
inventions.

"The result will be that in the not distant future we shall have our aerial battle-

ships, cruisers, torpedo boats, and torpedo boat destroyers, although they will be

far different, of course, than those that sail the seas.

"Some terrible things have been predicted for the flying machine as a war
engine. Many a sanguine inventor has claimed that with the advent of his flying

machine, battleships, coast fortifications and cities could be utterly destroyed by
dropping dynamite from the air.

"It is comforting to know that no very great loss of life or property would result

from dynamite dropped from flying machines for the reason that dynamite requires

confinement to work very wide destruction.

"Dynamite must penetrate and explode inside battleships, earthworks and buildings

in order to do very great damage. Half a ton of dynamite dropped upon the four-inch

deck of a battle ship might kill a few men, wreck some of the superstructure and

dent the deck a bit, but the destruction would not be widespread and the crew below
would be uninjured. Dropped on coast fortifications the damage would be negligible.

Half-ton bombs dropped into the streets of a large city, or on top of the great build-

ings, would shake a few foundations, break a lot of glass and kill a few people, for

the blast of the dynamite not being confined, would rebound up into the air in the

form of an inverted cone and the effect in a horizontal plane would be small.

"But the flying machine will have very great use in war as a scouting craft for

the purpose of locating an enemy and inspecting his position; but the enemy will have

his aerial pickets out, and there will be many a tilt in the air between the warring

craft. Then it will be that speed will count for much and there will be intense

rivalry between the nations in the production of flying machines that will fly fast

and fly high, for those able to fly the highest will have a tremendous advantage over

their enemies. It will be the high flyers who will win.

"Do not let the inventor think that the employment of the flying machine as a

war engine is an ignoble one, for it is not. It is the most noble use of all."

On Monday, March 4, Mr. Stanley Y. Beach gave a lecture on the machines
abroad. The meeting was very well attended.

The following addition to the By-Laws has been proposed: "No member shall

take part in any contest in the United States which is not organized by the club,

without the consent of the committee in writing." The name of the "committee"
is not given.

Conditions of competition for the Scientific American cup will be made more
strict on August ist, and prospective contestants are urged to "get their machines in

condition as soon as possilile."

AVIATION SECTION OF THE AERO CLUB OF AMERICA.

The Aero Club of America, at a general meeting on April 6, formed an Aviation

Section for the purpose of particularly encouraging experiments and providing oppor-
I'unities for carrying on experiments with gliding machines and all types of gasless

apparatus.
A committee, consisting of A. C. Triaca, S. Y. Beach, Lee S. Burridge, Wilbur R.

Kimball and D. L. Braine, has been appointed to locate suitable grounds for demonstra-
tions, to provide motors for the use of experimentors, a repair shop for small repairs,

etc. It is expected to enlarge this shop to such proportions that entire machines can
be constructed at cost price for members of the Section.

A meeting room will be provided as soon as possible for members of the Section

at the experimental grounds. The members of the Aero Club of America will, of

course, be entitled to visit the grounds, but will not participate in the active privileges

of the members of the Section except by joining the Section.

A large membership is earnestly solicited in order to enable the rather extensive

program to be carried out. The membership has been decided at $10 annually, to

mclude all privileges of the Section.
Every endeavor will be made to secure offers of prizes to reward creditable flights

and enable the successful aviators to further prosecute their researches.
Among the advantages which may be expected to accrue to members of this Sec-

tion are the following:
The use at any time of the grounds for trial flights;
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The use of sheds or the privilege of erecting sheds for the housing of apparatus;
The use of a repair shop, which is expected to develop as fast as possible into a

complete machine shop for the building of entire machines;
The use of a club room at the grounds;
Weekly bulletins from Paris, already arranged for, mailed to each member;
The use of motors belonging to the Section;
Monthly lectures, illustrated with slides and motion pictures of the new ma-

chines here and abroad as they are tried out.

Aid and advice from mechanical, electrical, aerodynamic and motor experts;
The use of a most complete aeronautic library of old and contemporaneous

books and periodicals in all languages;
The privilege of competing for the following prizes: Scientific American

Trophy; Michelin annual prize of $4000 for a flight of 12 miles; Triaca annual
prize of ^100 for the longest flight during the year; and others offered
abroad which are international in character.

Contests for cash prizes will be arranged from time to time.
Write for circular and information to Aviation Section, Aero Club of America,

12 East 42(1 St., New York.

GORDON BENNETT 1908.

The third contest for this cup will be held on October 11 at Berlin. Twenty-three
entries have been received, as follows: America 3, Belgium 3, England 3, France 3,

Italy 3, Spain 3. Switzerland 2, Germany 3.

The Italian contestants will be Sr. Usuelli, with the balloon "Ruvensori," of 2250
c.b.m. ; Prince Borghese, with the "Aetos," of 2250 c.b.m., and Sr. Frassinetti, with the
"Basiliola," 2200 c.b.m. The English contestants will be John Dunville, Prof. A. K.
Huntington and Hon. C. S. Rolls. Belgium will be represented by M. Demoor in the
"Belgica," of 1680 c.b.m., M. Leon de Brouckere, in the "Ville de Bruxelles," of 2200
c.b.m, and one other, which will probably be named by the Aero Club des Flandres,
an affiliated club of the Aero Club de Belgique. The "Belgica" will be a new Mallet
balloon. The Aero Club of St. Louis has made application to enter one balloon in

behalf of America.
To represent Germany, 11 balloons have been offered. The Committee sent each

of the clubs composing the Deutscher Luftschiffer Verband a notice that as the for-

eign competitors had all entered large balloons, no offer of a smaller balloon than 2200
c.b.m. could be accepted. Of course, Herr Erbsloh is obviously the first champion.
The other two pilots will be selected under the certain conditions. The applicants must
give the following information:

The number of prizes won in contests.
The number of kilometers traveled and hours consumed in these contests.
The total number of all flights previously made, with total distance and

duration.
Record flights or especially long ones.

The answers to these questions must have been received by the Committee by
April 1st. If it is impossible to agree upon the selection of any two particular pilots

from considering their past records, an elimination contest is to be held between the
two applicants, the time and place for same to be decided by April 15.

In referring to the race of 1907 at St. Louis, Major Moedebeck calls attention to

the fact that "the French balloon Tsle de France,' pilot Le Blanc, in the Gordon Ben-
nett 1907, had a capacity of 2400 c.b.m., while the rules place the limit in size at 2200
c.b.m., with an allowance of 5% in excess, or 2310 c.b.m. total." Acting in strict com-
pliance with the rules, the Aero Club of America should have refused the entry of
such balloon, which, it will be remembered, made the second best duration record of

the world, 44 hours 5 minutes.
On Oct. 10 distance contests and contests for a specified objective point will be

held.
The city of Berlin offers free the gas for the Gordon Bennett race.

This is the last year in which a cash prize of $2,500 is offered in addition to the

cup, Mr. Gordon Bennett having agreed upon oft'ering the cup to donate $2,500 yearly
for three vears.

Aviation on Venetian Canals.

Dispatches state that an international aeroplane contest will take place at Venice
during October. Prizes amounting to $5,000 will be available.
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INTERNATIONAL AERONAUTICAL CONGRESS.
President: Proi-essob Willis L. Moore.

Secretary: Dr. Albert Francis Zahm. Chairman Gen'l Committee: Wm. J. Hammer.

Chairman Executive Com.: Augustus Post. Sec'y Committees: Ernest La Rue Jones.

Publication Notice.

The addresses, papers and discussions presented to the Congress will be

published serially in this magazine, and at the earliest date possible, bound
volumes will be distributed without charge to those holding membership cards

in the Congress. Others may purchase the volume at a consistent price when
ready or may take advantage of immediate publication by subscribing to this

magazine at the regular rate.

In accordance with the program as published in the November number,
the informal addresses of the Gordon Bennett contestants and others were
concluded before entering upon the printing of the formal papers and dis-

cussions.

The eighth and ninth papers are presented in this issue.

EQUILIBRIUM AND CONTROL OF AEROPLANES.
By L. J. Lesh.

There is a certain problem in the theory and practice of aeronautics which
has been rather neglected by the majority of recent dynamic experimenters,
generally with disastrous results.

I refer to the balance and steering of aeroplanes, a subject which must be
absolutely mastered by the experimenter who hopes to develop a flying

machine of any type. Unfortunately, previous investigators have failed to
give any precepts or data concerning this problem, either because they had
none to give or because they thought their secrets too valuable to make public.

To me, this latter exctise seems unnecessary for it is highly improbable
that any experimenter could get ahead by following up the ideas of a man who
had the advantage of several years experience. Of course there are exceptions,

such as the case of the French aviators who imitate in appearance but not in

success, the machines of Professor Langley and the Wright brothers, but even
the Frenchmen begin to see that they are on the wrong track.

As one close observer has put it, "there are two ways to learn to ride a
balky horse: by working out on paper just what moves a man wotild have to

make to get the best of him (data obtained by observing his antics from a safe

distance), or by getting into the saddle and finding out by experience."

Substanially the same thing is true concerning aviation, and a very brief

glance at the history of aeronautics reveals which method has given the best

results. Laboratory data are valuable only when based on information gained
in actual field experiments and mathematicians desiring to contribute their

calculations concerning mechanical flight would do well to learn the practical

side of the proposition so as to produce more useful material.

Equilibrium.

An aeroplane moving freely through the air is in a state of equilibrium

when its center of pressure coincides with the center of gravity. Unfortunate-
ly this state of things exists only when the machine flies in perfectly still air,

and even in a calm some defect in the construction or adjustment of the appar-
atus may cause a disturbance in the e(|uilibrium.
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CLIDER \(). OF I.

Projected forward in a wind, a machine must be cleverly designed and

adjusted indeed to preserve inherent stability and beyond certain limits it will

not fly at all unless the controlling agent is human intelligence.

Although "model flight" is a rather uninteresting proposition to the would-

be aviator, sound in mind and body, 1 slK»uld commend a series of experiments

of this kind ])reparatory to work with a full sized aeroplane. By flying small

paper models the investiga-

tor becomes accitiainted with

the merits of variously shap-

ed wings and the travel of

the center of f)ressure under
various conditions.

The experimenter 'learns

that in arrangement of sup-

porting wings, aeroplanes

follow' two general systems

:

tlie single support type hav-

iui^" the center (or centers")

of pressure approximately on
the same vertical straight

line; and the tvpe having
two or more centers of sup-

port placed consecutively
from front to rear.

The Lilienthal, Pilchcr

and Chanute gliders are ex-

amples of the first class of
1. I.ESH. ^. . 1 1 T 1machme and the i.angley,

Wright antl Dumont flyers will serve as illustrations of the second type. A
careful study of the design of these six machines representing the various,

types of sticcessful flyer, leads one to some interesting conclusions.

The Lilienthal and Pilcher machines possessed very little inherent sta-

bility, required remarkal^le agility on the part of the aviator, wdio steered and
balanced the apparatus bv shifting his .weight, and were unsuited for dvnamic
flight.

The explaiiation of these difficulties is found in the arrangement of sur-

faces, which consisted of two large and wide supporting wings arched from
front to rear and tilted laterally at a dihedral angle (forming an unstable
craft in a gusty side wind) a tail tilted steeply upward, placed at the rear of

the main surfaces, its object being to prevent the wings from tipping over
frontwards, and a vertical fin which prevented the apparatus from swerving"

imduly to one side.

This arrangement is about as unstable as one could wish and its manage-
ment makes one think of that circus feat which consists in riding a one-wheel
cycle. Indeed the two devices are quite similar in reference to the principles

of ecfuilibrium concerned—for in one the trick consists in keeping the center

of gravitv over the center of the pressures exerted on two large artificial

wings, while in the other success depends on the rider keeping himself directly

over the point of contact of his wheel.
Chanute's machine, although it was also of the "single support" type,

embodied some changes in construction and design which were a distinct

improvement over former practice. He ingeniously applied the principles of

bridge design to the construction of his gliding machines and overcame, in

part, the difficulties of balancing, by the use of semi-flexible or pivoted wings
and rudders.
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The second or "double support" type mentioned in my classification of
flyers might be subdivided again into the Langiey type of machine, consist-

ing of two consecutive supporting surfaces with the center of gravity placed
between ; and the Wright type consisting of a single main support practically

coincident with the center of gravity, and a forward rudder which lifts slightly

and therefore forms a second center of pressure.

Bleriot's recent flights have demonstrated the inherent stability of the
Langiey type of machine which, having two centers of support, is more stable

than the single support type for the same reason that a conveyance having two
wheels is steadier than a monocycle.

The arrangement of supporting surfaces used in the Langiey type of

machine puts it at a material disadvantage, however, for the front wing cutting
the wind into eddies as it passes, interferes with the action of the next follow-
ing surfaces. This has been termed "interference."

Bleriot has efifected a considerable improvement over the Langiey" design
by placing the rudder at the front of the aeroplane instead of at the rear, but
the principal defect, "interference," has not been eliminated and the machine
is still relatively inefficient.

Apparently, experimenters have not yet arrived at the most efficient

system of aeroplane surfaces ; for in one case "interference" has been prac-

tically eliminated (with a resulting loss of stal)ility), while in the other, ex-

cellent equilibrium is assured but the surfaces lose their efficiency.

It is probable that the best arrangement would be a system of surfaces

providing two centers of support with the weight of motor, operator, etc.,

located between them. In order to reduce the "interference" and improve the

control of the machine it would be desirable to place the controlling surface in

a position where it would support a part of the weight and assure a positive

•control. This could be made possible only by the use of a rudder placed in

advance of the main wings.
To obtain this arrangement with the rear supporting surfaces curved to

the arc of a circle or with their curvature forward of their center of figure,

would necessitate (unless the forward surface be prohibitively small), the

weights being placed somewhat in advance of the rear center of pressure and

this would introduce new and objectionable complications of construction.

After arriving at these conclusions 1 proceeded to undertake a series of

•experiments with models, in hopes that some satisfactory arrangement would
be evolved. As the work proceeded I became convinced that in order to pro-

duce a practical "two support" machine it would be necessary to design the

main supporting surface in such a way that its center of pressure would be

near the rear edge of the wing.
The answer to these vexing problems came when it was found that a

supporting surface curved slightly downwards at its rear edge possessed

excellent stability when balanced by a forward rudder, and permitted the

placing of the weight between the two centers of support thus formed. My
recent experiments with this system aiii)lied to a full-sized man-carrying

aeroplane have proved it to be practical and efficient.

After the working efficiency and inherent stability of a flying machine are

satisfactory, the problem of manipulating the surfaces to produce horizontal

and vertical changes in the direction of flight may be taken up.

Control.

Since steering is largely a matter of skill, and skill in managing an aero-

plane can only be acquired by actual practice, the problem will require but

little treatment here.

The efficiency and versatility of the system of control will depend on the

balancing of the rudders and arrangement of the controlling ropes or levers.
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The horizontal rudder should be so balanced that it will return to a horizontal
position when not under the control of the operator and the vertical rudder
should move freely in its sockets, assuring- positive action.

The arrangement of devices for moving the rudders will obviously depend
on the position of the aviator in the machine. If the operator assumes a
horizontal position in flight, the surfaces may be manipulated to the best
advantage by controlling cords passing within easy reach, while if he assumes
a sitting posture or hangs suspended by his arms, levers will generally be
found most convenient.

I have found that an aeroplane may be steered to good advantage by the
use of a "Chanute type" rear rudder connected to the main wings by a single
spar and universal joint, the steering being done by controlling lines passing
in front of the aviator. I found it necessary, however, to shift my weight
when quartering into the wind with this arrangement, for side gusts caused a
lateral oscillation of the surfaces Avhich could not be overcome by the rudders
without changing the direction of flight.

It occurred to me that these troubles could be overcome by the use of two
individual horizontal rudders, and the arrangement was accordingly installed

in my experimental machine. The tests demonstrated that wMth the new
device it was possible to quarter into the wind with the \vings parallel to the

ground, the control being effected b}- the use of the two horizontal rudders
alone.

I believe this system of control to be efficient and hope in the near future

to install it in a motor aeroplane. Its most valuable feature will be its abilicy

to overcome the torque of the propeller if a single screw is used for propulsion.

CONSTRUCTION AND EQUIPMENT OF WIND-TUNNELS.

By Dr. A. F. Zahm.

(As Dr. Zahm was unable to write out his paper, he made an impromptu address

which is here published from, the stenographic reports of the Congress)

.

In determining the atmospheric resistance of bodies there are two general

methods that may be followed. One is to propel the bodies against still air, the

other is to drive the air in a uniform current against the bodies. By uniform
I mean constant in velocity and direction. These two methods should give

identical results. I take this as a self-evident proposition.

The first method has been quite generally used for several generations.
Originally the bodies were dropped from high places. Sir Isaac Newton de-

termined the resistance of a sphere by dropping it from the dome of St. Paul's
cathedral. Others later determined the resistance by placing the wind objects
on the end of a long arm of a whirling table. x\nd others again on a car
running on a rectilinear track.

These methods have furnished useful data, but they present difficulties.

If the bodies fall vertically the speed is not constant and the resistance of the
air exceeds that for steady motion. The objection to the whirling table, if the
experiment be made in doors, and drift wind be generated, is that all the air

of the room circulates with the arm of the whirling table and. therefore, it is

impossible to say what the true velociy of the body is with reference to the
air. If made out of doors there are almost always some wand currents that
mar the accuracy. If the experiments be made on a rectilinear track, which is

an ideal method, they must be made out of doors, or in a large building. Pro-
fessor Langley was very much annoyed by wind currents and finally decided
to try in doors, and he found a building suitable for that purpose, about four-

teen hundred feet in length. He proposed to place a car on a rectilinear track,
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in this building", place the bodies on the car, and have them moved at a regular

speed.

A method that. has come into use quite generally in recent years is to

drive the air against the body. If it were possible to find a uniform current of

air out of doors, we will say blowing" over an extended tract of water or a

level surface of the earth, these experiments might be made in the natural

wind. I would ask our meteorological friends what they think of that proposi-

tion. What kind of winds can we find in the most favorable localities? How
much do they vary during the time necessary to take careful observations?

That is to say, one minute. If the velocity be constant for one minute to with-

in one or two or three per cent., such a wind would be very useful for measur-

ing the resistance of many shapes important in engineering. But in the

laboratories I speak of winds are generated artificially.

A very small wind tunnel was built by Professor Marey in Paris. The
tunnel was vertical, had a netting for fine mesh closing its top and a suction

fan at its bottom. The suction fan drew the air through the screen-closed

mouth of the tunnel, then passed it through the tunnel in uniform straight

lines. By this simple device he was able both to measure the resistance of the

bodies and to determine the action of the air as it flowed about the bodies.

For instance, he would place a sphere in this current and observe the stream-

lines as they flowed around it. This could be done by allowing fine particles,

or fine threads, to float in the current, but very much more satisfactorily by
means of a great many fine streams of smoke. Across the tunnel he con-

structed a large comb with hollow teeth. Smoke was admitted into the body
of the comb and came out of the ends of the teeth, and these smoke streams
moved in parallel lines till they came to the object, and then passed gracefully

around, if the shape was "easy," but broke into eddies if the body was blunt.

Around the front of a sphere they would bend very smoothly, but towards its

rear they would break into eddies and then there would be a long wake below
the sphere. In the case of a wing surface, the inclination being comparatively
small, the stream-lines would begin to bend a short distance in advance of the

forward edge of the wing. Part of the stream-lines would bend gracefully

over the top of the wing-surface and smoothly close at the rear of the surface

and unite with those which passed underneath. Of those that passed under-
neath, some were bent smoothly and others were disturbed, broken into eddies.

I have observed some of Professor Marey's photographs. I must mention
that these stream-lines were photographed by an instantaneous process. The
])hotographs show the stream-lines very clearly, where they bend smoothly,
and where they are broken into eddies. In addition to that, the stream-lines
will give the actual velocity, because he made the comb vibrate. An electric

motor caused the comb to vibrate lo times a second regularly. That caused
all the stream-lines to have a wavy form, l^ooking at the photographs, you
observe the stream-lines beginning at the comb with all the waves parallel.

Then, as they approach the wind body, some move more rapidly than others.

By counting the number of these waves along each inch of the photograph,
you can tell the velocity of each part of the current.

I might say a word as to how the velocity is commonly measured in other
wind-tunnels. In the wind-tunnel of the National Physical Laboratory of

England, the Pitot tube is used. In my tunnel the Pitot tube is used. In the
laboratory of Koutchino, a very difi^erent method is employed. The velocity
of the wind in the tunnel is directly proportional to the fan speed, so
that, when the fan speed is known, the velocity inside the tunnel may be read
ofif from a table, providing the wind object in the tunnel is not very large. If

the Pitot tube is used to measure the wind speed, it is necessary so to con-
struct its static orifice that it will not disturb the strean"i-lines. I will make
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a picture to illustrate. Let us suppose that the wind is blowing directly into

the mouth of a tube connected with an anemometer. Then the impact of the
wdnd will generate a pressure in this tube. If we know the static pressure
in the undisturbed stream, w-e can immediately compute the velocity of the

wdnd. In order to determine that static pressure, it is necesary to have the
air enter another tube undisturbed. The other tube may be co-axial with the

first tube mentioned. If a hole is made on the convex surface at some distance
from the end of this co-axial outer tube, air will flow into it undisturbed.
The stream-lines of the air will be undisturbed as they pass that orifice,

and the pressure of the air inside the outer co-axial tube will be the same as in

the unchecked, undisturbed stream in the tunnel. Xow, if the pressure in

the two tubes is observed in a manometer, and the difl^erence between those
two pressures taken, the ^'elocity of the air may be read proportionally to

the scjuare root of this difl:'erential pressure.

Many engineers have used the Pitot tubes and have applied the impact
at the mouth correctly, but have not used the proper precaution in getting the
static pressure. For example, one method is to erect a tube at right angles
to the wind current and take the pressure that exists at the mouth of such
an orifice. The results are unreliable, because the stream of air bends around
the mouth, and a partial vacuum is created. The stream-lines are disturbed

;

therefore, the static pressure inside the tube is not the same as the static

pressure in the unchecked stream.

Two Italians, Dr. G. Finzi and Dr. N. Soldati, have investigated this

subject, and find that the true static pressure in a current may be determined
very accurately by using a thin disc. A thin metal sheet placed over the

static orifice will prevent the disturbance of the stream-lines, so that the air

will flow in a uniform stream, unbent, undisturbed. And, therefore, the pres-

sure obtained at the static mouth is the true pressure in the unchecked stream.
Of course, there are other methods of measuring the wind velocity

which are familiar to every one here. Having obtained a wind of uniform
velocity and direction, the wind objects are supported inside the wind tunnel

on a balance, and the pressures of the air are measured just as one weighs
ofif sugar in a balance.

Mr. Herring: You said that the pressure is measured oft" directly in

the tube ; but aren't the effects of pressure of a mo\'ing stream on any
body composed of pressure in the front and suction in the back? That would
give a different value from the direct impact of the air itself.

Dr. Zahm: .That is a very important consideration when you are de-

termining the wind pressure at a particular point about a model. What I am
attempting to do in this case is to measure the velocity of the unchecked
wind current in the tunnel before it reaches the body.

Mr. Herring: Measure its velocity instead of its wind pressure?
Dr. Zahm: I am merely describing an anemometer now. I am very

glad of this suggestion, because the Italians to whom I have referred have
written a very valuable document, in which they have shown how to de-

termine the actual pressure of the air at e\'ery point of a surface of any form.

They have investigated, for example, the imit wind pressure all over the

surface of a torpedo shape, and they have reached the remarkable result that

the resultant pressure on the torpedo-shaped body is zero. The pressure in

front is just balanced by the pressure of the stream-lines closing in the rear,

pushing the torpedo forward. It has been known for a ling time that when a

torpedo-shaped body, or a sphere, or any form, passes through a frictionless

liquid the resistance is zero wdien the velocity is unifom. Professor Langley
assumed this to be true for the hull of a flying machine moving through the

air, because at that time he was not aware of the effect of viscosity and skin-
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friction. The experiments of Finzi and Soldati bear out Langley's as-

sumption. Langley assumed that a fish-shaped body moving through the air

has a resultant pressure, which is zero, the pressure on the rear balancing

the pressure on the front. When such a body is placed on the balance in a

wind current, it is found to have a finite resistance. It may be a considerable

resistance. I should judge, then, comparing the results of' Finzi and Sol-

dati with the actual total resistance, that this resistance must be largely

frictional. Of course, since I have measured the absolute skin-friction in my
wind tunnel at Washington, I can state absolutely and positively that there

is such a thing as skin-friction, and I can give its law, and the magnitude for

any velocity ; and so it is possible to explain the existance of a resultant

force on a wind object, even if we assume the aggregated pressure all over
the surface balanced and neutralized.

To answer Mr. Herring's question more fully, I would say that, while
the static and impulsive pressures at the nozzle of the Pitot tube are used
to compute the wind speed at a point well away from the model, the resultant

wind force on the model itself is measured, in my tunnel, by means of a bell-

crank balance. The knife edges and horizontal graduated arm of the balance
are above the ceiling of the tunnel, on the outside ; the vertical arm runs
through the ceiling into the tunnel (being protected from the wind by a sur-

rounding tube fastened to the ceiling of the tunnel) and supports the wind
model at its lower end. The resultant wind pressure on the model is de-

termined by sliding weights on the horizontal graduated beam outside.

Thus by means of the two instruments—the Pitot tube and the bell-crank

balance,—the velocity of the undisturbed air, and the resultant wind thrust

on the model are measured, but nothing is revealed as to the unit pressure

at each point of the model's surface. To determine this latter, one may use
the manometric method of Drs. Finzi and Soldati, just referred to. In other
words, my balance gives the resultant wind thrust, including skin-friction

;

their manometer gives the unit pressure at each part of the model, but ignores
the skin-friction. A combination of the two devices would give the unit pres-

sure at every part of the model, the resultant pressure and the resultant

skin-friction, but not the unit skin-friction at each point. This latter quantit}^,

so far as I am aware, has never been measured directlv.

THE NEW BALDWIN DIRIGIBLE.

Captain Thomas S. Baldwin, who has the contract to build the Government di-

rigible, is busily engaged in constructing an experimental airship which will be thor-
oughly tested out before work is started on the one to be supplied to the Signal Corps.
A great deal is expected of the twin propellers, and special work is now being con-
ducted for the purpose of testing the efficiency of certain new shapes. The material
of which the bag is to be made is altogether new. Between two layers of silk is a

thin composition layer. The eflfect of the sun's rays, which are so detrimental to rub-
ber, will be made nil in this new fabric. The specifications of this trial airship are as

follows:
Gas Bag—Form, ogival; double-wall cemented silk with a breaking strain of 75 x 75

pounds per inch width. Length, 58 feet. Greatest diameter, 16 feet; smallest diameter,

14 feet. Capacity, about 8,000 cubic feet. Envelope with 3 layers of material fore and
aft with reinforcements where required. Twelve-inch phmger valve at the top.

Ten-inch pressure valve at bottom. Inflating neck, 6 inches. Ripping strip, 5 feet.

Netting—Entire envelope encased in square mesh linen netting, with a working
strain of 9,000 pounds. Invented by Captain Thomas S. Baldwin; application filed

November 21, 1904, No. 851,481. Netting suspension is so arranged that when on an
even keel the forward end will have an upward tendency, causing the pressure of the
gas to be strongest where it is met with the greatest resistance. The under part of the
gas bag, where the suspension cords leave the netting, is covered with elastic bands
to take a portion equal to the displacement of a balloonet, and holds the gas bag tight
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at all times. The netting is so adjusted that in case of collapse it would form a para-

chute and permit a safe descent. Attachment of the gas bag and the frame is the

"three-way suspension," which holds the gas bag and frame absolutely rigid.

Frame—Square cross-section of spruce, lYs x i>^-inch, bolted together with ^ x

%-inch strips. Operator's section is 3 x 3 x 6 feet. Frame is built in convenient lengths

for shipment.
Propellers, Planes and Rudder—The twin screw propellers are placed forward and

have a diameter of 8 feet, with a pitch slightly less than the diameter. They drive in

^KKKS^S^

opposite directions on the same shaft at a speed of about 250 r. p. m. The shaft is of

Shelby steel tubing mounted on ball and roller bearings. There will be four planes 3 x

3 feet for regulating the ascent and descent, and keeping the ship on an even keel,

worked in unison from the operator's section. The rudder, propellers and planes will

be of tubing, spruce, bamboo and silk.

M'^tor—The motor will be a specially-designed Curtiss of 20 horsepower, 4-cycle,

4-cylinder (vertical), air-cooled, magneto-ignition, cast-iron cylinders. The crank case

will be of McAdamite. The shaft is a four-throw, hollow vanadium steel, with Parsons'

"white brass" bearings. The weight is approximately 200 pounds. Enough fuel will

be carried for a two hours' flight.
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HYDROGEN AT LOW COST TO ADVANCE BUILDING OF DIRIGIBLES.

By Albert C. Triaca,

General Director International School of Aeronautics.

Up to the present time the inflation of spherical balloons with hydrogen has not

been practically realized on account of the high cost of this gas, which has never been

less than 20 cents, in France, the cubic metre, 'while the price of coal gas is 3 cents per

cubic metre.

If one could produce hydrogen at a moderate price, equal, if possible, to the cost

of coal gas, he would render an immense service to aeronauts in giving them a gas

lifting from 11 to 12 hundred grams per cubic metre.

Using hydrogen we can have smaller balloons. This means the lessening of the

expense for fabrics, the cost of the journey back home, and greater facility in hand-
ling. Of course, gas holders for hydrogen must be stronger and will be somewhat
more expensive, but they will give greater service and by holding the gas for a longer

time enable the aeronauts to make longer trips.

I Cheap hydrogen will aid greatly
in the development of dirigibles for

pleasure use instead of being used by
Governments for war purposes only.

Perhaps next Summer we can have a

great number of small private dirig-

ibles, with contests between them.
It was to the realization of the

production of hydrogen at low cost
that Mr. Howard Lane applied him-
self, and these are the results of his

researches.
Hydrogen is prepared from the

decomposition of water through iron
in presence of sulphuric acid; from
the decomposition of steam through
iron or coal at high temperature; and
chiefly by electrolysis, which fur-

nishes a gas chemically pure, but at

a cost price of nearly 2 francs per
cubic metre.

It is the industrial application of

the decomposition of steam through
red hot iron that is the basis of the
Lane process, and it is that which
has been able to accomplish the
manufacture of hydrogen gas at a

'^t %

J
A « High Grade C = Boiler
B =r "Wihoxi D .= Retorts

cost of I franc (19.3c.) per 10 cubic metres (353.14 cu. ft.).

This apparatus has already proven its excellence, since it has been adopted by the
Russian Government, which has successivelj' ordered two plants capable of producing
respectively 200 cubic metres (7062.80 cu. ft.) per hour.

The English Government has also installed at one of its aerostatic parks, South
Farnborough, an apparatus of the same capacity. The officers who have experimented
with it there, and who were present at the long trials, are unanimous in declaring that
the gas thus obtained is of as good quality as that from the electrolytic process, reach-
ing a degree of purity of gy per cent. The Royal Batallion of the Prussian aeronauts
has asked the Minister of War for a plant of the size above mentioned.

The installation realized by Mr. Lane is essentially composed of an oven in which
are three series of retorts; of a special generator, high grade (AA) ; and of a gen-
erator of the Wilson type (BB). Besides the oven with retorts and generators, and a
small steam boiler, there are also other accessories and mechanical parts of which it is

not necessary here to give a description.

In order to well understand the work of this installation we will give some ex-
planation about the two generators just mentioned.

The high-grade generator is an apparatus capable of producing, with ordinary
combustibles, and even with bituminous coals, a gas of a very high quality and of a
high calorific power. This gas, according^to the combustibles used for its production,
has a richness in hydrogen varying from 40 to 48 per cent.
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The Wilson type generator recalls the old Siemens oven, which worked by
natural draught without the use of steam and which rendered great service for the
heating of ovens. With the Lane apparatus one can use not only ordinary coals and
cokes, but also wood and inferior combustibles. The gas produced in this apparatus
is sent directly, in a hot state, through special pipes to the parts which are to be heated.
The retorts in the oven mentioned above contain pieces of iron.

These are the three principal organs of the installation. We will see now how it

works and how one can obtain hydrogen of a good quality.

The retorts are heated red hot with the gas produced by the Wilson type gen-
erator. Then a draught of steam is made to go through the iron contained in the re-

torts for each one of the series contained in the oven. The steam is decomposed and
hydrogen is formed until the complete oxidation of the iron. When this oxidation is

accounted for. the same operation is gone through for the other series of retorts.

During this new operation a current of gas coming from the high-grade generator is

introduced into the series of retorts where the oxidation is produced. This gas has
the virtue of combining itself with the oxygen of the magnetic oxide of iron remaining
in the retorts and to revivify the iron, at the same time obtaining some steam and
carbonic acid. This iron can again be utilized for producing hydrogen as soon as the
iron contained in the series of retorts will be completely exhausted. During the new
production of hydrogen the revivification will be made.

These operations can be repeated indefinitely and can be summed up in the fol-

lowing chemical equations:
3 Fe + 4 H^O = Fe'^0' + 8 H.

Fe-^O^ -f 2 CO + 4 H = 3 Fe + 2 CO- -f 2 H^O.
The hydrogen thus produced in the retorts is sent to a special washer, then in a

purifier and from there to its utilization. The analysis of the gas thus obtained is as
follows

:

Hydrogen ( H4) 97.20
Formene (CH*) 1.80

Azote (Az) 1.00

100.00
Finally, it is interesting to establish the cost price. First, 30 kilos of coal at 12

francs a ton (in Fngland) produce 10 cubic meters of gas; second, an apparatus able
to produce 200 cubic meters per hour is worked by four men earning each a maximum
of I franc per hour; third, one can allow a loss of 30 centimes per 10 cubic meters.
One will then have:

Coal (30 kilos at 12 fr. a ton) o fr. 36c.

I X 4 X 10

Labor o f r. 20c.

200
Loss o fr. 30c.

Unforeseen o fr. 14c.

Per 10 cubic meters i fr. ooc.

1000 cubic meters (35,000 ft.) $i9-30
Such in brief, are the advantages resulting from the use of the Lane system for

manufacturing hydrogen at low cost.

I believe that because of the geographical position of New York, it is not an easy
matter to take balloon trips, by reason of the nearness of the water and the strong
winds which frequently prevail. It would be very interesting to have a factory for pro-
ducing hydrogen at low cost. The time is coming when you can build an airship at a
less cost than a 24 horsepower automobile. This is a question of only a few months.
In France there was organized two weeks ago a Company especially for the construc-
tion of airships. In this company are interested M. Maurice Mallet, the well-known
aeronaut. Count de la Vaulx and M. Schclcher of the Panhard-Levavasseur firm. Cer-
tainly hydrogen at a low price is the greatest aid to the development of dirigibles. On
account of high winds you cannot return with your airship to the starting point. It
will be an easv and not very expensive matter to use the ripping cord in your dirigible
as in any ordinary spherical balloon. The Aero Club of France will have this Spring
the Lane hydrogen system installed at its own park at St. Cloud, Paris.

I believe it is not very far distant when we can have dirigible races from New York
to San Francisco. As we now have gasoline stations, we can have hydrogen stations
in all parts of the country, and travelling with an airship will be more easy than with
automobiles, without danger of collision, without the annoyance of customs houses and
without the traps and fines of the police

Note: The information about the Lane system is taken from Aerophile of July, 1907.
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BALLOON SPEED RECORDS.

Carl E. Myers.

Under this head a recent balloon voyage from Pittsfield, Mass., to Hampton
Falls, N. H., 130 miles in 3 hours time, or 43 1/3 miles per hour, is thought "possibly

better than has been made anywhere," and better than made by the same party last

fall from Pittsheld to Short Beach, Conn., a distance of 84 miles, in two and one-half

hours, at a rate of 3S 1/5 miles per hour.
Prof. John Wise exceeded this nearly 49 years ago when in July, 1859, he made

a balloon trip from St. Louis, Mo., with three companions, nearly 1200 miles in length
of course, and over 8co miles in air line in about 18 hours, or at a rate of about 45
miles per hour.

In Sept., 1886, Mrs. Carl Myers of Frankfort, N. Y., made a balloon journey from
Franklin, Pa., to Kinzua Bridge, a distance of 90 miles in 90 minutes, at a speed of

60 miles per hour, which so far as known is the world's record. Her balloon arose to

over 4 miles elevation, the highest record in America, and is notable also as being
the first made with natural gas from the eartli. Thus the work of a woman is the
aeronautic record today. The natural gas on this occasion arose from the wells at

a pressure of 700 pounds to the square inch, and was brought through pipes thirty

miles to the place of ascension.

MARCH ASCENSIONS.

Mar. g.—A. Holland Forbes (A. C. A.) alone from North Adams in the "Stevens
22" (22,500 cu. ft.) at 11:25 a. m., landing half-way between Wilbraham and Monson,
Mass., at i :02 p. m. Distance, 58 miles. The ascension was made with the idea of
qualifying in this respect for a pilot's license. The start was made in a strong wind
which continued throughout the trip. Taking the times noted by observers at various
villages, the balloon was travelling 40 miles in 50 minutes during part of the journey.
The clouds hung low and the balloon disappeared as it cleared Hoosac Mt. The land-
ing was beautifully made at the exact spot picked out some distance ahead. A very
heavy wind was blowing, which necessitated quick work with the rip cord.

Mar. II.—A. Leo Stevens and William F. Whitehouse (A. C. A.) from Pittsfield

in the "Stevens 21" at 11:07, landing near Hampton Beach, N. H., at 2:00 p. m., a dis-

tance of about 130 miles air line. Based on this distance, the mean speed by air line

would be 45 miles per hour. There was little wind on the ground at the start, but
increased rapidly until it was found to be strongest at an altitude of 2,000 feet. The
notes of Mr. Whitehouse read: "Pittsfield 11:07, Shelburne Falls 12:00, Turners Falls

12:10; cross Connecticut River 12:15, South Royalston 12:42; crossed Merrimac River
at Nashua 1:20, Haverhill 1:45, Hampton Falls 2:00. Landed in a tree with the car
about 90 feet from the ground. The tree was about a mile from the sea. It was never
cold, except, before the start at Pittsfield, there was a small but driving sleet storm."

'
"Ti AS e
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m.p.h. until 8 p. m., and reaching a maximum velocity of 22 miles from the southwest
at 5:17 p. m. Low currents were from a northeasterly direction in the forenoon and
southwest to west in the afternoon."

A postal card was dropped at Haverhill and was returned with the "following nota-
tions—evidently the finder looked up his map:

"Haverhill, Mar. 11, 1908.
"Yours just received, at 1:50 p. m. Wish you good luck. Think you are going to

Hampton Beach, where we spend our Summers. If you come our way drop down to
see us. Respectfully,

"C. R. Newcomb, 776 Main St."
There can be no doubt of the approximate times as noted by Mr. Whitehouse and

the only error is in the mileage. We do not know of any case in which the speed be-
tween Haverhill and the landing place has been exceeded. The total distance by path
is 131 miles. Mr. Stevens stated that the drag rope at times hung almost horizontal
with the car.

Mar. 20.—A. Holland Forbes (A. C. A.) and N. H. Arnold (N. A. A. C.) in the
"North Adams i" (35,000 cu. ft.) from North Adams at 11:02 a. m., landing in Wilbra-
ham, Mass., at 1:30 p. m., a distance of 55 miles. The highest altitude was 7,800 feet.

This makes five trips for Mr. Forbes and two for Mr. Arnold. It was also the initial

trip of the "North Adams i," formerly the "Stevens 21." It is interesting to note that
out of the five ascensions made by Mr. Forbes from North Adams, three landings were
made within a few miles of the same spot. Palmer, Mass.

Mar. 25.—Second ascension under the auspices of the N. A. A. C. A. Holland
Forbes (A. C. A.), A. W. Chippendale and N. H. Arnold (N. A. A. C.) in the "North
Adams i" from North Adams at 10:20 a. m., landing in Chesterfield, Mass., about 12
miles northwest of Northampton, at 11:45 a. m. Distance, 27 miles. This was Mr.
Chippendale's initial flight. Highest elevation, 6,500 feet.

Mar. 31.—A. Holland Forbes (A. C. A.), N. H. Arnold and Roswell Gardner
(N. A. A. C.) in the "North Adams i" from North Adams at 9:25 a. m., landing at

Chester, Vt., at 11:50, a distance of 46 miles.

ON THE USE OF LIQUID HYDROGEN AND HYDROGEN-CONTAINING-
COMPOUNDS IN LONG DISTANCE BALLOON FLIGHTS.

In Three Parts—Part II.

By Darwin Lyon.

The first instalment, published in the March issue, dealt with the various
hydrogen compounds and considered the adaptations of such compounds to an
aeronautic use.

For the benefit of those who are unacquainted with the difficulties met with when
we attempt to preserve in the liquid state a fluid with a boiling point of minus 253 deg.

Centigrade,* considerable must be said: we will also toucli upon the various kinds of

flasks and receptacles used for holding such a fluid. Incidentally, a few things will be
said concerning its nature, properties and production.

Liquid hydrogen is simply hydrogen so cold that it has assumed the liquid state.

Matter is usually considered as existing in three forms: the solid, the liquid and the
gaseous. Many authorities state that there is a fourth state—the ultra-gaseous or
radiant state—and some physicists say that matter in the crystalline form should be
considered as a separate "state" of matter.

This is rather ofif the topic in hand, and I state it merely because so many people
entertain an erroneous conception as regards the true nature of a gas in the liquid con-
dition. They either think it a certain "preparation" of the gas or a "solution" of the
gas in water. It is because of a want of a correct understanding of such things as
these that there so often results an obscurity of ideas bordering upon complete be-
wilderment.

This want of a correct understanding concerning the true nature of matter is gen-
erally accompanied by ideas that are not only untrue, but that lead to a confusion and
complication of things otherwise simple. Thus, moist air is considered by most people

* Authorities differ greatly on the boiling point of hydrogen: some stating it to be
as high as minus 238 deg. C. (—396 deg. F.), while others state it as low as minus
253 deg. C. (—423 deg. F.). The latter is now considered to be correct, although it is

one degree lower than that observed by Dewar in 1899, using a hydrogen thermometer
under reduced pressure and held as accurate.
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to be heavier than dry air—considered to be heavier for much the same reason that
they consider a wet sponge to be heavier than a dry one. They compare a saturated
atmosphere with a saturated sponge. Not only is their comparison wrong—and thus
their reasoning—but they are wrong as a matter of fact. Damp air is lighter than dry
air, for damp air contains water not in the state of "water," but as gaseous water or
"steam," and the specific gravity of water in the gaseous condition is much less than
that of air. Thus it is that a balloon rises better on a dry day than on a damp one, for,

to say nothing of the bag and cordage being dry, the air itself is heavier. For similar
reasons, a balloon rises easier on a cold day than on a warm one. * * =t= *

The reduction of a gas to the liquid state is, with few exceptions, accompanied by a

reduction of volume. A cubic foot of steam condenses to a cubic inch of water—or, in

other words—a cubic inch of water will give a cubic foot of steam. A cubic inch of
liquid air will give 800 cubic inches of air at ordinary temperatures. At the sea-level
with a temperature of 27 deg. C. (80 deg. F.) a cubic inch of liquid hj'drogen will give
nearly 900 cubic inches of hydrogen gas.

Now the volume of a gas varies with the temperature. When the temperature is

raised one degree Centigrade, the volume of the gas is increased 1/273 part of the
volume occupied at O deg. If, therefore, the volume of a gas at O deg. C. is V, at

t deg. its volume v will 1h'

V + ' V, of 7; = V + -- . V, of V = V( I + — "j
273 273 V 273/

The volume of a gas also varies according to the pressure.
When the pressure is doubled the volume is decreased to one-half; and when the

pressure is decreased to one-lialf the volume is doubled. Increase the pressure two,
three or four times and the volume becomes one-half, one-third or one-fourth, and vice
versa. In other words, the volume of a gas varies inversely as the pressure.

If at the pressure P the gas has the volume V, and at the pressure p the volume v,

we see that our formula for pressure will be

PV = pv
Experiment proves that this law holds true for gases not too near their point of

condensation. But as far as the aeronaut is concerned the law is exact: for, though it

is only with those gases that under severe pressure become liquefied that departures
in the law occur, the departure is only apparent when near the point of liquefaction.*

By reading the barometer and thermometer, and using the two formulae given
above, the aeronaut can always tell the exact volume of hydrogen gas that will be
given ofif by, say, a cubic inch of liquid hydrogen. The ratio of liquid hydrogen and
gaseous hydrogen under standard conditions of temperature and pressure is about
1 :820. Suppose we wish to measure the volume of gas that will be given off by a
cubic inch of liquid hj^drogen at the sea level at a temperature of 20 deg. C. (68 deg. F.).

Using the formula: z':=Vl 1 -\ j , we proceed thus:

z'=88o

At the sea-level the atmosphere exerts a pressure equal to that of a column of

mercury 30 inches high; or, in other words, equal to 14.7 pounds per square inch. At
a temperature of 20 deg. C. and with the barometer reading 30 inches, we have figured
that a cubic inch of liquid hydrogen would yield 880 cubic inches of gas. We have al-

ready seen that the volume of a gas varies inversely as the pressure. Thus, at a height
of 19,500 feet, the aeronaut would get 1,760 cubic inches of gas from each cubic inch of

hydrogen, for at this height the pressure of the atmosphere is just one-half of what it

is at the sea-level, the barometer reading only 15 inches. Taking both temperature and
pressure into consideration, the most convenient ratio for the aeronaut to use in com-
puting the amount of gas he is going to obtain from his liquid hydrogen, would be
I :iooo.

When the aeronaut has ascended to a height of 19,500 feet, or a little less than 2>Va
miles, he may assume that he has lost one-half of the gas with which he started. As a
matter of fact, the pressure at a height of 19,500 feet is generally more or less than
one-half, for the pressure of the atmosphere varies somewhat from day to day, from

t'=V

* The departure from the law is wider the more nearly the point of liquefaction is

approached, the diminution of volume then being more than proportionate to the in-
crease in pressure.
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hour to hour, and with latitude and longitude, but for our purposes it is near enough.
If the atmosphere were everywhere of the same density we would have no diffi-

culty in calculating its height. We would only have to divide the pressure upon one
square inch of the earth's surface by the weight of a cubic inch of air, and the quotient

would be the height of the atmosphere in inches. Thus a cubic inch of air at o deg. C.

at a pressure of 14.7 pounds (235.8 ounces) to the square inch, weighs 0.000749 of an
ounce. Dividing 235.8 by 0.000749 we get 314,000, which (were our atmosphere homo-
genous and of uniform density) would be the height of the atmosphere in inches

—

314,000 inches or 4.97 miles. If we turn from this problem to the more important and
difficult one of finding the height to which the atmosphere really does extend, we find

that no such definite and satisfactory results can be given. We know that at a height

of 5 miles, the atmosphere is so attenuated that it barely supports human life; and that

at 6 miles it will not support life. We know from the phenomena of twilight that at a

height greater than 45 miles it is too attenuated to reflect the light of the sun; but

from the combustion of shooting stars we know that an appreciable atmosphere exists

as high as 200 miles. As we ascend the strata become rarer and rarer, for the reason
that the lower laj'ers are weighed down and compressed by those above, and at in-

creasing heights there is less and less air above to exert this compression. Thus the

further we go the more and more attenuated the atmosphere becoines, until at last, by
insensible gradations, we reach a perfect vacuum. In the famous balloon ascension of

Glaisher and Coxwell, on Sept. 5, 1862, these gentlemen attained a height of almost 5%
miles—a point at which the barometer reads only 9J/2 inches.

We coinputed above that at 20 deg. C. and at a height of 3-54 miles, a cubic inch of

liquid hydrogen would yield 1760 cubic inches of gas. At the height attained by
Glaisher and Coxwell this would have increased to 2589 cubic inches.

With the exception of helium, hydrogen is the most difficult of all the gases to

liquefy, and was the last to withstand the efforts of James Dewar. Its liquefaction in

bulk was unknown ten years ago, and hence our rather incomplete data concerning it.

In 1891 Professor Ramsay wrote as follows; "It [hydrogen] has never been condensed
to the solid or liquid state. Cailletet. and also Pictet, who claim to have condensed it

by cooling it to a very low temperature and at the same time strongly compressing it,

had in their hands impure gas. Its critical temperature, above which it cannot appear
as a liquid, is probably not above minus 230 deg."

One of the advantages in the use of liquid hydrogen to the aeronaut is that the
gas given of¥ is pure hydrogen—an article almost unknown to balloonists, though many
appreciate its value. For it should be borne in inind that air is 14^ times as heavy as
hydrogen, and therefore at this rate 7 per cent, of air by volume in hydrogen, means
51.4 per cent, by weight of the mixed gases—over 50 per cent.!

Hydrogen cooled to minus 195 deg. (78 deg. absolute temp.) is still at a tempera-
ture that is just twice its critical temperature (—234 deg. or 39 deg. absolute), using
the "absolute" degree as a unit. Minus 195 deg. is approximately the boiling point of
nitrogen, the boiling point of air being a degree or two higher. The direct liquefaction
of hydrogen at minus 195 deg. would be comparable to liquefying air at a temperature
of 59 deg.—obviously impossible. In other words, it is more difficult to liquefy hydro-
gen at the temperature of boiling air, than it is to liquefy air at ordinary temperatures.
However, these difficulties have been overcome and liquid hydrogen can now be made
in bulk almost as easily as was liquid air twenty years ago. Its production in bulk,
though still expensive, has of late been greatly reduced. With the apparatus and
methods in use five years ago, it is doubtful if it could have been made at any price in

quantities larger than a litre. The amount of hydrogen gas allowed to escape in the
cooling process was enormous, sometimes running as high as 20 cubic feet per minute.
The liquefying apparatus used by Dewar at the Royal Institute allowed hydrogen to
escape continuously from the nozzle of the coil pipe at the rate of 12 cubic feet a
minute. With the improved apparatus now in use liquid gases can be made both
cheaper and easier. The liquid air plant at Washington, D. C., is one of the finest in

the country. The apparatus is not modeled after the designs of I\I. Pictet or of M. Cail-
letet, but was worked out by the makers themselves. The hydrogen circuit is quite
distinct from the air circuit. The actual electrical power input to drive shafting, com-
pressors, etc., in making liquid hydrogen with the apparatus in use at Washington is

approximately eight kilowatts. In addition, a quantity of liquid air is consumed as a
precooling agent, and in making a short run this quantity varies through a compara-
tively wide range, according to the conditions of starting, stopping, etc. I have no
very good data on which to base an estimate, but think it would be safe to say that not
less than ten liters of liquid air are expended in producing one liter of hydrogen. With
certain modifications of the apparatus the amount of liquid air used could probably be
greatly reduced. The plant at Washington produces the liquid hydrogen at the rate of
little over a liter an hour. Specifications are now being made for a plant to be in-
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stalled in one of our larger universities that, it is claimed, will be able to produce
liquid hydrogen at the rate of two or three liters per hour, and at a cost of not more
than two dollars per liter when large quantities are to be made and when a chemically

pure product is not required. Even with the modifications now in view of the plant at

Washington the price per liter would be considerably more than that stated above

—

just how much I have been unable to determine. It is safe to say, however, that were
there a sufficient demand, 140 liters, or 5 cu. ft. (enough to produce 5000 cubic feet of

hydrogen gas) could be made for two or three hundred dollars. * * *

If a few drops of water are put in a clean, smooth spoon that has been heated in

the fire, they will gather into a globule which will dart around over the spoon's surface.

The water has assumed what is known as the "spheroidal state"' and is at a tempera-
ture below its boiling point. The globule rests upon a cushion of steam, which prevents

it from coming into direct contact with the metal. A liquid so situated that it could

touch no other liquid or solid would assume the "spheroidal" state. The importance
of the spheroidal state with reference to the liquefaction of gases can hardly be over-

estimated. But for the spheroidal state not only would it be next to impossible to

manipulate liquid gases as we now do, but the dangers in such manipulation would
be increased a hundred fold. However, owing to the fact that liquid gases do assume
the spheroidal state, we are able to handle them in much the same fashion as we do
water, although theoretically it is the same as though we kept the water in red hot
vessels. This, as can be proven by experiment, can easily be done, but it is still

easier to keep liquid air or hydrogen in vessels at room temperature, for the reason
that such a temperature is, as compared with liquid air, "more than red hot," and they
are maintained at this "red hot" temperature without having to depend on artificial

heat.

Thanks to the "spheroidal state," if liquid hydrogen is accidentally spilled on the

hand no injury results. In fact, the hand may be immersed in it with safety, for the

heat of the hand causes an extremely thin layer of gas to be formed between the sur-

face of the skin and the liquid hydrogen. Thus this layer of gas keeps the liquid gas
from coming in direct contact Avith the skin and protects it for a short time. Should
good contact take place, as may happen if the hand is very dry and chapped, the result

is a severe sore similar in nature to a burn.

The reason liquid air does not immediately "flash into air" when poured into a

tin cup is again because of this protecting cushion. If left in the open air in ordinary
vessels, liquid gases evaporate rapidly—for our purpose altogether too rapidly. The
reason liquefied gases volatilise and disappear is that they receive heat from surround-
ing matter—from the containing vessel, and from the atmosphere.

Early in his scientific work Dewar recognized that it might be possible to make this

loss considerably less by utilizing a vacuum as a non-conductor of heat, and that in

handling liquid gases the greatest desideratum would be some kind of a vessel that

would hold them without the rapid absorption of heat experienced under ordinary con-
ditions. After much labor and many failures he devised the vessel bearing his name.
The Dewar vacuum flask, or "Dewar-bulb," as it is more commonly known, consists,

in its simplest form, of an inner flask sealed into the neck of a larger one. The space

between the two flasks is made as perfect a vacuum as possible. A triple walled flask

is still better, as this gives two vacuum spaces. The only ways by which the liquid

hydrogen contained in the inner flask can gain heat are, by conduction through the glass

where the vessels are joined, and by direct radiation. The first is small; for the walls

of the vessels are thin and glass is a poor conductor of heat. The liquid receives prac-

tically no heat by conduction from the air above it, for it is protected by a layer or

"pad" or gas almost as cold as the liquid itself. The greater part of the heat that is re-

ceived is imparted by the ether waves as radiant heat. This is further reduced by the

device of placing in the vacuum space a small amount of mercury: in the vacuum, this

mercury evaporates, and when the flask is filled, the mercury vapor condenses and
freezes upon the outer wall of the inner flask. There is thus formed a very perfect

mirror which reflects the greater part of the radiant heat striking it. By all these de-

vices the liquid hydrogen is so protected from its heated environment that its boiling

is scarcely perceptible: in fact, but for the loss by evaporation, we would not know
that it was boiling.

The more perfect the vacuum, the less the heat conducted. A good exhaustion
cuts off four-fifths of the heat that would be conveyed were the space filled with air.

The mercury mirror reduces the influx of heat to one-sixth of the amount entering
without the metallic mirror. With the most perfect flasks obtainable the total effect

of vacuum and mirror is to reduce the ingoing heat to one-fortieth part. It has some-
times been said that the metallic mirror does but little or no good, for the reason that

all kinds and forms of matter become transparent to radiant heat at low temperatures,
but experiments have proven that thfs assumption is unwarranted. In a vessel con-
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structed with three separate vacuum spaces 60 per cent, of the intlux heat is cut off, as
against 96 per cent, in a single walled but silvered vessel. For some reason, vacuum
vessels deteriorate—just why we have been unable to discover, but it is certain that
many of those on the market are next to worthless. In this country probably the best
obtainable are those sold by Eimer & Amend, New York. However, for our purposes,
no bulb yet made would suffice, and one much larger than any now in existence, would

have to be made to order. In fact,

even if only 19 or 20 liters of liquid
hydrogen were to be carried, the
'bulb, if only one were used, would
have to be so large that it is a ques-
tion as to whether the vacuum flask

would, for our purposes, be after all

the best; and whether the light tin

buckets, to be described later, would
not be better. For, as can be seen
by the diagram, the inner flask of a
triple walled Dewar-bulb is very
small as compared with the size of
the outermost flask; so that the size

of a triple walled Dewar bulb capable
of holding 5 gallons (approximately
19 liters) would be very large, to say
nothing of its weight and cost. A
triple walled Dewar-bulb capable of
holding one gallon weighs about 2^
pounds. The sheet-iron case, lined
with felt, used for holding the bulb
and protecting it during transporta-
tion, weighs about 15 pounds. For
our purpose one of about one-fourth

this weight would suffice. But even supposing that the entire receptacle weighed only
seven pounds, this seems too great a weight for the carrying of only one-half a pound
of liquid hydrogen, for this would mean the carrying of a weight of 6 pounds for each
one-half pound (one gallon) of liquid hydrogen. One-half pound and one gallon!
The reader may wonder at the comparison, for at first thought it seems scarcely
possible that one gallon of a liquid can weigh only one-half a pound. But this

seeming discrepancy is cleared up when we state that the specific gravity of liquid

hydrogen is only 0.07, only one-fourteenth that of water. This brings us to an-

other important question—Irrespective of the nature of the container, how shall we
carry, fix and support this container?*

As before said, it is only of late that we have been able to manufacture liquid

hydrogen in bulk. To calculate its rate of evaporation by comparison with liquid air

(though theoretically possible) is difficult, for many things have to be taken into con-
sideration, and at present it is ii^ipossible to make any definite statement e.xcept as a

result of observation on the particular container in question.! Even then a great dif-

ference is found depending upon the method used to reduce the convection currents in

the gas above the liquid. With the Dewar bulb something depends (for hydrogen we
cannot yet say exactly how much) on the degree of exhaustion of the bulb and the
perfection of the silvering. A great deal more depends on the shape and size of the
flask, since, as before said, with a good vacuum and small convection, the chief source
of heat is by conduction through the inner glass wall. This will obviously be smaller
when the flask is not agitated and when the neck is kept as cold as possible by the gas
that escapes.

(To be continued.)

* This question with a more detailed description of the tin buckets used by Tripler
for transporting liquid air, the various kinds of wrappings used, and a comparison of
the Tripler buckets with the Dewar bulbs will be treated by Mr. Lyon in the May
number.—Ed.

t This will be more fully discussed in the May number.

A Park of Sports at Brussels.

There has just been formed a company having a capitalization of 125,000 francs
for the purpose of conducting a sporting park in tliat city. It is expected that aerial

contests will be among those held.
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North Adams Aero Club.

At a meeting held on March 9th, the North Adams Aero Club was duly organized
with Colonel Frank S. Richardson, President; John H. Waterhouse, Vice President;
Arthur W. Cliippendale, Treasurer and N. H. Arnold, Secretary. The Executive
Committee is composed of Messrs. George A. Macdonald, Roswell A. Gardner and
W. H. Pritchard. The other charter members are: Arthur D Potter of Greenfield;

E. C. Peebles, R. J. Stratton. Dr. R. D. Randall, I. D. Curtiss, J. D. Hunter, Archer H.
Barber, Harry Hewat, Hugh P. Drysdale, all of North Adams; A. Holland Forbes
and Aeronaut Leo Stevens, of New York.

The new club has purchased the "Stevens 21," which will be known hereafter as

the "North Adams No. i," and will rent the balloon to its members and supply a
qualified pilot at a nominal rate. With the two old balloons of the Aero Club of

America out of commission, this will be the only club in this country maintaining a

balloon for the use of its members—a great credit to the enterprise of North Adams,
but rather the opposite for America in general.

The Berkshire Club gave a "balloon smoker" in the club rooms Thursday even-
ing, March ig, to members of the North Adams Aero Club and invited guests, who
included 20 members of the Massachusetts Legislature, who were in the city, having
come a day earlier in order to attend the smoker and ascension, than was their
intention.

About 200 in all were present, and President A. H. Barber of the Berkshire Club,
and also a charter member of the North Adains Aero Club, presided. The speakers
included President Frank S. Richardson of the Aero Club; Mr. A. Holland Forbes of
the Aero Club of America and the North Adams Aero Club, who piloted the first trip

of the "North Adams No. i" the following morning; President Luke J. A'linahan of
the Aero Club of Pittsfield; Superintendent E. C. Peebles of the North Adams Gas
Light Company, and who is responsible for the excellent quality of gas provided for
ballooning purposes at North Adams and is a charter member of the Aero Club; Sen-
ator C. Q. Richmond of North Adams; Senator Grimes of Reading and N. H. Arnold,
Secretary of the North Adams Aero Club, who was Mr. Forbes' companion on the first

trip of the balloon. The aneroid barometer and statoscope were explained and ex-
hibited by Mr. Forbes in the course of his talk to the audience. During the evening-
substantial refreshments were served.

On Friday morning, March 20, after the balloon had been inflated and was ready
for flight, it was christened by Miss Elizabeth B. Chippendale, daughter of Treasurer
A. W. Chippendale of the Aero Club, who broke a bottle of champagne on the anchor.
A crowd estimated at over 3,000 and including many from other towns and cities, was
present.

The start was made at 11.02 to the accompaniment of the shrieking of mill and
factory whistles and the cheers of the crowd. The balloon traveled slowly first to the
south and then to the southeast, attaining a height of 5500 feet in 15 minutes. The
winds were light and variable, and the sun and clouds bothered a good deal, so that
finally after having crossed the Connecticut River at a height of 6400 feet and ascended
soon after to 7800, the highest mark, it was decided to descend. The landing was
perfect, on property of Mr. Seymour Holland in Wilbraham at 1.30, about two and
one-half hours after the start. Distance traveled, about 60 miles. Owing to the stifT

ground breeze it was necessary to use the rip cord to prevent damage to the balloon
after effecting the landing.

Mr. Arnold proposes to qualify at once as a balloon pilot. He has already made
two ascensions.

Aero Club of Ohio.

The A. C. O. seems to be in difficulty. The club is trying to secure McKinley
Park for an ascension ground, but President Sherrick wishes nine trees cut down,
and serious objection was made to this by the authorities. According to the Canton
News the President said:

"If the Aero Club cannot secure the McKinley Park grounds for the purpose of
making that the starting place for the ascensions, I will give up the enterprise. We
will not use the park unless the nine trees that inake the ascensions dangerous are
removed. The trees that must be cut down are full of snags, with the exception of
two near the center of the park, which are good trees. The others would make the
sport too dangerous and the club would not authorize nor permit any trips unless
they are out of the way. It would be too bad if the enterprise would have to be
dropped on account of the threatened injunction. We would bring thousands of
people to Canton by having the ascensions. Supposing we would advertise a balloon
ascension for Saturday afternoon. People would come to this city from all directions
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on the steam and electric roads to witness it. In that way the merchants would be
benefited and the city would be in the public eye all season. We must not give up the

sport under any consideration, as it means too much for the city."

Milwaukee Aero Club.

At a meeting of the charter members of the Milwaukee Aero Club, held March
i6th, at the offices of the Merchants & Manufacturers' Association, the following
officers were elected: Directors—Wm. Woods Plankinton, John H. Moss, J. H. Kop-
meier, Wm. Geo. Bruce, R. B. Watrous, A. O. Smith, Major Henrj^ B. Hersey, Shel-
don J. Glass, E. P. Vilas.

The following named gentlemen were elected officers to serve one year as fol-

lows: President, John H. Moss; First Vice-President, J. H. Kopmeier; Second Vice-
President, Commodore Vilas; Secretary, R. B. Watrous; Treasurer, Oliver Clyde Ful-
ler; Consulting Engineer and Assistant Secretary, Dr. A. Rudolph Silverston.

The following named gentlemen comprise the charter members: W. H. White-
side, President Allis-Chalmers Co.; John I. Beggs, President The Milwaukee Electric
Railway & Light Co. and President of the St. Louis Street Car Co.; Col. Gustave
Pabst, President Pabst Brewing Co.; Oliver Clyde Fuller, President Wisconsin Trust
Co.; E. P. Vilas, Commodore ^Milwaukee Yacht Club; Sheldon J. Glass, President and
Manager Milwaukee Gas Light Co.; Wm. Woods Plankinton, Capitalist; John H.
Kopmeier, President Wisconsin Lakes Ice Co. and President Citizens' Business
League; John H. Moss, President Rockwell Manufacturing Co. and President Mer-
chants & Manufacturers" Association; A. O. Smith, President A. O. Smith Manufac-
turing Co.; Major Henry B. Hersey, Inspector United States Weather Bureau; Dr.
Louis Fuldner, President ^Milwaukee Automobile Club; Wm. Geo. Bruce, Secretary
Merchants & Manufacturers' Association; R. B. Watrous, Secretary Citizens' Busi-
ness League; Chas. F. Pfister, Capitalist; Dr. A. Rudolph Silverston; the best men of
the State, all enthusiastic sportsmen, and willing to give their time and energetic at-

tention to the affairs of the club.

Aero Club of the United Kingdom,
The English club has made an arrangement with the Hurlingham Club by which

a i.?-inch pipe will deliver to the grounds 100,000 cubic feet per hour of pure coal gas.

Aero Club of St. Louis.

An aeronautic "carnival" is planned for October. A. B. Lambert, a member of
the committee on arrangements, is now abroad, and while no report has been rendered
the directors, a national or an international balloon race will be one of the features.
There will be also, it is expected, a contest for dirigibles. Perhaps we can have aero-
plane races by that time!

New Aero Clubs.

It is reported that the Philadelphia Aeronautical Recreation Society is being
formed, and that Samuel A. King is making a so,ooo-cubic foot balloon for the so-
ciety. "The new society will be composed entirely of amateurs and its sole object will

be aerial recreation. It is not meant to be a society for the study of the subject of
aeronautics or advancement of science, but a social organization entirely. Its or-
ganizers are Dr. Thomas E. Eldridge and Dr. George H. Simmerman, both members
of the Ben Franklin Aeronautical Society of the United States and the Balloon Asso-
ciation. Women will be admitted to membership, and before long it is expected that a
club house will be purchased."

The Aero Club of Frankfort has been formed and has ordered a 2200 c. b. m.
balloon. It already owns the "Ziegler" for the scientific ascensions of the Physika-
lischer Verein.

The Aero Club de I'Ouest has been formed at Angers. The club already pos-
sesses a balloon, I'Ouest, of 800 cubic metres' capacity, built by M. Emile Carton,
which recently made its first trip, starting from the enclosure of the present asso-
ciation of the Aero Club de France at Saint-Cloud. The club has leased an enclosure
near tlie Angers gas works, and arrangements will be made for the prompt inflation
of balloons. M. Rene Gasnier, who was one of the French competitors at St. Louis,
who resides close to Angers, has also promised to give the new club his support and
help.

An Aeronautic Section of the Automobile Club of Milan has been formed. Among
tlie members are Engineer Forlalili, Captain Frassinetti, Messrs. Usuelli and Crespi,
the renowned Italian aeronauts.
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Balloon Farm Notes.

Prof. Carl E. Myers, of the "Balloon Farm," Frankfort, N. Y., announces "that he
is constructing for western parties the largest airship yet built by himself or any one
else in this country. It is of his well-known spindle shape, and has a circumference
and length of 84 feet, and a buoyancy of 1700 pounds. This will be finished in two
weeks, when he will begin the construction of a still larger airship on the lines of the

Government specifications, but twice the dimensions of the late accepted bid. Within
the past five days he has wholly constructed two captive hydrogen gas balloons and
nets for the United States Government. This speed is only made possible by use of

ready machine-varnished hydrogen proof fabrics originated by him and in use ex-

clusively during thirty years, and from which he has already built 150 hydrogen bal-

loons for the War and Weather Departments of the United States. Ordinarily by the

usual systems it requires from thirty to sixty days to completely varnish a hydrogen
tight balloon."

France and Her Experimental Field.

The Minister of War has given the Aero Club of France the use of a large field

adjoining Issy les Moulineaux. Space will be provided for those aviators who will

build garages for their apparatus. The field will be surrounded by a fence and prop-
erly policed, so that experimentors can make flights at any time whenever the soldiers

are not using the field. Bleriot, Farman and Voisin have already applied for their

spaces.

Spa Aviation.

The prizes have been announced for the aviation contests of the Aero Club de
Belgique at Spa, July 12, 19 and 26. $11,100 will be distributed in prizes during the
three days: $2400 as first prize the first day, $3000 the second day, and $4000 the third

day. Second prizes of $300 each will be distributed on the three days. On the 12th
and 19th there will be duration contests, with two prizes of $600 and $200 respectively.

In addition to these, an indemnity of $100 will be granted to all competitors not win-
ning prizes, providing that they compete on all three days and make in one of these
three at least 100 metres from the point of departure or that their home club, if affili-

ated, will certify that flights of that length have been made by them.
The competitions are open to any type of aeronefs. The entrance fee is 80 cents

for each horsepower. In the contest for duration the one who stays in the air the
longest time wins, and an indemnity of $40 will be allowed to any competitor who
stays in the air 5 minutes or whose club will certify that he has done so at some other
place.

The Aeroplane EUehammer.

The aeroplane of the Danish experimenter, Herr EUehammer, has made two hun-
dred flights, of which the best was that on February 13th, 1908, when he achieved a
flight of 300 meters. The machine has gone through three forms; monoplane, biplane
and triplane. As noted in the July, 1907, issue of AERONAUTICS, with a biplane
machine of the "Wright type" he made a flight in January, 1906, of 162 feet against the
wind. The motor was then stopped and an easy descent made. On January 14th,

1908, he progressed to 175 meters at a height of 5 meters from the ground, with re-

markable steadiness. The confined space did not admit of a longer flight. He has
been practicing curves and has succeeded in executing an "S" at a speed of 11 meters
a second.

Cost of British Military Airships.

According to figures taken from the English Army statistics for 1906-7 the ex-
penditures on "Nulli Secundus" up to March 31, 1907, were, roughly, $33,395. $45,000
represents the "value of articles manufactured and services performed at the balloon
factory;" and the United States Government is spending what?

The International School of Aeronautics has removed to 2 East 29th Street,
directly opposite the "Little Church Around the Corner." Two entire floors are
devoted to the school. Models of the "Ville de Paris" and the "Farman I," besides
other valuable additions, are expected within the week. Weekly bulletins ,from
abroad will be posted on the bulletin board. The students thus receive the latest
detailed news items two weeks or more before it can be printed in the foreign
journals and read here.
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A TABLE FOR FINDING THE ASCENSIONAL FORCE OF GASES.

By Charles DeF. Chandler, Captain, Signal Corps, U. S. Army.

All persons interested in aerial navigation frequently have occasion to use in com-
putations, figures showing the ascensional force of gases, and, in calculations for dy-
namic flying machines, it is necessary to know the weight of a certain volume of air.

No accurate answer can be given to inquiries concerning the weight of air or the
ascensional force of gases, without knowing the temperature and pressure of the
atmosphere. A casual inspection of the table shown herewith illustrates the great
difi:'erence in weight of equal volumes of air when there is a change, either in baro-
metric pressure or temperature.

The weight of one thousand cubic feet of air can be found by an inspection of this

table, without any computation, when the temperature in degrees Fahrenheit and
barometer in inches of mercury are known, by simply following the horizontal line

representing degrees Fahrenheit until it intersects the vertical line corresponding to
the barometric reading. At the point of intersection of these two lines, note the
figures indicated on the nearest diagonal line.

TABLE FOR FINDING THE ASCENSIONAL FORCE OF GASES
The might ofairper 1000 cu ft at various temperatures and pressures may be found fy irispectjon of Uiis table.

76 find the tveight ofon equal volume ofany gas. multiply the wejght ofoir by t/ie speofic c/rovity at the gas. Hydrogen specgrav. 0, 0693 (purtj.
To find theoscefisionol forr^ ofony gas. suOtract the wejght otgas frorn the neigiit pt air . .. -

(10
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airship, A. C. Ellsworth, 871,164; airship, G. W. Lane, 871,710; airship, Fadda & Di

Lorenzo, 872,334; airship attachment, A. Mathews, 870,448; air motor, P. Kiefer,

868,868; air wheel, H. A. Lockwood. 864,317; balloon inflator, F. J. Creque, 874,166;

balloon, car suspension for, A. von Parseval, 872,539; balloon captive, H. A. Herve,

870,430; flying machine, J. H. Wilson, 859,274; flying machine, W. H. Cook, 860,447;

flying machine, F. M. La Penotiere, 861,740; flying machine. A. O'Brate, 867,525; flying

machine, mechanism for, J. U. de Uherkocz, 868,038; flying machine, steering gear for,

J. U. de Uherkocz, 868,039; flying machine. J. D. Pursell. 869,019; flying machine pro-

peller, L. Gathmann, 871,926; kite, H. Lurz, 859.395.

McADAMITE: A NEW ALLOY HAVING NEARLY THE STRENGTH OF
STEEL AND THE LIGHTNESS OF ALUMINUM.

A new aluminum alloy called McAdamite, which is now being manufactured by
the United States McAdamite Metal Company, of Brooklyn, is a metal that should
have a very wide application and be most useful in the flying machine industry. Most
of the best alloys heretofore produced had only some 16,000 pounds compression
strength, while McAdamite has 126,000 pounds per square inch. Where the elastic

limit was extremely low, the new metal has more than most others, or 84,000 pounds
before the yielding point is reached when under compression. Where the very best

of the bronzes could barely claim 38,000 pounds per square inch torsional strength,

this alloy has 60,000 pounds, or nearly as much as steel, which has 66,000 pounds.

In cast metals it is well known that the tensile strength is low, but even here this

new metal is very strong, as it will stand nearly 45,000 pounds per square inch. The
elastic limit or yield point of the cast alloy under a tension test is practically the

same as the breaking point. A rod 5 inches long and 0.76 inch in diameter separated

under a pulling strain of 20,000 pounds with an ultimate elongation of only o.i inch in

I inch of length, or 10 per cent., and a reduction of area from 0.4525 per square inch to

0.442 per square inch, or 2^2 per cent. The tensile strength of this piece figures out

at 44,250 pounds per square inch, but the real tensile strength of the cast metal is prob-

ably somewhat greater, as the sample used had been turned down, thus removing the

tough outer surface, which is the strongest part of all. This material, however, was
sound and homogeneous throughout where the fracture occurred, which was at the

centre of the rod.

The specific gravity of cast McAdamite is 3.20. as against 2.56 for aluminum and
2.89 for partinium. There is a shrinkage in casting it of 12 to 14 per cent. Its melting
point is 977 deg. Fahr. as against 1,830 deg. Fahr. for brass; but, roughly speaking, it

has nearly three times the strength in any direction, and three times the volume or

one-third the weight of brass. Various degrees of strength and hardness are obtained

by the mode of casting. So homogeneous is this metal and so free from gas that ex-

tremely intricate and delicate castings can be made. Very thin strips of the metal,

when cast, are much stronger in proportion to their cross-sectional area than are

pieces of larger size, as the rapid cooling and consequent hardening takes place from
the surface inward, and are more complete with a thin piece than with a thick one.

When a piece of this new metal is broken, it shows a fine grain similar to steel;

and if a bar of it be struck by a hammer, it will ring with a clear and resonant tone.

While heretofore it would have been out of the question to make long slender

screws, for example, out of any of the aluminum alloys, with this new alloy it is quite

possible and almost all of the moving parts of machinery, such as gears, levers, screws,

cams, frames, etc., can be made from it. It can be machined with the greatest ease;

the chips peel off in long curls, and fine screw threads are cut in it without the aid

of oil, turpentine, etc. Although comparatively soft, it is an exceedingly tough metal,

retaining all the beautiful qualities of aluminum and removing the weak ones. It gives

to aluminum color, strength, tooling, density, fluidity; removes its dryness; and pro-

tects it from the attack of salt. It is the first commercially practical metal of great

strength and little weight for common every-day use—a metal that may even partially

displace cast iron as it grows cheaper, which it will do in time.

Among its many qualities is its freedom from occluded gases and viscousness,

which gives it fluidity; and to-day gears and many things are being cast finished. The
machine shop is no longer needed to cut the teeth in gears; they are cast cut, so to

speak.
One of the heavy costs of work executed with the common metals is the finishing

of the castings after they have beeu obtained. The surface must be removed by filing,

grinding, turning, bufiing, etc. With McAdamite only a slight bufiing is needed at the

most, for the pieces are cast with a bright, silver-white surface.

Its characteristics are similar to those of cast steel, and weight for weight it has

equal strength in tension and greater in compression. In resisting tensile stresses, it
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bears a very favorable comparison with the usual grades of mild steel even when equal

volumes are compared. Thus it will be seen to have a great superiority in weight.

Its toughness and elasticity are quite unusual for a cast metal, and it far outranks all

metals classed as alloys in this respect. The fact that the elastic limit when under
compression runs so high, gives it a wide application in the arts, and with its other

qualities, puts it in a class by itself when compared with any other known alloy, its

principal field being largely wherever brass and bronze are used and where extreme
strength with minimum weight is required.

McAdamite has already been employed for aeronautical purposes and has been
found most satisfactory.

AERONAUTIC CALENDAR
March.—Balloon race organized by the Aero Club of Nice. Distance race at

Verona, Italy, on the 19th.

April.—Balloon race of the Aero Club of France on the isth.

May.—Aero Club of France balloon race on the i6th. International balloon race
of the Aero Club of the United Kingdom. International Aeronautic Congress of the

F.A.I, at London, on the 30th. Distance balloon race at Barcelona, Spain, on the 17th;

$2900 in prizes and gas free. Grand Prix of the Aero Club of France on the 24th.

Aeronef contests at Munich.
June.—Aero Club of France balloon race on the nth. Balloon race at Tours on

the 2ist.

July.—Balloon race at Brussels on the 19th. Flying machine contests at Spa,
on the I2th, 19th and 26th.

September.—Grand Prix of the A. C. F. Aeroplane contests at Vichy.
October.—Distance contests and contests for prearranged objective point at

Berlin on the loth. Gordon Bennett International Race on the nth. International
aeroplane contests at Venice for $5000 in prizes.

1911-—International assembly of dirigibles in Italy under the auspices of the
Societa Aeronautica Italiana.

COMMUNICATIONS.

National Airship Co.

To the Editor:
I notice a mention of the National Airship Company of San Francisco, in Febru-

ary AERONAUTICS under the head of "Notes."
Although I am not connected with the Company other than a small stockholder,

I am anxious with other stockholders to see our Company a success. And such mis-
leading articles tend to militate against the best interests of the Company.

Your correspondent states that all the officials connected with the concern have
disappeared, and with them what is left of the stock sales, amounting to more than a

quarter of a million dollars.

After I heard of the trouble I went over to San Francisco and found Mr. Morrell
in the ofifice working at a typewriter. He said he had been in the office every day,
notwithstanding the report that he had absconded with the funds. He says he has

paid out twenty-seven thousand dollars more than received for the sale of stock; never

sold a share of personal stock and never accepted a dollar for personal services, and
has worked more than fourteen hours per day during three years since the Company
was organized. He says the Ariel will be built, if he is let alone, and do all that he

has ever claimed for it. Where the malicious articles claim that the federal officers

were asked to investigate on the complaint of hundreds of stockholders, Mr. Morrell

says that only two stockholders have made any complaint, and these two are con-

nected with other airship companies, and have an interest to down him.

I do not pretend to say how this trouble will come out. But there are certainly

misstatements abroad concerning the Airship Company that should be corrected.

Very truly yours,

Berkeley, Cal., Feb. 28, 1908. W. S. HASKELL.

Russian Dirigible,

The Engineers' Corps have finished the project for constructing a dirigible like

Patrie, capable of carrying five passengers. It will be built with Russian workmen and
with Russian material. The motor is already completed. It will be ready in

September.
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AERONAUTIC BOOKS FOR SALE.

This magazine will publish each month a list of such rare and contemporaneous
books relating to aeronautics as it is able to secure. If you desire any of those listed,

kindly send check with your order for the amount stated. Should the book ordered be

sold previous to the receipt of your order, the money will be promptly returned.

History and Practice of Aeronautics (John Wise). Illustrated. 8vo., cloth, Phila.,

1850. Very rare 15.00

Travels in The Air (James Glaisher). Illustrated. 8vo., cloth, London, 1871 10.00

Flying and No Failure, or Aerial Transit Accomplished More than a Century Ago.

(Rev. Ralph Morris). Very rare reprint on Private Press of London, 1751.. 3.00

My Airships (Santos Dumont). Illustrated. Crown 8vo., cloth 1.40

Travels in Space (Valentine and Tomlinson). Introduction by Sir Hiram Maxim.
61 plates, 8vo., cloth, London. 1902 2.00

Conquest of the Air (John Alexander). 12mo., cloth, London, 1902 2.00

The Dominion of the Air (J. M. Bacon). Story of aerial navigation. Illustrated.

Crown, 8vo., cloth, London, n. d 2.50

Resistance of Air and the Question of Flying (Arnold Samuelson). Illustrated.

12mo., 42 pp., paper 85

Flight Velocity (Arnold Samuelson). Illustrated. 45 pp., 12mo., paper 85

Flying Machines, Past, Present and Future (A. W. Marshall and H. Greenly). Il-

lustrated 60

Paradoxes of Nature and Science (W. Hampson). Illustrated. Two chapters on bal-

loons as airships and bird flight. Svo., cloth, N. Y., 1907 1.50

Aerial Navigation (Van Salberda). Translated from the Dutch by Geo. E. Waring,
Jr. Illustrated 60

By Land and Sky (J. M. Bacon). Illustrated. 8vo., cloth, Londotf, 1900 2.50

A Balloon Ascension at Midnight (G. E. Hall). Illustrated in color. Limited edi-

tion published. Very rare. 8vo., paper, San Francisco, 1902 2.50,

Andree's Balloon Expedition (Lachambre—Machuron). Illustrated. 12mo., cloth.

New York, 1898 1.00

Parakites (G. Woglom). Illustrated. 8vo., cloth, New York, 1896 75
The Problem of Flight (Herbert Chatley, B. Sc.) A new textbook of aerial engineer-

ing both aerostation and aviation. Illustrated. 8vo., cloth, 1908 3.50

Pocket Book of Aeronautics (Maj. H. W. L. Moedebeck). A manual of aviation and
aerostation. Illustrated. Cloth, 496 pages, London, 1907 3.25

Ballooning as a Sport (Maj. B. Baden Powell). Illustrated. London, 1907 1.10

Navigating the Air (Members Aero Club of America). Illustrated. 8vo., cloth, New
York, 1907 1.65

L'Omnibus Aerien (Bourget). A musical piece sung by Mile. Flore. Has a
picture of flying omnibus on front. Is extremely rare. Paris, 1840 7.00

Keely and His Discoveries, Aerial Navigation (Mrs. B. Moore). Svo. cloth,

London, 1893 3.00

St. Louis Gordon Bennett race views in an album, full set 3.00

Narrative of the Ascent and First Voyage of the Aerial Steamer (George Aire,
F. A. S., A. L. C, etc.). Paper. ^6 pp., ill., London, 1843. Rare 15.50

Accounts of Three Aerial Voyages (Mr. Sadler). Small 8vo., boards, autograph of
"Mr. Sadler," London, 1810-17. Very rare 5.00

Aeronautical Annual (Edited by James Means). 8vo., cloth, ill., 176 pp., Boston,
1897 1.75

Aeronautical Annual (Edited by James Means). 8vo., cloth, ill., 158 pp., Boston,
1896 1.75

History & Practice of Aeronautics (John Wise). Illustrated, 8vo., cloth, 310 pp..
Phila., 1850 9.00

Looking Forward; Aerial Navigation (Dr. A. De Bausset). Paper pamphlet, 48
pp., Boston, 1889 1.50

Aerial Navigation (Arthur De Bausset, M. D.). Paper pamphlet, 48 pp., Chicago,
1887 1.50

Sounding the Ocean of Air (A. Lawrence Rotch, S. B., A. M.). 12mo, cloth, ill..

London, 1900 1.00

Scientific Experiments in Balloons (James Glaisher, F. R. S.). A lecture before
the Y. M. C. A., 1862-3. Cloth, 8vo., London. 1863 3.00

Proceedings International Conference on Aerial Navigation, Chicago, 1893, cloth,

8vo., ill., New York, 1894 4.50
Ballooning (G. May). Small 8vo., cloth, ill. Rare 2.50
Account of the Late Aeronautical Expedition from London to Weilburg (Monck

Mason). Paper pamphlet, 35 pp., N. Y.. 1837 3.50
Airships Past and Present, by Captain A. Hildebrandt ; translated by W. H. Story (D.

Van Nostrand Co.
, 33 Murray St. , New York

; ) 3.50
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CURTISS MOTORS
ESPECIALLY DESIGNED FOR AERONAUTICAL PURPOSES.

GREATEST POWER, LEAST WEIGHT CONSISTENT WITH RELIABILITY.

These inotors are the result of years experience in designing and construction
of light weight engines.

LINE ROR IQOa
2 H. p. single cylinder air cooled, weight 20 lbs. 30

Z'/2 H. P. single cylinder air cooled, " 35
"

40

7 H. P. 2-cylinder V air cooled. " 50
"

50

15 H. P. 4-cylinder vertical air cooled,
"

100
"

100

20 H. P. 4-cylinder vertical air cooled,
"

110
"

SEND FOR CATALOGUE N.

H. P. 8-cylinder V air cooled, weiglit 150 lbs

H. P. 8-cylinder air cooled V.
"

160
"

H. P. 4-cylinder water cooled,
"

200
"

H. P. 8-cylinder water cooled,
"

300
"

G. H. CURTISS MANUFACTURING CO., Hammondsport, N. Y.

THE
STRONGEST

LIGHT

METAL

McADAMITE
Specific Gravity 3 20

Tension, - 44,000 lbs. to sq. in. Compression, 126,000 lbs. to «q. in.

Transverse, 87,000 " " " " Jorsjon, - 60.000 " " " *

Send for test bar or a pattern for sample casting

U. S. McADAMITE METAL CO.
19 Rapel ye Street BROOKLYN, N. Y.

SPECIAL PREMIUM OFFER

1 year's subscription to this magazine.
My Airships, by Santos-Dumont

Special price in combination.

$3.00

1.40

$4.40

$4.00

In answering advertisements please mention this magrazine.
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AERONAUT LEO STEVENS

THE
LEADER OF
BALLOON

AND

AIRSHIP
CON-

STRUCTION

ALL
BALLOONS
ABSOLUTE
HYDROGEN

AND

COAL GAS
PROOF

ONE TO FIFTY PASSENGERS

THE KEEN SPORTSMAN OF WIDE EXPERIENCE USES A "STEVENS BALLOON."

VARNISHING BY IMPROVED ELECTRICAL PROCESS.

ALSO REPRESENTING CARTON A, LaCHAMBRE, LEADING BALLOON BUILDERS OF
PARIS, FRANCE.

MESSRS. A. C. TRIACA AND A. LEO STEVENS ARE READY TO DELIVER AERO-
PLANES OF THE FARMAN NO. 1 AND DELAGRANGE TYPES

AFTER TRIALS OF 1 MILE IN A CIRCLE.

TWO CENT STAMPS FOR REPLY. ~^

BOX 181, Madison square, New York

In answering: advertisements please mention tills magazine.
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AERO & MARINE MOTOR COMPANY
60 PEMBERTON SQUARE BOSTON, MASS.

44 H. P. (brake test) motor, water cooled, weight 130 lbs., including

magneto, oil cups and water. Especialh- built for aeronautic work.

SEND FOR CATALOG

AERONAUTICAL SUPPLY COMPANY
DESIGNEKS AND CONSTkULTOKS OF

Spherical and Dirigible (las Balloons, Aeroplanes and Flying Machines.

We also furnish Hydrogen Generators and Airship Motors

1650 WESTERN AVE., CINCINNATI, O.

FLYING MACHINES.
Aeroplanes built complete or materials furnished Steel or aluminum

tubing, bamboo, etc. Castings for joining corners Advice on construction

given. Also information relating to past machines or experiments.

J. W. ROSHON, Harrisburg, Pa.

ROY KNABENSHUE
Designer and Constructor of

BALLOONS, AIR SHIPS AND FLYING MACHINES
TOLEDO, OHIO

ILLUSTRIERTE AERONAUTISCHE MITTEILUNQEN
Qerman illustrated Aeronautical Record.

OFFICIAL ORGAN OF THE GERMAN AERONAUTICAL UNION
AND OF

THE vSOCIETY OF AVIATION OF VIENNA.
Contains Articles in German, English and Frencli.

Founded 1897 by H. \V. L. Moedebeck.
Edited by Dr. H. Elias, Berlin S. W. 47, Katzbaclistrasse, 15.

Subscription, U. S. I3.40 Send orders to

G. E. SteckerT & Co., 129 W. 2oth St., New York,

or to B. Westermann & Co., 11 E. 17th St., New York,

or direct to the Publisher, Karl J. Trubner, Strassburg (Els.), Germany.

AMERICAN-LA FRANCE BALLOON CO.
Aeronauts and Constructors of

SPHERICAL AND DIRIGIBLE GAS BALLOONS
Balloons of Every Description, Silk of Cambric

HOT AIR BALLOONS AND PARACHUTES
Special Wicker Baskets made to order in any shape or quantity

cnNrciTsrN.4.Ti ohio

In answering advertisements please mention this magazine.
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THE INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL OF AERONAUTICS
2 EAST 29th STREET

TELEPHONE 6749 MADISON SQ. NEW YORK

DIR-ECTOR,

PEIRMANEINT "TEICHNICAL SXAFF
COMMISSION ON AEROSTATION

LIEUT. COL. GEORGES ESPITALLIER
Vice-President of The Permanent International Commission of Aeronautics

MAURICE MALLET GEORGES BESANCON
Ing.—Aeronaute Editor of LAerophile

COMMISSION ON AVIATION
LEON LEVAVASSEUR VICTOR TATIN

Inventor of Antoinette Motor Member Institute of France

LUCIEN CHAUVIERE CAPTAIN FERBER
Ing.—Const. Aeroplanes, Helicopteres Ex. Prof, of Military School of Fontainebleau

PILOTS OF AERO CLUB OF FRANCE
ALBERT C. TRIACA ERNEST BARBOTTE CHARLES LEVEE

AVIATOR AERONAUT EXPERT IN THE U. S.

LEON DELAGRANGE LEO STEVENS

THREE COURSES
1—Spherical Balloons 2—Dirigibles 3—Aviation

SOLE AGENT FOR
MALLET, Paris ; Spherical Balloons, Dirigibles.

L. CHAUVIERE, Paris; Maker of new V. Tatin Aeroplanes— Helicopters.

HUE, Paris ; Aeronautic Registering Instruments specially made for the Aero Club of France.

SELLING AGENT FOR
The ANTOINETTE extra light aviation motors.

TORRILHON special Rubber Fabrics for balloons and airships.

Messrs A. C. Triaca and Leo Stevens are ready to deliver Aeroplanes of the Farman
No. I and Delagrange types after trials of I mile circle.

Subscriptions received for "Aerophile" Paris.

2 EAST 29tli STREET, - - - - NEW YORK
Telephone 6749 Madison Square.

In answering advertisements please mention this magazine.
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ANNIVERSARY NUMBER
COMMEMORATING THE FIRST YEAR OF TRAVEL BY AIR

The age of aerial navigation is here. The year 1907-8 has seen numerous
demonstrations of practical dynamic flight. The June number of Aeronautics
will be its twelfth regular issue and it is but fitting that the only journal in

America devoted to the art should celebrate the anniversary of its inception

—

coincident with the dawn of the new medium for travel.

r^a^^^It being safe to assume that the following 3^ear will be more prolific than
the one just closing with this publication, everyone interested should subscribe

to keep up to date with what is going on in the art.

HEAR YE

!

Some have asked wh^- we do not use more illustrations. We haven't

space. This magazine is the American journal of travel by air—not a picture

book. To quote the Sage of East Aurora, " We'll waste no time on parties who
cannot see a point unless it is illustrated .•'

'

THE REPRESENTATIVES OF THE PEOPLE AND THE WAR
DEPARTMENT.

The following was to have been iniblished in the April number but

appropriation was killed by, we understand, the West \'irg-iiiia coal and
railroad interests' representative, SENATOR ELKIXS, before we went to

press. Another year must elapse before a second appeal can be made. Let us

hope that in the meantime Congress and the Senate may realize the error of

their ways.

In view of the importance of the subject and that it will apply for next

year we are printing this—keep it before you for a People's Congress and a

People's Senate.
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The United States Government has a War Department created by the

citizens of this country, to see to it that we keep abreast of the times with

regard to means of defense and offense.

There is also a House of Representatives and a Senate created by the

citizens, to see to it that out of the money devoted by them through taxation

to the running of the Government, the War Department is furnished with the

necessary funds to keep up to date.

As regards the appHcation of aeronautical science to defense and offense,

we are making no efforts of our own, while France, England, Germany and
Italy are spending hundreds of thousands of dollars, and getting value

received.

Recalling a recent article in "Omnia" by M. Emanuel Aime, "What
will it profit a nation to become mistress of all the seas if a rival nation

succeeds in gaining the mastery of the 'Grand Ocean,' the only one truly

worthy of this name—of the ocean which has no bounds and whose borders

extend above the entire surface of the earth? The French Minister of War
over a decade ago subventioned the 'Avion,' the first motor-driven aeroplane

to rise in the air with a man, which it did as long ago as 1897, or six years

before the first flight of the Wright Brothers."

The War Department asked for funds, a moderate $200,000. The House
of Representatives has refused the request. There is still the Senate on which
to base meagre hopes.

Our duty is to advise our representatives at Washington that we desire

our War Department to be granted their (our) request.

You are urged to write a letter to your Senator, similar to the following

and mail it at the earliest possible moment.

Sir:

I desire to call your attention to the fact that the clause appropriating

$200,000 for aeronautical purposes was striken from the Fortification Bill

by the House Committee.
I would respectfully request you to use your influence to restore this item

of $200,000 which was asked for by the War Department, to the place from
which it was removed by the House Committee? The United States of

America must keep up with other world powers in the development of aero-

nautics for military use and for national defense.

Of interest, also, is the fact that the International Aeronautical Congress,

held October 28 and 29, at The Automobile Club of America, New York,

passed the following resolution, a copy of which was ordered transmitted to

President Roosevelt:
"RESOI>VED, by the International Aeronautical Congress assembled

together at New York, that the President of the United States be requested

to call the attention of Congress to the advisability of providing the depart-

ments of the Government charged with these duties, funds sufficient to estab-

lish aeronautical plants commensurate with those of other nations."

$25,000 AMERICAN AVIATION PRIZE FUND.
Dr. Alexander Graham Bell, Mr. Octave Chanute, Professor A. Lawrence Rotch

and Mr. James Means have organized a plan for the securing of a $25,000 prize fund by-

means of hundred dollar subscriptions. A call for funds has been issued, of which the

following is a copy.
We have repeatedly urged the need for an aviation prize in this country and all

efforts from any source have thus -far failed of accomplishment. Let us hope that this

new and business-like appeal will meet with a prompt response.

International Sport With Flying Machines.

When Robert Fulton's steamboat first plied the waters of the Hudson any one who
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had predicted the achievements in steam navigation which were destined to follow
would have been deemed a visionary. If, at the time George Stephenson ran his loco-
motive eVigine from Stockton to Darlington, some person had given rein to his imagina-
tion and, ignoring flood and mountain, had conjured up a transcontinental "train de
luxe," he would perhaps have been considered amusing, probably nothing more than
that.

So, at the present day, it avails nothing for the enthusiast to make predictions con-
cerning the future utility and value of the flying machine or of the possibilities of its

revolutionizing human afifairs.

Considering the present stage of development of the dynamic flying machine, the
question is, what are the possibilities for it which are clearly in sight?

Making no predictions concerning economical transportation or military operations,
and holding to conservatism in statement, we may assert that the flying machine now
offers remarkable opportunities for international sport.

During the last fifty or sixty years yachts have been designed and sailed in a spirit

of generous rivalry. The highest type of cruising yacht propelled by sails is the direct
result of the competition between the designers of the earlier racers. Of course there
came a time when the practical cruisers were left behind by the racing machines, but
up to that time the racing was developing the best type of boat.

It is a fine showing as the outgrowth of competition in sport.
Having this in view, we may confidently assert that when those who are the patrons

of yachting contests will extend their patronage to contests in the air, the science of
aviation will progress rapidly.

International rivalry arouses enthusiasm and thousands take pleasure in witnessing
an international contest. The devotees of pure science may well take the high ground
that "science knows no country," but when it comes to applied science, international
rivalry gives a needed stimulus and incites men to take the rich material which the pure
scientists have furnished and to apply it under a waving flag.

Just now the French are witnessing flights which are not to be seen in our country.
We ought to see them here and we could see them here, provided we could do as the
French have done and raise a large prize fund. Having that, we could invite the French
aviators to come to our country and compete. If they come over and win they will
teach us much, but we should do all in our power to excel them. In any event they
should be made to know that if they come over they will have the same cordial welcome
which has been given to the British yachtsmen who from time to time have come over
here to compete for the America's cup.

If we are to do anything important this year no time should be lost.

To Those Interested in Aviation.

The undersigned believe that it is possible to find two hundred and fifty persons
who will contribute one hundred dollars each toward an Aviation Prize Fund of
twenty-five thousand dollars.

Are you willing to be one of the number?
Under no circumstances will subscriptions be payable before August ist, 1908; if

the entire sum mentioned, or a larger one, is not subscribed on or before that date
your subscription will be considered cancelled.

JAMES MEANS,
Boston.

ALEXANDER GRAHAM BELL,
Washington, D. C.

OCTAVE CHANUTE,
Chicago.

A. LAWRENCE ROTCH,

Boston, April, 1908.

• Subscriptinn,

Boston.

TO MR. JAMES MEANS,
Box 167, Back Bay P. O., Boston, Mass.

I hereby conditionally subscribe the sum of one hundred dollars to the

/ American Aviation Prize Fund.

Conditions:
No payment to be made before August ist, 1908.

1908.
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A notice is to be mailed to me on that date, stating the total amount of subscrip-

tions received. If the total amount is less than $25,000 my subscription is void. If the

total amount is $25,000 or more the amount of my subscription will then be payable to

the Aero Club of America.
At the conference held in New York, April i8th, on the American Aviation Prize

Fund, the following being present: Dr. Alexander Graham Bell, Mr. Octave Chanute,

Professor A. Lawrence Rotch and Mr. James Means, a resolution was passed to the

effect that the Aero Club of America be requested to lend its co-operation toward the

securing of the fund, to act as custodian, and to arrange the rules and conditions for its

award.

NEW AVIATION PRIZES.

$1,000 offered by the municipality of Dieppe as the nucleus of an aviation prize;

contest to be held at Dieppe at the time of the Grand Prix automobile race over the

Dieppe Circuit, July 6-7.

$1,000 has been offered by the Aviation Section of the Aero Club of France to the

aviator who flies the greatest distance before September 3. Minimum distance must be
that made by the winner of the Montefiore prize.

$1,000 instituted by th'fe municipality of Kiel for an international contest for flying

machines on June 28. The duty set is to travel from one point to another, hover for

one minute, and return to the start. Three trials are allowed.

$500 has been offered by M. Montefiore, to be held by 'the Aero Club of France,
to the aviator who flies the greatest distance in a closed circuit before June 30. Mini-
mum distance must be 5 kilometers. Entrance fee, $5, notice to be given a day previous.

$440 has so far been raised towards the "25-meter" prize of the Aero Club of

France. To win this the machine must rise to an altitude of at least 25 meters. A
row of small balloons or kites will be placed at right angles to the direction of the

wind and the machine will have to "jump'' this hurdle. Entrance fee is $5, notice to

be given to the club the evening before.

A complete list of aviation prizes was published in the April number.

MICHELIN $52,000 PRIZE.

The rules for the 1908 share of this prize have been settled by the Aero Club of

France. The winner of the annual prize of $4,000 and the $2,000 cup for 1908 will be
given to the aviator who flies the greatest distance, exceeding 20 kilometers, before
December 31. Trials may be made between 10 a. m. and noon, and between 2 p. m. and
sunset. Entrants must send in notice two days in advance, with an additional day's
notice for each one hundred kilometers which the selected spot is distant from Paris.

The entrance fee of $20 must be paid for each day a trial is made. If the event takes
place at a greater distance from Paris than 20 kilometers the candidate must pay the
expenses of four officials. The course may be selected by the contestant and marked
with three or four posts. The greatest diameter of the circuit must not exceed i kilo-

meter. The start to be made between two posts 50 meters apart, and the completion
will be reckoned at the last post passed in full flight. An official must be stationed at

each post. The prize is open for competition by any one under the control of an
affiliated club.

MODEL AEROPLANE COMPETITION.

The Aeronautique Club de France has organized a model competition to be held
at the Galerie des Machines, Paris, on June 21. $100 has been offered in prizes.

The first aerostatic contest of the club for the year resulted in starting six balloons.

GORDON BENNETT BALLOON RACE.

Two of the German contestants have now been named: Oscar Erbsloh, the winner
of last year's race, representing the Berlin Club; and Captain Hugo von Abercron,
representing the Lower Rhine Club. An elimination race will be held on May 10 to

select the third contestant from among the members of the Cologne club.

The jury is composed of the following: Herr Busley, Major Gross, Major Moede-
beck. Captain Hildebrandt and the French delegate, not yet named.

The starters will be Herr Gradenwitz and Lieut, von Selasinski.
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THE CORNU HELICOPTER.

Scientific American CORNU HELICOPTER.

Paul Coniu, assisted by a hundred and twenty-five friends, who gave each one hun-
dred francs (total, $2500), planned to build a machine to try to win the Deutsch-Arch-
deacon $10,000 prize, now gone to Farman.

Cornu has been experimenting with model helicopters for several years and was
able to make a model weighing about 30 pounds, fitted with a 2 horsepower motor, lift

itself and travel horizontally.

The framework of this first full sized machine is principally a central steel tube of

large size, mounted on a 4-wheeled chassis, forming a wide angle "U," braced with
longitudinal cables running from end to end over 6-tube "stars" arranged along the

main large tube. The length of the whole apparatus is 6.2 meters (20.34 ft.).

In the center sits the aviator, behind a 24 horsepower Antoinette motor. At either

side of the operator are the levers for operating the engine and working the two steer-

ing and propelling planes at each end beyond the propellers. In front of the engine is

a tank of water holding 12 litres (3 gallons) for thermo-siphon circulation. Above the

motor is the oil tank. Behind the operator is a reservoir holding 7 litres (i^ gallmis)

of gasolene under pressure. Under the aviator's seat is the battery.

At t'he ends of this main tube are the two large wire-spoked ball bearing pulleys,

1.8 meters (5.9 feet) diameter, the face of the pulley being a steel plate i mm. (.039

inch) thick and 100 mm. (3.93 inches) wide. These wheels or pulleys have aluminum
hubs. They not only serve to transmit the power from the motor by means of a

leather belt, crossed, 22 meters (72 feet) long, but serve as the central body of each of

the two 2-bladed propellers. Above the engine is a plate of aluminum, mounted on 4
steel tubes, on which are affixed, on ball bearings, the two driving pulleys.

The propeller blades are of silk with rubber lining, stretched over a steel tube

frame. The length of the blade is 1.8 meters (5.9 feet) and the greatest widtli 0.9 meter
(2.95 feet). The propellers are of variable pitch and the change is accomplished by
means of wire cables attached from the edges of the pulley to the rearmost edge of

the blade.
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The device for propulsion and direction consists of two planes mounted fore and

aft beyond the propellers. The propulsion of the apparatus is obtained by the action

of the air pressed by the propellers against these planes, the slant of the planes being

regulated by the operator. These planes are 2.5 meters (8.2 feet) long by 60 centi-

meters (1.97 feet) wide. They are arranged to pivot on a horizontal axis passing

through their center and mounted on two supports extending out from below the center

of the pulley hub. The inclination of the planes causes lateral displacement of the ma-
chine, and by swinging them to the desired point the helicopter can be made to turn

to the right or left.

The sustention of the whole apparatus is obtained by the rotation at a speed

(varying) of about 90 revolutions per minute of the two vertical propellers (i. e., pro-

pellers whose axes are vertical). In the recent experiments, sustention has been

obtained as soon as the motor developed 12 horsepower, which is only one half its

rated capacity.

The results obtained are, shortly, stated as follows: Weight, including the aviator,

260 kilos (573 lbs.); the sustaining surface of the blades, 6 square meters (64.58 sq. ft.);

power used, 13 h.p. ; weight lifted per horsepower, 20 kilos (44.09 lbs.); weight lifted

per square meter of supporting surface, 45 kilos (8.84 lbs. per sq. ft.); traction given by

v—

CORNU HELICOPTER.

the planes, 15 kilos {^^ lbs.) average; ascensional force absorbed by the vertical reac-
tion of the air on the planes, 7 kilos (15.43 lbs.).

The Machine Rises.

On March 26th, 1908, more than two hundred people saw the machine rise into the
air 40 centimeters (1.31 feet) at Coquainvilliers, near Lisieaux, in Normandy. Some
trials of propulsion were made, but they did not give the expected result. The inventor
had to struggle against a strong wind. However, the apparatus moved forward and
backward.

Previous Experiments.

Three hundred experiments fiave been made and about fifteen of them have been
successful. The great lightness thought necessary has not allowed the apparatus to
withstand without damage these repeated trials. The results, however, obtained have
proved conclusive enough to cause the inventor to start work upon a second apparatus
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of the same type but modified—smaller, more simple, the construction to take about

four months. The inventor believes that it is not necessary to make the apparatus as

large, and that a helicopter with two propellers of 3 meters diameter, turning with a

proper speed, might raise a man without expending more than 15 horsepower, if the

total weight is not above 300 kilos. The inventor's first plan was to build a machine
with small propellers at high speed, but he decided that it was too much of a departure

from known laws.

In the present machine the blades have had to be loaded with sheets of lead, placed

for two-thirds of their length, beginning from the center, to balance the lifting force

by the centrifugal force. It was then necessary to provide for the equilibrium of the

propellers with great precision. The apparatus moved from right to left as soon as the

propellers acquired speed. A weight of 55 grams was placed at the end of one blade

and 75 grams on the other. Then, when the engine was speeded up, the belt slipped

and the driving pulleys had to be lined with leather.

On August 31, 1907, the apparatus was able to rise with a speed of 70 turns of the

propellers, the engine turning at 750 per minute. The apparatus was loaded with a 50
kilo (no lb.) bag of sand placed on the seat. The belt still slipped, and the diameter
of the driving pulleys Avas increased to i' centimeters (7.08 inches). On September
27th, 1907, the whole was raised 235 kilos (518 lbs.), the propellers turning at 85, the

Sciciititic American CORNU MODEL HELICOPTER.

motor at 850, while the pitch of the propellers was 3 meters (9-84 feet).

On November 13, 1907, the first time the machine rose with the inventor aboard,

remaining about a foot ofif the ground for several minutes, descending through slipping

of the belt. The screws made 90 and the motor 900.

Lifts Two Men.

In the afternoon of the same day another trial was made, but the front rose higher

than the rear and the inventor's brother hung on to the chassis at the rear and was also

lifted a distance of about 5 feet. The weight lifted in this instance was 328 kilos

(723 lbs.)

Further trials were made, but great trouble was had with the slipping of the belt,

and the machine not able to stay in the air more than a minute. On December 4 the

whole apparatus rose, all four wheels leaving simultaneously, to the limit of the ropes

which were attached after the November 13th trial.
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A rubber belt was next tried, which removed the slipping difficulty, but so many
trials had been made that the machine had been greatly weakened and it was decided

to build the second machine.
Theoretically, with the propellers turning at lOO, the planes at 45°. the apparatus

should attain a speed of 25 to 30 kilometers per hour.

THE ART OF FLYING.

By Victor Silberer, Editor of the Wiener Luftschiffer-Zeitung.

Seven years ago, when the first number of my "Wiener Luftschiffer-Zeitung"

(Vienna Journal for Aeronauts) appeared, considerable surprise was evinced in some
quarters by the sub-heading, "Special Journal for Aeronautics and the Art of Flying."

"The Art of Flying"?
Well, to-day there are but few who do not admit that the words were correctly

chosen, though the few at that time may have been somewhat premature. To-day not

one of those, perhaps, who with an attentive eye have followed the many recent at-

tempts at aviation, will deny the fact that "flying" is an art indeed.

It is, however, an art that is still in its very earliest infancy, an art whose greatest

artists are but too well aware that they have yet everything to learn and that they

have an intensely arduous and perilous task to achieve in spite of the jubilant cry of

theordicians about the problem being solved.

Progress Due to Motors.

But the most remarkable point in the matter is that the great progress and success
attained ill so short a time in aviation and with dirigible balloons, is not attributable

to the conception of aeronautics or aviation at all, but to the manufacture of engines
for motor-cars. These modern light motors were originally constructed to meet the

exigencies of automobiles, but are at present also employed for carrying out the ideas

of aeronauts and aviators in the domain of dirigible balloons and flying machines.
If our poor old Kress here in Austria, at the time when he was in a position to

spend the money needful for his "kite-flyer," had been able to obtain one of the modern
light motors, his labors and attempts would no doubt have been rewarded with greater
success.

The admirably light motors with which aviators are at present provided, may as-

suredly be regarded as the chief incentive to the construction of numerous flying

machines which, whatever may be said against them, enable their inventors and con-
structors to effect real flights, though ever so short and uncertain, ever so perilous and
unreliable.

In all these attempts and trials, however, it will be seen that a motor, whatever its

weight may be, and an aviator, however well constructed, and furnished with such a

motor, will not suffice to enable a mechanical contrivance to wing its flight success-
fully, but that there is a third and all-essential condition, and that is—the art of flying,

which he who makes aviatic attempts of this kind will have to learn at the daily and
hourly hazard of his sound limbs and life, even with the most promising machine.

The Training of The Aviator.

This art, more than any other, will require active energy, courage, decision of
purpose, a quick eye and clearness of judgment, utmost presence of mind; also an
enormous amount of patience, assiduity and perseverance; and finally, efficient train-
ing and physical dexterity.

The practical aviator must be endowed with a portion of these qualities at the
very outset of his experiments, namely, all the above cited moral virtues in addition
to general manual skilfulness and bodily aptitude. Adroitness in managing the technical
contrivances and an accurate knowledge of the working capacity of his machine in the
air, the peculiarities of its movement, its reaction on all possible influences while flying,
the influence exercised b}' the aviator's different operations upon the action of the ma-
chine, the manner of steering, the force needed for the different operations, the in-
numerable points to be taken into account; all these will, only by long continued in-
defatigable practice on the part of muuerous incipient aviators, lead to such experi-
ence as can be embodied in general ]irinciples of aviation and which will save much
trouble and risk to future beginners.

These pioneers and patlifinders. however, who arc now exploring this alluring
"terra incognita" from which as yet no beacon of practical experience is sending
forth its cheering light, have set themselves a sky-aspiring task as stupendous as it

is difficult.

The Dangers.
Even the trials and preliminary practice hitherto show through wliat extreme
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dangers to limbs and lives the disciples of the fascinating art of aviation must expose
themselves. Even now, when—most reasonably—they are only trying to glide cau-

tiously along on quite even ground, at a height of but a few metres, downfalls of the

gravest and most formidable kind occur. More than one of the bold aspirants to the

realms of thin air has encountered accidents in which his life was only saved as by a
miracle. But how will it be when once they go beyond the first preliminary attempts?
When they are placed before the task of passing from these incipient experiments
made, so to say, in the workshop, on the even, imobstructed practising ground, to th.i

infinitely graver and more difficult evolutions above the ordinary pathways of earth,

at'' a height which enables us to rise above terrestrial obstacles, to soar abdve trees,

forests, buildings, cities, what peril of life to the aviator if the motor should stop or
any part of the propelling mechanism fail.

By far the majority of the apparatus now used for experiments, such as all those
constructed with a cellular or bat-like arrangement, all of which maintain themselves
in air only so long as they are propelled with great velocity, do not sink slowly when
the motor stops, but are precipitated to the ground like a lump of lead.

How many then will be the accidents, how great will be the loss of life, before
sufficient experience has been acquired for producing an apparatus which does not
capsize or lose its equilibrium tmder any circumstances?

And in the event of a sudden failing of the propelling force, of the steerage, or
other vital part of the mechanism, will it be possible in these trials with the present
apparatus of small superficies, at some considerable height to effect a smooth and
safe landing and to preclude catastrophies through contingencies of any kind.

Let us then pay homage to the men who, with iron energy and at the constant
risk of their lives, devote their services to the development of aviation and to the ac-
quisition of this newest but most serious and perilous art—the art of flying.

WITH THE AVIATORS.

The end of March the weather was rainy and blustery and little work was done on
the field.

On March 24th Delagrange made a flight of 1800-2000 meters. In the afternoon
Farman made a double loop of at least 3 kilometers. No poles were erected and the
flights were not official. The Farman flight covered the extent of the ground, passing
above the heads of the spectators. An official trial was asked for the following day.

On the 25th he succeeded in flying a kilometer-loop at rather a considerable height,"
12 meters. The stability was perfect. The official trial, however, was postponed. Gus-

Scieniijic A nierican

FARMAN IN FULI, FI.IGHT

tave Zittel, manager of one of the Paris music halls, was on the field on horseback and
raced with the aeroplane. Farman was able to distance the horse easily on account
of the turns. ^

In conversation with a correspondent Delagrange said: "Just imagine that within
a week I was able to complete my education as an aviator. On the 17th I won by 260
meters the '200-meter prize' offered by the Aero Club of France to encourage begin-
ners; and on the 21st I covered in a loop 1500 meters. Finally, on the 24th, you know.
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I made loops quite successfully which have been calculated to be 2000 meters at least."

Delagrange expects now to train some pupils.

Farman was out on the 27th but met with an accident. After having accomplished
several flights and was practicing curves, he turned too sharply and the wind striking
him inclined the aeroplane so that the left wing touched the ground and was broken. Far-
man was thrown forward several yards but was not seriously injured. Bleriot was
timing him to see if he could break his 3 minute-31 second record. After the first flight

he stopped, saying that the wind was too great, but soon he started again, when the
accident occurred. The machine was flying very low at the time. Farman's machine
has since been fitted with a radiator and he hopes to stay in the air for 20 minutes.

The bad weather was employed by Delagrange in perfecting his apparatus. The
Antoinette 40 was provided with a supplementary water tank holding 5 liters, making
the total quantity of water carried 20 liters. With this quantity the motor can run for

t8 minutes without heating at all. To win the Armengaud prize of $2,000 he must stay
in the air 15 minutes.

On April loth Delagrange was able to make 2500 meters and would have beaten
the official record of Farman of 2004 meters on the 21st had he not touched the ground
while flying for about 3 seconds.

Delagrange Beats the Record for Distance and Duration of Henry Farman and Wins
the Archdeacon Cup—Stays in the Air 9 Minutes 15 Seconds and Flies 6 Miles.

April II. After summoning the Aero Club of France Committee, Delagrange
started, at about five o'clock in the afternoon, on his flight around a triangular course
measuring 825 meters around. Poles were placed distanced apart 350, 200 and 275
meters respectively. The strong, gusty and irregular wind of the morning had some-
what diminished. For the first two circuits the machine flew close to the ground and

DEL.'i.GRANGE IN THE SIX MILK FLIGHT

unfortunately touched the ground twice. Delagrange succeeded in correcting this mis-
take and made almost five times the circuit of the triangle at about 3 meters altitude.

After the second contact with the ground the referees took the time again and he then
flew without contact for 3925 meters in 6 minutes 30 seconds. Counting the first two
turns the performance lasted 9 minutes 15 seconds, over a distance of 5575 meters (3.46

miles), measured from pole to pole, without any stop of the machine or motor. The
flight was ended from sheer physical exhaustion from constant manipulation of the
plane and rudder.

Taking into account the circumference of the circles in which Delagrange flew and
not merely adding the length of the arcs—from pole to pole—the distance is estimated
to be 10 kilometers, approximately 6 miles. It is obviously impossible to obtain the

actual distance travelled, but it is likewise obvious that the speed per hour, based on
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the time given and a distance of only 5575 meters, would be misleading to a great

degree.
Looking backward: on September 3, 1906, the first mechanical flight in Europe

—

if we count out Ader—was made by Santos-Dumont at Bagatelle. He covered 25
meters on October 23 and 220 meters on November 12. On October 26, 1907, Farman
officially ffew 770 meters in 52 3/5 seconds; he won on January 13, 1908, the Grand
Prize Deutsch-Archdeacon $io,oco by 1,000 meters in i minute 23 seconds, and on March
21 doubled his record, 2004.8 meters in 3 minutes 31 seconds.

GLIDING THE NEW COMING SPORT.
By A. C. Triaca.

If all people are not sufficiently wealthy or courageous to try a trip in a flying

machine with a motor, gliding is a sport which is becoming popular in a short time
because it is very pleasurable and hot costly.

With $10 or $15 you can build yourself a glider and try the very enjoyable sensation
of being in the air. It is a sport that does not require very much physical strength, is

very healthful and, at the same time, demands the faculty of being cool. Gliding is the

first step to the flying machine with motor; it is the first step to learn to be a bird; it

is the first step to learn equilibrium when you are in the air. I do not know of any
reason why gliding should not be as popular as all the other sports.

On Saturday and Sunday, May 2d and 3d, Messrs. A. B. Levy, L. J. Fishel, L. R.

Adams, W. R. Kimball, Daniel L. Braine and V. W. Vorse, all members of the Aero
Club of America, the latter two gentlemen being also students of the International
School of Aeronautics, made some very successful glides at Locust Valley, Long
Island. Owing to the weather conditions the experiments were discontinued on the 2d
after only a few glides had been made, but on Sunday, the 3d, much work was accom-
plished and about 125 glides were made during the day. The length of the glides varied
from 40 to 45 feet and in some cases the machines were raised 18 to 20 feet above the
ground. The wind was blowing 18 miles per hour. After a few experiments, an im-
provement to the apparatus was made by fixing a front rudder, but this was abandoned
later for a fear tail, which gave better results.

I am so well pleased with the work done by Mr. Braine, building his seventh glid-

ing apparatus, that I have offered gold and silver medals for the longest flights with
gliders. The conditions will be made public in the course of a few days, and there is

every indication that the contest will be a very interesting and instructive one.

Messrs. Archdeacon, Farman and Santos Dumont have bet $1200 against M.
Charron's $2400 that an aeroplane will carry two passengers over a kilometer course
within one year.

The Hon. C. S. Rolls has just made the first trip in his new Lilliputian balloon
"Imp" of 11,000 cubic feet. It is the smallest balloon in England.

The new company now being formed in Paris for the construction of airships is

a sign of the times, and shows that in many quarters the dirigible balloon is con-
sidered to have reached the stage of a practicable science. The new company, to be
known as the "Societe Franqaise des Ballons Dirigeables," is being founded by the
well-known aeronautical engineer, M. Mallet, whilst Comte Henri de la Vaulx will

have charge of the technical department, and be aided by Andre Schelcher, of the
firm of Panhard-Levassor. The company will produce the ordinary type of airship
which up to the present has given the best results.—The Car.

No fewer than thirteen aeroplanes either exist or are under construction in the
vicinity of Paris. Nine have already been experimented with, and four have yet to be
tried. The nine belong to Santos-Dumont, H. Farman, Esnault-Pelterie, L. Bleriot,

H. De la Vaulx, Vuia, Delagrange, De Pischoff and Gastambide-Mengin. The un-
tested machines belong to E. and P. Zeus, Ferber-Levavasseur, Kapferer-Paulhan and
Reissner.

The French aviator and mo^ior manufacturer, Pelterie, has placed on the market
a 60 h.p. 14-cylinder engine weighing 98 kilos, or 3.6 pounds to the h.p. Other sizes made
by the same firm are the 20 h.p. with five cyhnders, weighing 37^ kilos; 30 h.p.

with seven cylinders, weighing 52 kilos.; and 40 h.p. with ten cylinders, weighing 72
kilos.
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THE HELICOPTERE.

C. H. Chalmers, E. E.

In a great many respects the helicoptere is one of the most interesting types of

dynamic flyers. To be able to fly has ever been the dream of mankind, and to some
extent the longed for condition has been realized. But if we are to do the thing right,

we should have a machine that can remain stationary in the air over a given point, rise

or descend vertically and move forward at any speed from the slowest up to the maxi-
mum for which it was designed. It is further desirable that a given flyer, which is de-

signed for a certain carrying capacity at its maximum speed, shall have an increased
carrying capacity at reduced speeds.

In nature, birds, bats and insects, and to some extent animals and fish, arc endowed
with powers which enable them to leave the surface of the ground or water and reinain

in the air for greater or less periods of time. Nature has also provided most living

animal organisms with means for locomotion over the surface of the earth, and this,

too, in widely varying degrees.
As the human species has from time to time improved its condition by adding arti-

ficial powers to those bestowed by nature, the tendency has often been to imitate

nature in her gifts to the lower animals. In the field of artificial locomotion this has
been true, but it is particularly noticeable that the largest success has accompanied
quite radical departure from nature's methods. The row-boat is propelled like the fish

with its propelling fins, while the screw propeller of our ocean liner is much more of a

departure from nature's method and correspondingly more successful as an artificial

means of locomotion for mankind.
Some of the earliest locomotives had legs or kickers to push them forward, but

our swift transcontinental trains and our automobiles are better in all respects, even
though they fail to imitate at all the jack-rabbit, the ostrich or the race horse, though
the latter are among the best productions of nature.

Lillienthal, Pilcher and some of the other early gliders made wings like birds.

Later, Chanute, the Brothers Wright, and others, made double decked wings and
gliders; and later still the Wrights and Farman added screw propellers to their double
decked wings. Like huge eagles these machines have to gain a headway on the ground
before they can rise and fly.

It seems to the writer that most machines of this character are properly to be

called "Artificial Birds" rather than '"Flying ^lachines."
The helicoptere, with its vertical shafts and revolving blades, seems to be the type

to which inventors of engineering experience must ultimately be driven, because it is

in its very nature a "Machine Type" of flyer and in line with man's solution of the

problem of locomotion over land with his revolving locomotive driver, and over sea

with his revolving screw propeller and in that such a mechanism by its nature embodies
so many highly desirable characteristics.

The great difficulty with the helicoptere has been its excessive power requirements.
While the Wright Brothers flew 40 miles per hour with a total weight of nearly 1000
lbs., they are said to have used only a 16 h.p. engine. On the other hand, Bertin used
a 150 h.p. engine, lifted somewhat less and .didn't fly at all. The giroplane, which is

really a modified helicoptere, did better and lifted 1200 lbs., or more, with a 45 h.p.

engine.
The excessive power requirements of helicopteres are, I believe, entirely unneces-

sary and when once this obstacle is overcome, the helicoptere will quickly supersede
the "Artificial Bird" type now occupying the center of the aeronautical stage.

The great fault from a power-consuming standpoint with all heficopteres is that

they are air movers, rather than lifters. The revolving blades strike the air. get some
reaction, but start the air particles downward at a high rate, and when the second blade
comes around the life is knocked all out of the air and the result is small lift and enor-
mous fan effect with great waste of power. What is wanted is great diameter of blade
and high peripheral speed and low angular velocity. These proportions must be carried
to such an extent that the outer ends and effective part of the blades move at high
velocity and in fresh, undisturbed air.

By the high velocity we shall get the advantage of the Langley law, viz.. that the
higher the speed, the less the power to support a given weight. By the large diameter,
we shall have our blades moving in undisturbed air and so get the maximum reaction
from each particle struck by the revolving blade.

The trouble is that as the diameter and peripheral speed increase, the strains of

every character increase and this forces the weight up and up until the gain in the one
direction is offset by the loss in the other.

Realizing the difficulties just set forth, I have set myself to the task of designing a

pair of revolving blades 30' o" in diameter to revolve at 300 rev. per min. and be strong
enough to stand the strain due to the enormous centrifugal force and also an upward
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reaction or lift of 500 lbs. I have the blades finished. The pair weigh 54 lbs., including

the hub for fastening them to the vertical shaft. As soon as the weather gets warm
enough to be outside with comfort, I have arranged to attach the blades to a vertical

shaft where I can conveniently measure the lift and speed. I shall drive the vertical

shaft with an electric motor of predetermined efficiency and in this way get the data

for plotting curves of lift and speed, of lift and horsepower as well as speed and horse-

power. I shall be glad to give out the results of these experiments to the aeronautical

journals as soon as I get them, for I believe the subject of aerial navigation is too big

for one man or a few men to adecjuately solve by themselves and so success will come
only by each one adding his mite to the present store of knowledge on the subject. I

might say that I shall be pleased to get in touch with helicoptere enthusiasts by mail,

as I feel we can, by working together, soon get better results than our aeroplane friends.

AERONAUTIC CALENDAR.

May.—Contest for balloons at Bordeaux of the Aero Club Sud-Ouest on the loth.

Distance balloon contest of Aero Club of France on the i6th. International Aero-
nautical Congress of the F. A. I. at London on the 27th, 28th, and 29th. International

balloon "point to point" balloon race of the Aero Club of United Kingdom at Hurling-
ham Park on the 30th. Distance balloon race at Barcelona, Spain, on the 17th; $2,900
in prizes and gas free. Grand Prix balloon race of the Aero Club of France on the
24th. Aeronef contests at Munich. Contest for gliders, Aero Club Sud-Ouest on the
24th.

June.—Aero Club of France balloon race on the nth. Balloon race at Tours on
the 2ist. Competition of aeroplane models at the Galerie des Machines, Paris, aus-
pices of the Aeronautique Club of France, on the 2iSt. Distance balloon contest of
Aero Club of France on the 28th. Aeroplane contests at Kiel for $1,000 on the 28th.

July.—Balloon race at Brussels on the 19th. Flying machine contests at Spa on
the I2th, igth and 26th.

September.—Grand Prix of the Aero Club of France. Aeroplane contests at Vichy.
October.—Grand Prix, Aero Club of France, on the 4th. Distance contests and

contests for objective point at Berlin on the loth. Gordon Bennett International Bal-
loon Race on the nth. International aeroplane contests at Venice for $5,000 in prizes.

1911.—International Assembly of dirigibles in Italy under the auspices of the
Societa Aeronautica Italiana.

INTERNATIONAL AERONAUTIC FEDERATION CONGRESS.

The 1908 congress will be held in London at the Royal United Service Institution,
Whitehall, London, S. W., beginning on the 27th of May. On the afternoon of the
28th the delegates will visit the military aeronautic park at South Farnborough. On
the evening of the 29th the Aero Club of the United Kingdom ofifers a banquet at the
Hotel Ritz. An international "point to point" balloon race will be held on the 30th
from the grounds of the Hurlinghani Club. The winner will be the competitor who
lands nearest to a point to be designated immediately before the start. The race is

limited to thirty-five balloons. A breakfast will be given at the Hurlingham Club
on the 31st.

It is of interest to note the following request made by the English club in con-
nection with this race: "In view of certain representations which have been made to
the Committee of the Club respecting trailing, they deem it advisable to draw the
attention of competitors to the fact that trailing, unless very carefully conducted, is

likely to do considerable damage to property, and thereby bring ballooning into dis-
credit. The Committee, therefore, hope that all competitors will take particular care
only to trail in suitable country, and to at once rise when there is any likelihood of a
rope doing any damage."

SANTOS DUMONT AND HIS "MIXTE" AGAIN.

Santos Dumont has another combination balloon-aeroplane, but using the old
"No. 16" envelope. The apparatus is 25 kilos heavier than the air, with Santos Du-
mont aboard. The capacity of t\\e balloon is 99 c. b. m. (some authorities state 115,
some 125), with a small balloonet of 4 c. b. m., filled automatically with air by a ven-
tilator connected with the engine. Two small 6-8 horsepower, 2-cylinder Dutheil &
Chalmers motors drive two propellers placed in front. He expects to get "60 kilo-
meters an hour" out of this combination. The framework weighs 40 kilos.
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.THE FAMOUS FRENCH...

ANTOINETTE
The Lightest, the Strongest and Best Built Motor in the World
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The Man: "The Vuia, Santos-Dumont, Bleriot, Farraan,

Delagrange, Gastambide-Mengin and Cornu flying machines were

all taken in the air by a 24 and 50 H. P. Antoinette Motor. I don't

like to carry this very light fellow rated at 120 H. P. I'm afraid it

will take me up in the air, too, and I'm not an aviator. I'm going to

quit my job."

AGENT

A. C. TRIACA, 2 East 29tli Street, New York
Telephone, 6749 Mad. Sq.

In answering advertisements please mention this magazine.
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A MILITARY RECONNAISSANCE IN A BALLOON DURING THE
RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR.

F. A. Postnikov, Late Lt.-Col. Russian Army.

Can anyone who has ever been flying in an aerostat above the clouds forget the

exhilarating sensation unknown to less fortunate beings, creeping, as it were, along
the earth's surface?

Just as it is impossible to explain to a blind man the impressions made by different

colors, »so it is equally impossible to explain the motives which urge an aeronaut to

yearn for the boundless expanse of the heavens above.
After experiencing this sensation, his enthusiasm is so great that he seems to

forget the ties of love and family which bind him to earth. Little does the unthinking
average man, amid the duties of our modern hurly-burly life, reali/ce the trouble, ex-

pense and tedious preliminary work which goes with this fascinating form of work.
To share some of my impressions with my new comrades, American amateurs in aero-

nautics, I will describe one of my free flights from Vladivostok.
On the morning of the 25th of April, 1905, such a thick fog obscured the sea and

surrounding country, that it was impossible to distinguish an object thirty feet distant.

The direction of the wind was favorable (S.S.E.) and at a variable velocity of 6 to 9
metres per second.

At about II a.m., the fog began to disperse, and I gave the order to start, tilling

the small round balloon "Chajka" (Sea-Gull), which has a volume of 400 metres. The
gas was taken from the kite balloon, which had already been working several days.
At 12 o'clock the "Chajka" was ready. Twenty minutes later, the Russian Navy
flag was run up and we took our places in the basket. After ten minutes more the
guide-rope parted from the earth's surface and the balloon began to ascend and took
a N.N.W. course.

My companion was a young officer, S. Kovanko, the nephew of the renowned
Russian military aeronaut, General Kovanko. It was the young man's first experi-
ence in free flight and he was beside himself with rapture. But this was no time,
during the war, to spend much time in enthusiastic contemplations. Each moment
presented something new which had to be reported afterwards. Our pencils worked
continuously on the maps and note-books. The data thus obtained was important as
well as interesting. The most characteristic feature of this trip was the extreme varia-
tion of velocity of the wind at different altitudes, while the direction remained al)out

constant, as shown in the accompanying tables:

Height above sea level Average velocity in meters
in meters. per second.

320 4.0

4000 5.0

420 8.0

3S0 8.0

315 lo.o

600 13.3

480 6.9

Height above sea level Average velocity in meters
in meters. per second.

800 9.4

900 15.0

1500 lO.O

landed 11.

o

This shows that the maximum velocity was not at the highest point, but at 900
meters, 3,940 feet above sea level, where it was 15 meters per second.

During the trip, it was possible to see and make sketches of fortifications, camps,
barracks, moving detachments and engineering works along the whole line from
Port Vladivostok to the town, Nikolsk. a distance of about 50 miles. When "Chajka"
was near the latter town ?nd we were engaged in sketching, our occupations were
interrupted in the most unexpected manner. First we heard the peculiar whistle, so
familiar to us, of several bullets, but we paid no attention to them, believing that the
firing was a mistake of some foolish soldiers, and that it would soon stop, but sud-
denly a distant command reached our ears, and almost simultaneously we heard a
sound like the buzzing of several hundred bees, above, below, on every side of us.

It was obvious that the Russian infantry did not recognize the navy flag waving above
our heads and were trying to puncture our balloon with their shots. We tried to
silence them by showing a white flag, as a sign of our peaceful intention, but that made
the situation worse, for they guessed that we were within range and uninterrupted
"rapid firing" was ordered.
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Although we had cast out our last remaining cask of ballast of sand, for 8

minutes we were in the midst of a continual buzzing, such as only a bear coming to

eat honey from a big bee-hive might hear, until the balloon ascended to a height of

more than 1200 meters above the ground, where none of the metallic bees could

reach us at all. Soon afterwards, owmg to the lack of ballast, we were obliged to end
our flight. But to descend was not so easy, as it seemed at first. A fresh breeze
had sprung up near the earth, so that at our descent the velocity of the wind was
II meters, as it was shown by the measurements taken immediately after alighting.

In spite of all precautions, we were pulled along the hills among the bushes with
terrible speed, lost our hats and Overcoats and broke several meteorological in-

struments. We were finally obliged to use our "cutting devices," which we use only
in emergencies.

However, we had accomplished our task satisfactorily and except for some light

cuts on our hands and faces came out of the adventure safe and sound.

JUNIOR AERO CLUB OF THE UNITED STATES.

Since the formation of the Junior Club, as announced in the February number of

Aeronautics, Miss E. L. Todd, the organizer, has worked indefatigably to bring about
results.

The cliib now has a real organization, wit'.i the following officers: President,

Harold L. Piatt; ist Vice-President, Donald M. Roy; 2nd Vice-President, John Miller;

3rd Vice-President, Cornell De Loiselle; Recording Secretary, Arthur Ober; Corres-
ponding Secretary, Clifford Swayne; Treasurer, Percy Pierce.

Many boys have the spirit of invention, but, by reason of their environment and
few advantages, lack frequently not only information as to the prior state of the art,

but the knowledge of the principles of mechanics. The object of the organization is

to try to save the young experimenters discouragement from too many mistakes.

On February 22 the first outdoor meeting was held in the form of a kite flying

contest. About a hundred persons attended. Junior Club members as well as mem-
bers of the Aero Club of America. Seven styles of kites were represented. Mr. Wil-
bur R. Kimball demonstrated with a Bell tetrahedral kite that by careful disposition

of ballast it could be made to go into or against the wind.
On April 4 A. Leo Stevens invited the boys to the roof of his balloon factory

where a hydrogen gas generator had been set up and materials provided, also through
the kindness of Mr. Stevens. A hundred small rubber balloons were sent up. usually

in groups of three or four, tied together, with a parachute and "return" card. Some
of the balloons traveled 5 and 6 miles. The day was very cold and the gas not very
good. It is suggested that the Weather Bureau might make use of the enthusiasm of

the boys and furnish registering instruments to such boys as would furnish a suitable

balloon.
The boys attended the lecture and demonstration at the 71st Regiment Armory on

April 30.

With the assistance of Miss Todd, Captain T. S. Baldwin, A. Leo Stevens, Wilbur
R. Kimball and Lee S. Burridge, the boys have been taught how to cut and make hot
air balloons; cut and make gas balloons of paper and fabric; make nets; make hydro-
gen gas and fill balloons with hydrogen; make paper parachutes; cut and make small
dirigible envelopes; make rubber motors, gliders, etc.

A. C. Triaca, Director of the International School of Aeronautics has invited the

boys to visit his school and have explained to them the photograplis, instruments,
models, etc., and to enter into a demonstration and contest of small models of flj'ing

machines, with or withovit motor, for a prize.

It is planned to have in the very near future a contest of a dozen or more gliding

machines, built and manned by the Juniors.

A. Holland Forbes and William F. Whitehouse, who have been contemplating
a long distance balloon trip starting from San Antonio, Texas, have given up that
place as a starting point on account of unsatisfactory gas, and will make the trj' from
some other western city.

The bet between M. Charron and Santos Dumont, in which the latter gave M.
Charron a check for $1000, has been devoted to the lauding of aviation. The $500
won by Santos Dumont from M. Charron, and the $500 by Archdeacon from the
Marquis de Dion, have been added to the 1000 for a monster aviation banquet.
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INTERNATIONAL AERONAUTICAL CONGRESS.
President: Professor Willis L. Moore.

Secretary: Dk. Albert Francis Zahm. Chairman Gen'l Committee: Wm. J. Hammer.

Chairman Executive Com.: Augustus Post. Sec'y Committees: Ernest La Rue Jones.

Publication Notice.

The addresses, papers and discussions presented to the Congress will be

published serially in this magazine, and at the earliest date possible, bound
volumes will be distributed without charge to those holding membership cards

in the Congress. Others may purchase the volume at a consistent price when
ready or may take advantage of immediate publication by subscribing to this

magazine at the regular rate.

In accordance with the program as published in the November number,
the informal addresses of the Gordon Bennett contestants and others were
concluded before entering upon the printing of the formal papers and dis-

cussions.

The tenth, eleventh and twelfth papers are presented in this issue, viz

:

"On the First Observations with Sounding Balloons in America Obtained
by the Bltie Hill Observatory,'' by Professor A. Lawrence Rotch, Director;

"The use of Upper Air Data in Weather Forecasting," by Professor A. J.

Henry, U. S. AVeather Bureau; "The Possibility of Extending our Knowledge
of the Sun and of x\tmospheric Absorption," by Professor A\\ J. Humphreys,
Director of Alount Weather Observatorv-

ON THE FIRST OBSERVATIONS WITH SOUNDING BALLOONS IN

AMERICA, OBTAINED BY THE BLUE HILL OBSERVATORY.
Professor A. Lawrence Rotch,

Director of Blue Hill Observatory.

In view of the late hour, I shall only give the history of the work, and
a few results. The first observations with the sounding balloons, or register-

ing balloons, were made in France in 1892, balloons holding several thousands
of cubic feet of hydrogen gas, carried registered instruments, from which a

record of the height could be got, and the corresponding temperature at that

height. These balloons lost gas gradually, after reaching the highest point,

and floated away to a great distance, some of them travelling as much as seven
hundred miles over Europe. Most of them however were found and returned

to the senders.

A few years ago an improvement was made in this method by Dr.

Assmann of Berlin, who substituted closed rubber balloons filled with 100

cubic feet of hydrogen, which rose to the greatest height until they burst by
the expansion of the gas and thereupon a parachute Ijrought the instrument

down to the ground safely within a relatively short distance of the starting

point. There was not only an advantage by reason of the easy way in which
the balloon could be filled and handled, but there was the advantage that it

travelled a comparatively short distance, and was soon brought back to the

starting point. But the great advantage meteorologically, was that it mounted
upward with an almost constant velocity of ascent, and instead of falling grad-

ually to the ground as the other balloons did, it fell rapidly, and at an almost

uniform rate. In this way sufficient ventilation of the thermometer was ob-

tained, thereby insuring not only an accurate record of temperature during

the ascent, but also during the descent.
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The first use of these balloons in America was made by me in 1904,
during- the St. Louis Exposition, with the co-operation of the Departments of

Liberal Arts and Transportation. These experiments have been continued
at St. Louis since, and up to the present time nearly 80 balloons have been
sent up. St. Louis was selected for the same reason that it was chosen as

the starting- point of the international races, because it was in the center of

the Continent, and the balloons would all fall on land. These balloons are in

the air usually between two and three hours. They rise for about an hour,

then burst and fall to the ground in another hour. Nearly all these balloons

were recovered and returned to Blue Hill by express.

The President: AMiat altitude is gained in this two hour flig-ht?

Prof. Rotch: The balloon rises in the first hour to a height of eio-ht to ten
miles.

It is a surprise that so great a number of these balloons are recovered.
Out of 56 balloons dispatched up to the present year, 53 were recovered and
sent back to us, most of them with good records. I have g"rouped the results

of the travel of these balloons in this table, according- to altitude, this table

having- been prepared for the use of the manned balloons competing- in the

Gordon Bennett race.
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The President: How did you get the observations at the equator?

Prof. Rotch: By two balloons coupled together which were sent up
from the yacht of M. Teisserenc de Bort. One balloon burst and, with the

inflated balloon, sank to the ocean where it served as a guide to the ship,

which steamed after the balloon and recovered the instrument.

The President: I understand that observations recently made in the

Arctic have brought out the same facts, that a warm stratum lies below 8

miles.

Prof. Rotch: Yes, and it probably exists over the equator at a height

exceeding ten miles. In a diagram showing a vertical section of the atmos-

phere over St. Louis, it is seen that at 8 miles high the seasonal efifect is no
longer dominant, as the temperature is nearly constant throughout the year.

Above 8 miles there is this relatively warm current ; that is, to say the

temperature increases to more than 72° Fahrenheit below Zero. The lowest

temperature obtained in any ascension was 111° Fahrenheit below Zero. This,

to my knowledge, is one of the lowest temperatures ever recorded, either on
the earth or above it.

The President: What date was that?

Prof. Rotch: During a high barometric pressure at the ground, on
January 25, 1905, at a height of 48,680 feet. In the following July we obtained
a minimum temperature of minus 75° Fahrenheit, at a height of 45,110 feet.

I do not think I shall do any more in this matter. Having shown that

these balloon ascensions are practical, I believe the Weather Bureau will

take them up. In fact, since Dr. Blair has been detailed to watch Mr.
Fergusson's experiments at St. Louis, it is expected the Weather Bureau
"wdll undertake this work on a large scale. Almost all of our balloons have
been recovered, which shows that the people are ready to co-operate in

sending them back. A very small reward, only $2.00, is offered for the return

of these balloons, but it saves a great deal of trouble. All the ascensions have
been made from St. Louis.

The President: Everything in regard to the exploration of the upper
air on the part of meteorologists, has a direct bearing on the problems that

are considered by those engaged in aeronautics ; that is why we have a number
of papers by the meteorologists of the Government.

I will say a word in relation to Prof. Rotch's work at St. Louis. It is

the intention of the ^^^eather Bureau to make a number of ascensions simul-
taneously from a large number of places in the West within the next year,
the object being not to g-et extremely great altitudes from one particular
city, a large number of times, valuable though such data are or may be
valuable as the work Mr. Rotch has been doing, but to send several balloons
up, liberating', them simultaneously in the four quadrants of the storm, the four
quadrants of a cold wave—exploring a given storm, exploring a given cold
wave. That is one of the lines of research that has been planned to be con-
ducted from the headquarters at Mt. Weather.

See the July, 1907, number of "Aeronautics."

ATMOSPHERIC EXPLORATIONS CONDUCTED BY THE BLUE HILL
METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATORY.

At the Milan meeting of the International Commission for Scientific Aeronautics
it was decided to concentrate the work of exploring the air upon four grand series of
ascensions, in addition to the usual monthly ascensions. The former last several days
and observations are to be obtained not only by balloons and kites but also by special
observations of cloud drift and upon mountain summits. The first of these quarterly
ascensions was appointed for the week commencing July 22, 1907, and, as has been the
case for several years, co-operative kite-flights and cloud observations were made at
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Blue Hill Observatory. It is supposed that the United States Weather Bureau station
at Mount Weather, Virginia, which has recently taken up the work of exploring the free
atmosphere, also participated in this series of ascensions.

Unfortunately light winds prevailed at Blue Hill during almost the entire week,
so that but four kite-flights were possible and only on the 27th was the height of a mile
and a half attained. During an evening flight the top kite and the meteorograph broke
away and the latter has never been recovered. Had a small steamer been equipped
for kite flying in Massachusetts Bay, as was done for the first time by Professor Rotch
in 1901, the kites would have been rendered independent of the wind by the motion of
the vessel, either in the direction of the wind or against it, for, in order to lift the kites,

a velocity of at least 14 miles per hour is required, which is more than the average
velocity of the wind in Summer on Blue Hill. Kite flying was continued during the
following week in more favorable conditions and of the three flights, the highest, on
August 2, reached an altitude of nearly 2 miles.

Although no efforts were made in America to secure observations over the ocean,
as was done abroad. Professor Rotch, the Director of the Blue Hill Observatory and a
member of the International Commission, extended his field of work by sending Mr.
Clayton to the White Mountains (Mt. Washington, Bretton Woods) to obtain observa-
tions in the free air at the height of Mt. Washington and on that mountain itself. Such
an investigation had already been conducted privately by Mr. Fergusson, of the Blue
Hill Observatory, who had installed self-recording instruments on the summit of Mt.
Washington and at Twin Mountain station for the purpose of comparing the conditions
on the mountains with those shown by instruments lifted by kites to the same height.
Between July 21st and 28th Mr. Clayton obtained three such series of observations
with kites at a height exceeding that of Mt. Washington (6,300 feet) and on the days
when the wind was too high to lift the kites, he carried the instruments up the moun-
tain. The records seem to indicate a greater wind velocity on top of the mountain and
probably a lower temperature than in the free air.

Professor Rotch resumed the work of exploring the air at great heights by sending
up more sounding balloons from St. Louis in October. The successful experiments al-

ready conducted there being described in the first issue of "Aeronautics."
The situation of Blue Hill on the Atlantic Coast precludes the use of balloons, but

St. Louis has proved an excellent place for this work.
The first sounding balloons to be used in New England were sent up from Pitts-

field on May 7, 1908, 'the international day for balloon and kite ascensions.

THE USE OF UPPER AIR DATA IN WEATHER FORECASTING.
Prof. Alfred J. Henry, U. S. Weather Bureau.

A considerable mass of upper air data has been accumulated within the
last ten years, particularly in Germany, France, and at the Blue Hill Observ-
atory in this country. These data have been used largely with a view of test-
ing the various theories of cyclones and anti-cyclones which are found in the
literature of lueteorology and in determining the distribution of temperature
and moisture at various altitudes.

The application of upper air data to problems of weather forecasting is

yet apparently, in its infancy. The writer, as one of the forecasters of the
United States Weather Bureau, in Washington, D. C. has had the opportunity
of comparing upper air conditions, as obtained by kite flights at Mt. Weather,
Va., with the general meteorological conditions over the eastern ])art of the
Ignited States, as shown by the 8 p. m. daily weather map. and of drawing
conclusions which may be useful in the art of weather forecasting.

The problem which confronts the forecaster is essentially one of de-
teriuining in advance, the path and rate of movement of anti-cyclones, com-
monly referred to as areas of high pressure, or simply highs, and cyclones,
commonly known ks areas of low pressure, or lows. It will be readily under-
stood that any inaccuracy in predicting either the course pursued by these
great attuospheric whirls, or the rate of their movements will result disas-

trously to the forecasts. The forecaster has at his command surface condi-
tions only; it is but natural, therefore, that one of the most protuising lines of

work looking to improvement in the forecasts lies in the study of the air
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conditions in the zone or level in which cyclonic and anti-cyclonic action is

constantly occurring-.

The hrst step in the work naturally is an endeavor to correlate the
observed data of the free air with the known facts concerning' the develop-
ment and movements of highs and lows. If thereby a clearer insight into
the mechanism of either the high or the low can be gained, by just so much
will the art of forcasting l)e improved. Thus, for example, if the depth, or
vertical thickness of a low were known one would be able by means of surface
observations which now give its horizontal dimensions, to exactly delimit
its position in the atmosphere. This additional knowledge would greatly
add to the ability of the forecaster to correctly outline the future course and
intensity of the storm. It is now known that deei) barometric depressions
have quite, different characteristics from shallow depressions.

Kite observations, when made consecutively, afiford the forecaster an op-

portunity to compare the daily temperature changes aloft with those on the

surface. The relation between such changes and their bearing upon the com-
ing weather is an important consideration. Another factor of greater or less

significance is the possibility of determining from the temperature and moist-

ure conditions aloft whether clouds will form, what changes existing clouds

will undergo, whether they will increase in density and assume the blanket

form or break up and disappear. These in general are some of the possibilities

of the use of upper air data in weather forecasting.

The material afforded by the kite observations during the past Summer,
was confined to air pressure, temperature and wind direction. Let us now
consider, briefly, its application to the problem in hand. In the beginning, it

was used largely to strengthen and confirm the conclusion which was obvious

from the surface conditions ; to dispel uncertainty when possible and, in

general, to illuminate the situation as it appeared from the surface conditions

only.

Perhaps the element which was most useful in the beginning was the

direction of the wind in the upper layers. The observations on this point dis-

closed one or two facts of particular interest and importance to members of

this congress, viz. : the marked tendency of east and south winds to shift

to the right with increasing altitude. This fact was brought out in the Blue

Hill kite observations and is fully confirmed by those made during the

past summer at Mt. Weather. The altitude at wdiich the shift occurs

varies, but is generally below 3,280 feet. {1,000 meters). The deviation in

the case of westerly winds however is about as apt to be to the left as to

the right and this is particularly so in certain types of pressure distribution.

While the direction of the wind is an important consideration to the

forecaster the depth of the several layers having different directions is still

more so, since, by knowing roughly the latter, he can form an approximation

of the height to which the atmosphere is disturbed by the circulation of

the high or the low, as the case may be, and consequently the intensity of

the storm and the probable extent of territory affected by it. In one case

during last summer the early dissolution of a low was foreshadowed by the

fact that the wind circulation proper to it extended upward less than 2,500

feet. (762 meters) above the station.

The depth of currents which clearly belong to the circulation of highs

and lows seems to vary between rather wide limits. In the case of easterly

winds, which in most cases are caused by the approach of a low from the

west, the altitudes attained by such currents were found to be generally less

than 2,000 feet, (610 meters) ;^thus in 12 cases of east to south winds the

average depth of the surface winds was 1,682 feet above the station, the

maximum depth w^as 2.631 feet, the minimum 349 feet. In the case of winds
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between north and east, the average of 6 cases was 3,033 feet, (924 m.) the
maximum was 6,735 ^^^t, (1,943 m.) and the minimum was 1,181 ft. (360 m.)
The maximum depth, 6.735 ^'t-. was caused, however, by an anti-cyclone whose
center was directly north of the station. In a few other cases it was noticed
that relatively high easterly winds (By the term "easterly winds" is meant
winds from any point between north and east) prevailed when the centre of
the anti-cyclone was near to and north by east of the station.

An exceedingly interesting kite flight which sustains the view that
occasionally easterly winds prevail to great altitudes, was made at the Blue
Hill Observatory on June 19th 1900, (Annals of the Astronomical Observatory
of Harvard College, Vol. XLHI—Part HI, page 193). In this flight east-
northeast winds prevailed from the earth's surface to an altitude of 13,815
feet, (4.2 1 1 m.j. The winds at that elevation clearl}^ formed a part of the
circulation between a strong high that was central in the Lake region, and
a low off the south Atlantic coast. These examples represent an extreme
rather than a mean condition, nevertheless, they form an important exception
to the general statement that easterly winds are shallow.

The wind at Mt. Weather shifts to a Avesterly quarter on the passage
of a low over the station. The altitude of the westerly currents is very much
greater than that of the easterly and the velocity is greater. Twelve ascents
were made during the summer in which altitudes of two miles and over,

(3 km.) were reached.

In three of these ascents the wind had a southerly component at the
highest elevation reached ; in each of the three ascents a marked barometric
depression covered the northeastern States with lowest pressure over the

mouth of the St. Lawrence River. In two other cases very high altitudes

were reached with a different distribution of pressure, viz : a great trough of

low barometer in the Mississippi Valley with strong areas of high pressure

on both sides. In both of these cases there was a southerly component in

the wind direction aloft. In the remaining cases the winds were west-north-

west or west, or in the direction of the prevailing winds in the cirrus cloud
level. While it seems probable that the winds up to at least two miles above
the earth's surface respond to the barometric gradients observed below, it

is by no means certain that such is the case. This subject needs further

elucidation.

A knowledge of the vertical temperature distribution in highs and lows,

obtained through kite flights, has aft"orded valuable information at times. The
following general conclusions are drawn from the data thus far collected

:

I. The air column in the low is warmer than in the high for such altitudes

as were reached by the kites. 2. The region of greatest cold is found in the

southeastern quadrant of the high. 3. As the center of the high crosses the

meridian of the station and passes to tlie eastward the temperature conditions

aloft become more or less unstable, inversions take place and the rate of de-

crease of temperature with increase of altitude diminishes.

Occasionally in the kite flight layers of air are met having temperatures

higher than those found in layers of less altitude; in other words the vertical

gradient is interrupted and instead of a fall in temperature with increase in

altitude, a rise is found. Such breaks in the continuity of the vertical temper-

ature gradient are known as inversions.

Temperature inversions may be classed as follows : First, those which
occur in the rear of a low or on the immediate eastern front of a high. In-

versions in this region are thought to be due to the circumstance that the

warm surface layers of the low feeling the cooling effect of the high a little

sooner than the layers at some distance aloft. This assumption follows the

sug?-estion of ^fr. H. Helm Clavton. of the Blue Hill Observatorv. viz.; that
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the cold air of the northern portion of the high moves more rapidly east-
southeast, than does the high itself, and that on account of its greater specific

weight as compared with that of the air into which it is moving, it sinks
toward the earth's surface in an inclined stratum which reaches the earth's

surface in the rear of the low. This type of inversion has little or no signifi-

cance to the forecaster, since, ordinarily, the cooling in the rear of the low
proceeds until the upper layers, within the limits of observation, at least,

acquire a temperature nearly such as is required by the adiabatic rate of

cooling for dry air.

A second type of inversion is met when the kites pass from one current
of air into another having a different temperature. The existence of a current
of warm flowing along and above a colder one is revealed in this way. In-

versions of this nature afford early indications of warmer conditions at

the surface.

While the foregoing covers, in brief, the most important considerations

suggested by the summer's experience it does not purport to exhaust the

subject in its various aspects. With the addition of the humidity element to

the kite observations and the accumulation of data for the cold season it is

expected that our present knowledge of the relations which subsist between
air conditions aloft and at the surface, respectively, will be greatly increased.

With such increase better forecasts will naturally follow.

Washington. D. C, October 23, 1907.

THE POSSIBILITY OF EXTENDING OUR KNOWLEDGE OF THE
SUN AND OF ATMOSPHERIC ABSORPTION.

Prof. W, J. Humphreys, Director Mt. Weather Observatory.

It is desirable and possible by the use of sounding balloons to extend
our knowledge of the absorption of the atmosphere and of the structure of

the sun.

Meteorological conditions of the earth are determined in great measure
by the amount and kind of energy reaching us from the sun. When the

white solar light is split up into its components, it is found to consist of light

that affects the eye, the red, green, blue and other colors, and a kind of light

which affects the photographic plate, not visible, known as the ultra-violet,

and, also, but at the other end of the spectrum, an extensive region known
as ultra-red, likewise invisible. The ultra-violet light, as we know from
experiments in the laboratory, has an important ionising property. The ultra-

violet light, how^ever, from the sun, that reaches the earth, does not extend
very far below the visible, not nearly so far as we find it in the case of the

electric arc. Presumably this is due to the absorption of the violet light in the

earth's atmosphere.
The kind of light that we get from any source depends upon two things,

namely; first, the light produced by the source itself; and, second, the absorp-
tion of the media through which it passes. In the case of the solar light there

are two absorbing media, the sun's atmosphere and the earth's atmosphere.
If the ultra-violet light is absorbed by the sun's atmosphere, then clearly

it cannot be absorbed by the earth's atmosphere. It is not there to be ab-

sorbed. And, therefore, no ionising from that source could be expected. But
if it is not absorbed by the sun's atmosphere, then clearly it is absorbed by
the earth's atmosphere, because it does not reach the earth's surface, and
ionising must take place from that source. If the air is filled with electroms

we must have a diifferent result in storms from the results we would have
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when the air is not so filled. But does the air get this ultra-violet light? Wfe
would say, probably so; for presumably the sun must be sending it out, but
we do not know certainly, since, as just explained, the light we g-et depends
upon the source and upon the media through which it passes. If the sun's
atmosphere absorbs it, none reaches the earth. If the sun does not, then it

reaches the earth's atmosphere, but it does not get down to the earth, to

the land; it stops off very far short of the limit to which a photographic
plate would show it. Does that ultra-violet light leave the sun at all? Is

there ultra-volet light laying about in the upper regions of the atmosphere?
If so, it must do work.

We want to know the facts, and one of the ways to find out is to send
up a properly constructed spectroscope attached to a sounding balloon. We
may fail fifty times, but if we succeed once, that is all that is necessary. Send
up the proper instrument, one that will spread out the spectrum and photo-
graph it. Suppose we find no increase in the ultra-violet light high up in the
earth's atmosphere, then we will know that the electrification of the atmos-
phere is not due to the far ultra-violet radiation. I fancy however the chances
are that the higher up we go the less the absorption and that we will find

the ultra-violet light growing, but I do not know. Establish the facts. If

we find the light is not there, we will be extending our knowledge of the sun's

atmosphere. That is a little line of work that is quite possible simply by
attaching existing apparatus to sounding balloons. Let us try over and over
until we have success, for we have everything in hand now to try the experi-

ment. What we wish to know is what are the facts in the case. Let us

attach the proper instrument to sounding balloons, that is, a properly con-

structed spectroscope, which with few or with many trials will some time or

other give us the desired information. If this is done it certainly will extend

our knowledge both of the sun's and of the earth's atmosphere and place our

hypotheses on a sound basis. We will not be guessing; we will be knowing.
This will allow us then to base our theories in regard to the ionising of the

atmosphere upon certain definitely established facts so that we will have a

sure basis to go upon. '

A Panhard motor, 8 cylinder, air cooled, 50 h.p., weight 150 pounds, is being' built

for the English Government dirigible. *

J. F. Scott has cancelled his contract to supply the Government with an hour-flight

aeroplane for $1,000.

In the balloon race of April 5 of the Aeronauti(|Ue Club de France 6 balloons
started.

M. Brazier, the manufacturer of the Brazier, car, is now studying up on aviation

motors. V . ;• .

A. B. Lambert, of the Aero Club of St. Louis, has made half a dozen balloon trips

during the month from Paris, in company with Messrs. Frank S. Lahm, E. W. Mix,
Alfred Leblanc and AI. Barbotte.

The helicopter system seems to be attracting inventors. The crack cyclist Jacquelin
is reported to have started work and will use a 6-cylinder motor, with 2 cylinders on
each side set "V," with the other 2 cvlinders vertical in the center.

With a view always for the good in the motor line, a certain member of the Aero
Club stopped on Broadway the other day to inspect two motorcycles which stood, with
their riders, near the curb. One was a Curtiss and the other a .

"How do you like the Curtiss motorcycle?" I asked. "I wouldn't ride anything
else—rather have it than two s," was tlie reply. "Doesn't it give you any
trouble?" "No, I am absolutely satisfied."
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APRIL ASCENSIONS.

IVasliiitgton Times

FROM LEFT TO RIGHT: RALPH A. COLLINS (WASHINGTON TIMES), LIEUT. FRANK P.

LAHM, CAPT. R. 0. VAN HORN, CAPT. CHAS. DE F. CHANDLER.

April 4. F. S. Lahm (Aero Club of America) and A. B. Lambert (Aero Club of St.

Louis), in the "Katherine Hamilton," 800 cbm., from St. Cloud to Tournan (Seine-et-
Marne).

April 6. Captain Chas. De F. Chandler (Aero Club of America), Major Edgar Rus-
sell and Mr. C. H. Caudy in the "Signal Corps No. 10" from Washington at 1:10 p. m.,

landing ^4 mile N.N.E. of North Keys, Md., at 3:50 p. m. l^istance, 16.25 miles; elapsed
time, 2 hours, 40 minutes; average speed, 6 miles; general direction, S. 47° E.; highest
altitude, 1750 m., about top of haze and dust layer.

April ID. A. Holland Forbes (Aero Club of America) and N. H. Arnold (North
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Adams Aero Club) in the Stevens balloon "North Adams No. i" from North Adams at

3 a. m., landing at Athol, Mass., 6:50 a. m. The average speed was low, travelling only
5 miles in the last hour of the trip. This trip was the "night trip" needed to comply
with the requirements for a pilot's license. Distance travelled, 48 miles; elapsed time,
3 hours. 50 minutes; average speed. 12.5 miles; general direction, east.

Washington Times

LIEUT. T. SELFRIDGE AND DR. ALEXANDER (IRAHAM BELL.

April 17. Lieut. Frank P. Lahm (Aero Club of America), Captain R. O. Van Horn,
Lieut. T. Selfridge (A. C. A.) and R. A. Collins in the "Signal Corps No. 10," from
Washington, D. C, at 2:17 p. m., for the purpose of making an experiment with homing
pigeons. The landing was at Roland Park, north of Baltimore, at 6:05. Distance, 37
miles; general direction, N., N.E.. N.; elapsed time, 3 hours. 48 minutes; average speed,
9.7 miles; highest altitude, 1500 meters. Seven pigeons were released, one at 5:35 and
the other six at 5:45. Two of the pigeons returned to Washington by the following
evening. The failure of the others to return is attributed to their being released just
before dark.

April 17. A. Holland Forbes, Alan R. Hawley and Wm. F. Whitehouse (Aero Club
of America—all) in the "North A(^ams No. i" from North Adams at 9:25 a. m., landing
at West Deerfield, Mass., 4 miles from Greenfield, at 11:45 a- rn- They reported "trav-
elled all directions from south to north." Distance, 28 miles; elapsed time, 2 hours, 20
minutes; average speed, 12 miles; general direction, east.
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April 22. Captain Chas. De F. Chandler (Aero Club of America), Theodore Roose-
velt, Jr., and Captain Fitzhugh Lee, in the Stevens built "Signal Corps No. lo," of
20CO cbm., from Washington at 1:45 p. m., landing at 5:20 p. m. i]^ miles east of Red
Lion, Delaware. Distance, 87.88 miles; elapsed time, 3 hours, 35 minutes; average

1,A.\]»1.\G .\T 04 -MILE.S PEK HOUR TRIP OF \V M . F. WHITEHOL'SE AND A. I.FO STEVENS

ON MARCH II, NEAR HAMPTON BEACH, N. H.

speed, 2S.I miles; general direction, northeast. Chesapeake Bay was crossed in this

flight.

April 24. A. Holland Forbes (Aero Club of America), N. H. Arnold and Dr. R. M.
Randall (North Adams Aero Club), in the "North Adams No. i" at 9:20 a. m., landing

I mile south of South Williamstown, Mass., at 11:50 a. m. Distance, 8 miles; elapsed

time, 2 hours, 30 minutes; average speed, 3.2 miles; general direction, southwest.
This is the tenth trip for Mr. Forbes and he obtained his pilot's license on April

27. This is Mr. Arnold's sixth trip. Mr. Stevens' "school" graduates its pupils rapidly.
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M'asluiigton Times

CAPTAIN CHANDLER AND LIEUTENANT LAHM.

A new aero club may possibly be formed in Salem, Ohio,
shortly go there with a balloon.

A. Leo Stevens will

"Arms and the Man," a military weekly paper which is devoting considerable at-

tention to military aeronautics, has moved from New York, and is now located at 1502
H Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.

"Oh, Mr. Simmons," gushed one of the fair guests, "didn't it seem frightful to you
to be away up in the air, going farther and farther from the earth, as if you were an
independent body in space?"

"Why, no, Mrs. Jymes," said the aeronaut; "it wasn't so awfully terrifying. In a
balloon you don't seem to be going up. The earth appears to be going away from you,
don't you know, while you are standing still."

"But to see the horizon receding away from you
"

"Pardon me, Mrs. Jymes, but the horizon doesn't seem to recede. It seems to rise
up, like the rim of a great soup bowl, and the earth has a concave appearance."

"Looks like a soup bowl? H9W odd! Still, doesn't it excite one's deepest emo-
tions, Mr. Simmons?"

"Well, you can't help thinking that if anything should happen to the balloon you'd
mighty soon be in the soup."—Chicago Tribune.
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ALL WORK GUARANTEED.
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ON THE USE OF LIQUID HYDROGEN AND HYDROGEN-CONTAINING
COMPOUNDS IN LONG DISTANCE BALLOON FLIGHTS.

In Three Parts—Part III.

By Darwin Lyon

As stated in the preceding number of Aeronautics, it is difficult to calculate

the rate of evaporation of liquid hydrogen by comparing it with the rate of evapora-
tion of liquid air, because of the many factors that have to be taken into consideration.

In the lirst place, liquid air itself has no ditinite rate of evaporation for the reason that

it is really a mixture of two liquids having different boiling points—liquid nitrogen
and liquid oxygen—the former boiling at minus 194.4° Centigrade, the latter at

182.7° Centigrade. Thus the result is that the composition of "liquid air" starts to

change from the moment of its production and continues to do so until it has en-
tirely disappeared—the mixture growing steadily richer in oxygen. We find in

practice that after about four-fifths of the liquid air has evaporated, the remainder
contains about 50 per cent, or oxygen.

Liquid hydrogen has a boiling point of minus 253° Centigrade, a critical tem-
perature of minus 234° Centigrade, a critical pressure of 20 atmospheres, a specific

heat of 6, and a latent heat of evaporation of 190 units. These are the physical
constants of hydrogen and are used in all such problems as calculating its relative

rate of evaporation.

Roughly speaking we may say that of two liquids having different temperatures
and standing in similar receptacles, the rate of evaporation is proportionate to the
difference in temperature between the two. Now as a general rule we may say
that the rate of evaporation is inversely proportionate to the latent heat, i.e., if

the latent heat of one fluid is twice that of another it will take twice as long to
evaporate. Latent heat is potential energy in the form of a change in the internal
constitution of a substance and does not manifest its presence by rise of temperature.
Thus a liquid absorbs heat when it vaporizes though the temperature is not af-

fected. When heat disappears from a substance, molecular kinetic energy is trans-
formed into the potential form; when it reappears, the reverse transformation takes
place. This molecular kinetic energy affects temperature and for this reason it is

called sensible heat. The molecular potential energy does not effect temperature and
is therefore called latent heat. That part of the added heat that is used to increase
the rapidity of the molecular motions is known as kinetic and appears as sensible
heat. That part that is used to oppose cohesion and to overcome pressure becomes
potential, and disappears as latent heat. When liquid hydrogen evaporates, the
potential energy needed to establish the aeriform condition is obtained by the trans-
formation of kinetic energy and therefore at its expense;—hence, the disappearance of
sensible heat or the fall of temperature. Thus we see that were liquid hydrogen
not evaporating, not only would it not "produce" cold, but it itself would not be cold.
When steam is condensed, the potential energy that is no longer needed to keep the
H2O in the gaseous state is changed into kinetic energy; hence, the increase of sensible
heat, i.e., of temperature. The terms latent heat and sensible heat should not be confused
with specific heat. The specific heat of a substance is the ratio between the amount
of heat required to raise the temperature of any weight of that substance one degree,
and the amount of heat required to raise the temperature of the same weight of
water one degree. Hydrogen gas has a higher specific heat than any other substance.
Water comes next—thus more energy is required to raise the temperature of a pound
of water one degree than for a pound of any other substance except hydrogen gas.
By comparing the specific heats given below it can be seen how high hydrogen stands
on the scale:—Liquid hydrogen, 6; hydrogen gas, 3.409; water, i; ice, 0.505; steam,
0.48; oxygen, 0.2175; iron, 0.1138; lead, 0.0314.

We above said that of two liquids standing in similar receptacles, the rate of
evaporation was proportionate to the difference in temperature—also, that evaporation
was inversely proportionate to the latent heat. "Roughly speaking," we said for the
reason that in practice the statement does not hold exactly true for all liquids. The
nature (e.g., double or triple, silvered or non-silvered) and shape of the bulb afifects

the rate of evaporation of one li(^uid more than another—aside from that calculated
from the physical constants. For example the convection currents in the gas above
the liquid differ greatly with the kind of receptacle used; and the fact that the gas
given off by the evaporating liquid tends to keep cold the neck of the flask and thereby
influences the conduction of heat through the inner glass wall, introduces a difficult
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factor in the computation. The best way to reduce the rate of evaporation of liquid

hydrogen is to keep it in triple-walled Dewar bulbs surrounded by liquid air—the lat-

ter being contained in a vacuum vessel or in a "Tripler bucket." When kept in this

way the liquid hydrogen evaporates only about as rapidly as does liquid air when kept

in an ordinary Dewar bulb. Compared with an equal volume of liquid air it requires

only one-fifth the quantity of heat for vaporization. Its specific heat, however, is

ten times that of liquid air or five times that of water.

Using a triple-walled Dewar bulb in good condition liquid hydrogen is in practice

found to evaporate about twice as fast as liquid air. With a first class Dewar bulb,

well silvered and wrapped in felt, a liter of liquid air can be made to last over two
days. Five gallons can be made to last over a week. A liter of liquid hydrogen, under
the same conditions, lasts about a day.

We have not as yet described liquid hydrogen and it may be as convenient to do
so here as elsewhere.

Liquid hydrogen, when pure, is a colorless, transparent liquid with a well defined

surface. Its surface tension is only one thirty-fifth that of water, or about one-fifth

that of liquid air. It drops well and can be easily poured from one vessel to another.

It does not conduct electricity, but on the contrary is slightly diamagnetic. Its co-

efficient of expansion is remarkable, being about ten times that of hydrogen gas, or five

times greater than that of liquid oxygen. As mentioned in the preceding installment,

its specific gravity is only 0.07 or i/i4th that of water, thus being by far the lightest

liquid known to exist. Naturally this is very convenient for the aeronaut.

The small density of the liquid can easily be shown by dropping into it small
pieces of cork, which sink immediately to the bottom. About the only solid that will

float on it is pith. Its small specific gravity explains the rapidity with which the liquid

is cleared on the entrance of air snow. This "air snow," or solid air, may readily be
seen by removing for a few moments the cotton-wool stopper with which the mouth of

the flask is closed. When this is done a miniature "snow storm" of solid air will be
seen falling into the flask—the atmosphere being actually frozen where it comes in

contact with the extremely cold vapor rising

from the liquid hydrogen. This solid air sinks

in the liquid hydrogen and accumulates as a

pure white "snow" on the bottom of the flask.

The specific heat of liquid hydrogen is

very high, being nearly 6. Its latent heat is

about 190 units. The high specific heat is in

marked contrast with that of liquid oxygen,
which is only i/^. Hydrogen at ordinary tem-
peratures is about 14 times lighter than air

—

Liquid hydrogen is 14 times lighter than water,

and, the vapor of the hydrogen gas as it arises

from the liquid is nearly 14 times heavier than
hydrogen at ordinary temperatures—i.e., it is

of nearly the same density as air.

A triple-walled Dewar bulb of 2 gallons'

capacity weighs a little over three pounds. To
be sure, this is not much; but the lightest pos-
sible wrapping or receptacle for the bulb would
weigh probably twice as much again. Partly,

for this reason, but more because of the rather great cost of the bulbs and their great
fragility, unless well protected, it is just possible that a metal receptacle well wrapped
in felt or eider-down, would better answer our purpose.

Tripler, when transporting liquid air, dispensed altogether with vacuum bulbs, and
merely used cylindrical tin-buckets well wrapped with boiler felt and the whole enclosed
in another bucket. The plan of one of these buckets is shown in the accompanying
diagram. It will be noticed that the inner bucket is considerably smaller than the outer
one, thereby allowing plenty of room for the felt wrapping. The principle of the
Tripler bucket may be stated as follows: Air that is absolutely quiet is very nearly
as good a heat insulator as is a vacuum. The trouble is that air cannot be kept
quiescent; convection currents persist in forming and "lieat" is thereby carried along.
The great superiority of a good Dewar bulb over one containing a small amount of air
in the "vacuum space," is alone due to this. A Dewar bulb that has not been exhausted
retards evaporation to a greater degree than an ordinary vessel, for the enclosed air
acts to some e.xtent as an insulator altho considerable heat is carried by convection;
but when the air is exhausted these convection currents naturally cease to exist and
then the only way by which heat can be directly conducted is through the neck of the

TRIPLER BUCKET, CONTAINING LIQUID HYDRO
GEN ATTACHED IN THE NECK OF A BALLOON.
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flask where the outer and inner vessels join. Thus Tripler, by packing the space be-
tween the two tin buckets, prevented the formation of convection currents, and by-
using boiler felt as the packing material, prevented directed conduction to a great ex-
tent—felt being a very poor conductor of heat. Experiments have proven that eider-
down is superior to felt as a non-heat conductor, and no doubt a still better material
could be found. In my own case I found that a flask well wrapped in eider-down acted
nearly as good as an ordinary non-silvered Dewar bulb. Tripler frequently shipped
several gallons of liquid air hundreds of miles in his "buckets" with a much smaller loss
by evaporation than would be at first suspected.

Owing, however, to the fact that liquid hydrogen evaporates with a greater rapidity
than liquid air, the only condition under which a Tripler bucket would be advisable
would be when a very great quantity of liquid

hydrogen was to be carried—say 20 gallons.

To make a Dewar bulb of this size would
be extremely difficult.

In the diagram below, we show a Tripler
bucket might be suspended in the neck of the
balloon, thereby not only relieving the basket,
but assuring it a safer place—the necessity for
running a tube from the bucket to the balloon
would also thereby be obviated.

The length of time a volume of liquid hy-
drogen will last is not directly proportionate
to its volume. The larger the containing ves-
sel, the less in proportion will be the loss by
evaporation. The surfaces of solids of the
same shape vary with the squares of their
linear dimensions. Thus, if we have two Trip-
ler buckets identical in shape and construction
but one twice as high as the other, the in-

ternal surface of the inner bucket and of the
open top will be four times as great in the
one as in the other. But volume varies as the
cube of the linear dimensions; so that in the
case cited, the larger bucket will hold eight
times as much liquid hydrogen as will the
smaller bucket. Therefore, if we state the re-
lation of surface to volume in the small bucket
as a.b., the ratio in the large one will be 4a, 8b.
If one bucket was three times larger than the
other the ratio would be still more favorable—
9a, 27b.

Col. J. L. B. Templar, Superintendent of
the English Government balloon factory at Al-
dershot, has retired. Col. Templar has had sectional view of a tripler bucket
long experience with matters aeronautical and used for transporting liquid air.

has been foremost in encouraging the use of the balloon in warfare. His first balloon
ascents were made with a pupil of the famous Coxwell. In 1877 he brought to the
attention of the War Department the possibility of the application of the balloon to
military use, and has since been connected with the aeronautical branch of the Army.

Among the queer things printed nowadays which, it is claimed, bear relation to
aeronautics, is the following from a French daily:

"Duels in Balloons.—In the list of fantastic duels appears two duelists who both
died as a result of their encounter. The reason for the conflict was a question of pre-
ponderance in the affections of a young blond beauty, Miss Dulamare. The two Ameri-
can suitors could not agree on the subject of the controversy and they resolved to
resort to arms and it was decided that the duel take place in the basket of a balloon.
Thus it happened. The combat occurred at an altitude of 2,000 meters above the Lake
des Eslaves in the valley of the Mackenzie. The balloon which carried the two adver-
saries landed in the water and both perished. It was not without a precedent. In
France, it would seem that a similar encounter took place about a hundred years ago.
But may not this be a canard or the imagination of the journalist of the time in France
and in America?"
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AERO CLUB OF NEW ENGLAND.

The Aero Club of New England held its first dinner at the Boston City Club on
May 2nd. At the dinner the future activity and policy of the Club was discussed by
the members present. Among those in attendance were the President, Prof. A. Law-
rence Rotch of the Blue Hill Observatory; Prof. William H. Pickering of Harvard
University; Prof. J. E. Wolff of Harvard University; Mr. Henry Howard of Boston;
Mr. Emil Camus, Mr. William Harris, Mr. William Whittlesey, Mr. James H. Means,
Mr. H. H. Clayton of Blue Hill Observatory; Mr. Sterling Eliot, Mr. C. E. Hellier, Mr.
Charles Coules, Mr. Alfred R. Shrigley, the Secetary and Attorney of the Club.

The idea of securing a flying machine from France was discussed very thoroughly,
the idea having been advanced by Mr. Henry Howard, who said in part: "This country
is following to-day the same short-sighted policy with regard to aerial navigation as it

followed with the autoinobile. When we first began to think seriously of automobiles,
we should have brought over one of the most perfected French machines, buying its

patent if necessary. Instead, we began from the beginning and developed all sorts of

freak machines. To-day we are four or five years behind where we ought to be with
the automobile. We are taking the same blind attitude to-day with the air machine.
We ought to buy a French flying machine and let our inventors get an inspiration by
seeing it fly in this country. If we could secure one of these machines for the Club, per-

mission could probably be obtained to operate it upon the parade grounds at South
Framingham. Such a machine would cost about $5,000, and could be delivered from
France two or three months after ordering. Resort to France seems necessary because
of the secrecy of the Wright Brothers here, a secrecy which is likely to be maintained
by the Government when the machine it has contracted for is delivered."

Mr. H. H. Clayton doubted the advisability and wisdom of the suggestions made
by Mr. Howard and endorsed the sentiinent of Mr. James H. Means that a prize was
the best way to stimulate interest in aeronautics. Mr. Clayton said, "I believe that

offering a prize is one of the best ways of stimulating interest. I do not feel favorable
to the idea of purchasing a French machine. French machines einbody nothing essen-
tially different from what has been made known by the Wright Brothers in connection
with their experiments. It is a little early to import a inachine from France. We
ought to wait until they have been further developed. Some are inclined to forget
that there are two sides to air navigation. There is always room for the balloon. It is

a great mistake for a club to devote itself to one question. The aeroplane and the bal-

loon furnish quite different sensations to the navigator. The one rushes and the other
is motionless as far as the occupant knows. I would like to see the Club own its

balloon for the recreation of the members. Witli such a car it would be possible when
the wind favored to take trips between Worcester and Boston in a couple of hours.
Another beauty about ballooning is that there is practically no danger. The number
of accidents each year as a result of ballooning is less in proportion to the number of
people indulging than is the loss of life by railroad."

Mr. Charles E. Hellier saw a great chance for the Club to develop New England
mechanical ability to produce a truly practical flying machine. Fie said in part, "I put
not long ago $5000 into a flying machine and it was a failure. It failed because the
engine was not powerful enough. In order to build a flying machine that will fly, a
hig!i degree of mechanical ability is needed. That ability can be found in New England
and the Club can do much to bring it out. I am convinced that the Wright Brothers
have built a machine that has kept up half an hour. The limit of their flight seems to

be due to the failure of the motor, which either gets hot or has trouble with the gaso-
lene. Their machine, however, is an aeroplane, or scaling machine, and not a flying
machine. If once we get money and mechanical ability together there will be little

trouble about getting into the air with a real flying machine. In New England there is

both the ability and the money. I do not believe that the aeroplane is or ever will be
practical. They have to go at a speed of at least 40 miles an hour in order to stay up.
They are exceedingly dangerous. Human intelligence can surely create a machine more
powerful than the bird, a machine that will beat the air to keep itself afloat, that will

be in every way under control and safe to travel in. That is the machine I am waiting
to see turned out in this country."

Prof. William H. Pickering of Harvard, favored the suggestion of Mr. Howard
that steps be taken to secure for the Club a French flying machine and thought that by
such a method much more would be done for the waiting public than by the creation
of a prize fund.

The members present voted that a committee be appointed to procure for the Club
a flying rnachine, that said committee obtain specifications of both American and
French flying machines and that the best of either country should be purchased for
the Club. The committee appointed for that purpose consisted of Mr. Howard, Chair-
man, Prof. Pickering and Mr. Hellier. The Club also considered the purchase of a
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balloon and Mr. Clayton was appointed a committee of one to procure a good balloon

and to raise a subscription for that purpose.
Among the other speakers of the evening were: President, Prof. A. Lawrence

Rotch, Prof. John E. Wolfif and Alfred R. Shrigley.

AERO CLUB OF AMERICA.

On April 20th the members were treated to a talk by Mr. Octave Chanute, the

"Father of Aviation." Announcement had been made by the Aero Club of the forma-
tion of an Aviation Section, with a well planned scheme for an experimental ground
and prizes, just a few days before the Bell-Chanute-Rotch-Means $25,000 aviation prize

idea was made public. The two plans being somewhat similar, and alike in the amount
to be raised, brought out considerable discussion of the aid such prizes would be to the

art, the division of same to the best advantage and the likelihood of securing such sums
of money. The plan of the Aviation Section was to secure one hundred subscribers at

$250 each, while the other plan was to secure two hundred and fifty subscribers at $100.

This journal has long been urging the offering of large cash prizes and it is with
the utmost pleasure that we can chronicle active steps toward this end.

Mr. Chanute told of seeing a short flight by the Wright Brothers, terminated by a

slight accident to one wing, which touched the ground in making a curve. Peter Cooper
Hewitt reiterated his contention that with an increase in speed the surface of the aero-
plane should be reduced. In Mr. Hewitt's hydroplane, this principle was utilized. The
greater the speed the more the hydroplane rose from the water, supported by the
smaller planes. Mr. Hewitt suggests a system of reefing, but he has not thought out
any scheme for accomplishing this mechanicallj'.

Referring to the selection of grounds for trial flights and for gliding, Mr. Herring
brought out the point that a ground suitable for motor machines would not be suitable

for gliders, but Mr. Chanute explained a way of pulling the glider into the air, from a

carriage, by a cable attached to an electric motor, as was done by him at the St. Louis
Exposition.

The subject of the Government trials of the Herring and Wright Brothers machine
was discussed and Mr. Herring stated that the trials would be secret. Mr. Manly
humorously remarked that he had seen such "secret" trials before. We learn, however,
that no plans have been made by the Government officials for any secret trials, though
they might be had upon request of the inventors.

At the meeting Hon. James M. Beck proposed an aeronautic demonstration in con-
nection with the Hendrik Hudson Memorial celebration, but no plans have yet taken
shape.

In tliis connection we would like to suggest the election of Mr. Chanute to honor-
ary membership. The present honorary members are: Count de la Vaulx, Lieutenant
Lahm and James Gordon Bennett, representing aerostation. Count de la Vaulx was
the first to be thus honored. Aerostation is sport—aviation is science. With Mr.
Chanute recognized, even abroad, as the foremost figure in the aviation world it would
seem proper that America should be represented among the honoraries of an American
club. At the meeting, Mr. A. C. Triaca contended for due recognition, for Mr. Chanute
and explained that abroad he was considered the "Father of Aviation, and that all suc-
cessful machines were only carrying out plans originally adopted by Mr. Chanute."

An informal dinner was tendered Mr. Chanute at the Hotel Savoy on that evening
by some of the active members of the club.

On April 30th, the First Company. Signal Corps, National Guard, N. Y., listened
to an illustrated lecture on aeronautics by Augustus Post, Secretary. The making ready
for an inflation of a full sized balloon kindly loaned by A. Leo Stevens, was demon-
strated under the direction of Lieutenant Lahm, by the Balloon Squad of the First Com-
pany, just organized, Henry Godet, ist Lieut., commanding. A large model balloon
was loaned by A. C. Triaca, Director of the International School of Aeronautics.

The following new members have been proposed:
James Means, George H. Guy, N. H. Arnold, Howard W. Gill, Clifford B. Harrfton,

A. W. Vorse, Morris Bokor.

NORTH ADAMS AERO CLUB.

A. Holland Forbes has presented to the Club a cup to be raced for by at least
three balloons, the conditions of the race not to be decided until the day set. The
morning of the race a pilot balloon wijl be sent up and then some town picked out in
the course of the wind as an objective point. This would be most interesting and the
plan is followed very often in contests in Europe.

The, Berkshire Street Railway has donated $50 toward the new instruments to go
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HYDROBEN- TIGHT BflLLODNS

BOflYHNT fllRUHlPS

All sizes from smallest

models of lightest weight

to largest captive or long

voyage vessels with or with-

out motors.

Patent machine var-

nished, hydrogen-proof

fabrics, ready for speedy

construction.

Best varnish made.

Patent hydrogen gas generator systems, complete, all sizes.

Estimates made.

Practical professional advice given.

Largest, most reliable manufactory in America.

Operated 28 years.

140 gas balloons for U. S. Government.

Instructions given. All sorts of experiments conducted.

Onl}^ American Institute of Aeronautics.

An}^ kind of gas balloon ascents, captive or free, or air-

ship flights made at any time or place.

^ 4-man Captive Balloon outfit, complete with power^vvindlass and gas plant,

for $1,200 cash.

^ 7 h. p., 2-cylinder, i-man airship complete with patent, portable hydiogen
generators, $1,300 cash.

^ Second-hand airship frame, shaft and 10 ft. propeller and rudder, with or
without gas bag and motor, for sale cheap. Also new, i-mau gas balloon
complete ; a 4 h. p. i-cyl. stationary, kerosene motor ; 2-cyl., 12 h. p ; and 2-

cyl. 10 h. p., cheap. Address with stamp for particulars.

CARL E. MYERS,
BALLOON FARM, FRANKFORT, N. Y.

In answering adv,ertisements please mention this magazine.
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with the "North Adams No. i" which the Ckib recently purchased from A. Leo
Stevens.

PITTSFIELD AERO CLUB.

The Aero Ckib at Pittsfield has purchased a thousand meter balloon from the

Stevens factory. On May 7th two sounding balloons will be sent up by Professor A.

Lawrence Rotch, Director of the Blue Hill Observatory. They will be the first to be

used in New England. The date is the international one arranged by various observa-

tories in Europe and America.

MILWAUKEE AERO CLUB.

On April 29th a meeting was held in the rooms of the Merchants and Manufac-
turers' Association.

Major H. B. Hersey told of his experiences, Professor Warren S. Johnson spoke
on the scientific side, and Mr. R. B. Brown, Engineer of the Milwaukee Gas Company,
discussed arrangements for inflation for a proposed balloon contest. R. B. Watrous,
Secretary of the Club, also addressed the meeting.

APRIL ARMY NOTES.

Charles De F. Chandler, Captain U. S. Signal Corps, left Washington the first of

May for Fort Omaha, where the buildings for the aeronautic park are nearing comple-
tion. It is expected that Lieutenant Frank P. Lahm will then be placed in charge of

the Aeronautical Division of the Signal Office.

Proposals were opened on April 29th for a 1,000-cubic-meter balloon for free

ascensions and a 540-cubic-meter balloon for captive work. Award was made to Cap-
tain T. S. Baldwin, the lowest bidder, on May 7.

Advertisements are being sent out for a tent for housing the dirigible balloon now
being built for the Signal Corps by Captain Baldwin. This tent will be erected at Fort
Myer.

Captain Chandler has been relieved from duty at Washington and has left for Fort
Omaha, Neb., where he will take charge of the aeronautical plant. Lieutenant Frank
P. Lahm has been detailed to succeed him in charge of the Aeronautical Division.

Lieutenant Thomas Selfridge, Secretary of the Aerial Experiment Association,
now at Hammondsport, N. Y., has been assigned to duty with the Signal Corps for
aeronautical work and will be ordered to Washington later.

NEW BOOKS.
DIE AEROPLANE UND LUFTSCHRAUBEN, der statischen und dynamischen

i.uftschiffahrt schwerer und leichter als Luft, von Dr. Wegner-Dallwitz. Small 8vo.,
paper, 45 pp., Illustrated with 7 diagrams. Contents-Teil I; Die Aeroplane, Die Trag-
schraube. Die Treibschrauben, Der Motor. Teil II; Allgemeine Luftdruckgleichung,
Anwendung auf die Berechnung der Aeroplane, Die Beanspruchung des Aeroplans, Die
Detriebskraft der Schwebeflieger, Die Betriebskraft der Motorballoons. Was verstehen
wir unter der Fluggeschwindigkeit V, Die Tragkraft der Aeroplane, Der Handflieger,
Der Aeroplan als Steuer, Der Tragschrauben, Die Tragkraft und die Betriebskraft der
Tragschrauben, Die Beanspruchung bei den Tragschrauben, Die Treibschrauben, Die
Treibschrauben, Die Treibkraft und die Betriebskraft der Treib.schraube, Die Bean-
spruchung der Treibschraube. Published by C. J. E. Volckmann Nachf., Inh. Ernst
Wette, Rostock i. M., Germany.

AERIAL FLIGHT: AERODYNAMICS. Vol i. By F. W. Lanchester. 8vo.,
cloth, 442 pages, 162 illustrations. Published by D. Van Nostrand Co., New York, at
$0.00. Sold by Aeronautics.

Among the recent books dealing with the technique of heavier than air apparatus
is one of extraordinary interest and scope. "Aerodynamics" by F. W. Lanchester,
takes up the study of air phenomena and starting with the analogies of fluid resistance
gradually works up a set of formiflae and coefficients for unknown values which per-
rnits the mathematical treatment of the subject in some instances from a new point
of view. The deductions drawn from time to time bear the stamp of probability and
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for the most part agree with the testimony written and all of the few authorities avail-

able in this portion of the field of scientific research. The paucity of elernentary data

is commented upon by the author as preventing in some cases the arrival at con-
clusions sufficiently exact to be of the greatest advantage, which undoubtedly explains

the fact that where these formulae arc .ipplied in actual design such as described in

section 218, considerably higher efficiencies are attained in practice with the screw
propeller.

The use of several new words such as "Aerofoil," to stand for any shaped surface

used in the accepted sense of an aeroplane, as a more exact term may win its way into

favor, although in the general mind the conception of an aeroplane has ceased to be
confined to absolutely fiat surfaces.

The reasoning in connection with drift or edge resistance air vortices, and stream
line construction seem well borne out in practice, while it remains to be proven that the

difference between the laws of aerodynamics and hydrodynamics is not greater than
appears on the surface.

The general treatment of the experimental data of Langley, Dines, and the author
brings out several new thoughts that will well repay a careful reading of the book.

WILBUR R. KIMBALL.

LUFTREISEN: von Prof. Johannes Poeschel, published by Fr. Wilh. Grunow in

Leipsiz, price 6 Mark. A new and interesting balloon book. Illustrated with
photographs and diagrams.
Kein Tag vergeht mehr, ohne das uns die Zeitungen von neuen Ereignissen und

Erfolgen auf diesem Gebiete zu berichten hiitten. AUes was sie mitteilen, wird rnit

Spannung gelesen und in alien Kreisen lebhaft besprochen. — So diirfen auch die hier

gebotnen Berichte fiber Ballonfahrten wohl das Interesse vieler auf sich lenken.

Der Verfasser ist kein Berufsluftschiffer, sondern ein Mann, dessen Lebensarbeit
von der Luftschiffahrt weit abzuliegen scheint. Beinahe fiinfzigjahrig bestieg er zum
erstenmal den Ballonkorb, da aber hat es ihn gepackt und wird ihn nicht wieder los-

lassen, solange die notige korperliche Frische bei ihm noch vorhalt. Wieviel hat er doch
der Beschaftigung mit Luftschiffahrt zu danken. Sie hat ihm auser unvergleichlichem
GenuB auch einc Fiille geistiger Anregungen gegeben. Vor allem verdient es die

"Laiengeographie im Ballon," wie man sie nennen mochte, von dem Luftreisenden, den
nicht bestimmte andre Griinde zum Auffrahren veranlassen, beachtet und gepflegt zu
werden, ihr namentlich hat auch der Verfasser sich zugewendet. Freilich sind es erst

wenige Fahrten, die er bis zum Abschlus dieser Schrift unterncmmen hat, immerhin
hat er auf den fiinfzehn Reisen bei einem Gasverbrauch von 15.400 Kubikmetern 4918
Kilometer zuriickgelegt und Deutschland fast nach alien Richtungen, auch ein gut
Stiick Ausland iiberflogen. Mochte das Buch dazu beitragen, alle aufzukliiren und zu
bekehren, die in der Luftschifferei noch immer nichts weiter als einen miisigen und
gefahrlichen Sport erblicken, mochte es ihr neue Freunde und Anhiinger gewinnen zu
deren eigner Befriedigung und Freunde.

Das Buch ist eine der interessantesten Erscheinungen des Jahres. Die Beigabe auf
den verschiednen Fahrten aufgenommener Bilder sowie einiger Karten verleiht dem
Buche noch einen besondern Wert.

The sculptor-aviator Delagrange has cast a bust of Henri Deutsch de la Meurthe.

The "Ville de Paris" has been infiated again and flights will be resumed under mili-

tary direction.

Some months ago, M. Charron and M. Santos Dumont made a bet, The Brazilian

aeronaut wagering that within six months he would attain a speed of a hundred

kilometers an hour with his hydroplane, his own invention. Santos Dumont having

lost, he has just sent M. Charron a check. The winner forwarded the 1000 francs to

the Aero Club as a prize for the encouragement of aviation.

Carl E. Myers, of the "Balloon Farm." Frankfort, N. Y., has just shipped two
sounding balloons to the U. S. Weather Oliscrvatory at IMount Weather. This is the

only station in the United States Weather Bureau using small captive balloons and the

two just sent are the first of the kind the Bureau has had. They are used to supple-

ment the kites, on days when there is not wind enough to take the kites up. In the

last nine months only' five such days have occurred. It is hoped to get an altitude of

from 5,000 to 10,000 feet with them, depending upon conditions, wind, etc., aloft. Such
altitudes are obtained abroad with similar balloons.
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The Wright Brothers Sell Their Aeroplane (?).

It is reported abroad that the Messrs. Wright have sold their patents to M. Lazare
Weiller, a wealthy Jewish banker of Paris, for $100,000, conditional upon flying a speci-

fied distance at a speed of 50 kilometers an hour. How true this report is. there is no
means of saying. At least, it must be doubted, we believe.

New Machines in Course of Construction.

F. E. Boland, of Newark, is building an aeroplane which will be finished in about
two weeks.

Wilbur R. Kimball, of New York, has nearly finished his helicopter and will shortly

begin trials. The motor will be a 40 horsepower Aero & Marine, water cooled.

The Aerial Experiment Association's aeroplane "Red Wing" has been rebuilt and
is ready for trials.

The Rene Gasnier aeroplane is being built at his chateau du Fresne, in the district

of Maine-et-Loire. The apparatus has two superposed planes of 10 meters spread and
30 square meters supporting surface. In the rear is the stabilitating plane of 3.5 square
meters. A rudder is placed in front which steers laterally as well as vertically in one
movement. The motor will be a 40 horsepower Antoinette. The total length is 9
meters and the weight 400 kilos.

The Kapferer-Paulhan monoplane, which has been building during the Winter, has
been taken to Buc. -M. Kapferer has made a few satisfying trials and will begin trial

flights as soon as the weather is better. A Pelterie motor is used.
The crack cyclist Jacquelin is building an aeroplane with the carriage maker

Vedrine. A 6-cylinder "W" motor of Dutheil & Chalmers will be installed.

Edouard Bourdariat is buying an aeroplane of the "Chanute" type, with 7.5 meters
spread and 22.5 square meters total surface.

M. Bellocq will try at the end of May an aeroplane of his own invention, with a 50
horsepower motor.

M. Auiifin-Ordt has constructed an aeroplane to be equipped with a Pelterie 40. The
feature of the apparatus is an automatic equilibrium plane. Experimenting at Buc, he
was satisfied with rolling along the ground for 300 to 400 meters. Everything worked
perfectly, although he had to work against the wind and up hill. "It is quite certain
that this apparatus will rise when the aviator will use the motor at full power."

M. Goupy has under construction a 3-superposed-plane machine. His idea is to
obtain great supporting surface and diminish the spread. The motor will be a Renault 50.

The monoplane of M. Blanc made its debut on March 29th at Rouet, near Mar-
seilles. The Pelterie motor, 35 horsepower, 45 kilos weight, worked perfectly. There
are 2 two-bladed propellers of 2 meters diameter, 1.2 meter pitch. The apparatus is a

two-surface, arranged "tandem."' The total weight is 280 kilos. At the first trials it

met with a slight accident.
Paul and Ernest Zens are constructing at Gonesse a biplane with a dihedral angle.

The spread is 8.5 meters. The lower plane is 2.3 meters in depth and the upper 1.2

meters. The total carrying surface is 29.75 square meters. The rudder is in front at

the end of a framework 2.5 meters long. This plane can be tilted from left to right, and
serves to steer vertically and horizontally, and to be especially effectual in making
turns. The apparatus weighs 300 kilos and is mounted on the usual 4-wheeled chassis.

A 50-horsepower Antoinette motor will be used to actuate a single propeller 2.05 meters
diameter, 1.3 meters pitch.

Zeppelin IV.

The Zeppelin IV. is nearing completion, and may be expected to make its first

trials the latter end of May.

Malecot Dirigible.

The dirigible balloon built last year by M. Malecot has been removed to Issy les

Moulineaux, where experiments will be conducted with it under the supervision of a
special technical committee appointed by the Minister of War.

Balloon Contest at Verona.
The first aeronautical contest organized in Italy took place on March 19 at Verona.

Three balloons started.
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RIACA
Agent for Chauviere, (Paris), Aeroplanes and Helicopters. Mallet,

(Paris), Spherical Balloons and Dirigibles. Hue, (Paris), Aeronautic
Instruments. Torrilhon special rubber fabrics for balloons and dirigibles.
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Spherical and Dirigible Gas Balloons, Aeroplanes and Flying Machines.

We also furnish Hydrogen Generators and Airship Motors
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FLYING MACHINES.
Aeroplanes built complete or materials furnished. Steel or aluminum

tubing, bamboo, etc. Castings for joining corners. Advice on construction

given. Also information relating to past machines or experiments.

J. W. ROSHON, Harrisburg, Pa.

AERO & MARINE MOTOR COMPANY
60 PEMBERTON SQUARE BOSTON, MASS.

44 H. P. (brake test) motor, water cooled, weight 130 lbs., including
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By JOHN WISE
Illustrated, 8 vo., cloth. 310 pages. Best condition.
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Cheap Gas.

Aeronauts are always glad to hear of places where cheap gas can be obtained, even
if they cannot get that price for themselves. The gas works at Billy-Montigny, about
50 miles north of Paris, and the works at Roubaix both sell gas for 2 cents a cubic
meter—$20 for a balloon the size of the "Stevens 21," 1,000 cubic meters, recently sold

to the North Adams Aero Club.

Farman and the Motor Manufacturers.

Every one knows that the rivalries of motor manufacturers have caused the present
deadlock. Why cannot the Count de la Vaulx get a sufficiently powerful A or B aero-

plane motor? How came Vuia to ofiter his money in vain to the only three companies
pretending to make aeroplane motors? Now he is getting one of the latest C models,
like De la Vaulx—after the C people gave up hoping to interest Farman. Why, they
had agreed to pay a friend of Farman's 20,000 francs if he could persuade Farman to

make a deal with them!"
"Why could not De la Vaulx get an A or B motor?" I asked.

"Because Farman would not allow it. He won the Archdeacon prize with the A
motor—in spite of the royal offers of the Bs and Cs. Having honestly fulfilled his en-
gagement with the As, he was free to accept a B motor.

"Which he did.

"Now he has both, he lags and drags—and keeps them fighting over him like Luci-
fer and Michael over the body of Moses. Naturally, the As hope to keep the splendid
advertisement. Naturally, Bs hope to get it from them; but they have not a really prac-

tical aeroplane motor yet, although they may have shortly. There's been lots of tempta-
tion to kill time."

You see, there are automobile motors and marine motors. There are even dirigible

balloon motors. All are different, according to the need. And from the Paris point of

view the true aeroplane motor is just being evolved; and jockeying and rivalry retard
its evolution. All want Farman. If they can't get Farman, they'll take Delagrange.

Do you know the history of the Farman aeroplane? Delagrange, a Paris sculptor,

thought of coupling two Wright gliders—front and tail—and putting in a motor. The
Voisin brothers, engineers, made all the calculations and built the machine for Dela-
grange. And it flew—weakly. Farman quite new to the subject, simply ordered the

Voisins to duplicate it for him, Delagrange being willing.

When he took delivery, the A motor was the only aeroplane-adapted one upon the

Paris market. Moreover, Bieriot of the Voisin firm, a rich young man, owned the mass
of A stock.

In force and lightness, tested on the ground, the famous mark showed magnifi-
cently. Weighing less than three pounds per horsepower, it was the first of the 8-

cylinder type, without flywheel. It had no carburetor, for the sake of lightness. Thus
its carburation was delicate; and at vital steering moments Farman had to turn round
and let in more or less air.

It was water cooled. In a flimsy aeroplane frame, the vibrating motor would now
twist a tube or pinch a joint, compromise the water cooling; or an essence tube would
get a shake and the force weaken, letting Farman promptly down to earth.

Thus the motor that gave fifty horsepower in a rigid testing chassis yielded, say,

but thirty horsepower in the air, some days more, some less, and Farman struggled with
that motor—while the A strove to improve it. He had engaged to win the Archdeacon
prize with it, and he finally succeeded on a very cold day, which prevented its habitual
heating.

Meanwhile, the two other world-famed motor firms announced aeroplane motors

—

almost ready. That is, yovi could give your orders. But the first order they desired was
that of Henri Farman.

How could it be otherwise?—Chicago Record-Herald.

Mechanics of the Military Dirigibles.

Four new non-commissioned officers chosen from the entire French Army have
recently been assigned to the battalion of sapeurs-aerostiers (first regiment of en-
gineers), to be detailed to the detachment that this body of troops furnishes to the
central establishment of militapy aerostation at Chalais-Meudon. They will receive
here instruction as mechanics for dirigible balloons throughout the present year,
their main duty being the operation of gasoline engines. Outside of the time which
they will give to manoeuvers of the dirigibles, these mechanics will be employed for the
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present in the general service of the central establishment; but they can in the future
be detached and stationed in certain localities where the dirigible balloons will be
located. The four mechanics will be thoroughly instructed throughout the present
year, and by January ist, next, if they show proof of the requisite knowledge, they
will receive the full title of aerostatic mechanics. In the course of time they can be
promoted to the rank of Adjutant.

An Airship for $22.15.

Eugene Godet's airship, which was at the Jamestown Exposition, was sold on
March 28 by the officials of the Norfolk customs house for $22.15. It will be remem-
bered that an ascent was made with it and a landing in the waters of Hampton Roads.

The Wright Brothers' Motor.

The Wright Brothers, who have received from the American Government an order
for an aeroplane for the War Department, have ordered motors from the factory of

Barriquand and Mare (France). Points: 40 horsepower, 4 cylinder; case of aluminum;
108 bore by 100 m. m. stroke; automatic valve; make and break ignition; automatic
lubrication with circulation of oil by means of a pump; another pump sends the gaso-
lene directly into the cylinders, as in the Antoinette motor.—Exchange.

Troubles of an Aerialist.

To the Editor: Would say that P. E. M.cDonnell is right in regard to a hole through
the earth as per his interview in the Sunday Inter Ocean. The whales from Scotland
can prove it. Lord Kelvin used to pouf-pouf the assertion. Professors in this country
are just the same as Lord Kelvin. Men that go North can teach them something. I

ask you one question: The stones on the icebergs—where do they come from? And
broken trees and branches and ferns and. red berries? I have seen more than three
tons of small stones and branches on an iceberg.

How did they get there? I say from the inside of the earth. They did not grow
there—that is a sure thing. The inside of this earth is peopled the same as the outside.
Another thing for your professors: What is the reason that all animals run north at the
sight of a ship and if followed still run north? Professors ram down your throat the
assertion that the sun causes the northern lights. I say not. The light from the inside

of the earth is the cause of that.

McDonnell says there is not an airship in existence that will reach the north pole.

He makes the mistake of his life. For thirty years an airship has been in existence
which can go anywhere and do anything. It was ten years in Will county and has been
ten years in Chicago. Wellman tried to get there with his gas bag. What fools these
mortals be! He had a gas bag and he was a wind bag. It is my belief he was never out
of Washington, D. C.

Greed for the dollar keeps aerial navigation back.

>j

AIR SHIPS FOR WAR, FREIGHT, OR PASSENGERS, FROM
CHICAGO TO THE NORTH POLE AND BACK IN FOURTEEN DAYS.
OR THROUGH THE CENTER OF THE EARTH AND COME OUT OF
THE SOUTH POLE IN SEVENTY DAYS. WILL CARRY 200 MEN
WITH BAGGAGE.

V /

Put the money up and I will show you that it can be done. And I will prove to

you that the earth is hollow and that there are men there. There are billions of dollars

lying idle right here in Chicago, but they all want something for nothing, which they
will not get from me. THE MASTER OF THE AIR.

—Chicago Inter Ocean.

Aeronautical Show in London.

From March 21 to 28, at the Cordingley automobile show, a section was devoted to

aeronautics. Last year the aero show was held under the auspices of the Aero Club,
and the trials of models brought exhibits which were lacking this year. (See "Aero-
nautics" for July, 1907.) Perhaps the principal exhibit could be called that of Messrs.
Spencer, the balloon manufacturers, in which were shown models of various sized enve-
lopes and full-sized baskets and valves to correspond. A feature was the aluminum
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panelled valve. They also exhibited two airship frames, of triangular bamboo, the
engine slightly forward of amidships and the car aft, the screw being direct driven from
the propeller shaft. The engines are to be 24 and 12 horsepower, respectively.

A peculiar type of helicopter, full sized, was shown by Messrs. Dagnall, Mallinson
and Porter, which consisted of an inverted trumpet-shaped structure inclosing a hori-
zontal propeller near its larger and lower orifice. The machine has not yet been tested.

Various light motors were exhibited, together with various models, of which note-
worthv were the fivers of Mr. T. W. K. Clarke.

The small balloon of the Hon. C. S. Rolls, calls to mind the smallest one ever
built, that of Santos Dumont. The envelope was of Japanese silk and the balloon
weighed, with everything complete, including anchor, 27.5 kilos. When the envelope
was folded in the basket the balloon could be carried like a valise. It was called "The
Brazil." 35 kilos of ballast could be taken.

Another Parseval Airship for Germany.

A new dirigible is being built by Riedinger, of Augsburg, for the Berlin Motor
Airship Company along plans of Major von Parseval, and will probably approximate
the present improved Parseval in many respects. It is expected to be completed in

May, the first trial to take place at Reineckendorf.
The German military authorities are reported to have decided to establish an aero-

static park at Metz, and that Major Gross is at present at Metz locating a suitable
place. The first airship to be stationed there will be one of 2000 c. b. m. capacity, de-
signed by Major Gross.

It may be of interest to note the latest suspension idea of the Parseval motor
balloon.

The new suspension comprises the parallel pairs of cables i and 2, which have the
same length, and rigidly connect the middle part of the balloon with the car, as well
as the oblique ropes 3 and 4 which support the projecting points of the balloon and pass

6 J5 G

DIAGRAM OF PARSEVAL DIRIGIBLE.

at the car under gliding rollers 5 and 6. When the car oscillates it follows circular
courses at the ends of the ropes i and 2 while sliding by means of the rollers 5 and 6
on the sliding ropes.

In order to prevent the axis of the balloon being deformed by the sliding ropes,
the dimensions of the ropes are calculated in such a manner that the circular motion of
the points 7 and 8 coincides within the limits g and 10 of the motion of the car, wliicli

are practically to be considered, with that part of the elliptical way which corresponds
to the motion of the slide ropes. The foci of the ellipses are at 11 and 12.

The advantages of this suspension are the following: A long and rigid supporting
framework for the car is not necessary; the screw propeller may be located between
the balloon and the car, so that it is best protected against damage when landing;
owing to the large distance between the motor and the balloon, any danger of explosion
is excluded; the upwardly directed tilting movement of the low placed propeller screw
is strongly diminished, as under the pressure of the propeller screw the car auto-
matically advances and carries its center of gravity ahead; owing to this advancing and
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following motion of the car, the pitching motions of the balloon produced by the varia-
tion of the speed are considerably reduced.

Consequently, in spite of the low position of the car, dynamic effects are obtained
as if the car be suspended very high, i. e., at the height of the securing points 13 and 14
of the parallel ropes. The above described car suspension unites the advantages of a

low position of the car with that of a highly positioned center of gravity of the car.

The arrangement may also be used as a rigid suspension if it is desired to control
the inclined position of the balloon by shifting the center of gravity of the car. In this

case the car may be held in the desired position by the sliding ropes themselves by con-
necting the latter with a roller 15 in such a manner that the rope is prevented from
slipping on the roller. The mechanical rotation of this roller produces the shifting of

the car.

Aeroplanes.—Can supply at once aeroplanes fitted with 50 h.p. Renault motor.
Guaranteed to fly one kilometre. W. Lecoq McBride & Co. (Authorized Agents for

Renault cars), 67a, Shaftesbury Avenue W., London.

The Hon. C. S. Rolls has offered a handsome silver cup, representing a balloon,
to members of the Aero Club of the United Kingdom, in a "Hare and Hounds Race"
during 190S. Mr. Rolls will take the part of the hare in his new small balloon "Imp"
and the pilot who lands nearest to him at the final descent will be the winner.

M. Georges Besancon, Secretary of the Aero Club of France and of the F. A. I.,

has been honored with the cross of The Legion of Honor and is now "Chevalier."

The Aero Club of America regrets the acceptance of the resignation of Dr. Julian
P. Thomas.

The hydrogen gas reservoir, which is being erected near the park of the Aero
Club of France, will be ready by June 15, it is expected. The erection of the plant
was announced in the March number.

The French Dirigible Balloon Company has decided to construct an aeronat of
3000 cbm., of the De la Vaul.x type. Mallet will build it.

The Syndicate of Aeronautical Industries, in France, at a meeting the last of
February, decided to ask the Minister of Public Works and the railroad companies
for a , specially reduced tariff for the transportation of balloons and apparatus for
aviation.

Among the queer things printed nowadays which, it is claimed, bear relation to
aeronautics, is the following from a French daily:

"Duels in Balloons.—In the list of fantastic duels appears two duellists who both
died as a result of their encounter. The reason for the conflict was a question of
preponderance in the affections of a young blond beauty, Miss Dulamare. The two
American suitors could not agree on the subject of the controversy and they resolved
to resort to arms and it was decided that the duel take place in the basket of a balloon.
Thus it happened. The combat occurred at an altitude of 2000 meters above the Lake des
Eslaves in the valley of the Mackenzie. The balloon which carried the two adversaries
landed in the water and both perished. It was not without a precedent. In France, it

would seem, that a similar encounter took place about a hundred years ago. But may not
this be a canard or the imagination of the journalist of the time in France and in
America?"

AEROPLANE CONSTRUCTION

Models or manufacturing complete from plans in all materials. Repairs or special parts

for machines already con.structed. Our plant especially equipped for this class of work. Free

use of large grounds for trials, etc.

C. & A. WITTEMANN. P. 0. Box 693. Stapleton. Staten Island. N. Y.

17 OCEAN TERRACE, COR. LITTLE CLOVE ROAD
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AERONAUT LEO STEVENS
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AIRSHIP
CON-

STRUCTION

ALL
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HYDROGEN

AND

COAL GAS
PROOF

ONE TO FIFTY PASSENGERS

the keen sportsman of wide experience uses a "stevens balloon."

Varnishing by improved electrical process.

Also representing Carton &, lachambre, leading balloon buildersIof
Paris, France.

Messrs. a c. triaca and a. Leo Stevens are ready to deliver aero-
planes of the Farman No. i and Delagrange Types

AFTER trials OF 1 MILE IN A CIRCLE.

TWO CENT stamps FOR REPLY.

BOX 181, MADISON SQUARE, NEW YORK

In answering advertisements please mention this mag'azine.
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The Auto=Meter i

Is Believed |
Talk about speed indicators that are helle'ved—that have figured largely in famous
events! Here are a fenv right off the reel—just jotted doivn from memory/ The
revievnng of big motor events is nothing more or less than a history of the successful

career of the Auto-Meter

Glidden Tour, 1906, 38 Warners used;
All other makes, 23.

Memorial Day Races, Denver, 1906.

Thomas "40" won 1st; Stevens-
Duryea 2nd; both Warner-equipped.

Mudlark. 1906, from New York to

Daytona, Warner-equipped; big tour

afterward.

Memorial Day, 1906, non-stop run. New
York-Boston-Springfield ; Knox Wa-
terless made record, Warner-equip-
ped.

Franklin car, San Prancisco-New York,
4,500 mile run, August, 1906; War-
ner-equipped.

Percy Megargle with Reo Mountain-
eer, across continent and back, 12,-

000 miles, 1906, Warner-equipped.

Military Message Run, Chicago-New
York, June, 1906, Buick car, Warner
Auto-Meter.

Military Run, New York-San Fran-
cisco. Aug., 1906, a Warner was used.

I

Red Cloud, Olds, trans-Qontinental run.
1907, Warner-equipped.

Glidden Tour, 1907, 75 cars started,
53 used Warners; 21 used all other
makes.

Detroit Reliability Run, 190Z, winner
used Warner.

New York-Chicago Sealed Bonnet Con-
test, winner Warner-equipped.

Long Island Economy Run, Frayer-
Miller, winner, was Warner-equipped.

In New York-Paris Race only speed
indicator in the run is a Warner
Auto-Meter.

Ralph Owen, driver of Mudlark, 1908,
bought a Warner for this car though
offered another as a gift.

Winning Haynes car in Chicago Re-
liability Race, December, 1908, was
Warner-equipped.

Charles J. (Plidden has piled up 42,367
miles in 35 countries with a Warner
Auto-Meter

The fire departments of the following cities

use the Auto-Meter: New York, Boston, Detroit,

Chicago, Denver, Joplin, Mo., and Seattle, Wash.

All the reliable maps of the country have

been laid out with Auto-Meters: The Blue Book,

White's Route Books, all Canadian maps, Michael's

Pictorial maps, all Glidden Tour courses. King's

maps, Brlarcliff Course, etc.

Nearly all the automobile makers of the coun-

try use the Auto-Meter to test their cars before

leaving the factory.

The E. R. Thomas Motor Co. and the Olds

Motor Car Co., furnish the Warner as part of the

regular equipment.

Warner Instrument Co.
'77 Wheeler Avenoe

Beloit* - WisconsinJ
In answering advertisements please mention this magazine.
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The Ideal Tour Is the """""I »" .'^''P^

„( the .i^mand hy th.- touring ^"'"""^^'Z
fie best ruut.. throngh New K"Cl«nd, wh l.h

Includes the vjirleil scenery "f the mnim-
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HOTEL AT THE END OF EAl 11 DA\ S

Rl'N The Toiir can he made corafortahly

In ten davs, or halt as many weeks may
be spent In exploring the mnn.v Interesting

eecllons of the country through which the

tourist passes.

I.eav'ti'ig Kfw York along the Boston

Post Itofld. the many historical and inter-

isting towns, along the way. are without

doubt well known. Among them. Is (.reen-

wich where nuiv he seen the flight of steps

down which liencrni Pumam rode in a

gallop in the days of the Revolution. An-
other (Jreenwich landmark is the old Loii-

gregationa! I'hurch. Stamford was found-
I'd in HJ4II, and many line specim<-ns of

Colonial architecture are still iu existence;

in contrast, tiu-re are many beautiful resi-

dences of modern arcliilecture. Norwalk is

another old town oT historical interest.

The NORWAI.K IloU.SE. of old time
coaching fame, is an excellent stopping
place for Luncheon. At Stratford, the

tourist leaves the shore and turns north
toward the Berkshire Hills. The next few
miles, the travi'I.-r pavses along the banks
of the picturescjue llnuKiitouic until Shelton
is reached ; here, the river Is crossed and
one enters the beautiful Naugatuck Valley.
The scenic beauty of this Vali^'y is unsur-
passed on tile entire rcnite.

Waterbury. Conn;, is the end of the first

dav"s run. and liere is located THE
ICLTON, a nuigniticcnt iire.|iroof hotel,
opened in 1905, delightfully situated on
"The Green." Waterbury is Ihut rare com-
iiiuation of city beautiful and manufactur-
ing town. Founded in 1(177 and known
then hy the Indian name of "Mattatuck."
It abounds in Colonial and Revolutionary
lore, mostly of local fame.

Following the Naugatuck Valley, on the
second day, one finds more lieuutiful scen-
ery, through Tliomast«in, famous for Ita
clock works, anil Litehlleld, a town of rare
beauty, where the first Law Sdiool founded
in this country was situated, through the
roiling Bi-rksnlre foot-hills and fairly
among tile Iterkshires at Norfolk, passing
through Canaan and tlreat I5:irrington to
Stocktiridge. where are located llE.\TON
IIAl.l, and RED J.ION INN. both well
known to all tourists. The Tourist, on this
day's run, may take Ills chuice of these
hotels or continue on to Len<i.'C, where he
will lind THE ASIMNWAI.I. and the CI'R.
TIR HOfsE, both famous tho world over
Stockbrldge and Lenox are thf most beau-
tiful towns in the Berkshire region, and. In
this section, are many lieauiifui estates
They are both jilaces of historical interest
At SloekbridBe, the site of an'early Indian
Mission Chur.li Is marked by a tower
Ihese towns have lieen famous, in times
jiiisl, as the summer homes of many famous
literacy men : among them, .lonathan Ed-wards who was naslor of Iho Indian Mis-sion Church, and left then til take up hisduties as President of PrincHon College"
others wrlio have spent their .ummers here

r„'„"ri.l? ,"."."';..",' ,••,<:" inious works

The third day. tlie tourist passes on

through I'lttsfleld. Ijinesboro. and New
Ashfoid. where Mount r.reylock towers

grandly, a fore-runner of White Mountain

sceneri. .lust beyond tircylock. is Williams-

town and venerable Williams College. At

Bennington is the site of the Battle of Ben-

nington, which la suitably marked by a

monument. At Manchester, the EQUINOX
HOUSE one of the oldest resort hotels m
the country, but modernized and up-to-date

in everv w'av. situated at the foot of Mount
Kquinoi, Is 'the resting place. Ufje is the

Ekwanok Country Club, whose golf links is

acknowledged by good golfers to be one of

the finest courses in the country.

On the fourth day. after crossing the Con-

necticut River at Springfield. Vt.. New
Hampshire is reached. A point of Interest,

on this day's trip. Is the country estate of

the late John Ha.v. Secretary of State, at

Newbury. SOO-NIPI-1'ARK-IAlliOE Is a
new and most delightful resort house, and
the Tourist who will spend the night here

will lie delighted with the beautiful scenery

and the good accommodations. Interest is

added to this point by nearness of the

famous Corbln tjame Preserve.
The fifth dav takes one into the white

Mountains through the Pemigewassett Val-

ley, which begins at Plymouth, where the
Tourist will stop for Luncheon at the PE-
MIOEWASSETT HOUSE, long famous as
the starling point of the coaching trips
into the White Mountains. Passing up the
valley, tile Flume House Is reached, and it

would well repay the Tourist to tarry here
and journey on foot to visit the Flume,
about one inile distant, which is one of the
most interesting features of the White
Mountains, (joing on np through to the
Francouia Notch, justly famous for its tow-
ering cliffs and magnificent scenery, the
PROFILE HOUSE is reached. The old Pro-
file House was well known to all travellers
who vis'ted the W'hife Mountains in the
past. The NEW PROFILE HtH'SK was
erected in IDfitl. on the site of the old
building, and this beautiful house with Its
cottage colony accommodates nearly five
hundred guests. Within a short distance
from the hotel, is the "Old Man of the
Mountains." oue of the natural wonders
of the world. In the opposite direction
from the Hotel, is Echo Lake, one of the
prettiest bits of scenery in the Mountains
and noted for its echo. Also Profile Lake,
known as the Old Man of the Mountains
Mirror.
The sixth day Is a short run to Brettun

Woods, where, in ih.^ heart of the White
.Mountains, are located the magnlHeentMOUNT WASillNtiToN and the h'ome.like
and comfortable MOUNT PI RAS4NT
HOUSE. The MOI.NT wisiniVn-ON ISone of the most costly and beautiful resort
hotels in the country, and has Increased thefame and patronage of the White Moiuv
tains since its erection a few years ago.

loVn, .'n""n™V"' """«" '^ <"<" from thispoint in all us grand.-ur. The "Tip Top"
no^!!?^ o';",

?'""".' "'""hlngton and other
wi? -r^ '"'""•r^'
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torin.. r,3 "T" "'" '""""" f™ " •""
he Cll5i.5l R?'"*'
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''^•'' °'' """'• '!" seventhstate of the journey, f the Motorist has

^r„™,,?j'°^'."?„ 'V .''-"'i- of''t'br™'ri!ir,s

amid these heauiifiii hill,
. »'ere Williamru.U.n Bryant. ..Ilv,-.- W.-nJ., ^

'mo?LonKfoIlow. and llawthornf.
"«'mo8.

Soco Itiv»*r past Glen Station to North
ronwa.v. which is tbi- si'uthern gateway t<i

tbp Mountains, and passing into Main<^ at

Krvburg, through Bridgton to Naples, snmi}

fine scenery along numerous laltt-s and
ponds is enjoyable, as well as the rolling

farm and wooded slopes of this part of

Maine. At Poland Spring, famous the
world over for its remarkable natural
Spring Water, is situated the justly famoua

|

POLAND SPRING HOUSE, one of the most
|

delightful resort houses in the eouutty;!
and the MANSION HOl'SE. which has been
in the possession of the Hieber family for

over 100 years. The Maine State Building,
used as a Library and Art Building, was
the "Maine Building" at ("hlcago Worlds
Fair, and was ri'moved by the owners «>f

Poland Spring to its present location, stun"
by stone. A visit to Poland is not comi)b
without an inspection of the Spring 9

Bottling Houses, the latter being the fln

building in the world used for such p
poses.
The eighth stage is through Portlaii

where the coast is reached. A most beau
ful city.—^the birth-place of L<tngfenow,
where numerous points of interest about '

Followinn the rugged coast through Keniu.
luink, York Beach and Wells, well knowi
for their beautiful summer residences, lo

Kittery. the last town in Maine, one crosn- s

the Piscatague Kiver to Portsmouth
famous for its Navy Yard and as a scene
the Russlan-.Tapanese I'eace f'onferenee
1!(05. Portsmtuith has many beautiful ol .

houses of the period of the Revolution.
At New Castle, a famous historic town iieai-

Portsmouth, is situated the HOTEL WEX'''
WOR'l'H, which will be found a modern ivi

delightfully situated house, accommodaii'
live hundred guests. This House was mu-
in the public eye, in 1005, as the headciuiu
ters of the .Japanese and Russian Pea if
Cnmraissitiners.
The ninth lap, through Newbury port,

Mass.. I|)swich and other historical towiis,

including Salem, the "Witch Town" of early
da vs. to Boston, where the Tourist will be
made comfortable at either THI-: VEN-
POME or THE BRUNSWirK. both delight-
ful hotels situated in Back Bay, or the resi-

dential section of Boston. Several days
may be spent here, with jirufit, visiting thi'

famous historical places, such as Bunker
Hill. -'Old South Church." Harvard Univer-
sity at Caniliridge. Old State House, Kinus
Chapel. Old Christ Church, and many
others.

Leaving Boston on the tenth day. various
interesting towns and villages are met with.

At Sudburv. time should be taken to uispeet

the "Wayside Inn," the Mecca for the lov.r
of the quaint. *ine passes through Worec^;
ter. Sprlnglield. and Hartford, reacliim,'

Waterbury via Plymouth. THE ELT<»^
practically the end of the tour, will i

fmind attractive after a long day's run ovt i

the splendid macadam roads of Mas.sarhu
setts and Connecticut.
The eleventh day finds one bound f"r

New York, along "tho Ilouaatonic Riy.i,

through Danlturv, across the New ^<" ''

Stale line, striking a portion of the nrim
cliff Course and down past historicnl Whur
X lains to New York Citv. having corapb^!''
n thousand miles of the most bcjjullful it"U

interesting sections of this broad eountrv
Fine Golf IJnks are found at nearly a"
points and the Tourist who has the time i

stop en route, should include his clubs i i

his touring c<|ulpraent. Numerous optioi'"
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The third day, the tourist passes on
through Pittsfield, Lanesboro, and New
Ashford, where Mount Greylock towers
grandly, a fore-runner of White Mountain
scenery. Just beyond Greylock, is Williams-
town and venerable Williams College. At
Bennington is the site of the Battle of Ben-
nington, which is suitably marked by a
monument. At Manchester, the EQUINOX
HOUSE, one of the oldest resort hotels in

the country, but modernized and up-to-date
in every way, situated at the foot of Mount
Equinox, is the resting place. Here is the
Ekwanok Country Club, whose golf links is

acknowledged by good golfers to be one of
the finest courses in the country.
On the fourth day, after crossing the Con-

necticut River at Springfield, Vt., New
Hampshire is reached. A point of interest,

on this day's trip, is the country estate of
the late John Hay, Secretary of State, at
Newbury. SOO-NIPI-PARK-LODGE is a
new and most delightful resort house, and
the Tourist who will spend the night here
will be delighted with the beautiful scenery
and the good accommodations. Interest is

added to this point by nearness of the
famous Corbin Game Preserve.
The fifth day takes one Into the White

Mountains thro'ugh the Pemigewassett Val-
ley, which begins at Plymouth, where the
Tourist will stop for Luncheon at the PE-
MIGEWASSETT HOUSE, long famous as
the starting point of the coaching trips
into the White Mountains. Passing up the
valley, the Flume House is reached, and it

would well repay the Tourist to tarry here
and journey on foot to visit the Flume,
about one riiile distant, which is one of the
most interesting features of the White
Mountains. Going on up through to the
Franconia Notch, justly famous for its tow-
ering cliffs and magnificent scenery, the
PROFILE HOUSE is reached. The old Pro-
file House was well known to all travellers
who vis'ted the White Mountains in the
past. The NEW PROFILE HOUSE was
erected in 1906, on the site of the old
building, and this beautiful house with its

cottage colony accommodates nearly five

hundred guests. Within a short distance
from the hotel, is the "Old Man of the
Mountains,'" one of the natural wonders
of the world. In the opposite direction
from the Hotel, is Echo Lake, one of the
prettiest bits of scenery in the Mountains
and noted for its echo. Also Profile Lake,
known as the Old Man of the Mountains
Mirror.

The sixth day is a short run to Bretton
Woods, where, in the heart of the White
Mountains, are located the magnificent
MOUNT WASHINGTON and the home-like
and comfortable MOUNT PLEASANT
HOUSE. The MOUNT WASHINGTON is

one of the most costly and beautiful resort
hotels in the country, and has Increased the
fame and patronage of the White Moun-
tains since its erection a few years ago.
The Presidential Range is seen from this
point in all its grandeur. The "Tip Top"
House on Mount Washington and other
points of interest are easily accessible from
here. These places are famous from a mo-
toring standpoint, as the finishing point of
the Glidden Tour, and the starting point of
the "Climb to the Clouds" of recenr years.

The seventh day. or rather the seventh
stage of the journey, if the Jlotorist has
been exploring the beauties of the various
stopping places, takes one down (^'rawford
Notch between Mt. Webster and Mt. Willey ;

the latter is the scene of the slide which
buried the Willey family many years ago.
Leaving the Mountains and following the

Soco River past Glen Station to Nort
Conway, which is the southern gateway t

the Mountains, and passing into Maine a
Fryeburg, through Bridgton to Naples, som
fine scenery along numerous lakes an
ponds is enjoyable, as well as the rollin,
farm and wooded slopes of this part o
Maine. At Poland Spring, famous th
world over for its remarkable natura
Spring Water, is situated the justly famou
POLAND SPRING HOUSE, one of the mos
delightful resort houses in the country
and the MANSION HOUSE, which has beei
In the possession of the Ricker family fo
over 100 years. The Maine State Building
used as a Library and Art Building, wa
the "Maine Building" at Chicago World'
Fair, and was removed by the owners o
Poland Spring to its present location, ston-
by stone. A visit to Poland is not comph
without an inspection of the Spring a

Bottling Houses, the latter being the fin

building in the world used for such p
poses.
The eighth stage is through Portlan

where the coast is reached. A most beau
f ul city,—the birth-place of Longfellow,- -

where numerous points of interest abour ?
Following; the rugged coast through Kenne
bunk, York Beach and Wells, well knowi
for their beautiful summer residences, t(

Kittery, the last town in Maine, one crosse>
the Piscatague River to Portsmouth
famous for its Navy Yard and as a scene
the Russian-Japanese Peace Conference
1905. Portsmouth has many beautiful oK
houses of the period of the Revolution
At New Castle, a famous historic town neai
Portsmouth, is situated the HOTEL WEN'''
WORTH, which will be found a modern aL
delightfully situated house, accommodati'
five hundred guests. This House was mui
in the public eye, in 1905, as the headquar
ters of the Japanese and Russian Peace
f'ommissioners.
The ninth lap, through Newburyport

Mass., Ipswich and other historical towns
including Salem, the "Witch Town" of earlj
davs, to Boston, where the Tourist will b«

made comfortable at either THE VBN
DOME or THE BRUNSWICK, both delight
ful hotels situated in Back Bay. or the resi

dential section of Boston. Several days
may be spent here, with profit, visiting the
farnous historical places, such as Bunkei
Hill, "Old South Church." Harvard Univer
sity at Cambridge, Old State House, Kings
Chapel, Old Christ Church, and manj
others.

Leaving Boston on the tenth day, various
interesting towns and villages are met with
At Sudbury, time should be taken to inspecl
the "Wayside Inn," the Mecca for the lovei
of the quaint. One passes through Worces
ter, Springfield, and Hartford, reaching
AVaterbury via Plymouth. THE ELTON
practically the end of the tour, will b«

found attractive after a long day's run ovei
the splendid macadam roads of Massachu
setts and Connecticut.

The eleventh day finds one hound foi

New York, along the Housatonic River
through Danbury, across the New Yorl
State line, striking a portion of the Briar
cliff Course and down past historical Whit(
1 Jains to New York City, having completec
a thousand miles of the most beautiful anc
interesting sections of this broad country
Fine Golf Links are found at nearly al

points and the Tourist who has the time t(

stop en route, should include his clubs ir

his touring equipment. Numerous opportu
nities are found for the disci]iles of Waltor
to enjoy good fishing along the route and oni

may go prepared for trout or bass accordinf
to iiis fancy.

otels mentioned, or Ne^v England Resorts Information Bureau, 1180 Broadwa:
T York, for Illustrated booklet and detailed route description.
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HIS number, the twelfth, completes our first year and we take this

opportunity of thanking our subscribers and advertisers for the

hearty support they have given our attempt to advance aeronautics.

We found discouraging pessimists on every hand when we
started a year ago, in July. They told us we were ahead of the

times, that there was no demand for such a Journal and that we were doomed to

failure. We have proven tjiem in error—and for this we are glad.

The art is young indeed but a very healthy infant. The coming year holds

great promise. How fast the art will progress it is wild to forecast. Centuries

of experiments have been turned during almost a single year into practical flight.

It only remains to develop further the machines that are making daily flights.

It was a long time before we had an automobile, but when the first one arrived

the ultimate perfection of the motor car took but ten years. It is po.ssible

that with the flying machine the progress will be still more rapid, for we have

all the engineering knowledge of the past ten years. The explosive motor had

to be invented and perfected before we could have the automobile. We have

the motor now in a state of perfection and we are the gainer by that much.

The principal hindrance to advancement in the art has been lack of funds

with which to carry on experiments, and the treatment the idea of flying has

received at the hands of an incredulous or facetious press has created in the

public mind such distrust of the possibility of flight that it has been well nigh

impossible for an inventor to secure funds.

Attempts recently made to secure funds have been miserable failvires. It is

only within a couple of months that the press has seen the reality of the subject

but it will take some time yet to counteract the depressing publicity of past

years. What we need right now is money for the advancement of the art,

offered privately to deserving inventors or as prizes. There are many who can

and will raise money to build machines if they can be shown a prize to be won

on the conclusion of their work.
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OUR RECENT EXPERIMENTS IN NORTH CAROLINA.

For those readers whose acquaintance with aeronautics is limited to the last few
years, this account of our recent experiments in North Carolina is prefaced with a
short account of our previous work.

Up to the year 1900. our interest in the subject had been confined mostly to
reading and theorizing. But in the Fall of that year we began out-door experiments
on the coast of North Carolina, near Kitty Hawk. Here we attempted, at first,

to fly our machine as a kite; but later made some short glides on the slopes of the
Kill Devil Hill.

The gliding experiments were continued in the years 1901 and 1902. A number
of flights were made of over a minute's duration. The rate of descent was reduced
to an angle of 7 degrees.

The account of these experiments given by Mr. Chanute in talks before scientific

societies in Europe, and in articles contributed to technical papers, created some
interest. A number of persons took up experiments in France with machines built

on the drawings and descriptions furnished in Mr. Chanute's articles. Among these

SCHEDULE OF FLIGHTS DURING MAY, 1908.

Date
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up experiments with enthusiasm. Among these were Santos-Dumont, Delagrange,
and later, Farman. The news of these flights was received by the daily press as a
"clap of thunder out of a clear sky," and some discussion arose as to the truthfulness
of the report. A number of persons from France. England and Germany, as well as
from different parts of our own country, made trips to Dayton to make personal in-

vestigation of the matter. Though many came incredulous, not one returned in doubt.
Our recent experiments were conducted upon the grounds, near Kitty Hawk,

North Carolina, where we experimented in 1900, 1901, 1902 and 1903. The flyer used
in these experiments was the one with which we made the flights in September and
October, 1905. near Dayton, Ohio. The means of control remained the same as in

those flights, but the position of the controlling levers and their directions of motion
had to be altered in order to permit the operator to take a sitting position. A seat

ORVILLE WRIGHT. WILBUR WRIGHT.

for a passenger was added. The engine used in 1905 was replaced by a later model,
one of which was exhibited at the Aero Club Show at New York in 1906. Larger
gasoline reservoirs and radiators were also installed.

We undertook these experiments in order to test the carrying capacity of the

machine, and to ascertain its speed with two men on board, as well as to regain
familiarity in the handling of the machine after a period of almost three years with-
out practice. No attempt was made to beat our record of distance, made in 1905.

The first flights were made over a straight course against winds of 8 to 18 miles

an hour. The equilibrium of the machine proving satisfactory in these flights, we
began to describe circles, returning and landing at the starting point. These flights

covered distances of from i to 2^ miles.

On the 14th of May a passenger was taken on board. In the first flight the motor
was shut ofif at the end of 29 seconds to prevent running into a sand hill, towards
which the machine was started. But in a second, the machine carried the passenger
and operator for a flight of three minutes and forty seconds, making a complete
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circle, and landing near the starting point. The wind, measured at a height of six

feet from the ground while the machine was in flight, had a velocity of i8 to 19 miles
an hour. The distance traveled through the air, as registered by an anemometer at-

tached to the machine was a little over four kilometers (2.50 miles), which indicated

a speed of about 41 miles an hour. A speed as high as 44 miles an hour was reached
in an earlier flight, with only one man on board.

In a later flight, on May 14th, a false movement of a controlling lever caused
the machine to plunge into the ground when traveling with the wind at a speed of

about 55 miles an hour. The repairs of the machine would have necessitated a de-

lay of five or six days, and as that would have consumed more time than we had al-

lowed for the experiments, we discontinued them for the present.

WATCHING THE WRIGHT BROTHERS FLY.

By Byron R. Newton.

(Editor's Note.—As correspondent of the New York Herald Air. Newton witnessed
the important flights made recently by the Wright Brothers in North Carolina and be-

sides giving to the world exceptionally interesting and accurate accounts of their

achievements, took the first photograph ever published of their motor aeroplane in

flight.)

The month of May, 1908, will doubtless be known to future generations as the most
important period in the development of aerial navigation. There may have been other
months when more was accomplished in a rudimentary way, but during the middle week
of Mjay civilization learned that mechanical flight was at last a reality and not a mere
human aspiration. The world received its first news that this dream of the ages had
been realized—tliat Wilbur and Orville Wright of Dayton, Ohio, had surely mastered
the mighty problem, and, with the sea gulls and the buzzards, were soaring about over
a desolate strip of beach on the coast of North Carolina.

And, singularly, too, of the world's millions eagerly interested in the matter, there
were exactly five persons there as witnesses of these mag;;al performances—five news-
paper correspondents, each of whom had regarded the Wright Brothers as little more
than theorists, dreamers or fakirs, until they saw the big aeroplane mount into the air,

and, clacking like a great sea bird, come circling over their heads. I went down to
North Carolina a pronounced skeptic. I had no doubt that the Wrights had been very
successful in experimenting with gliding machines, I did not question that they had
gone a step farther with their motor driven machine, but I did not believe they had
made conspicuous progress in sustained flight and I did not believe they had made a

record of twenty-four miles as claimed by them.

I believe all these things now and much more. About a year ago Frank S. Lahm,
the veteran aeronaut, told me he was certain the Wrights could make sixty miles an
hour with favoring conditions and that the duration of their flight was measured only
by the amount of fuel they carried for the motor. I was sorry to hear the old gentleman
utter this statement because I felt sure ht did not believe what he said. I am con-
vinced now that he knew perfectly well what he was talking about. On the afternoon
of May 14, there is not the slightest doubt in my mind that their machine was making
nearly, if not quite, that speed when it disappeared from our view and was hurled to

the ground behind one of the big sand hills.

There is a vast difference between the aeroplane on paper and the aeroplane in the
air. We study the drawings and photographs of these wonderful machines and imagina-
tion fashions an outline of the thing in action, but imagination cannot anticipate the
sensations that come when, for the first time, one behol'ds this huge mechanical creature
leap into the air and glide away with the grace of a swallow and the speed of a racing
automobile. Thinking men and women of our generation have in store a great treat

when the}' shall have the good fortune first to witness this marvel of creation.

I suppose most of us have dreamed of flying or of seeing others soaring comfort-
ably about above familiar places and have awakened with feelings of regret that it was
only a dream. When one first looks up at an aeroplane sailing in mid air, it is like

waking from such a dream to find that the vision is a tlirilling reality. It brings a sin-

gular exhilaration. It is different from the contemplation of any other marvel human
eyes may behold in a lifetime. It awakens new emotions. It brings to one the imper-
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fectly defined consciousness that another world has been opened to us. The thought
comes: "Is not this great ocean of air above us to become as useful for our pleasure
and our activities as the sea or the land?" We get our first real conception of the new
element in which we are to perform human functions. It is not until then that we ap-
preciate the limitless possibilities of air navigation, for, no matter how skeptical we
may have been about the practical phase of Hying machines, those doubts are largely
dispelled when we behold a perfectly balanced craft carrying two men and its own
weight of half a ton through the air just as easily as a motor boat skims the water of a
placid lake. Looking at this thing, one forgets theory, forgets doubt, forgets past ages
of painful effort and ridicule and turns with intense thought to the wonders of the near
future.

Weather worn and decaying, the old gliding machine used ten years ago by the
Wrights, is gradually disappearing under the drifting sands at Kitty Hawk Hill. It

lies near their abandoned aerodrome, built for the first experiments there, so far re-

moved from human paths that vandals and relic hunters have never disturbed it.

Some day, when the world has had time to understand the great achievements of
these modest men, scientists and historians will dig up the fragments of this old gliding
machine and civilization will erect a great monument there. And why not? Glance
backward over the list of human achievements and see if you can find a man or group
of men who have made so great a discovery as have these humble bicycle makers of
Dayton. What other achievement compares with theirs! Men learned to navigate the
water by slow degrees. It was a process of gradual evolution. Rapid transportation
over the earth came naturally with the discovery of steam power. The telegraph and
telephone and the many benefits that have accrued to civilization through the utilization

of electricity were the result of years of investigation by thousands of scientists; but
the discovery of mechanical flight was in reality the work of two men, wrought, miracle-
like, within a brief decade, here among the sand dunes of the Atlantic coast.

Tills is not an unfair claim for the Wrights, because, no matter what may now be
accomplished by other inventors, it is undisputed that rudimentally and progressively
they worked out the great secret, perfected the gliding macliine, made the first suc-
cessful use of the motor, as applied to aviation, and performed hundreds of sustained
flights of a mile or more long before any other aeroplane in the world had made a con-
siderable start in the work already completed by the Ohio men.

This article, however, is not designed to deal with the technical or historical aspects
of the Wrights' performances. It is intended only to relate briefly what they did be-
tween May ID and May 15 on the Carolina beach. Scientists will soon begin to analyze
their work and historians will presently delve deeply into their lives and the story of

their antecedents. If there is anything in heredity doubtless we shall discover, some-
where among the Wrights' progenitors, men of great mechanical and inventive genius,

because much of the success attained by Wilbur and Orville Wright may be credited to

their extraordinary knowledge and skill as mechanics.

It is often asked why the Wrights selected a corner of the earth so remote from
human activities and comforts, for their testing grounds. Look at a inap of North
Carolina and you will understand, in part. The map will indicate the inaccessibility of

the place, and that was the principal thing they were after. But the map will not show
the weird isolation, the primitive wildness and the oppressive solitude and loneliness of

a spot so far removed from the zone of civilization. The map will show the narrow
strip of beach extending for hundreds of miles between the ocean and Albemarle, Pam-
lico and Roanoke sounds, but it does not show the noisome swamps and jungle, the

thousands of moccasins, rattlers and blacksnakes, the blinding swarms of mosquitoes,
the myriads of ground ticks and jiggers, the flocks of wild turkeys and other fowl, the

herds of wild hogs and cattle and the gleaming white sand mountains which have played
so important a part in the Wright's famous achievements. The nearest human habita-

tion is the little hamlet of Manteo. on Roanoke Island, ten or twelve miles distant, with
Roanoke Sound lying between that spot and the sand hills.

It is a singular coincidence that on Roanoke Island another great event in the

world's history took place. There, in 1585, was made the beginning of Anglo-Saxon
civilization in the Western Hemisphere by the settlement of a colony of Englislimen
sent across the ocean by Sir Walter Raleigh. The colony was lost and the world has
never known what became of it. The forest grew up over the old fort an<l the greater

part of the island is as silent and wild today as on the July morning that Raleigli's ships

sailed into the sound. The present dwellers on the island are as ignorant of the modern
world as if they lived in the depths of Africa. The sound of a steam locomotive is as

unknown to them as the music of Mars. An automobile is as much a myth fis Noah's
ark and the flying machine across the sound they regarded as a sea serpent yarn in-

vented by Yankee reporters, the first strangers since the Civil War to invade their

island domain. With this enviroment it may be understood how these secretive Ohio
men were able for more than ten years to keep their secret from the world.
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When the little band of correspondents arrived in Manteo they decided to feel out

the ground by sending one of their number to ascertain if there was any change in the

Wrights' policy of secrecy. It was a day's journey and a fruitless one. When the scout

reached the aerodrome, nestled between Kitty Hawk and Kill Devil Hills, the Wrights
were about to make a flight, but at the approach of a stranger they wheeled the aero-

plane back into the building, closed the doors and advanced to meet their visitor. They
were civil but very firm. "We appreciate your good intentions," they said, "but you
can only do us harm. We do not want publicity of any sort. We want to go on with

our experiments, but so long as there is a stranger in sight we shall not make a move.
Come back a month from now and we will show you something worth telling to the

world. At present, we are simply experimenting with new features of our machine."
Then one of the brothers and their assistant mechanic walked with the correspond-

ent back to his boat and watched it far out on the sound toward Manteo.
The next morning at 4 o'clock, equipped with a guide, water and provisions we set

out determined to ambush the wily inventors and observe their performance from a

hiding place in the jungle. After a tedious journey over sand hills, through long vistas

of pine forest and through miles of swamp and marsh land in which two of the men
narrowly escaped the poisonous fangs of moccasins, we found a spot opposite the aero-

drome commanding a clear view of the beach and sand hills for a distance of five miles

in either direction. There for four days we lay in hiding, devoured by ticks and mos-
quitoes, startled occasionally by the beady eyes of a snake and at times drenched by
heavy rains. But it paid. We saw what few human eyes ever before had witnessed
and had the satisfaction of telling the world about it.

Often we wondered if these men ever slept. They were at work before the sun
came up, they frequently made flights in the early twilight and lamps were flickering

about the aerodrome until late into the night.

The first flight we all witnessed was made early in the morning. As we crept into

our hiding place we could see the doors of the aerodrome were open and the machine
standing on its mono rail track outside. Three men were working about it and making
frequent hurried trips to the aerodrome. Presently a man climbed into the seat while

the others continued to tinker about the mechanism. Then we saw the two propellers

begin to revolve and flash in the sunlight. Their sound came to us across the sand
plain something like the noise of a dirigible balloon's propellers, but the clacking was
more staccato and louder. The noise has been described as like that of a reaping ma-
chine and the comparison is a very good one. We were told by a mechanic who as-

sisted the Wrights that the motor made 1,700 revolutions a minute but was geared down
so that the propellers made but 700 revolutions.

For several seconds the propeller blades continued to flash in the sun, and then
the machine rose obliquely into the air. At first it came directly toward us, so that we
could not tell how fast it was going except that it appeared to increase rapidly in size

as it approached. In the excitement of this first flight men trained to observe details

under all sorts of distractions, forgot their cameras, forgot their watches, forgot every-
thing but this aerial monster chattering over our heads. As it neared us we could
plainly see the operator in his seat working at the upright levers close by his side.

When it was almost squarely over us there was a movement of the forward and rear

guiding planes, a slight curving of the larger planes at one end and the machine
wheeled about at an angle every bit as gracefully as an eagle flying close to the ground
could have done.

It appeared to be twenty-five or thirty feet from the ground and so far as we could
judge by watching its shadow sweeping along the sand, was going about forty miles an
hour. Certainly it was making the average speed of a railroad train.

After the first turn it drove straight toward one of the sand hills as if it were the
intention of the operator to land there, but instead of coming down, there was another
slight movement of the planes and the machine soared upward, skimmed over the crest
of the mountain, 250 feet high, and disappeared on the opposite side. For perhaps ten
seconds, we heard indistinctly the clatter of the propellers, when the machine flashed
into view again, sailed along over the surf, made another easy turn and dropped into

the sand about one hundred yards from the point of departure. No sooner had it

touched the sand than men started from the shed with two wide-tired trucks. These
were placed under the machine, the motor started and the aeroplane at once became a

wind wagon rolling itself back to the starting track with the power of its own pf^-
pellers. After each flight all the mechanism was examined in most painstaking manner,
and the operator always came down when the slightest thing about the machinery was
found to be working imperfectly.

When the machine was near us, in the air, we could see enough of its mechanism
to indicate the recently published mechanical drawings purporting to give all details of
the perfected machine, fall far short of disclosing all of its important features. There
are several vital features of control by the new system of levers that the published
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drawings do not show. These improvements were added very recently and used for
the first time last month.

As a matter of truth, these recently published mechanical drawings have been an
old story in the technical magazines for some time. Everything which is alleged to have
been disclosed has been known to tliose interested in aerial science for several weeks.
On ^lay ist the "Aerophile," the official organ of the Aero Club of France, printed all of

the drawings recently produced in a New York newspaper, together with the specifica-

tions and descriptive matter presented by the newspaper as startling news. Even the

"La France Automobile," subsequent to the publication by the "Aerophile," printed the
same technical information.

During the first few flights we could not make out the meaning or function of a

series of flat pipes resembling somewhat the segments of a steam radiator, set vertically

and very close together near the motor. Later we learned these were the water cooling
apparatus for the motor. It was discovered also by the remark of one of the Wrights,
that they depend very largely upon the gyroscopic principle for their equilibrium. A
visitor was expressing surprise that the machine could carry two persons, when Wilbui
Wright remarked that once in the air he had no doubt that a weight of two hundred
pounds could be placed on the outer end of the main planes without afifecting the equi-

librium of the craft.

After the first flight, we saw many others more remarkable. In the very next flight

we were astonished to discover that two men were in the machine. At first we thought
we were deceived by some optical or shadow effect, but when the aeroplane came down
after making a flight of more than two miles, we plainly saw two men get out and ex-

amine the mechanism.
One thing that surprised us was its performance in the wind. With nearly every

flight a fresh breeze was sweeping along the coast, usually about twenty miles an hour
It appeared to be the purpose of the operators to start against the wind, but from our
point we could not discover that the air currents had any appreciable effect upon the

craft, either in its speed or steadiness. If anything, it moved steadier when driving
against the wind. On several occasions we saw the machine sail straight away up the

beach, until it was a mere speck, scarcely distinguishable from birds and other indistinct

objects near the line of the horizon. During these flights the sound of the propellers
would be lost altogether until the machine turned about and came back, frequently
landing within a few feet of the starting point. These long flights must have covered
a distance of four to six miles.

On the afternoon of ^Maj' 14 when the machine was wrecked after making two cir-

cular flights of about eight miles, we learned that the Wrights had started with the

purpose of making an endurance run of more than an hour, in which they expected to

cover from fifty to eighty miles.

From the layman's viewpoint this last trip was the most interesting. They had
just finished a very pretty short circuit of about two miles, with two men in the ma-
chine, and we expected the next one would be of similar character. The aeroplane
started off in a very wide detour around three hills instead of two, and seemed to be
flying a little higher than usual. It started near the aerodrome and in completing the

first circuit, came back squarely over the same spot. We expected it to come down
there, but when we saw the men on the ground swing their hats and heard them shout
to the aviator, we realized that a performance of unusual moment was in progress. As
the machine started on its second lap, it appeared to be increasing in velocity, gradu-
ally, and at the moment it disappeared behind the sand hill its shadow was racing
across the sand plain with the rapidity of the fastest express train. The motor was
making more of a buzzing sound and the inachine appeared to be travelling much faster

than we had ever noticed before. We did not learn of the accident until several hours
later.

But there was a weird, almost uncanny side to the whole thing. Those present at

the international balloon races at St. Louis last October will recall the feeling that

swept over the thousands of men and women when they saw dirigible balloons go
spinning away over the housetops like horses in a trotting race.

There was something an hundred fold more romantic, or ultra human, just as you
please to express it, about these wonderful flights there on the lonely beach, with no
spectators and no applause, save that of the booming surf and the startled cries of the

sea birds. Often as the machine buzzed along above the sand plains, herds of wild
hogs and cattle were frightened from their grazing grounds and scurried away for the

jungle, where they would remain for hours looking timidly out from their hiding places.

Flocks of gulls and crows, screaming and chattering, darted and circled about the ma
chine as if resentful of this unwelcome trespasser in their own and exclusive realm
There was something about the scene that appealed to one's poetic instincts,—the deso-
lation, the solitude, the dreary expanse of sand and ocean and in the centre of this

melancholy picture two solitary men performing one of the world's greatest wonder.s.
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We were talking along these lines one afternoon when one of the correspondents
reflectively asked: "I wonder if the Wrights ever feel this thing as we do?"

"No," answered another, "you may be very sure they do not. If they were addicted

to poetry, rum and other common vices, the world might never have had a flying

machine."

THE WORK OF THE AERIAL EXPERIMENT ASSOCIATION.

As Recorded in Associated Press Dispatches; Written by Dr. Alexander Graham Bell

May 17. The Aerial Experiment Association, which has its Winter headquarters at

Hammondsport, N. Y., is an association of experimenters who are working conjointly

to promote the progress of aviation in America.
At present there are five members: Alexander Graham Bell, F. W. Baldwin, J. A

D. McCurdy, Glenn H. Curtiss and Thomas Selfridge. Their object is the construction

of a practical aerodrome, or flying machine, driven through the air by its own motive
power and carrying a man.

In pursuance of this aim, the Association has already built two aerodromes:
No. I. Selfridge's "Red Wing," upon plans approved by Lieut. Selfridge; and
No. 2. Baldwin's "White Wing," upon plans approved by F. W. Baldwin.
The tetrahedral aerodrome of Dr. A. Graham Bell will probably be No. 3 and then

will follow Nos. 4 and 5, the aerodromes of Mr. Curtiss and Mr. McCurdy. (Editorial

Note—It has now been decided to build the aerodrome of Mr. Curtiss next, making it

No. 3). It is expected that all these aerodromes will be built within the present year.

The two aerodromes that have already been completed have been wrongfully
ascribed in the public press to Dr. Bell, the Chairman of the Association. His aero-

drome has not yet been completed and work will not be resumed upon it until June,

RED WING.

when the headquarters of the Association will be removed to Baddeck, Nova Scotia,

where Dr. Bell has his Summer home.
The work on Dr. Bell's machine progressed last year at Baddeck to the point of

constructing a large tetrahedral kite known as the Cygnet, which on December 6th,

1907, successfully carried Lieut. Selfridge up into the air to a height of 168 feet oyer
the waters of the Bras d'Or Lake. (See "Aeronautics" for January.) At the conclusion
of this experiment the Cygnet landed very gently upon the surface of the water and
floated there, quite uninjured by its experience in the air. It was subsequently wrecked
by being towed at full speed through rough water by a powerful steamboat. By that

time the season had so far advanced in Baddeck that further experiments with Dr.
Bell's structures had to be postponed until the opening of navigation in the present year.

In June the Baddeck experiments will be resumed by the Association by the con-

struction of another tetrahedral structure upon the general model of the Cygnet, and
the attempt will then be made to convert the kite into an aerodrome, by providing it

with motive power.
The first aerodrome actually completed by the Association was Selfridge's "Red

Wing." This aerodrome made a successful flight of 319 feet over the ice on Lake
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Keuka, near Hammondsport, N. Y., on March 12th, 1908. in the presence of many wit-
nesses. This experiment was somewhat remarkable, as being the first successful public
flight of a flying machine in America, the earlier flights of the Wright Brothers at
Dayton, Ohio, having been made in secret. The machine had been provided with sledge
runners, and glided over the ice for about 100 to 150 feet before it rose into the air. It

then flew very steadily at a general elevation of from 10 to 20 feet above the surface
of the ice, carrying Mr. F. W. Baldwin as aviator.

The newspapers very generally reported the aviator as Captain Baldwin the bal-

loonist, but this is a dififerent man. Mr. F. W. Baldwin is a young engineer, a graduate
of Toronto University, and a grandson of the celebrated Robert Baldwin, one of the

RED WING.

founders of the Dominion of Canada, and Premier of Upper Canada before the confed-
eration. Mr. F. W. Baldwin is the same engineer who designed and constructed the
tetrahedral tower of steel which stands on Dr. Bell's estate near Baddeck, Nova Scotia;
and the new aerodrome now awaiting trial at Hammondsport has been designed by
him. (Editorial Note—Trials of this have now been made; see later on.)

Aerodrome No. i, Selfridge's "Red Wing," came to an untimelj^ end on March 17th,

1908 (see "Aeronautics" for April), by an accident which completely demolished the

machine, although fortunately the aviator and the engine escaped uninjured. The
Association then immediately began the construction of aerodrome No. 2, Baldwin's
"White Wing."

Both aerodromes have been constructed in the aerodrome shed of Mr. Glenn H.
Curtiss, of Hammondsport, who acts as director of experiments for the Aerial Experi-
ment Association. The actual work of construction has been under the charge of Mr.
William F. Bedwin, superintendent of Dr. Bell's Baddeck laboratory. The engine em-
ployed was specially designed for the Association by Mr. Glenn H. Curtiss and was
made by the Curtiss Manufacturing Company of Hammondsport.

May 13. An attempt was made today to fly the new areodrome. No. 2, Baldwin's
"White Wing," at the race track near Hammondsport. The aerodrome had been pro-

vided with light wheels, like bicycle wheels, to enable it to run over the ground until

sufficient headway had been gained to enable it to rise into the air. The race track,

however, proved too narrow to enable it to be used for this purpose, as the ends of the

wing-piece were not raised sufficiently from the ground to escape contact with the

raised sides of the track. The attempt was therefore made to start the machine from
the grass plot contained within the oval race track, but the attachment of the wheels
proved to be too weak to stand the strain of running over rough ground and broke
before much headway had been gained. The damage was repaired next day. The
machine has been placed at a higher elevation above the wheels, so that it is hoped that

the next experiment may start from the race track itself, instead of from the grass lawn,

as the smoother surface of the track will give a better chance for getting up.

May 17. A preliminary trial was made this evening of the aerodrome, "White
Wing," designed by F. W. Baldwin and constructed by the Aerial Experiment Associa-

tion. The aviator's seat was occupied by Lieut. Thomas Selfridge, U. S. A. The
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people of Hammondsport turned out in large numbers to witness the experiment. No
attempt was made to rise into the air.

The machine had been provided with wheels, but steering gear was not attached

to them, as it was thought that the aerial rudder would control the motion of the ma-
chine while on the ground. This proved insufficient for the purpose, however, for the

machine could not be kept from running off the track to one side or the other. It was

WHITE WING.

therefore decided to make a slight change in the attachment of the front wheel, and
provide it with steering gear, so as to enable the operator to steer the machine on the

race track for a distance long enough to gain sufficient speed to get into the air. No
attempt will be made to i\y until the operators are satisfied that they have the machine
under full control on the ground.

-:-i'-

,.^-'

^^Wyi^.^m^'&^l r:

WHITE WING.

May i8. The aerodrome, "White Wing," made a short flight here today, carrying
its designer, F. W. Baldwin, to a height of about lo feet. The pressure of the air on
the elastic edge of the lower aeroplane caused it to foul the propeller and the aerodrome
was therefore brought down to the ground after having traversed a distance of 93 yards.

The damage will be easily repaired.
The new steering gear, attached to the front wheel, worked satisfactorily, so that

there is now no difficulty in keeping the machine on the race track while running on
the ground. The race track has been widened by plowing up a portion of the adjoining
field and smoothing it with a roller.
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May 19. Lieut. Selfridge made two flights this afternoon in Baldwin's aerodrome,
"White Wing." In the first experiment the machine ran 210 feet in 6>4 seconds on the
race track before leaving the ground, and made a flight of 100 feet in 2 seconds at an
elevation of 3 feet, running 201 feet on rough ground after landing, without injury to

the running gear. The flight was impeded by loose guy wires catching in the propeller,
but no damage resulted. In the second experiment the machine made a beautiful and
steady flight of 240 feet at an elevation of at least 20 feet in tlie air, but landed badly in

a newly plowed field. The aerodrome is uninjured, but the truck carrying the front
wheel plowed into the ground and the front wheel was injured. The damage can easily

be repaired. The members of the Association are encouraged to believe that the engine
has abundant power, and the machine is under good control in the air, so that skill

alone on tlie part of the aviator is all that is needed to accomplish much longer flights.

WHITE WING.

May 22. Glenn H. Curtiss in the aeroplane, "White Wing," this afternoon made
the longest first flight for a machine heavier than air that has ever been witnessed in
this country. The "White Wing'' flew 1,017 f^et in 19 seconds, and with the exception
of the dropping of a bolt, no damage was done to the aeroplane. Mr. Curtiss had
perfect control of the machine throughout and the steering was accomplished with ease.

It was 6:20 when the test of the motor was made. It was impossible to get the
machinery under way before that hour owing to a heavy wind from the southwest, but
with the setting of the sun came a calm. The "White Wing" rose and soared at a
height of IS feet directly down the valley. Her first flight' A^as 615 feet. Then she
dipped and for a fraction of a second touched the tips of the' grass, but answering the
touch of the aviator's control the "White Wing" rose again and continued her flight for
402 feet. Then ^Ir. Curtiss, fearing that she would touch again, made the descent and
for a hundred feet the wheels of the aeroplane ran smoothly over the plowed field. So
perfect was the aviator's control of the movable tips that neither of the wings touched
the ground. This is the longest flight ever made in a heavier than air machine by an
aviator on his first trial. ;9V-,

The "White Wing" was driven by a Curtiss 8 cyliiVlcr air cooled motor weighing
145 pounds. This engine develops 40 horsepower at 1,800 revolutions per minute and
is one of the lightest engines ever built. Only 25 horsepower, or 1,200 revolutions, are
required to dri^c the machine into the air. '

•:. May 23. In the Saturday trials, it was decided that J. A. D. McCurdy should oc-
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cupy the aviator's seat. The machine was brought out at 3 o'clock in the afternoon and
pushed around the half-mile track to the end of the back stretch, from which the start

was made. Six men were instructed to hold the "White Wing" while the engine was
being started and until Mr. Curtiss gave the word to "let her go;" when she darted
forward and speeded down the stretch for about 200 feet, by which time she had gained
a speed of 30 miles an hour, then rose rapidly into the air. The flight continued for

600 feet at a height of 10 to 15 feet. A large vineyard directly ahead made a landing
necessary. This landing proved rather disastrous to the machine. She struck the

ground at too great speed and turned completely over. Luckily, however, Mr. McCurdy
was not injured in the least.

This series of flights are the only public ones ever made in America.
Mr. J. Newton Williams, who is experimenting with a helicopter at Hammonds-

port, in describing the flight of Mr. Curtiss said "He operated all the controls—and
made them control. I saw him successfully control the elevation and the lateral equi-

librium and he steered straight at will, keeping the machine over the track till it reached
sufiicient elevation, then across the fields in a direction to avoid the vineyards."

Curtiss Motor Used in the Aerial Experiment Association Aerodromes.

This engine has eight air-cooled cylinders, two sets of four set at an angle of 90
degrees on an aluminum crank case with two connecting rods attached to each throw
of the cranks.

The cylinders are cast of air furnace iron and after being carefully bored, the
flanges are turned on the outside. The cylinders are then ground on the inside to a
perfectly true and smooth surface.

The pistons are made in the same manner and the rings, after being ground on the
sides in a magnetic ring grinder, are slotted and carefully re-turned.

The crank shaft is made of vanadium steel, bored out hollow, especially treated,

toughened and ground to size on all of the bearings. The bearing metal is Parson's
"white brass," which makes a very light and durable bearing. All of the studs and
bolts are vanadium or nickel steel. The exhaust valves are made with nickel steel

heads electrically welded to soft steel stems. The exhaust valves all have a 30 degree
seat and are operated from a single cam shaft. The intake valves are automatic.

The engine complete, with balance wheel, commutator and distributor, weighs 145
pounds. Lubrication is effected by the splash system, the case being fed by two sight
feed oilers, and the ignition is a.ccomplished by six dry batteries and a single non-
vibrating coil.
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SYMPOSIUM.
We have written letters to various ones prominent in aerostation and aviation,

editors of newspapers and scientists, business men and those generally interested, ask-
ing their views as to the present state of the art, its future, criticisms or words of en-
couragement—just as it appears to their individual minds. The following are some of
the restilts. We regret that lack of space prevents printing all of these in this issue.

O. CHANUTE.

FUTURE USES OF AERIAL NAVIGATION.

At the very threshold of the present century, i. e., during the last seven years, ex-
traordinary advances have been made in aerial navigation and we are now in possession
of two solutions: one with dirigible balloons and one with flying machines. As we
mark these great successes we also begin to perceive the limitations of the vessels, so
that we may speculate upon their future uses.

Granting safety ultimately attained, the most important requisite for air craft is

that of speed, to stem the winds that blow. Records show that winds attain speeds of

twenty-five miles an hour or over near the ground, for about twenty per cent, of the
y«ar, and that they are much swifter aloft tlian near the ground.

Dirigible balloons have now been brought under fair control and have increased in

speed from the seven miles an hour, attained by Giffard in 1852, to about twenty-five
to thirty miles an hour with the French war dirigibles. It is claimed that thirty-five

miles an liour has been obtained with the Zeppelin and this enormous balloon, over 400
feet long, must be very near the limit of possible speed and of practicability in landing.
It may come to grief this year.

European nations are building aerial navies for war purposes. France now has two
dirigible balloons and is building three more. Gerinany has three. England has a new
one almost completed, while Russia, Austria, Spain, Italy and Belgium are entering;
upon the same course.

With flying machines a tremendous advance has been achieved. It is now gen-
erally admitted that the Wright Brothers told the absolute truth in stating that in 1905-

they made successive flights of 11. 12, 15, 21 and 24 miles at speeds of about 38 miles-

an hour; while Farman and Delagrange in France have since made public flights varying;
from ©ne to eight miles and promise to attain still better results this summer. Enthusi-
astic aviators all over the civilized world are preparing to test new designs and may
have some surprises in store, while the coming tests of the two flying machines con-
tracted for by the U. S. Signal Corps with A. M. Herring and with Wright Brothers,
which are to come of¥ next August, promise to mark a new era in the development of
this inchoate craft.

Therefore, the question occurs as to what is to be the probable use to inan of these
new modes of transit. We can already answer that they will have no commercial value
for the regular transportation of freight or passengers, as the useful loads will be too
small and the trips too uncertain and irregular. We may, however, discuss their merits
for sport and for war purposes and leave it to the future to show whether new utilities

are to be found beyond those of explorations of otherwise inaccesible regions.
And first we may conclude that the dirigible balloon is too costly to serve in sport

save in public shows. To obtain twenty-five to thirty miles an hour the balloon must
approximate in size the French Lebaudy or Patrie, and these cost $50,000 or more.

Smaller sizes aflfording lesser speeds would have to await still days to be played
with.

For war purposes the dirigible balloon has decided uses as a reconnoitering imple-
ment, and is likely to remain the one preferred for some years, because it affords a
number of advantages: in that the flotation is independent of the motor, that the vessel
can carry crews of 6 to 8 men, and that it can ascend quickly beyond cannon fire by
throwing out ballast. As against these merits it has the following disadvantages: Its

speed is less than that of many winds which prevail during a campaign, its frailty ex-
poses it to wrecks in landing and its unstable vertical equipoise will make it quite un-
suitable to operations close to the ground. Hence it will render little service by
-dragging flaming torches among houses or by shooting or dropping explosives because
of the uncertainty of aim while going at speed. Neither the balloon nor the flying ma-
chine, therefore, seem to promise to be very effective weapons.

Apparently the chief use for flying machines will be in sport. Their advantages
will be that of cheapness, as the cost need not exceed $5,000; also the superiority of
their speed, which is now forty miles an hour and presently will be increased to fifty

miles an hour or more. Moreover, they are small and cheaply housed. Their disadvan-
tages are that their useful loads will probably always be small, as their own weight in-

creases faster than their total carrying capacity; just the reverse of what obtains with
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balloons in which the lifting capacity, and^ therefore the useful load, increas^es faster
than the necessary weight of the apparatus' Besides that there is a certain elemient of
danger to limit use in sport, and this will greatly restrict the use of flying machines.

For war purposes flying machines will serve almost wholly for scouting or recon-
noisance and will be very efficient. For this a crew of three men seems to be required
in action: one to run the motor and to steer; one to make continuous observations and
one to signal the results, either by wireless telegraph or by flags. As a weapon of of-
fense flying machines will probably be worthless because of their small carrying (ra-

pacity.

It is said that recent military experiments indicate that dirigible balloons must be
up 3,000 feet and flying machines 1,500 feet in order to be moderately safe but not im-
mune from artillery fire. In a single combat between the two, if at the same level whem
they first see each other, the balloon would probably escape by throwing out ballast.

Thus if they were a mile apart the balloon can rise 1,200 feet in the minute and a half
required by the flying machine to go that distance, during which it could not rise i,2O0»

feet. The craft highest up will always have an advantage over the other, as shown by
birds in the air. A possible plan would be to have a number of flying machines,
patrolling the sky at various altitudes as do the vultures in their search for food.

For exploration, both kinds of aerial craft will be very useful, but their flights will

be limited by their fuel-carrying capacity where fresh supplies cannot be obtained. It

is estimated that the Zeppelin No. 4 will have a radius of action of 1,500 miles. The
specifications of the U. S. Signal Corps require that the flying machine shall carry
•enough fuel for a flight of 125 miles, but it is possible that this capacity will be doubled
in future machines, although the radius of action will probably remain inferior to that

of the dirigible balloon. It is possible, however, that the trips of the flying machine
rshall be enormously extended where winds can be utilized to soar and sail like certain

species of birds.

Upon the whole, the usefulness of aerial craft will be inferior to that heretofore

presaged by imaginative persons. They will not remodel civilization, they will not

abolish frontiers and tariflfs, nor modify architecture. They will serve in sport and in

war, make many parts of the globe more accessible and abridge distance on special

journeys. They may bring such new elements into war as to render it far less frequent,

and they may develop such new uses of their own as to make the world better and
happier.

PROFESSOR WILLIAM H. PICKERING, HARVARD COLLEGE OBSERVA-
TORY.

THE FUTURE OF ARTIFICIAL FLIGHT.

The story has been often told of a famous scientist who died some years ago, that

he had declared it impossible for a steamship to carry enough coal to take it across the

Atlantic. The story, I believe, is apocryphal, but it serves its purpose as a warnmg
quite as well as if it were true.

In spite of this warning, however, there are certain dynamical truths that we niust

not forget in considering our subject and winch cannot be circumvented. One of the

most important of these is that the weight increases as the cube, and the supporting

surface as the square of any given dimension. To express this in popular language, if

we have two flying machines exactly alike, except that one is on twice the scale of the:

other, the larger one will have four times the supporting surface of the smaller and

about eight times the power, but it will also have eight times the weight. That is, per

unit of supporting surface it will have double the power and double the weight. Its

efficiency will, therefore, be diminished, approximately as 1V2. In otlier words, it will

be about two-thirds as efficient.

If a flying machine can now be built which will carry a total weight of 800 pounds

forty miles, is it likely that in the future one of the same size can be built which can

carry 1,200 'pounds the same distance? If not, it is not likely that in the future we can

build machines of twice the present dimensions capable of carrying eight times as many
men, or an equivalent load of supplies.

The popular mind often pictures gigantic flying machines speeding across the At-

lantic and carrying innumerable passengers in a way analogous to our modern steam-

ships. In spite of our warning, it appears safe to say that such ideas must be wholly

visionary, and even if a machine could get across with one or two passengers the ex-

pense would be prohibitive to any but the capitalist, who could own his own aerial

yacht.
' Another popular error is to expect enormous speed to be obtamed. It must be

remembered that the resistance of the air increases as the square of the speed, and the
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work as the cube. If with 30 horsepower we can now attain a speed of 40 miles, then
in order to reach a speed of 100 miles we must use a motor capable of furnishing 470'

horsepower. This figure may be somewhat diminished by changes in the shape of the
machine, and tlie angle of its wings, but it is clear that with our present devices there
is no hope of competing for racing speed with either our locomotives or our automo-
biles.

Furthermore, if the speed of the flying machine does not exceed 40 miles, then the
practical speed will be very uncertain on account of the action of the wind. Wind ve-
locities in the eastern states at a short distance above the ground do not average far

from 20 miles per hour. Therefore, when going in one direction we may expect a speed',

of 60 miles, but on the return of only twenty.
Another popular fallacj^ is to suppose that the flying machine could be used to

drop dynamite upon an enemy in time of war. Dynamite cannot be applied in that
manner. Unless it is tamped in some way, or forced into the obstruction by a projec-
tile, its explosion would do little harm. If the air offered no resistance, the speed ac-

quired by a projectile after dropping one mile would be 580 feet per second. With any
practical projectile the resistance of the air would reduce this speed at least one-half,,

or to about one-tenth of the speed of a cannon ball, and one one-hundredth of its effi-

ciency. It is safe to say that, considering the risk and expense involved, this would not-

prove to be a very economical method of attack.

In judging of the future uses of the flying machine, we cannot, perhaps, do better
than to compare it with our various present means of locomotion. It will combine the
independence of routes of the balloon with the speed of the automobile, with the un-
certainty of the sailboat, and unfortunately with the danger which has no present equiv-
alent.

There would seem to be but two practical uses to which such a machine could be
put. One would be for scouting purposes in time of war, the other for sporting pur-
poses in time of peace. If the danger proves to be not too great, all of its characteris-

tics, except its uncertainty, will prove to be advantageous for both of these uses. How-
great the" danger is can only be determined after several years of trial, and we shall

then know if it is practically applicable to either or both of these suggested purposes.

A. M. HERRING.

I believe the aeroplane has reached the stage where it is practical as a means of
transportation for human freight or to an extent equal to the average touring automo-
bile, with possibly an extension in carrying capacity and size where it would safely
transport as many as ten men on two hundred mile trips at speeds over fifty miles an
hour. The prohibitive limit of speed is somewhere near 135 miles an hour. Even
travelling at 60 miles an hour the power lost by an efficient screw is not over 5 to 8
per cent.

A machine can be produced in which the operator does not have to attend to the
balancing and under this arrangement much heavier loads can be carried than is possible
otherwise, both per square foot of supporting surface and per horsepower.

The regulating mechanism in my machine now being built will be unlike the de-
scription printed in a St. Louis publication and in the New York Herald. It is en-
tirely new.

A machine can be made to think and act more quickly and with more accuracy
than by human control.

The trouble with the machines flying abroad are their engines' overheating, for one
thing. They are not very economical of power. They take two or three times as much
power as they need. Their surfaces are incorrect and not presented to the wind at the
proper angle.

BRIGADIER GENERAL JAMES ALLEN. CHIEF SIGNAL OFFICER OF THE
ARMY.

Dirigible balloons have now reached a state of development that renders them
essentially necessary to every well-equipped modern army. All first-class European
powers are developing as rapidly as possible an aerial fleet. The United States, while
it has done comparatively little in actual construction up to the present time, is in a
position to make rapid development when the necessary means are provided.

It does not appear that any type of heavier-than-air machine has yet been devel-

oped to a point where it is of any particular value in war. The United States has
contracts with two American makers who, it is believed, have developed the art to a

point equal to or possibly beyond that reached in any other country.

As all other important nations are rapidly developing airships, the United States

cannot well afford to be behind them. It is believed such vessels would also form a

-valuable military asset for purposes of coast defense.
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VULCANIZED PROOF MATERIAL

Seven Layers of Rubber Vulcanized between Two Layers of the

Finest Silk.

Breaking Strain J 00 lbs. per Inch Width.

Stands any degree of Heat or Cold.

Absolute Gas Holder.

Very Elastic.

Any Weight—any Width—any Color.

Balloons made of this Material will Last Five Times as long as

those Made with Varnish.

For Club Purposes a Balloon of This Material will Last for a

Hundred Flights.

Easy to Patch.

Not Subject to Spontaneous Combustion.

Will not Crack.

Waterproof.

No Talcum Powder.

No Revarnishing.

Same Weight All the Time,

Specified by U. S. Signal Corps.

Prices and Samples of Material on Application.

CAPTAIN THOMAS S. BALDWIN

Box 78 Madison Square P. O. - - Neiv York

In answering advertisements please mention this magazine.
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JOHN H. MOSS, PRESIDENT AERO CLUB OF MILWAUKEE.
Patrick Henry said that it is natural for men to indulge in the illusions of hope.

From time immemorial men have yielded to the power of fancy and in their dreams
have lifted the veil of futurity while that divine artist, Imagination, with her magic
brush and most brilliant colors, has painted a picture sublime and beautiful in which
his ambitions have been depicted as realized. So far as aerial navigation, by heavier

than air apparatus, is concerned, these hopes now seem near fruition, just as they were
realized with balloons over a hundred years ago.

The pages of this magazine have kept pace in recording each new step in the
experiments of aerial flight and there is no object in repeating what has already
been told. But let me dwell for a moment upon the obligation this age owes to the

world in promoting the solution of this great scientific problem and likewise upon the
economic value of successful aerial flight.

We have gradually been subordinating the material world and obtaining a directive

control over the forces of nature. The elements of fire, water and air are being made
pliant to our will and have reached an advanced state of utility. We have subjugated
both land and water, and, using them as instruments, are enabled to travel with almost
incredible speed. Traditional ideas of limitations have been lost in the oblivion of
advancement.

The railways, steamboats, telegraphs, telephones, and modern postal facilities have
acted as gigantic centralizers. Those inventions which abridge distances have sealed the
social and business unity of the entire country and made possible the marvelous in-

dustrial developments of recent times. I predict that in a very few years we will

have gained entire command of the air and then both time and space must serve our
bidding. Unification will then have been brought a long ways nearer completion and we
will all be neighbors.

Like all efforts in new fields, the endeavors to navigate the air have had instances

of failure and even disaster, for no endeavors have subjected man's ingenuity to severer
tests, but after all, attempts at aerial navigation form a wonderful story of accom-
plishment. To climax our attainments with the successful control of the air would
certainly challenge the admiration and commendation of even the most sceptical.

This is not an age which shirks the responsibility to advance the sum of human
knowledge or to progress along those lines which make for the advantage of mankind.
We owe it to ourselves, to the age in which we live, and to posterity, to solve Nature's
mysteries so far as possible; to learn more of the utility of her resources and to

vitalize her latent energies. The experience of our predecessors has descended to us,

their acquirements are our heritage and it is our obligation to build a new round to

the ladder of human culture and attainment so that our children may climb still

higher and do the like.

We have been eminently successful in defying the dangers of wind and water,

of tropical suns and arctic snows; we have successfully delved into the depths of the
earth and scaled the highest mountain peaks. In all these achievements we have
clung closely to terra firma; now it not only seems possible but highly probable that

we will soon be soaring at will to aerial heights.

It is natural for one to ask: "What advantage will accrue to mankind should
aerial flight be successful?" One may safely reply that there will be advantages from
many view-points.

It will gratify an eager scientific inquiry.

It will satisfy a great world desire.

It will be an additional triumph toward man's dominion over the forces of nature.

It will afford an unlimited field for pleasure.

It will be a valuable aid to the study of atmospheric density, pressure and currents.

It will facilitate explorations.

It will be an invaluable help for army purposes.

It will add to the knowledge of propellor construction and adaptability if the
dirigibles are operated in that manner.

There would seem no good reason why the same progress which has marked
man's endeavors in other fields should not also be attained here. Theory and practice
are waging a mighty contest and I confidently prophesy that the years are numbered in

which theory will maintain its supremacy.
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AUGUSTUS POST, SECRETARY AERO CLUB OF AMERICA.

The growth of the science and art of aeronautics in America is very interesting
to trace, from the inception of the idea by a few enthusiastic members of the Automo-
bile Club of America, to its present state of general interest and wonderful accom-
plishments.

We see its signs on all sides. No popular magazine is complete without a story
either of scientific interest containing an accurate account of the very latest achieve-
ment, or an imaginative, dramatic, and thrilling narrative of what we may expect to
happen in the future; such as aerial battles between airship navies of the great powers,
or the "elopement by airships" to introduce the all-compelling love motive.

You may remember that at the first exhibition held by the Aero Club of America
only three years ago there were exhibited only photographs and models of flying
machines, heavier than air, three historic airships, and regulation balloons and equip-
ment. These exhibits were the first real apparatus that many of us had ever seen. It

was not long, however, before we had arranged a trial for the balloons as being the first

step in the subject, and professional balloonists made ascents to show us how it was
done. The next thing in the regular order of progress was to have ascensions by
members of the Club, and then Mr. A. N. Chandler was sportsman enough to order a
balloon himself. The rapid progress of ballooning from this moment was assured and
a few of the members of the Club soon became expert pilots and are now engaged in

rapidly initiating all who wish to enter into the mysteries of the skies. The second
step in the progress is somewhat more slow of development and it would seem that the
dirigible balloon or balloon with motor was just coming into the hands of the amateur.

"Chauffing" a dirigible balloon, although one of the most fascinating of all sports,

has been rendered difficult to take up on account of the almost insurmountable ob-
stacles in the way of obtaining suitable apparatus unless you make it yourself, and the

fact that heretofore the ships available in this country have been built to carry one
operator only, thus making it hard to instruct the novice in handling, and steering in

the air. But now thanks to Captain Baldwin, Knabenshue, and others, who are build-

ing dirigibles to carry more than one person, they will be able to impart their knowl-
edge and train many to successfully operate this form of vessel and we will ultimately

see amateur airship races with all the excitement in the air of a Vanderbilt race on the

ground; and if they could be seen over New York City itself, or over the Hudson
River, there would be no necessity of the spectators getting up at sun rise or travelling

out into the rural districts to see the fun.

The third step, which is even a greater one than either of the others, is the step

from the mere photographs and models to the full sized successful flying machine
heavier than air. This has also been taken although the last to come, in fact only just

now really in our grasp. The heavier than air machine opens such fields for develop-
ment that there seems no limit to what another year may bring forth. This dream of

the past, this idea of the crank, this chimera of the illusionist, this greatest baffler of the

inventor is realized. The one element that man has hitherto been unable to harness to

his own chariot and conquer by force of will and might, has at last succumbed to the

genius of the 20th Century and although the success of battle has already been heralded
around the world, it is now in our midst. With our own ej^es have we seen the marvel
and with the moving proofs of the camera may we rest assured that just as we have
had first the stories and dramatic pictures, then the models and apparatus, then the

demonstrations and trials, finally as we have operated balloons and dirigibles our-

selves, so will we soon guide and steer the flying machine.

The Aero Club itself has grown and matured, has made a reputation for itself and
for America. It has stamped public approval and appreciation upon the work done by
Professor Langley with the help of the War Department, and what the Signal Crops is

now doing. With other Clubs following where it leads, the Aero Club of America
must be extremely careful in this new and vast field beset with vagaries of all kinds.

The direction of the Club itself among the varying trend of ideas now seeking to sway
it first in this way, now in that, is much like the piloting of a balloon through the

many diverse air currents, and when it has to deal with the more rapid progress and the

tremendous forces brought to bear by the education of men to the quickness and
rapidity of thought necessitated by the training received in power flight, and its vast

commercial importance, there is all the more need to stand firmly together to consider

quickly, wisely, and firmly that we may give full importance to all parts of the machine

and guide it equally, not losing sight of the fact that we have a new problem never be-

fore presented, and for which we have been but partially prepared by the automobile

and balloon, namely, the combination of the two, and we must steer both vertically as

well as horizontally, and consider whether we shall avoid obstacles by going around

them or going over them or under them.
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JOHNSON SHERRICK, PRESIDENT AERO CLUB OF OHIO.

I have spent nearly all of my life in the business world, working hard in the
channels of trade, and have only been able to look over the fences into the fields of
science, and enjoy at long range the wonderful achievements of evolution.

We should be thankful that we are privileged to live in an age in which so much
has been accomplished for the benefit and glory of man. If our ancestors of only
a few centuries ago were able to look ahead and see the country in which they once
lived, could they realize the change, or separate the picture from a passing dream?

The commerce that then went its way on the slow wheels of ox-carts, now speeds
from state to state over steel roads at from twenty-five to fifty miles an hour carrying
tons where only pounds were carried then. Then on water, sail boats loaded with
freight, went with the wind and struggled long and hard to cross the sea. Now great
ocean liners driven by the power of the steam engines cross and recross these same
deep waters guided by the hand of man with little fear of wind or wave and at a speed
not dreamed of in the earlier days.

Who would have thought not longer back than the days of our revolution that
a battle on water in the middle of the Atlantic could be fought, and ere the smoke
cleared away, the news of the result was being read by the people of all the civilized
nation? And it has come to pass that the human voice can be sent thousands of miles
through wire, and the familiar words of friends recognized at either end of the line.

When we think of the wonderful progress that science has made in electricity since
the days that Benjamin Franklin first started the thinkers to think along that line.

When we see the trolley cars speeding from place to place carrying their passengers
seated as comfortably as our ancestors sat in their drawing rooms.

When we behold the motor car gliding through the streets and over the highways
of our beautiful country. When we consider all this and much more in the fields of
science (that seems to have no end), may we not expect and be reasonably certain
that the navigation of the air is now assured?

The energy displayed by the Wright Brothers and other courageous workers have
already done much toward navigating the air.

Science is lighting up the way, the brain of the inventive genius is hard at work,
the skill of the artisan is putting the machine into shape, and the daring aeronauts and
aviators are already riding the wind and guiding their crafts through the atmosphere.
Nature is full of wealth. The land, the sea and even the air, is full of hidden mysteries
which will in time yield such wonders that we of this generation cannot now imagine.
Judging the future by the past we are forced to believe that not only aerial navigation
is an accomplished fact, but in the future, and not far beyond, are greater wonders in

store for the human family and grander events awaiting their place in the cycle of
evolution.

We cannot estimate the possibilities of the future, but we can revere and be
grateful to the men whose pluck and hard work have done so much for the world.

I am not a prophet but I know the scientific world as well as the physical world
moves.

LEE S. BURRIDGE.

I desire to congratulate you on the anniversary of your publication Aeronautics,
having now been issued one year, and particularly for the good work it has accom-
plished by creating a serious interest in the art which is all the more to be com-
mended in view of the press of the country when you began referring to aeronautics
in a sarcastic strain tinged with ridicule, which is now materially changed owing in a
great measure to your serious efforts in the magazine.

The progress of the art has been greater within the past year than at any time
heretofore and while this may not be due to your efforts entirely I feel that you have
been one of the agents through your magazine, and while some believe that practical
dynamic flight is at hand, I feel there is still a great deal of work to do to bring the
present experiments to some useful practical purpose, so I commend you to keep up the
good work you have so ably begun as there is still great development to be accom-
plished and all adherents look to you for the able co-operation and assistance you have
so far given in the past to continue with redoubled efforts for the future.

HART LYMAN, EDITOR NEW YORK TRIBUNE.
Recent progress in aerial navigation not merely justifies but demands intelligent

discussion of the development of the art and its possible application, both by the
general press and by periodicals devoted exclusively to the subject, and I wish you
abundant success in your interesting enterprise.
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A. C. TRIACA, PILOT AERO CLUB OF FRANCE.

The year 1908 will not see aeroplanes carrying six people and dirigibles making
sixty miles an hour, as some too early enthusiasts, not figuring out the theoretical
difficulties of these aerial craft, have announced, but we will have records of five

hundred miles with dirigibles at a speed ranging from forty to forty-five miles an
hour and aeroplanes covering distances of one hundred kilometers.

These results will be the recoinpense of many years of study, innumerable ex-
periments, and at great expense of brain and money and with loss of life. Todaj%
aerial locomotion must get on a practical commercial ground and we need experienced
and scientific builders rather than inventors.

We can leave to the natural inventive faculty of the very few, who, helped by
scientists and practical experimenters, will obtain progressive work, the duty of per-

fecting the actual primitive airships.

The other believers in the close future of aeronautics must make an active
and intelligent propaganda to interest the leading men in the social and financial

world; must criticize the speculators and the self-called "aerial engineers" who losing
their own lives and those of their companions who unconscious of the danger, accept
to divide a cheap glory, are disseminating in the public opinion the idea that aerial

navigation is perilous: and must incite the people to take up the matter with the brain
and not only with feet and hands.

Your first year of work, my dear Mr. Jones, I am certain was difficult and mis-
understood. I have read every page of your magazine with interest and I was pleased
to see a steady progress every issue. If you cannot obtain until now a right and
deserved profit, remember that your action will give you inestimable satisfaction,

and that I am only one of your friends who admire the efficient help that

"Aeronautics" is giving to the cause of aerial locomotion.

CHARLES W. KNAPP, EDITOR THE REPUBLIC, ST. LOUIS.

The increasing evidence that the problem of aerial navigation is at last approach-
ing practical solution makes an occasion for a publication specially devoted to

aeronautics such as has/ never before existed. The accomplishments of the past year
have brought aeronautical experimentation more definitely into the domain of true

science than could be said to be the case in past. Not only dirigible balloons but the

heavier-than-air machines which enable genuine flying have made marked progress
and we have every reason to anticipate notable developments in the year 1908.

F. L. LAIRD, EDITOR NEW YORK COMMERCIAL.

If your magazine keeps abreast of its subject, it would be one of the most widely
read organs in the country within a generation. I believe warfare to be one of the

least important phases of the problem of aerial navigation. Its realization now is as-

sured and the step will count more for progress than did that from the farm buggy to

the automobile.

H. J. WRIGHT, EDITOR THE GLOBE, NEW YORK.

I'd like to say something nice about the aeronauts in response to your request, be-

cause I am sure they are fine fellows, and they are certainly performing miracles. But
what can a mere land lubber, now doubly derided by these that go up to the heavens
as well as by those that go down to the sea, know of the bird men? Upon the tail

feathers, so to speak, of the winged word presses the winged man; and who shall set

the limits of his flight? Not, Yours Truly.

A. G. BATCHELDER, EDITOR THE AUTOMOBILE.
Reliable navigation of the air is close at hand. With so many bright and capable

minds centering their attention upon a subject fascinating and spectacular, its practic-
able solution is presaged by the enormous progress accomplished during the past year.
America is in the front rank, and may be counted upon to contribute substantially and
successfully in bringing about aerial transportation. It must be confessed that much yet
remains, but it must be likewise atlmittcd that enormous strides have taken the
science from tlie category of prol)lcmatical things to the list of assurctl realities.

F. W. MAIN, SPRINGFIELD REPUBLICAN.
The Republican has for years believed in the utmost encouragement of all scientific

efforts to navigate the air and has had faith tliat results of great importance to man-
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kind would ultimately be secured. The progress made in the past five years in the

several lines of aeronautics cannot be contemplated without having one's faith quick-

ened and one's imagination stirred. While there must be much uncertainty as to the

scientific limits of practical, especially commercial, dynamic flight, still the world seems
to be merely on the threshold of developments whose scope we can now only vaguely
discern. The world already owes a large debt to the men who have pushed experimenta-
tion with flying apparatus to its present limits, and before their pioneer work is ended
the debt will be great indeed.

CALIFORNIA AIRSHIP COMES TO GRIEF.

An enormous dirigible balloon, 450 feet long and 36 feet in diameter, and 485,000
cubic feet of gas, built by the National Airship Co., (see page 2>7 of February page
43 of April) with sixteen passengers, attempted a flight on May 23rd at Berkeley, Calif.

Six gasolene motors generating 200 horsepower were suspended beneath the gas bag
at intervals of about 50 feet. As the dirigible rose into the air to a height of about
300 feet, two of the engines were started. The front end tilted sharply downward and
the rush of gas towards the rear caused the envelope to burst open. The airship

dropped rather slowly but the excited occupants jumped out and all were more or less

injured, though none fatally.

The prospectus issued by the company in 1907 is fearfully and wonderfully written.

On the cover of this optimistic pamphlet is a supposed "reproduction" of the good ship

"Ariel," stated to be "1250 feet long, 64 feet diameter, 140,000 cubic yards capacity, 128

Scientific American Photo

tons displacement, 8 independent power plants, 3280 actual horsepower, 16 propellers.
Ships 40 men in the crew and will carry 500 passengers and 40 tons of mail from New
York to London at an expense of $875 in 24 hours."

The officers are given as: J. A. Morrell, President and General Manager; M.
Sparling, Vice-President; S. LeMaster, Assistant Manager; W. O. Backman, Secretary.
The capital $10,000,000.00.

The prospectus calls for landing docks on the tops of office buildings which the
ambitious company proposed to erect in all the large cities of the world.

The inventor claims to have begun "ridiog gas vessels with eminent meteorologists
and topographers who worked under the auspices of the Smithsonian Institute, in the
study of the dynamics of the atmosphere." * * * * "Since then he has built 17 so-called
airships and over 6000 gas balloons by contract." * * * * "Each airship will earn over
$25,000 per day. We will carry the passengers of the world, the mail of the world, we
will build the navies of the world." Stock in this enterprise was offered at 75 cents a
share.
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The prospectus which this human prodigy Morrell has circulated is the very wildest
dream that the world's most prolific liar could by any freak of imagination produce.
This little effusion of Morrell's should go down in history as the greatest impressionistic
picture the world has ever known. No ordinary mortal could spur Pegasus to any such
height in the realm of thought.

And yet when it was reported in the February issue, that the Post Office Depart-
ment was investigating the concern, a stockholder promptly took us to task, as per his

letter in the April number.
The airship which is the subject of this gentle description is the second one which

this companj' has perpetrated. The first was launched last Fall and promptly broke
away and was partially or wholly destroyed.

In writing of the first airship, a well known gentleman of California said:

"From what I could learn, it seemed
to be a 'stock' proposition based upon
the visionary ideas of an enthusiast and
I did not even take the trouble to go to

see it, although I frequently pass near
its location. I- contented myself with
inquiries. From one who saw it, I

learned that the gas bag was extremely
long and there were six propellers placed

at the sides. However, as it has suc-

ceeded in at least causing a little fuss,

I shall try to see the remnants, as I

intend to pass that way in the near fu-

ture. *****! wish to caution you
aeronauts of the East not to be sur-

prised at anything of a grand scale in

California. Our earthquake and fires

are big, our mountains and trees are big,

our pumpkins and suckers are big, and
our frauds and liars are big. * * * *

Apropos to this latest venture, you will

see from the clipping that 500 of us

were about to hurl ourselves in 24 hours
across the Continent. But this thrilling

trip is deferred and the '400' of New
York can breathe easy and feel secure,

for a time at least, from the impetuous
assaults of the 500 'wild and woolly'

Californians."

After this gentleman's visit to the

National Airship Co., he wrote as

follows

:

"In South San Francisco, on the

south side of a hill, notoriously the

most windy portion of the city, I found
a tent 20 by 25 feet in charge of a

keeper who was very reluctant to talk

to me when he learned who I was. In

the tent were ten fan wheels 16 feet

long, containing two blades made of

oiled silk, stretched on two rather heavy
pieces of wood, crossed at the center.

These were fastened to a shaft about

6 feet long, having a bicycle wheel at

the other end intended to receive a belt.

And the whole was attached to a light

frame, designed to extend from the

main frame of the ship. Outside of the

tent was a strip of level ground about 400 feet long. At one side there was a triangular

frame of steel tubing, i inch in diameter. The tubes were about 24 inches apart.

There was a 6 inch gas main to deliver the city gas for inflation. This gas is usually

very heavy, being made from petroleum and steam."

"The keeper referred me to the office in the city. I called on the inventor but

unwittingly told him who I was and got very little information. He gave me his cir-

cular; and answering my final question, told me his airship would travel 150 miles per

hour."

N. v. World Photo.
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"I am sending you his circular—it will certainly drive away the blues or refresh

your weary mind to see the delicious pap that our artistic liars can deal out to the

guileless 'suckers.'
"

A. C. Triaca in his speech of condemnation at the Aero Club strongly urged that

some action of the club be taken to express its disapproval of the risking of other

peoples' lives by foolhardy inventors. He called it "criminal."

Certainly there ought to be some law which would protect innocent speculative

Jambs from being cruelly taken into the air and then chucked overboard in addition to

being fleeced. Suppose we must have a certain number of fatalities in order to get

the art going in good shape but there would be no harm in limiting the height from
which a stockholder can fall or demanding that he drop at only such and such a speed

or specifying that he shall break but one leg.

F. A. Postnikov, late Lieut.-Col. of the Russian Army, member of the Aero Club
of America, said: "I feel that the ship Mr. Morrell is building is unsafe. To take a

crew of men up in this would be to jeopardize their lives. My reason for saying this

is not to discourage his crew, but from a scientific standpoint I am convinced that

the canvas used to envelope or confine the gas is not strong enough to hold the

volume of gas that will be forced into it. The greater the volume of gas the greater the

buoyancy, and likewise the greater the pressure upon the bag confining it. With half

a million cubic feet of gas confined, you can readily imagine that the pressure will be
enormous. The quality and texture of the material used in this great bag would do
for a smaller craft but as it is increased in size the strength of the texture must be
increased."

There are three theories by which those who witnessed the accident attempt to

explain the reasons for the catastrophe.
When the gas cylinder began to rise and after the forward part or bow of the air-

ship was about lOO feet from the ground it was noticed that one of the engines appeared
to sag down, depressing a part of the gas holder, as if the enghie had been improperly
placed or was not securely fastened. The first theory advanced is that this unwork-
manlike arrangement caused a derangement of the equilibrium, which led to a burst-

ing of the cloth covering, and that the collapse was inevitable.

Another story is to the effect that a guy rope had been carelessly thrown across
the network of small cords that bound the gas holder, and that when drawn taut by the
ascending balloon cut through the cloth and allowed the gas to escape with a rush
that proved fatal to the experiment of inventor Morrell. This guy rope had not been
cast ofif simultaneously with the others, and thus caused the accident, it is said.

A third suggestion comes from those who declare that they noticed that the for-

ward part of the balloon was inadequately inflated, that the canvas of the bag flapped
about in a flabby way, and that the tension on the guy ropes was unequal, thus leading
to an improper distribution of the weight and causing the entire balloon to collapse.

A. Leo Stevens, in speaking of the accident, said: "It is no more than can be
expected. Take into consideration the number of people who have conceived the idea
that they can get money by getting machines together tliat won't fly without having
had practically any experience at all and have never been into the air—what they have
done is for the sole purpose of defrauding people out of their money, claiming that
they have solved the problem of aerial navigation and ofifer stock for sale. No man
should try to build a dirigible balloon under any account unless he has some ex-

perience in the air and he should be careful to select some man who holds a pilot's

license, as there are several now in this country and he will be safe in their hands.
The country is over-run with hot air aeronauts who have had practically no experi-
ence and do not even know what takes them into the air. Some of them claim even that
birds manufacture hydrogen gas under their wings. If this building of air castles con-
tinues certainly many will be injured. There should be a law. If the Aero Club of
America would devote more time to bringing this matter before the legislatures instead
of reading aeronautic picture books there would be more done and it would be a
great deal safer. Ballooning is a safe sport and there is no doubt but that in a few
years we will cross the Atlantic Ocean in a dirigible but not by the people who liave

never been in the air."

More Accidents.

Lieutenant Fonseca, who is known all over the world as a famous balloonist,
was killed during a demonstration at Rio de Janeiro on May 2ist.

Dispatches state: "The lieutenant came from France recently with a balloon to
demonstrate its usefulness in military afifairs. Before the Minister of War and a large
number of ofiicers, the initial voyage was undertaken.

"Fonseca had entered the car, making preparations for the flight, when a gust
of wind swept the big gas bag free and it shot upward. At a height of 3000 feet it col-
lapsed and pitched to the ground."
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The balloon is probably the one of which we told in the March number. Louis
Godard, the balloon constructor, shipped to Rio Janeiro a military captive balloon out-

fit equipped with an arrangement for the continual manufacture of hot air, by which
ascensions lasting several hours can be made with hot air balloons.

C. A. McCormick, a hot-air-balloon-parachuter, narrowly escaped death in a jump
at White City, Fort Worth, Tex. As he cut loose from the balloon in his parachute,
the latter was ripped and he descended in record time, turning a complete revolution
during the descent. The man hung on and landed safely, though somewhat injured.

The height was estimated at 2000 feet.

Frederick L. Woods, a parachute jumper, lost his life at Hillside Park, Belleville,

N. J., on May 31. The ascent was made without incident and the parachute cut loose
from a height of a thousand feet. An American flag which was unfurled by Woods
during his descent, becaine wrapped arovnid him and on landing in the Passaic River
prevented him from freeing himself from its folds. He shouted for help to the spectators

but all seemed to be stunned or did not realize that he was calling for help. His life

was lost through the negligence of the sightseers and the fact that he was tightly

wrapped in the flag.

WHAT THE AERONAUT CAN DO FOR METEOROLOGY.
Government Ascension Blanks for Aeronauts.

The balloonist can be of the greatest assistance to the Weather Bureau by making
complete records of his trips and sending them to the Weather Bureau for study.

Aeronauts can hardly expect the meteorologist to tell them beforehand what upper
winds and temperatures to expect on a given day unless they furnish from past

voyages the material that is needed for such predictions. An aeronaut is but helping
himself when he sends the Bureau copies of his records, since he is sure to receive in

return items of valuable knowledge generalized from numerous other corresponding
reports. We beg you balloonists to read Professor Abbe's article on "What the

Aeronaut Can Do for Meteorology" in the April number of this journal.

Nearly all ascensions are now made only after receiving advice from the various
stations of the Weather Bureau, but at present little can be told except the surface

conditions. To forecast conditions in the upper air the Bureau must have some data

upon which to base predictions, and it is only from the enthusiastic balloonist that it

can obtain this data.

The matter of the Bureau co-operating with balloonists was urged by this maga-
zine months ago, and later we suggested to the Bureau that they furnish the proper
blanks free of charge to all those who will use them in recording their ascents. Within
this month these forms have been printed and are for distribution from the Weather
•Bureau at Washington direct, or from this magazine.

Following will be found some general instructions for recording observations in

the balloon and at the surface:

The observations of pressure, temperature and relative humidity should be made
as nearly simultaneously as possible, at intervals of about 15 minutes if the balloon is

floating at nearly the same height, and as often as possible if it is rising or falling

rapidly. With the temperature and the vapor pressure along the air column froin the
surface to the balloon, the height can be computed at leisure.

Notes on clouds should specify whether they are of the heavy cumulus type, or
of the light stratus type, also, any special changes of temperature observed in passing
through the cloud laj'er.

Corresponding observations of pressure, temperature, relative himiidity and wind
should always be secured at the surface, at nearly the same moment as the observa-
tions in the balloon, these two sets of observations being always essential for any
scientific discussion of ineteorological data.

In one section of tlie form traces of the self-registering instruments can be drawn
on any convenient scale, also a small chart of the country over which the balloon has
traveled should be added.

If balloonists will mail copies of their observations to the U. S. Weather Bureau,
to Aeronautics, and to such aero clubs as are interested, it will facilitate the discussion
of their results.

The Creedmoor rifle range, which was in mind for an experimental ground, has
been turned over to the State Lunacy Commission for a hospital site so that there is

still some hope that we may at last locate somewliere on the grounds.
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AERO CLUB OF AMERICA
12 EAST 42nd street

NEW YORK

ORGANIZED 180S

First Aero Club in tlie United States

IT is the National representative and memlDer of the

International Aeronautic Federation which con-

sists of one representative Club from all of the

leading countries of the world. The Aero Club of

America has entered three balloons to represent

America in the Gordon Bennett International Balloon

Race at Berlin in October, 1908.

With the Aero Club of America are affiliated

the leading Aero Clubs of the country, namely

:

Aero Clubs of St. Louis, Ohio, New England and

Milwaukee.
OBJECTS

:

The promotion of a social organization or

club composed in whole or in part of persons own-

ing aeronautic inventions for personal or private use.

To advance the development of the science of aero-

nautics and kindred sciences. To encourage and

organize aerial navigation and excursions, confer-

ences, expositions, congresses and races.

OFFICERS

:

President, Cortlandt Field Bishop; ist Vice-

President, J. C. McCoy ; 2nd Vice-President, Colgate

Hoyt
;
3rd Vice-President, Alan R. Hawdey ; Secretary,

Augustus Post ; Treasurer, Chas. Jerome Edwards

;

Consulting Engineer, Charles M. Manly.

I desire to become an active member of the Aero Club of America.

Proposer _

Seconder

In answering advertisements please mention this magazine.
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AERO CLUB OF AMERICA.

The regular Monday night gathering was treated right royally on the i8th.

A. Holland Forbes, one of the newer members of the club addressed the meeting,
giving a resume of his experiences in his recent balloon trips in qualifying as a pilot of
the Aero Club of America.

He dilated upon the pleasures of ballooning and told how he became enthused
by reading a description of the delights of the sport in some magazine and immediately
hunted up Leo Stevens. Beginning his talk, Mr. Forbes paid his respects to his tutor
as being "without an equal."

The first trip was from Pittsfield in the late Fall of 1907. Charles J. Glidden,
the international motorist, telegraphed Mr. Forbes at Pittsfield inviting him to land in

Boston Common and dine with him. The Boston Herald printed in a prominent place,

in "scare-head" type, "Forbes to Land on Boston Common." The crowds that gathered
in expectation of seeing this improbable event had to be dispersed by the police. A
storm had been brewing in the North and the balloon drove rapidly to the South.
The pilot, M.'r. Stevens, went up to 15,000 feet but could find only a wind from the North.
Coming down to about four or five thousand feet they ran across an eagle which fol-

lowed the balloon for half an hour in which time they travelled about fifteen miles.

The eagle "never flapped its wings" but just curved the tips in circling 'round. The
landing was made near Orange, Conn., and the farmers stated the last mile was travelled
in twenty-eight seconds. The following day the Boston Herald printed the following:
''Missed Boston by 140 Miles."

Mr. Forbes continued, telling of the principal points of interest about each of his

trips. In the second trip nine snowstorms were encountered and at times the balloon
dropped so swiftly that the flakes seemed to be falling upward.

The fourth trip was made alone from North Adams in the "Stevens 22." A gale
was blowing and the balloon bounded back and forth on the ground. At last in a lull

the small army of men let go and the balloon left in a hurry, and was out of sight
in two minutes. The start was at 11:25 a.m., and the Northampton railroad station was
passed at 12:15, forty miles in fifty minutes. Clouds were passed through several times.

Once on looking up, the huge bag could not be seen—the ropes went up and disappeared
in the thick mist. One can imagine the uncanny sensation of being alone in the
chilling clouds with nothing visible around, above or below, but the basket and ropes.

On two trips the balloon started east but met counter currents and then returned
almost in the opposite direction.

The night trip necessary to complete the pilot's course was made on April nth.
If the start were made at dusk the landing would have to be made in the middle of the
night in darkness, the distance to the sea being only a hundred iniles or so. It was
decided to start in the night and at twelve midnight the inflation was commenced, with
the aid of the acetylene lights of two motor cars. By three a.m., the inflation was
finished and the start made. Even at this early hour several hundred people were
present.

The tenth trip necessary for a license was made on April 24th, in company with
N. H. Arnold and Dr. R. M. Randall of the North Adams Club. The balloon .started

toward the east but met a counter current and drifted back towards North .\dams.
The wind was light and the landing was made near South Williamstown, Mass.
Mr. Forbes forgot to be as insistent as his preceptor in cautioning the passengers not
to leave the car at the moinent of landing, and just as the basket struck Randall
leaped out, Arnold fell out and Forbes tumbled in the bottom of the basket and the
balloon shot up to five thousand feet. As soon as Mr. Forbes recovered himself he
looked to see that the two passengers were safe. The next important thing was to
get down again—without ballast to lessen the shock of landing, it having already been
completely used. At last the balloon began to drop but the wind drove it along so
that the landing was accomplished without accident.

The attempt to win the Lahm Cup, starting from St. Louis, had been postponed
till Fall when steadier winds can be expected.

The gas furnished at North Adams has been particularly light and, on one trip,

•was able to lift forty-eight pounds to the thousand cubic feet.

A telegram was read from the .\erial Experiment Association at Hammondsport,
stating that the second aeroplane of the Association had made a flight of ninety-three
yards at a height of about ten feet.

B. R. Newton, of the New York Herald, was called upon to tell of his trip the
previous week to Kitty Hawk, N. C, where the Wright Brothers have been conducting
their experiments. The story was one "the like of which had never before been told,"

and the assemblage sat spellbound while he described how he saw the machine rolled

out of its shed, the propellers start and the machine leave the ground for its flights

of miles at a time, over and around the enormous sand dunes of the .Atlantic coast.
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To attempt to report the wonderful tale with the strength imparted to it by Mr. Newton
would be futile and we leave it for Mr. Newton to tell himself elsewhere in this issue.

Mr. Newton ventured to assert that he believed that the secret of the Wrights'

success was to a great extent due to their training and ability to instantly balance

the machine when struck by gusts, and that in the future every aviator would have

to learn the same lessons. Mr. Herring took objection to this, stating that the Langley
model maintained perfect automatic equilibrium and that his own gasolene driven

model had flown for fifteen minutes at a time, maintaining perfect automatic stability.

Mr. Kimball, the Chairman of the Entertainment Committee, told of his recent

trip to liammondsport and asked Captain Baldwin to tell of the dirigible which he

is building for the Government but Captain Baldwin facetiously declined on the ground
of "Government secrets."

On Monday evening, May 25th, Augustus Post told of his trip to Hammondsport
and seeing fly the White Wings of the Aerial Experiment Association.

A. C. Triaca brought up the subject of the accident in California, in which sixteen

people were injured in the attempted flight of the "Ariel" and denounced the allowing

of inexperienced men to make ascensions and without having the balloon or airship

examined for its safety. It is to be regretted that his motion was not put to a vote

and the action made a matter of record for the future.

New members elected: Thaddeus Gray, A. P. Warner and Edward B. Kinsila.

Resigned: Philip T. Dodge.

CLIMBING MT. WASHINGTON.

This picture was taken in the olden days, when automobiles were the vogue. Mt.
Washington is near Bretton Woods, N. H., at the junction of the Seabreeze and St.

Lawrence Currents, just above the mountain walled valley of the Ammonoosuc and
the two great mountain hostelries, The Mount Pleasant and The Mount Washington.
Back in June of 1908 the Automobile Club of America, now long extinct, had an auto-
mobile tour from New York to these two hotels and return. Perhaps the oldest in-

habitant will recall the circumstances.
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ARMY NEWS FOR MAY.

On the I3tli inst. an ascension was made in the Signal Corps Balloon No. lo for the

purpose of making experiments in wireless telegraphy. The details are given under the
list of ascensions for the month.

An ascension was made in the same balloon on the 26th for the purpose of train-

ing the personnel in the use of a free balloon. This is also reported in the list of

ascensions.
During the past month a hydrogen plant was set up by the balloon detachment

at Fort Myer, Va., and enough hydrogen generated to fill Signal Corps Balloon No. 9,

which is now being used for the purpose of training the balloon detachment in captive
balloon work.

New Captive Balloons.

The specifications for two captive balloons of 1000 and 540 cubic meters capacity,
bids for which were opened on April 29th, and award made to Capt. Thos. S. Baldwin
on May 7th (see the ]\Iay number) call for the following requirements:

The fabric must be of American manufacture made by rolling together two layers
of silk having a layer of rubber between; weighing approximately 5 2-3 ounces per
square yard for the smaller balloon and 7% ounces per square yard for the larger
balloon.

The envelope to be constructed with panels, so arranged that the seams may be
continuous in horizontal direction but not continuous vertically. The seams will be
made gas-tight by a light strip of silk covering the seams inside and out attached with
rubber cement.

For the larger balloon, the gas bag will be provided with a manoeuvering valve
of the clap type at the top and a wooden neck ring and sleeve at the bottom, both of
which shall be easily removable from the gas bag, there being no wooden parts per-
manently attached to the gas bag.

For the smaller balloon, the gas bag will be provided with a manoeuvering valve-
for the top, and at the bottom an adjustable emptying valve, which will release the
gas at any desired pressure. Both of these valves shall be easily removable from the
gas bag, there being no wooden parts permanently attached to the gas bag. There
will also be provided a neck ring and sleeve with appendix ropes, so that this balloon
may be used for free ascensions as well as captive.

Around the top and bottom openings the gas bag must be reinforced with an ad-
ditional thickness of fabric. There must also be provided a ripping panel, the length;
being one-eighth the circumference of the balloon.

The sizes of valves, length and diameter of neck, sleeve, etc., will conform to the-

regulations of the International Aeronautic Federation for coal gas balloons.
There will also be provided for these balloons, net and suspension of Italian:

hemp, the net to be of the diamond pattern. There will be provided with the nets a
suitable concentrating ring, equipped with toggles for attachment of the suspension
lines.

These balloons will be inflated with hydrogen and therefore the strength of the
net and suspension must be proportioned accordingly.

The manufacturer does not supply basket, anchor, anchor rope, guide rope or any
car fittings. The manufacturer does supply, however, the rope for maneouvering valve
and rope for ripping panel.

Tent for Housing Dirigible.

Advertisements have been sent out for a tent to house the dirigible now being
built for the Government by Captain Baldwin, the dimensions of the dirigible being
105 feet in length, 21 feet maximum width and 31 feet maximum height.

The free space inside the tent must be at least 120 feet long and 30 feet wide to a
height of 31 feet. One end shall be so arranged that it can be completely opened.
The ropes and guys which might chafe the balloon must be on the outside of the
canvas. The material shall be about lo-ounce duck or other suitable material and
shall be mildew proofed. The tent shall be arranged so that an additional section may
be inserted to lengthen it. Manufacturers shall submit a detailed plan showing the
dimensions, shape and construction of the tent they propose to furnish. The tent is to
be delivered at the "Balloon House. Fort Myer, Va.," and will be accepted only after
being set up at the place of delivery.

After three years of studies, the Italian staff will have its first dirigible, and it is

now almost finished in the aerostatic park of the engineers at Bracciano. Its dimensions
are about the same as La Patrie. The construction was supervised by Commandant
Moris, Captain Ricaldoni and Lieut. Crocco. In all probability, by the first of July
the dirigible will leave its shed at Bracciano and go to Rome.
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AERONAUT LEO STEVENS

^ ^ ijd.
yft yff ^ A RECORD ^ ^ ^

yff yipK y!^

THE SAFEST AND GRANDEST BALLOONS IN THIS COUNTRY,
OF FINEST WORKMANSHIP, ARE USED BY THE PILOTS
OF ABILITY AND PEOPLE OF GOOD JUDGMENT

NOTE THE LIST

Mr. J. C. McCoy, New York
Mr. Charles J. Glidden, Boston

Mr. and Mrs. Max Fleischman,

Cincinnati

Mr. Alan R. Hawley, New York
Mr. Henry Whitehouse, New York
Mrs. Prentice Miller, Franklin, Pa.

Mr. Oscar Handler, Germany
Mr. Leroy M, Taylor, New York
Lieut. Frank P. L,ahm, Washington

Mr. R. D. Potter, Greenfield, Mass.

Lieut. S. M. Butler, New York
Theodore Roosevelt, Jr. , Washington
Dr. Rogers W. Randall, North Adams
Capt. von Abercron, Berlin, Germany
Aero Club of America

Aero Club of Pittsfield

U. S. Signal Corps Balloon No. lo

Mr. A. Holland Forbes, New York

Capt. Chas. De Forest Chandler,

Washington
Capt. Homer W. Hedge, New York
Mr. A. H. Morgan, Cleveland

Maj. C. J. S. Miller, Franklin, Pa.

Mr. Wm. F. Whitehouse, New York
Mr. N. H. Arnold, North Adams
Mr. Joseph A. Blondin, Albuquerque,

N. M.
Mr. Lawrence Mott, White Plains

Mr. W. Hewitt, Aberdeen, Scotland

Mr. Frank S. Lahni, Paris, France

Mr. Edward Langley, Scranton, Pa.

Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Peebles,

Hammondsport
Capt. Oscar Erbsloh, Berlin, Germany
Aero Club of New England
Aero Club of North Adams
Aero Club of Ohio

And scores of others

BE ON THE RIGHT TRACK. USE BALLOONS THAT HAVE
BEEN TESTED, MADE BY EXPERTS WITH EVERY POS-
SIBLE SAFtTY DEVICE

Dear Stevens :
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AERONAUT LEO STEVENS

THE
LEADER OF
BALLOON

AND
AIRSHIP
CON-

STRUCTION

ALL
BALLOONS
ABSOLUTE
HYDROGEN

AND

COAL GAS
PROOF

ONE TO FIFTY PASSENGERS

The keen Sportsman of wide experience uses a "STEVENS BALLOON."

Varnishing by improved electrical process.

ALSO representing CARTON &. LaCHAMBRE. LEADING BALLOON BUILDERS OF

Paris, France.

MESSRS. A. C. TRIACA AND A. LEO STEVENS ARE READY TO DELIVER AERO-

PLANES OF THE FARMAN NO. 1 AND DELAGRANGE TYPES

AFTER TRIALS OF 1 MILE IN A CIRCLE.

TWO CENT STAMPS FOR REPLY.

BOX 181, Madison Square, New York

In answering advertisements please mention this magazine.
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MAY AEROPLANE FLIGHTS IN EUROPE.

The last part of April was windy and no flights were made.
On the first of May Farman brought out his No. 2, which is the old one refitted.

A new tank of water has been added which will allow him to fly for 20 minutes. The
Continental caoutchouc covering for the planes has proved most satisfactory. It

gives some stiffness and is not affected by the hygrometric condition of the atmos-
phere. The machine has also been fitted with two seats, and the aviator has been
overwhelmed with requests for "a ride."

Repairs to the Bleriot VIII. are finished, and he is to resume trials now.
On May 2d Farman and Delagrange were out for the Armengaud prize for 15

minutes in the air. After a few preliminary rolls Farman started easily, but the rear
wheels would touch the ground on the turns. Later in the afternoon he tried again
and succeeded in getting over 500 meters of ground, but the wheels touched again in

ending a turn into the wind. In the following attempt Farman makes a circle of Issy
les Moulineaux field. At the last minvite allowed under the rules Delagrange made a
last attempt, his flight followed by the official timers in an automobile. At a height of

3 to 4 meters from the ground he tried to turn to the left, but the wind visibly em-
barrassed him and in spite of the rudder he failed to fully correct his course, and passed
close above the heads of the spectators massed before the sheds, but the oil tank failed

with its supply, and the speed lessened. Almost hitting the people, the right wing
brushed against a taxicab, and Delagrange fell forward on his hands. His flight lasted

50 seconds and the distance covered was about 1,200 meters.
The Gastambide-Mengin monoplane-aeroplane was out on the same day at Baga-

telle. The body has been lengthened by 2 meters. They were satisfied with having
the machine roll swiftly over the ground.

At the invitation of enthusiasts in Italy, Delagrange went to Rome, and on
May 24th made several flights before the Minister of War, Major Moris, officials, and
about 30,000 people gathered on the Place d'Armes. On the third trial 200 meters were
covered at an altitude of i meter. The fourth trip was lengthened to 400 meters, the
fifth to 450 meters, including a turn at 2 meters from the ground, and finally, in spite

of the wind, he made a flight of 1,800 meters.
On the 25th Fannan began his trials at Ghent, Belgium, where he had gone at the

request of the Aero Club des Flandres and the City of Ghent. He made flights of from
100 to 300 meters at about 3 meters from the ground, but the wind was adverse to his

trials.

On the 27th he flew before an enormous crowd, but made only 80 and 440 meters,
respectively, at a height of 3 to 4 meters.

At Ghent the field contained 140 hectares, being 2,000 meters by 700 meters, and
admirably adapted to his experiments. The trials were scheduled to occur from 2
o'clock to 7 o'clock, and, like the camp meeting, "weather permitting."

DELAGRANGE IN ROME.

Delagrange Beats All Previous Foreign Records—In the Air

9 Minutes 30 Seconds Without Touching the Ground.

On the 27th of May Delagrange made a new record for Europe and beat his owrs
record of April ii, at Issy, when he covered 3925 meters officially (see May "Aero-
nautics"), and stayed in the air g minutes 15 seconds.

The King of Italy was present and saw the flight.
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The cable sent "Les Sports" from Rome read as follows: "This morning at 7:20
Delagrange effectuated a number of flights before the King, the Queen, General Bru-
sati and other personages of the Court.

"The longest flight reached about 9 kilometers, the aviator remaining 9 minutes
without touching the ground at a height varying between i and 3 meters. The second
flight is estimated at 5 kilometers."

On the following day, the 28th, in the presence of about 4,000 people, Delagrange
made a new success, accomplishing flights of 2 and 3 kilometers at a height of 2 to 5
meters.

Farman on the same day, at Ghent, made a flight of 1,500 meters. About 10,000
people were present.

The great steps of aviation in Europe can be summed up as follows:
Oct. 23, 1906—25 meters of Santos Dumont at Bagatelle.

Oct. 26, 1907—770 meters of Henry Farman at Issy.

Jan. 13, 1908— 1,000 meters, Grand Prix Deutsch-Archdeacon, won by Henry Far-
man at Issy.

Mar. 21, 1908—2,004 meters of Farman at Issy.

Apr. II, 1908—3,925 meters; record of distance, 6 minutes 30 seconds, Delagrange,
at Iss}'.

May 2"], 1908—9 minutes 30 seconds, record duration, Delagrange, at Rome.

THE WILLIAMS HELICOPTER.

Mr. J. Newton Williams, of Derby, Conn., with his full-sized "flyer" of the heli-

copter type, is at the experiment station of the G. H. Curtiss Mfg. Co., Hammonds-
port, N. Y., where some interesting experiments and tests have been made.

The machine has two superposed propellers, in horizontal parallel planes, mounted
on concentric hollow shafts, revolving in opposite directions, and driven by an 8-

cylinder, 40-h. p., air-cooled Curtiss motor.
In private trials this machine has developed a thrust of over 500 pounds, and on

one occasion it lifted a light weight man clear of the ground. This trial was abruptly
ended by the springing of a shaft. The shafts and transmission have developed some
weakness (having been designed for a inotor of less horsepower), and are being re-

placed by heavier and stronger parts. It is expected that the machine will be ready
for further trials soon.

Mr. W illiams, who is the inventor of the Williams Typewriter and the Automatic
Bank Punch, has been a student of aeronautics for many years, and some of his private
laboratory work fully demonstrated to him the great possibilities of mechanical flight,

and gave promise of present results, even before he commenced the construction of a

helicopter of man-carrying size.

The Herring Government Aeroplane Nearing Completion.

Work is progressing on the aeroplane which A. M. Herring is building under con-
tract for the U. S. Army Signal Corps. June i was the date for filing the bond, and
Mr. Herring went to Washington on that day.

Details of the machine are being kept secret to a great extent, but we have reason
to beli**ve that it will be of the Herring-Chanute bi-plane type, the planes 27 feet wide
by about 3 feet from front to rear, and 4 feet between the upper and lower surfaces.
There are to be eight uprights spaced variably. There will be more than two pro-
pellers, placed in front.

The two engines have been specially designed by Mr. Herring: 5-cylinder, 4-cycle,
air-cooled, forced lubrication, make-and-break ignition, and weigh each 22 pounds, in-

cluding carbureter, oilers and igniters. With a maximum of 17 horsepower for each
motor, the weiglit per horsepower is 1.29 pounds. One motor will be situated each
side of the two occupants.

Carl Hartman Model Makes Successful Flight.

At the Stevens balloon factory last week the small model aeroplane of Carl Hart-
man made a flight of 400 feet at a height of 6 feet. The model weighs -)4 pound and
lifted 3 ounces in addition to its own weight. The power is supplied by a rubber band.
The supporting surface is i square foot. The two propellers are in front. The planes
and motor are tilted up and down without changing the level of the frame of the model.
The flight was very straight and flat. It was found that it took more power to get up
than it did to keep going on a level after reaching the desired altitude.
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AMERICA'S FOREMOST AND MOST FAMOUS AERONAUT, CAPTAIN
THOMAS SCOTT BALDWIN.

Austin Gregory,

Captain Baldwin is today at the head of his profession, and there through hard
work and constant application during the past thirty years. He has won, and rightly
deserves all honors bestowed upon him.

In years gone by, when but a mere lad, he gave up everything in all lines to devote
his life to the science of aeronautics. In
those daj^s it was not like it is to-day,

where one man can pick up what another
has accomplished and use it, but all

Captain Baldwin had to learn and work
from was practical experiments and
experience of his own.

When a tiny babe Captain Baldwin's
parents died, leaving him to fight bis

own way in the world, which we all know
he has accomplished with success. When
he was old enough to carry papers, he
became the proud possessor of a news-
paper route. When a little older he
advanced to a gas-lighter. From a gas-

lighter to a book canvasser. From a

book canvasser to a gymnast, and he
remained in the profession for years; but
before leaving it brought out a new attrac-

tion by going up in a hot air balloon and
performing on a trapese during the ascen-
sion. This was his strong card, but he
tired of that, and sought something more
thrilling.

During 1885, when on a western trip to

San Francisco, he spied at the Cliff House
the new' feat that he was looking for; that

was to stretch a wire from the Cliff House
to the Seal Rocks and walk back and
forth. This wire could not be properly
guyed, but, nevertheless, every Sunday
afternoon found Thomas Baldwin
walking on a swaying wire ninety feet

above the dashing bounding waves, half

the time covered with spray. This feat

has never been accomplished by another
though it has been tried.

From the "Cliff House act" Captain Baldwin went to captive ballooning. There
being too much sameness to this, he decided to invent a parachute whereby he could
jump from a balloon. Up to this time there had never been a successful parachute
jump, as each attempt resulted in a death; the last accident occurring about fifty years
previous to Captain Baldwin's first jump. The first parachute was tried out in the
old Mechanics' Pavilion in San Francisco—first by attaching sand bags to it, and then
by Captain Baldwin himself.

After several trials Baldwin was so sure it w-as perfect that he was willing to make
a jump of a thousand feet from a balloon and, while w^aiting the opportunity, called on
the Street Car Company terminating at Golden Gate Park and told them of the wonder-
ful invention and great drawing card that he had, saying he would be willing to jump
from three hundred and fifty to a thousand feet at a dollar a foot. That was all very
well to tell about, but it was something so unheard of that it needed consideration, and
he was told to "call around in a few days." He called and was told they had decided to

take a thousand feet at a dollar a foot. Bills were posted and the wonderful jump was
the talk of the day, as nothing like it had ever been attempted before.

Fully thirty thousand people congregated at Golden Gate Park to watch the foolish
man jump to his death, and at 2.15 in the afternoon, January 30th, 1887, Captain Baldwin
made the first successful parachute jump on record. For a couple of years Captain
Baldwin never used the same parachute twice, though he was continually taking jumps;
for after each trip he could see where some improvement was necessary, or that ropes
must be tightened or loosened, or he would make a large hole, then a small one in the

CAPTAIN THOMAS SCOTT BAI^DWIN.
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top to try to stop the frightful oscillation, and he was never known to ever use a
basket, or to be tied in any way to the parachute, but went up by simply holding to the
bar by his hands. Heretofore parachutes had been made rigid, but Captain Baldwin's
success lay in the fact that his was limp. He never jumped from a hot-air balloon, but
always used gas.

Up to this time Captain Baldwin had accomplished three of the most hazardous and
thrilling feats ever attempted by mortal, viz.: going up in a hot-air balloon, giving a

performance on a trapeze during the ascension; walking on a wire from the Clifif House
to the Seal Rocks, a distance of seven hundred feet, and ninety feet above the water—
this was considered the most daring feat ever attempted, and it made Captain Baldwin
famous; the third was leaping from a balloon at a thousand feet with the aid of a
parachute, something never accomplished before in the history of the world. Captain
Baldwin at that time was but 23 years of age.

Captain Baldwin immediately began to travel with his parachute, giving exhibitions
in the various large cities. Here is an extract by Judge Carter from a Quincy paper
after an exhibition in that city:

"Quincy, 111., July 22d, 1887.—The feat performed by you on July 4t]i in the pres-
ence of thousands of our people and their guests, has with one voice been pronounced
the most daring of its kind ever attempted by any man. Its attempt was abundant evi-

dence of your courage and devotion to the science of aeronautics. Its signal success
was equal proof of your skill in your chosen field of investigation and discovery.

"Tlie countless ships that shall sail with electric speed throughout the trackless air

in the twentieth century, laden with human and commercial freight, may owe to the
discovery of Thomas Scott Baldwin the principal that shall insure their triumphant suc-
cess. Their hosts of passengers may pursue their aerial voyage with the ever-present
restful thought that Thomas Baldwin has provided a safe descent to Mother Earth in

times of accident or peril." He was then presented with several jewel-set medals.
On February 15th, 1905, Captain Baldwin with his Airship, the "California Arrow,"

raced the fastest automobile on the Pacific Coast, a Pope Toledo. The race was from
the Chutes Park, Los Angeles, to the Raymond Hotel, Pasadena (10 miles). The aero-
naut of the airship landed on the grounds of the hotel two minutes before the speedy
automobile reached the hotel. The Los Angeles "Examiner" of February 15th, 1905,
said: "In a race with an automobile, the fastest vehicle man has yet been able to invent.
Captain Baldw^in's Airship, the "California Arrow," won. The outcome of the contest
is considered the most striking demonstration of the possibility of aerial navigation that
has been made in any part of the world." Then Captain Baldwin sailed back to Los
Angeles.

Captain Baldwin after leaving Quincy set out on an eastern tour, and was advertised
for a certain day in Chicago, but so hazardous did the people consider the feat that they
passed an ordinance prohibiting a man to jump from a balloon with a parachute. The
same ordinance was passed in New York, and it afterwards became a state law, and is

still in existence, though not enforced.
While giving exhibitions at Rockaway Beach, he would go up, out over the ocean

and down into it. Well they could ask:

What were the wild waves saying,
Baldwin, that Autumn day

When up through the mid air swaying
You drifted and drifted away;

While thousands were breathlessly praying,
And watching with dire dismay,

A white spot that hung delaying
In the ether, miles away?

What were the grand thoughts thrilling

Your soul on that Autumn day.
When like an immortal fulfilling

Some behest, you soared away,
With the ambient air distilling,

Elixers, whose force you obey,
While the parachute slowly filling

Wafted you miles away.

From America Captain Baldwin went to Europe, and this is what was said of him
there: (From a London paper.) "One of the greatest sensations ever offered to tlie

British public was successfully performed on Saturday last, July 29th, 188S, at the
Alexandria Palace, by Thomas Scott Baldwin, jumping from a balloon at a thousand
feet by aid of a parachute."
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Here is an official statement, London, England, July 30th, 1888:

"I am of the opinion that Thomas Scott Baldwin has made one of the greatest

discoveries in the practical application of aeronautical science— I mean the practical ap-

plication of science, so as to realize results, which previous to the invention of his para-

chute, seemed to be absolutely unattainable."
WM. H. LE FEVRE, C E.,

President, Balloon Society of Great Britain.

After Captain Baldwin's tenth jump from Alexandria Palace, where the nobility,

people of renown, members of the Balloon Society of Great Britain and others were
gathered, Mr. Le Fevre, President of the Balloon Society of Great Britain, presented
Captain Baldwin with the first gold medal which had ever been awarded by that Society.

One afternoon the Prince and Princess of Wales, their three daughters, and many
prominent and distinguished persons gathered at the Palace to witness a jump, and so
well pleased were they that the Prince of Wales presented Captain Baldwin with a huge
diamond set in a ring, commending him upon his daring, bravery and his aid to science.

Captain Baldwin has traveled around the world twice, giving exhibitions before the
nobility and crowned heads in all the prominent cities of Australia, China, Japan,
Egypt, and in fact every country.

Captain Baldwin has gone from one aeronautical venture to another, has handled
all kinds of balloons, and run his captive balloons at the various expositions, carrying
thousands and thousands of people up into the air.

During the San Francisco disaster Captain Baldwin lost the largest and most per-

fectly equipped aerostat in the world, which was the culmination of twenty years of

scientific experiments, aided by accumulated knowledge gleaned from every quarter of

the globe. The following is a bit of data about it: diameter, 65 ft.; circumference, 204
ft.; height over all, 105 ft.; gas capacity, 140,000 cubic ft.; lifting power, 9,100 pounds;
carrying capacity, 18 persons; pongee silk used in construction, 8,640 yards; number of
panels, which were double, 2,816; rope used in making net, 5 miles; weight of gas en-
velope, 2,000 pounds; weight of net and ropes, 2,200 pounds; weight of cable, 500
pounds; length of cable, 1,500 ft.; breaking strain tested, 22,000 pounds; combined
breaking strain of net, 100,000 pounds; double reversible engine, 40 horsepower;
amount of iron used in original charge, 20 tons; time required for original charge, 5
days.

This monster balloon was run captive in Los Angeles and San Francisco. Cap-
tain Baldwin took it to Denver, where he started on a long balloon voyage, but was
caught in a storm, and battered and banged around Pike's Peak, up and down the
canyons, bufifeted here and there, with the huge gas bag covered with ice, until there
seemed no possible chance for safety. This is the highest and rockiest portion of the
entire Rocky Mountain Range. On this occasion he hung for 14 hours around and
above the top of Pike's Peak, and all the time above 14,000 feet. He had two gentle-
men with him, and Captain Baldwin believes this was the most dangerous balloon trip

that has gone on record. One minute there would be a chance, the next they were
again helpless.

Many years ago Captain Baldwin made an airship run by foot power, and realiz-
ing the fact that it would never work, abandoned it and spent years in trying to find a
suitable motor. The next airship he built was 105 feet long, and he had to buy an auto-
mobile to get an engine, but the engine was so heavy, the envelope had to be enlarged,
and again realizing he must hunt further for a motor, abandoned this airship.

One day hearing of a good motorcycle in Hammondsport, N. Y., Captain Baldwin
wrote and had a motor made from his own design, and the G. H. Curtiss airship motor
is the best on the market today. In the meantime work was begun on a small airship
17 X 52 feet, and just six weeks after the silk was cut, August 3d, 1904, Captain Bald-
win in his "California Arrow" made the first successful airship flight that had ever been
made in Ainerica.

He immediately took his airship to the St. Louis Exposition, and saved the day for
the Exposition, as they had advertised their aeronautic concession as their strong
pomt, and had offered a $100,000 prize, but up until October not a flight had been at-
tempted, and not an airship dared cut loose. The "California Arrow" made six return
flights there.

The first "California Arrow" was indeed a crude afifair to what it is to-day, though
she is still the "California Arrow," but improved with age.

Captain Baldwin took his airship to the Portland Exposition, and it has been all

over California, Nova Scotia, and the Eastern States, where he has met only with suc-
cess. By the way, "success" is his motto and he has never known a failure.

During the San Francisco fire he lost all his aeronautical outfit, and had to con-
struct everything new. This enabled him to try many new experiments. What Cap-
tain Baldwin wants is a perfect model that can be enlarged to any size, as he dreams
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of a day when the air currents will be mapped out as are the currents of the water,

and when aerial navigation will be a means of transportation.

What he knows he is anxious to tell, as he knows by so doing he will aid others,

and will lose nothing, as he has no secrets. The airship to him is an accomplished
thing, and has now long ago passed the experimental age so far as he is concerned, and
there only remains the working out of each principle in detail.

He believes the gas bag will never be done away with, but that the aeroplane and
gas bag will be combined to form the heavy airship that is to come.

The leading difficulty so far in airship building is to combine the minimum of

weight with the maximum of strength, and at the same time have a powerful enough
motor to prevent the gas bag from being swayed and bufifeted in the various currents.

BALDWIN'S "CALIFORNIA ARROW" AT ST. LOUIS, OCT., I907.

Captain Baldwin is the pioneer of airship fame, and he had no drawings and set

rules to experiment with, but has worked out each point to his own satisfaction; and
that coupled with his thirty years of aeronautical knowledge and experience, and over
three thousand ascensions, has enabled him to overcome the major portion of the diffi-

culties.

There is not an airship in America to-day that can make a successfid flight that

has varied one iota from the principles he first employed in his "California Arrow,"
and there is not a successful pilot that has not had his first experience in a "California

Arrow" and had his schooling under Captain Baldwin. He takes the lead and they all

follow as close as possible in his path.

To date the record of the "California Arrow" stands: 1904, sixteen flights, return-

ing to the starting point nine times; 190S, twenty-five flights, twenty-three returns;

1906, fifty-three flights, fifty-one returns; in 1907 the airship made ninety-two flights,

returning to the starting point niney-one times.
During the races in St. Louis, October 22d, 1907, Captain Baldwin entered two

airships: one a speedy double propeller airship for tlie race, the other his exhibition

machine with which he had made some eighty odd flights during the summer. On
Tuesday he gave two exhibitions for the benefit of the large crowds that were congre-
gated on the grounds. His two-propeller machine that he expected to enter in the
race had been shipped to St. Louis to him, but wlicn setting up the eight-cylinder en-

gine, through some error, which made it necessary to sit on the rudder to get the

proper balance, the machine could not be used, so there was nothing left for him but
to do the best he could with the exhibition machine, and this is what he succeeded in

doing.
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There were five airships entered at the races, and they made thirteen starts. Of
these, five of the airships did not get back to the concourse under their own power, and
there were eight return flights made, of which he in his "California Arrow" made five.

In other words, the "California Arrow" made nearly twice as many flights as all the
others put together.

Captain Baldwin is not like other airship men and manufacturers that seem to

stand still; but he is ever on the alert, and seldom goes in the air that he does not see
where some improvement can be made, and he immediately makes it.

In June, 1907, Captain Baldwin brought out a new double forward propeller, turn-
ing in opposite directions on the same shaft, which heretofore had been contrary to
all scientific principles, which he has proven to be the inissing link in handling an air-

ship, and which entirely does away with the torque.
Each year before he opens his season he must have a complete new outfit—even his

aerodrome must be new, and I might mention that this year he has an entirely new
construction for his aerodrome. It is a large tent, 50 by 100 feet, but has not a rope
on it, but is webbed in place of roped, which adds materially to the strength and ap-
pearance of same, and I dare say this is the first tent ever made after this method.

Captain Baldwin has never met with an accident, and had never so much as re-
ceived a scratch, and has never allowed one of his assistants or pupils to receive a
scratch. This carefulness on his part has saved a host of lives, and that is why he has
thrown away many better balloons than the average professional uses, because of
small defects, and why he is alive and in robust health, and has produced a successful
airship.

The early part of January the War Department issued specifications for a dirigible
balloon, which was to be made of a foreign material. The Government was to furnish
the material, and the American to make the airship. Captain Baldwin did not put in a
bid on these first specifications, none were accepted, and new specifications were sent
out calling for the bidder to furnish his own material with a minimum breaking strain
of not less than 62^/2 pounds per inch width, and must require no varnish. Captain
Baldwin put in a bid on this second specification submitting samples of his vulcanized
proof material. The contract was awarded him, and he expects to be able to deliver
the airship in a few weeks, as it is nearly ready for the finishing touches. The War
Department thought so highly of this material that they have just issued bids for two
spherical balloons to be made of fabric of American manufacture, made by rolling to-

gether two layers of silk having rubber between. The contract was awarded to Cap-
tain Baldwin and is for one 540-cubic-meter balloon, and one 1,000-cubic-meter balloon
to be made of his vulcanized proof material.

Rubber proof material first originated in Germany, and it was several years be-
fore France adopted it, but it is rapidly coming to the front, and the day is not far
distant, so Captain Baldwin says, when manufacturers and balloonists will have to get
away from varnished material, because varnished material has not enough elasticity, and
in order to be gas tight they must be revarnished from time to time, and this adds
weight, as each coat weighs considerable. The chemical action of oxygen on varnished
material is such that in time it becomes useless. Linseed oil varnish only drys by ab-
sorbing oxygen from the air, therefore it is constantly undergoing a change. The first

cost of a varnished balloon is not the end of the expense, as after each flight it must be
revarnished, and after each coat is rendered more fragile, and is subject to spontaneous
combustion, which is the plague spot in varnished material. The life of a varnished
balloon is about one-fifth that of a proof material balloon.

The reason why Captain Baldwin's vulcanized proof material has come to stay is

that it has the following merits: the weight of the vulcanized proof material is always
the same, as it does not require further treatment; heat and cold have no effect on it,

and ascensions can be made just as well at zero weather as in the summer time. The
chemical action of oxygen on the vulcanized proof material has not the same detri-
mental effect as it has on the varnished material. The vulcanized proof material, double
wall silk, has ten times the strength of varnished material, and is more economical in
weight than a varnished balloon. A man can take care of his own vulcanized proof
balloon, as it needs little or no care, and is not subject to spontaneous combustion. He
cannot do this with a varnished balloon. A vulcanized proof balloon is cheaper in the
end, as it does not have to spend half its time in the repair shop, and will last from five
to six times as long as a varnished balloon. The day is surely coming when, if a man
wants an absolute gas holder, he must use the proof material.

The strength of Captain Baldwin's vulcanized proof material, according to weight
of material used, will stand from 60 to 100 pounds pressure per inch width.

One great fault with the manufacturers of balloons in this country is that they
will use the same weight material for a 20,000-cubic-foot balloon that they will for a
60,000-cubic-foot balloon. This is another thing that is rapidly nearing correction. In
Germany and foreign countries it is against the law for a balloon to go into the air
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that has not been thoroughly tested and inspected by an expert. Would you think of
putting an unsafe vessel on the water in the hands of a man that did not understand
how to handle it, but only through seeing the success of some one handling it, thought
he could do the same? What would the result be? Just what it is with these inexperi-
enced men that call themselves aeronauts, and have never been in the air.

There should surely be some limit placed on these reckless men and boys, that not
only endanger their own lives, but those of others. I guess Mr. Albert C. Triaca, who
has just opened an aeronautical school, realized this fact better than any one, knows
the weight and strength of materials, and sees the day not far off when these foolish

disasters must come to a stop, and all balloons be inspected. If they cannot undergo
the inspection then they cannot go in the air. Mr. Triaca said the other evening at the
Aero Club that he considered the San Francisco accident criminal, and these things
should come to a stop.

Among all the balloons entered at the St. Louis races there was one Pilot, Herr
Erbsloh, with the German balloon, that dared tie up the neck of his balloon before the
start, and allow it to expand through the elasticity of the material, which was proof
material, and the fact of his being able to do this and save his gas probably won the
race for him.

I am sure that all that are interested in the Government airship will look forward
to the first flight, which is going to take place shortly, and wish Captain Baldwin
success.

NOTES
Six numbers have now appeared of our British contemporary, "Aeronautics,"

and a fine journal it is. It was started in December, 1907, with Major Baden-Powell
and John H. Ledeboer editors, as a supplement to "Knowledge and Illustrated Scien-
tific News," but so great was the demand that, beginning with the March number, it

has been issued as a separate magazine. It being the only monthly journal published
in English in Great Britain it is a welcome companion to the other magazine in

English, the American Aeronautics. May its shadow never grow less!

H. K. Hitchcock, of Montreal, has just returned from a short trip to England and
Europe and writes of his findings as follows:

"I had a nice trip from London to Brighton in a 77.500 balloon, a party of eight
of us, no particular features in the trip. Distance about 45 miles in i hour 5 minutes,
using ripping cord on descent on account of the wind. Made height of about 6,000
feet.

"I had a talk with one of the Balloon corps, Aldershot, men. The new motor for

the second dirigible is of 50 horse-power, air cooled, weight about 150 pounds, and is

being tested and built by Panhard's in their London shops.
"Spencer is building a helicopter for an inventor—particulars are a secret at

present.
"Clement, in Paris, is at work on models of a combined dirigible and aeroplane,

shaped just like an oyster, with the motor slung below the thickest part. It certainly
glides well and also has a natural parachute action in case of a direct vertical drop.

"Clement is also working up a reversible propeller for airships, etc., on motor boat
lines, for varying angle and reversing if necessary.

"Mallet's shop is very busy on ordinary balloons, as also is Spencer in London.
"Spencer has just completed a new 12 horse-power, 3 cylinder, Buchet, air cooled,

dirigible for show purposes this Summer, using coal gas; bamboo frame, side suspen-
sion envelope, but no really new features.

"How about Montreal as a starting point? We get lots of stray northwest winds
and the gas is good and light for ballooning—cost $1 a thousand."

S. Y. Beach, of the Scientific American, and Gustave Whitehead, took out in March
English patent 5312 for "improvements in aeroplanes."

A. Leo Stevens has gone to Salem, Ohio, to make an ascension or two with Dr.
H. W. Thompson and Mrs. Thompson.

Mayor Sherburn M. Becker, of Milwaukee, has been in New York and visited the
Stevens workshop. Within a short time Mr. Stevens will go to Milwaukee to pilot the
Ma3^or on several trips. It is expected to make stops along the line of the various trips.

The two old balloons which the Count de la Vaulx saddled upon the Aero Club of
America have at last been disposed of. The "Centaur," of 1,200 cubic meters, has been
purchased by Capt. Thos. S. Baldwin, and the "Orient," of 1,000 cubic meters, has been
sold through Leo Stevens to W. H. Anderson, of Philadelphia, who will use it in con-
nection with fireworks. Still going up!

The Pittsficld club has purchased a new balloon from Leo Stevens of 35,000 cubic
feet, to be called "The Heart of the Berkshires."
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THE ADAM3-FARWELL AERO MOTOR.

A gasoline motor of exceedingly light weight per horse power developed has been
brought out by The Adams Company, of Dubuque, Iowa.

The motor is the design of F. O. Farwell, patentee of the revolving cylinder motor
used in the Adams-Farwell motor car, and while it is built on the same general lines

as the automobile motor, by refinement it becomes an interesting example of light

weight.
The two motors shown were built for a prominent eastern inventor to be used for

aeronautic experiments. For this purpose this motor possesses many interesting pe-

culiarities. The motor has five cylinders, 414-inch bore, 3V2-inch stroke, and is run at

a speed up to 1,800 r. p. m.
The motor complete in operative condition with timer, float feed carburetor, auto-

matic force feed oil pump and oil tank, weighs 9/54 lb- With the spider shown in the

photographs, which, in this case, secures the motor to four tubes, the motor and base

and all vvMgh 104 lb. By the A. L. A. M. rule this motor is rated 36 h. p.

Photo No. 506 shows two of these 36-h. p. motors held in the hands of two men,
while one of the motors is running at full speed. The absence of vibration is shown
by the clearness of the photograph of the parts not in motion.

Its weight per horsepower developed is believed to be the lightest of any motor
not sacrificing strength and durability to weight. In comparing weights it is well to

take into consideration the fact that the weight of the water, radiator, piping and fan
used m water-cooled motors are not often given with the weight of the motor. The
light weight of this motor, which is air cooled, is brought about more by the sim-
plicity of its construction and the high grade of the material used than by reduction
of strength to the minimum.

The makers say they have every reason to believe that these motors will stand as

hard and continuous use as their regular automobile motors, some of which have been
in use for eight years and are in fine running condition to-day.

The Adams-Farwell motor is not what is usually termed a rotary engine. The
cylinders revolve around a common center—the vertical stationary crank shaft. The
pistons and connecting rods revolve around another common center—the single crank
pin. At one point the pistons reach the head of the cjdinder; at another point the
pistons approach the base of tlie cylinder, but no moving part ever comes to a stop
while the engine is running. It spins like a top.

Each cylinder is complete with head and part of the central crank case cast in one
piece of steel of high tensile strength and they weigh only 7J/2 lb. each.

Five of these cylinders are bolted together and bolted to a top aluminum fiance
(which also forms the gas manifold), weighing 3 lb., and to a bottom steel fiange
which also supports the valve cam and transmission gear. These flanges have long
bronze bushes and form bearings around the vertical stationary crank shaft.
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In each cylinder is a cast iron piston weighing 2^ lb. All the pistons are con-
nected to a single crank pin by bronze connecting rods, which interlock each other
around a bronze lined steel bush about the crank pin.

The cylinders revolve as one piece in perfect mechanical balance around one
center. The pistons swing around another common center. It is a continuous circu-

lar motion and there is no shock, vibration or loss of power in overcoming the inertia

of reciprocating parts as in other motors.
By revolving the cylinders instead of the crank shaft very desirable features for

aeronautic, speed boat and automobile motors are secured.
The feature of cooling is perhaps among the most important. Without one ounce

of cooling device the makers claim the best cooled of all gasoline motors. The cyl-

inders move rapidly through the air like the arms of a centrifugal blower. Centrifugal
force removes the air in contact with the cylinders, and atmospheric pressure supplies
fresh air. The circulation of air is equally rapid on all sides of all cylinders and as the
cylinders are of equal thickness on all sides the expansion is equal and the cylinders
may be made light without fear of distortion. The result is entirely different from
blowing air upon one side of a cylinder or row of cylinders.

Those who are not familiar with the results obtained by the use of the Adams-
Farwell cooling system may question the advisability of making these cylinders
smooth and without radiating flanges.

The Adams-Farwell automobile motors have always had longitudinal flanges cast
with the cylinders. During the summer of 1907 a seven-passenger automobile was pro-
vided with a motor of 5-inch bore and 5-inch stroke, with five smooth cylinders. This
machine was used to test the cooling quality of the flangeless cylinders. It seemed to
cool perfectly under the most severe conditions, such as climbing long, steep hills and
long runs in deep sand. As these 5-inch bore cylinders without flanges showed such
good results it was deemed unnecessary to provide the 4^-inch bore cylinders with
flanges. The tests made have proven that the flanges are unnecessary. It is the
enormous volume of air that does the business.

Water-cooling systems are a great handicap, especially on aeronautic motors.
"Motor Print" of May, 1908, in speaking of the flying machines of Henry Farman and
Leon Delagrange, says:

"The motors on both machines are of the water-cooled type, and this has been a
constant source of inconvenience. In fact, the only thing that has limited the flight

thus far apparently has been the necessity to stop for water."
While not an ounce of weight is added for balance or fly wheel, the revolving ele-

ment that is utilized for balance wheel is over 80 per cent, of the entire weight or mass
of the motor.

This heavy fly-wheel revolving rapidly around a vertical axis exerts an enormous
gyroscopic force to keep the motor and that to which it is attached in a true plane.
The motor spins like a top, and like a top it has a tendency to resist being tipped over
while spinning. It also has a tendency to quickly right itself if forcibly thrown out of
its proper running plane. This force can be utilized to maintain equilibrium in a
flying machine. Gyroscopic force is the only known means of obtaining a leverage
without the use of a fulcrum based upon the earth.

The heavy fly-wheel is also conducive to very steady running, and transmits a con-
stant torque to the propeller. A gasoline motor, particularly one using high com-
pression, transmits its power by a series of violent explosions or blows, and even
though several cylinders may be used to divide up this series of blows, the arms of the
propeller or fan used to propel q flying machine are subjected to destructive strains
unless a fly-wheel of sufficient weight is interposed between the motor and propeller
to absorb and distribute this series of blows.

A heavy fly-wheel also permits of the use of high compression which is more
economical and produces more power from the same cylinder sizes than the low com-
pression usually used in automobile and aeronautic motors.

This heavy fly-wheel, together with the variable compression system used for
controlling the motor speed and power, permits of a very wide range of speeds under-
load.

The variable compression system referred to has been used for several years on the
Adams-Farwell automobile motors, and consists in mechanically holding the inlet
valve open for a part of the compression stroke and closing it after a part of the gas
has been blown back and taken in by another cylinder which is at the time on the
suction stroke.

The compression is relieved and the motor is easily turned when it starts and
runs slowly. The compression may be gradually increased until maximum speed and
power is obtained, and h may be as gradually reduced when stopping the motor. There
is not that abruptness in starting or stopping which characterizes the ordinary gaso-
line motor, and the propeller arms are thus relieved of much strain.
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After the motor is started the spark lever is set and requires no further attention.

All speeds are obtained by the variable compression lever. The proper firing is cared
for automatically.

The simplicity of this motor and the reason why it can be made so light without
sacriiicing strength will be better realized when it is understood that, in addition to
saving fly-wheel and cooling system weight and complication, the following essential
elements are greatly simplified:

The crank shaft in this 5-cylinder motor is just like the crank for a i-cylinder
motor. It is a short single-throw crank, and, although the bearings are large and
long, i^ in. X 254 in., iH i"- ^ 4 i"- and i^ in. x 3-}^ in., the shaft only weighs 41/2 lb.

All the valves, ten in number, are operated by one cam. The valves have no
springs to close them; but being in the head of the cylinders, and closing outwardly,
they are closed by centrifugal force. The higher the speed of the motor the greater
this force and the greater the necessity for a stiff spring or force to close the valves
quickly.

The wiring for the ignition system of this 5-cylinder motor is just as simple as it

could be for a single cylinder motor. There is but one spark coil, one timer contact,
one primary and one secondary wire. Photo No. 509, showing the top view of the
motor, will enable us to explain the ignition system. The primary wire is attached to

a fiat steel spring which is insulated from the remainder of the timer by a fiber block
not shown. A hardened steel wheel is free on an eccentric or cranked end of a short

shaft which is geared to the motor and
makes one revolution to each two-fifths
of a revolution of the motor.

A distributor for the secondary cur-
rent is formed by a strip of brass on the
lower edge of a segment of fibre supported
by a bracket as shown by the photos.

A short bare wire leads from the
spark plug on each cylinder to a fibre

insulator near the crank case. In the top
of this insulator is a screw, which, when
the motor turns, passes under the distri-

butor, but does not touch. When the
cylinder which is to be fired passes under
the distributor, the timer wheel makes
contact with the spring, and the second-
ary current passes to the spark plug of
that cylinder. Each alternate cylinder
is on the power stroke as it passes the
dead center of the crank. There being
five cylinders, the power strokes are in
perfect rhythm. After the motor is

started the timer case is swung around to
the left, which advances the spark to its

maximum. No further attention is required. The variable compression takes care of
the proper firing.

The same shaft that turns the timer wheel revolves by worm gear the force feed
oil pump. This is a very simple and positive device having four little cam-actuated
plungers, each of which pumps a drop of oil at each revolution of the pump barrel.

The rectangular block shown at the top, which is clamped to the upper tube, not
only forms a support to the upper end of the crank shaft, but forms an oil tank for
y2 pint of lubricating oil, supports the timer and oil pump, and in the right end is

formed the carburetor with float feed chamber, and it supports the distributor. This
complete device weighs only 2j^ lb.

The two rnotors shown in the photograph are now being used by a well-known
inventor, who is making secret tests of a new type of aeroplane.

If these tests result as favorably as might be expected, in consideration of the re-
rnarkable advantages possessed by the motors we may see a practical "heavier-than-
air" flying machine this summer.

A few of the innovations introduced by Farwell's new aeronautic motor

:

Gyroscopic force utilized to steady airships in their flight; the entire motor re-
volves around a stationary crank shaft; the lightest motor of its power that has ever
been constructed, 97 j^^ lb., rated at 36 h. p.; motor has no fly-wheel, no muftler and no
cooling device; valves are closed by centrifugal force instead of by springs; ten valves
are actuated by a single cam; a single-throw crank shaft weighing only 4r-< lb. is used
in a 5-cylinder, 36-h. p. motor; ignition system is identically the same as used on single-
cylinder motors of ordinary design; no reciprocating parts; controlled like a Corliss
Steam Engine; centrifugal force puts the gas into the cylinder under pressure.
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NOTES.

An airship, shaped like a bird, which has been under construction for several

months by the Bayonne Aerial Navigation Company, is nearing completion, and its

inventor, Julius Uherkovich de Uherkocz, an Austrian nobleman, said yesterday, as he

exhibited a model of the ship, that he feels assured the ship will meet all expectations

and will solve aerial navigation. He is planning to test the machine in Bayonne as

soon as it is completed. The ship is now being put together in a large building adjoin-

ing the Bayonne Opera House, and the work is being done secretly.

This ship is shaped as nearly like a bird as possible and from end to end will

measure 27 feet. It will be 12 feet in width. The tail will measure 14 feet and will be
used as a steering apparatus, being operated by ball-bearing machinery. Immense
wings are attached to both sides of the ship. They will extend 2~ feet out from the

body and will have a spread of 54 feet.

Motive power will be furnished by a 6o-h. p. gasolene engine, which is being made
in France and which will weigh 128 pounds. The ship will carry three persons and
will be operated from within the body.

The inventor believes he will be able to send the ship along at from 60 to 100

miles an hour. The outside of the ship will be of silk, and the wings and tail will be
of silk woven on liamboo. The wings and tail may be set at any angle.

Aeronautics have assumed quite a commercial position with Carl E. Alyers during
his 30 years' continuous exploits, both as a pioneer and veteran. He regularly manu-
factures a complete captive balloon outfit, consisting of balloon with car for three to

four persons, with cable, windlass, motor and hydrogen gas plant, selling for $1,200,

M^ith full instructions for operating anywhere. He also builds a regular size one-man
airship, with 7-h. p. motor and gas plant, for $1,300, with instructions for operating
anywhere. This full-size airship condenses into a bulk of 2x3 feet for transportation
by express, together with the telescoped frame 2x9 ft., weighing 36 lbs. This equip-
ment is the lightest yet produced, efficient and reliable, and is the result of 30 years'

constant, successful experience, and is fully covered by patents.

The services of either Mr. Myers himself, or of competent operatives having years

of experience with him, can be procured at moderate expense for operation with free

balloons, captive balloons, or motor airships, without risk of failure involved with
unreliable apparatus and inexperienced beginners, experimenting at the risk and ex-

pense of the public, or credulous employers.

The new dirigible of Zeppelin, the No. 4, cost $100,000. It is 7 meters longer tlian

the previous model, that is, 128 meters long and 11.07 meters diameter. It is propelled
by 3 motors of 140 h. p. each, and great speed is expected. The total weight of the

propulsive apparatus is 2 kilograms less per horsepower tlian the previous one. It is

expected also to be capable of covering a radius of 2,300 kilometers, tliat is, capable
of going from Lake Constance to Koenigsberg and return, e(|ual to a trip across Ger-
many at its greatest length and return—more than the trip from Paris to Casablanca,
in Italy, not far from Rome.—L'Automobile.
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MAY ASCENSIONS.

Note: Several records made during April are given because the reports
have just been received from abroad. This magazine publishes a record of
every flight made by any American aero club member anywhere in the world.
The name first given is the pilot.

April 3—Ernest Barbotte and Albert Lambert (Aero Club of St. Louis) in the
"Aurore 3," 900 cubic meters, from St. Cloud, France, at 11:15 A- M., landing at 2:15
P. M., at Esternay, France. Duration. 3 hours. Distance, 63.37 niiles.

April 4—Frank S. Lahm (Aero Club of America), and Albert B. Lambert (A. C. of
St. Louis), ^in iVIr. Lahm's balloon, Katherine Hamilton, of 800 cubic meters, from
St. Cloud, at 1 :30 P. M., landing at Gretz. Duration, 50 minutes. Distance, 26.09 miles.

April 12—E. W. Mix and A. B. Lambert (A. C. of St. Louis) in the "Albatross," of

800 cubic meters, from St. Cloud, at 1:10 P. M., landing at St. Cheron. Duration, 2
hours 40 minutes. Distance, 22.37 niiles.

April 14:—A. B. Lambert (A. C, St. Louis), alone in the "Eole 2," of 600 cubic me-
ters, from St. Cloud, at 10:30 A. M., landing at Limours. Duration, i hour 30 minutes.
Distance, 16.77 miles.

April 16-^A. B. Lambert (A. C. of St. Louis), in the "Eole 2," of 600 cubic meters,

from St. Cloud, at 11:45 A. M., landing at Trappes. Duration, i hour 30 minutes.
Distance, 11. 18 miles.

May 5—A. Holland Forbes, W. F. Whitehouse, A. Leo Stevens (Aero Club of

America) and Henry Whitehouse, in the "Conquerer," of 2,250 cubic meters capacity,

from North Adams at 10:50 A. M., landing 4 miles from Canton, Conn., at 4:25 P. M.
The general direction was south. "Sun playing hide and seek." Distance, 62 miles.

Elapsed time, 5 hours, 35 minutes. Average speed, ii.i miles per hour. This was the

first trip of the Conqueror, the new balloon of Mr. Forbes built by Leo Stevens.
About six thousand people viewed the start. Mr. Forbes has expressed the utmost
satisfaction at the h3'drogen-tightness of the new balloon and the extraordinarily light

gas furnished by the North Adams plant.

THE CONyUEROR. Will. F. Whiteliou-e. Henry Wtiileliouse, l,eo Stevens
and A. Holland Forbes.

In the making of the balloon 1700 yards of percale were used, coated with 6 layers
of varnish. When inflated it stands 95 feet high. In tlie first flight, besides two pas-
sengers, 60 bags of ballast were carried averaging 40 pounds apiece.

May 10—J. C. McCoy, Charles J. Glidden (both Aero Club of America) and Mel-
vin Vaniman, the engineer of the Wellman airship which did not fly to the pole, in the
"Aero Club III.," 1,200 cubic meters, from St. Cloud, France, at 3:15 P. M., landing at
Vigneux at 5:34 P. AL Distance, 13.98 miles. Elapsed time, 2 hours 19 minutes. Aver-
age speed, 6.03 miles per hour. Direction, S. E. Altitude, 1,000 meters.

May 13—J. C. McCoy, Charles J. Glidden (Aero Club of America) and Melvin
Vaniman, in the "Aero Club IIL," 1,200 cubic meters, from St. Cloud. Paris, at 12:30
P. M., landing at Bruys 3:30 P. M- Distance, 74.56 miles. Elapsed time, 3 hours.
Average speed, 24.85 miles per hour. Highest altitude, 8,856 feet. Direction, N. E.

May 13—Lieut. Frank P. Lahm (Aero Club of America), Major Edgar Russell
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and Capt. Chas. S. Wallace, the Disbursing Officer of the Signal Corps, in the Signal

Corps lo, from Washington, at 1:30 P. M., landing near Woodwardville P. O., Md., at

4:10 P. M. Distance, 20 miles. Elapsed time, 2 hours 40 minutes. General direction,

N. E. Average speed, 7.5 miles. Experiments were made in receiving messages by-

wireless telegraph. Messages were sent at different times between 1 145 P. M. and 3:30

P. M. by the Washington Navy Yard and the Annapolis wireless stations. All mes-

sages were distinctly heard in the balloon. A small portable receiving set was carried

in the balloon car, a 300-foot wire was suspended and a wire screen attached around the

outside of the car. The trial was a complete success. The altitude varied between 300
and 4,200 feet, with no apparent effect on the receiving of the wireless-grams.

Miss Forbes: "Conqueror, I christen thee!"

May 13—J. C. McCoy, Chas. J. Glidden (both A. C. of America) and Melvin Vani-
man, in the Aero Club 3, of 1,200 cubic meters from St. Cloud, at 12:30 P. M., landing
at Bruys at 3:30. Duration, 3 hours. Distance, 74.56 miles. Direction, S. W. Highest
altitude, 2,700 meters.

May 18—Griffith Brewer and Chas. J. Glidden (A. C. of America), in the Lotus, of

1,000 cubic meters from London (Battersea), at 5 P. M., landing at Chalk, Kent, at 7
P. M. Duration, 2 hours. Distance, 24.85 miles. Direction, E. Highest altitude,

1,650 meters.
May 19—Griffith Brewer and Chas. J. Glidden (A. C. of America), in the Satellite,

of 28,000 cubic feet, from London, at 6:15 P. M., landing at Welling at 7:15 P. M.
Duration, i hour. Distance, 13^ miles. Direction, E. Highest altitude, 3,200 feet.

May 20—Griffith Brewer and Chas. J. Glidden (A. C. A.), in the Lotus, of 1,000
cubic meters, from Bath, at 4:22 P. M., landing at Bragdon 8 P. M. Duration, 3 hours
38 minutes. Distance, 15 miles. Direction, N. E. Altitude, 700 meters.

May 22—Griffith Brewer and Chas. J. Glidden (A. C. A.), in the Lotus, of 1,000

cubic meters from Bath, at 4:55 A. M., landing at Brackley 6:55 A. M. Duration, 2
hours. Distance, 70 miles. Direction, S. W. Altitude, 1,300 cubic meters. This is

Mr. Glidden's eighth ascension and makes his total aerial mileage 345 miles.
May 23—A. Holland Forbes (Aero Club of America), Lawrence Mott, Edward

Langley and A. D. Potter (North Adams Aero Club), in the Conqueror, 2,250 cubic
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meters, from North Adams, at 11:55 A. M., landing at East Andover, N. H., on the
birthplace of Daniel Webster, at 5:15 P. M. Distance, 86 miles. Elapsed time, 5 hours
20 minutes. Average speed, 16.1 miles. General direction, N. E.

May 23—A. Leo Stevens (Aero Club of America), Mrs. E. C. Peebles and E. C.
Peebles, superintendent of the gas works at North Adams, in the North Adams No. i,

1,000 cubic meters capacity, from North Adams, at 2 P. M., landing at Wilmington, Vt.,
at 3:30 P. M. Distance, 35 miles. Elapsed time, i hour 30 minutes. Average speed,
23.3 miles. Highest altitude, 5,600 feet. General direction, N. E.

May 23—Samuel King, Henry S. Gratz, Dr. T. Chalmers Fulton, Arthur T. Ather-
holt (all of Aero Club of Philadelphia and Ben. Eranklin Balloon Ass'n) ; Hugh L.
Willoughby, Alan R. Hawley and C. B. Harmon (all of A. C. of America) in the Ben.

Washington from a Balloon at a height of 700 feet. Photograph taken by Major Kussel.

Franklin from Point Breeze, Philadelphia. Descent was made near Belair, N. J.,

about 6 miles from Camden, where Messrs. Gratz, Willoughby and Hawley left the

party. The remaining members of the party continued the trip. No ascension record

blank has been received from the Philadelphia clubs.

May 26—-Lieut. Frank P. Lahm (Aero Club of America), Capt. Chas. S. Wallace,

S. C, Sergt. Ward (Balloon Det.) and Corp. Rosenberger (Balloon Det.) in the

Signal Corps 10, from Washington, at 2:07 P. M., landing at Grange, Md., at 3:56 P. M.
Distance, 38 miles. Elapsed time, i hour 49 minutes. Average speed, 21 miles. Gen-
eral direction, N. E. Highest altitude, 1,900 meters.

THE FIRST BALLOON TRIP MADE BY A WOMAN FROM NORTH ADAMS.

Mrs. Edwin C. Peebles.

My first balloon ascension was made in company with my husband and aeronaut
Leo Stevens as pilot on the afternoon of May 23rd. The ascension was made in the
^'North Adams No. 1" from the grounds of the Aero Club at North Adams, Mass.

It was two o'clock when we left the ground, just two hours after the big "Con-
queror" had departed. It was reported that we were to attempt to overtake the latter,

but this was not true, as we were out merely for a short pleasure trip.

Our balloon rose so slowly that as Mr. Stevens dropped the 275-foot drag line,

some fifty feet of it fell upon the ground. We took a northeasterly cotirse and floated

slowly over the city at a height of about twenty-six hundred feet.
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I had prepared myself for any and all kinds of unusual sensations on my first flight,

so was agreeably surprised to find that there were none whatever. I felt not the

slightest fear at any time and had no hesitation, even at the first, in leaning over th

car to watch the drag line. Neither was I troubled with a roaring in my ears whic
bothers a great many balloonists.

e

ch

N. H. Arnold, I,eo Stevens, E. C. Peebles, Mrs. Peebles, Dr. Forester.

The weather was anything but ideal for ballooning, being hazy and sultry with
sudden bursts of sunshine, followed by cold currents of air which made it impossible
to maintain an equilibrium for more than a few ininutes at a time. While these condi-
tions necessarily cut short our trip, they presented an excellent opportunity to note the
effects of temperature upon a balloon, and to watch j\Ir. Stevens grudgingly dispense
each ounce of sand was to learn something of the value of ballast in ballooning.

As we approached Hartwellville, Vermont, the sun came out and sent us up to a
height of fifty-six hundred feet. This was the highest altitude reached on the trip. At
that time we were above most of the clouds and soon passed into a thick white haze
which rhut off all sight of the earth. It was then intensely hot, like being in an "aerial
Turkish bath," and Mr. Stevens hung a coat on the ropes to protect us from the sun.

In a few minutes we were clear of the haze and began to descend. We found a

strong air current quite close to the ground and moved rapidly for some time, trailing
our drag line over the tops of the trees.

While Vermont does not always furnish the best of landing places, its scenery is

unsurpassed. The view from a balloon at an altitude of several thousand feet must be
seen to be appreciated. To describe^t is impossible.

We crossed several ranges of mountains and soon came in sight of Wilmington,
Vt. Our ballast was now nearly gone and after climbing the range north of the town
Mr. Stevens chose a landing protected from the wind by a hill. When the anchor was
dropped it buried itself nearly out of sight in the soft ground.

The car settled to earth with a scarcely perceptible jar, Mr. Stevens pulled the rip
cord and the envelope collapsed without moving the car an inch. Our easy landing
was quite remarkable in view of the fact that it was made without an ounce of sand,
and was a strong tribute to the skill of our pilot.

We had been in the air an hour and a half, travelled about thirty-five miles and
landed three and a half miles from Wilmington.

My experience has made me an ardent balloonist and both my husband and myself
hope to make a long distance flight early in the Fall.

Another Aeronautic School.

A ballooning school has been established by Georges Gass. The 'first ascension
was made from Colombes in the balloon "Bengali," of 630 cubic meters, M'. Gass, the
director of the school, acting as pilot.
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THE BALLOON AS AN AID TO A STRANDED SHIP.

Eberhardt P. Nicholson.

The sketch shows a stranded vessel connecting with the shore by the use of a

balloon and an automatic device by which an anchor is dropped when the balloon is

over shore. It may, of course, be said that the wind is not always inland, but that

should be no reason for not having this apparatus aboard to be used when, in case of a
wreck, the wind is inland.

The box containing the apparatus has hinged sides and a hinged lid, so that it can
be opened as shown in the illustration. Gas is let into the balloon from the tank, the

rubber connection "a" is released, carrying the box "b" that has the releasing device,

and the anchor "c," while a rope unwinds from the drum "g." The rope carries two
very flexible insulated wires connected with the battery "e" and switch "d." The drum
"g" has a commutator spring "f" at each end of its shaft. When the balloon is

deemed to be over the shore a current from the battery is sent through the switch and
releases the anchor.

Government Dirigible Nearing Completion.

The frame and motor, which have been building at the plant of the G. H. Curtiss
Mfg. Co. at Hammondsport, are now entirclj' complete. The frame was described in

the April number.
The Curtiss motor has been reduced in weight from the estimated figure given in

the April number. This motor, which is now awaiting trial, has 4 cj'linders and at

1,500 r. p. m. will develop 25 h. p. The weight is but 100 lbs., incUuiing carbureter, dis-

tributor and oiling devices, but does not include, of course, the battery or magneto,
gasoline tank, etc. This is, without doubt, the lightest practical air-cooled motor in

use anywhere. The cylinders are of cast iron; aluminum crank case; 4-throw Vanadium
crank shaft; Parsons white brass bearings; mechanically operated concentric valves
and auxiliary ports.
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HYDROGEN -TIGHT BHLLOONS

BOOYHNT fllBSHlPS

All sizes from smallest

models of lightest weight

to largest captive or long

voyage vessels with or with-

out motors.

Patent machine var-

nished, hydrogen-proof

fabrics, ready for speedy

construction.

Best varnish made.

Patent hydrogen gas generator systems, complete, all sizes.

Estimates made.

Practical professional advice given.

Largest, most reliable manufactory in America.

Operated 28 years.

140 gas balloons for U. S. Government.

Instructions given. All sorts of experiments conducted.

Only American Institute of Aeronautics.

Any kind of gas balloon ascents, captive or free, or air-

ship flights made at any time or place.

^ 4-man Captive Balloon outfit, complete with power windlass and gas plant,
for $1,200 cash.

^ 7 h, p., 2-cylinder, i-man Airship complete with patent, portable hydiogen
generators, $1,300 cash.

fl Second-hand airship frame, shaft and 10 ft. propeller and rudder, with or
without gas bag and motor, for sale cheap. Also new, i-man gas balloon
complete ; a 4 h. p. i-cyl. stationary, kerosene motor ; 2-cyl., 12 h. p ; and 2-

cyl. 10 h. p., cheap. Address with stamp for particulars.

CARL E. MYERS,
BALLOON FARM, FRANKFORT, N. Y.

In answering advertisements please mention this mag-azine.
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THE FIRST FLIGHTS OF THE NEW DIRIGIBLE.
A. Roy Knabenshue.

On Thursday, May 24th, after working like mad all day, I succeeded in getting
ready and made a flight at 7:20 P. M., carrying Chas. K. Hamilton and Earl Hess with
me. We made merely a short flight of about one mile all told and returned to the

starting point.

The next day the wind blew between eighteen and twenty miles an hour all day.

At six o'clock in the morning of Saturday I made ready, and about the time I was
in shape to balance up, the frame broke in two. I spent all the morning making re-

pairs, and about half past two o'clock in the afternoon we made a start, sailing a mile
west, then turning and sailing east until we were over the city at an elevation of five

thousand feet, at which point I called attention to the view. We could see across Lake
Erie and discern plainly the islands in the lake as well as Sandusky City. We re-

leased gas and came down to 2,000 feet when the carbureter flooded and the engine
stopped. The distance from the grounds to Summit and Adams streets is about three
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NEW AERO CLUBS.

Aero Club of California.

The Aero Club of California was organized at Los Angeles on May 26th. One
committee was appointed to draft by-laws, another to select a location for club grounds,
secure data on air currents in Southern California, etc. Several members are now
building machines and it will be the aim of the club to aid in the development of the
members' apparati.

Steps are to be taken to secure affiliation with the Aero Club of America.

San Antonio Aero Club.

Dr. Fred J. Fieling, an automobilist and motor boat enthusiast, has started an aero
club in San Antonio, Texas.

Aero Club of the Northwest.

An aero club has been incorporated at St. Paul, Minn., the particulars being given
in another part of this issue.

PITTSFIELD AERO CLUB.

The balloon recently purchased from Leo Stevens is to be christened "Tlie Heart
of the Berkshires," and it is propostd to have Mr. Glidden the guest of honor on the
initial trip. A number of carrier pigeons will lie taken along to be released at intervals.

BALLOON RACING FOR MAY.

Point-to-Point Contest of Aeronautique C. de France.

In this race for a predetermined objective point, six balloons were entered. It

was won by M. Ravaine in the "Favori," having landed within 2 kilometers of the
chosen point, situated 45.5 kilometers from the start. The nearest competitor de-
scended 5 kilometers from the point chosen. Each one was allowed to select his own
objective point.

The start was from the park at Reuil on May 3, and under the organization of the
Aeronautique Club de France.

Pursuit Race of A. C. Sud Ouest.

On the loth the A. C. Sud-Ouest organized a pursuit race, with 12 starters. The
pilot balloon landed at Cesten, situated about 50 kilometers from Bordeaux, the start.

The contest was won by the Malgre-Nous which landed about 2"/ meters from the
pilot balloon. The second nearest was distant 80 meters and the third 350 meters.
This is certainly an interesting phase of balloon contests.

Pursuit Race in Sweden.

On May 15th a balloon-automobile race took place at Stockholm, Sweden. One
condition was that if the pursuing automobiles reached the balloons within forty min-
utes of the time of their landing the automobilists had won. A second was that the

balloons should descend with a radius of 50 kilometers. Three balloons took part and
all escaped capture by the automobilists by sailing over the straits.

Long Distance Race of Aero C. de France.

This race took place on May 16th from St. Cloud, nine balloons starting. Many
Americans were present, among them: Samuel H. Valentine, Chas. J. Glidden, J. C.

McCoy and Hart O. Berg, the representative in Europe of the Brothers Wright.
The rules imposed two persons in the basket for balloons of from 630 to 945 cubic

meters. There was one balloon of 330 cubic meters, with one passenger, necessitating
handicapping.

The race was won by the "Inch Allah," 600 cubic meters, of Francois Peyrey. The
distance made was some 550 kilometers, 341.75 miles. The duration was about 23
hours. Confirmed cable has not yet been received.

Distance Race at Barcelona.

Eight balloons started, on the i8th, in this first race of the season for the Royal
Aero Club of Spain. Some of the balloons met with ill luck.
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Senor Montoyo, pilot of the ''Quo Vadis," was caught in a gale over the Pyrenees
mountains and the basket struck the rocks. Sr. Montoyo tried to open the valve but
it would not work. Swinging about in the wind, the pilot was thrown out and the

balloon ascended with his aide, Captain Cortades, who was enjoying his first ascent.

After an hour's flight the balloon dropped with its occupant, who was considerably
scratched and bruised. He finally crawled to a town. Sr. Montoyo was discovered in

a helpless condition by a peasant.
Sr. M'agdalena in the "Alcotan" had his guide rope seized by the peasants. Ballast

was thrown out and the men dropped the rope, but in the quick ascent the balloon
struck a rock and Sr. Magdalena had his arm injured.

One of the balloons caught lire on the descent from some peasants smoking. An-
other balloon was fired upon with revolvers or rifles.

Aero Club of France Distance Race.

Eight balloons started in the distance contest of the A. C. F. on the 24th, at St.

Cloud.
International Balloon Race at London.

On May 30th the Aero Club of the United Kingdom conducted an international
balloon race from Hurlingham Park, the winner of which to be the pilot who landed
his balloon nearest a designated objective point determined just before the start.

Thirty-one balloons were entered: twelve British, thirteen French, three German,
two Belgian and one Swiss. At the last moment a valve defect prevented one from
starting.

The winner was Griffith Brewer, representing the British club, in the "Lotus" of

1,000 cubic meters, landing within 1,966 yards of the designated spot, after accomplish-
ing a flight of miles. The "Valkyrie'' of 1.698 cubic meters was second, landing 2,166

yards from winning point, C. F. Pollock pilot. The Belgian entry was third.

An object of art or $300 was offered as a first prize by "The Car Illustrated;" a

cup of the value of $100, second prize, offered by Sir Thomas Lipton; another cup of

$50 value offered by Sir Thomas Dewar as third prize. The fourth and fifth prizes

were medals. The most successful foreign competitor will receive a special prize of

$300 presented by th'^ Royal Automobile Club.

GORDON BENNETT BALLOON RACE.

The Aero Club of France have named their representatives as follows: Jacques
Faure, Henry de la Vaulx and Alfred Lcblanc. Leblanc is the only one who was in

the last race at St. Louis. The alternates are: Emile Carton, Louis Cappazza and
Ernest Barbotte.

There were 10 contestants in the elimination race held on the loth of May at

Cologne to determine the third representative for Germany. Dr. Niemeyer was chosen
after completing a trip in the Abercron from Cologne to Przibislau, in Bohemia, last-

ing 26 hours. The other representatives are Erbsloh, last year's winner, and Captain
Abercron. All details of the preliminaries for this race have been given in "Aero-
nautics."

The rules have been made public by the D. L. V. Each contestant in the Gordon
Bennett on Oct. 11 must deliver his balloon to the committee on the 8th. Each pilot

will receive a certain number of telegraphic forms to fill out and throw overboard
during the trip every half hour above the cities or villages or other accessible parts.

We have already published the names of the jury and starters.

On October loth here will be also an international contest for a fixed objective

point, as well as a contest for duration. For the former balloons of all sizes will be

admitted and for the endurance contest balloons must be of 500 to 2200 cubic meters

capacity.

The representatives of the Aero Club of America have not been named.

Another Guaranteed Flying Machine in America.

Messrs. Triaca and Stevens have been advertising to sell a foreign aeroplane guar-

anteed to fly a kilometer, but now comes the announcement of the first .A.merican aero-

plane to be offered for sale with a guarantee attached.

The G. H. Curtiss Mfg. Co., of Hammondsport. announce: "We are in a position

to accept orders for and deliver heavier-than-air flying machines of the aeroplane type,

built to carry one man, start with a 200-foot run from any reasonably smooth surface

of ground and alight without damage in any open field; machine to be demonstrated
in a flight of one kilometer. Deliveries can be made in 60 days. Price, $5,000."
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THE MORRIS EUROPEAN EXPRESS, 59 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

THOMAS RACER
ENTERED FOR GRAND PRIX
DIEPPE. FRANCE, JULYa-1908

PACKED AHDSHIPPED BY

MORRIS
EUROPEAN EXPRESS

Strang Roberts

Foreign Agents of
the Adams Express
Co., builds sectional,
collapsible cases for
tourists' automobiles
and airships. These
are not open crates

;

nor are they stock
cases. Each box is

built for the particu-
lar vehicle for which
it is intended. These
cases are stored abroad
and the vehicles are
packed therein for the
return trip. This Com-
pany attends to every
detail—boxing, trans-
portation, foreign li-

censes, foreign duty
deposits, Marine In-
surance, foreign lia-

bilit}', accident insur-
ance, etc.

The owner delivers
the vehicle to the
Morris European Express
ready for use and re-

ceives it abroad ready
to operate. Nothing is

detached. For the re-

turn trip the operation
is simply reversed and
the owner receives his

vehicle here ready to
operate. The tourist is

relieved of all anxiety.

VEIRV OUNC WORKS
ON THE

ADAMS-FARWELL GYROSCOPIC REVOLVING MOTOR
36 Horse Power 91% Pounds

actual weight of our 5 cylinder, 4^2" x 3^^" motor in run-

"//1/^ ning order. This includes carbureter, timer, oil tank and

force feed oiler.

NO FLY=WHEEL, NO RADIATOR, NO WATER, NO FAN, NO MUFFLER

/^ and our crank case, ignition device, oiler, valve action,

crank shaft, etc., are as simple as could be used on a single

A yfi^ cylinder motor.

Read the description in this issue and then let us tell you more about it.

The Adams Co., 271 White St., Dubuque, Iowa

In answering advertisements please mention this magazine.
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The Seven Men in America Who Have Actually Flown in Motor Driven Aeroplanes.

Wilbur Wright Orville Wright
A. M. Herring Lt. Thos. Selfridge

F. W. Bakhvin G. H. Curtiss

J. A. D. McCurdy
]Mr. Curtiss, so far as we can find out, has flown a greater distance— 1,020 feet—on

first trial than any other aviator in the world. The time was 19 seconds.
It is to be regretted that our foreign friends do not seem to realize the state of tho

art in America with respect to the few machines we have. From published statements;

they either do not realize or hesitate to admit it. How slow they were in admitting the

reality of the Wright Brothers' flights—and just as we thought they had been brought
to admit the facts, the recent flights of the Wrights in North Carolina revived the ques-

tions of doubt and the slight accident seemed proof positive to them of the untruthful-

ness of all we claim for our countrjmen.
Not only was America the first, through Langley, to bring about a realization of

the possibility of flight by means at hand, but also the first to produce a motor driven
model and the first to produce a man-carrying machine that flew.

And are not all the machines flying abroad to-day duplicates of the Herring-
Chanute-Wright model?

Dr. R. I\I. Randall, of the North Adams Aero Club, has purchased the "Stevens 22,"

of 22,000 cubic feet capacity.

May Incorporations.

Pittsfield Aero Club, Pittsfield, Alass. Incorporators: President. Luke J. Alina-

han, ex-AIayor Daniel England and Kelton B. Miller. The club has a capital stock of

$5,000.
The Aero Club of St. Louis, which had charge of the local arrangements for the

1907 Gordon Bennett, on May i8th applied for a pro forma decree of incorporation.
The stated purpose of the club is to advance and develop the "science of aeronautics
and aerial research, aerial excursions, aerial races, expositions, congresses and to main-
tain aero garages and a clubhouse."

Aero Club of the Northwest, St. Paul, Minn. Incorporators: G. Hufif Dorwood,
J. Alexander Sloan, George A. Barton and Bert H. Lennon. The corporation has no
capital stock and is formed to "encourage ballooning and other feats of aerial naviga-
tion and the promotion of athletics of all kinds." This is a "bran' new" club in

America.
American Airship Co., Chattanooga, Tenn. Incorporators: E. L. Manning, George

Bennett, Sidney Hemstreet and George E. Mattice. Stock, $10,000. Object, to manu-
facture airships along the lines of an invention of one of tlie incorporators.

Van Vranken Airship Co., of Gloversville, N. Y. Directors: Chas. Dillenbeck,
Samuel Y. Stockamore and Elmer E. Van Vranken. The capital stock is $2,000. The
object is to give exhibitions.

Canton Bars Ballooning.

The Canton Club, which desired to use McKinley Park for making ascensions, has
been restrained by the Court from cutting down two or three trees which were in the
way. Salem is anxious to have the ascensions made there and has offered a park and a
sum of money as a bonus.

COMMUNICATION.
To the Editor:

On the first day of June, we, the Aero Supply Co. (with Chas. H. Tapp-
nieyer as President and General Manager, and Louis F. Horn as Vice-President and
Treasurer) will discontinue our business.

However, we intend to boost "Aeronautics" in Cincinnati and other cities.

The writer wishes here to say: "Of all cities to be slow in taking up something
new, Cincinnati is something like the United States, following up Germany in aeronau-
tical work."

Mr. Norman G. Kenan. President of the L^nion Gas & Electric Co., and owner of
a balloon which was described in this magazine, does not intend to use the bag at all.

Let us hope that Cincinnati will wake up like the U. S. Government did before it

is too late.

Aeronautically yours,
LOUIS F. HORN.
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INDEX TO VOLUMES I AND II.

Volume I started with the first issue, July, 1907. Volume II started with January,

1908. Volume III starts with the July, 1908, number. On account of the great amount
of miscellaneous data, club reports and news items, only the principal articles are given

in this index.

July.

Conditions of Success with Flying Machines, by Octave Chanute.
Theory of Balloon Leakage, by A. F. Zahm, Ph.D.
The Meteorological Conditions Above St. Louis, by Professor A. Lawrence Rotch.
Progress in Aeronautics, Editorial.

Aeronautics in England, by Major B. Baden-Powell.
Wings More Efficient than Screws.
Schools of Instruction in Aeronautics Established in Germany and France.

August.

Our Aero Club, Editorial.

Light Engines, by Harry E. Dey.
The Highest Ascent by Man, by Prof. A. Lawrence Rotch.
Manageable Balloons.
Balloon Voyages, by M. Montgolfier.
The Dirigible Balloon, by Israel Ludlow.
Scientific American Flying Machine Trophy.
The New Bleriot Aeroplane.
Chronology.

September.

The Scientific American Trophy for Flying Machines of the Gasless Type, Editorial.

That Prize, Editorial.

Dirigible Balloon and Heavier-than-Air Machine Contests at St. Louis.
Gordon Bennett Balloon Race.
Chronology.
Atmospheric Explorations Conducted by the Blue Hill Meteorological Observatory.
The Resistance of Air to the Motion of Plane Surfaces, by Otto G. Luyties.
The New Baldwin Dirigible.

October.

The Prize—Once More, Editorial.

Gordon Bennett Balloon Race.
Jamestown Congress.
Aero Club of America Exhibition.
Aero Club of America Ascensions, a Table.
Preparatory School for Military Aeronauts Founded by the Aeronautique Club de

France, by M. J. Sauniere.
Gammeter Orthopter, by H. C. Gammeter.
Antoinette Aeroplane.
Some Considerations of the Helicopter, by M. Paul Cornu.
Farman Aeroplane.
De la Vaulx Aeroplane.
British Military Dirigible.

Malecot Dirigible.

Vuia Aeroplane.
Japan and America, by Rudolph Martin.
The New Parseval Dirigible.
Chronology.
The History of Airships.
Antoinette Motor.
Aeronautic Miotors, by Harry E. Dey.
Longest Balloon Voyage, Prof. A. Lawrence Rotch.
Santos-Dumont No. 16.

November.
Last Call for That Prize, Editorial.
Gordon Bennett Balloon Race, St. Louis.
Story of Winner's Trip, by Oscar Erbsloh.
Dirigible Competitions at St. Louis.
International Aeronautical Congress, New York, Oct. 28-29, with addresses.
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Notes of a Russian Military Aeronaut on the Application of Ballooning to Land and
Naval Warfare, by Lieut. -Col. F. A. Postnikov.

Aerology in Germany, by Dr. Reinhard Siiring.

Light Engines, by Walter L. Brock.
Development of an Aeroplane, by L. J. Lesh.
Chronology of Events.
School of Aeronautics in America.
Aeronautic Societies of the World.

December.

The Need for a Club Park, Editorial.

Ballooning, and How I Became Addicted to the Habit: Dirigibles, by A. Leo Stevens.

Roshon Aeroplane.
Gordon Bennett.
Bleriot No. 7.

Santos-Duinont No. 19.

Esnault-Pelterie Aeroplane.
My Voyage in the Gordon Bennett, by Rene Gasnier.

The Trip of the United States, Major H. B. Hersey.
The Story of the Abercron, by Paul Meckel.
The Winning of the Lahm Cup, by Capt. Chas. De F. Chandler.
Chronology.
The Airship of the Navy, by Admiral C. M. Chester.

January.

The Government Dirigible and Dynamic Flyer, Editorial.

The Air Fight Over Trieste, by Wm. Bcvier Ashley.
W^right Brothers' Flying Machine, by Captain A. Hildebrandt.
Aeronautics in the U. S. Signal Corps, by General James Allen.

The Advantages of Aerial Craft in Military Warfare, by Major Geo. O. Squier.

Our Army and Aerial Warfare, by Lieut. -Col. Wm. A. Glassford.

Some Model Aeroplane Experiences and Details of Man-Carrying "Avroplane," by
A. V. Roe.

Note on M!r. A. V. Roe's Paper, by Octave Chanute.
Specifications of Army Dirigible and Flying Machine.
My Flights, by Henry Farman.
The Flight of the Bell Tetrahedral Kite, by Lieut. T. Selfridge.

Dirigible Balloons with Screw in Front, by Carl E. Myers.
The Acceleration of Wind Over Mountains, by S. P. Fergusson. .

The Lost La Patrie.

Chronology.
The "California Arrow," by Carl Dienstbach.
Speed of American Dirigibles at St. Louis.

February.

The Aviation Prize Again, Editorial.
Aeronautics in Great Britain.

Paris Letter.
Farman Wins Grand Prix.

Under Fire in a War Balloon at Santiago, by Ivy Baldwin.
Memorandum on the Santiago Captive Balloon, by Lieut.-Col. Wm. A. Glassford.
The Military Value of Balloons, by First Lieut. Geo. A. Wicczorek.
Aerial Screw Ice Boat, by Wm. Bevier Ashley.
Experiments with Model Flying Machine, by Edward W. Smith.
Discussion of Mr. Smith's Paper, by Octave Chanute.
De Marcay-Kluytmann Dirigible.

Pischoff Aeroplane.
On the Determination of the Speed of Flying Mlachines, by Otto G. Luyties.
Bayard Airship.
Gastambide-Mengin Monoplane, by M. Mengin.
Military Dirigible for Belgian Government.
Ville de Paris at Verdun.
Junior Aero Club of the U. S.

March.
The Government Dynamic Flyer, Editorial.

The Value of the Motorless Glider, by James Means.
The Hammondsport Aero Experiment Station.
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On the Use of Liquid Hydrogen and Hydrogen-Producing Compounds in Long Dis-

tance Balloon Flights, by Darwin Lyon.
The Williams Helicopter.
Curvature a Relative Term, by Geo. A. Spratt.

Discussion of Mr. Spratt's Paper, by Octave Chanute.
International School of Aeronautics.
The Dihedral Angle in Kites and Aeroplanes, by James Means.
Helicopter Jean Bertin.

Affiliation Agreement of French Aero Clubs with the Aero Club of France.
Paris Flying.
Farman H.
Aeronautic Records.

April.

An Aviation Prize in America, Editorial.

Aviation Prizes, a List.

The Advantages of the Helicopter Over the Aeroplane, by Otto G. Luyties.
What the Aeronaut Can Do for Meteorology, by Professor Cleveland Abbe.
Our 52-Hour Balloon Trip, by Dr. Kurt Wegener.
The First Successful Trial of the Aeroplane "Red Wing" of the Aerial Experiment

Association, by First Lieut. T. Selfridge.

March Aeroplane Flights at Issy.

Aero Club of America Banquet and Speeches.
Gordon Bennett 1908.

Equilibrium and Control of Aeroplanes, by L. J. Lesh.
Construction and Equipment of Wind Tunnels, by A. F. Zahm, Ph.D.
The New Baldwin Dirigible for the Government.
Hydrogen at Low Cost to Advance Building of Dirigibles, by Albert C. Triaca.
On the Use of Liquid Hydrogen and Hydrogen-Producing Compounds in Long Dis-

tance Balloon Flights, by Darwin Lyon.
A Table for Finding the Ascensional Force of Gases, by Captain Chas. De F. Chandler.

May.
The Representatives of the People and the War Department, Editorial.

$25,000 American Aviation Prize Fund.
Cornu Helicopter.
The Art of Flying, by Victor Silberer.
With the Aviators.
Gliding, the New Coming Sport, by Albert C. Triaca.
The Helicopter, by C. H. Chalmers, E. E.
A Mi.itary Reconnoisance in a Balloon During the Russo-Japanese War, by Lieut.-Col.

F. A. Postnikov.
On the First Observations with Sounding Balloons in America, Obtained by the Blue

Hill Observatory, by Professor A. Lawrence Rotch.
Atmospheric Explorations Conducted by the Blue Hill Meteorological Observatory.
The Use of the Upper Air Data in Weather Forecasting, by Prof. Alfred J. Henry.
The Possibility of Extending Our Knowledge of the Sun and of Atmospheric Absorp-

tion, by Prof. W. J. Humphreys.
On the Use of Liquid Hydrogen and Hydrogen-Producing Compounds in Long Dis-

tance Balloon Flights, by Darwin Lyon.
Parseval Airship.

June.
What the Aeronaut Can Do for Meteorology; Government Ascension Blanks for

Aeronauts, Editorial.

Statement of the Wright Brothers' Flights in North Carolina During May, by Orville
and Wilbur Wright.

Watching the Wright Brothers Fly, by Byron R. Newton.
The Work of the Aerial Experiment Association, by Dr. Alexander Graham Bell.
Symposium on Aeronautics, by Octave Chanute, Professor William H. Pickering, A. M.

Herring, General James Allen, John H. Moss, Augu.stus Post, John.son Sherrick, Lee S.
Burridge, Hart Lvman. Charles W. Knapp, F. L. Laird, H. J. Wright, A. G. Batchelder,
F. W. Main, A. C. Triaca.

California Airship Accident.
America's Famous Aeronaut. Captain Thomas Scott Baldwin, by Austin Gregory.
The First Balloon Trip Made by a Woman from North Adams, Mrs. E. C. Peebles.
The Balloon As an Aid to a Stranded Ship, by Eberhardt P. Nicholson.
Gordon Bennett Balloon Race.
The Williams Helicopter.
May Aeroplane Flights in Europe.
The Adams-Farwell Aeronautic Motor.
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Issued in coajunction with or separate from "Knowledge & Illustrated Scientific News"
Devoted to aerostation, aviation, meteorology, aerology, etc.

Edited by Major B. Baden-Powell and John H. Ledeboer

ISSUED MONTHLY
SUBSCRIPTIONS: "Knowledge" including Aeronautics ... $1.90

"Aeronautics" alone ..__._ .75
Special rate ior 5 years -----. 6.25

27 CHANCERY LANE, LONDON, W. C, ENGLAND.

AERO & MARINE MOTOR COMPANY
60 PEMBERTON SQUARE BOSTON, MASS.

44 H. P. (brake test) motor, water cooled, weight 130 lbs., including

magneto, oil cups and water. Especially built for aeronautic work.
SEND FOR CATALOG

AEROPLANE CONSTRUCTION
Models or manufacturing complete from plans in all materials. Repairs or special parts

for machines already constructed. Our plant especially equipped for this class of work. Free
use of large grounds for trials, etc.

C. & A. WITTEMANN. P. 0. Box 693. Stapleton. Staten Island. N. Y.

17 OCEAN TERRACE, COR. LITTLE CLOVE ROAD

No collection is complete without

BALLOONING AS A SPORT
By

Major B. BADEN POWELL
President of the Aeronautical Society of Great Britain

A hand=book of ballooning ; a guide for the amateur
PRICE $1.10

AERONAUTICS

THE PROBLEM OF FLIGHT, .AZl^Iul^ShSr^,.
By HERBERT CHATLEY, B.Sc. (Engineering), LONDON

Lecture in Applied Mechanics, Portsmouth Technical Institute

SIXTY=ONE ILLUSTRATIONS OCTAVO CLOTH, $3.50 NET
The author takes advantage of the encouraging outlook for a practical solution to the problem of

aerial navigation, and in this work submits to the engineering profession an epitome of the knowledge
at present available on the subject.

While intended especially for the engineering profession, the book should be of value to any one
interested in a topic that is receiving .so much studv and attention at the present time.

OUTLINE OP CONTENTS—The Problem of Flight, Essential Principals, The Helix, The Aeroplane, Aviplaaes, Diri-

gible Balloons, Form and Fittings of the Air-ship.

An appendix furnishes much instructive miscellaneous information.

Aeronautics

Wanted immediately. An active Partner with Capital or Facilities, to

build a Practical and Perfect Flying Machine. Entirely New,
Scientific, Meteorological Solution of Natural F'light. Patentable.

No Mechanical Proposition.

Address C. B. MELOTT,
Care Aeronautics, 1777 Broadway, N. Y.

In answering advertisements please mention this niagazin*.
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LET us ILLUSTRATE YOUR BOOKLETS

Manhattan Photo Engraving Co,

7-9-11 New Chambers Street

New York City

The Best Equipped Plant in the City for High Class

Half Tone and Line Work

MAIL ORDERS GIVEN PROMPT ATTENTION

In answering advertisements please mention this magazine.
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